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PREFACE

In responding to Dr. Ball's request that I should write a
preface to his commentary on the Book of Job I feel very
strongly that I run the risk of appearing lightly to commit
an act of intolerable assumption. Dr. Ball was well known as
an accomplished Hebrew scholar when I was a child in the
nursery. He guided my first steps in the study of Hebrew ;
and throughout my life I have been and still am his pupil,
gaining from him a store of knowledge and inspiration for

which it is impossible adequately to express my obligation.

All Hebrew scholars who matter are well aware of his pre
eminent gifts, and will joyfully welcome his detailed and critical

discussion of the most difficult book in the Old Testament. If,

then, I undertake the task which gratitude and affection forbid
me to decline, I must be understood to be addressing myself to
younger scholars to whom Dr. Ball's reputation may not be

so familiar as it is to an older generation.
Perhaps the most striking characteristic of the present

commentary is its originality and freshness. The writer does

not profess laboriously to have studied and digested the works

of all former scholars upon the Book of Job ; I suspect indeed
that there are many such which he has not troubled to consult.

This, in my opinion, is all to the good. Biblical exegesis

labours under the burden of volumes which are, mainly if not
wholly, commentaries upon other commentaries. Such a

Rabbinic method of exegesis, "if intelligently performed, has

a certain value ; yet it can hardly be doubted that it has

a serious tendency to stifle originality of thought, and not

seldom (we may suspect) it is the mark of the kind of scholar

ship which is incapable of reaching original conclusions.

Dr. Ball is a scholar who has a masterly grasp of Hebrew idiom,
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and a knowledge of cognate languages which in breadth and

depth is unique ; and with this he combines a feeling for literary

style and a shrewd common sense such as few scholars can

claim. If he be thought to deal somewhat drastically with the
text of Job, it must be remembered that this text presents

problems which call for drastic treatment by the scholar who

possesses the equipment for the task ; and it cannot be doubted

that Dr. Ball is such a scholar. In this respect his work speaks

for itself. Those of us who have worked for many years at

the text of the Old Testament may have been responsible for

the suggestion of a large number of emendations in corrupt and

difficult passages ; yet few indeed are the passages in which

we can flatter ourselves that we have actually recovered the

original, and settled the textual difficulty once and for all.

I have read through Dr. Ball's proof-sheets with great care,
and have also listened with delight to his verbal discussion of

many of the difficulties in the text of Job, and I am convinced

that in not a few textual problems he has actually reached

finality, whilst in others his criticisms and suggestions rarely

fail to illuminate the point at issue. One marked characteristic

of his method which has always impressed me is that he carries

his hearer or reader with him in such a way that the conclusion

can often be divined before it is stated ; and this is the best

kind of proof of sound reasoning and critical acumen.

Dr. Ball's volume is not merely a commentary on the text

of Job. It is a storehouse of material for the enrichment of the
Hebrew Lexicon. This results, in the main, from his profound

knowledge of the Babylonian language—a knowledge which is
essential to progress in Hebrew studies, but in which the great

majority of our professed Old Testament students are un

fortunately lacking. In the present work the supreme value of
such knowledge is illustrated by the writer's masterly translation
and discussion of the text of 'the Babylonian Job ' on pp. 12 ff.
For myself one of the most interesting and valuable features
of the book is the elucidation of the original biliteral forms of
Semitic roots by reference to Sumerian. In this Dr. Ball holds
the position of a pioneer ; and students who have not read his
'Semitic and

Sumerian' {Hilprecht Anniversary Volume, 1909)
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and ' Shumer and Shem ' {Proceedings of the British Academy,
vol. vii, 1915) should certainly make themselves acquainted with

them, in order that they may understand more clearly the

principles of phonetic interchange and of the formation of

triliteral roots which the theory presupposes. So far as I have
been able, with my limited knowledge, to te.st and use the

theory, I believe it to be fundamentally correct ; and it is greatly
to be hoped that the present volume will serve to bring this

most important line of investigation to the notice of all serious

Semitic philologists.

C. F. BURNEY.

Oxford,
October, 1931.
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INTRODUCTION

In this great poetical book, the highest achievement of the Hebrew
Muse, which indeed our own Tennyson held to be the greatest poem in
the world, we move in a different atmosphere from that of the generality
of books which precede it in the Hebrew Canon. Amid all diversities of
style and statement, one doctrine appears to have dominated the minds
of legalists, historians, prophets, and psalmists alike : the doctrine that
material prosperity depends upon, and is the reward of, obedience to
the Divin Law, while misfortune of every kind, whether national or
individual, is a direct and inevitable consequence and penalty of sin.
With this dominant belief was associated a settled conviction that God
was the immediate agent in all the phenomena of Nature, and in all the
events and vicissitudes of human life and history ; secondary causes were

hardly recognized at all. And since God was perfectly impartial and

absolutely just in dealing out good and evil according to men's deserts,

it seemed to follow that there could be no such thing as unmerited

suffering.; that suffering was always an infallible indication of guilt. Job's

three friends and would-be comforters are represented as obsessed by

this doctrine ; Job himself boldly and vehemently controverts it
,

as con

trary to his own bitter experience and contradicting facts open to the

observation of all men. The Prologue gives us what is clearly intended

by the author to be the clue to the mystery of Job's unparalleled

misfortunes. While affirming his perfect integrity, and tracing all his
troubles to the Hand of God, as unquestioningly as both he and his
friends do in their long controversy, it reveals a Divine purpose in

his sufferings which neither he nor they suspect; a purpose not

punitive, but designed to test his motives and to establish beyond all

contradiction the sincerity of his goodness and the disinterested nature
of his godliness, which had been questioned so persistently by the

malevolent cynicism of the Accusing Angel.

The author evidently did not believe that suffering was always retri

butive. He held that lahvah might afflict His servants upon other
grounds than that of chastisement for sin. And he did not consider
that this detracted from the perfect justice of the Divine Arbiter of all

events. The infinitely wise and almighty Creator might do what He

would with His creature man. It was His absolute right, and, as such,
2210 B
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it involved no infringement of His attribute of Justice.
Shall the clay

say to Him who mouldelh it
,

What makest Thou 1 (Is
45°

\ cf. also

Ro 9»-2i). The poet's outlook, moreover, did not extend
beyond the

present life (see notes on i./=»•)• To him, as to his contemporaries,

this earth was the sole field of the Divine dealings with man.
All the

unmerited calamities of his hero were amply atoned for, and the
justice

of God was fully vindicated, when lahvah made
good all his losses,

giving him 'twice as much as he had before'; a

conception of justice

which seems to depend on legal ideas of compensation such as we find

in Ex 22*-'-' (cf. also Is 40^ 61' Zc 9"), but which hardly satisfies the

modern mind. No matter how great the wisdom and power of Deity

is supposed to be, the picture presented to us in the
Prologue of a

blameless person surrendered, from whatever motive and under whatever

restrictions, to the pitiless handling of an evil Angel by the Lord of All,

shocks our sense of Justice, and almost suggests the despairing cry of

Gloucester in the great tragedy of Lear :
As flies to wanton boys are we to the gods ;

They kill us for their sport.

But the poet of Job had no such misgivings. He was apparently
altogether satisfied with the dhiouenunt of the story in which, after the

Divine intervention. Job's fortunes are restored and all goes merrily as

a marriage bell. The modern conscience will sympathize far more

readily with the innocent sufferer's indignant protests and passionate

outcries against the cruel injustice of Heaven than with the explanation

of it which satisfied the poet, who seems to classify it with the earthquake

and the storm as a lawful if terrible exhibition of irresponsible omni
potence in which the idea of justice is swallowed up and disappears,

and about which it is futile to argue from the standpoint of human
knowledge which falls hopelessly short of understanding either the works

or the counsels of God. He seems to be satisfied with the solution

He reigns ; and the King can do no wrong.

The poetically splendid but scientifically obsolete paiade of the
wonders of the natural world, inanimate and animate, which constitutes
the long-drawn and perhaps later-extended reply of lahvah to Job's
final appeal (31'^), may appear to us little better than a magnificent

irrelevance, but was certainly intended by its author as a complete

vindication of the ways of God which had proved so perplexing to Job.

It says not a word of the Divine purpose in afflicting Job (see Prol.) ;

and its sole effect upon the sufferer is that he confesses his utter
ignorance and impotence in relation to God. It lies open to the obvious
objection that, if a man believes himself wronged, the sense and smart
of are hardly relieved by demonstration that the wrongdoer is
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incomparably stronger and wiser than he. At most, he may be reduced
to the dull and dumb submission of the oriental fatalist by the conviction
that resistance is futile; that he is a mere puppet in the hands of an
Infinite Power.

Unlike so many thinkers of our own and former times, the poet of
this immortal drama never loses faith in the being of God. The ques

tion of the existence of lahvah, the supreme Arbiter of events, the
absolute Lord of All (' the Sultan in the skies ', as one has called Him),
is never raised at all, never even approached or hinted at, within the

whole compass of the book. Never, in the very extremity of his
sufferings, does Job suggest a doubt that HE IS. Utterly baffled by
the mystery of his own misfortunes, and steadfastly maintaining that
he has not deserved them, he believes and affirms that the Divine Judge

is fully aware of his righteousness, and repeatedly demands to be con
fronted with Him face to face ; certain that he could then establish his

contention, and satisfy his all-powerful Adversary. His confidence even

reaches the point of solemnly declaring that his Avenger will one day
appear on earth, and do him justice before his death {ig^^^'). This,
accordingly, is what happens when lahvah answers him ' out of the
Stormwind

'
(38^), rebukes and humiliates his uncharitable friends, and

restores him to health, wealth, and peace.

In trying to find exact equivalents in modern speech for the ideas
and phraseology of an ancient Hebrew thinker, it is necessary to bear
in mind that our best results can only be approximately correct. To
appreciate the breadth of the gulf which separates the common know
ledge of our own time from the primitive standpoint of the poet and his

contemporaries, vye have only to glance at many of the questions about
the ordinary phenomena of Nature, such as Light and Darkness, Dew

and Rain and Hail, Frost, Ice and Snow, Clouds, Thunder and

Lightning, which the Deity Himself propounds to Job as mysteries

insoluble by human wisdom. In all such matters, thanks to the progress
of PJiysical Science, the child of to-day may be far wiser than the sages

of old. The ideas and terminology of the natural sciences are unknown

to Biblical Hebrew. Everything is at the stage of the crudest beginnings.

Light and Darkness, and other natural phenomena, e. g. the winds

(Ps 135'), snow and hail, are conceived as substantive and independent

entities, existing in separate abodes or storehouses, out of which they

are fetched at will by the sovran Disposer of All.

It must indeed be granted that Physical Science, which has thrown
so much new light upon the laws and processes of Nature, is still silent
upon the question of the Ultimate Cause (or Causes) of things. In
numberless instances it has solved t)r is solving the question of the How,

but it seems to be as far as ever 'from determining the Whence or the

B %
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Why. It has failed to divine the final secret; it is baffled when it
tries to

transcend material bounds, or even to rftoncile the antinomies
of reason.

Canst thou fathom the nature of God ? remains a
question which admits

of no answer but an unqualified negative.

Theories of the electrical constitution of matter, theories
about the

universal ether, chemical analysis pushed to its farthest, leave
untouched

the age-long and siill-persistent problems of Life and Mind.
Spiritual

things are spiritually discerned. We cannot find them at the bottom of a

crucible, or inspect them through a microscope, or lay them bare with

a dissecting-knife, or exhibit them by help of radioscopy. God is Spirit;

and we only recognize His Presence in the marvellous pageant of His

works because we also are Spirits—an influx into material conditions
of the eternal Spirit Whose offspring we are and in Whom we live and

move and have our being.

It may seem strange, at first sight, that lahvah makes no attempt

to explain or justify His treatment of Job. He neither adopts nor

even alludes to the edifying suggestions of Eliphaz (5") and Elihu. He

simply humbles and silences the sufferer by bringing home to him the

fact that he is as profoundly ignorant of God's ways and purposes in the

world of Nature as in the moral world. The whole of Creation is a maze

of wonders and mysteries : how then can an ephemeral being like Job

dare to contend with the Majesty of the Universe, or presume to question

the justice of the Divine dealings with the creatures of His Hand ?

Thus the main, if not the only, motive of the writer would seem to be
to discourage mankind from striving to penetrate the impenetrable secrets

of God ; to bid them recognize the limits of human understanding and

abstain from all attempts to lay down rules for the Divipe action even in

the name of Justice and Right. Such inquiries are futile and lead

nowhere. The subject is ' high as Heaven, deeper than She'ol '. Man

must acquiesce in the dealings of Providence, assured that in the end
everything will come right (cf the story of Joseph).
The original work has evidently been much interpolated by later
editors who were left unsatisfied by the poet's own solution of the moral
difficulties raised by the story, and were doubtless as deeply shocked as

many modern readers have been by the angry outcries and protests of
Job against the apparent injustice of the Most High. How far the
language of the poem has been modified under these influences, we
cannot, of course, divine. Individual instances have been pointed out
in the notes on particular passages. It is quite possible that ampler
details of the Theophany were once given in the text (37"ff- may pre
serve some traces of them: see notes). However that may be, the
somewhat long-winded and mock-motlest harangues of Elihu, so unlike
the authentic portions of the work, making, as they do, an awkward and
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unnatural break between Job's final appeal (31'°*^-) and the Divine
response (38'), and referred to nowhere else throughout the book, are

a signal instance of an interpolated section, foreign to the original form

of the book, as is now very generally recognized by most competent

judges. Emendations, more or less probable, may be considered to have

cleared the text of some part of its inconsequence and obscurity ; and it

seems possible that Elihu's pose as a younger man criticizing his elders

is a sort of hint by the author that he himself belonged to a later period

than that of the poet upon whose argument he seeks to improve, with no

very striking success, at least as it appears to us. His laboured apology
for intervention, running through a whole chapter and beyond it

,

may
perhaps point in the same direction. If the great poem was already
well known, it might be judged presumptuous to venture upon addition

or criticism.

But when all due allowance has been made for manifest inferiority of

genius, defects of style, repetition and attempted reinforcement of some

of the arguments of the older work, apparent incoherences of thought

occasioned or aggravated by corruptions of the text, for which the author

is
,

of course, not responsible, the section as a whole is an interesting

record of the criticism provoked by the original work at some date not

long subsequent to its publication, and was well worthy of preservation

as a fresh endeavour to rehandle the unsolved problem of the elder poet

more successfully.

After solemnly affirming his own perfect impartiality (32"f-), and

challenging Job to meet his arguments as those of a fellow-mortal,
before whom therefore he need not be cowed as he had professed to be

before his Divine Adversary (9^^ i3='*'), Elihu proceeds to make objection

against Job's assertions of innocence and complaints of God's hostile

treatment of him and persistent deafness to his appeals (33^^"^^). Elihu

then declares that God does speak to man in several distinct ways;

warning him by dreams (a reference to 4''), or b
y the discipline of

sickness, or by the voice of a
' Messenger ' who interprets the provi

dential meaning of his affliction (which is described in language intention

ally recalling the sufferings of Job), and so leads him to repentance and

salvation and joyful thanksgiving (33""^* -

Here and elsewhere Elihu's exposition of ' the uses of Adversity

'

is

far from valueless as a record of religious experience familiar to every

Christian believer. But he travels considerably beyond the scope of the
master-poet as defined by the Prologue and Epilogue.

After another rhetorical challenge to Job to answer his arguments,
made in a tone which implies that they are unanswerable (Job and his

three friends are supposed to be silent listeners throughout the section,

in accordance with 3i4"32'-"ff-), Elihu appeals to the Wise in general
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(3^2.io.34note)^ the moral philosophers of the day, to weigh the force of

his polemic against Job. He then returns to the subject of Job's
self-

justification and denial of the Divine justice (34^ ^S cf 9'^
iQ"-' 2l'~^),

which he meets with an accusation of blasphemy and practical agreement

with the godless (34''-*"'), and with reiterated assertions that God is

just, in that He rewards men according to their works, having absolute
power of life and death, and dealing impartially with all, princes and

people, rich and poor alike (34'°'"™); seeing and judging all men,

without need of holding a judicial inquiry in particular cases (as Job so

eagerly desired in his own case) ; crushing mighty
oppressors at the cry

of their helpless victims, and putting down the impious king whom He

has set up in His anger, and thus bringing him, it may be, to repentance

(3421-32^ Does Job find fault with all this? can he suggest a better

method for the administration of Divine Justice ? (v. 33).
Elihu proceeds to combat the idea that righteousness is no advantage

to a man (cf 1"^); ascribing this opinion to Job, doubdess on the ground

of passages like pS'-M-si 21'-'=, although Job has nowhere said it, and it

contradicts what he does say, 3i2ff.i4-23^ if, reviewing the manner and

motives of his past life. In opposition to this fallacious, though natural,
deduction from some of Job's tortured utterances, Elihu declares that
God in His Heaven is too far exalted above and remote from man to be

personally affected by his conduct, good or evil. A man can only hurt
or benefit his fellow creatures (35'^°). Elihu seems to imply that, how
ever righteous Job may have been, he could not have put the Deity under

any obligation to reward him with the continuance of his prosperity.
Righteousness establishes no claim upon God, as both he and his friends

(v. 4) assumed (cf Lk 17'°). God has received nothing from him, and
therefore owes him nothing. Men naturally cry out under oppression ;
but their cries are not necessarily, as they should be, directed heaven

wards; and therefore God may disregard them. Such cries are no more

evidence of humble turning to God than the instinctive cries of animals.
The proper attitude under suffering is not angry exclamation, like Job's,
but supplication and patient waiting for God (cf 2^'^^^- 34'"^). Such
may perhaps be the general sense of this obscure and corrupt passage
(351-1"), As it is

,

however. Job is voluble against the Divine indifference
or injustice, because He does not always pour out His wrath upon the
godless (vv. 15, 16 ; cf 21'ff).
In what follows (chaps. 36, 37) Elihu varies his language, but adds
little or nothing to what he has already urged in justification of God's
dealings with Job. It is strange that, like the three friends, he nowhere
makes any allusion to the clue afforded by the Prologue ; viz. that
affliction may be intended as a test of the genuine or disinterested
character of a man's religion. He repeats that God is just, all-powerful,
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omniscient; and then he harks back to his favourite thesis of the warning
and corrective intention of suffering and disaster (36'-i»; cf 33"-'° 34""'^);
supposing the case of kings brought to repentance by captivity, and then
restored to prosperity, like Manasseh (2 C 33", where the language coin
cides with that of 36' : see the note there). (36" may be an inference
from 2 K 25"; and vv. 13, 14, may refer to the untimely fate of Shallum-
Jehoahaz, 2 K 23" Je 22".) So far Elihu might seem to be more anxious
to vindicate the justice of God than to prove that Job's calamities were
the consequence of antecedent sin; but in the four verses 361'"" he
appears to hint (under cover of general precepts couched in proverbial

form) that Job may have been guilty of certain sins common at the time
among the rich and powerful, e.g. accepting bribes and indulgence in
all-night carousals. In this, the author (or possibly an interpolator) not
only ignores Job's own protestations of his integrity, but the Divine
testimony thereto in the Prologue.

Elihu goes on to affirm that the Lord of All is accountable to none for
His doings. His absolute power places Him as far beyond the sphere

of human criticism, as the methods of His action in nature are beyond

the range of humafi understanding; e.g. the formation of rain, clouds,

thunder and lightning (36^-375). (It goes without saying that had the
author lived in our day, he would have expressed himself differently on

the subject of the phenomena of the natural world. But his gain would

have been our loss. Exact science is prosaic ; and is apt to palsy the

play of poetical imagination.) So also the snow and heavy rains of

winter, the hurricane, frost, ice, and hailstorm, and, once more, that

wonder of wonders the lightning, are all instruments by which He works

His sovereign will on earth (vv. 6-13). The remainder of chap. 37 has

suffered much in transmission. It makes a final appeal to Job to
' consider the wonders of El ', referring chiefly to the phenomena of
cloud and sky; and at the close it seems to declare that the ground

of religion is the union of Might with Right in the Supreme. (Vv. 21,
22 appear to prepare the way for. the Theophany which follows, chap. 38.

Indeed the author probably had his eye on chap. 38 while composing the

last section of his work, chaps. 36'"'-37 ; thinking perhaps to supplement

that incomparable utterance of the original poet by the addition of

edifying glosses and comments somewhat in the manner of a Targum

or Midrash. He is
,

of course, not responsible for the manifold cor
ruptions and possible interpolations of his text ; but, after every allowance

on that score, we cannot but feel that as a poet he is far inferior to his

glorious model.)
Another manifest instance of later interpolation is the famous mono
logue in praise of the Divine Wisdom (chap. 28). In the present context
this fine piece has no visible connexion either with what precedes or with
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what follows it. It presents points of contact with the Divine reply

(chap. 38) and with Proverbs (Pr
3" f- S'" '•"""); but, both in tone and

substance, it is quite unlike the language ascribed to Job in the rest

of the book. It reads more like a practical conclusion drawn from

the Divine remonstrance (chaps. 38-41) Aan a
possible utterance of the

suffering hero. It denies to man the ultimate
knowledge of things:

rerum cognoscere caussas is the sole prerogative of the Creator who has

bidden man to content himself with that practical wisdom which consists

in fearing God and departing from evil (that very wisdom which is

ascribed to Job by the Prologue, i', and which he steadily claims as his

own throughout the controversy). If Job had already reached this
attitude of complete resignation in the face of mysteries insoluble to him

and his contemporaries, not a vestige of which is to be found in his

subsequent and final soliloquy (chaps. 30-31), the Divine demonstration

of his ignorance in those high matters (which, moreover, had not really

been the subject of his complaints and protests) becomes superfluous

and irrelevant.

A minor objection to regarding the chapter as a genuine part of the
original work may be noticed here. The enumeration of precious stones,

to our taste perhaps somewhat overdone, though it faithfully reflects the
exaggerated fondness for jewellery characteristic of Orientals down to

the present day, is a feature which does not agree with the patriarchal

times in which Job was supposed to have flourished. Silver and gold,
flocks and herds and slaves, are the only elements of wealth recognized

in the rest of the book. (See also the introduction to the chapter,
PP- 331 f-

)

That the Book of Job is an original work in the highest sense of the
word is self-evident to every discerning reader. We might as well
expect to find Shakespeare as we know him in the pages of Holinshed

or Plutarch, or in the plays of Plautus and Seneca, or in the dramas and

romances of his Italian contemporaries, as to find the direct source of

this extraordinary product of Israel's genius in Babylonian or any other
older literature. To say this is not to say that the Hebrew poet
invented either the persons or the plot of his drama, though he may
be responsible for its religious colouring. The name of Job was
known to the prophet Ezekiel as that of a personage famous for
exceptional sanctity in the olden time ('Noah, Daniel, and

Job,'
Ez i4"'2»);

a fact which, apart from other evidence, might suffice to prove that it is

a real personal name, and not, as some have supposed, an artificial
figment of the poet, significant of the character or fortunes of his hero.
When the Talmud states ' Moses wrote his own book and the section
concerning Balaam and

fob' (Baba Bathra 14='), it merely means that
the historian of the Patriarchal age (the author of Genesis) was credited
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with the book of Job whose story is laid in that period. The name
indeed may be regarded pro tanto as a mark of verisimilitude (although

the Talmudic writer could hardly have been aware of the fact) ; inasmuch
as the similar or identical A-a-bu {Abu = Ayabii) and A-ia-bu (in the
compound A-ia-bu-ia-qar = Ayabuyaqar) occur in the lists of personal

names of the Hammurabi-period (cf Amraphel —Ammurapi, Gn 14).
How far the story itself had its roots in Babylonian legend cannot at
present be exactly determined. The cuneiform literature, as we know,
has thrown much light upon the Biblical history of Noah ; and the name
of Daniel, who is also associated with Job by the prophet Ezekiel, and
who was a traditional paragon of Wisdom (Ez 28'), may perhaps be
compared with such names of the Hammurabi-period as Danya, Dan-

Adad (?), Dan-URRA (cf dannu, ' strong ' >ddnu, 'judge ').
It may be taken for granted that during the Exile, if not before, the
Jewish literati became acquainted with much of the religious literature
of their conquerors (see 26"'- notes); and the new knowledge doubtless
exercised no small influence upon their ideas and subsequent writings

(cf. Ez I ). It is now some twenty years since attention was first called
to the remains of an old Babylonian poem in which many students have
recognized a sort of parallel or prototype of the book of Job. The
language is unusually difficult of interpretation ; a difficulty aggravated

for us by the more or less fragmentary condition of the tablets, especially
the first, of which only a few lines have been preserved. These tablets,

originally four in number and containing perhaps 120 verses apiece, are
part of the treasure-trove from Assurbanipal's library at Nineveh ; where
also was found a commentary which supplies glosses on many of the
more obscure words and phrases. Both text and commentary were
copied by the royal scribes from originals in E-sag-ila, the great temple

of Bel-Merodach at Babylon. The fact that a commentary was necessary
to the understanding of the text even in the seventh century b.c. and

before it
,
is significant of the great antiquity of the poem.

The purpose of this venerable relic of ancient piety is to glorify the
god Merodach as a healer and saviour, and to attract sufferers to his
temple in hope of deliverance. Unlike the book of Job, it is throughout

a monologue (cf Job's soliloquy 29-31), in which a king describes how,
in spite of an exemplary attention to the claims of religious duty, by the

agency of demons he was stricken with a terrible malady or accumulation

of maladies, which baffled the wisdom of his magicians and soothsayers.

God and goddess were deaf to his prayers, until at last Merodach

relented, accepted his supplications, expelled the evil spirits, and freed

the several members and organs of the patient from their manifold
ailments, restoring his entire body to perfect health.

Below we give the text, so far as ascertained, and a translation (so far
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as we have succeeded in the somewhat arduous
attempt to make one).

The reader will notice not only a general resemblance in the
framework

of the two stories, but also many points of coincidence in
thought and

language. The no less striking differences will also become
apparent.

They are, for the most part, such as might be
expected from the later

period and higher theological standpoint of the Hebrew writer, who has
¦

the whole historical experience of Israel and the religious teaching of her

prophets and psalmists behind him. Naturally there is no mention
of

a ' goddess
' in the appeals and expostulations of Job (though

Eliphaz

does contemplate a possible appeal to the 'Holy
Ones' or Angels—

those ' Sons of God ' who, in the evolution of Israel's faith, have taken

the place of the older Babylonian Pantheon). The supreme lahvah

shares His sovranty with none ; though He has a Court of lesser Powers,

from which the sinister figure of the ' Satan ', the Angel hostile to Man, is

not excluded, since he also apparently is a 'Son of Elohim
' (cf i K 22

Zc 31-2). The name of the afflicted Babylonian king, Shubshi-meshve-

Nergal, is no more like the Hebrew Job (Eyob) than the Uta-napishtim of

the Babylonian story of the Flood is like the Hebrew Noah. But the

outlook on life is much the same in the two poems. In each the present

world is all ; and, accordingly, in both the hero of the drama of suffering

is restored to health and prosperity in the present life. In both, the

world of the dead is a land of darkness from which there is no return ;

a shadowy realm of eternal night, where the souls of the departed abide

in a feeble phantom existence. The Babylonian monarch's catalogue

of the manifold symptoms of his mysterious malady which brought him

to death's door (Tab. II) recalls Job's frequent insistence upon his

bodily torments which appeared likely to have a speedy and fatal issue ;

but whereas the Babylonian poet repeats the long list of his hero's

ailments seriatim, when he comes to describing their divine cure

(Tab. Ill)—with a view perhaps to suggesting that Merodach knows
how lo heal every kind of disease — the poet of Job says not a word
about his hero's recovery from his grievous plagues. In both works
the restoration is wrought by a Deus ex machina ; but the Babylonian

describes the process, step by step ; the Hebrew seems almost to imply

that the change was an immediate result of the Voice and Vision of God.

(The fact that nothing is said of the disappearance of Job's disease may
suggest that the author or editor, regarding Job's mysterious malady as

a mere vehicle for his moralizings, did not think it worth while to say

any more about it when its function in the drama was fulfilled. Or has

a reviser abridged the conclusion of the story ?)
In both works worship by prayer and sacrifice is presupposed as the
normal expression of religion. The purpose of the Hebrew poet is

certainly not to disparage the traditional modes of worship. The burnt-
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offering is a special feature of Job's piety in the Prologue ; and it is
prescribed by lahvah Himself in the Epilogue as an atonement for the
guilt of the three friends. The Babylonian king also dwells at length
upon his assiduous devotion : 'Prayer', he says, 'was my rule. Sacrifice

my
law.' Yet, although his life had been thus blameless, he has to

complain (like Job) that Heaven has treated him as if he were a heinous
evildoer. Good rulers and bad fare alike; and the unhappy king's

misery inspires a momentary doubt whether religion is of any real
advantage. Like Job, he makes no question of the existence of God
and the supernatural world. His misgivings are only concerned with
the customary worship which he had carefully observed and zealously
enjoined upon his people. After a review of what he had done in this
way, he exclaims : / was sure that with God all this was acceptable ; and
he goes on to draw the despairing inference : What seems good to a man's

self is an offence to God; What in his own thought is suppressed is good

before his god. His sceptical mood culminates in the doubt whether an
ephemeral creature like man, whose condition is one of perpetual change

and instability, and whose life may be cut short at any moment, can

arrive at any certainty about the Mind and Counsel of God. Who, he
demands, shall learn the Mind (or Will : temu) of the gods in Heaven ?
Who shall comprehend the counsel of God, fraught with obscurityil)? How
did the communities (or mankind) learn the Way of God i' The reader
will see that all this is in essential agreement with much that we find

in the Book of Job, and may perhaps exhibit the germ of it. It should
also be noted that, as in the case of Job, the poet offers no intellectual

solution of the questions which perplexed the mind of his hero. Neither

Merodach nor lahvah deigns to propound any explanation of the anoma

lies of life, the apparent inequalities of the ways of Providence. The
problem is left where it was ; and both the older and the younger poet

seem to think it enough that the sufferer was finally restored to his

former prosperity.

Towards the end of Tab. Ill Obv., the poet-priest of Esagil, like
Job's friends, appears to assume that the king's affliction was sent as

a punishment for sin. He makes the king say that the anger of his

Lord (Merodach) was appeased, so that He heard his
prayers ; and an

isolated line adds : My sins He caused the wind to carry away. It would
seem therefore that the demons acted as ministers of the wrath of

Merodach. The evil Spirit, however, is permitted to afflict Job, not on

account of any sins he might have committed (see 7^" 13'" 14"), but, as

we have seen, to make trial of the sincerity of his godliness.
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Text and Translation of 'The Babylonian Job'.

TABLET I.
The first half-line, which gives the title to the whole poem, is

preserved

in the Colophon of Tab. II. The rest of the Tablet is only known from

the Commentary, which once contained some thirty-three lines relating

to this Tablet. Unfortunately most of these are broken away; and of

the remainder only about six or seven can be made to
yield an adequate

and connected sense. The commentator naturally cites only those lines

which seemed to him to present some special difficulty. (See 5 R 47,

where the remains of his work are lithographed.) We cannot, therefore,

ascertain how many lines Tab. I of the poem originally contained. The

opening words, Ludlul bel nimeqi ... 'I will worship the Lord of
Wisdom !'..., and a subsequent line, ingeniously restored by Jastrow,
{Qani iliitika) atammah,

' I grasp the Staff of Thy Godhead ! ', seem to
indicate that the exordium was occupied with the grateful hero's praise

of Bel-Merodach, his divine Deliverer. His relation of the calamities

that befell him follows ; but the beginning of this is lost, owing to the

deplorable state of the document.

{uznda usakki)ka halikkis erne
' Mine ears He stopped, I became as one deaf

The first two words were restored from Tab. III. 51. But 5 R 47
gives ba-ra, not -ka. The glosses on the line are partly lost. Those which

survive are ha-sik-ku suk-ku-ku ('stopped', 'blocked', 'deaf; cf Arab.isU),

and e-mu-u ma-sa-lu ('to be or become like or equal to').

larra kima atur ana rest
'A King, when I turned into a

reiu, lit. 'a head', has the gloss LU URA, i.e. wardu or ardu,
' a slave '. But perhaps we should read sar-ra-ku-ma a-tur ana r8si,

'I was king and I became a slave'.
nalbubu tappe unamgaranni
' The fury of a comrade abuseth me '. •

Such is the natural construction of the line. Cf 'das Wuthen,
Schnauben des Nachsten hat mich vernichtet (.?) ', suggested by HWB,
s.v. nakdru. We do not know whether, in the original text, the line was

immediately consecutive to the last or not. (Cf 2 Sa 16'^"'''.) The
gloss on nalbubu is h'-gu-u, 'to rage, be mad, to howl, lament', 'raging',
'mad'; e.g. summa s'lsu issegiima Iii tappasu Iii amebiti undlak, 'If a horse
go mad and bite either his fellow or a human being

'
. . . ; himma kalbu

itteiiiigd, 'If a dog show madness' . . . (see MA, p. 1009). The line
cannot mean Wie einen Narren haben mich meine Gefiihrlett misshafideli
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(Landersdorfer). The verb, whatever its precise force may be, is sing.,
not plur. (finamgarHni or unamgaril'innt; and the same is true of

eruranni in the next line (L. haben sie mich verflucht). unamgaranni =
unangarannt — unaggaranni; II. i, Pres. 3 s. with Suff. of a root nagdru,
133, or nakdru {naqdru), *ip3, or even, as Jastrow supposes, nakdru, 133
(cf Meissner, Gram. § 15). In the first case, we might compare *<")??,
bolt, bar, and 133 , to shut in, or up (Jon 2') :

' The violence of a (my ?)
friend imprisoned me.' Then the following eruranni might perhaps be
' he bound me

'
(see MA ). It is, however, perhaps more likely that our

word involves the root 1p3, which appears in Aramaic, Hebrew and

Arabic with the meaning 'to bore', 'pierce', or 'hollow out'. The
Arabic uses, in fact, appear to give the clue to the real meaning of our
passage ; for in that language the root (Med. a) is perfodit, perforavit,

excavavit, and metaph.ybtfz'cazi?'/ dicteriis vel contumeliis ('to sting a man

with reproaches'): cf also the same root (Med. e)iratusfuit. Accordingly,
we may render

'The rage of (my) familiar revileth me';

which agrees with the statement of the next line

ina has puhri eruranni

'In the thronging of the assembly he cursed me.'

The gloss that once followed the line is almost entirely effaced.

ana qdb SAL-SIG-ia pitdssu hdstum
'For him who spake well of me open for him was a
Or for him who spake offavour for me, i.e. from the gods, qdb is the
St. Constr. of the Ptcp. qdbii. The Sumerian group should be read
damiqti or perhaps damqdli, plur. (SIG-MES) : see 4 R 61, no. 2

, 20 sq.

I have taken /i/aw« 2.%pitdt-su \ Pm., 3 fem. s. oi pita. For hdstum, see
HWB suttu, suttatu, ' hole, pit, or pitfaU '. The gloss is su-u(t-tu ?).

ilmu sutdnuhu miisu girrdni

'Day was sighing, night was weeping';

ITU qita-a-a-ulu idirtu MU-AN-NA

' The month was wailing, the year
mourning.'

The gloss on qi-ta-a-a-u-lu is qu-u-(lu or lum), 'crying'.

TABLET II.

KUR-ud-ma ana baldl adanna itiq

' I had attained to a life which passed the limit ' (.?)

asahhar-ma limun limun-ma

'I look around, all is evil';
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{aburti{tum)
uta({()apa isarli{tu,.i) ul uttii

'Tyranny increaseth, justice I see not.'

Gloss on (aburtum : ru-ub-tum {ignotum per
ignotius !).

DINGIR alsima ul iddina pdnisu
'To the god I cried, He vouchsafed not His countenance';

usallt {DINGIR) rsta{tar)rt ul
isaqqd rilisa

'I besought my goddess, she Hfted not her
head,'

i-saq-qa-a: scribal error for u-laq-qa-a. Cf Desc. of Ishtar, Rev i8.

LU GAL ina bir {bi-ri) arkdt ul iprus
'The Seer by vision determined not the future'; (cf II. 75.)

ina maslakka{ki) LU EN-ME-LI ul uldpi dini
' By drink-offering the Soothsayer revealed not my

judgement.'

Lit. caused not my judgement or right to come forth or appear : cf. II. 74.
usapt = usepi. III. i Pf of (w)ap(i = VQV The reading of B, ina
massakka u LU EN-ME-LI, violates both grammar and parallelism;
and is obviously a mere scribal error. The Commentary gives the line

as follows : ina maVsakki LU EN-ME-LI ul\-lz.-rat DI, 'With a drink-
offering the Soothsayer doth not settle judgement', isdme = isdm, Pres.

oUdmu, 'to settle', 'decide', 'decree'; and T>l= dinu, denu, 'judgement',
S'' 185. The gloss on maEakku (from saqd, 'to water', 'give to drink')
is sur-ki-nu, i. e. surqinu, sa LU EN-ME-LI, ' libation (or drink-offering)
of a Soothsayer'. The Sumerian designation LU EN-ME-LI means
t/ian who is master ofpure spells; i. e. a wizard Of magician or sorcerer.
za-ki-qu apulma ul upatti uzni
' The sorcerer I told, but he opened not mine ear ' ;

zakiqu for zaqiqu ; i. e. zaqiqu or else zaqiqu. According to Zimmern,

a necromancer. For the root, cf Aram. Pi21, 'to bind'; with reference
to incantations. ' He opened not mine ear ' = revealed nothing to
me. Is 50^

LU MA^-MA^ ina kikitte kimilti ul iptur
' The wizard with passes (?

) the Wrath on me loosed
not.'

For kikitte the Comm. gives AG-AG-te-e ; that is
,

the Sumerian ideo
gram AG, ' to do ', repeated, with the Phonetic Determinative -te added
to remind the reader that the ideogram must be read kikitte. The gloss

AG-AG-tu-ii ni-pi-si, 'mode of action, proceedings, ceremonies' {HWB),
or more simply 'manual acts', is added, nfpisu is

,

of course, 'act',
'something

done' (AG, epesu); kikittd may have sprung from a Sumerian
KI-KID, KIKKID, KID-KID, 'handling', 'manipulating', or the hke,
from GAD, (G)ID, 'hand', or else from KID-KID (= SHID-SHID),
'ways', 'modes of action' (cf •jTDf SHID, alaktu ; and see ZA, i. 183).
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a-a-i-te epleti sandti mdtitan
' What doings ! 'tis an altered world ! '

a-a-i-te, A. a-a-it . . , elsewhere a-a-ta {HWB, p. 47), seems to be fem.
pi. of a-a-u, quis ? (so Zimmern, Dhorme, Ungnad). For epseti, ' state ',
'condition of things', see HWB, p. 118 ad fin. We might render:
' What a state of things I the whole world (or country) is changed !

'

"sandti = sandta, sanat, Pm. 3 fem. sing, of land.

amurma arkat riddti ippiru
' I looked back, Wrath or Misery was my

The Une is difficult ; but the general sense can hardly be very different

from this. For the connexion of arkat ( Comm. ar-ka-at, with the third
sign almost effaced) with riddti {Comm. ri-sa-a-tum, 'rejoicings'; a mere

scribal error for ri-da-a-tum), cf the common phrases of the Assyr.
historical inscription arkisu ardi, arkihmu arlaJi, 'I pursued him (them)'.
riddti may be the Ptcp. fem. sing. I. Suff. i pers. for rediti, 'my
(cf bdndt^ bdnit) ; or, like sandti in the preceding line, it may be a

Per-

mansive 3 sing. fem. (= riddta, riddt). riddtum is apparently the Ptcp.

rather than an Abstractum pro Concreto, as Landersdorfer supposes.

The gloss on ippiru is ip-pi-ri : ma-na-ah-tum : GIG; see Tab. IV. 7.
(The text of the previous line, as given 5 R 47, is ip-pi-e-si, which if
correctly copied, is a scribal error. But Assyr. e-si is very like ri.)
These glosses need not be exact equivalents of the obscure ippiru. If,

as we suppose, ippirt meant ' my wrath ', i. e. the (Divine) wrath
against

me (cf 1. 9 supri), they are merely exegetical :
' He rneans his ailment or

disease.' Cf Syr. i£j i?3 ' to snort ', which is used of a man snorting
with anger. Then ippiru might be an If'al form, *inpiru, like ikribu,

iptiru, eptennu (Tab. IV. 2) = eptenu. On the other hand, the ideogram

for ippiru, which consists of the symbol for man followed by the same

symbol inverted (cf my Chinese and Sumerian, p. 20), seems rather to
suggest overthrow, prostration, or the like. See 2 R 16. 30-33 b c,
where we read :

DUG-MU AN-TA-TURI-TUM-MU
al-la-ka bir-ka-a-a
' nimble (are) my knees

'

GIR-MU NU-KUS-SA
la a-ni-ha se-pa-a-a
'
unresting my feet

'

LU SAG DIJ DtJ NU-TUG-A
la ra-as ta-sim-ti
' not having judgement

'

LU-nO MU-UN-US-E
ip-pi-ra ri-dan-ni
' falls (i

.

e. casus, misfortunes) pursue me '.
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This close parallel certainly seems to suggest the rendering 'I looked
behind ; Misfortune was the (my)

Pursuer'
; since ippirH might be plur.,

and ridati (= r«W/i'= ri-da-a-tum) fem. plur. of the
Ptcp. in concord

therewith. The primary meaning of ippiru, however,
might still be (the

Divine) Wrath which, as the
ideogram indicates, overthrows a man or

casts him down. (If the ideogram existed in the linear period of the
writing, it really represents the upright human figure inverted and

reversed— a man 'upset', 'turned upside down', or 'topsy-turvy'.) With

the Assyr. word we might further compare Syr. ]lo»c^ pHrHtho, 'rage',

¦anger'; i*iL7 ittephir, 'to rage', 'be angry'; -/lIB 'to boil'. (Assyr.
ippiru may perhaps be a loan from a Sumerian IB-BIR ; cf IB uggatu,
and BIR, sardtu, 'to rend', or BIR, sapdhu (= sapdhu) ; saqqastum : as
if ' tearing wrath

'
or ' destroying anger '.)

kf sa tamkitum ana DINGIR Id uktinnu

' Like one who had appointed no offering for the god ',

u ina mdkale {DINGIR) Istarri Id zakru

' And at a meal made no mention of the goddess ',

appi Id enti sukinni Id amru

'(Whose) face was not bowed down, (whose) worship was not seen',

ina pisu ipparkil suppe tasltti

' In whose mouth had ceased prayer (and) supplication ',

ibtilu UD-mu DINGIR i-nat-td essesi

'

(Who) neglected the god's day, breaking the fasts (?
) ',

natii, Pres. ittatti, ' to break in pieces ', ' smash '. essesu, a word of

doubtful meaning ; perhaps connected with asdsu,

' to grieve ', ' be sad ',

or with the Sumerian ISISH, ' lamentation ', ' mourning ', e. g. for the
god Tammuz.

iddu ahsu NU^-mihmu i7nihc

'

(Who) was remiss, (who) despised their image ',

paldhu u it'udu Id ulalmedii UN-MES-su

'

(who) taught not his people to fear and praise (them) ',

DINGIR-su Id izkur ekid akdlsu

' His god he named not, ate his food ',

izib D. istarla-su mastim la ubla

' Forsook his goddess, brought no drink-offering

'
;

ana sd imhti EN{bela)su imlii

' Unto him who was oppressive, who forgat his Lord '.

The Commentary quotes this line with be-la-su for EN-su ; adding the
gloss im-hu-u ka-ba-tum ('to be heavy', 'burdensome', 'oppressive';
cf iSa5"; 1K12").

• NU, faimu, ' image ' ; cf. Chinese ngon, nou, u, gu, ' image ',
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ml DINGIR-su knbti qallis isqur andku amsal
'
(Who) lightly sware by his mighty god I, even I, was made like 1

'

ahsusma rdmdn suppH taslili{tum)
' Yet I, for my part, was mindful of prayer (and) supplication

'
;

tasliti{tum) tdsimat{mati, matuni)
niqii lakkiia

' Prayer was my rule, sacrifice my law
'
;

Gloss : sakki! pargi.

UD-mu paldh DINGIR-ME& Mb SAB-bi-ia
' The day of the worship of the gods was my heart's delight

'
;

UD-mu riditti {D.) Istar nimeli{la) tatttirru {tatturii)
'The day of Procession of the goddess was gain (and) riches';

ridiitu, '
marching.'

The gods were carried in procession on their

festivals, tatturru, tattiiru, a Jj^ai form, from the v'ini, in'; 'abun
dance ', ' surplus ', ' increase ', and so ' wealth '.

ikribi LUGAL si hidUti
' Homage to the King that was my joy ',

ii nigHtaiu ana damiqti summa
'And His musical Service my delight was

that.'

If summd were Pm. 3 fem. plur. of Mmu, II. i, one would have
expected a plur. nigdtisu. But, further, the strict parallelism of the

preceding and following couplets and the incomplete parallelism of this
('Prayer to the Divine King was my joy. And His

music'—harping
in His honour, or, 'His musical festival'— ) almost demands

here the conclusion ' that was my delight '. summa = s(i-ma, carelessly
written instead of si-ma (since nigiitu is fem.) ; and damiqtu, 'brightness',

is here used in the sense of ' happiness '. Perhaps, however,

' The king's (appointed) worship was my joy.

And his psalmody became my Cf Zimmern.

usdr {usdri) ana KUR-ia A-ME^ DINGIR nafdri
' I taught my country the name of the god to keep

'
;

usar, apocopated form of usdri (C), is Pf III. i, of arU = ni\ niin,
Heb. (so Dhorme). A-MES (C. me-e) is an instance of the Phonetic

use of a 'Borrowed Character', as the Chinese would call it (see my

Chinese and Sumerian, p. 23). MS, 'name', is here written with the

Sumerian group denoting its homophone me,
' water '.

sUmi {D.) istar
Uqur UN-ME^-ia uMhiz

'The name of the goddess to honour, my people I instructed'.

tandddti LUGAL elis (C. recte His) umassil
' The majesty of the king to that of a

god I made ;

2210 C
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tc puluhtu{ti) E-GAL umman usalmid
' And awe of the Palace I made the mulritude

learn.'

Id Idi.ki itti Hi itamgur anndti
¦ I was sure that with God all this was

{Lit. there was accepting of these things.)

U damqat rdmdnus ana DINGIR quUultum
' What is pleasing to oneself is abomination to God

'
;

sa ina &AB-bi-U mussukat UGU DINGIR-su damqat
' What in one's own heart is held back, to one's God is

pleasing.'

a-a-u tern DINGIR-MES kirib AN-e ilammad
'Who the mind of the gods in Heaven can

learn?'

milik sa DINGIR zanun ze" ihakkim mannu
'The counsel of God full of subtlety who can

comprehend?'

ekdma ilmadd alakli DINGIR apdti
' How then have mortals learned the Way of God ?

'

sa ina amsat iblutu imiit udde's
' He who was alive yestereve died on the

morrow.'

surris ustadir zamdr ihtamas
' In a moment was he troubled, quickly was he

crushed.'

ina gibit appi izammur elila
' At a seizure of the nose (a sneeze ?) he sings a dirge

'
;

ina pit puridi uzarrab lallares
' In opening the fork he wails like a mourner.'

L. renders the last two lines as follows : In diesem Augenblick singt
und spielt er noch, Im Nu schoTt heult er wie ein Klagemann : ' This
moment he is still singing and playing; In a trice he is already howling
like a This is excellent sense, if it can be got out of the
Assyrian. That izammur elela means he sings (or plays) some kind
of music, joyous (cf ina e-li-li, unter Gesang, Abp. x. 95) or mournful
(cf Desc. of Ishtar, ad fin.), is certain; and that uzarrab lallares means
'he howls like a (professional)

mourner'
is virtually certain also (cf

ki lallari qiibe usazrab, 'Like a wailing-man he made him utter shrieks'.
4
R^ 54. 21 a), zardbu must be cognate with sarbu, 'grief, 'mourning',
'lamentation' (NE IX. iv. 33-35 ina sarbi; cf id. IX. i. 2 zarbis
ibakki). But whether ina gibit appi, ina pit puridi, are phrases practically
synonymous with surris and zamar, is a question not so easy to decide.

1 ZA, zc (zi-e), 'wisdom', 'craft', 'subtlety', or the like, may be a loan from
Sumerian ZU, 'to know', 'wise', 'wisdom' {idH, le'fi, niineqti). Counsel and
Wisdom are naturally associated : e. g. in the phrase Id rdS teine u milki, ' destitute of
wisdom and counsel' (Sn. v. 3). Cf. perhaps Br. 10557; 10561. (But Zimmern,
Dunkclkeit, ' darkness'.)
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In 2 R 35. 44 c, d gibit appi renders the Sumerian UG-KIR ?-DIB,
slime (uMOi^-nose-seize \ which might mean the attack of a cold or

catarrh, or possibly, as HWB. suggests, a sneeze. ' In a sneeze ' might
perhaps be equivalent to

'suddenly'
; and ina pit puridi, 'in the opening

of the legs ', ' in a (single) step ', might be understood in a similar sense.

'Opening the
legs' might mean stepping or walking'(cf passus from pando).

See KB. vi -, j.

ki pile u katdmi{me) tensina sitni
' Like the opening and close (of day) their mood

changeth,'

or 'With Dawn and Dusk their mood is changed'. Gloss: kt pite ii
katdme : UD-mu vi mu-Si, Day and Night.

immugdma '¦ immd salamtas
' When hungry, they are like a corpse

'
;

isibbdma isannand DINGIR-lun
' When full, they challenge their god 1

'

ina tdbi itdmd Hi sama'i
' In weal (gladness) they meditate (or talk of) ascending to heaven

'
;

utassasdma '' idibbubd ardd irkalla
' In woe they speak (think) of descending to

Hades.'

(Traces of another Une appear in 4 R^ The five lines following are

preserved in the Commentary. How many intervening verses, not

noticed by the Commentator, have been lost, we have no means of

conjecturing.)

sdlum limnu ittagd ina {assukki) hi (I. 2, Pf gl. siilum ekimmu)
'An evil Spirit issued from his

lurking-place'
{vid. Tab. iv. 21).

itti urqit Kl-tum ipiggu lu'dtum (gloss : lu'utum : murgu)
' Like the verdure of the ground the sickness yelloweth (or

blancheth).'

labani itiku nrammii kisddu

'My nape they bruised, they relaxed the neck';

Cf Sh-TIG = laban kisddi (Br. 3099), and^ SA-TIG(GU)
BAN-

RAG = labansu ttik, ' his laban he crushed ' (RAG, RA, mahdgu, rapdsu);

itik Pf of tdku = ddku = dakii ; cf Targ. 'qw ' 10 injure
'
; KiW ' injury '.

(4 R 29, no. 3, 5 f.) Since SA means budnu, riksu, 'joint',
'ligament',

' sinew ', ' muscle ', or the like, SA-TIG may be ' neck-joint ', or ' neck-

muscles '. The gloss on itiku is ramd : sebiru, ' to loosen ',
' to break

'
;

which would seem to be a hyperbole for the effects of disease. But we do

not really know the context of the line, nor whether the verbs are sing.

or plur.

' fOK Pres. immuf, ' to stint ', ' confine '; (2) '

hunger.' Gloss uncu bu bu-tum

' II. 2. dsasu, ' be sad or troubled'.

c a
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gati rapsatu urbatik usnillum
' My ample form like a rush they threw

prone ' ;

(so HWB.) Gloss: ur-ba-tu, GIS
ur-ba-nu,

'rush' (= W^^IIN Syr.

K331N, juncus).

ki uliltum annabik puppdnis annadi

'Like an uliltum was I overturned (?
)
; on my back (?
) I was laid.

Gloss: uliltum su-un-kir-tum (which does not help
us. Perhaps =

sungir = simmar in gi-simmar, ' palm-tree '. Cf Landesdorfer).

asnan TAG-ma {illapit-ma) daddaril alahis

'Bread was turned into stench, into corruption
(sourness).'

Gloss : da-da-ru bu-u'-sa-nu.

appHndma eterik siUtum

' Mightily was the malady

Glosses : ap-pu-na-ma ma-'a-dis : si-li-e-tum GIG (i. e. murgu),

' sickness.'

ina ld{i>) mdkale eg(bu ?) bu{biiti ?
)

' For lack of food grass was my
fare.'

(?) muha dami issu{-uh)

' Die Kraft meines Blutes hat er mir entzogen (?
) '

(L. nach Martin.) Rather perhaps read //-mu-ha, 'he took away',
and is-su-ha (libbi-bi), 'wrenched away my

understanding;'
cf

4 R 3. 19, 20 a.

e-gil-da ?-tum uz-zu-qat a-ri mad-bar ....

' Die Nahrung (Ernte) ward abgeschnitten, der Lowe der Wiiste . .

(So Landesdorfer; but very doubtfully. The last two words might be

a-tal-mad = attalmad, ' I was taught '.)

sirdnita nuppuhu u-ri-ik-tum mes

' My joints (or nerves) were set on
fire,'

si-ir-a-nu-u-a ; cf Syr. N3''1B> 'joint', 'nerve', 'membrane', 'vein',

' artery'. Lines ,53-59, from the Sippara fragment, are very difficult and

doubtful ; partly owing to lacunae in the text and uncertainties of

reading.

59. ahuz irsti mesiru miige tanihu '

' I took to (my) bed ; Pain was a bar to going forth ' ;

ofia kisukkia itiira betu .

' The house (or chamber) became my
prison.'

' ta-ni-hu? = tenifyu, 'bed.'
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illurtum hria nadd idda
' A clog on my body my hands were laid ' ;
maskan ramnia muqqutu sepda
' A fetter of myself my feet were

prostrate.'

niddtiSa sumrugd mihigtu dan{nat)
' .Mine overthrow was grievous ; the wound was

sore.'

qinazi iddanni mald{ + ti) gilldtum
' With a scourge he beat me down of many thongs (?

) '
;

parussu iisahhilanni ziqatum dannat

' With a staff (lance ?) he pierced me whose point was
hard.'

kdl Hmu ridii iriddanni

' All day long the driver driveth me ' ;

ina kasdd miBi ul unappasanni surris
'When night cometh, he allows me not a moment's breath.

ina itablakkilti'^ putturil riksua

'With racking my joints (sinews) are loosened

'
;

mesritHa suppuhd itaddd ahitum{ti)

' My members (or powers) are dissolved, thrown aside

'

(awry ;

distorted ?).

ina rubgia abit ki alpi

' In my stable I fell down like an ox ' ;

ubtallil M immeri ina tabastdnia
'I wallowed like a sheep in my own dung.'

2. sakikkia ishutu LU MA&-MA&

' The malady in my members distracted (?
)

the Enchanter ',

u teritia LU-GAL utaVsi (IP esQ, verwirren)

' And the Seer confused my omens ' ;

ul usdpt asipu sikin murgia

' The Sorcerer made not clear the nature of my sickness ',

u adanna sili'tia^ LU-GAL ul iddin
'And a term to mine infirmity the Seer assigned

not.'

ul ir^ga ilu qdti ul igbat

' The god helped not, my hand He took not

'
;

ul irimanni {D.) is-ta-ri idda ul illik

'My goddess pitied me not, beside me walked
not.'

1 Lit. by being torn or wrenched asunder = convulsed ; cf. Mk
9?' -

^ sili'tu, siletum = mur9U.
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piti KIMAG {v. kimahi) irU lukanHa
' Open(ed) was the Tomb ; they took in hand my

Burial
'
;

adi Id mttiitima bikiti {v. turn)
gamrat

' Ere my death my mourning was over
'
;

kdl mdtia ki hdbiP iqbdni

'My whole country said-, "He is
deceased!"'

ilmema hddda immerU pdnHlii

'He thai rejoiced over me heard of it; his countenance shone';

hdditi ubassird kabittalU (v. sa) ippirdu

'They told the good news to her that rejoiced over me; her spirits rose

(///. her liver
brightened).'

idi ilmu sa gimir kimtia
' I thought of the day when all my family

'

M kirib lede ildtsUn irim
' Within the Door-gods adored their

deity.'

TABLET III.

kabtat qdtsu ul aWi nasdsa
' His hand was heavy ; I cannot bear it.'

{mulmu)lli lutdmih rit{tika? . .)
' Let thy hand . . grasp the javelin !

'

( Tdbi-utul)-{D.)Be"l asib Nippur {EN-LIL-KI)
' "Tabi-utul-Bel who dwelleth in Nippur '

{ana du)ubbubika ilpurd{ni)
' To report to thee hath sent me.'

(pa-a-)na sd elt-ia id{difi)''

' The face He himself hath shown to me '

{napa)-as baldti iddd umash" ba i'{ka .^)
'
Extension of life He hath pronounced ; He hath taken away
weeping.'

{ina mHU utul)ma luttu anattaP
('In the night? I lay down) and saw a dream':
' Cf.'73n on Palmyrene gravestones.
^ p&niiu naddnu, sich sehen lassen, sich zeigen ; pdniiu la iddin'iu, zeigte sich
ihm nicht.
' Abp. iii. 119 ina 'iad muii utulma. Sec.
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{id)tu hittu attulu miisiti
'This is the dream I saw in the night':
{epii) ardati bdnd zi{kari)
' The Maker of the maid, the Creator of the man ',

{mu-bil?)-la bi-ha-ti ilil mas{lat ?)
'Who conferreth a realm (.

?) equal to (that of?) a god',

(Four lines mi§sing.)
17. eqbima ahtildp {ahulapi) dannis {MA-GAL) lunuh-ma

' Said I ; " How long ? " heavily sighing ' :

aiumma sa ina sat milsi ibrd bi{i-ri)
'What was the vision which he saw in the

night-time?'

ina MA-MI {D.) UR-DINGIR-NIN-TIN-BAGGA hi{u-ma?)
'In the dream it was Ur-Bau himself
idlu darru dpir agdsu LU-MA^-MAS-ma tidii li{e-ti .^)

' The stalwart hero had donned his diadem, The Enchanter, Bringer

of
Victory.'

(Z>.) Marduk-ma ispuran{ni)

'

Merodach hath sent me.'

ana {D.) ^ubsi-melre'-DINGIR-GIR ubilla
gi{im-ri.^)'

' To Shubshi-meshrS-Nergal He hath brought happiness (?
)
;
'

ina SHUsu AZAG-MESH ubilla gi{im-ri ?Y

' With his pure hands He hath brought happiness (?).'

muttabbilia qatussu ip{qid)

^

'My Ruler to his hands He hath committed.'

{ina ?) munattu ispurd sipir{ta)
In the morning twilight He sent the message

'
;

. . .
damqdti^ UN-MESH-ia uktal{lim)

' (the god ?) favours to my
people

{tes i'Yitu riku gir-it-{ )

{ ) arhil ugamir ihhipt {duppi .^)

'
. . . quickly he finished, broken in pieces was (my bond ?).

( ) sa belia libbasu i{niih?)

' ... of my Lord His heart was quieted ' ;

( )-sini kabitta ip{sah ?)

' the tempeT was
appeased.'

'

9i(ri-ta) = firrita,

' the sceptre ' ?

' ip(qid-sa), ' he hath committed it ' ?

° L. gdtd ? but cf. iarru uk/attim rdmu, ' the king has shown
favour' ; liitaklima

damiqtu, id.
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{su)u unntnni{-a ismema imhuru supii'apy

'He heard my prayer and accepted my

tabu
' good

End of Tablet III. Obverse. A gap of unknown extent follows.

egd/ia ulabil sdru {IM}
'

' My sins He caused the wind lo carry
away.'

{iti)ihhamvia tdlu {ella?)
'He drew near and (pronounced) his (pure) incantation';

(ilap)par imhulla ana ih'd AN-e ana irat irgitim ubil{sul)
' He sendeth the ill wind to the foundation of Heaven ; Into the

bosom of Earth He brought it ' ;

{M)rit apsiTslu Mlu lim{nu utir P)
' Into the middle of the Abyss He made the evil spirit return.'

utukku Id nibu utir E-kur-ri
' Demons without number He made return to Ekur ' ;

GISH-KIB labartu ladd ustese{ir)
' With vervain the Labart He led to the mountain ' ;
Agii tdmdtu luruppd usamgi(i ?)
' To the flood of Ocean He made the chill fever go forth.'

isid lu-u-tu" ittasah kima sam{mi)
' The root of the disease He tore out like a

sitti Id tdbtu rihd* sald{lia)
'The slumber unhealthy that overflowed my

downlying' —

kima qutru immald AN-e usta{ak-ta-mu) (cf Sanh. iv. 68)
' As with smoke were filled the heavens, they were covered '—

ina ii-u-a-a a-a niu nfses
' With a Ho ! and a Ha ! He drove back like a lion ' ;

usatbi imbaris Kl-tim ul{malli.'')
' He let it rise (come on ?) like a hurricane (and) fill the

earth.'

lazzu GIG-SAG-du sa ZU?-u iUup{puy
'The clinging ailment, the headsickness, which had confounded
the wise ',—

> Cf. Neb. IL 4,
2 A line preserved in Comment. 5 R 47. (^g^ti = hitati : Comm.)' lu'iltu : murfu. Gloss. * Cf. NE. xi. 209 Uttum irtjii elia.^ Or ' overthrown the

strong'
{li'il).
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issuh{am?)ma nalsi muli{?) UGU-ia ullez{niin?)
' He tore out, and the cool shower of night upon me He rained
down.'

te-'-a-ti SHI-aa sa ultalbih sibih mu-u{si) ^

' As for mine eyeballs (?
) which He had caused a cover of night

to cover ',—

usatbi IM ralbu unammir nit{la-siny

' He brought on a mighty wind. He (or It
) brightened their look.'

Pl-aa ;a uttammima {v. me) ussakkika

'' hahkkis

' Mine ears which were slopped and blocked like a deaf man's ',—

itbal amirasin ipteti{te) nismd-a-a

' He took away their deafness. He opened Him their
hearing.'

appa la ina ridi ummi unappiqu ni{ipsi-su)^

' My nose whose breathing He had obstructed with a flow of
mucus ',—

niplu is 'smell', 'scent', of a herb, in NE (xi. 272). unappiqu is

difficult. The root cannot be identical with Aram. 1533 ' to go out '. It

may perhaps be another form of p3P which we see in Arab. Jll ' to sew
together', to join'; or we .may compare it with Aram. ^?p tenuit,
retinuit ; cf. the Syriac phrase NOB'31 Nnaai) difficulty of breathing. As
to the phrase ina ridi {ridi) ummi, ridii

' to flow ' is common enough ;

while ummu, which is neither ummu, ' mother ', nor ummu, ' heat ', may

possibly be related to the Syriac )ijo( emmd, 'pool', 'conduit', 'ditch',
Ne 2" (= naia), )j;^, Jlso/ 'channel of water', Ecclus 24": cf. nsN

'amma, ' ditch', Bab. Kam. 50b, Shab. 128b. {appUj 'nose', plur. appe',

is masc, like Heb. ^^.) My niribsu seems quite as probable as
Thompson and Landersdorfer's nipsilu (I. 53), about the meaning of
which the latter is not certain.

upalsih mihigtasuma anappul {atidku)

' He stilled its outpouring and I, I breathe
laptda la illabba ilqd dan{ntitilina ?)

'My lips which quivered, (whose) strength He had taken away', —

ikpur pulhatsindma qigirlina ip{lur)

' He removed their fear, their knot He loosened

'
;

pia la uktattimu gabdril al{kun?)

' My mouth which He had closed, which I set only to whispering ',—

{im)sul kima ki-e rulalu ul{iiam-mir ?)

' He refined (?
) like bronze, its colour He made bright (?
) '
;

' Or ' He cleared their sight'. ^ v. uissai/iira, 'were barred or closed '.

' Or ni{ri6hi), ' whose entrance '.
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linnda la ittagbatd estenil inniqi{id-da)
' My teeth which were held, which were tied fast together ',—

{ipte)ti biritsindma irdasin ultam{ziz?)
•He opened the space between

them,'
their foundation He secured

'
;

{li)ldnu la innibta lutdbulu"^ Id i(}iu?)
'The tongue which was swollen, which could not

articulate' —

{ip-lu-)ul tupultalama iddad almdi^sa?)
' He anointed its mass and its speech became clear (?

) '
;

ur-u-du la innisru unappiqu
lagabbil'

' The throat which was bound, whose passage He had ob

structed . . . ',—

ultibba iratu{ti) la malilil ihtalliUa(la ?)

'He made good the chest which piped like a

flute' (BPS 117).

{ru)'ti la utappiqu Id (i)mahharu {
.

. .)

' My spittle which He had obstructed ',—

lagd'a la isirma idiltal ipti

'The bonds which He bound and its barred door He opened';

(Three broken lines follow.)

TABLET IV.

lammahu la ina ungi ittdrii kima pir dn zal (9al ? gil ?) /
/ raksu

' The stomach which quaked with want, which like a prisoner

was bound', —

The difficulty of this line has been generally recognized. Landesdorfer

renders : ' Dem Wohlhabenden, der dem Hungertode nahe gebracht

war, gefesselt wie ein Schuldbeladener (?), (Brachte er Speise, versah ihn

mit Getrank).' But we have not yet done with the list of bodily members

which are consecutively restored to health and efficiency (cf kilddi, 1. 3 ;

umdli, 1. 5 ; birkda, 1. 8
) ; and it seems probable that lammahu denotes

some other part or organ of the body. Since it ' quakes

' (Hab 3") or
trembles 'with

hunger'
and receives food and drink (1. 2), it can hardly

be anything else but the stomach (unless perhaps the gullet be intended).
As for the etymology, lammahu need not be connected with the Assyrian

•flamdhu, ' to grow luxuriantly ', ' to thrive ', but is perhaps identical with

lamahhu, which is the name of a part of the body in 4 R 22 a
, and is

directly borrowed from the Sumerian SHA-MA6, ' lofty interior

'

(see

4 R 22. 34, 35).

' Lit. ' their middle ' {birtu) ; or perhaps ' their bond

'

(pirlu, biritu).

' iutdpulu. III. 2 Infin. oiap&lu.

' tagabbii = lagabbiiu : cf. LAGAB, uiultum ?; IMI LAGAB, uhdtum U zumri,
Br. 10165 ; 10204. Vid. HWB. (tifti).
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imahhar iptenni ubbald malkita
'It receivelh food. He bringeth drink.'

kilddi la irmii irnama ' ikkappu
'My neck which was relaxed, bowed to the root',
upattin qi-ni-e amalil izqup
'He made firm (as) a young palm (?), like a cedar He set up';

The verb patdnu, which here occurs in the Intensive form (Pael), is
not apparently connected with its homophone patdnu, ' to eat ', whence
comes iptennu, 'food', 1. 2 (although the uses of IDD and nvD, 'to
support ', in the- sense of sustaining or feeding, suggest a possible con
nexion). The Vina in the sense here required may be a cognate of
7na 'to twist', and so 'tighten', 'make firm'; cf Heb. nip, strictly
'twist', whence 1

1
? 'cord', 'line' = Assyr. qH, and Arab. (J»j 'to be

Strong ', ijS ' strength ' and ' strand ' (of a rope). The gloss on the next
word qi-ni-e is qi-nu-u gin-u. Probably the scribe inadvertently wrote
qi-ni-e for qi-ni-e-es or qi-ni-es . For qi-nu, a young palm ', see ZA
xii. 410, 14.

The gloss on amalil is a-ma-lu GIS U-KU, which is elsewhere equated
with alilhu,

'cedar'

(5 R 65, 43; cf PSBA., 1887, p. 127). Is this
Ass)T. root amal {awal) identical with Sx

' to he high ', which appears to

be the root of the Heb. tree-names ijiN, n^N, pijx?

ana gdmir abdri umdli umallil

' To one perfect in strength He made my structure
equal.'

Oit-abdru the gloss is a-ba-ri e-mu-qu, the latter being a common
word for ' strength '. The root is

,

of course, the same as that of the
Heb. THN 'abbir, ' mighty '. For more obscure umdlu the gloss is
u-ma-si KAK-MU, or rather D(J-MU ; a Sumerian expression denoting

'

my make

'

or ' build

'

or ' fabric

'

or ' structure ' (DtJ, later RtJ, banii,
binHtu, eptsu, patdqu ; Br. 5248 ff.).

GIM nakimtum Mgi ugappira gupuraa
'Like (those of) a stie-ndkim or a liigii-dtxaon He had made my
finger-nails grow ' :

The demons called nakmu (masc.) and nakimtu (fem.), like other evil

spirits, entered the bodies of men, so causing disease. See 4 R 28,
No. 3, 1 1 a : lilegi nakma « nakimti la SU(MU), ' Let him expel the
ndkim, and the ndkimt of my body !

' The nakmu is described by the

Sumerian epithet LU GISH-GI-KA-SAR, which perhaps means amel
Mli, 'Man of the Reedy

Swamp'
(KW''n, 0"^? "«!'*"); indicating his

natural haunt or place of origin. (Cf GISH-GI, abu, ' a reed-bed ', and

* J^ori. ir-na-Su. Gl. e-ri-e-na Bur-su e-rina-ti.
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GI-KA-SAR, hilu, id.; Br. 2386; 2415 f.) An epithet of the nakimtu,

his female counterpart, seems to indicate her baleful
activity. She is

called ID-KU(M) or A-KU(M), or A-RI(G). However the Sumerian

group was read, the two signs of which it consists are hand+pound or

crush (Br. 4710 f; 6587); so that she grinds or crushes or pounds a

man like corn (KUM, haldlu), or completely crushes his strength. From
the present passage it also appears that, like other demons, she possessed

sharp nails or claws (see Handcock, Mesopotamian Archaeology, p. 262).

The rare word higi is explained by the following gloss : amelu gu-fu-u

la {ilu) Iltar ana IZI UD-DU-A, which means ' whom Ishtar casts out
into Fire

'— a suitable destination for a maleficent demon. (We should
have expected GIM ndkimtum u liigi, ' like a nakimtu or a liigi-demon '.

The conjunction may have been omitted because it was absent in the
Sumerian text, of which this is probably a translation.)

It will be evident to the reader that a special interest attaches to this
line as illustrating the Biblical story of Nebuchadnezzar's madness ; one
feature of which was that his hair grew 'like

eagles'
feathers and his

nails like
birds' claws

'

(Dan 4''). In whatever relation the poem may
stand to the book of Job, it seems clear, from the evidence of this

and several previous lines, some of which have hitherto been misunder

stood, that the familiar story of Daniel can hardly be altogether

independent of this far older native Babylonian narration.

(As to the root nakdmu, I would compare it with the Arabic «5J
lakama, pugno percussit,

' he smote with the fist

'

(1 = n, as often).)

itbuk manahtalun GAR{=likin)-lun ultib

' He poured forth their ailment. He restored their
condition.'

Glosses on this line are ' manahta :

GIG' (= murgu, ' sickness', else

where) ; and

' GAR-su {sic I) : SAG-DU ', which is a Sumerian group
denoting ' head

'

{qaqqddu), ' top ', and here no doubt the

'

top

' or ' tip

'

of the nails, now restored to proper length and shape. It is thus an

explanatory paraphrase rather than a strict equivalent or synonym of

liknu. That manahtu is mandhtu from ndhu (not from andhu) is made

probable by 2 R 27, 36-38, where apparently three homophones are
distinguished, viz. ndhu la libbi, 'to rest or be quieted, of the heart'—

common phrase ; ndhu la murgi, ' ndhu, of sickness ', from which
doubtless our mandhtu springs ; and ndhu la lahe, ' to be fat, of

a swine '.

birkda la uktassd biigil ....
(Gl. bu-9i : iggiir hurri, ' bird of holes '.)

'My knees which were fettered like a falcon's (He unbound?)';
luklultum pag{ri)ia iltad{dd galam)lu

' The entire form of my body He heightened its figure ' ;
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For luklultum {ti) pagria, see 4 R 57- 53 a ; for ladH, ' to be high ',
iltddi, 'he made high', see Muss-Arnolt, s.v. Perhaps, however, the
mutilated word was iltaddal, 'he enlarged, made fine or noble'. Cf
galam pagrilu, NE. I. col. ii. 2.

imlul mamme rulul uzakkt
' He wiped away the rust, he purified its colour ' ;

Glosses on this line are ma-§a-su : ka-pa-ru : ma-am-mu-u : sii-uh-tu :

ru-§i-is: LU(DIB)-BI. With kapdru, cf dimtala ikappar, 'he wipes
away her

tears' (Myth of Nergal and Eresktgal ; see ME. p. 78, 1. 20).
Mammd is probably a word of Sumerian origin (MAM, MAN ?) ; its
equivalent Idhtu {= Syr. snmB' 'rust', ' verdigris', ' foulness ') is one of
the Assyrian values of the Sumerian character for copper (CT xii. 7);
as is also qii. Tab. iii. 58 supr., with which the present line must
obviously be compared.

dUtum ummultum ittapirdi

' The enfeebled (?
) form grew

bright.'

Here we have the gloss du-u-tu : bu-un-na-nu-u (i.e. 'form', 'appear

ance'). With ummulu, f ummultu, cf Heb. ijDN i'i'CN 'weak', 'feeble'.
The Assyr. diitu, ' form ', ' figure ', may be from the VriDI ' to be like ',

and thus identical with Heb. 'niD"! 'likeness'; cf Diizu, from Du'iizu,
from Dumdzu, Tammflz.

ina ite DINGIR-ID alar den UN-ME^ ibbirru (I. i. Pres.)

' On the banks of the divine River where doom passeth on men ',

Gloss on ite DINGIR ID (i.e. ite Hi Ndri): hur-sa-an. Hurldn
was probably a local name (' eine heilige Landschaft ', Hommel,

Grundriss, 251).

muttHtu ammarit abbuttum appa {te-ir ?)

' I had my long locks plucked, of the fetter I was freed.'

The context points to some rite of lustration or purification, which
completes the restoration of the sufferer ; and this rite naturally has
place on the bank of a sacred stream. Cf, the case of Naaman,

2 K 5^*""). With muttu, plur. (?) muttHtu, ' hair

' of the temples (?), cf
Syr. N3D, Nn3D, plur. p3D, N3D 'a hair',

'hair' = Nn3n •'^2, cf Targ.

and Talmud.

(Gap of four lines.)

katru ina pilirti ala'

• in release I go up (?)
'

ana E-SAG-ILA egti^ ina SHU-ia limur

' Unto Esagila let the sinner through my guidance look !
'

1 Gloss on egO. : e-gu-u ha-tu-u.
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ina pi girra KU-ia iddi napsama {il) Mardug
^

'In the mouth of the lion devouring me Merodach put a bit';

((¦/) Mardug la mukallidia ikim
aspalu assukkalu usahhar"^

' Merodach took away my pursuer's wily work by turning his

The Story of Nebuchadnezzar's Humiliation
AND Reinstatement (Dan 4).

Tantalizing as we find the lacunas and obscurities of the text, this
fragment of ancient Babylonian literature throws unexpected light upon

another late portion of the Old Testament Canon besides the book
of Job. The failure of the king's seers and soothsayers, sorcerers and
enchanters, to relieve him of his perplexities (Tab. ii) and to reveal
the cause and duration of his malady (Tab. iii) reminds us of the
inability of the wise men, enchanters, sorcerers and astrologers, to reveal
and interpret the dreams of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan 2 and 4) ; and it

is by the dream of a seer of Nippur that Shubshi-meshre-Nergal is

warned of his approaching deliverance. But it is Nebuchadnezzar's
personal narrative of aiTother dream and its interpretation and issue
(Dan 4) which presents the most striking points of contact with the
personal narrative of Shubshi-meshre-Nergal. The tall tree of the

Bible story may have been suggested by the statement that the god

made the bowed neck of the sick monarch as firm as ayoung palm and

erect as a cedar ; cf. also the earlier lines My ample form like a reed they
(the Atraons) prostrated ; Like a palm was I overturned, on my back I was
thrown. The idea of Nebuchadnezzar's heart or sense being changed

to that of a beast, so that he dwelt with the beasts of the field and did eai
grass like oxen, may perhaps be based on the (more or less conjectural)
lines /^or lack offood grass {ispu, 'sprouts'; or igbu or ilbu.^)was viy
fare. He seized my blood, wrenched away my heart (or understanding).
All the day the driver driveth me. . . . In my stable Ifell down like an ox ;

I wallowed like a sheep in my own dung. In the process of cure Merodach
tore out the clinging ailment and the head-sickness, and rained down upon

me the cool showers of night. So Nebuchadnezzar's body was wet with the
dew of heaven. The lines Like {those of) a she-swampfiend or a

shdgii-

' Glosses on this line : gir-ra : UR-Ma6 : nap-sa-mu : ma-ak-fa-ru sa KA
ANSHU KUR-RA, ' bond of the mouth of a horse'.

^ Glosses, as-suk-ku . . . . tu: as-pu us-bu, ' ambtish ' : see HWB. s.v. aspu.
Delitzsch explains assukku as ' a screen ', ' stalking-fence ', or ' cover for an ambus
cade '- (The comment.iry preserves the fragments of five lines more ; of which,
however, little or nothing can be made.)
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demon He had sharpened my nails ; He pouredforth their ailment. He made
good their state vividly remind us that Nebuchadnezzar's humiliation

continued until his hair had grown long as {that of) griffon-vultures, and
his nails as {those of) birds (Dan 4'°, AV"). So, when Merodach heals
him, the old king says : Of my long hair T was pluckqd. Of the fetterI was freed.
The Daniel-story makes pride the sin for which Nebuchadnezzar was

so severely punished. This was perhaps an inference from the lines

ITie Majesty of the King to that of a god I made equal ;
And awe of the Palace I made the multitude learn.
The Babylonian sovereign speaks only of his sins in general, which
his Lord caused the wind to carry away.
The closing words of the Biblical "account Now I Nebuchadnezzar
praise and extol and honour the King of heaven read almost like a para
phrase of the opening words which constitute the title of the Babylonian
poem Ludlul Bel nimeqi, ' I will worship the Lord of Wisdom '. The
line Sarrdkuma atdr ana reli, ' I am (was) king, and I became a thrall

'

(i. e. I was treated like one ; I was abased from my royal dignity and
humiliated to^ the utmost) might be regarded as the key-note to. the story

of Dan 4, which was written to demonstrate that the Most High is sovran

in the kingdom of men and gives it to whom He will, and appoints over it
the lowliest of men (Dan 4"^")).

Lastly, it may be remarked that the line hi the mouth of the lion
devouring me Merodach put a bit supplies the motif ol Dan 6.

Date of the Book- of Job.

The date of the book can only be surmised with any degree of

probability from internal evidence, part of which has already been

submitted incidentally in the foregoing considerations. Not much stress

can be laid upon the social characteristics and conditions of the time as

they appear to be reflected in passages like chap. 24 or 29'-'", 30'-",

which might equally well indicate, so far as we know, any period of

the history from the age of Abraham (First Babylonian Dynasty) down

to the close of the Jewish monarchy. As we have seen, the moral

questions raised by the book grew out of the painful experience of

Jewish history. The prophets of the eighth century b. c. are unanimous

in regarding the calamities of Israel and Judah as lahvah's judgement

upon the national sins. They are silent on the point which Job found

so inconsistent with ordinary ideas of justice, 9'^ f̂f., that the innocent

may be involved in the fate of the guilty. The questions Wilt thou even
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sweep away righteous and ivicked alike ? Shall not the
fudge of all the

Earth do justice do not seem to have occurred to Hosea and Amos,

Isaiah and Micah (see Gn iS^^-ss J" circ. 650 b. c.?). It is not before the
times of continual disaster, the age of Jeremiah and Ezekiel who witnessed

the final tragedy of their country, that we hear voices of agonized

entreaty and remonstrance with lahvah such as meet us in the book

of Job. And P said, Alas, my Lord lahvah I surely Thou hast altogether
misled this people and ferusalem with a promise ofpeace, whereas the sword
reacheth to the life (Je 4'°) : Is there no balm in Gilead? is tfiere no
physician there ? (ib. 8^'). Chastise me, lahvah, but with justice ; not in
Thine anger, lest thou make me few (ib. 10'*). Righteous art Thou, lahvah,
though I complain of Thee : yet ivould I argue the case ivith Thee. Why
does the ivay of the wicked prosper why are all treacherous deceivers
unmolested? Thou plantest them ; they take root: they sprout (leg. 1S?n' ?
cf Ps 90''''', Ho 14'), they bring forth fruit : Thou art nigh to their mouth,
andfar from their reins {ib. i2'-2). Cf Jb 21'ff. Jeremiah too is never
weary of tracing the calamities of Judah to the national unfaithfulness to

lahvah in religion and breaches of the moral law in the dealings of everyday
life. His contemporaries appear to have preferred to account for their
misfortunes by the sins of their ancestors (cf Ex 20^). In contradicting
this popular view, which they expressed in a proverb current at the

time, the prophet foretells happier days when people will no longer say.

Thefathers have eaten sour grapes And the teeth of the sons are set on edge;
but a man will die for his own sin, and the eater of the sour grapes

will have his own teeth set on edge (Je 31"'-): in other words, the
innocent will not be involved in the fate of the guilty, but each will fare

according to his personal deserts. As Ezekiel puts it
,

discussing the

same proverb (Ez 18), The soul that sinneth, it shall die. A son shall
bear no part of the guilt of the father, and a father shall bear no part of th
guilt of the son (Ez i S'"') Ezekiel is combating the assertion that The way

of the Lord is not equitable (I5JJI^ tneasured out, scil. by the strict rule of
right) ; which is precisely one of the contentions of Job. Zephaniah

(i") denounces coming judgement upon the men who are settled upon their
lees (like wine left undisturbed to fine); who think that lahvah does
neither good nor harm— is indifferent to human conduct, intervening
neither to rescue the righteous nor to punish the guilty great ones {temp.

Josiah; before 621 b.c).
But it is in Malachi,i the last of the OT prophetic writers (he belongs

1 It is surely no real objection to the name Malachi = Malachiah jhat it belongs to
no other person in the OT records. The same objection would lie against the name
Hachaliah, f. of Nehemiah, or Jedidiah (2 S 122"). If the full name was ln'3Xl)B
lativaKs Messenger, it would quite naturally be abridged in colloquial use into

''??!'?> which happens to coincide with the appellative ''3xl'P 7ny messenger, which
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to the Persian period ; cf. 'thy
pasha'

!») that we have clear evidence
of widespread unbelief in the practical value of the ancient faith and the
traditional woiship. Ve have wearied lahvah with your words andye say,
By what have we wearied Him P By your saying. Every one that doeth
evil is pleasing in the eyes of lahvah, and in them He delighteth : or else.
Where is the God of fudgmentp (2"). Four words have been strong
against Me, said lahvah, and ye say, What have we talked against Theep
Ye have said. It is vain to serve Elohim ; and what profit is it that we
have observed His observance, and that ive have walked as mourners because
of lahvah Sabaoth P And now we call the presumptuous happy ; yea, the
doers of wickedness are built up; yea, they have tested Elohim and escaped
hurt {s"-'^). Cf Jb 2 1'-'= 349 353. In view of the despairing mood of
the pious and the scoffs of apostates, the prophet can only seek to
reassure the one and alarm the other class in the community by
announcing the intervention of lahvah ; after which they will again see
the difference between a righteous one and a wicked, between one who serveth
Elohim and one who hath not served Him (3" f- 4' *•).
If we are right in reading 13X instead of J1X in 70, as a royal post or
mounted courier (= Gk. ayyapos), cf 9", the word will point us to
the Persian period for the book of Job also. But however that may be,
the appearance of 'The Satan' in the Prologue as an Angel hostile
to man finds its only parallel in Zechariah who prophesied under Darius
Hystaspis (520 b.c onwards) : see Zc 3'-^ where 'The

Satan' plays the
part of Adversary to Joshua the High Priest before the Angel of lahvah.
There is certainly some evidence of progress in OT dealing with the
problem. Ezekiel is content to deny that children suffer for the sins of
their fathers, irrespective of the question of their own guilt or innocence.

occurs 3' as an allusive reference to the prophet's personal name (cf. 2 Esdr 1*°). That ®
read 13X?D, liis messenger, may only indicate that in the translator's time the existence
of the prophet was already forgotten, if it was not due to a common confusion of the
two similar letters Waw and Yod. To say that ' the name is not a likely one ' (EB)
is simply to beg the question. It is true that Malachiah or Malachi does not recur in
the OT; neither does Habakkuk (cf. also Jonah, Nahum). But rarity is no argument
against the authenticity of a Proper Name ; and as regards the meaning, a prophet
might as fittingly be named lativatis Messenger as lahva/is Servant (Obadiah) ; cf.
the Sumerian LUG, messenger or minister (also read SHUKKAL, SUKKAL, Assyr.
siMallu), which may be in this sense a variation of LA6, to go (Caus. to send]) = "^K?
V of "[S?D (cf. Eth. Idaha, ' to send ', tal'ika, ' to be sent ', ' wait on ', ' minister ').
The Sum. LUG (SHUKKAL) is used of subordinate deities who, like the classical
Mercury and Iris, serve as ministers, or messengers of the greater gods ; and it occurs
in personal names such as LUG {Sukkat^-Rammdn, ' Rimmon's Messenger ' or
' Minister '.
It seems possible that the word N'33n , itte propAet, has fallen out of the text before
'nsnx . If so, the original heading of Malachi was like those of Habakkuk and
Haggai (Hab i' Hg i^).
2210 D
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lahvah is just ; His way is equal ; every man
' dies ' for his own sins.

If a sinner turn righteous, he ' lives ' ; if a righteous man turn sinner,
he dies. A later generation was not satisfied with this simple solution
which seemed to contradict experience. Malachi makes it clear that

in his day many were throwing doubt on the value of the established

religion, on the ground of its apparent inefficacy to ensure the prosperity
of its adherents or to shield them from adversity. Their openly expressed

conclusion was that It is vain to serve lahvah, since they who forget God
prosper. The prophet can only meet the difficulty by assuring his fellow-

believers that it will not be so always : lahvah will interpose in His

approaching Day. Then the balance will be redressed ; the godless

will be swept away in fires of judgement, and will become ashes under the
feet of the godly ; and doubters and waverers will again discern the
difference between righteous and wicked, between irreligious and religious.

The difference in their fate will make it clear. The doubt, however,
was not finally laid by this pronouncement. The Day of lahvah was
delayed. The vicissitudes of history, now favourable, now unfavourable,
to the Jewish community, kept the question alive until, in the time of

Christ, we hear the disciples asking whether congenital blindness was

a punishment for the sufferer's own sins (committed, we must suppose, in

a former life) or for those of his parents. Our Lord's answer contra
dicted both theories of suffering, by declaring (in the spirit of the
Prologue of Job) that affliction is not necessarily punishment and, there

fore, no presumption of antecedent sin. It may be designed to give
scope for the play of Divine forces (Joh 9') and so to illustrate the Glory
of God. This is surely the Final Cause and End of all permitted evil, as
of all created existence —unless indeed we are to cry with the frank
sensuahst

' Thou, Nature, art my goddess I
'

and surrender ourselves to a base idolatry of appetite, more degrading
than the worship of stocks and stones with which, in other stages of
human culture, it is usually associated.

Note on the prosody of the poem.

Some of the poetical portions of the book are translated into quatrains

of triple-stressed lines after the original measures, which are not entirely
obscured by the numerous interpolations of the text Possible inter
polations are enclosed in square brackets, thus [ ].



THE BOOK OF JOB IN ENGLISH
A TRANSLATION OF THE REVISED TEXT

Chapter 1.— i. A man there was in 'LT^-land, Eyob by
name. This man was moral and upright —godfearing and
2 averse from evil. So there were born to him seven sons

3 and three daughters ; and his livestock came to seven
thousand sheep and goat.s, and three thousand camels, and
five hundred yoke of oxen, and five hundred she-asses, and an
immense body of slaves : he became, in fact, the greatest of
all the Eastern tribesmen.

4 Now his sons were wont to go and banquet in each others'

houses in turn ; and they would send and invite their three

5 sisters to eat and drink with them. But when the round
of the banquets was complete, Eyob sent and purified them ;
and he would rise early and offer burnt- offerings in proportion

, to their number, for he thought 'Perhaps my sons have sinned
by cursing God in thought ! ' so used Eyob to do all the
year round.

6 But the day came when the Sons of God went in to stand
in attendance on lahvah ; and the Satan too went in among
7 them. Said lahvah to the Satan, ' Whence comest thou ?

'

The Satan answered lahvah, ' From roving on the 'earth and
8 roaming about in

it.' Said lahvah to the Satan,
' Hast thou

noticed my servant Eyob ? he has not his like on earth—a
man moral and upright, godfearing and averse from

9 But the Satan answered lahvah, ' Is it for nothing that Eyob

10 fears God ? hast not Thou Thyself made a fence all round
him and his household and everything that belongs to him ?

the work of his hands Thou hast blessed, and his livestock
II has multiplied in the land. However, only stretch out Thine
Hand and strike all that belongs to him, and he will assuredly

12 curse Thee to Thy Face ! ' Said lahvah to the Satan, ' There !
all that belongs to him is in thine hand ! only against his

D 2
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person stretch not out thine hand !
' The Satan then withdrew

from the presence of lahvah.

13 And the day came when his sons and his
daughters were

eating bread and drinking wine in their eldest brother's house,

14 and a messenger went in to Eyob and said :
' The oxen were

15 ploughing, and the she-asses were grazing hard by, when the

Sabeans attacked and seized them, but the young men they

put to the sword ; and only I scarce escaped alone to tell
16 thee !

' He was .still speaking when another came in and
said : ' The Fire of God hath fallen from Heaven and set fire

to the sheep and goats and the young men and devoured them ;

17 and only I have scarce escaped alone to tell thee !
' He was

still speaking when another came in and said : 'The Chaldeans '

made three companies and dashed upon the camels and seized

them, but the young men they put to the sword ; and only

18 I scarce escaped alone to tell thee ! ' He was still speaking
when another came in and said : ' Thy sons and daughters
were eating bread and drinking wine in their eldest brother's

19 house, when lo, a hurricane blew from beyond the wilderness

and struck the four corners of the house, and it fell upon the
young men, and they perished ; and only I have scarce escaped
alone to tell thee !

'

20 At that, Eyob started up and tore his mantle and shaved
his head, and then threw himself upon the ground and did

21 reverence. Then he said :
' Bare came I forth from my Mother's womb.
And bare must I thither return !
'Twas lahvah who gave, and lahvah who took—
Let lahvah's Name be blest ! '

22 In all this Eyob sinned not, nor charged any faultiness to God.

Chapter 2.— i. But the day came when the Sons of God
went in to stand in attendance on lahvah ; and the Satan too
went in among them.

2 Said lahvah to the Satan, ' Whence comest thou ?
'
The

Satan answered lahvah, 'From roving on the earth and roam-

3 ing about in
it.' Said lahvah to the Satan, ' Hast thou noticed

my servant Eyob ? he has not his like on earth—a man moral
and upright, god-fearing and averse from evil. He still main
tains his virtue, though thou didst incite me against him,

4 that I might swallow him up without cause.' But the Satan
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answered lahvah, 'One skin for another! and all that the
S man hath will he give for himself. However, only stretch
out Thine Hand and strike his bone and his flesh, and he will
6 assuredly curse Thee to Thy Face 1 ' Said lahvah to the Satan,
' There ! he is in thine hand ! yet spare his life ! '

7 The Satan then withdrew from the presence of lahvah and
smote Eyob with a malignant eczema from the sole of his
8 foot to the crown of his head ; and he took him a potsherd to
scratch himself with. Now he was sitting among the ashes,
9 when his wife demanded, 'Art thou still maintaining thy
10 virtue ? Curse God and die !

'
But he replied : ' Thou speakest

like one of the silly wantons ! Are we actually to accept
what is good from God, and not to accept what is

evil?'

In all this Eyob sinned not with his lips.
r I And Eyob's Three Friends heard of all this evil which had
come upon him ; and they came from their respective places—
Eliphaz the Temanite and Bildad the Shuhite and Zophar the
Minean—and met by appointment, to come to condole with

12 him and to comfort him. But when they caught sight of him
from a distance and failed to recognize him, they burst into

loud weeping and tore each of them his mantle and sprinkled

13 dust upon their heads, throwing it up into the air. Then they
sat down with him on the ground for seven days and seven
nights, none of them speaking a word to him, because they
saw that the pain was intolerable.

Chapter 3.— i. Afterwards Eyob opened his mouth and
2 cursed his day. And Eyob answered and said:
3 Perish the Day I was born,
And the Night that said, 'Here is a Man!'

4 That Day become Darkness !
Light seek it not from Above,
Nor Sunlight beam upon it!

s Darkness and Deathshade bedim it !

Cloud settle upon it !
Benightings of day affright it !
6 That Day— utter Gloom seize it !

Be it not one in the Days of the Year,

Nor be counted in the Days of the Month !
8 Day-enchanters ban it

.

Adept in rousing the Dragon!
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7 That Night become stone-barren !

No joyous birthshout enter it !

9 Darkened be the Stars of its Twilight !

Let it wait for the Light in vain,
Nor look on the Eyelids of Dawn !

10 Because it barred not my door(s).
Nor hid Trouble from mine eyes.

II Why was I not born dying,—
Coming forth from the womb but to expire?

12 O why did knees receive me,
And breasts that I might suck?

13 For then had I lain down and were quiet ;
I had slept ; then peace were mine !

14 Like Kings and national Councillors,
Who rebuilded ruins for their pleasure ;

15 And like Princes who had much gold,—
Who filled their houses with silver :

16 Or as a buried abortion I had been,—
As babes which never saw light.

17 There the wicked cease from raging;
And there the weary rest.
iS Together the prisoners repose;
They hear not the taskmaster's voice :

19 Small and great are there ;
And the slave is free from his master.

20 Why is light given to the sufferer,
And life to them that are sorrowful, —

2i^Who wait for Death in vain,
And dig for it rather than treasure, —

22 Who are glad beyond gladness.
And rejoice when they find the grave,—

23 To the Man whose path is hidden.
And whom Eloah hath fenced about?

24 He feedeth me with bread of sighs,
And I pour out my groans like water.

25 If I dread a thing, it cometh upon me,
And what I fear befalleth me.

26 I have neither ease nor quiet,—
No rest, and trouble cometh.
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Chapter 4.— i. In reply Eliphaz the Temanite said:
2 Should one address discourse to the sick?
Yet who can withhold speech ?
3 Lo, thou hast put many right.
And wouldst strengthen drooping hands :

4 Thy words would raise the stumbler.
And thou madest bowed knees firm.
5 But now it cometh to thyself, thou art overcome ;
It reacheth thee, and thou art bewildered.

6 Is not thy piety thine assurance,
And thine hope the perfectness of thy ways?
7 Think now, who that was guiltless ever perished?
And where were the upright wiped out ?

8 In my ken, 'tis the plowers of trouble
And the sowers of misery, that reap it :
9 By the breath of Eloah they perish,—

By the blast of His wrath are ended.

10 The fangs of the lion are shattered,
And the teeth of the young lions broken out:
rr The old lion perisheth for lack of prey,
And the she-lion's whelps are scattered.

12 But to me a word stole in.
And mine ear caught a whisper of speech ;

13 In thoughts woke by visions of night,
When deep sleep falleth on men.

14 A fear came over me, and trembling,
And every bone of me it shook with fear ;

15 And a Breath o'er my face glideth on,—
It raiseth the hairs of my head.

16 And behold, Shaddai is passing!

He stoppeth, but I discern not His form ;
A Shape is before mine eyes ;
I hear a murmuring sound :

117
' Can a mortal be righteous with Eloah,
Or a man be pure with his Maker?
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i8 Behold, in His Servants He trusteth not,

And on His Angels He putteth no praise:

19 Much less in denizens of clay.

Whose foundation is in the dust ;

Who are crushed at the turn of Dawn,—

20 Between Morning and Evening are shattered !
'

[For lack of Wit they perish for ever ;
21 They die for want of Wisdom.]

Chapter 5.— i. Call then ; is there any to answer thee?
And to which of the Holy Ones wilt turn ?
2 Nay, impatience slayeth the fool,

And passion killeth the simple.

3 I myself have seen the fool uprooted.
And his home was suddenly plucked up.

4 His sons are far from welfare;
They are crushed in the gate without help.

5 Whose harvest the hungry devoureth,

And the thirsty ingathereth their fruitage.

6 For Afiiliction issueth not from the dust,
And Trouble springeth not out of the ground :

7 [For Man is born to Trouble,
As the vulture's brood to soaring.]
8 But I, I would appeal unto El,
And would set my case before Elohim,

9 Who doeth great things and unsearchable.
Wonders beyond all reckoning:

10 Who giveth rain on the ploughland,
And sendeth water on the commons ;
II To set the lowly on high.
And to raise mourners to wellbeing :

12 [Who thwarteth the schemes of the wily.
That their hands achieve nothing real ;]
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13 Who catcheth the wise in their own craft.
And the plan of the shifty befooleth ;

14 So that by day they fumble with darkness.
And grope at high noon as in the night.

15 So He saveth the humble from the sword,—
The needy from the hand of the strong ;

16 And hope is born for the poor.
And Iniquity shutteth her mouth.

17 Happy whom Eloah correcteth !
' Then refuse not Shaddai's chastisement ! '

18 For 'tis His way to hurt and bind up ;
He smiteth, and His own hands heal.

19 In six straits He will rescue thee ;
Yea, in seven no harm shall strike thee ;

20 In famine will He ransom thee from Death,
And in war from the grip of the sword ;

21 When the Pest is abroad, thou shalt be hidden,—

Shalt be fearless of Havoc when it cometh ;
22 At the lion and dragon thou shalt laugh,
And of wild things have no fear ;

23 [Having league with the children of the field.
And the wild things being made thy friends.]

24 And thou shalt know thy tent is safe,—

Shalt go over thy fold and miss nothing.

25 Thou shalt know that thine offspring are many,—

Thine issue as the grass of the earth.

26 Thou shalt come to the grave in thy vigour,
As the corn is carried up in its season.

27 Lo this—we have searched it, thus it is ;
We have heard it ; know it thou for thyself!

Chapter 6.— i. In reply Eyob said:
2 Would that my ' impatience ' were weighed,
And my misery balanced against it !
3 For 'tis heavier than the sand of seas ;
Therefore my words would go up.
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4 For the arrows of Shaddai are in my flesh.

Whose venom my spirit drinketh ;

Eloah's terrors trouble me.
And the dread of El dismayeth me.

5 Doth a wild ass bray over grass.

Or loweth an ox over fodder?

6 Is tasteless stuff eaten unsalted ?

Or is there flavour in the sap of mallows ?

7 [IVTy appetite declineth it ;

Loatheth it like vomit of my food.]
8 O that my boon might come,—
That Eloah would grant my hope!

9 That Shaddai would will to crush me,
—

Would unloose His hand and cut me off!

II What is my strength, that I should wait,
And what my end, that I should endure?

12 Is my strength the strength of stones,
Or my flesh—is it of bronze?

*

13 Behold, I have no aid,
And help is driven away from me !

14 My friend hath cast off kindness.
And forsaketh the fear of Shaddai.

15 My kin are faithless as a wady,—

As a bed of transitory waters,
16 Which were dark with a pall of ice.
And on which the snow lay piled :

17 In the dry season they disappear ;
When it is hot, they are extinct from their place.

19 The caravans of Tema looked forward, —

The travelling companies of Sheba expected them ;

20 They were ashamed for their confidence in them,—

They reached them and were confounded.
18 They turn their way backward ;
They go up into the desert and perish.
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: 21 Such now have ye proven to me ;
Ye see some scare, and are afraid.

22 Is it that I have said, 'Give me something,
[And bribe with your means on my behalf ;

23 And rescue me from an enemy,]
And ransom me from

24 Teach me, and I, I will be mum ;
Yea, give me to understand mine error!

25 Why are honest words grievous?
And what doth your reproof reprove?

26 Mean ye to reprove mere words.
And to answer windy speech ?

57 Even upon the blameless will ye fall,
And concoct words against your friend?

28 And now, so please you, face me !
To your faces I surely shall not lie !

29 [Pray return ; let there be no unfairness ;
But hear ye my straightforward pleadings !]

30 Is there really injustice in my tongue.
Or cannot my palate distinguish truth ?

Chapter 7.—n I too will not gag my mouth,—
I will open my lips with Thee ;
I will speak in the anguish of my spirit,—
Will complain in the bitterness of my soul :—

12 'Am I the Sea, or the Sea-Dragon,
That Thou settest a guard over me ?

'

13 When I say, ' My couch will comfort me,—
My bed ease in part my complaining';

14 Thou scarest me with dreams.
And with visions dost affright me ;

15 So that I choose strangling.
And prefer death to my torments.

16 I said, I cannot always live ;
Let me alone, for my days are a breath!

17 What is a mortal that Thou shouldst make much of him.
And shouldst set Thy mind upon him ?
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18 That Thou shouldst visit him mom by morn,—

Shouldst try him moment by moment?

19 How long wilt Thou not look away from me.
Nor give me a moments respite?

20 If I sin, what do I to Thee,
Thou that keepest watch on man's heart?

Why hast Thou made me a butt for Thee,
So that I am become Thy target?

21 Why dost Thou not forgive my transgression.
And let my sin pass ?
For soon in the dust I shall lie ;
And if Thou seek me, I shall be no more.

7— I Hath not Man a hard service on earth?
Are not his days like those of a hireling?

2 Like the slave that panteth for the shade.
And like the hireling who looketh forward to his wages,

3 So have I been assigned delusive days.
And troubled nights have been allotted me.
4 Should I lie down on my bed, I say,
' O that it were morning, that I might rise ! '

And if I rise, 'O that it were evening!'

And I am full-fed with tossings until twilight.
,s My flesh is clothed with worms ;
My skin gathers and runs.

6 My time hath passed more swiftly than a post,—
Hath hopelessly come to an end.

7 Remember then my life is but air ;

Mine eye will no more see good.

8 [The eye of my Beholder will not descry me ;
While Thine eyes are upon me, I shall vanish.]
9 The smoke dissolveth and disappeareth ;
So he who goeth down to Sheol cometh not up :

10 He returneth no more to his home.
And his place knoweth him no more.
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Chapter 8.— i In reply Bildad the Shuhite said:
2 How long wilt thou utter such things.
And shall thy mouth multiply windy words ?
3 Would El wrest judgement.
Or Shaddai pervert justice?

4 Though thy sons did sin against Him,
And He threw them into the power of their transgression ;
,=;If thou thyself wilt seek El earnestly,
And make thy prayer to Shaddai,

fi Surely now He will listen to thee,
And repay thee after thy righteousness :
7 And thy first estate shall seem small,
And thy last shall be very great.

8 For ask, I pray, of the first generation.
And give heed to the findings of the Fathers ;
9 [For ourselves are of yesterday, and we know not ;
And our time upon earth is like a shadow :]

10 Will not they teach thee and tell thee.
And forth of their heart utter words?

II Can papyrus grow tall without mire?
Or the Nile-rush wax great without water?

12 Yet budding, if it have no moisture.
Faster than any herb it withereth.

13 Such is the end of all who forget El,
And the worldling's hope—it perisheth :

14 Whose confidence is but a cobweb,

And his trust a spider's house:

15 [If he lean against his house, it standeth not ;
If he hold on thereby, it is not steady.]

16 He is fresh and green before the sun.
And his suckers spread over his garden ;

17 About a cairn his roots he twineth.
And a stony house he chooseth.

18 El swalloweth him up from his place.
And it disowneth him—' I never saw thee I '

19 Thus HE plucketh up his abode.
And from the ground causeth another to spring.
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20 Lo El doth not spurn a perfect one,
Nor hold the hand of evildoers I

21 The mouth of the upright He filleth with laughter,
And the lips of the pure with shouting.

22 [They who hate Him are clothed with shame;

And the tent of the wicked is no more !]

Chapter 9.— i In reply Eyob said:
2 Ah yes, I know it is so :
And how can frail man be right with El?
3 If he would fain dispute with Him,
He will not answer him one question in a thousand.

4 AUwise and Almighty —
Who hath ever opposed Him without hurt ?
,=;That removeth mountains, that they are not seen,
And from the roots overturneth them in His wrath ;

6 That shaketh Earth out of her place.
And the pillars of Heaven—they tremble:
7 That forbiddeth Sol to rise,
And sealeth about the stars :

s That spread the heavens, unhelped.
And treadeth the summits of the earth :

9 That made Kesil and Kimah,
And built the Chambers of the South :

10 [That doeth great things beyond search.
And wondrous things beyond number.]
II Lo, He passeth by me, but I see Him not,—
He glideth on, but I perceive Him not.

12 Should He break out, who can turn Him back?
Who say to Him, What docst Thou?

13 Eloah turneth not back His wrath ;
Under Him bowed the Helpers of Rahab !

14 Much less could I answer Him,—
Could I choose my words with Him :

15 Whom, though I were right, I would not answer;
I would rather beg mine Adversary's mercy.
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16 If I summoned Him, and He responded,
I could not believe He would listen to my plea,

17 Who would snatch me away with a blast.
And give me many wounds for no cause;—
i8 Would not let me recover my breath,
But would surfeit me with bitter griefs.

19 If I think of Might, He is strong ;
And if of Right—who is to arraign Him ?
20 Though I were righteous, my own mouth would con

demn me,—
Though perfect. He would find me perverted !

21 I am perfect, but regard not my life,—
Righteous, but loathe my existence ;

22 Therefore say I, 'Tis all one!
Perfect and godless alike He endeth !t>^

23 [If the Scourge kill suddenly,
He mocketh at the slaughter of the innocent !

24 The land He hath given to a Godless One ;
And the face of her judges He veileth :
If not He, who else hath done it?]

25 My days have been swifter than a runner;
They have fled without seeing any good ;

26 They have sped like skiffs of papyrus,—

Like a vulture that swoopeth on food.

27 If I say, ' I will forget my complaining, —
Relax my looks and be cheerful

'
;

28 I am fearful because of my sufferings ;
I know Thou dost not hold me innocent.

29 [If 'tis I who am in the wrong.
Why should I labour in vain?]

30 Though I had washed me white as snow,—
Had cleansed my hands with lye,

31 Thou wouldst plunge me then in filth.
And my clothes would make me abhorred !

32 For He is not a man like me,
That we should come to trial together.
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33 Would there were an umpire between us,
To lay his hand upon us both !

34 Let Him move His Rod from off me.
And let not the awe of Him appal me !

35 I would speak, and would not fear Him :
For I, I know Him not right !

Chapter 10.— i I have taken disgust at life ;
I will give the rein to my complaining :
2 I will say to Eloah, Treat me not as guilty !
Let me know why Thou quarrellest with me !

3 Doth it please Thee to wrong the perfect,—

To spurn the creature of Thine Hands?
4 Hast Thou mere human eyes,
Or dost see as a mortal seeth?

.s [Are Thy days brief as a mortal's.
Or Thy years as the days of a man,]
6 That Thou seekest for my offence.
And searchest after my sin—

7 When Thou knowest I am not guilty
And there is no wrong in my hands?

s Thine own Hands framed me and fashioned me ;
And wilt Thou turn round and swallow me up?

9 [O remember that Thou madest me of clay.
And to dust wilt make me return !]

10 Didst Thou not pour me out like milk.
And curdle me like cheese?

II With skin and with flesh Thou didst clothe me,—
With bones and sinews didst enclose me.

12 Compassion and kindness Thou showedst me.
And Thine Oversight guarded my spirit.

13 But all this Thou didst hide in Thine heart.—
I know that this was in Thy thought :

14 Should I sin. Thou wouldst observe me.
And wouldst not absolve me from my fault ;

15 Were I wicked, woe to me!
And were I righteous, I might not hold up my head.
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16 Thou wouldst again deal wondrously with me,

17 And renew Thy blows upon me ;

[Thou wouldst aggravate Thine anger with me.
And bring fresh thraldom upon me.]

18 But why out of the womb didst Thou bring me?
I might have died, and no eye have seen me:

19 As though I had never been, I should be,—
Borne from the belly to the tomb !

20 Are not the days of my life but few ?
Let me alone, that I may cheer me awhile,

21 Before I depart, without return.
To the land of Darkness and Deathshade ;

2 3 [The land of gloom sans light,
And daylight shineth not thereon.]

Chapter 11.— i In reply Zophar the Minaean said:
2 Shall a master of words be unanswered.
Or a man of ready lips be justified?

3 At thy babble shall people be silent.
And thou scoff without rebuke?

4 [And say,
' I am pure.

And clean have I been before Him ' ?]
¦^But Oh that He would speak.

And open His lips with thee,
6 And show thee the secrets of Wisdom—

For It is wonderful in substance!

7 [Canst thou fathom the nature of Eloah,

Or exhaust the being of Shaddai ?]
8 'Tis higher than Heaven—what canst thou do ?
Deeper than She'ol—what canst thou know?

9
Longer than Earth in measure.
And broader than the Sea.

II For HE knoweth the wicked.
And seeth evil without effort.

13 But a witless wight will get wit,

When a wild-ass colt begetteth a man.

2210 E
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13 If even thou wilt prepare thine heart,
And spread forth thine hands towards Him—

14 If Evil thou banish from thine hand.
And harbour not Wrong in thy tent ;

15 [Then indeed thou shalt hold up thy face,—

Thou shalt become steadfast and fearless.]
16 Then thou, even thou, shalt forget Trouble,—

Shalt remember it as a flood that is past :

17 And thy light shall be steady as noontide;
Thou shalt shine forth, become like the Dawn.

18 And thou shalt know that there is indeed hope.
And unafraid shalt lie down in safety :

19 Thou shalt couch, with none to alarm ;
And many shall pay thee court.

20 But the eyes of the godless shall fail.
And refuge be lost to them ;
And their hope is a dying breath.
For Eloah disdaineth their trust.

Chapter 12.— i In reply Eyob said:
2 Doubtless ye are the Wise,

And with you Wisdom will die !

3 I too have sense like you ;
And who hath not store of such talk?

4
Laughter to my friends I become ;
They laugh at the just and perfect :
.=;Upon Ruin they pour contempt—
Dishonour upon him whose foot slippeth. .

6
[Robbers'

tents are carefree.
And provokers of El are secure]
7 Ask now the beast, and it will teach thee,—
The bird of the air, and it will tell thee ;
8 Or contemplate Earth, and she will teach thee.
And let the fish of the Sea inform thee !

9 Who knoweth not, by all these creatures,
That lahvah's Hand hath done this?

10 In Whose Hand is the soul of everything living,
And the spirit of all human flesh.
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II Doth not the ear test words.
As the palate tasteth food ?

12 Do not many years bring Wisdom,
And length of days Understanding ?

13 [With Him are Wisdom and Might ;
His are Strength and Understanding.]

14 Lo, He breaketh down, and there is no rebuilding ;
He prisoneth a man, and there is no release !
I ,^ Lo, He stoppeth the waters, and they dry up ;
He letteth them go, and they whelm the land !

16 With Him are Might and exceeding Power ;
The misled and the misleader -are His !

17 The counsel of Counsellors He maketh folly.
And the Judges of the land He befooleth.

18 The raiment of kings He loojseth.
And removeth the girdle of their loins.

19 He marcheth Priests away disrobed ;
And the words of Prophets He maketh naught.

20 He depriveth the shrewd of speech,
And the judgement of Elders He taketh away.

21 He poureth contempt upon nobles.
And the girdle of magnates He looseth.

22 He revealeth deep things out of Darkness,
And bringeth things hidden forth to Light.

23 He leadeth nations astray, and destroyeth them ;
He felleth peoples, and wipeth them out.

24 He distracteth the heads of a people.
And maketh them wander in a pathless waste :

2.; They grope in darkness void of light.

And wander from the way like a drunkard.

Chapter 13.— i Lo, mine eye hath seen it all ;
Mine ear hath heard and perceived it !

2 I too have knowledge like yours.
And I fall not short of you.

E 2
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3 Yet would I speak to Shaddai,
And to El would fain present my case :
4 But ye, ye are quack-plasterers —
Pseudo-physicians are ye all !

c. O that ye would keep strict silence !
It might serve your turn as wisdom.
6 Hear ye now the reproof of my mouth.
And listen to the pleading of my lips !

7 For El will ye speak unfairly.
And for Him will ye utter deceit ?
8 Will ye show favour to Shaddai,
Or be special pleaders for El?

9 Will it be well when He searcheth you through?
Or will ye trick Him like a mere mortal ?

10 Assuredly He will punish you.
If ye secretly Him favour.

II Should not the Fear of Him dismay you.
And His Awe fall upon you?

12 Pray remember that ye dwell in the dust.
And your houses are houses of clay !

13 Be silent, and I too will speak ;
And let Wrath pass over me !

14 I will take up my flesh in my teeth,
And put my life in my hands :

1.5 Though He kill me, I will not wait.
But my ways to His face will I prove !

16 Yea, HE must needs deliver me.
For not before Him am I impious.

17 Hear ye still my discourse;
And let me tell my knowledge in your ears !

18 Behold now, I have drawn up my case ;
I know it is I will be found right !

19 W^ho is there to contend with me?
Were there any, I would be silent and die !
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20 Grant Thou but two' things in dealing with me ;
Then from Thy Face I will not hide!

21 Put far Thine Hand from off me.
And let not Thy Terror intimidate me!

22 And call Thou, and I will reply ;
Or I will speak, and do Thou answer me !

33 How many misdeeds are mine?
Let me know m^ transgression and my sin !

24 For what dost Thou hide Thy Face,
And accountest me foe to Thyself?

25 Wouldst Thou scare a driven leaf.
Or chase a withered stalk,

36 That Thou decreest bitter things for me.
And bringest home to me the sins of my youth,

27 And puttest my feet in the stocks.
And settest a bound to my steps?

28 (While they are like a fraying brocade—
Like a garment the moth hath -fretted.)

Chapter 14.— i Man, of woman born.
Is shortlived, and full-fed with trouble.
2 Like the flowers he flowereth and fadeth.
And fleeth like a shadow and stayeth not.

And he is like a decaying waterskin—¦
Like a garment the moth hath fretted.
5 Also his days are determined,

And the number of his months is with Thee.

[His bound Thou hast set, and he passeth not.

3
Upon such a being dost Thou open Thine eye.
And him dost Thou bring into Judgement?

4 [Who can purge himself from his uncleanness ?
Of all the sons of man not one.]
6 Look away from him and let him alone.
Till his day, hke a hireling's, be done!

53
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7 For a tree indeed hath hope.
If it have its boughs cut off ;
It may sprout again and bud.
And the shoot of it may not fail.

s If its root wax old in the earth,
And its stock die in the soil ;
9 At scent of water it may bud.
And make wood like a sapling.

10 But a man dieth and is powerless—

The human expireth and is no more !
II [Waters have gone from a sea,
And a river may parch and dry up ;]

12 [And a wight lieth down and riseth not:]
Till the heavens decay, he will not wake.
Nor be roused out of his sleep.

13 O that Thou wouldst hide me in Hades—

Wouldst conceal me till Thine Anger turn away,—

Wouldst set me a term, and then remember me,

14 And from Death thereafter wouldst revive me!

All the days of my hard service must I wait.
Until my successor cometh.

i.T Thou wilt call, but 1 shall not answer Thee;
For the creature of Thine Hands Thou wilt yearn.

16 For now my very steps Thou countest.
And passest over none of my sins ;

17 Thou hast sealed my transgressions in a bag.
And set a stamp upon all my misdeeds.

18 But the mountain falleth to ruin.
And the rock removeth from its place ;

19 Stones the waters wear away,
[And a flood may wash away the soil,]
And the hope of mortal man Thou destroyest.

20 [Thou overpowerest him, and for ever he departeth;
Thou changest his face and sendest him off.]

21 His sons are honoured, but he doth not know,—
Are reduced, but he doth not observe them :

22 Only, his flesh upon him is in pain.
And his soul upon him mourneth.
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Chapter 15.— i In reply Elipha:: the Temanite said:
2 Should a wise man reply with wind.
And charge himself full with the East?
3 Should he argue with speech that serveth not.
And with words devoid of profit ?

4 Thou, moreover, dost violate Reverence,
And withdrawest prayer before El :
,^ For thy guilt instructeth thy mouth,
And thou choosest the tongue of the cunning.

6 [Thine own mouth condemneth thee, not I,
And thine own lips testify against thee !]
7 Wast thou born first of mankind.
And before the hills wast thou yeaned?
8 In the Council of Eloah didst thou listen.
And was Wisdom revealed unto thee ?

9 What dost thou know, and we know not,—

Kennest thou, and it is not with us ?

10 Both greybeard and withered age are among us.
And one that is older than thy father.

II Are El's consolations a little thing.
And is Eloah's W^ord too little for thee?

12 [Why do thy feelings carry thee away.

And why are thy glances haughty?]

13 That thou blowest thy breath at El,

And lettest out words from thy m6uth.

14 [What is a mortal that he should be pure.

Or one born of woman be righteous?]

15 Behold, in His Holy Ones He trusteth not,

And the. Heavens are not pure in His eyes!

i6 Much less a loathly and stinking one.

That drinketh in wrong like water.

17 I will tell thee what I know ; listen to me,
And what I have seen I will relate!—

18 Facts which the Wise declare,

And which their fathers concealed not from thein.
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19 [To whom alone the land was given,
And no alien passed over amongst them.]
20 All his days the wicked is anxious ;
And but few years are the tyrant's :

21 Dreadful sounds ring in his ears ;
In peace-time the spoiler may assail him.

23 Unsure of return out of darkness.
He expecteth the hands of the sword :

23 He is the destined food of kites;

He knows that his ruin is ready.

24 [A day of darkness alarmeth him;
Straits and distress encompass him.J

25 For he stretched forth his hand against El,
And would match his might with Shaddai ;

26 He would rush upon Him with a buckler,—

With a warrior's helmet and shield.

34'j [Like a king ready for the fray.]
27 For he covered his face with fat.
And amassed brawn on his loins ;

28 And settled in ruined cities,—
In houses that none should inhabit.

29
Though he be rich, his wealth shall not last ;
Nor shall he strike his roots in the soil.

30 The sunglare shall wither his shoots.
And his blossom shall be blown away by the wind.

31 [Let him not trust in a gadding vine.
For naught will its produce be!]

32 His branch shall be lopped ere its time.
And his palm-bough shall not be green.

33 He shall mar like a vine his unripe grapes.
And will shed his bloom like an olive.

34 For the tribe of the impious is stone-barren ;
And fire hath devoured the tents of bribery:

3,:; They are big with and bring forth misery.
And their womb harboureth delusion.
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Chapter 16— i In reply Eyob said:
3 I have heard many things like those ;
Sorry comforters are ye all !
3 [Will windy words have an end ?
Or what aggrieveth thee that thou must answer?]
4 I also could talk like you.
If yourselves were in my place ;
Could compose speeches against you.
And shake my head over you ;
5 Could hearten you with the issue of my mouth,
And with a word of my lips make you strong !

6 [Should I speak, my pain will not be checked ;
And if I cease, what will go from me?]
7 But now El hath utterly wearied me,—
He hath wasted and worn out my skin ;
8 And my ruin for witness riseth against me,
And my grief maketh answer to my face.

9 His wrath hath rent in pieces and slain me ;
He hath gnashed His teeth over me.
[The shafts of His troops have fallen upon me ;
My foes look daggers at me.

10 They have gaped at me with their mouth,—
In scorn they have smitten my cheeks;
With fury they are filled against me.J
II El giveth me up to the unjust.
And into the hands of the wicked He hurleth me.

12 Whole was I, and He shattered me;
He seized me by the nape, and dashed me to pieces.

He setteth me up for His target ;
i> His marksmen compass me around.

He cleaveth my kidneys mercilessly ;
He poureth my gall to the ground.

14 He breacheth me, breach upon breach ;
He rusheth upon me like a warrior.

15 [Sackcloth have I stitched upon my hide ;
I have thrust my horn into the dust :]

16 Mine eyes, they are red with weeping ;
And on mine eyelids is fallen darkness:
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17
Although there is no violence in my hands.
And the prayer of my lips is pure.

18 O Earth, cover not my blood,
And let there be no place for my cry !

19 Lo, my Witness is in the Heavens,
And e'en now my Voucher in the Heights !

20 My prayer, it reacheth Eloah,
And before Him mine eye droppeth tears—

21 That He may judge for a man with Eloah,
And between a son of man and his fellow !

2 3 [For, come but a few years more.
And the way without return I must go.]

Chapter 17.— i My mind is too disordered for speech;
Words are extinct to me :
• A pack of sophists is with me.
And mine eye dwelleth on deceivers.

3 O appoint me a surety with Thyself!

For who is he that will pledge himself for me?
4 For Thou hast hidden insight from their heart;
Therefore Thou wilt not lift up their horn.

6 'Tis my lot to pour down tears,
And mine eyes fail with weeping :
6 [And Thou hast made me a byword of peoples,—

A portent to nations I become.]
7 And mine eye is dim with sorrow,
And my frame is worn to a shadow.

s [Upright men would be confounded at this.
And an innocent be moved to impiety :
9 But the righteous will hold to his way.
And the guiltless wax more resolute.]

10 [But pray you, come on again ;
And I shall not find a wise man among you.

II My days, they vanish like chaff;
Snapt are the cords of my heart :

12 Night for day I put;
And the light is dim for darkness.
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13 Yea, I hope for She'ol as my home,—
In the Darkness have I spread my couch ;

14 To the Pit I cry, ' Thou art my father ! ',—
' My Mother and Sister ! ' to the maggot.

ij And where then is there hope for me?
And my good, who can descry it?

16 Will they descend with me into She'ol ?
Or shall we go down together into the Dust?

Chapter 18.— i In answer Bildad of Shuah said:
2 How long wilt thou not restrain words?
Hold ! that we too may speak.

3 Why are we regarded as cattle,—
Are we like to the brutes in thine eyes?

4 Shall the Earth be dispeopled for thy sake.
And the rock remove from his place?
,s Yea, the light of the wicked goeth out,
And the flame of his fire doth not shine.

6 [The light is darkened in his tent,
And his lamp above him goeth out.]
7 His footsteps are cramped as he goeth,
And his own counsel throweth him to the ground.
s For he is rushed into the net by his own feet;
And he walketh himself upon the toils.'

9 The trap catcheth his heel ;
The gin layeth hold upon him :

10 His snare is hidden in the ground.
And his springe upon the path.

II All around Terrors alarm him,
And Fearfulness dogs his heels.

12 Famine consumeth his strength.
And Ruin is ready to swallow him.

4" He teareth himself in his rage ;

13 For hunger he devoureth his own flesh.

14 His cords are broken away from his tent ;
Terrors hunt him like a lion.

15 [The Vampire haunteth his tent ;
Brimstone is sprinkled on his homestead.]
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i6 Beneath, his roots dry up ;
And above, his branches wither.

17 His memory perisheth from the land,

And he hath no name in the street.

18 God thrusteth him out of light into darkness.
And maketh him flee out of the world.

19 Nor chit nor child hath he among his people,

And there is no survivor in his haunts.

20 At his Day his juniors are appalled.
And his elders Horror seizeth.

31 So fareth the abode of the wrongdoer.

And so the home of the ungodly.

Chapter 19.— i But Eyob ansivered as folloivs:
3 How long will ye grieve my soul.
And crush me with words without knowledge?

3 Ten times over ye insult me.
And feel no shame in hurting me.

4 But even had I in sooth gone astray.
With myself would my error abide :

5 But you against me talk big.
And make my misery proof against me.

6 Know then, 'tis Eloah that hath bent me,
And closed his net in upon me :
7 Lo, I cry ' Murder ! ', and am not answered ;
I shriek, but there is no justice !

s My way He walled up, that I cannot pass ;
And on my paths He setteth darkness :
9 He hath stript me of my glory.
And removed the coronal of my head.

10 He demolished me all round, and I am gone !
And He pulled up my hope like a tree :
II And His anger burned against me.
And He reckoned me as a foe.

13 My clansmen He hath put far away from me.
And my friends are wholly estranged from me:

14 My neighbours and my acquaintance have ceased (?
)
;

The guests of my house have forgotten me.
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I,"; My bondmaids reckon me a stranger,—
A foreigner am I become in their eyes :
i6 My slave I called, but he would not answer ;
With my mouth I must needs entreat him.

17 My smell is odious to my wife;
And my stink to the sons of my body (?).

18 Even the boys despise me ;
Would I rise, they remark upon me.

19 All the men of my circle abhor me,
And they whom I loved have turned against me :

20 To my skin my bone sticks fast.
And I escape with my flesh in my teeth.

21 Pity me, you my friends.
For the hand of Eloah hath stricken me !

22 Why like El run me down.
And not have enough of slander?

23 O that my sayings might be written,—
My words inscribed in a roll,—

24 That with stylus of iron and with lead
They might be graven in rock for ever !

2.^ For I, I know my Avenger ;
At last He will come forward on earth I

36 I shall see, yet living. El's revenges.
And in my flesh gaze on Eloah I

27 I myself shall behold Him, not Another,—
Mine eyes will look on Him and no Stranger !
My vitals are wasted with waiting
Until my hope shall come.

28 If ye muse, ' What shall we say to him,
That we may find in him the root of the thing ?

'

29 Fear ye a Sword for yourselves !

For Wrath will consume the unjust.

Chapter 20.— i In reply Zophar the Minaean said :
2 Not so my thoughts reply to me.
And within me my heart is hot ;
3 The monition of my reins I hear.
And my discerning spirit answereth me :
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4 Knowest thou not from of old,—

From the placing of Man upon Earth,—

^ That the joy of the wicked is soon over.
And the mirth of the impious but momentary?

6 Though his height tower to heaven,
And his head reach the clouds,

7 In his greatness he perisheth for ever—

They who saw him ask, ' Where is he ?
'

8 Like a dream that vanisheth, he is not found,
And he flitteth like a vision of night :

9 The eye that once glanced at him, doth it not again ;
And his place beholdeth him no more.

10 His palms oppress the poor.
And his hands finger their substance :
II His bones are full of perfidy.
And with himself in the dust it lieth down.

12 Though evil be sweet in his mouth,—
Though he hide it under his tongue ;

13
Though he save it

,

nor let it go down.
And hold it back in the middle of his palate ;

14 Into venom in his bowels it turneth,—

Into poison of asps within him :

i.^ He gorgeth riches, and throweth them up;
El driveth them out of his belly.

ifi Venom of asps he sucketh ;

The tongue of the viper killeth him :

17 He shall never look on streams of oil,—
On rivers of honey and butter !

18 He toileth in vain, and profiteth not ;

He hopeth for his increase, and eateth not :

19 For he breaketh the neck of the poor ;

He seizeth a house that he built not.

20 No safety for him in his wealth.
Nor doth he escape by his treasures.

2T There is no survivor in his tent ;

Therefore his name endureth not.
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22 With a full fist, he is in straits ;
'Mid all his plenty, trouble assaileth him :
lahvah filleth his belly,

23 [Looseth against him His hot anger,]
And raineth upon him snares.

24 If he flee from weapons of iron.
The bow of bronze pierceth him through ;

25 And the barb issueth from his back.
And the flashing point from his gall.

2fi All darkness is reserved for him ;
Fire unblown devoureth him :
[And consumeth the survivor in his tent]

27 The Heavens expose his guilt.
And the Earth upriseth against him.

28 The flood carrieth off his house,—
Sweepeth it away in the day of his ruin.

29 Such is the lot of the wicked from lahvah.
And his portion assigned by El.

Chapter 21.— i hi reply Eyob said ¦
2 Hear attentively my word.
And be that your comfort to me !
3 Suffer me, and I too will speak ;
And after my speech ye may jeer !

4 For me, is my plaint of Man ?
Or why should I not be impatient?
.i Face ye me, and be appalled.

And lay hand on mouth!

6 When I think of it, I am confounded ;

A shudder seizes my flesh :

7 Why do the godless live on,
Grow old, yea, are mighty in power?

8 Their seed is established before them,
And their issue before their eyes :

9 Their homes are safe from alarm—

No rod of Flloah over them !
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10 Their bull covers, nor fails ;
Their cow calves, nor miscarries :
II Their boys play about like the flock,
And their lads skip like the calf.

12 They sing to tabor and lyre.
And are merry at the sound of the pipe :

13 They end their days in happiness.

And in a moment go down to She'ol.

14 Yet they said unto El, 'Depart from us!
We want not knowledge of Thy ways !

1.=;What is Shaddai, that we should serve Him?
And what should we get by entreating Him ?

'

16 [Their weal was not in their own power;
The counsel of the godless is far from me.]

17 How often is the lamp of the godless put out,
And cometh their ruin upon them ;—

18 Become they like chaff before wind.
And like stubble the storm carries off?

19 Doth He store his woe for his children?
Let Him recompense himself, that he may know!

20 Let his own eyes see his ruin.
And of Shaddai's burning anger let him drink!

31 For what hath he to do with his house after him,
When the sum of his months is cut short ?

22 Shall not El teach knowledge.
When it is He that judgeth the Heights?

23 One man dieth in perfect felicity.

Entirely untroubled and at ease :

24 His belly is full of milk,
And the marrow of his bones is moist :

2,, And another dieth in bitter mood.
Having never tasted happiness.

26 Together they lie down in the dust.
And worms cover them over.

27 Behold, I know your thoughts.
And the imaginings wherewith ye wrong me !
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28 For ye say, 'Where is the Great Man's house?
And where are the dwellings of the godless ? '

29 Have ye not inquired of travellers,
And their signs do ye not recognize,

30 That the bad man is kept from calamity, —
That in the Day of Wrath he escapeth?

31 Who durst expose his way to his face?
And what he hath done, who requiteth him,

32 When he to the tomb is borne.
And above him a mound keepeth guard?

33 He is quiet 'mid the clods of the glen ;
And after him all men march.

34 How then would ye comfort me with breath,
And answer me with profitless falsehood?

Chapter 22.— i In reply Eliphaz of Teman said:
2 Can a man benefit El,
That a learned and wise one should do it?
3 Is it Shaddai's concern that thou art just.
Or His profit that thou perfectest thy ways?

4 Is it for thy godliness He chideth thee,—
Entereth into judgement with thee?

5 Is not thy wickedness manifold,
And are not thine iniquities endless?

6 Doubtless thou distrainest upon thy kin without cause,
And strippest off the clothes of the naked ;
7 Givest no water to the fainting.

And from the hungry withholdest bread ;

9 Widows thou hast sent away emptyhanded.
And the arms of orphans thou crushest :
8 But the man of power thou favourest,
And the person of rank thou treatest well.

10 Therefore snares are about thee.
And a sudden scare alarmeth thee
II Thy light is darkened, that thou seest not.
And a deluge of waters whelmeth thee.
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12 Look at the Heavens, and see.
And behold the Stars far aloft !

13 And sayest thou. What doth El know ?
Through the mirk of clouds can He judge ?

14 [The clouds are a cover to Him, that He seeth not.
And upon the arch of Heaven He walketh.]

1.=;Wilt thou keep to the ancient way
Which men of wickedness have trodden,

16 Who were snatched away untimely,—

Whose foundation was washed away as by a stream?

17 Who said to El, 'Depart from us I
What can Shaddai do for

18 Yet 'twas He that filled their houses with good ;
And the counsel of the godless was unheeded by Him.

19 The righteous see and rejoice,
And the innocent jeereth at them :
20
' Verily our adversaries are effaced,
And their remnant fire hath devoured ! '

21 O be reconciled with Him, and prosper!

Truly thy gain shall be good !
22 O receive instruction from His mouth.
And set His words in thine heart !

23 If thou repent, and turn unto Shaddai, —
If thou banish injustice from thy tent ;

24 Thou shalt make gold as dust.
And Ophir ore as the rocks of the glen.

25 [And Shaddai will become thy Refiner ;
And will make thee shine as refined silver.]

36 For then thou wilt delight thyself in Shaddai ;
And wilt lift thy face toward Eloah :

27 Thou wilt pray unto Him, and He will hear thee;
And thou wilt pay unto Him thy vows.

28 And He will raise thee thy righteous tent ;
And the light shall shine on thy paths:

29 For He abaseth the high and haughty;
And the lowly-eyed He saveth.

30 [He letteth the innocent escape from ruin ;
And he escapeth thro' the purity of his palms.]
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Chapter 23.—i In reply Eyob said:
' To-day too my plaint is of Shaddai ;
His Hand, it lies heavy on my sighing.

3 O that I knew where to find Him,—
That I might come to His fixed Abode !
4 That I might marshal my case before Him,
And fill my mouth with proofs !
5 That I might know the words He would answer me,
And understand what He would say to me !
6 Would He strive with me in overwhelming strength?
Or would not HE listen to me ?
7 There would He wrestle and reason with me.
And I should escape from my Judge for ever !

8 [Behold, I go east, but He is not there.
And west, but I discern Him not ;
9 North I seek Him, but see Him not ;
I turn south, and perceive Him not !]

10 For He knoweth my standing way ;
If He test me, I shall come forth as gold.
II My foot hath held fast to His steps;
His way have I kept without swerving.

12 From the commands of His lips I depart not ;
In my bosom have I treasured His words.

13 But HE spoke, and who shall reverse it?
And what Himself pleased. He hath done :
14 I know that He will fulfil His decree.
And will finish His quarrel with me.

15 Therefore am I cowed before Him ;
I consider, and stand in dread of Him :

16 Yea, 'tis El that hath softened my heart.
And Shaddai that hath cowed my soul :

17 For I am appalled by the darkness.
And my face the gloom hath covered.

Chapter 24.— i Why are not oppressors annihilated,
And the wicked see not their own ruin ?
1 They remove their

neighbours'
landmarks ;

The flock they snatch and shepherd it :

3 The ass of orphans they drive off;
They distrain the widow's ox.

F 2
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4 They thrust the poor aside from justice ;

The humble folk are hidden away together ;

5 Like wild asses, into the steppe go forth,—

Like ass-colts in quest of forage.

6 In the villain's field they reap.
And the vineyard of the godless they glean.

7 They pass the night naked, for want of clothing.
And their skin hath no covering in the cold.
8 They are drenched with the mountain storm.
And for want of a refuge hug the rock.

9 [They snatch the orphan from the breast.
And the poor man's babe they take in pledge.]

10 Naked they go about without raiment ;
And hungry, they carry the sheaf.

1 1 Between the twin rows they press oil ;
They tread the winepresses, and are thirsty.

13 [From the city the dying groan,
And the soul of the deadly-wounded crieth for help ;
But Eloah heareth not their prayer.]

13 [These are rebels against daylight;

They acknowledge not its ways.
And abide not in its paths :]

14 [Ere dawn riseth the murderer ;
He slayeth the poor and needy :
And at night prowleth the thief.]

15 [The adulterer's eye watcheth for dusk,—
He thinks, ' Not an eye will see me ! '

And putteth a veil over his face.]
16 [They break into houses in the dark.
And by day they seal up their doors :
They know not to see the light.]

17 [For the morriing scareth them all.
But they are used to the terrors of darkness.]

18 [Accursed are they before Heaven ;
Their portion is accursed on earth :
They turn not from the way of bloodshed.]

19 [Heat drieth up waters of snow ;
And She'ol snatcheth the sinner.]
20 [To-morrow his place will forget him.
His name shall no more be remembered :
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And Injustice is shattered like a tree ]
21 [He hath wronged 'the barren that bare not';
And he doeth not good to the widow:
And he draggeth off the poor with his hook.]

22 [He standeth, ' but is uncertain of life ',—

23 His trust whereon he leaneth, is not lasting :
And the eyes of El are on his ways.]

24 [He is e.xalted awhile, and is no more ;
He is brought low, and is plucked like the mallow.
And cut off like the head of a corn-ear.]

25 But if not, then who shall prove me liar.
And reduce my word to nothing?

Chapter 25.— i In reply Bildad of Shuah said :
2 An awful sovranty is with Him ;
He maketh peace in His Heights.

3 Can his troops be numbered ?

And against whom riseth not His ambush ?
4 [How then can a man be righteous with El,
And the womanborn be pure ?]
,^ Lo, the Moon halteth and shineth not.
And the stars are not pure in His eyes!
6 Much less, a man—a maggot.
And a son of man—a worm !
26. ,^Do not the Dead tremble before Him,
Whose dwellings are beneath the waters?
6 She'ol is naked before Him,
And Abaddon hath no covering.

7 He stretcheth the North over the Void ;
He hangeth the Earth over the Abyss.

8 He bindeth up water in His clouds.
And the bank bursteth not beneath it.

9 He hideth the face of the full moon,

By spreading His cloudbank over it.
lo He drew an arch over the face of the waters,

Unto the boundary of Light and Darkness.
II The pillars of Heaven rock.
And are astounded at His rebuke.

12 By His power He stilled the Sea,
And by His craft He shattered Rahab.
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13 By His Wind He cleared the skies;
His Hand pierced the Dragon.

14 Lo, these are the fringes of His Way,
[And what a whisper we hear in it !]
And the sum of His feats who perceiveth ?

Chapter 26.— i In reply Eyob said:

2 How hast thou helped the powerless,—

How aided the nerveless arm !

3 [How hast thou counselled the imprudent.
And plentifully declared sound wisdom !]
4 Whom hast thou told mere words?
And whose breath hath issued from thee?

Chapter 27.— i And Eyob resumed his mashal and said:
3 As El liveth. Who hath set aside my right.
And Shaddai, Who hath embittered ray soul—

3 [For 'my breath is still in me entire',
And Eloah's spirit in my nostrils— ]
4 My lips do not speak wrong.
Nor my tongue murmur deceit !
,T Be it far from me to own you right !

Till I die, I will not disown my perfectness !
6 My righteousness I hold fast, nor let it go!
My conscience reproacheth me not.
II I will instruct you in the Hand of El ;
What is with Shaddai I will not hide.

13 Lo, ye all yourselves have seen!
And why do ye vapour in vain?

[/« reply Zopliar tlic Rlinaean said:']

7 Let mine enemy be as the godless.
And mine assailant as the wrongdoer !
8 For what is the hope of the impious,
When he lifteth his soul to Eloah?
9 Will El hear his cry.
When distress cometh upon him.?

10 Will he take delight in Shaddai,
And call unto Him continually ?

13 This is the award of the godless from El,
And the portion of the tyrant from Shaddai.
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14 His sons grow up for the sword.
And his offspring is not satisfied with bread.

15 [His survivors perish by the Plague,
And his widows do not weep.]
i6 Though he heap up silver like earth.
And provide apparel like clay;

17 He may provide, but the just shall wear it
.

And the innocent share out the silver.
18 Like a spider he buildeth his house,
And like a booth which a keeper maketh.

19 He lieth down, and riseth not again ;

He openeth his eyes, and is no more !

20 Terrors overtake him by day ;

In the night a storm carrieth him off.
21 The Sirocco taketh him up and goeth,—

Yea, it whirleth him away from his place.
22 El shooteth at him unsparingly ;

From His Hand he fain would flee.

23 The passer-by clappeth his palms at him.
And hisseth at his day of disaster.

Chapter 28.—[An interpolation.]
12 Wisdom, whence cometh it ?

And where is the place of Insight?

I For silver hath a source.
And the gold they refine hath a place ;

2 Iron out of dust is taken.
And ore is smelted into copper.

5 Out of the earth cometh the jacinth (?).
And under her are carbuncle and jasper (?

)
;

6 The place of sapphire are her stones.
And the gleam of the emerald is theirs.

3 [A bound man setteth to darkness and deathshade.
And the very end of gloom he exploreth.

4 A foreign folk breaketh up the glens.
Erst untrodden by the foot :

Exiled from men and wanderers.]
12 But Wisdom, whence cometh it?
And where is the place of Insight?

7 The path thereto no eagle knoweth,

Nor hath eye of hawk descried ;
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8 The Sons of Pride have not trodden it ;
The Roarer hath not passed over it.

9
Against flint man stretches forth his hand ;
Overturneth mountains from the roots :

10 He divideth the depths of Nile-streams,

And his eye seeth all things precious.

II [The springs of the Rivers he searcheth,
And bringeth to light what is hidden.]

12 But Wisdom, whence doth she come?
And where is the place of Insight ?
13 Man knoweth not the way to her.
Nor is she found in the land of the living.

14 The Deep saith. She is not in me !
And the Sea saith. She is not with me !

15 Fine gold cannot be given for her.
Nor silver be weighed as her price.

16 She cannot be poised against Ophir-gold,
Against precious onyx

(?
) and sapphire.

17 [Refined gold is not equal to her,

Nor are things of beaten gold her worth.]
18 Coral (?

) and Crystal are not to be named.
And the price of Wisdom is above red coral.

19 One cannot compare with her the topaz of Cush;
Against pure gold she cannot be balanced.
20 But Wisdom, whence doth she come?
And where is the place of Insight?

21 It is hid from the eyes of all living.
And concealed from the birds of the air.

32 Abaddon and Death declare.
We have heard mere hearsay thereof.

23 Elohim, He discerneth the way to her,
And 'tis He that knoweth her place;

24 For 'tis He that looketh to the ends of the Earth,—

Seeth under the whole of Heaven.
2-i When He made the weight for the Wind,
And meted out the Waters by measure ;—

26 [When He made a law for the Rain,
And a way for the Thunderbolts,— ]

27 Then He saw her and examined her,—
He discerned her, yea, and proved her.

28 [And He said to Mankind:
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Lo, the Fear of the Lord, that is Wisdom ;
• And turning away from Evil is Insight!]

Chapter 29.— i [And Eyob resumed his mashal and said:']
2 Oh that I were as in months of old,
As in days when Eloah used to guard me ;
3 When He made His lamp shine above my head.
And by its light I could walk amid darkness; —
4 As I was in the days of my health.
When Eloah protected my tent ;
.s [When Shaddai was still with me.
And my young men stood around me ;]
6 When my goings were bathed in curds.
And my footsteps ran with milk !
7 When I went forth to the gate by the city,—
In the square set up my seat,—
8 The young men saw me and retired.
And the aged arose and stood :
9 Princes did stop talking.
And would lay the palm to their mouth ;
10 The voice of chiefs was silenced.
And their tongue clave to their palate.

21 To me they listened and were silent.
And would tarry for my counsel.

22 After I spake, they would say no more.
And upon them my speech I would drop ;

23 They tarried for me as for rain.
And opened wide their mouth as for the spring-rain.

24 If I smiled on them, they could not credit it ;
The light of my face they durst not expect.

25 [I would try their way and examine them,
And I abode like a king in the host.
Like a captain of thousands in the camp.]
II The ear heard, and called me happy;
The eye saw and bare me witness :

12 For I would save the poor from the opulent.
And the orphan who had no helper.

13 The blessing of the perishing would come on me.
And I made the widow's heart shout for joy.

14 I put on Righteousness, and it put me on,—
Justice, like mantle and turban.
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i.T Eyes I became to the blind.
And feet to the lame was I.

16 A father was I to needy ones.
And the cause I knew not I would search out ;

17 And I broke the grinders of the wronger.
And out of his teeth would draw the prey.

18 And methought. My stem will grow old.
And like the palmtree I shall multiply days:

19 My root will sprout toward the water,
And the dew will lie all night upon my boughs;

20 My palmbranch will renew its leafage,
And my suckers will shoot forth again.

Chapter 30.— i But now they laugh at me ;
The sons of aliens insult me,
Whose fathers I had disdained
To set with the dogs of my flock !
2 [Yea, the strength of their hands is relaxed,—

With them vigour hath perished :

3 With want and with famine they are spent ;]
They who gnaw the roots of the desert.
The growth of the desolate wild ;—

4 Who pluck saltwort beside the bush,
And the root of the broom is their bread.

.5 From sojourn in the city they are driven ;
Men shout at them as at a thief
6 The caves of the glens must they dwell in,—
Holes in the ground and the rocks.

7 Among the bushes they bray ;
Under the scrub they huddle together:
8 Sons of the fool and sons of the nameless
Whose remembrance is lost from the land.

9 But now am I become their song.
And I serve them for a byword.
10 They loathe me, they stand aloof from me ;
They refrain not to spit in my face :
II [For their cord they have loosed, and humbled me.
And relaxed the bridle of their mouth.]

12 The young men arise behind me,
And raise their taunts at me:

13 They break up my path for my fall ;
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They engulf them that are helpless.

14 Like a broad outburst they come ;
Like a terrible storm they roll on :

1.5 Mine honour fleeteth like the wind.
And like a cloud my welfare hath passed.

16 Upon me my soul is outpoured ;
Days of affliction grip me :

17 By night my bones are racked.
And the gnawers of my skin are sleepless :

18 Like the wings of my raiment they enwrap me ;
Like the neck of my tunic they encircle me.

19 Thou hast compared me with clay.
And I am made like dust and ashes.

30 I cry for help to Thee, and Thou answerest not ;
I entreat, and Thou dost not heed me:

21 Thou turnest cruel to me ;
With the strength of Thine Hand Thou assailest me.

22 Thou liftest me, dost mount me on the wind.
And like chaff the storm whirleth me away.

23 I know that to the Grave Thou wilt make me return,-
To the House of Assembly for all living.

24 [If I stretched not forth a hand against the poor,—
If in his calamity I would help him ;

2.S If I wept for him whose times were hard,—
If my soul was grieved for the needy :]

26 I hoped for good, and evil came ;
I waited for light, and there came darkness.

27 My bowels boiled, and were not quiet ;
Days of affliction ^et me.

28 A mourner I went about without a comforter ;
I rose in the Moot, crying for help.

29 A brother became I to jackals.
And a comrade to ostriches.

30 My skin is blackened with disease.
And my bones are burnt up with fever ;

31 So that my harp is become lamentation,
And my pipes the voice of weepers.

Chapter 31.— i A covenant I made for .mine eyes;
Never would I gaze on a virgin :
3 And what was Eloah's award from Above,
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And Shaddai's allotment from on High ?

3 Should not Ruin befall the unjust,
And Misfortune evildoers ?
4 Could not HE see my ways,
And take account of all my steps?

5 If I walked with men of falsehood.
And my foot hastened toward fraud,—
6 (Let Him weigh me in true balances,
And Eloah will know my perfectness !)
7 If my footsteps would swerve from the way.
And if my heart have gone after mine eyes ;
8 Let me sow and let another eat.
And let mine offspring be uprooted from the land !

9 If my heart have been enticed over a woman,
And I have lurked at my neighbour's door ;
lo Let my own wife grind for another.
And over her let others incline !
II [For that were wanton villainy;
And that is a criminal offence :

13 'Tis a fire that devoureth unto Abaddon ;
And wherever it cometh, it burneth.]

13 If I slighted the cause of my thrall
Or my bondmaid in their quarrel with me ;

14 What should I do if El rose up.
And if He visited what should I answer Him?

15 [Did not my own Maker make him in the belly,
And form him in the selfsame womb ?]

16 If I balked the poor of their desire,
And let the eyes of the widow fail ;

17 And would eat my morsel alone,
And not feed the orphan therefrom—
is [Nay, but from his childhood like a father I reared him,
And from his mother's womb I did guide him !]

19 If I saw one perishing for lack of clothing,
And covered not the needy ;

20 If his loins did not bless me.
Nor was he warmed with the fleece of my lambs ;—

31 If I shook my fist at the orphan.
When I saw my abettors in the Gate ;—

22 May my shoulder drop from its socket.
And my arm break off from the joint !
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: 33 [For the dread of El came over me.
And before His Majesty I was powerless.]

24 If I ever made yellow gold my confidence.
And called the red gold my stay;

35 If I joyed that my wealth was great,
And my hand had come upon much ;—

36 If I looked at the Sun as it .shone.
And the Moon marching in splendour,

37 And my heart was in secret seduced.
And my hand kissed my mouth ;—

28 [That also were a criminal ofience.
For I had been false to El above !]

29 If I rejoiced at the ruin of my foe,
Elated when Misfortune found him ;—

30 (Nay, I suffered not my palate to sin
By imprecating his death :)

31 If the men of my tent have not said,
' O that we might be satisfied with his flesh ! '

32 [The stranger did not lodge in the street ;
I would open my doors to the traveller.

33 If I covered my transgressions as with a clokp.
Concealing my guilt in my bosom ;

34 Because I dreaded the great concourse.
And the scorn of the clans alarmed me ;—

[So that I kept quiet, nor went out of doors ;—]
38 If my land would cry out against me.
And its furrows weep together,—

39 [If I have eaten its produce free.
And sniffed at its owner's life ;]

40 For wheat let the brier spring up,
And noisome weeds for barley!

35 O that El would hear me,—
That Shaddai wouJd will to answer me ;—

That mine Adversary would write an indictment.
And set out His case before me!

36 Verily, I would carry it on my shoulder,—

,
• I would bind it as a coronal on my brows :
37 The sum of my steps would I declare it

,—

As the words of a Prince would I present it !

The words of Eyob are ended.
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Chapter 32.— i And these three men ceased to answer
2 Eyob, because he was right in his own eyes. And the anger
of Elihu ben Barak'el, the Buzite of the clan of Ram, was
kindled ; against Eyob was his anger kindled, on account of
his considering himself more righteous than Elohim.

3 Also against his (Eyob's) three friends was his anger kindled ;
because they had found no answer, but let Elohim appear
unrighteous.

4 Now Elihu had waited while they were speaking with Eyob,
5 because they were his elders in years. And Elihu saw that
there was no answer in the mouth of the three men ; so his
anger was kindled.

Then answered Elihu ben Barak'el, the Buzite, and said :

Young am I in years.
And ye are all of you aged ;
Therefore was I timid and afraid
Of showing my knowledge to you.

7 Methought,
' Age should speak ;

And multitude of years should teach
8 But the Spirit of El is in Man ;
And the Breath of Shaddai informeth him.
9 'Tis not seniors that are wise.
Nor the old that understand judgement:

10 Therefore say I, ' Hearken to me ;
And I too will declare what I know ! '
II Behold, I awaited your words,—
I pondered, while ye sought what to say ;

12 And lo, Eyob had none to confute him,
To answer his words, among you.

13 But say not, 'We encountered wisdom;
El may rout him, not a man!'

14 He marshalled no words against me ;
And with your arguments I will not answer him.

15 (Dismayed, they answered no longer ;
The power of speech forsook them :

16 And shall I wait, because they speak not,—
Because they stopped, and answered no longer?)

17 I also will answer with my lore;
I too will display my knowledge :

18 I will speak, for I am full of words ;
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The spirit in my bosom constraineth me.
19 Lo, my bosom is as wine unopened ;
Like wineskins new it will burst:
20 I must speak to find relief,—
Must open my lips and answer !

21 I would show favour to none.
And to no man will I be indulgent :

22 For I know not showing favour—
Soon would my Maker away with me !

Chapter 33.— i Hear now, O Eyob, my words ;
And unto my sayings give ear !
2 Lo now, I have opened my mouth,—
My tongue in my palate hath spoken !
3 There are in my heart words of knowledge ;
My lips shall speak sincerely.

4 'Twas the Spirit of El that made me ;
And the Breath of Shaddai gave me life.
5 If thou canst, reply to me with words ;
Marshal them before me, take thy stand!
6 Lo, I like thee am no god ;
I too was nipt off from the clay!
7 Lo, my 'Terror shall not scare thee.
Nor my palm lie heavy upon thee'!
8 But this thou saidst in my hearing.

And the sound of thy words I heard :
9
' I am pure, and without transgression ;
I am clean, and I have no guilt.

10 Behold, He findeth pretexts against me ;
He accounteth me a foe to Himself:
II He setteth my feet in the stocks;
He watcheth all my ways !

'

12 How sayest thou, 'I cried and He answereth not?'
Should Eloah contend with a mortal?

13 Why complainest thou of Him,
That he answereth none of thy words?

14 For in one mode speaketh El,
And in a second He doth not reverse it

15 In a dream, in a vision of night.
In slumbers upon the bed :
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16 Then He uncovereth the ear of men.
And with ghostly Vision alarmeth them ;

17 To make a mortal depart from wrong,
And to clear a man of pride.

18 [To keep back his soul from the Pit,
And his life from passing into She'ol.]

19 Or he chideth him with pain on the bed ;
And the pining of his bones is perpetual :

20 So that his soul loatheth bread,

And his appetite dainty fare.
31 His flesh consumeth with sickness.
And his bones are dried up for lack of moisture :

22 And his soul hath drawn nigh to the Pit,
And his life to the Place of the Dead.
23 If there be beside him a Messenger,
An Interpreter, One of a thousand.
To declare to the man his fault,
And to make known to him his sin ;

24 And Eloah show him favour and say,
' I will redeem him from descent to the Pit !
[I have found a ransom for his life !]

25 Let his flesh wax plumper than childhood's, —
Let him return to the days of his youth ! '

26 Then he prayeth to Eloah, and He is pleased with him ;
And he seeth His Face with joy;
And He restoreth to the man his wellbeing.

27 He singeth unto men, and saith :
' I sinned and made crooked my way,
And He requited me not my misdoing :

28 He ransomed my soul from the Pit,
And my life gazeth on the

Light.'

29 Lo, all this El is wont to do,
Twice, yea thrice, with a man !

30 [To bring back his soul from the Pit,—
To let him gaze on the light of life.]

31 Attend, Eyob ! listen to me !
Be silent, and I will speak !

33 If thou hast arguments, answer me ;
Speak ; for I wish to find thee right !

33 If thou hast not, listen thou to me ;
Be silent, and I will teach thee wisdom !
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Chapter 34.— i And Elihu ansivcred and said:
2 Hear, O ye wise, my words.
And ye sages, give ear to me !
3 [For 'the ear, it trieth words.
As th'e palate tasteth food.']
4 Choose we us what is right !
Let us see between us what is good !
5 For Eyob hath said, ' I am just.
And El hath set aside my right :
6 To me my Judge is false ;
Sore is my wound, sans fault ! '

7 But indeed, what man is like Eyob,
Who imbibeth scoffing like water ;
8 And is for joining with workers of wickedness.
And for walking with men of ungodliness?

9 (For he said, 'A man gaineth nothing
By being on good terms with Elohim'.)
lo Therefore, ye wise, give ear !

Men of mind, listen to me !
Far be it from El to deal wickedly.
And from Shaddai to pervert justice!
II For after a man's work He rewardeth him.
And according to one's way He causeth to befall him.

13 And indeed. El dealeth not wickedly;
And Shaddai perverteth not right.

13 Who assigned Him the Earth as His charge?

And who set Him over the whole world?

14 Should He recall His Spirit to Himself,
And. gather in His Breath to Him;

15 All Flesh would expire together,
And Man would return to the dust.

16 But if thou hast wit, hear this ;
O give hear to the sound of my words !

17 Accountest thou El a foe of Right?
Or impugnest thou the Justice of the Mighty One

18 Who calleth a king worthless.
And nobles godless men?

19 He showeth no favour to princes,
Nor preferreth a rich to a poor man :
[For they all are the work of His Hands.]

20 Suddenly they die, are cut off;
2210 G
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They perish like moths and pass away.

[And He removeth the magnates without hand.]
21 For His eyes are upon a man's ways,
And all his .steps He beholdeth :

22- No darkness there is
,

no deathshade,

Where evildoers may hifle :

23 For He setteth not a man a time
To go unto El in judgement.

24 He breaketh the mighty without trial.
And setteth up others in their stead :

2.=,He noteth well their doings,
And overthroweth them by night, that they are crushed.

26 Therefore He shattereth the godless ;

He hurleth them down into the Place of the Dead :

27 Because they turned aside from following Him,
And considered not all His ways.

28 [To cause the cry of the poor to come to Him,
And that He might hear the shriek of the oppressed.

29 Should HE keep quiet, who shall rouse Him?
If He cover the face, who shall see Him ?]

If His wrath be kindled at a nation,
30 And He make an infidel king :

Who hardeneth himself against Him,
And maketh his yoke heavy on the people :

31 When unto Eloah he saith,

' Forgive me ! I will no more deal corruptly !

32 Do THOU show me the way ;

And if I did wrong, I will not again ! ' :

33 By thy standard should Eloah requite him,
That thou despisest the chastening of Shaddai ?

For thou must choose, and not I ;

So what thou knowest, speak!

34 Let men of sense give ear to me.
And the wise man listen to me !

35 Eyob speaketh not with knowledge,
And his words are void of insight:
36 I will prove Eyob to the end.
For answers like men of wickedness ;

37 [For he addeth rebellion unto his sin ;]

For against Shaddai he clappeth his hands.
And multiplieth his words against El.
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Chapter 35.— i And Elihu answered and said:
2 Dost reckon this for right,—
Dost think it just with El,—

3 That thou sayest, ' What profit have I ?
What advantage have I above sinners?'

4 'Tis I that will answer thee with proofs.
And thy three friends along with thee !
-^Look at the Heavens and behold.
And see the Skies far above thee !
6 If thou sin, what workest thou against Him?
If thy revolts be many, what doest thou to Him?
7 If thou art righteous, what dost thou give Him,
Or what receiveth He from thine hand ?
8 To a man like thyself is thy wickedness.
And to a son of Adam thy righteousness.

9 At abounding oppressions men make outcry,—
They shriek at the arm of the great ones :

10 But they say not, ' Where is Eloah our Maker,
Who setteth watches in the night,—
II Who teacheth us more than the beasts of the earth.
And maketh us wiser than the birds of the air ? '

12 There they cry, unanswered.
Because of the pride of the wicked :

13 But an idle plaint El heareth not.
And Shaddai hearkeneth not to vanity :

14 Much less when thou sayest thou seest Him not.
The case is before Him and thou waitest for Him !

15 And now, because Eloah hath visited
And hurt himself sorely for transgression,

16 Eyob vainly openeth his mouth,

And without knowledge multiplieth words.

Chapter 36.— i And Elihu said besides:
2 Wait me a while, and I will show thee ;
For Elihu hath yet more to say :

3 I will lift my thought to Him that is far off,
And to my Maker ascribe Justice..

4 For indeed my words are no lie ;
The Perfect in all Knowledge is with me.

5 Lo, El is mighty and fainteth not—
G %
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Strong in Power and wise-hearted.

6 He letteth not the soul of the godless live,
And the cause of the oppressed He judgeth.

7 He letteth kings come to the throne.
And seateth them in state, that they wax haughty.

8 And if bound they walk in fetters.
Caught in the cords of distress,

9 And He hath shown them their behaviour
And their transgressions, that they played the tyrant,
10 And hath opened their ear to correction,
And bidden them return from wickedness :
II If they obey Him and do Him service.
They fulfil their days in weal.
And their years in happiness ;

12 But if not, they pass into She'ol,
And expire for lack of knowledge.

13 And the impious, in heart they lay up wrath ;
And to El they cry not when He chasteneth them.

14 Their soul must die in childhood,
And their life pass away in youth.

15 He delivereth the oppressed
'
from his oppression.

And redeemeth the needy from tyranny :
16 Yea, and He removeth him out of straits,
And broadeneth his goings under him.
[His table is filled with fatness.]

17 But the doom of the godless faileth not;
Judgement and Justice lay hold of them.

iS See that a bribe seduce thee not.
Nor let much ransom turn thee !

19 Is thy weal to be compared with gold.
Or with all the treasures of wealth?
3o Prolong not the night over wine.
Till the rising of day in its place.

21 Beware, turn not unto wickedness!
Because for this thou wast tried with affliction.

22 Lo, El is exalted in His Power ;
And who is a teacher like Him?

23 Who imposed on Him His Way?

And who shall say, Thou hast done Injustice?
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34 Remember that great is His Work
Beyond what mortals have seen.

35 All mankind do gaze thereon.
And a mortal beholdeth it afar off.
26 [Lo, El is great, beyond knowledge ;
The number of His years is unsearchable.]

'

27 For He coUecteth the drops of water,
And bindeth up the rain in His mist ;

28 Wherewith the skies flow in its season, —
They drop on the ground in showers.

29 Who understandeth the spread of the cloud,—

The rise of the cloudbank. His covert ?
30 Lo, He spreadeth the cloud over the light,
And the sun with the cloudbank He shroudeth :

31 For through them He nourisheth the nations ;
He giveth food to all flesh.

32 With clouds He covereth the light.
And chargeth it not to shine forth;

33 He draweth over it a curtain,—
The place of the tent of the Storm.

Chapter 37.— i With terror my heart fluttereth,
And springeth from its place within me.
3 Hark to the rumble of His Voice,
And the mutter that issueth from His Mouth !

3 Under all Heaven He letteth it go.
And His light unto the corners of Earth.
4 After it His Voice roareth ;
He thundereth with His Voice of Majesty;

Nor doth He restrain the flood of waters,
When His Voice of thunder is heard.

5 El performeth wonders ;
He doeth great things, we know not how,

6 For He saith to the snow. Be stored upt

And to the torrent-rain. Overflow!

7 Every man He sealeth up.
That mortals may know His work ;
8 Wild beasts go into the lair.
And abide in their dens.

9 Out of the Storechamber cometh the Cyclorie,

And out of the Garners issueth Cold.
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lo By the Breath of El it freezeth ;
And the broad water is like cast-iron.
II Also the Flash putteth the Clouds to flight,—

His Light scattereth the cloudmass;
12 And it—it compasseth Heaven,
It turneth about by His guidance.
To do whatsoever He biddeth
All over His earthly world :

13 [Whether for a Rod of Wrath on the tyrant.
Or for mercy to His land He send it forth.]

14 Give ear to this, O Eyob,
And consider the Wonders of El !

16 Dost thou teach Him that spreadeth the clouds,
And instruct the Perfectly Wise,

15 When He maketh the clouds His cloak,
And the light of His thundercloud shineth out ?

17 Thou whose garments are warm
When the land is stilled from the South.

18 Couldst thou, like Him, beat out the skies
Hard as a molten mirrour?

19 Teach us what we should say of Him ;
And from marshalling words we will refrain!

20 Will He be angry because I talk?
Or will a man be swallowed up because he spoke?

21 And now the light is not seen,—
Bedimmed it is in the skies;

But the stormy wind cleareth them,
22 And out of the North a Brightness cometh.
Upon Eloah appeareth Splendour;

33 But Shaddai is not found therein.
He showeth great Might and Justice ;
And the cause of the righteous He wresteth not :

24 Therefore do men fear Him ;
But none of the Sages can see Him.

Chapter 38.— i And lahvah answered Eyob out of
the Stormwind, and said:
2 Who here obscureth counsel
By words void of knowledge?

3 Pray gird up thy loins like a warrior;
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I will ask thee, and do thou let me know !
4 Where wast thou, when I founded the Earth ?
Declare, if thou knowest Insight !
5 Who determined her measures, since thou shouldst know ;
Or who stretched the line upon her?
6 Upon what were her bases planted,—
Or who laid her cornerstone,—

7 When the Stars of Morning cheered together.
And all the Sons of Elohim shouted acclaim ?
8 And who shut in the Sea with the sand.
When he burst forth, issuing from the womb ?

9 When I made cloud his apparel.
And thick vapour his swathingband,

10 And imposed on him a decree.
And set a bar and doors :
II 'Thus far thou mayst come, but no farther;
And here shall thy swell be broken!'

12 Didst thou order his outgoing to the Morning,

And appoint the Dawn his place ;
13 To lay hold of the corners of Earth,
And to kindle flames out of her?

14 She changeth like clay under seal.
And standeth in the Light as (in) a garment.

15 [But their light shall be withheld from the wicked ;
And the high arm shall be broken.]

16 Hast thou reached the springs of the Sea,

Or walked the bottom of the Deep?

17 Have the Gates of Death been discovered to thee,
And didst thou see the Doors of She'ol?
18 Hast thou considered the breadth of the Earth?
Tell, if thou knowest how great it is!

31 Thou knowest, for then thou wast born.
And the number of thy days is many.

19 Where dwelleth the Light,—

And Darkness, where is his place?

3o For thou takest him unto his bourn.
And perceivest the paths to his house.

33 Hast thou been into the Storechambers of Snow,

And the Storechambers of Hail canst thou see,

23 Which I reserved for the time of trouble,—
For the day of battle and warfare ?
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24 Where is the way to where Light forketh.
And scattereth flashes over Earth?

25 Who clave a conduit for the downpour.
And a way for the thunderbolts ;
36 To rain on the land unpeopled.
On the wild where no man is ;—

27 To sate the desert waste.
And to make grass spring from the dryness?

38 Hath the Rain a father?
Or who hath begotten the dewdrops?

29 Out of whose womb came the Ice?
And Heaven's Hoar-frost, who bare it?
30 [Like stone the waters stiffen.
And the face of the Deep groweth solid.]

31 Dost thou fasten the bonds of Kimah,
Or loose the fetters of Kesil ?

32 Dost thou make Mazro rise in his season.
And 'Aish with her Sons dost thou lead ?

33 Didst thou impose the laws of Heaven,
Or appointest thou an ordinance for Earth?

34 Canst thou lift thy voice to the clouds,
That a deluge of water may cover thee?

35 Sendest thou the lightnings, that they go,

And say to thee, ' Here are we ! ' ?
36 Who set thee such wisdom in the reins ;
Or who gave insight to a fool?

37 Who telleth the -clouds by Wisdom;
And who tilteth the waterskins of Heaven,

38 When the soil hardeneth into lumps,
And the clods cleave fast together?

39 Dost thou hunt the prey for the lioness.
And dost thou satisfy the young lions,

40 When they crouch low in their lairs.
And sit in their covert in ambush?

41 Who provideth the raven his fare.
And who bringeth him prey ;
When his young ones cry to El,
And scream for want of food ?

Chapter 39.— i Carest thou for the rock-goats?
The travail of the hinds dost thou watch?
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3 Dost thou reckon the months they fulfil,
And fix their time of yeaning?

3 They bow, they liberate their young,—

They shoot their burdens forth, and are well.
4 Their fawns grow up in the open ;
They go forth, and return not unto them.
5 Who let the wild ass go free.
And who loosed the bonds of the onager,
6 Whose home I made the steppe.
And his haunts the salty waste?
7 He laugheth at the uproar of the city;
He heareth not the shouts of the driver:
8 He rangeth the mountains, his pasture ;
And seeketh after everything green.

9 Will the wild-ox be willing to serve thee,
Or would he pass the night at thy manger?
lo Canst thou bind him with the cords of thy yoke ;
Or will he harrow the furrows of thy land ?
II Wilt thou trust him, because his strength is great.
And leave to him thy labour?

13 Wilt thou rely on him to bring home thy seed.
And to gather thy wheat into the threshingfloor?

13 Dost thou rejoice in the ostrich.
Or love her that lacketh counsel?

14 For she leaveth her eggs to the earth,
And layeth them on the ground,

15 And forgetteth that the foot may press it
,

And the wild beast tread upon it ;

16 Dealing hardly with her young as not hers.
For nought hath she toiled without care ;

17 For Eloah made her forget wisdom,
And gave her no share in sagacity.

18 When she worketh her wings in the race.
She laugheth at the horse and his rider.

19 Givest thou strength to the horse ?

Dost thou clothe his neck with Terror?
20 Dost thou make him leap like the locust ?

Dost thou teach him his snort of thunder ?

21 He paweth and exulteth in his strength;

He goeth forth into the valley to battle.
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22 He laugheth at the lance, and quaileth not ;
And recoileth not from the sword.

23 Upon him rattleth the quiver,
The flame of spear and dart.

24 In his eagerness he scoopeth the ground.
And standeth not at sound of trumpet.

25 At the sound of it he crieth ' Aha ! ',
And afar he scenteth the fray;
The cry of the warriors daunteth him not,—

The thunder of the captains and the shouting.

26 [Through thy wit doth the hawk ply his wings.
And spread his pinions southward ?]

27 At thy best doth the vulture soar.
And for thee set high his nest?

28 On the crag he settleth and dwelleth,—
On the tooth of the crag and the fastness ;

29 And from there he searcheth for food ;
His eyes see far away.

30 His nestlings gorge them with blood.
And are glutted with flesh of the slain.

Chapter 40.-2 Is Shaddai's opponent corrected.
And Eloah's critic answered ?

3 And Eyob answered lahvah and said:
4 Lo, I am little ! what can I reply to thee ?
My hand have I laid to my mouth.
5 Once spake I, but I will not repeat it ;
And twice, but I will not again.

6 And lahvah answered Eyob out of the Stormwind and said :
7 Pray gird up thy loins like a warrior ;
I will ask thee, and teach thou Me!
8 Wilt thou really aboHsh my Justice?
Wilt condemn Me, that thou mayst be right?
9 Hast thou then an Arm Hke El's,
And with a Voice like His canst thou thunder?

10 Pray deck thee with Majesty and Grandeur,
And put on Glory and Greatness!
II Scatter the overflowings of thy wrath,
And bring every proud man low!
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1 2 Look at every proud man and humble him ;
And crush the godless where they stand !

13 Hide them in the dust together,
And their faces enshroud in clay!

14 For then I also will praise thee.
Because thine own right hand can save thee.

15 Behold now Behemoth, My work!
Grass like the cattle he eateth.

16 Behold now his strength is in his loins,—

His force in the thews of his belly.

17 His tail is as rigid as a cedar ;
The muscles of his thighs are close-knit.
iS His bones are brazen pipes ;
His legs are iron bars.

19 He was the prime fruit of His Way;
Eloah made him to sport withal.

20 The beasts of the hills stare at him ;
And all the live things of the field are astonished.

21 Under the deep water he lieth,
In covert of reed and fen ;

22 The lotus-trees screen him reclining;
The willows of the wady environ him.

33 [Though the River overflow, he is not flurried ;
He is calm, though it burst into his mouth.]

25 Canst thou draw up Leviathan with a fish-hook.
And bind cords on his teeth ?

36 Canst thou put a rush-line through his nose,

And pierce his jaw with a hook?
24 Canst thou take him alive in a trap.

Or with bird-snares catch him by the snout?
31 Can.st thou pack his hide with spikes.
Or his head with fishing-spears?

27 Will he supplicate thee much,
Or address thee in gentle speech ?

28 Will he come to terms with thee,
That thou take him as a lifelong thrall?

29 Wilt thou play with him like a pet sparrow.
Or keep him as a sport for thy maidens?

30 Shall partners bargain about him ?

Shall they divide him between the traders?

91
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32 If thou lay thine hand upon him.
Thou wilt think of a battle no more !
Chapter 41.— i Lo, the hope of his assailant proveth vain!
Even at sight of him he will be thrown !

2 He is fell ; who durst arouse him ?

And who can stand up before him?

3 Who hath ever faced him without hurt ?

Under all Heaven there is none !

4 I will not be mute on his array,—
His might and the strength of his outfit.

5 Who can strip off the surface of his coat?

Who can pierce his double mail ?
6 The doors of his mouth who can open ?

About his teeth is Terror.

7 His back shields encompass ;
They shut it in as with wall of flint :

8 One close upon another.
No space cometh between them.
9 [Each to his fellow clinging,
They hold together inseparably.]

10 His snorting flasheth light ;
And his eyes are like the lids of Dawn.
II Forth of his mouth go flames,
And sparks of fire escape.

12 From his nostrils issues a smoke.
Like a pot blown hot and steaming.

13 His breath kindleth coals,
And a flare issueth from his mouth.

14 [Behind him stalketh Fierceness,

And before him boundeth Panic]
15 The folds of his flesh are solid ;
Firm-set upon him, it shaketh not.

16 His heart is firm as a stone,
And harder thati the nether millstone.

17 At his noise heroes are afraid;
At his crashing the brave take to flight.

18 If the sword reach him, it holdeth not ;
The spear starteth from his mail.

19 He counteth iron as straw,—
Bronze as worm-eaten wood.
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20 The son of the bow cannot rout him ;
The stones of the sling become chaff to him.

31 The lance counteth to him as chaff;
He laugheth at the hurtling of the javelin.

22 Under him are the sharpest of potsherds ;
He spreadeth a threshing sledge upon the mire.

23 He maketh the Deep boil like a pot ;
The broad stream he maketh like a caldron-.

24 Behind him he whiteneth his track ;
The Deep might be thought hoar-haired.

25 There is not on earth his like,
Who was made a lord of things living.

26 Him every high one feareth ;
He is King over all the things that creep.

Ch.vpter 42.— I And Eyob answered lahvah and said :
2 I know that Thou art all-able.
And nothing is unattainable to Thee :
3 Therefore hast Thou shown me what I discerned not,—
Things too hard for me that I knew not.

5 By mere hearsay had I heard of Thee,
But now mine own eye hath seen Thee ;
6 Therefore I melt where I stand,
And become like dust and ashes.

Chapter 42. 7-17.— 7 Now after speaking these words to
Eyob, lahvah said to Eliphaz of Teman : ' I am incensed
against thee and thy two friends, because ye have not spoken

8 right of Me like my servant Eyob. But now take you seven
bullocks and seven rams and go to my servant Eyob and offer
a burnt-offering on behalf of yourselves, and let my servant
Eyob intercede for you ; for his intercession I will accept, that
I may not wreak destruction upon you! because ye have
not spoken what was right of Me, like my servant

Eyob.'

9 Accordingly, Eliphaz of Teman, Bildad of Shuah, and Zophar

of Ma'in, went and did as lahvah had bidden them ; and
10 lahvah accepted the intercession of Eyob. lahvah restored
Eyob's exile, when he interceded for his friends ; and lahvah
II doubled all Eyob's possessions. Then came to him all his
kinsmen and all his kinswomen and all his old acquaintance

and feasted with him in his house ; and they condoled with
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him and comforted him for all the evil which lahvah had
caused to come upon him, and each of them made him a
present of an ingot and each a golden earring.

12 Now lahvah blessed the end of Eyob more than his
beginning ; so that he had fourteen thousand sheep and

goats, and six thousand camels, and a thousand yoke of oxen,

13 and a thousand she-asses. He had also seven sons and three
14 daughters. He named the first (of the latter) Yemimah, the
i.i second Kefi'ah, and the third Keren-happukh. No women
were found in all the land as fair as Eyob's daughters : and

16 their father gave them an estate among their brothers. Eyob

survived these events a hundred and forty years, and saw his
sons and his sons (and their sons ?), four generations.

17 So Eyob died, an old man and sated with life.



A COMMENTARY
CRITICAL, PHILOLOGICAL, AND EXEGETICAL,
ON THE HEBREW TEXT AND ANCIENT VERSIONS

OF THE BOOK

Chapter 1.—r. i. A man there was. The Prologue of the book thus
begins in the traditional manner of the story-teller; as we might say,
'There was once a Man ' or ' Once upon a time there was a Man '. There
is no attempt to put the narrative into relation with history. The time
of the events narrated is left quite vague and indefinite. The order of
words at once concentrates the reader's attention upon the hero. (For the
constr. cf 2 Sa 1 2' ; Es 2^*.) In 'tjg-land; that is

,

the country of the tribe
or tribal group called 'U? (Gn 22"). ® Iv x<^pa rrj AwmSt, in Ausitis,
which implies, as Duhm remarks, the pronunciation 'O9 (pS) rather than

'Uc (py). The exact locality is unknown ; but the Biblical data seem

to require a situation eastward of Palestine and not remote from the

north-eastern border of Edom. See Add. Note.
Eyob b

y name. Lit. Eyob (was) his name. The hero's name is given in

a way that seems to imply that it was well known in story, as one of the
great names of old. Neither parentage nor pedigree is assigned him, as

we should expect in an historical narrative— a significant omission. [The
author of the Elihu-section proceeds differently (32'').] This name is
not an artificial invention to suit the story, as has often been taken for
granted because of its apparent derivation from 3!^i! ('ayab), 'to be hostile
to' (Ex 23-2), whence the common word 3''.iK ('6yeb), 'enemy'; as
though ai'N ('lyob) meant 'object of enmity', 'one treated hostilely or

persecuted', scil. by God, as Eyob appeared to be {Ges. Thes.). Ewald
suggested a different origin, comparing the Arabic 'awwab,

' penitent ',

strictly 'one who frequently returns', scil. to God from his sins (v^i_>ll

= 3W).' This, however, hardly seems appropriate, for his need 'of
penitence is precisely what Eyob refuses to admit all through the pro

longed controversy with his friends. That the former derivation of the

name is correct is virtually proven by the occurrence of such personal

designations as Ayabu-waqar (CT vi. 23) and Ahhu-ayabi among proper

names of the period of the First Babylonian Dynasty {see Ranke, Early
Babylonian Personal Names, p. 221). Cf also the abbreviated form

' In the Koran, Sura 38, David, Solomon, and Eyob successively are so described
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A-a-bu, i. e. Abu (Johns, Doomsday Book), which agrees with the usual

spelling of the Assyrian dbu, 'enemy'; for which we also find the
spellings a-ia-bu (i.e. ayabu), a-ia-a-bu (= aydbu; i R 27, 68, No. 2),
and ia-a-bu (ZA vi. 190, rm 10). Assuming that the Heb. 'lyob
represents an older 'Ayyab, as it may do, we can hardly help identifying
it with the word so variously written in these Babylonian and Assyrian

forms, 'lyob ('Ayyab?) will thus be a shortened theophoric name, like
Nathan for Elnathan or Nathanael; and the meaning may be conjectured

by comparison with such names as Jacob (shortened from Jacobel =

Ya'qubilu, a Bab. name) and Israel. The idea embodied in designadons

of this kind would seem to be, not so much that Deity was hostile to the
person so designated (what parent would be likely to choose such a

name?), as that the latter would triumph even over more than mortal
opposition. Cf Gn 32^' Ho i2^-'5. 'lyob-'el might thus mean 'One who
durst oppose God ', and would overcome Him or bend Him to his will

by superior force or cunning. Such ideas, of course, betoken a very
early stage of religious thought.

If further proof be needed that Eyob is not an allegorical figment,
although like all other Hebrew personal names it must have been

originally significant of some definite idea, we may point to the mention
of Eyob in Ez I4"-''', where he figures along with Noah and Daniel as
one whose name was a proverb of sanctity in the prophet's day.

And that man was good (or moral) and upright (or straightforward).

The Heb. Dn (8™ 920.81.22^ (Jogg not predicate moral perfection of Eyob

any more than does its cognate D^on (i2'') of Noah (Gn 6'). As Driver

remarks, the corresponding substantives ('1^1?
2=-' 27^31*; ^'!^ tf) are

rendered integrity ; and it seems a pity that the Latin adjective integer

has not been adopted into our language along with integritas. Horace's
'Integer vitae scelerisque

purus'
is about equivalent to the phrase of

our text. The terms are those of popular estimation rather than theo
logical precision. What the poet makes of Eyob's goodness may be
seen in chaps. 29, 31 especially. It is clear from 7" 1326 al. that he does
not suppose his hero absolutely free from sin. @ a/tc/xTrros, ' blameless '.
' Correct

'
or ' irreproachable ' would be a better rendering of DI? than

'perfect', although (in accordance with its etymology) the word also

denotes complete, whole, entire, sound, unblemished (of sacrificial animals).
The aKrfiw6% added in @ is really an alternative rendering of IB'J : see
2' 4' 8« 178.

Godfearing and avoiding evil. Omit the connective particle (1
) between

this pair of epithets and the preceding one. So @ ; and Wl v. 8, 2' (Du).
The first epithet here denotes, not so much ®'s Oeoa-e^iji, religious or

pious, in the sense of worship, as fearing God as the Avenger of all

misdoing, and especially of injustice and oppression (cf Gn 42"'). The
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plur. D'ni'N is a vague expression, denoting originally all superhuman

agents or spiritual beings; and seems to be used here quite generally,
as we might speak of ' the Powers above '. But the author has
no doubt of the supremacy of lahvah over all other invisible potentates
(cf. Ps 97' 'Worship Him, all ye Gods!'; 136^), and, an Israelite
himself, he naturally makes Eyob acknowledge the God of Israel
(v. 21 al.).

vv. 2, 3. This good man was blessed with offspring—a great token of
Divine favour (Ps 127'*- 128'). A still happier circumstance in Oriental
estimation was that sons outnumbered daughters by more than two to

one. The numbers seven and three, repeated in connexion with the

sheep and camels (v. 3), are in themselves possible enough and might

easily be paralleled in many families; but 42", where Eyob is again the
father of seven sons and three daughters, after these had perished, shows
that we are not dealing with literal history in this pardcular feature of
the story. These numbers may be got out of the name aVN, since
^''^? = I -t- 2 = 3, and "i"n = I -i- 6 = 7 ; while the remaining letter
* = 10, the sum of the two, the perfect number. (^ is the numeral-

letter for 10, the complete or perfect number, which was therefore
assumed to have been the number of Eyob's children ; cf. i Sa i^ Ru 4'^
But 10 = 7 -f 3, and i^N = i -f 6 = 7, while 3"k =1-1-2 = 3.) I' will be
noticed that the legend or tradition was apparently ignorant of the names
of Eyob's original family, or else that the author has not troubled to
record them ; whereas 42" does specify the names of the second trio
of daughters. Why are the sons nameless in both passages ? The sacred

and symbolical numbers are the most prominent feature of vv. 2, 3.

Seven is the number of the Seven Heavenly Bodies (Sun, Moon, and

Five Planets), while Three is that of the three realms of being, Heaven,

Earth, the Deep (She'ol) and their presiding Spirits (the Babylonian Anu,
Bel, Ae). Five is the number, of the Five Planets and of the Five Inter

calated or extra Days of the solar year (eTrayo/Acj'ai -^/tcpat, Diod. i. 50).

The primitive astro-mythological use would doubtless make these

numbers popular in all sorts of applications. For the rest, it is obvious
that the 7000, 3000, and twice 500 (= 1000) of Eyob's livestock are not
likely to be other than ' round

'
numbers. There is no mention of

he-asses (cf Gn 1 2'"), though of course their existence is implied in the
mention of the more valuable sex (one female was worth three males).
® adds voii.a.Zi<i = niVT grazing (i C 27"); a gloss from v. 14 which
may have stood in ®'s Heb. text. Eyob's very considerable flocks and

herds imply command of extensive pastures. His possession of numerous

camels indicates the neighbourhood of the Syro-Arabian desert. They
would be used, as pack-horses were formerly used in England, for trading

with distant markets. The oxen are reckoned by the ' yoke ', i. e. in
2210 H
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pairs, just as they were used in ploughing and carting (v. 14). The asses
were the ordinary beasts of burden about the fields. All this property in
land and livestock was naturally served by 'an immense body of slaves'

(lit. a very great service ; cf the Latin use of servitiutn for servus and
opera for operarius). The phrase, which occurs Gn 26", has a double

rendering in ® : koX virripta-La iroWr] o-<^d8pa, which is quite correct, and

Kol Ip-ya {/.eydXa {r/v avT<3 im Trj? y^s), which implies the pointing iTpV.
(= ipya, Ex I") instead of the rare H'laj) (Gn 26").
The man was, in fact, the greatest of all the Bene Kedem ; i. e. the
pastoral tribes of Arab and Aramean stock who lived E. and NE. of
Palestine (Gn 291 Ju e^-s' i K 450 Is ii» Ez 25^-i»). Bene Kfedem, 'The
Sons of the East ', ' The Eastlanders ', Kadmeans, Kadmites (or Kad-

monites ? Gn 1 5"), is a gentilic designation like BenS Yisra'el, ' The Sons
of Israel ', Bene 'Ammon, ' The Sons of Ammon ', the Ammonites.
Eyob was the richest and most powerful chief {amir) among all these
various tribes of the eastern borderland. [® curiously : xai tjv S.vOptaTro's

cKEti/os ivyivri's Tcli'
d<^' tjXlov avaroXwv, and that man was noble (=:noblest?)

of them of the East. Cf. Is 11" toW a<f> r/kiov avaroXSyv = Qlp ^33.
The word eiytvy^ is only an unusual tendering of 7^3.]
vv. 4, 5. An illustration of Eyob's alert and assiduous piety (v. i).
His seven sons who, like royal princes (2 Sa 13' i4»''-si), had each an
'establishment' of his own, led a joyous existence of continual feasting;

entertaining each other and their three sisters in turn day by day, until

the seven days of the week had expired, when the round of revels would
begin afresh. The Heb. verbs in v. 4 are all frequentative in sense, as
rendered above; describing the customary proceedings of the family.

Cf. ®^ IttOLOVV.

In each others' houses in turn. Lit. {iri) the house of a man (on) his day.
The first day of the week would naturally be ' the day

' of the firstborn

brother (cf. v. 13); and the others would take their turn in the order

of age, so that the seventh day would fall to the youngest. (® para

phrases n»3 by irpos aKK-}]kov<i, connecting it with 1Di>m, and turns 1DV E'^N

by Ka.& e/cao-Tr/v rjfiepav.) A tacit disapproval of these perpetual daylight
(vv. 13, 14) revels is perhaps implied by the sequel of the story (cf Ec

10"

Is 5" I Th 5') ; and the sending home for the three sisters (unmarried,
and therefore mere girls) seems also to be mentioned as an unusual

if not improper proceeding. We are reminded somehow of Es i^"^-, and
even of .Lk 16". {31 rifbfb is a scribal error for ^b^b.)
V. 5. Lit. Ajid it was, when the days offeasting had gone the round (or
madefull circuit). Cf Is 291.
Eyob sent ; scil. a message bidding them come to him to be purified

(or bidding them purify themselves, Gn 35^^) and to be present at the

expiatory sacrifices, i Sa \()': The
'hallowing'

or
'purifying'

was the
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:ritual qualification for assisting in an act of worship. As the first day
began (according to Jewish reckoning) at six in the evening of the seventh
day, the ceremonies of purification may then have been performed. Then,
rising betimes, at daybreak the father, as spiritual as well as temporal

head of the family, 'would offer burnt- offerings (the kind of victim is
not stated) according t.o the number of them all

'
; i. e. of his sons, for

whose possible sin the sacrifice was offered : cf the words that im
mediately follow : Perchance my sons have sinned, &c. (The daughters,
if thought of at all, are included with the sons ; but the writer would
hardly regard them as responsible.) Doubtless, therefore, the number

was again the mystic seven (cf 42*; Nu 23'-"-™). ®, after the quite

adequate rendering kol Trpoo-ec^epcv irept avT&v Ova-lav {Ova-La^ ti'^-^ A ;
6vcria =: nPIV Nu 23') Kara, tov a.piOlJ.ov avTwv, adds Koi ix6ct)(ov eva Trtpt

d/iapTias Trepl twv ijnixSiv avTutv = DnitySJ-py inS riNBn HSI ; cf Le 8'.
This gloss, intended to bring Eyob's worship into conformity with the
Levitical law, may have stood in @'s Hebrew text. It cannot be original.

(The Israelite father appears to have officiated as his own priest from the

earliest period down to the seventh century, when the Deuteronomic
legislation began to be enforced.)
For Eyob said (or thought; said in his heart, i.e. to himself: Ps lo"),
' Perhaps my sons have sinned by cursing God in thought

'
(lit. and blessed

, God in tJieir heart). The context, both here and in the historical parallel,
I K 2ii<'-", demands this sense, although in both instances the verb
Tjia ' to bless

' has been substituted for ?.?i? ' to curse
'
by some scribe

or editor who shrank even from writing the original phrase, so repellent

to his piety was the idea it conveyed. It is no objection to this assumption

that such a phrase has been suffered to remain in Is 8" (Du), where
perhaps the meaning is rather curse by his King and by his God (cf.
I Sa 17^'). In other cases also the scribes have not been thorough in
such matters; e. g. the nB'3"B'''N of 2 Sa 2*^- appears in the original and
genuine form i'VDB'K in i C 8'^^ and Pyaii survives in Judges (6^^ al.)
although ncn^ has taken its place in 2 Sa 1 1" (but cf® ad loc). Cursing
God (D'n^N ij^p) is forbidden by the earlier (Ex 2 2'") as well as the later
legislation (Le 24'^). In the latter the penalty is death, which is naturally
absent here, although 2^ assumes that God would inflict it (cf Ex 22").

® paraphrases D'ni'N 13131 ixnn by ko-ko. ivevoria-av irpos Oeov, thought evil
things against God; which at least lends no support to an original
' blessed

'
; while <B strongly confirms our view by rendering have sinned

and cursed (or reviled) God
(.--' = b

)>
p
_

in i Sa 17" Is 8^1 Le 2415 &c.).
The qualifying addition D^aija in their heart seems very improbable.

If blasphemous thoughts occurred to a party of revellers, they would
probably find an outlet in speech. We therefore suggest 01313 in their

talk (or perhaps D313 in their quarrelling — a not infrequent issue of
H 2
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drinking-bouts). The stress laid on the heinousness of improper language

about God (cf v. 22, 2", and especially 42'''-, where Eyob's three friends
are bidden to offer a burnt-offering of seven bullocks and seven rams for

this very offence) certainly lends colour t6 the former emendation.

A simpler and perhaps better way of eliminating the diflSculty would be
to suppose that D33i»3 has been altered from 133^3 (Ps 152), which

originally followed 3VX and got misplaced by some accident. Thus is

restored the appropriate sense : For Eyob said in his heart, ' Perhaps my
sons have sinned by cursing

God'

[The notion that 'HI?, which appears to be used in the senses of

greeting and taking leave (Gn47''-" 2 K 4^'), might, like our own phrase
' bid farewell to ', have come to mean give up, renounce, or disown, has no

foundation in actual Hebrew usage, ijl?, like the Assyrian 313 kardbu,
is used of God blessing men and of men blessing God, but never of

renouncing or disowning God ; nor is it easy to see why Eyob should .
have entertained any fears on this score. It is evident also that such a
sense is entirely inappropriate in the parallel passage i K 211°-'' ('Naboth
hath renounced God and King !

'—a very unlikely charge against a subject
of Ahab). What our story really intends is rather some rash or petulant

or even sportive utterance of inebriate folly. If there is ' a noteworthy
€v(l>r]ft.La (Du) in these passages, the euphemistic anti-

phrasis belongs to his editors, not to the author. Such a mode of

speaking is unknown to the OT writers.]
So used Eyob to do all the year round; lit. all the days, i.e. always,
or continually, as in Gn 43' 44^2 (AV ' for ever').
The Hebrew of vv. 4, 5 suggests several other questions. Might not

the successive banquets be birthday celebrations? And in that case

what is the precise meaning of when the days of {the P) banquet had gone

roundl Is it meant that the rejoicings on each occasion were prolonged

over several days, after which the anxious father performed his atoning

rites ? or does the phrase the days of banquet = the banquet-days as a
whole ? and in that case does Eyob offer his expiatory sacrifice only
once a year, viz. after the celebration of the seventh and last birthday?

The idea of birthday celebrations brings the narrative nearer to the

bounds of probability; but the picture of a continual round of careless

gaiety harmonizes better with the character of the story as a whole.

(Free potations appear to have been customary with the ancient Hebrews

on occasions of rejoicing.)
vv. 6-12. The motive of Eyob's religion questioned by the Satan
at the Court of Heaven. He receives permission to prove it by calamity.

The scene that follows (repeated 2'-^), upon which Goethe founded the
splendid ' Prologue in Heaven ' to his Faust, is not of course to be taken

as literal history. Even the Talmud can relate that a certain Rabbi
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who sat before R. Samuel bar Nachmani said : ' Eyob never was, and
was not created, but was a parable ' (n^n b^D nhti N13J tS) HM nh SVN ,

Baba Bathra, 15 a). The narrative of the celestial levee, is not poetry
either in form or substance. It reflects the conceptions current in the
time of the author, and is essentially similar to the vision of Micaiah ben

Imlah, I K 22"ff- : cf also Ps 89^-'' ; and for the worship in the Tertiple-
palace of Heaven, Is 6 Ps 29.
V. 6. But the day came when, &c. See Driver ad i Sa i''. The phrase
recurs 2^ 2 K 48-"i8. Du prefers a different syntax : And it happened

{on) the day {cas. accus.) ; scil. on which it happened ; the day so well

known from the story—a common Hebrew construction.
The Sons of God. A very inadequate translation ; with which, how
ever, we must content ourselves, unless we choose simply to transcribe

the Hebrew into Bene hoi elohim, or are bold enough to render
'gods'

(cf Ex 18" Ps 97' 1362), which, after all, comes nearest to the original
meaning. The Hebrew DTi^X i^Elohim) is a vaguely used generic and

collective expression, denoting all superhuman Agents or spiritual Intel
ligences (apparently including ghosts, i Sa 28'^), as well as the Supreme
Spirit, Who is 'the God of (the)

gods'
(Ps 136^ Dan 2"). As such, it is

opposed to D'lX ' Man', 'Mankind', 'human
beings'

(cf Is 31'). And
as DIN |3 'a son of Man', means simply a man (= ^^^ 13, Dan 7"),
and the plur. DIN 'Jl ' the Sons of Man ', means either ' men ', ' the
human race

' (Gn 1 1^*), or ' human beings
'
as opposed to lahvah

(i Sa 261'), so DTl^N'p, which happens not to occur (cf PD^.N 13,
Dan 3^'), would naturally mean ' a son of Godkind ', i. e. a god, and the
plur. DMi'Nl(n) •'33 is equivalent to

'
(the) celestial or divine

beings ',

'the gods'. Cf Ps 826-'. 'The Sons of (the)
'Elohim'

are seldom

mentioned elsewhere in the OT (Gn 62< Jb 38'). Yet the story
evidently assumes that the reader will know who they are without further

explanation. In an ancient fragment of Hebrew folk-lore (Gn I.e.) they
are represented as enamoured of the beautiful ' daughters of Man

'

(Disn nW3), who bore them giant offspring ; while in the passage of

Jb 1. c. they, with the ' Stars of Morning ', rejoice at the founding
of Earth. The designation DM^NH ''33 is probably a fossilized relic

of primitive Semitic polytheism ; and doubtless the name figured much

more largely in popular (Canaanite ?)
myths of the olden time than would

appear from the scanty references of Scripture, ft is significant that
although the poet of Job has admitted the Bene 'Elohim to participate,

at least as interested spectators, in the great work of Creation (38'), yet

they are not mentioned by name in either of the two accounts of Gn 1-3.

Their presence, however, may well be implied in i^^ 3^^ ('one of Us').

In Ps 291 89' we have D"'^X ''33 as a (poetical) synonym of DMpX ''33
(which should perhaps be restored in both places).
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The Bene 'Elohim here 'came' or 'went in' (scil. into the throne-room
of the celestial palace) 'to take their stand by (beside) lahvah'; i.e. to
stand in waiting or attendance on the heavenly King, as His ministers
and servants, in readiness to receive His commands and ' do His
pleasure'

(Ps 103"; cf Zc 6^); much as in Micaiah's vision lahvah
was 'seated upon His throne, with all the Host of Heaven standing beside
Him at His right and at His left' (i K 22"). In the equivalence Sons
of Elohim = Host of Heaven = the Stars (38' Dt 41" Ne 9' 'The Host of
Heaven worshippeth Thee'; cf Is 24") we may discern how these ideas
are blended in primitive Semitic mythology. Cf the Babylonian Epic
of Creation, Tab. VII. 15-17, where the supreme God is acclaimed as
' ZI-UKKIN, Life of the Host of Heaven, Who established for the gods
the shining heavens. Who chose their way and appointed their path';
also ib. 1 10 : 'Of the Stars of Heaven their way may He still uphold !
Like sheep may He shepherd the gods all of them !

' (cf Is 40^'' Ps 147*).
In the same cycle of legends the Assembly of the Gods fulfils an important
function. They gather in a place wjiich bears the Sumerian designation

UB-SHU-GINA-KI, 'The Regions' Gatheringplace ', and there hold
council and feast together and determine destinies, appointing Merodach

as their champion against Tiamat, and (if victorious) their supreme Lord
and King.

We note a difference of ideas between the picture of Heaven, as the
Court of an Oriental monarch, in Jb and i K 22", and the later and
more spiritual representation of the prophet Isaiah, which conceives of
Heaven as an august Temple, where the mystic Seraphim ' raise the
Trisagion ever and aye

'
before the throne of lahvah Sabaoth. The

same general conception seems to be reflected in Ps 29.
As lahvah's messengers and ministers in relation to man the celestial
host are called Cp^pD

'messengers' (= ayy^Xoi; cf ® 01 d-yycXot toC
d(.oxi = DM?Nn *33, Gn ()^ and here); a designation which displaced all
others in the ordinary use of the developed theology of the OT (cfHo 1 2*-*

DfliiK = l^i'D ; Gn 32''*). In the poetical sections of our book (5^ 15'=)
we meet with another title of these celestial beings, viz. D>B>np ' Holy
Ones ' (cf Ps 89''-«, where their assembly is called 'ip br\'p and 'ip niD).
The original implication of this term, derived from the primitive root
KAD which we see in Ip-' 'to burn' and other cognates {see Hilprecht
Anniversary Volume, p. 48) was bright, pure, physically (cf 15'^''); but,
like its synonyms, the word soon came to include the ideas, first of ritual
or ceremonial and then of moral and spiritual purity or ' holiness '.
Among the Bene hd'eldhim there went in also one who is called

[DBTI The Adversary or Opposer; who in the sequel justifies this designa

tion by daring persistently to maintain his own contrary opinion against

lahvah Himself, and by his manifest malignity to Eyob. ®, by its
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rendering 6 SLa^oXo^, seems to identify this ' Adversary
'
at once with the

Arch-spirit of Evil, the Enemy of Mankind (cf Mt 4i-5.8.io 5 8id^oXo<s =
Sarams). It is, however, evident that the Satan of our narrative, with
his free access to the Throne of Heaven and direct intercourse with the
Supreme, is a very different figure from the outcast and utteriy fallen
Spirit of the later theology, enemy alike of God and man ; although
his unfriendly insinuations against Eyob and the alacrity with which he
sets about the ruin of an innocent person give us more than a hint of
what was to become the salient feature of his character.

It is usual to remark that the presence of the Article in the Hebrew
(itaKTl the Satan) shows that the phrase has not yet become a Proper

Name. Possibly, however, we have here an instance of that peculiar use
of the Article in Hebrew which must be rendered indefinitely in our
language {a Satan or an adversary > the S., the Adv.); just as in the
parallel passage (i K 22'^!) nnn the spirit means the spirit who became
known from his part in this vision and may be rendered more naturally

by a spirit in our less vivid and picturesque idiom.
The equivalence ItSB' = StdjSoXos =

)!^n^o/'
Mt 4') maligner,

slanderer— a conception of Satan which perhaps depends mainly upon
the Prologue of Jb and Zc 3'—may be justified by reference to Ezr 4",
where the cognate njOB* denotes an accusation or calumny.

V. 7. lahvah's question. Whence comest thou P (as though the Omni

scient required to be informed: Pr 15' Ps 139 Je 232-') betrays the
simplicity of the ancient myth. In the sense of the original legend the
question may perhaps indicate surprise. lahvah does not ask whence

' the Sons of God

'

in general have come. He knows the stations of
the heavenly host. Perhaps also, although as a Spirit-being it is implied

that the Satan is himself a ben-hd'elohim, the statement and the Satan too

went in among them implies that there was something unusual in hjs

attendance at the Divine levee : it was an intrusion ; he made his

way in with the throng. At all events, his reply From roving the earth

and roaming about t/ierein may suggest that he was not altogether at

home in the celestial sphere, the abode of the Host of Heaven ; either

he is an earthborn spirit, or at least (like the evil spirits of Babylonian

sorcery) his haunt and home is the earth, with its deserts, and caves, and

mountains (cf Mt 4^ 12"). The restlessness of a -Babylonian demon,

wandering about in search of a victim, may be said to characterize him

(cf also I Pe 58). The zest with which he falls to ruining the righteous
Eyob bears this out. We can hardly say that, as God's instrument or

minister, his ' own moral character does not come into question ', or

that he is neither a good nor a bad angel (Davidson). How can we

conceive of a good spirit as inciting lahvah to suspect a good man's

integrity, and rejoicing in the infliction of unmerited miseries ? He is.
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in fact, as his name indicates, already the Arch-enemy of man, sceptical

of his goodness, disparaging his motives, eager to do him hurt. Why
this should be so the story gives no hint. And since the author of the
book has no further use for the Satan after the Prologue in Heaven, and

neither Eyob nor any of the other speakers makes any reference to his
instinctive hostility to man in general or to good men in particular as

accounting for the calamities which befell the righteous hero, it is perhaps

hardly worth while to lay much stress upon the details of an ancient
popular legend, which the author chose for the setting of his great
argument simply because it supplied a vivid and dramatic illustration

of the truth which he desired to advocate : the truth, namely, that the
same effects may be due to different causes, and that human suffering,

so far from always being direct evidence of human sin, may sometimes

be due to causes which have no relation at all to conduct. Had the
author regarded Satan's malignity as the true solution of the riddle of

the sufferings of the righteous, his closing Theodicy would hardly have
omitted all reference to the fact {see 38-42*). It has often been pointed

out that to press every detail of a parable is to imperil our perception of

the lesson it was intended to convey ; and it must be admitted that, from

the standpoint of an absolute morality, it is as difficult to justify lahvah's

arbitrary dealing with one whose blamelessness He Himself emphatically
affirms, as it is to account for the character and conduct of the Satan, if
we confine our attention exclusively to OT sources. Qui facit per
alium facit per se ; and although lahvah charges the Satan with urging
Him on against Eyob (2'), the Epilogue plainly speaks of all the evil
which lahvah had caused to come upon him (Eyob) : 42^1. After all, the
story contains no suggestion that the Satan presented himself before

lahvah with the express purpose of disparaging Eyob's piety. It is
lahvah who first mentions the patriarch, challenging the judgement of

the Satan upon his unique excellence, eliciting a sarcastic expression of

doubt as to its disinterested nature, and then granting permission to the
malign spirit to put it to the proof in his own pitiless way.

V. 8. My servant; i.e. my worshipper or votary. So in Gn of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob : cf 2 K 9'. Very common as an element
in Semitic (Aram., Heb., Phoen., Arab.) Personal Names, e. g. Abdallah,
Servant ofAllah, Abdashtart, Servant of Ashtoreth, and the like. Cf the
cognate verb, 21I'' Ex 3^2. Here, as in v. 21, the author seems to make
Eyob a lahvah-worshipper, that is

,

an Israelite. This may have been

a feature of the popular story. In the speeches, however, he is careful
to restrict Eyob and his friends, as non-Israelites, to the more general
terms bx, ni^JX, DM^N, and nB'.
He has not his like on earth. Eyob, like Noah, with whom Ezekiel
mentions him as a paragon and proverb of righteousness (Ez 14"-™), is
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the best man alive (Gn 6'), whether in the matter of Cultus or of conduct.
The expression ' My servant' implies also that he is dear to lahvah. The
character of Eyob is repeated from v. i, just as vv. 6-8 are repeated
at 2^-'. These and other similar recurrences of set phrases in the narra
tive are quite in the manner of the professional storyteller, and they
remind us of the like repetitions of favourite Hues and phrases in epic

poetry, whether Semitic (e.g. the Babylonian Epic of Gilgamesh) or
Aryan (Mahabharata ; the Iliad and Odyssey). Our narrative, however,
is not poetic in form, but rhythmic prose.

V. 9. Is it for nothing that Eyob fears God P A surprising question in
an OT book. Eyob's religious consistency and constancy are admitted,
but the question of motive is raised, and doubt is thrown on his disin
terestedness. He expects and receives a quid pro quo for his piety. Let
the recompense cease ; and all this calculated goodness will disappear.

Such a suggestion is certainly startling, in view of the fact that the moral

teaching of the Law and the Prophets is everywhere recommended by
the promise of such blessings as Eyob enjoyed. It is the whole burden
of the fervid preaching of the Deuteronomist, The idea that an obedience
consciously rendered with an eye to material benefits was morally worth

less does not seem to have occurred to the authors of the older scriptures.

The Satan suggests that Eyob is only apparently devoted to God ; he
loves the gifts, not the Giver, and his insincerity will be demonstrated
the moment the gifts are withdrawn. In much the same way, modern
adversaries of the faith have often objected to Christian piety that it really
rests on a foundation of selfishness, viz. the hope of reward and the fear of
punishment either here or hereafter, and cannot therefore claim to repre

sent the highest ideal of moral excellence. In reply to such carping
criticism it is surely enough to point to that lifelong yearning after the

beauty of holiness, that hungering and thirsting after righteousness,
that unquenchable to reflect the image of God, which has
characterized the genuine saint in every age of the Church.

V. 10. Made a fence all round him (or hedged him about all round);
like a choice vineyard (Is ^^^ Mt 21^^), to protect it from thieves and wild
beasts (Ps 8o"-'3 89'"'-"). Eyob's own person, his family, and all his

belongings, are shielded by the Divine favour from all external attack.

As Duhm observes, had there been any hole in the fence, the Satan

would certainly have discovered it. We may remember how the evil
spirits of old Babylonian myth penetrate everywhere, easily making their

way through all obstacles and over all barriers. ' High walls (or fences,

«/-«¦), broad walls, like a flood they surmount ; From house to house they
break

thro'
; Them the door shuts not out, the bolt turns not back !

Thro'
the door like a serpent they slip ;

Thro'
the hinge (or by the

pivot) like the wind they
blow' {Utukki LimnUti, Tab. V, 24-35): see
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Thompson, Devils, p. 52). And we have the repeated prayer of the

exorcisms, 'Into my house may they not enter! Into my fence (or
palisade, drid) may they not break

through !
'
(4 R i, col. 3, 55-8).

But not only were Eyob and his dependents secure from personal hurt

and harm. lahvah had also hitherto prospered the work of his hands
(Dt 28'^ Ps 90" 104'' nCVD), his tillage and his trading enterprises; and

as for his livestock, it multiplied (Gn 30^° J) in the land. ®: and his
cattle thou didst multiply, &C. {iroXXa £7roir?o-as = finS ; npS ?). Cf
Dt 283ff-.

V. II. Strike, as in v. 19. And he will assuredly, &c. The constr.
is that of an oath. The Satan will take his oath that Eyob will break

out into furious blasphemy, reviling lahvah ; much as barbarians have

been known to abuse and even beat their idols for faiHng to avert

disaster. {To Thy Face =^ ® eis Trpoa-anrov o-e evXoyr/(7€t ='31 T^S PN,

as 2=. So i>
N

should be read for bv in v. 8
,

as in 2^, although ® has

Kara in the former case.)
V. 1 2. lahvah at once accepts the Satan's challenge, and by way of

testing His blameless servant's constancy bids the Adversary work his

will upon ' all that belongs to him ', sparing only himself The readiness
with which lahvah surrenders one whose innocence He has Himself

asserted to such a merciless probation (cf 2*) is certainly strange. Is it

meant that the Satan had succeeded in instilling a doubt of Eyob's

disinterestedness into the mind of lahvah (which would imply that

lahvah did not Himself really know the true state of the case ; cf the
question Whence comest thouP v. 7, and Gn iS^' 22^2), and that He saw

no other way of reassuring Himself than the drastic method suggested b
y

the Satan ? or is the idea rather that the Lord desires to vindicate His

own judgement and the character of His servant in the sight of all the

Sons of God (including the Satan) by submitting Eyob to the tests which

the Satan proposes, knowing that His servant's loyalty will emerge
triumphant from any possible trial ? It must always be borne in mind that
the manifest import of this parabolic legend is that misfortune does not

necessarily presuppose guilt, but that a perfectly good man may become

involved in it as a consequence of the activities of Powers above man,

and, further, that he will continue steadfast under the most formidable

shocks of calamity. But in spite of this lofty moral the hero appears

too much like a mere pawn on the chessboard of Heaven ; and we are

somehow reminded of Gloucester's despairing cry in Lear : ' As flies to

wanton boys are we to the gods : They kill us for their sport !
'

The Satan then withdrew from the presence of lahvah. Confident of
success, he does not linger in the Court of Heaven, but hurries forth

at once to execute his reluctantly conceded commission. (lahvah's

reluctance is apparently revealed in His anxious prohibition of any attack
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upon Eyob himself) There is an evident reminiscence of the Satan's
obtaining leave to make trial of Eyob's sincerity in the words which our
Lord addressed to St. Peter respecting the Twelve and himself: ' Simon,
Simon, behold the Satan did beg you {plur) for sifting like wheat ;
but I, I prayed for thee that thy faith fail not. And do thou, once thou
hast returned, confirm thy brethren ! ' (Lk 2 231-32). -ph^t misfortune is
a touchstone of character is a fact of universal experience ; but so also is
prosperity.

vv. 13-22. The first trial fails to shake Eyob's constancy. The fixed
phrases in which Eyob's successive misfortunes are related, belong, as
already noted (v. 8), to the epic style of narration ; and the breathless
haste with which one mess,enger of evil tidings follows on the heels
of another is profoundly impressive and dramatic. There are four strokes
of calamity (cf. Ez 14=^); and all is accomplished within the compass of
a single day—the very day when, secure in the sense of solemn rites
of expiation duly performed at dawn {see note on v. 5), and wholly
unconscious of impending doom, his children were joyously feasting
together in the house of the eldest-born. The curtain falls upon the
patriarch mourning the loss of all, but bowing to the will of lahvah in
a spirit of pious resignation.

V. 13. And the day came. &^ note on v. 6. his sons. So 2)?, it being
obvious from the context that sons of the Satan could not be intended,
although he is the nearest subject. ® 01 i;iot 'IwjS, to prevent mis

apprehension, which, however, was unlikely in a popular story.

Were eating bread and drinking wine. XXV perhaps - fell out after

Dv(3N), which ®E om., giving simply hrivov oivov. (But @A«c.a p|-gf

t]<tOvov Koi, as iK.) On account of the phrase to eat and drink in v. 4,
Duhm would omit

p'
as probably added by a copyist.

vv. 14, 15. The first stroke. The oxen and she-asses raided by
Bedawi marauders of Sabean stock (Heb. Sheba), who massacre the
ploughmen and herdsmen. Taken by surprise, the latter, though probably
armed, could make little resistance. The Sabeans (Sa^Saiot of the Greek

geographers) of Yemen in SW. Arabia were a famous nation in antiquity,
whose offshoots may have extended as far north as the borders of Edom
(Gn lo'-^s 253). Their caravans traded in gold, spices, and other costly
merchandise (6" Is 60" Je 6™ Ez 2722 i K lo'-i"). In Jo 3* (4*) they
appear as trafficking in slaves. Of late years thousands of inscriptions in
the so-called Himyaritic character have been recovered from the ruins
of their ancient cities by Dr. Edward Glaser and others.

® KoX iXBovrK 01 ai;(/iaX(OTevovTes (var. aip^/AaXcoTcvo-ai/TEs) = 113^ K3ni ;
cf Gn 14" 34^^'. The translator confused X3C, the Nom. Propr. which
he did not understand here, with n3{5', Aram. X3B' to take captive.

V. 16. The second stroke. The flocks and their shepherds blasted by
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lightning. That DM^N CN Fire of God or Elohim's Fire means the
lightning is clear from 2 K i"; cf i K iS'^, where it is called niiT Btx
lahvah's Fire. Besides, it falls from the Heavens. Lightning is called
simply Fire (so ® here) in Ex

923-2' (cf Ps 78^3). In 383= we have the
ordinary word pl3 (in plur). Here the supernatural character of the
phenomenon and its effect (it annihilated seven thousand small cattle and

their attendants, seemingly with one flash !) are emphasized by the
peculiar designation. The Satan appears in a different connexion with

lightning, Lk lo'* : 'I was gazing on the Satan as he fell like a flash of
lightning out of Heaven !

' Nowhere else in OT (or NT) does the
Satan appear as wielding the Lightning, which is lahvah's own special
weapon of war (cf 282'= 3825-35 pg ig" 1446 Ez 1^3 Hab 3" &c.). Having
received a permission (which amounts to a commission) from lahvah,

he acts as His minister of evil in the present case.
' And since God suffers him to be.
He too is God's minister,
•And labours for some good.

By us not understood'

—-nor by him intended. The overruling Power brings good out of evil.
Gn 458 5o2» Is 10'.

V. 1 7. The third stroke. Three bands. The same expression is found
in Ju 7" 9" al. The camels were attacked on three sides at once, as
otherwise their swiftness would have given them a good chance of
escape.

The 'Chaldeans' (Heb. Kasdim; Gn 11 28 15' ® XaXSaio)!/), like the
'Sabeans', v. 15, may have been felt as a difficulty by the Greek
translator, because of their distance from the supposed scene of action. •

® gives 01 iTTTTcts, the horsemen (= D''{^'^D Gn 50' al.). But DnB'3 might
have become D'B'IS by transposition of the second and third letters and
the common confusion of 1 with 1 and 3 with 3.
The Chaldeans were the people of the extreme south of Babylonia, in
the neighbourhood of the Persian Gulf, the mdt Kaldu of the Assyrian
inscriptions (Ashurnasirpal, Annals, III, 24 al.). Always a thorn in the
side of Assyria, and like Hereward's Saxons difficult of access in their
jungle fastnesses, they finally succeeded in erecting the brilliant if short
lived neo-Babylonian monarchy on the ruins of the northern empire.
At the earlier period when the story of Eyob may be supposed to have
originated, roving bands of freebooters from the Chaldean marshes may
have been in the habit of making plundering raids far and near, like
the one briefly described in the text. (The language of the Hebrew
reminds us of i Sa 23=' 278-10 30^ : DE'S to make a dash or raid. ®
loosely Km. iKVKXwtrav rag Ka/xi^Xovs, and surrounded the camels.)
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vv. 18, 19. The fourth and final stroke: the simultaneous death of
Eyob's children. The introductory formula is the same as in vv. 16, 17 ;
ly being merely Scriptio Defectiva for liy still. The term wine (pi) does
not appear in ®; but see note on v. 12, and cf 42" eat bread; Gn 432=

Lk 141= (eat bread = feast).
A hurricane (or whirlwind), &c. Lit. a great wind camefrom the other
side of the wilderness (or steppe, 'veld'); i.e. it blew from the East, across
the great Arabian desert (Ju 1122 Is 211), the western edge of which
would be the eastern boundary of 'Oo5land ; and struck ; i. e. the hurricane
struck, (yjil is a scribal error for y3ni, as the subject ml is feminine.)
wz'. 20, 21, 22. How Eyob took this. rain of calamities. Until the chmax
was reached with the death of his children, the old sheikh sat in dignified

silence on his divan, giving audience to the scared messengers of woe.

Now, still apparently without a word, he rises to his feet and performs the

customary symbolical actions indicative of mourning, 'rending
'
or making

a slit in his mantle {me it), cf 2 Sa i" 331 al., and then having his head
shaved (doubtless by his usual attendant); the latter a foreign usage,

forbidden to Israel, or at least to the priests (Le 192' 21^; cf Is 152), and
not unknown to the Greeks, who covered the corpse of Patroklos with

their shorn locks, as they bore it to the funeral pyre, where Achilleus

himself also cut off his own ' yellow mane ', and devoted it to his dead

friend (Iliad 135-51 ; cf also Hdt ii. 36 ; ix. 34). Cf. also Je 72* Mi i".
After giving these outward signs of intense grief, Eyob ' fell ', i. e. threw

himself (^133 expressing a voluntary act, as in Gn 173 24") on the ground

and did reverence {abs.) ; scil. before lahvah. Whose Hand he recognized

in these sudden disasters. It was an act of voiceless submission, all the
more impressive because of its silence. Then, speaking to himself in

soliloquy, or perhaps in the hearing of those about him, he gives utterance

to his pious resignation in that poetical form which is the most natural

vehicle of religious emotion, and which popular legend also employs

occasionally for the expression of illustrative proverbs, riddles, and other
pregnant sayings (cf Ju i4"i3 15"). The verse is a quatrain or tetra
stich in Wt; but between the third and fourth stichus ® interpolates

(is TO) Kvpiw ISo^ev, ovTws e-yeVero, As it seemed good to the Lord, so it
befell = rm 15 nini (or b

}
}
)

ly}?! 3it33 (cf
Es;3«ii Jos 9^5 Gn 193). Perhaps

^'¦TI?
5"

; cf Gn 441°.
We understand the statement Naked came I out of my mother's womb,
which is obviously true of every human being. But what is the precise

meaning of the second stichus And naked shall (or must) I return
thither ? We are reminded of the question of Nicodemus (Joh 3"). Cleariy
the womb to which a man returns at death is not the womb from which

he emerges at birth. He returns to the dust (212" 3415 Ec 32") or the

ground, out of which man was originally taken (Gn 3") or the earth
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(Ec 12'): cf I Co 15" cK y^s, said of the first man. The Earth, there
fore, would seem to be here regarded as the common Mother of humanity,
into whose womb or bosom it returns at death. This idea of the Earth

as the Great Mother, common as it is in Aryan myth and poetry

{ira/xix^Top TE r^, Aesch. Prom. 90), is not found elsewhere in the OT
(Ps 1391^ is corrupt). In Babylonian religion, however, the Great Mother
of Mankind (cf NE xi. 123 f), plays a principal part; and she is the
goddess of the Underworld (She'61; Hades) which was regarded as the
' womb

'
or '
belly'
of the earth (GAR ASH, karalu) : cf her title SHAG-

TUR or SHA-SUR, 'Heart of the (great) Fold' (= Inside of the earth),
and Radau's note, Bab. Exp. Univ. Pennsylvania, vol. xxx, Pt. i, p. 52.
(The ^INC |D3 or ' womb of Hades

'
is mentioned, Jon 22.)

'Twas lahvah who gave, and lahvah who took (away). Cf. i Sa 2' ;
Ps. 135". The Divine Name is emphatic both times. God deals as He
pleases with His creatures ; and it is not for man to question His Will,

but to acquiesce with all reverence and submission. This, as Duhm

observes, might be called the creed and keynote of all Oriental piety.
Eyob expresses no hope of restoration (421"'''-); at the moment he has

none. But he remembers that he had nothing when life began, and that

all his good things, enjoyed for many years, were the boon of lahvah.
And now that the Supreme has suddenly withdrawn His gifts, He has

simply done what He would with His own. Thankful perhaps for the

happy past, certainly awed by a vivid sense of the irresistible Power that
controls the fortunes of man, he instinctively gives glory to God : Let
lahvah's Name be blest! This last word (^"^31? blessed) shows that
he will bless thee (2lf ^I?")?^) cannot be the original reading in v. 1 1 (cf
V. 6). Eyob falsifies the Satan's prediction by doing the exact contrary,

blessing instead of cursing God as the Author of his ruin. Of course he
knows nothing of the Satan's part in the catastrophe. To him all is
lahvah's will and work ; a point of view which makes his constancy at
once more arduous and more admirable.

w. 22. In all this ; scil. overwhelming trouble: cf Is 52= 911.16.20 io«: amid
or iti spite of it all, Eyob sinned not; i.e. as the next clause and 2^" show,
by rash or impious language : he did not ascribe '"IPSn to God. ® para

phrases well Iv TovVois -TTtto-iv Tols a-uixfie/irjKocriv avrio, In all these things
that befell him {= In all this), and continues oihlv ^/naprev 'IwyS evdmoi'
ToS Kvpiov (= -i-njni? Gn 39" Ex 10'^: at least a correct gloss from the
margin), kol ovk tBiaKtv d<l>po(Tvvqv Tw OiZ, and ascribed not folly unto God.

The Heb. npaij) tifld (413) means the same as Lat. insulsitas,
' tasteless-

ness, silliness, folly", from insulsus, 'unsalted, unseasoned, tasteless,
insipid ', of food (=Heb. bQF\ 6^ ; neo-Heb. unsalted, of fish ; cf bsn]m
falsehood and folly, La 2"). In Ar. tafala is ' to spit ', and tufl, tafl, tifl,
' spittle ' (as being tasteless ?). The primitive biliteral root TAP, DAB,
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appears in Talmudic ^Sri to spit, Ethiopic tafea, id., and perhaps in
nsJl spitting, 176 (-/siin). The root-meaning is to flow, to go: cf Aram.
311 = Heb. 31t to flow ; 331 to glide, go slowly, Heb. and Ar.
Duhm thinks that 'ibsn here, like ^1?, vv. 5, 11, 2^-9, and b^i 21°, n^33
42*, is a decent or euphemistic expression for some stronger term of
blasphemy. This, however, is hardly necessary. To charge God with
unreason in His moral government of man was surely offensive enough.
(It seems possible, moreover, that n^an may also imply fraud and
delusion (cf Je 23" La 2" Ez 2223), as if events had proved God un
trustworthy.) The phrase 'b^ n^3n in3 to give folly to God is a perfect
parallel to tyi 1133 ilinib 3.1i to give (i

.

e. ascribe or attribute) glory and
power to lahvah (Ps 291). © )4iJ./''"^>JL sl,:^.

^^'
^^r blasphemed

against God, 93 neque stultum quid contra Deum locutus est, seem to
take ;n3 in the sense of to utter (cf Jos 7" Pr 23) ; but this is less
probable.

Duhm well remarks that the lesson of the chapter is that Misfortune is

neither always the consequence of Sin, nor—in the case of a really pious
man— is it any temptation to Sin.
Chapter 2.—vv. i-io. Failure ofthe Satan's second attempt to break down
Eyob's constancy. vv. 11-13. Eyob's Three Friends come to condole
with him. The scene in Heaven, vv. 1-7, is cast in the same mould as
before (13-12): see the notes on i3 and the introductory remarks to 113-22.

V. 1. 3)J adds nini"7y 3j;inn? to stand in attendance on lahvah at the

end of the verse. ®'^ * om., but ®^ <S 3
3 I have it, though it is probably

dittography from the previous clause.

V. 2. Where from P HJD iN; the more prosaic expression = I^*??
Whence P (i'), which is more poetical and rhetorical.
V. 3. The third clause adds something new in lahvah's recognition

of Eyob's splendid constancy and His implied reproach of the Satan's

malevolent intervention. Perhaps, however, the words indicate neither
reproach nor indignation; though the tone of a speaker's voice might

cause them to convey either. In fact, lahvah simply renews His
challenge to the Satan, pointing out (surely with a feeling of satisfaction

rather than of anger) that the latter has so far failed to justify his dis

paraging estimate of Eyob's piety. Lit. the last words run : and thou
eggedst Me on (or didst instigate Me) against him, to swallow him up
(metaph. =-/(? destroy him) for naught (i' 9" 22') or without cause,
wantonly. The same verb niDn to incite, egg on, instigate, is used with the

same construction, i C 21', also of ' Satan's' activity.
to svballow him «/ = in order that I might, &c. (cf i C 21' 2 C 182).
lahvah takes the responsibility for all that has happened. If Eyob were

' swallowed up ', it would really be His doing, not the Satan's.

[The Oxford Lexicon gives no cognates for the root niD, so that it
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appears to be peculiar to Biblical Hebrew. Perhaps it means to prick or

goad, and may be akin to an obscure Assyrian word situ (spelt si-i-tum,

2 R 32, II gh), point or pinnacle; which is the meaning attached to a
Sumerian word written SI-BAD, horn or projection of a wall. In that
case, niB* thorns might be from a (dialectic) variation of the same root :
niB' = mo; , cf Ju 1 2".] It is possible that Dan without cause, in spite of
its position at the end of the verse, really belongs to the principal verb :

and thou eggedst Me on against him (to destroy him) for nothing ; that is
,

your suspicions and suggestions were entirely baseless, as is proved by

the event. It does seem to be implied that if the issue had been other
wise, if Eyob had cast off all religious restraint and vented his miseries

in blasphemies, his destruction would have been just: cursing God

deserved and would entail death (v. 9'').

V. 4. The Satan is not yet convinced; the trial has not gone far
enough to be conclusive. Eyob has lost his all, but not his life ; touch

him there, and he will give way. The familiar style of the Satan's reply,
with its blunt application of a homely proverb, suggests no consciousness

of indignation against himself on the part of lahvah. He seems to
match his own wits, though not his power, against the Lord of Heaven,
and is confident of proving Him mistaken, if He will but grant him
leave once more to deal with Eyob in his own way. A skin for a skin
= @ Atp/xa vTrip ScpjuaTos, a hide {¦pellis) OT skin (cutis) on behalf of a hide
or skin. The idea seems to be that of exchanging one thing in ransom

for another; cf. 622b nya on my behalf. The origin of the proverb, as
Davidson observes, is obscure ; and so is its precise application in the

case before us. In barter like commodities are not always, nor even
usually, exchanged for like. The phrase seems to be used like our Quid
pro quo. % renders S^'J?}? pitSDK ^'Jr'X member for member, nleaning
perhaps one limb (or organ) for another ; as when a man sacrifices one
part of his body to save another (an arm e.g. to save his head; so
Driver). But the phrase is Skin (or a skin) for skin (or a skin) ; not
Skin for flesh or some other portion of the body. And the word liy

is always either skin, hide, or leather (7= lo" i8i3 1920.2c goso 40S1 2 K i*).
Possibly the term in vulgar use might mean body or person ; so that the

Satan cries contemptuously. Carcasefor carcase !, alluding to the death of
Eyob's children, and implying that he might naturally be resigned to

their loss so long as his own life was spared. We speak of 'saving one's
own skin

'

in the sense of escaping personal harm. Cf the explanation
of St. Jerome : pro corio suo coria obtulit filiorum, for his own hide he
offered the hides. The Satan's low estimate of human nature is

strikingly illustrated by such a suggestion. It is, of course, quite contrary
to the common experience, in which men of only average goodness, and
even bad men, have often been willing to sacrifice their own lives for
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their offspring. But the Satan's ill-grounded scepticism was necessary
to the progress of the parabolic story.

The explanation of the phrase Skin for skin which makes it mean
The outer skin (viz. his property, which Eyob has lost)ybr the inner skin
(i.e. his real skin, which is still intact) is highly improbable. Where

else is property compared with the skin ? Duhm considers it most likely

that the proverb originated in circles where skins were an important

article of exchange and barter, and that its primary sense is
. For a skin

people give (or receive) a skin's worth. He then suggests various other
applications ; e. g. the Bedawi freebooter might thus have menaced the

herdsman with hurt to his own skin, if he would not peaceably surrender

a cow ; the slave-hunter might have used the phrase in granting permis

sion to a captive to secure his own release by the surrender of a slave
or a child ; the Avenger of Blood might utter it in attacking the kin of

the homicide, &c. These examples, however, favour the interpretation

Skinfor skin = One skin for another, rather than Duhm's ' Fiir eine Haut
giebt (oder erhalt) man

Hauteswert.'

the man; 2)f B'isp, meaning not any man in general, but Eyob in
particular. This is the most natural view, as ciX is the antecedent of

the pronouns that follow in v. 5, although the statement might well be

made of men generally (cf Mt 1 626 Mk 83") : so @^ oo-a virdpxei dvOpunrta

ktX. (but @A tQ dvOpdrirui), and % m -ab (but @ li^,^).
for himself; 3W itJ'?? 1V3. Ox for his life (v. 6) = ® virlp rrj'; ^XV"!
avTov. Cf. Mt i62«. But B'a3 soul, life, often corresponds to our reflexive
pron. self (921 1 Sa 1 81-3) ; and v. 5 strike his bone and his flesh, that is,

himself or his person, indicates that meaning here. The Satan does

not suggest the taking of Eyob's life, but only the extreme of bodily

affliction.

f. 5- ® 'T'iJi' ocrTcHv aiiTov ko.\ ruiv (rapKunr avrov = ''!?'? 'v: Vt^! '?
(a difference of pointing only). For the plur. forms, cf Gn 223 Pr 143".
They are hardly correct here. ® stumbled at the collective use of

IDSy his bone. Cf. ttoSwi/ instead of ttoSo's, v. 7, because a man has

two feet !

he will curse thee; see notes on i^-". ® o-t ivXoyrj<Te.i. The general

excellence of this version of Job suggests that the translator may have

understood "]313i in an ironical sense (which it cannot have). Field

gives pXaa-<l>7,p.wti a-e {=
^flji cf 2 K i9«-22 or ^SK3; Is 52=).

V. 6
. yet (or only) spare his life. To take it would be to defeat the

object of these dealings with Eyob— the thorough testing of his godliness.

lahvah again yields to the force of the Satan's argument ; as though it

had not occurred to Himself

@'s 'I80V 7rapa8t8u)/ti o-ot avrov hardly denotes any difference of reading

from SK. It is merely an elegant paraphrase of a Hebraism.
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V. 7. a malignant eczema or virulent eruption; Heb. VI priB" a bad
burning or inflammation. The root is seen in the Assyrian sahanu,

to blaze up, burn, become hot (Sumerian BI-BI, written ^r^ -(-_/fr^), luhnu,
daybreak, as well as in Aram.

pnB' to be or become warm, hot, and

Arab. |^^s— be hot, and then to be inflamed (of the eye). The same term
pnE' is used of Hezekiah's boil, 2 K20'; and in Dt 2 83' we have the
same phrase, with the same description of the spread of the disease ;
: iipip lyi li'il ^ae ..... yi pntra nini n33i , lahva will smite thee
with a malignant eczema . . .from the sole of thy foot to the crown of thy
head. A pnf is one of the symptoms of incipient leprosy, according to
Le 1318-20.23. and it is generally assumed, partly on this ground, which
by itself is certainly far from conclusive, but more especially on th'e
ground of the numerous descriptive allusions in the speeches of Eyob,
that his malady was the worst form of leprosy (Elephantiasis, lepra

tuberculosa, 'Black Leprosy'). But there seems no reason why, if
leprosy were meant, a popular story which makes no pretence to poetical

diction, should have preferred to describe this well-known scourge of the

East by an ambiguous expression, instead of using the ordinary word
(Dt 248 Le 139-11 2 K 53 ff- nyiS). As we have seen, priB' is the name of
Hezekiah's affection ; it is also the designation of the sixth Plague of

Egypt, Ex 9"-" (Bubonic or Oriental plague ?). Perhaps the narrator
need not have had any specific disease in his mind. In a moment, as it
would seem, the Satan makes his victim a mass of ulcers from head to
foot ; whereas the supposed malady develops slowly at first, and spreads

by degrees over the body. We might almost say that it is left to the
imagination of the audience (or the reader) to recall the features of the
most hideous disease known to it

, whether plague or some form of
leprosy.

from the sole of his foot ; so that the disease, as it would seem,
progressed from below upwards, as Elephantiasis is said to do, 'breaking

out below the knees, and gradually spreading over the whole
body'

(Davidson). Cf Dt 2835, quoted above : lahvah will smite thee with
a malignant eruption upon the knees and upon the legs

V. 8
. An intolerable itching is the frequent accompaniment of skin-

diseases. Eyob, in his misery, goes and sits down 'amid the ashes';

i.e. in all probability on the mound outside the village, the mazbala (iln«)
or Mezbelfe, ' the place of dung ' {zibl), as it is called in modern Arabic :

formed in the course of years by accumulations of the droppings of

horses, camels, &c., and all the other rubbish of the place. From time
to time the dung is burnt, and the ashes are left on the spot. Under the

action of the winter rains the whole mass of mixed material is gradually
welded into a solid hill of earth, the top of which serves as the village

look-out and a place of social intercourse in the sultry evenings.
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Children play round it all day long; and there the poor outcasts of
disease, expelled from the village, pass their days and nights (Wetzstein
ap. Delitzsch). That ® took this view of the meaning is evident from
Its rendering koa. iKdOr]To IttI t^? Koirpias Ifw rrji jToXcws, and he sat on the
dunghill outside the town. Cf i Sa 2» (where Ko-n-pia = n3^«, as in
Psii3'||). as in sterquilinio.
to scratch or scrape himself with it. Wl TMUrh, a dir. Xtyd/*. The
sense is clear from the context, as well as from Aram. 11? to scratch (J
Ju 8i«), Phoen. X\^'^'-^yoflesh- scrapers, CIS 338. 4, Arab. Vf. peel bark, &c.
®^ paraphrases Iva tov Ixwpa ^rj, that he might scrape off the matter
(@A tyn aTTofej; tov Xxjiipa avTov).

V. 9. As in Gn 3^ the weaker sex succumbs first to the evil influence,
and then tempts the stronger. Cf also Gn 1 926. The natural effect of
Eyob's fate upon a mind of the common sort is well suggested by the
behaviour of Eyob's wife (Duhm). It is not supposed that she is a
specially wicked or irreligious woman. Hers is simply a counsel of
despair. She has no doubt that blasphemy involves instant death ; and
she holds that to be a less evil than to die by inches as her husband

must—a death of lingering and ever-increasing pain.
Instead of the first member of this verse {v. 9 a)® puts a speech of
considerable length into the mouth of Eyob's wife. We may render the
Greek as follows : Now when much time had passed, his wife said to him.
How long wilt thou be steadfast, saying, ' Lo, I will wait {dvafievS) ?) yet a
little while. Expecting the hope of my salvation P

' For lo
,

thy memorial

hath been destroyed from the earth, {Thy) sons and daughters, pangs and
throes of my womb. Whom in vain I travailed with in labour! And thou
thyself sittest in wormy decay, passing the night out of doors ; While I,
a wanderer and a hireling, {Go about) from place to place and from house

to house. Expecting (i.e. longing for) the sunset. That I may rest from
my labours and the sorrows that now oppress me. But speak some word unto
(v. against) lahvah, and die! The Greek of this curious and interesting
interpolation leaves something to be desired in point of accuracy (e.g.

the anarthrous nouns and the phrase oi's . . . kKOKidaa in 9 b and the

lack of a finite verb in 9 d). Idioms and ideas alike suggest a writer

who was far from being at home in Greek. They may indicate a

Hebrew original. The brevity of 3K is much more impressive ; but the

fuller text of ® may perhaps preserve an excerpt from a more diffuse

recension of the story which anciently existed, and which the author

of the book abridged to suit his purpose. The Hebrew may have run

somewhat as follows : ptnn n3S ly incx "h IDsni DID1 310 inii
JO 13N iisr .131 13 :

ly^i nipn ^rhrp^ tsyo iiy (7^*) nipo 1331 ~wo}h
:i>Dy3 (39")

iny3i ^-h ib'n lyis'i i3D3 i'3n ni33i 0^33 (18") n^n

I 2
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Dipol DipD3
(71) n-jisCT niii3 13x1 p^n pin3i 3t;'n (7=)noi3 nriNi

(3sy) p3i i'oyo n):h (7') N131 'no ^'lo-ob ini'nii (i')
taitJ'N' n''3i ni33

:niDi mnu 131 i3i d^ini :i3.rnNi -\s>h
V. 10. ® 6 §€ tp./JXt'i/'as Etircv airy = H'^N IDNil Nl^l and he looked at
her and said to her. In what follows we might correct the text of 2Jf
with Merx, Siegfried, Duhm, so as to get the sense As one of the silly
wantons would speak, wilt thou also speak P Shall we receive, &c. (To

extricate this sense, we must point Ijl^'DJ ilS^ri and assume that nx the

Not. Accusal, has fallen out after nx thou, f) Besides accounting for the
otherwise difficult D3, we thus throw Eyob's reply into the metrical form

of a tetrastich, as Duhm observes, comparing 121. The metre, however,
halts badly, and the diction is prosaic. In the third stichus we must at
least read niliD for DM^xn nXD to secure even a semblance of metre.

Moreover, the stress laid on the pronoun—'thou also' or 'even thou'—as
though Eyob expected his wife to be a paragon of piety, agrees better
with modern and Western than with ancient Oriental sentiment in regard

to women. Besides, Eyob's wife had spoken as directly and positively

as possible : Curse God and die ! and to such an open incentive to

blasphemy a plain and positive rebuke was a far more natural reply

(so all the versions) than the indirect remonstrance of a question. But
an Interrogative Particle would be eminently in place before the indignant

question that follows. We therefore propose DX num P instead of D3
etiam. Cf Gn 38" Ju 5^ chap. 612. ® (e? ra dyaBa. iSeidixeOa ktX) 25 (Si
bona, suscepimus &c.) favour our view (ei = DX, ut saep.). @Q1 omit

D3 (DX) ; but I lini) ('auch ', Levy), as in 282' 302.
the silly wantons. The nabal (P33 Ps 14I; fem. 1?33 here only) is the
fool who is wanting in moral and spiritual insight ; a grossly selfish and

sensual nature, insensible alike to human and religious obligations; the

character of which Nabal (i Sa 25) is the type, and which is sketched in
its essential features by Isaiah (32°). Hence the cognate nouns '1733 and

ni733 came to be used of the most glaring instances of human ' folly
'—

offences against sexual righteousness, and of the dishonour and disgrace

attending them (Gn 34' Ju 1923 2 Sa 1312 Ho 212).
Are we actually to accept, &c. See the previous note. The text of 3B
cannot be rendered we receive good . . . and shall we not also receive evil ?

(Davidson), though such a rendering agrees well enough with the general

meaning of the words, which seems to be expressed in the verse of

Baxter's noble hymn :

' Take what He gives

And praise Him still.
Through good and ill.
Who ever lives 1 '
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Our text perhaps breathes more nearly the spirit of Eli's resignation :
' It is lahvah: let Him do what seemeth Him

good!'
(i Sa3i3). It js

not for man to take exception to the Divine dealings, even when they
run counter to his welfare and his wishes. ¦ Are we to honour God only
in prosperity ? (This was exactly what the Satan alleged to be the reai
character of Eyob's religion.)
In all this Eyob sinned not with his lips. ® in all these things that had
befallen him, Eyob sinned nothing with his lips before God. Cf on i"-'^.
It was one of the characteristics of the nabal ' to speak error of lahvah '

(Is 32«) : cf on i^; 42'. Z has the curious addition pi)D3 imn ni31iyi3 D13
but in his mind he thought on words ; viz. those which he afterwards uttered

in his speeches. According to Baba Bathra, 16 a, 'with his lips he sinned

not ; in his heart he sinned
'
(xon 1373). That, however, is not the

meaning here, where the emphasis on lin3B'3 ivith his lips is to be under

stood otherwise, as explained above, notes on i^ The Targumist was

no doubt shocked by the daring language of the speeches, which con

trasts so conspicuously with the tone of complete resignation in the
Prologue. Hence his harmonistic addition, as if the meaning were
Sofar Eyob sinned not with his lips, whatever he may have been meditating
in his heart.

vv. 11-13. Eyob's Three Friends pay him a visit of condolence.
Eliphaz the Temanite. Eliphaz appears as a '

Son' of Esau, i.e. a tribal

division or clan of Edom, Gn 36^; while Teman is in like manner a
'Son'

or sept of Eliphaz, Gn 36", and the name also of its territory. Am 112

Ob" Je 49' Ez 2513. Evidently, therefore, this friend of Eyob's is an
Edomite. The wisdom of the Temanites was proverbial ; see Ob Je 11. cc.
The name of Eyob's wisest friend is thus seen not to have been coined

for the purposes of the story. Like Semitic personal names in general,

it is of course significant; but it can hardly mean God is fine gold (OL
doubtfully). God crusheth (cf Assyr. ina qatika tep^ziz, with thy hand

thou didst crush: MA s.v. pazazu) is more probable (cf. also Gn 49'^
VII lyir IT311), or God leapeth (Syr. use of the root), with possible reference

to a Goat-god.

Bildad the Shuhite or Shuchite belonged to the tribe of Shuah (Shuach),

which was of Qeturean stock, and was located somewhere to the east of

Palestine (Gn 252-«). The Siihu (mat SQhi, land of Sflhu) of the Assyrian

records (TP Cyl. v. 48), an Aramean district on the upper Euphrates, and
the gentilic derivative Sfihaia (Su-ha-a-a), Suchite, have been compared.

The name Bildad probably involves that of the Storm-god, Hadad,

various forms of which are supplied by the cuneiform inscriptions (Adad,

Addu, Dadda, Dadi, &c.). It has been identified with Bir-Dadda, an

Arab chief mentioned by Assurbanipal
(KAT' p. 450); but the first

element, Bil, perhaps represents the Aram. ?y3 (- Assyr. Bel), Lord,
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and the Bedad of Gn 3635 ('Hadad ben Bedad', a king of Edom)
certainly looks like Bildad with the / accidentally omitted.
Zophar the Naamathite (inDy3n), the reading of 21?, can hardly be right.

Naamah was a small town in SW. Judah (Jos 15"), whereas the other

localities mentioned, Uz, Teman, and Shuah, were all situated beyond the

eastern border of Palestine. @ 2<u<^ap 6 Metvaiuiv ySao-iXevs, Zophar the

king of the Minaeans (^w^ap Meivaios, n' 20' 42''); whence Hommel
acutely conjectured i3iyDn, so that Zophar would belong to the S. Arabian

state of Ma'an, which has become famous through Glaser's discoveries.
Another attractive conjecture is that of Dozy, who read inoyin the

Raamathite. Raamah (Ra'mat) was an Arabian trade-centre, which is

mentioned along with Ma'an in one of Glaser's Sabean inscriptions. Cf
I C 4" 2 C 26' (Di3iy»n); Ez 2722; Hommel AHT 240; 252. As
for Zophar (isix, %u><f>dp), it may be the Hebrew transcription of a South
Arabian name otherwise unknown ; but not improbably it may be
regarded as a scribal error for Zippor (l13X), which appears as a Moabite

(Nu 222) and, in the fem. form Zipporah (Ex 221), a Midianite name.
(Midian was a brother-tribe of Shuah, Gn 252.) In Gn 361115 ® gives
2w<^dp for 13V, the third

' Son ' of Eliphaz ben Esau. If that be the true
reading there, Zophar also will have been of Edom.
Had come . . . came . . . to come. Not so much ' unbehilflich ' (Du) as a
trace of the natural simplicity of an oral narrative, to condole with Mm

or lament for him, RV bemoan him, as if he" were dead (Je 221°). Strictly,
1137 is to move to andfro, to shake the head or rock the body in token of
grief, as mourners do. When we read (42") that, after the tide had
turned, all Eyob's kinsfolk and acquaintance ' came . . . and condoled

with him and comforted him ', it certainly looks as if the popular story
must have represented Eyob's second trial as^of brief duration. (In 73

the parallelism and entire context seem to require 101 days instead of
iRli months. Contr. Driver, Introd., p. xiii.) The author of the book
may have supposed a period of a lunar month from the arrival of the
Friends to the close of the argument. (The seven days of silent mourning
are followed by twenty-one speeches, each of which might be regarded as

requiring a day for its delivery and subsequent consideration.)
V. \2. Lit. And they lifted up their eyes afar off and recognized him not.
They could see him from some distance, because he was sitting on

the mound, v. 8. They did not know him, because of the visible ravages

of his malady.

They burst, &c. Lit. as AV throwing it up into the air ; lit. heaven
ward. The idea underlying this symbolical action was perhaps that

of darkening the air, since darkness is a natural symbol of sorrow and
distress (Is 822 al.). Cf Jos 7" i Sa 412 {earth on his head; so 2 Sa i'')
2 Sa 1 3!'-' {ashes on her head) Ne 91 {earth on, them). As a funeral custom.
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the primitive Semitic meaning may have been that of being buried with
the dear departed.

V. 1 3. Sitting on the ground was a natural posture of humiliation and
mourning (Is 32s La 21" Ez 261"). Seven days was the usual time of
mourning for the dead : see Gn 50'" i Sa 31" Ecclus 2212. The Friends
mourn for Eyob as for a dead man, knowing that his disease is mortal.
Chapter 3. Eyob is the first to speak. He curses the day of his
birth. As others have noticed,Eyob speaks at the 'psychological ' moment.
He could answer his wife with dignified restraint, but the sympathy of his
friends was more than he could bear. So he relieves his pent-up emotion

by this passionate outcry {see Davidson). Whether this effect was

intended by the author we can hardly say for certain. What does seem

to be fairly certain is that he did not consider that, by such an utterance,
Eyob was declining at all from the high level of his own piety. Christian

sentiment may well be shocked by the violence of the language ; but

it must always be remembered that we are dealing with a pre-Christian

writer. The historical instance of the prophet Jeremiah, who did not

hesitate to express his despairing mood in precisely similar language

(Je 20""i3), proves that such a mode of bemoaning oneself was not
regarded as at all reprehensible within the circle of Old Testament ideas.

To us there may seem to be something irrational in cursing (imprecating
evil on) a day, and that a day long past. How could a day be affected

by either blessing or cursing? Was it supposed that the wish, good

or evil, would affect the character of the particular day of the month,

so that henceforth it would be either a lucky or an unlucky day, according

to the nature of the wish.? Whatever the original significance of the

practice, in the olden times when magic was a dominant note in religion,

we cannot suppose that either Jeremiah or the author of our book

intended more than a lyrical expression of the wish, Would that I had
never been born! (vv. i-io). (The parallel in Je 1. c. is not strictly poetry,
but prophetic prose, which is often more rhythmical in structure, because

more emotional and elevated in substance, than ordinary prose. The
mythical and magical allusions of v. 8 find no place in the prophet.)
An example of cursing a day, which demonstrates that it was a custom

'not unknown to the primitive ages of Semitic (and probably Sumerian)
antiquity, may be recognized in the Babylonian Epic of Gilgamesh, in

the famous episode of the Flood, where Ishtar, the Mother of Mankind,
indignant at their destruction, exclaims : ' O that that day had perished

(lit. returned to dust), when I in the Assembly of Gods decreed an evil
thing!'

(umu ullii ana titti IQ-itflr-ma assfi anaku ina puhur ilani aqbfi

limutta ! NE xi. 119).
After the introductory formulas, vv. 1-2, the chapter falls naturally into

three divisions, which may be summarized by the headings—
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(i) O that I had never been born ! (vv. 3-10) ;
(2) that I had died at birth ! (vv. 1 1-19) ;
(3) Why do the wretches live on, who long only to dieP (vv. 20-26).

V. I. his day; i.e. the day of his birth, rather than his birthday,
which usually denotes the commemoration or anniversary of one's birth.

Cf on r*. Opened his mouth = began to speak (Mt 52). Cf the
equivalent phrase of the Babylonian Epics pasu epus-ma iqabbi, his

mouth he opened and speaketh.

V. 2. Lit. And Eyob answered and said; a frequent formula, from

Gn 1 82' onwards. As no one had spoken, the vb. n3y ([yi) appears to

be used here idiomatically in the sense of responded to the occasion,
spoke in view of the circumstances (cf Ju 18" i Sa 9" Is 14'°). ®^ has
simply Xiymv for this verse, for the sake of style and to avoid what

seemed a needless prolixity (but ®* pr. xat direKpidrj 'IwyS).

V. 3. The day is poetically regarded as a real being or substantive

entity, which holds its place and always returns in the yearly cycle. Cf
Gn i3-5 Ps 193 chap. 38". In what sense could it 'perish'.'' Only by being
made the perpetual prey of clouds and darkness (Jo 22), as the sequel
indicates. Cf also Am 413 58. Henceforth, he cries, let it always be
a day of sunless gloom, lost in eternal night ! Nay more, as a dies
funestus, a hopelessly unlucky day, let it find no place in the calendar

(v. 6), but be erased from the list of the days of the month !
the day I was born = 13 17JX Dii ; with elliptical Relative Clause, as
often in poetry. Je 20'* has the more prosaic construction l?**? Di'l
ia ipll ?) the day on which / was born (Pf). Our IPIX (Impf ) / begin to
be born, come to birth, is much more lively, and the Night {that) said =
ipx npipni; again with Ellipsis of the Relative, as in the parallel stichus.

(So Z) "i?**!^ ^''y<y\ and the Night which was saying is not so likely,
npi? being the form in Job passim (v. 7 ; 1 712 et al. novies), and bh
(Is 1 63) being of very rare occurrence. iP?'? (late use of n as Relat.,
cf perhaps 2" Jos lo'*) is too prosy, though better than "lONl^. The cry
' Behold a Man ! ' would be momentary, not continuous. The Night

speaks, because personified (cf Ps 192). According to 3)J it said lii}
: 133 = 35 Conceptus est homo ! nin being intended for Pual Pf of nin
to conceive (so <S Z). But a reference to the time of conception, which
would necessarily be unknown, seems out of place, and is a strange
va-T€pov TTpoTipov hcre, where being born is the dpminant idea (cf v. 10).
Otherwise we might read iBX my mother, instead of IPN, and taking
rrin (= niin) as Ptcp. Qal, render the whole stichus And the Night

(when) my Mother ivas conceiving a Man! But ® 'iSovi dpcrev, Behold
a Male! {— 133 131) is decidedly preferable. The 131 may have been

wrongly transferred from the margin here to v. 7, where it spoils the

metre, and is not required by the sense, (nil was perhaps rather a
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scribal corruption of this word than of the doubtful ill Behold!) There
is no reason why 133 should not have been used as a poetical equivalent

of the purely prose-word 131 male (Je 201=).
(The Targum 133 Xianx ipx n x;i)i.^1 and the Night which said, A
man is created clearly supports a)J. ®b kox ^ vv^ c/cetVi? [om. c'k

• @«acj
^ [ev ^ ®«ACJ jXttov [eiirov ®A] and that [the\ Night in which they said
takes IPX as Impers. and implies 13 after it, which is probably wrong,
though supplied by © 13 IDXnxi Xi^'h and the Night in which it was
said.)
V. 4. That Day become Darkness ! Bickell omits, and Duhm prefers

® 17 vi'l (Keivrj €17] o-ko'tos (so Beer). But surely darkness is already the
essential characteristic of Night (Gn i^). As I understand the first
section, vv. 3-10, after an introductory couplet cursing the Day and the
Night successively, we have first the development of the curse on the
Day in three triplets followed by a closing couplet, and then that of
the curse on the Night in a couplet followed by a triplet and a couplet.
The stichus That Day become Darkness! (cf Am 4" 58 Is 1310 Je 131'*)
corresponds in form to the opening stichus of the curse on the Night :

That Night become stone-barren ! (v. 7).
Light (or the Dawn) seek it not from above! reading lix instead of

SDf 5i?.N*, ® o »cvptos, as in 4" 5" 6* al. lix agrees better with the

II 1113 1 = Aram. Nlili light in the next stichus. Further, instead of
intyili seek it, which does not seem very appropriate here, even if we
keep 3K and render God regard it not (or care not for it), Dt 11 12

,

we may
perhaps restore B'lai (cf 3630) and make the stichus V^y lix E'13i"i'X
Light spread not over it I

V. 5. Deat/ishade. A compound like Hl^pS shade of death, in which
the two elements are clearly discernible at sight (PS shade .^Tm death), is
rare, if not unparalleled. How can niO death, that is

,

the state or place

of the dead (2822 38"), be supposed to cast a shadow, especially as b'i

is usually a metaphor of protection and grateful refreshment rather than
darkness (cf. 72)? The idea of Death as a dread angel (see on 18"),
who casts a dark shadow on his victim, will not do. Death is not so
personified in the OT, though the place (or city; cf 38") of the dead
may be personified like any city or country of the living, e. g. Jerusalem
or Babylon. The analysis of niD^S seems to depend, therefore, on
popular etymology or perhaps on a mere fancy of the Massoretes ; and the
word should probably be pointed niops blackness, pitch-darkness, as
Ewald long ago maintained. Cf Assyr. 9almu (IDPV), black, and the

corresponding Arab, root ^Ik to be dark, whence sJLb darkness. (Cf
Am 58 where niD7V, as here, has no reference to Death or She'ol, but

means simply the darkness of night.)
bedim it. Wl I'lP??! redeem it

,

or claim it (as next of kin), RV claim it
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for their own; a meaning which does not really harmonize with the
context. AV stain it derives the word from ^X3 to defile. In that
case we must point 11^S<5! Pi. (cf. Is 633): cf 3:

: Hifli
'^1l^\ pollute it = Aq.

jjLoXvvat avr-qv. @ iKXdjioi (8c) avrrjv, seize i
t (and carry it off), suggests

a possible Aramaism Vp3.\>l darken it (Tg Am 58 8»), mispointed 'il?3p^
take it; cf 93 Obscurent eum tenebrae. @ iniiD33 cover il. We might

also conjecture an aTc. Xeyo/j.. 1^73X1 darken it; cf. bz'n, v. 6. (Of course,

@ may have misread innpi = Xa^oi here from v. 6.)
Benightings of day. Or Eclipses of day. Lit., as it would seem.
Blacknesses or Gloominesses; hr. Xey. plur. tant. (103 vb.. La 5^»+).
Possibly an Intensive Plur. Dunnest gloom; otherwise the various causes

of darkness in the daytime, such as eclipses, storms, &c., may be intended.
The root is seen in Syr. i.>ft') black, dark, gloomy, of a cloud, a glen,
night, the face. (® KarapaOu-q 7

9 rifjiipa, Accursed be the Day! as if

Di>n ! llXtp ! instead of Di' ii.ilO?, omitting linSJSi. Text prob. imperfect.

©5(931 wrongly connect with -/llD bitter; either neglecting the 3
,

or making it the Particle of Comparison ; e. g. J! NDV 111ID "JM.)
Affright it. inny3i. It is gratuitous to alter this to 113yni. The
verb ny3 occurs in Job eight times out of a total of sixteen in OT.
V. 6. The text of this and the following verses is disordered: see on
V. 4. That Day. 3K xiin ni'i^'n That Night; and so the Versions.
Sense and context demand Dlin. It was his

'Day'
that Eyob wished

might be expunged from the calendar. Be it not one in or among the
Days. Point ini, fr. llj to be united or one {with). So AV. The

II Gn 49" (where both verbs 10?!'"''^ and X3rr7X with 3 occur as here)
proves that this is correct. So ® @ 1 93. RV Let it not rejoice among
the days, &c., pointing in) from 111 to rejoice (so OL); but this does not
suit the parallel stichus, and, parallelism apart, where are days (or months

or years) said to

' rejoice ' elsewhere in OT ?

Nor be counted in the Days of the Month ; lit. Into the number of the
months let it not come ! (cf. Gn 49"^) : i. e. Let it not be reckoned as a day
of the month. We might read : X3i-^X nii-iDi 13003 Into the number of
the month's days let it not come! @ ft.r)hl dpiOiMrjO^Lr] cis r]f/.ipa^ fjL-qvuiv =

1^5?."''^ ^'OT *?''? gives the sense, and may even be original, or at least
represent another recension of the Hebrew text.
V. 7. This verse evidently introduces the special curse on the Night,
continued in vv. 9, 10 ; whereas v. 8 as evidently refers to the Day. We

have therefore transposed vv. 7
, 8
.

(Possibly v. 8 originally preceded

V. 6*":, which might be considered a more appropriate climax to the curse

on the Day.) That Night be stone-barren. The 131 Lo of Wl overioads
the line, giving four stresses for three, and must be omitted here with

® @ 95 %. See note on v. 3''. The quadrilileral IIdJ)?, which recurs at
153* (but prob. not at 30': see the note there) and Is

4921 in the fem.
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I'llDpJ, is akin to Ar. jJU. and jjjla. rock, isjL. stony, of ground ; which
explains the metaphorical use in Hebrew, stony ground being naturally
barren. Cf the Chinese phrases shih nil, stone (= barren) woman; shih
tai, a stone (= barren) womb. (® 68vv»; pain; =Z. f'ly?? id. (also
disgrace) ; but © "J^>^!0 deprived, bereaved, childless, lonely, barren

(of land); % ^^Sx^ lacking, wanting; 93 solitaria = jae/;ioi'a)p,£V)7 al.;
2 €k/3Xi7tos, outcast. »

joyous birthshout; IJJ") a ringing cry of joy or triumph (20!^). The
context gives the precise application ; cf also Je 2015. The gloss of % is
different : ^13 Xp^ptpb X13 SiiJaini X331 hyn xb Let not the cry of the wild
cock {X 3913) enter it to praise! (See %

3833 also. The 'Cock of the
Wild'

is a fabulous bird; % Ps So": but ^bSifp, Syr. N^?"in, is
the Sumerian DAR-LUGALA, gallus, ' King of the Fowls ').
V. 8. Day-enchanters ; lit. cursers of day : i. e. sorcerers who by their
spells professed to be able to darken the sky with storm and eclipse ;

who were always ' ready
' (Dilinyi) to rouse from his slumber the great

celestial dragon who causes darkness and tempest. Obviously we are

here on mythological ground. The ideas, however, are not specially
Babylonian, but belong to the circle of primitive Asiatic beliefs, which

were the common heritage of the Semitic nations. There is no trace of
the word or quasi-proper name (always anarthrous) (Oiip Leviathan

('A2 AiviaOdv here and 4020) in Assyrio-Babylonian literature, where
eclipses and obscurations of the moon and storms are ascribed to the

agency of the Seven Evil Spirits. Of these the second is described as
'a Dragon

open-mouthed' (USHUM-GAL, Great Worm; KA-GAL,
mouth-open), and the fourth as another kind of serpent, perhaps the

fabled
'basihsk' (MUSH-MIR, serpent + crown or crest?); whjle the

first is the South Wind, so destructive in Babylonia (IM-GALLU),
the seventh another stormy wind or hurricane (IM-MIRRA IM-GULA),
the third a fierce leopard, and the fifth and sixth other savage beasts

at present undetermined.
' These Seven are Messengers of Anu the King ;
Town after town in twilight they put;

Hurricanes, over Heaven madly they hunt;

Thick clouds, over Heaven rain and darkness they put;

Rushing blasts, bright Day darkness they
make.'

(It is noteworthy that the Seven Evil Spirits are 'Messengers', LU
KIN-GA, mdr lipri, of the King of Heaven. They are 'Evil Angels',
Diyi Di3X^D : cf Ps 78^'). Further on in the same tablet we read :
DUB-SAG-TA UD-SAR (D.) EN-ZUNA SHUR-BI BAN-DIBBESH,
'Confronting the Crescent, {the god) Sin they wrathfully

surrounded'

{iltanavuwu ; cf Heb. Liwyatan fr. lawah). Then the god Enlil (Bel)
' the

hero Sin's darkening in Heaven beheld ', and sent the ill news to En-ki
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(Ea) in the Deep: 'My Son Sin in Heaven his Darkness is
sore!'

(DU-MU D. EN-ZUNA ANNA SU-MUGGA-BI GIGGA). Ea, as
usual, commissions his Son Mardug (Merodach) to intervene :

' Go, my
Son Merodach! the Prince's Son, the New Moon, {the god) Sin, in

Heaven his Darkness is sore ; His Darkness Heaven pervadeth !
'

(GINNA DU-MU D. ASARI DU-KU UD-SAR D. EN-ZUNA ANNA
SU-MUGGA-BI GIGGA SU-MUGGA-BI ANNA DALLA-MUN-

EA). Merodach, as usual, puts things to rights. Lastly, in a subsequent
spell or exorcism, it is said of the same Evil Spirits : ' Sin in Heaven's

heart to Darkness they
turned!' (D. EN-ZUNA ANNA-SHAB-TA

SU-MUGGA GI-ESH). See Utukki Limndti, Tab. XVI (CT xvi,
PI. 19); and cf Thompson, Devils, p. 89 sqq.
The agents in these old Sumerian texts are, as we see, superhuman ;
but our verse as evidently contemplates human agency like that of the
' Lapland witches ', famous in European folk-lore for raising winds and

storms. The name Leviathan or Livyatan (H. IOtI?) is as pure Hebrew

(Canaanite) as fl^ipn? Nehustan ; another word which has elicited con

siderable difference of opinion. Formally, however, tlJlE'ia may be a
contracted dual = DiRB'ns (Ju 1621 al.), brazen fetters (2 Sa 33*); cf [01,
njin'l, Gn 37". Hezekiah's contemptuous nickname for the Brazen
Serpent (nE'ian B"!?) might rest on a real or fanciful resemblance of the
serpent coiled in two rings round its standard to a pair of bronze fetters

(two rings with a cross-piece linking them together) ; such as we see in

the Assyrian sculptures. Similarly, ]T\''^h may be dual of TCV (archaic livyat),

something round, e. g. a wreath (Pr i'), from 11? = Assyr. lamii{lawii), to
go round, surround; hence perhaps also a ring, or coil, so that Liyatan =

Double-Coil, a suitable designation of a serpentine monster. But another
interpretation suggests itself Taking 111? in the sense in which it actually

occurs twice in Proverbs, we may explain jnjlp Two Wreaths as denoting

a Two-crested or Two-headed serpent or hydra; cf Ps 74", ''Twas
Thou that didst crush Leviathan's heads', a reference to another myth

about the Storm-serpent. From 2613, compared with Is 271, we learn
that Livyathan was also known as 'the Fugitive or Fleeing Serpent',

and the cause of darkness in the sky. It is the mythical aspect of the
long trailing clouds that obscure the light before and during a storm.

In the prophets (Is 271 ; cf 51' Ez 293 322) such allusions are merely
symbolical of the contemporary world-powers, and need not imply belief

in the popular mythology; but our passage (3*) has a more
original

aspect, being a direct reference to the practices of contemporary magic,
and apparently implying a belief in the primitive explanation of the
phenomena of storm and eclipse. lahvah, however, has the final control
(26"). The Chinese say that, in an eclipse, the Moon is devoured by
the Hia-ma (or Ha-ma) yu, 'The

Toad-fish'
(Morrison: Devil-fish).
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Eclipse is shih, ' devour ', written with the characters for eating and
serpent, reptile (see my Comp. Sign-list, no. 91 ; ap. Chinese and
Sumerian). In Ps 10423 the Liwyatan figures as a monster of the Deep—
perhaps the great ' Sea Serpent ' (cf 7"). Among the monsters created
by Tiamat (DIIJI) to help her in her war against the gods of light were
MUSH-MAG, erect (or huge) serpents, USHUM-GAL, great worms (vid.
supr.), and several other kinds of snaky or dragon forms (Bab. Creation

Epic) : cf. 913 ' Helpers of Rahab '. Since the Liwyatan is a water-

monster, it is not very surprising to find the crocodile poetically described

under this name, 402''' ^ii- (=41' =i'). Ophidians and Saurians were
hardly distinguished with any exactness in ancient nomenclature; and

Mythology has always displayed a strong predilection for blending the

salient features of different classes of animals. And, in any case, a
Hebrew poet might call a crocodile a ' Leviathan ', much as a modern
Englishman may call a strong man a Hercules, or a beautiful woman

a Venus, without implying the identity of the objects compared or any

belief in the mythical deities.

V. 9. Its twilight. IK'S is usually the evening twilight (241^). Here
that ofmorning (7^) agrees better with the parallelism, and the stars are
those which usher in the dawn. Otherwise, we might think of both
twilights {crepusculum as well as diluculum) and both evening and morning

stars. (f]B'3 is str. the blowing-timt ; i. e. the time when the evening

or morning breeze springs up : Gn 3*. The root is shap, shab, seen

also in nc'j to blow, and «1«E' to pant. Cf the Sumerian ZIB, ZIG, SUB,
evening, dusk, twilight.) ® inexactly : t^s jtjktos iKeivrj^.

the eyelids of dawn.
161° 411°. A beautiful figure from the quivering

and trembling of light on the arch of the horizon, which is as it were the
Eye of Day. (In 16" © ySXe^apois recte. Here it paraphrases Kai p,^
iSot €wa-(f>6pov dvareXXovTo, and may it not see Lucifer rising ! IIE' =
€u)(r<^opos, also 3812 411°.)
». 10. SK 13D3 ini'l 13D X^ 13 Because it closed not the doors ofmy womb.
Apart from the strangeness of the expression my womb instead of my

mother's womb, the line is metrically redundant (4 stresses for 3, the normal

number). Pointing ''DPI my doors and omitting ''?^3 my womb as a marginal

explanation (or variant?), we restore the metre and get a pregnant

poetical phrase. ® irvXas -yao-Tpos p.ijTpos /xov: so ©5193 (ostia ventris

qui portavit me) : Z
^pi3 ''V}^^doors of my belly, which it explains of

Eyob's own organs; the navel, &c. (!
)

The rhyme "^^'1 • • • \V5? suitably emphasizes the close of the first
strophe,' hid: IFlDll. @ an-^XXafev = ipjl removed, as 93* 27^ al.
Strophe II. O that I had died at or before birth! vv. 11-19.
There does not seem to be any idea of a conscious existence, however

feeble and shadowy, such as we find in Is ij^^^'i'i-, expressed in these
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pathetic verses. The grave is a place of perfect rest and unbroken
peace.

w. II. ® For why died I not in the womb P {iv kolXlo). Cf v. i6.
But this spoils the parallelism, and hardly agrees with the tense of the
verb: lit. Why not from the womb did I begin to die? {Why) did I {not)
come forth . . . and begin to expire P Duhm would transfer v. 1 6 to follow
this, translating Oder warum war ich nicht wie eine verscharrte Fehlgeburt,
Wie Kinder, die das Licht nicht sahen P But while this appears to be
a gain in symmetry, it makes the Particle of Comparison seem superfluous

and the Disjunctive ' Or ' needless ; whereas both are in place in the
present position of the distich.
V. 12. receive me; lit. meet or confront me. The allusion seems to be
to a custom like that which prevailed in ancient Rome. A newborn
babe was laid by the nurse on the father's knees for his decision whether

it was to be reared or exposed. Cf Gn 5023 (of Joseph recognizing the
offspring of Machir) and Gn

303 (of Rachel adopting her maid's progeny).

Duhm pronounces the verse to be 'a younger addition '. It is, he
observes, ' interesting enough, but does not suit the connexion, as

according to it not God, to whom the " Wherefore " is addressed, but
men would have been the cause of the premature death of Hiob.' But
Eyob is not yet addressing God ; he is only bewaiUng his unhappy lot
with his Friends (cf Je 2o"ff-).
v. 13. The language is hardly appropriate, on Duhm's theory of the

sense : Denn dann (wenn ich verscharrt ware als Fehlgeburt) Idge ich, &c.

How could a babe that had never lived be said to ' lie down ' and ' rest

'

and ' sleep ', even by the farthest stretch of poetic license ? Only a babe

that had actually been born and nursed (v. 12) could do so. We there

fore leave v. 16 where it is.

V. 14. Like; lit. with ("DJI). Cf Ec 21": How dieth the Wise Man?
with (i. e. like) the Fool. Cf also 92" 3713.
national counsellors: lit. counsellors of the earth or land. Who rebuilded
ruins for their pleasure (lit.ybr themselves). The Heb. phrase ni3in 133
occurs in the sense of rebuilding ruins. Is 5812 61'' Ez 3610-33 ]yra i*. In
the present context it reminds us of the numerous inscriptions of the kings

of Assyria and Babylonia, recording their restoration of crumbling temples

and palaces and decayed cities. Cf Dan 43°. The glory of these monarchs
as builders must have been famous throughout the East. And if the
author lived in Babylonia, he had many impressive examples of the glory
of departed greatness before his eyes. A difficulty has been made of the
line because commentators desiderated some-thing more definite and

specific, which the kings built 'for themselves', that is
,

for their own

occupation, either palaces or tombs. Hence it has been proposed to
read ni30lX castles or iTipSin palaces instead of 01311. After what has
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been said above, there is no need to discuss either of these ; but Duhm
thinks there must have been mention of the rest of the grave in this line,
and accepts Ewald's conjecture that ni3in is really a disguise or distordon
of the Arabic 'hiram or ahram', the Pyramids. This is, to say the least,
highly precarious. What evidence is there that the Arabs called the

Pyramids ^\^\ in ancient times ? Duhm, indeed, in answer to Diflmann,
suggests that the Arabs chose this word (a common one in their

language, denoting forbidden ground, sanctuary) because it came nearest

to the sound of the Egyptian name; but the Egyptian for pyramid

is mer.

The next couplet (v. 15), in construction and sense so closely connected
with this one, almost demonstrates that the reference is not to the peace

of the grave, but to the former greatness of those with whom, had Eyob

died, he would have shared it ; and at the same time it is implied that

neither rank, nor renown, nor riches, exempt any from the common doom.

Pallida Mors aequo pulsat pede pauperum tabernas, Regumque turres.
Hor.

(® ot -^avpitovTo €7ri ^L(j>€a-Lv who used to pride themselves on swords =

n'oin-^y 01311 ; cf. 3923. © 1 93 = 5K.)
V. 15. Duhm translates: Or with Princes who possess Gold, Who filled
their {Gia.ve-)houses with Silver. It is true that nO house has been
supposed to mean tomb in Is 14" and perhaps 53', and we know that in
Egypt especially the sepulchres of the great were constructed and

decorated to resemble their former abodes. And, of course, DIP 31J

may mean either who possess or who possessed gold, according to the

context. But it is questionable whether nu alone ever denotes a grave

(see Box, Isaiah, p. 78, n. e, for the reading of Is 1413), although D7iy ni3
eternal house, AV ' long home ', Ec 1 2= (cf the Palmyr. tiKibll n3), very
naturally may. To say of the dead that ' they possess gold

'
is a curious

way of suggesting that treasure was buried with them ; and if it be
objected that it was an Egyptian custom to do so in the case of kings

and queens (as we know from recent discoveries, e.g. that of the

jewellery of the great queen Hatshepsu), it must be observed that it was

not the monarchs themselves, but their survivors, who honoured the

departed in this way : not to insist on the fact that the couplet speaks

of 'princes', not 'kings'. Silver and gold are mentioned merely as

tokens of wealth (so in 222^-25 ; and cf esp. 27i«-"; 3i2«-« 361' Pr i" Is 2'
Gn 132). The phrase /// their houses {orfn^ t6o) actually recurs, 2213,
in much the same sense as here : cf. also Dt 6" Pr ii3.

v. 16. There seems to be something wrong with the first stichus. The

whole verse looks like an abridgement of loi*-": And why broughtest Thou

me forth from the womb? I should have died and no eye seen me! As
though I had never been should I have been,— Carried from the belly to
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the grave ! Ec 63-= moralizes quite in the tone of the present passage :

If a man beget a hundred, and live many years, and the days of his
years be many, but his soul be not satisfied with good, and also he be left

unburied ; methinks the nifel is better off than lie. For into nothingness it
came, and into the dark it departeth, and with darkness its name is covered.
Also it hath not seen the sun nor been conscious : its rest is more perfect than
the other's. And Ec 43 tells us that better off or in happier state than
either dead or living is he luho hath never yet existed (iM XP Jiy IS^X DX) ;
that is to say, non-being is better than being ; which is about the deepest

depth of Pessimism. (The reading 1*1 ^b, suggested by Driver, is
simple and attractive, as making a better parallel with the second stichus :

Or as a stillbirth, which never had being . . .)
From 10" we may infer that the X? in the first stichus is an insertion,
perhaps due to the scribe's memory of the in"! XP there ; cf @ ^ wo-Trtp
iKTpiDna lKiTope.v6p.f.vov Ik p-i^rpas ixr)Tp6<;, which also omits the Neg. Particle
and implies [03 instead of ipt3 ; an easy confusion. No doubt ®'s Heb.
copy was imperfect here, and POC hidden in the ground (cf Ex 2^2),
buried out of sight at once, is right : cf iqI"'' Ec 6^ (the nefel at least
has burial). The omission of xb gives a better connexion with the

preceding verses, although © S! 93 retain it. (© makes the verse inter
rogative : Or with buried abortions why have I not been. And as babes
which have not seen the light? Z: Or as the nifla that is hidden in its
mother's womb (cf Je 20"), I could not possibly exist, &c. 55 : Aut sicut
abortivum absconditum non subsisterem, &c.)
V. 17. There; where the dead, alike the most famous and the least

regarded, are—in the grave ; which is all the more vividly present to
thought, because the poet does not expressly name it before the next
strophe (v. 22). ' The wicked are the disturbers of peace, as contrasted
with the good, the quiet in the land : cf 92* ' (Duhm). The word JJEn^
rare before the Exile and found chiefly in Ezekiel, the Psalms, and the
Wisdom- Literature, seems to include within its scope the ideas of irrefigion,
lawlessness, unscrupulous injustice, and violence. Cf Is 14". The root-idea
seems to be that of breaking or crushing, the primitive root being RAS,
RAS, RAS, which we see also in K'E'l Po. beat down or shatter, Syr. bray
or pound, husk corn, crush ; ]'S1 crush = Ar. 1^. bruise, bray, crush ;
Aram. Dpi break, crush — Dp") in Heb. Dipi fragment; ISl murder =
Ar. ..oj , ^ break, bruise, bray, crush ; and with Internal Triliteralization
5'5?1 shatter = Aram, pyi smite, shatter, &c., &c. (OL says ' cf Ar. »-y he
loose of limbs, whence perhaps disjointed, ill-regulated ', &c. But according

to Lane i-,^—not ««,, which is a vox nihili—means to tether a camel

by the forelegs, and ju-. is a laxness in the legs of a camel; which does
not help us much.)
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For t.3.1 excitement, disquiet, rage, or turbulence, see 392* and the vb.
Is 3728.29. With the meaning here cf Is 572»f- All sorts and
conditions of men are lulled in a common repose in the grave. ' Even
the wicked there are no more agitated by the turbulence of their
passions ' (Da). There is here no hint of retribution in a life beyond
the grave ; nor indeed of any continued existence of the soul or spirit
after death.

May these vivid allusions to the grandeur and lavish display (Is 2')
of kings and princes, to the ungovernable passions of the 'Wicked'

(® do-ejScis ; cf the use of the word in i Mace), to the miseries of forced
labour and bond-service, be taken to reflect the social conditions under

which the poet lived ? Their simplicity, directness, and deep feeling
have all the air of truth and the colour of personal experience. They
certainly do not suggest the idyllic peace of a patriarchal age. (T31 li'il :
®^, i^iKavcrav Ovfwv opyrj?. The vb. must be a scribal error in the Greek
for l^itrava-av : ®^ cirava-av recte.) the weary : lit. the weary in strength ;
i. e. those worn out with bodily toil =; ® KaraKoiToi t<u crwpaTi.

V. 18. prisoners: or bondmen. Prisoners of war and other captives,
such as condemned criminals, debtors handed over to their creditors,

refractory slaves, forced labourers in mines and quarries, and the like.

See Gn 3920-22 Ju 1621 (Samson grinding in the prison at Gaza) Ps 1071"
Is 14" 2 K 252'. taskmaster: WJ, as in Ex 3" : the overseers of forced
labour, represented in the Egyptian and Assyrian monuments as flourish

ing whips and rods over their unhappy gangs of toilers. (@ <f)opoX6yov,
one who levies tribute; also at 39' = the meaning in Dan ii'". For
stichus i ® gives the extraordinary version or perversion o/jLoOvfrnOov Se
ot aldivioi = D^iiy ("Dy) -iB'X 111 ; which might have grown out of IDXl)
WJXB' (Di)''lipX by the running together, partial effacement, and erroneous

division of letters and words, such as occur not infrequently. DPiy, how-

eve'r, might more easily have been corrupted from \)bv or 1"'^?' (cf lion
and 1it33), as a badly written p or V might be mistaken for D. Cf iniPE',
V. 26, vi'K'i 1 2". Thus we recover an important possible variant = Z

^XyB*

V. 19. Small and great = our 'High and low', as the || stichus shows:
cf Dt i" I K 223'. Sometimes the Heb. phrase means young and old :
Gn 19". free: ''^P^, as Ex 21="^, where ® eXcv'^epos recte. Here
® ov (X"^-*"A ; but B om.) 8e8oi/ca)s, notfear ing— a paraphrase not a different
reading.

Strophe III. Why do the wretches live on, who long but to die ?
•vv. 20-26.

V. 20. Why is light given ... So ® 93 ® S! Qt. 3W 1^1!
giveth he; or

perhaps giveth one, Impers. But point
I)?* Pass. There is no need

to assume ' an indirect reference to God . . . partly due to reverence '.

2210 K
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Eyob is speaking generally, sorrowful; lit. bitter (plur.) of soul;
I Sa i'" 222.
V. 21. wait: lit. so 2 K 7" 93; cf chap. 32''. ® S/xeipovTai {= iix.upovrai
B3), longfor. in vain : lit. it is not, or there is naught of it (sc. to them) ;
they have it not. rather than treasure : Di31D£3DD, i. e. hidden (Gn 4323

sing.) or buried (v. 16) treasure. ® (dvopuo-a-oi/res) wcnrep drjo-avpovs =
Di3iDBB3 like (or as for) treasure (Pr 2*) : so © and 93 (quasi effodientes
thesaurum). The vb. dig (1?!^) also means search {^g^^).

z<. 22. beyond gladness : lit. unto exultation. Cf. Ho 91 , , iDCn PX

i'1
3

ba. ®
. ircpixap^s 8« iyivovTo gives the sense. So 93 gaudentque

vehementer. S *<Silp = Wi. © {who are glad) and come together

(01^33101) (?). Beer's b
i

a heap of stones (Gn 31^"), such as was raised

over a corpse (Jos 726 82» 2 Sa 18"), is frigid and improbable. Duhm,

accepting it
, explains that such unhappy ones are glad of a mere stone-

heap, and exult if they find an ordinary (prdentliches) grave (l3p). But
13p is simply ' the grave ', as in io" ; and ' finding a grave ' = dying.
The desperate do not trouble about the sort of interment that will be
granted them. Besides, where P3 means a stone-heap, Di33X always

occurs in the context, even in 8". A clear parallel to 13p would, how
ever, not be amiss ; and perhaps 713 preserves a vestige of B'il3 tomb :

see 2 1 32. We might then render:

Who rejoice over the tomb,—
Who are glad when they find the grave.

For the second stichus ©^ has only eqj/ KaTaTu^wo-iv, have succeeded
(®A-|-^ai'dTou = 13p), omitting Witfi (who) are glad.

V. 23. Still subordinate to the question of v. 20 : Why is light given . . .
Eyob now turns from the general case to his own special instance of it.

He is not yet questioning the justice of God's dealings with him. He

has so far admitted God's right to deal with him as He pleases (cf i^i 21°).

He only wonders why he has not been permitted to die.
To the Man whose path is hidden ; to whom all is dark, so that he

cannot see his way, knows not what to do to escape from his present

perplexities; cf I9«-3. (® ^dmros di/8pt dvd7rau/*a V. dvaTTttvo-is = ¦'?P
i^™^*? "^9-?r

O""
^-^ "^W ^- ^ °^ something similar ; which might be either

a marginal note or a stichus omitted from 5)}. ®a adds ov rjSos ottc-

Kpv^ri = linD3 1311 IB'X, i. e. the part of Wl wanting in ®b. ,j8os, of
course, represents 1

7 oSo's. Z also felt the difficulty of going back so far

as the beginning of v. 20 for the connexion of this verse, which it

therefore begins thus: 'Ul n I??!) Xmno p.^X b
'S All these are bitter
things to the Man who, &c.)
has hemmed in all round. The same vb. ^P*1 recurs in 38*, 'And who
shut in the Sea with doors ? ' It is spelt with 55' instead of D in i'
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1iy3 n3B' made a fence all round him for protection, and Ho 2" 1311 ^K'
DiliD3y^«« off her tvay with thorns. For the sense cf 19*.
V. 24. a» X3n inn3X lon^ 133^ 13 For before (= as, like 4") my bread
my sigh{ing) cometh. Suspicious in sense and redundant in metre

(four stresses). X3n, which does not seem to be very appropriate, may
be an intruder from the next verse (X3i ; again in v. 26). 93 Antequam

comedam suspiro = ^<3^l irin3X i»np i33p, omitting the ''3, which begins

the next verse also, giving the two verses an appearance of being
alternatives or duplicates. But ® ij;© = 3W. The idea of v. 24, which
Duhm and others regard as a marginal quotation, seems to be that sorrow

feeds on a diet of sighs and groans : cf Ps 42'' ' My tears serve me for
bread day and night

'
; Ps 80" ' Thou hast made them eat bread of

tears'; Ps 10210 'For ashes like bread have I eaten'; also Ps 1272
Is 3020. Centuries earlier the old Sumerian Psalmist wrote : U NU
MUN-KUE ER SHUG-MA-MU A NU MUN-NAGE ER U-A-MU
'FoodI ate not. Weeping was my fare (or bread) ; Water I drank not, Weeping
was my diet iyA.food and water).
Perhaps our 133713 has displaced an original i3Pi3Xl He has made me

eat, and the whole line may have been nin3X DIP i3pi3Xl Hefeeds me ivith

the bread of sighs (plur. La 122); or the first word may have been inP3X
or iriDl^ (cf Pr 4"), / eat. Another possible line would be iQlP 13
nin3X Dlij For my bread is bread of sighs. And I pour out my groans
like water. Reading tjnxi (cf @ and iqI") for SK «n'1, since 'IJ^'?'

is fem. We might also point '•IJ???' (sing, ut Ps 222 323), and read

7]riri1: And my groaning is poured out like water. (® Sa/cpvu) 8e e-yw
oTJvexop.evos <^d;8a) : apparently not a paraphrase, but = fij*?"!? Dip '^iflXI

And Ipoured out water, i.e. shed tears, in fear: cf Ez 1213''-.)
V. 25. Or, ' For I fear a fear, and it cometh upon me. And that which
I dread cometh unto me ', Driver. The Versions render the verbs in the
Past tense; but the Heb. Perfects and Imperfects with Strong Waw

possibly express the speaker's permanent condition. But see next

note.

w. 26. Dr: 'I have no ease, and no quiet, and no rest;
And yet turmoil

cometh.'

Similarly Davidson ; but this division of the stichi disregards the metre,

overweighting the first stichus, and giving a short line of two stresses for

the second. On the other hand, the symmetry of the grammatical

construction and the accentuation, and ® 93 among the Versions, dis

tinctly favour this view. A word may have fallen out from the second
stichus, which sounds somewhat abrupt, and is
,

moreover, ambiguous

since t3l may mean either the personal disquiet, the agitation and

' tumult

of emotions' to which Eyob was subject, or the Divine anger which

was the supposed cause of it (cf. Hb 32 I3rn Dll t313). Here it may
K a
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cover both cause and consequence. ® ^X6ev Se pot op-yj;, 93 Et venit

super me indignatio = : til i^y X3i1 And Wrath attacks me: Gn 342'

(not quite the same as 1^ X3i1 comes to me = ® : see v. 25. Both con

structions. Is 47»). This may be right; although a concluding stichus of

two stresses, as in the Qinah-measure (Elegiac metre), is conceivable

here.

A more important question is whether these two concluding couplets

really refer to the present or, as AV takes them, to the past. The
Hebrew certainly admits of the rendering :

For a fear Ifeared, and it came to me.
And the thing I dreaded befell me:
Not careless, nor secure, nor at rest was I,
When the Wrath (or Trouble: \if) assailed {me).

(So the Versions. In stichus ii leg. ^3 pro X3;; the 1 may be due

to repetition of the preceding 1. ® crvvrjVTt\(Tiv p.01. Z alone has Impf)

Dramatically, this is far more impressive than the other interpretation,

which makes Eyob complain that his affliction allows him no respite (' habe

ich einen Augenblick Frieden, so kommt neue
Unruhe,'

Du), but no

sooner has one paroxysm passed than another follows. This indeed

seems rather far-fetched as an explanation of v. 25, however we under

stand the Heb. tenses. Davidson thinks that the reference cannot be

to the real past, ' because it would be contrary to the idea of the poem

to suppose that Job even in the days of his golden prime was haunted
with indefinite fears of coming misfortune '. But the allusion appears to

be to some definite anxiety ; and that Eyob's consciousness of personal
righteousness did not exempt him altogether from the fear of misfortune

is evident from i'. And the thing he dreaded actually befell him on
a day about which he always felt the same anxiety {Perhaps my sons have

sinned . . )— the birthday of his eldest son (ii3-"). He could never be
certain that his sons had not sinned during the carousals of their
birthdays (at which he was not himself present) ; and the thought of

the sin would involve that of the penalty; so that on each birthday,
as it recurred, the father's heart would be haunted, for a time at least,

with fears of impending evil. On this view of the passage, v. 26 seems
to make Eyob declare that he was not lulled in a false security (Ju 18'-'"),
but fully aware of possible dangers and alive to religious responsibility,
when calamity suddenly overwhelmed him. There is nothing in chap. 29,

or anywhere else, which really militates against this general construction

of our passage. It certainly provides a finer chmax to this opening
monody than the other. Z makes v. 26 describe Eyob's demeanour

on hearing the news of his successive misfortunes xni1D3D Dn^l^ ^
'131 |3nxi ilim / was not easy at the news of oxen and asses, nor quiet
at the news of the burning, nor did I rest at the news of the camels ; and
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the anger (xTJIl) came, upon the news of the sons. So Levy; but perhaps
better interrogatively, with Walton (cf 95) : Was I not still at the news of
oxen and asses, and was I not quiet at the news of the burning, and did I
not rest at the news of the camels, and did the anger come on the news of
the sons P Cf 35 : Nonne dissimulavi ? nonne silui ? nonne quievi ? et
venit super me indignatio.

The First Round in the Disputation. Chaps. 4-14.
(i
) The first speech of Eliphaz. Chaps. 4-5.

Chapter 4. vv. 1-5. Strange that the comforter ofothers should himself
despair I

V. 2. There is something wrong with stichus i. Not only is it

metrically redundant with its four stresses, but the Hebrew as it stands

is unmeaning. Driver suggests If one attempt a word with thee, wilt
thou be impatient? (lit. be weary, i.e. wish it ended). But this would
require at least isijll ^iSx 131 IDrDX; cf. Dt 28=3 and 43*. 131 103
could hardly mean to venture a word (OL), but only to test or try it.
We might read nxP3"i.PX 131 lD3iil Should one try to speak to the ivearied

{impatient) P
, or, since n and n are sometimes confused in manuscripts, we

might restore l^H or l^m sick for JDJ's IK^ri. Cf Je 12" (a)f ii3n3,

® 'ivbi). Moreover, as we find 103 incorrectly written for Xt;'3 in Ps 4',

it is very tempting to suppose 1031 = XB'31 here. For 131 XB'3 cf
Am 51. (So Duhm.) Eliphaz is reluctant to argue with a sick man,
but feels bound to remonstrate with unreasonable despair, ip'^f^ can

hardly be an abridged Relative Clause, as Du asserts.) ® p^ iroXXaKis

(yoL XikdXrjTai iv kotto) ; = '"I^P^? 'JipX 131 13111 Hath one spoken to thee
much in weariness?, which is obviously no improvement on SSI. © IfI begin to speak with thee, thou wilt be weary. 9

5 Si coeperimus loqui

tibi, forsitan moleste accipies.

St. ii
. withhold: or restrain. 3 isy as in 121^ 29'. speech: P???

words (Aram. plur. = DipD. Thirteen instances in Job.)
V. 3. put right: or admonished, corrected: l^lpj. The biliteral or
primitive root is SAR, bind; cf ip*? to bind and Aram, ipi to bind.
Thus we see that the Hebrew mind originally regarded moral discipline,

training, and education as a sort of binding (cf relligio).

drooping hands : i. e. the despondent and disheartened. Is 353. ® ei

yap (TV ivovOirrjcras ttoXXov's, with Jl (Aram.) = DX instead of a)f 131.
In St. ii x"P«s do-Ocvovs (®^ dcrOevovvTHiv) does not indicate a difference
of reading, but is a paraphrase giving the sense.
V. 4. stumbler : ® dcr^ei'oiji'Tas. dcr^cveti' = PK'3 usually in ® (more

than thirty times), bowed: or bowing, bending from weakness. Is 35'.

® powerless (dSwaroucrtv).
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V. 5. Stichus i seems to be overloaded (a)f xiril T<'f' ^^131 my 13),
for it is difficult to give only one stress to "[ipx XUn. Perhaps

^y!^\ 1^'.i3n iriy-13. For the vb. c suff. see 2221 Ez 32", and cf
chap. 1521 2022.

overcome : lit. weary ; i. e. spiritless, despondent.

bewildered : or dismayed, confounded.

® vvv 8e yjKU iirl <xi ttovos = IX^H T^Jy X13n liyi. The first word
may be right instead of 3K my '3, the 3 having been copied from ?tJ')3,
the first word in the previous line, and the 1 being a misread 1, as often.

In St. ii eo-TTOu'Sacras = ^1311 ; SO 2lO 2210 23" Ec 83.
vv. 6-1 1. Thy piety should inspire thee with hope ; for it is not the
righteous, but sinners, who are cut off by calamity.

thy piety : lit. thy fear, scil. of God = godliness, religion = D11PX
DXl'

Gn 20"; iW nxii 6»; 13IX DXl* 282*; llii nxii Is ii' Pr 102' al.
In St. ii the conjunction 1 must be transferred from the second word to
the first. 3)J lOll Oni nnipn spoils the symmetry of the stichi, even
if it could be taken as in AV. Siegfried and Duhm prefer ^^3T^ Dhl.
iipipn, which makes an intolerable jingle after \1?PI- ® ^ dtppoavvrj
confuses two different meanings of the stem ; cf bo's confidence 8" and

•'PI folly Ec 725 (a sense which does not occur in Job). ®'s 17 Kaxta r^s
6801! (TOV is obviously a scribal error for 19 d/caKta ktX. (= Dl Ps 7"; iDl
chap. 2' 27^^).

V. 7. To scan aright ip3"X11"iD must be read with a single stress.
Perhaps Xip3"iD or even Xip31"iD {Tijho was the innocent that perished).
®A oTt oil8is (oiSets, oiSris) = XI^JiJ pro XII10. Were there two variants
ip3"|ix and ip3 iD ? 93 quis unquam innocens periit ?

St. ii ® -^ TTOTe dXy)Qivo\ oXopdfii d-TTiuXovTo = 93 aut quando recti deleti

sunt? But naix is ubi? 38*. lE'i = dXry^ivo's, 23 8^ 17*. oXopi^oi

aTrwXovTo, radicitus perierunt ; a good paraphrase of 11133 were hidden,
i.e. made unseen, destroyed, like ¦rj(j>avia-Orjaav. EHphaz does not deny
that a really innocent man might suffer temporary affliction.

V. 8. Lit. As I have seen, the plowers of trouble, &c. An unsym-
metrical distich with a prosaic beginning. The Versions do not help us
here. If we emend with '''\^3 according to my seeing or when I noticed
(3513) for the prosy 'niXl IB'X?, we at least improve the metre and style

of stichus i. 11'^ = IXT is a favourite word in Job. It is confused
with IK'S again in 192'. For the proverbial phraseology see Pr 22* Ho 8'

ioi3; and for a different figure, 1535. Duhm thinks vv. 8, 9, 10, 11 may

be spurious, because of their rude construction and want of pathos. To
me vv. 8, 9 seem necessary to the argument; 10, 11 may perhaps be

a marginal quotation. Merx and Siegfried reject the latter quatrain;
though the abrupt change of metaphor need not startle us in Oriental
poetrj'.
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v. 9. For God's Breath as a destroying wind see Ps i8'3 Is 40'.
® diro Trpoo-rd-ypaTos Kvpiov = llli t33tJ'DD Ps 7' or III1 niSDO ; against
the parallelism.

V. 10. The verse is (or has become) amorphous, and the apparent
zeugma is improbable, a verb being necessary to the symmetry of the
first stichus. We might correct n3^3 inx n3XB'(-i)ip) (The sound of) the
lion's roaring is stilled (PDE'?; om. Pip?) or something similar. (®
o-^e'vos = 1(7x^5 = niX3 or [1X3 for nSXC.) But a better parallel would be
gained by restoring bvyo nlyjiriK) naE'3 Broken are the fangs of the lion :
cf. 29" Ps 58' Jo lO (of lions) Pr 30". In st. ii the supposed Aram.
Wn? should be corrected 12fri3; see Ps 58'. (In Syriac ^fc^j is outweigh.)
But cf Assyr. natd, 'strike', 'crush', 'smash' (Pi), e.g. mountains.
Lions are naturally a figure of fierce and violent oppressors, whether
nations or individual tyrants (Is 52^ Na 2i2ff- Zp 33 Pss 72 10'' 1712). God's
judgement on such is final and complete.

(There are four or five different words for lion in this quatrain.

2K begins with 1.11^? , which occurs more than forty times in OT (while the
shorter form 'IX is found only seventeen times), and which looks like
an Aramaized pronunciation : cf Syr. 'arya. It is the Assyrian arii, lion,
which may be the Semitized form of Sumerian UR, lion {labbu, nelu) =
UR, dog {kalbu). The second, PIS', might very well be a strengthened
derivative from the same root as bw, Aram. NPyri fox or jackal ; both
animals being named from their cries, howling or roaring : cf Assyr.
lahdlu (pits') to cry out, call, &c. The third, I'SS a young lion, which
has begun to hunt and roar over its prey, and is full of youthful vigour

and strength (Is 5=^"si* Na 2"), is perhaps from a root 1S3 = 133 and
"133 to be strong (cf also 13X in I'ax strong, mighty). The fourth, ^
full-grown

(?
) or mature lion, is Assyr. nelu, lion, neltu, lioness = Sumerian

NIG, bitch, lioness ; cf LIG and DIS, values of the Sumerian character
for dog, lion. The last word is Xi^P lion, Gn 490 Dt 3320 = Assyr. labbu,
lion (from lab'u ?)

, perhaps meaning growler ; from a root X3i' = X33
ks%yx.nabd, to call, cry aloud; cf y33 Ps 59*, 133, Ar. _^i to bark, and
for the form X'3P, cf. ^''33 mutterer, soothsayer, prophet. The Reflexives
S33 and NS^ril probably meant in the primitive period to mutter or talk

in low tones to oneself, as is the way with the soothsayers of all ages and
countries. Cf. i Sa 1810 1920-24 Zc 13^-3.)

® o-^cVos for a» nsXB' (o-^eVos = ni133 26"); perhaps due to a false
reading nX3B', which ® connected with 'v/x3t5' to be great. In st. ii

yavpia/ia 8e SpaKovToiv effySe'o-^i; = : ^yl3 (20i«) 01313 ? DCI ; an unlikely
guess at an illegible text. In v. 11 ® renders E'v by the curious

p.vpfjLrjKoXeuiv, ant-lion ; cf our term ant-bear.
vv. 12-21. Eliphaz relates a night-vision, in which he was taught the

imperfection of all living beings, human and superhuman, relatively to
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God. Eliphaz assumes the role of a Seer or Prophet, who has received

a special revelation from a ghostly visitant.

V. 12. Lit. And unto me (emphatic by position ; or myself) a word (or

thing ; 131 = p^pa elsewhere) was stolen
(3^33i Gn 401'^) ; here used in the

sense brought by stealth, stealthily or secretly brought; cL 2 K 112 Kal
she stealthily removed; 2 Sa 19^ Hith. to steal away, go off secretly. We
can say A feeling stole over me ; The truth gradually stole upon me, and
the like. ® :

ei 8e Ti pr\p.a dXrjOivov iyeyovu iv Xdyots crov,

ovOiv dv (TOL (om. A) TOVTWV KaKov
{KaKwv'
A) aTT^Trja-iV,

But had there been a word of truth in thy speeches. Not one of these evils
would have befallen thee 1 This strange perversion of the original text,
for such it is

,

affords a good illustration of the pitfalls that lie in the way
of the reader of an unpointed Hebrew codex. The translator naturally,
but erroneously, pointed (or vocalized) the first word ''PXI and if {\')
instead of V^l and to me; an error which necessitated further changes;
e. g. 3331 was perhaps misread |133 right (cf 42'-* dXrjOi's), and i3tx Ipni

113e yc'iff became l3n(x)XDE' ! px Ipni (which, of course, is barbarous
Hebrew; but ® failed to understand J'DtJ' whisper both here and at 26").
Perhaps ® read or supposed merely "Vsyo XSBK' }iX Xlip. It adds an
alternative rendering of the second line : Trdrepov ov Zi^erai fiov to oh
i$ai(na avTou ; Shall {should) not my ear receive portentous things

from Him P = 113D J'CtJ' i3tX Ipl X^l. This really supports 3W, with
another guess at the meaning of }'DB', whose only cognate in Hebrew is

fem. form ISDK' derisive whisper. Ex 3223. a whisper of speech: i.e.
i^^P r??*: cf 26" 131 Y0}O. The secrec}-, suddenness, and unexpected
ness of the revelation seem to be emphasized. Cf i Th 52.
V. 13. Lit. in thoughts {^d) from or out of visions of night. This
seems to say that Eliphaz had had a troubled dream, and was reflecting
upon it

,

when the Visitation came to him. Dreams were regarded

as a medium of intercourse between man and the spirit-world by all
ancient peoples ; and it was common to consult a god by sleeping in his
sanctuary. Cf Gn 1512 28ii8'ia- 32248qq. 2 Sa 7' i K 33 Je 23238')q- Zc i*
Dan 22 4= 7''-i3. The following verses, however, are to be understood
as describing no merely subjective illusion, but an actual experience

(perhaps of the poet himself). The ' thoughts ' are apparently agitated,
anxious or troubled and conflicting suggestions due to his dreams. The

word DiSyb, which recurs 202, and of which DiSyiE' Ps 9419 13923 is

a later and debased form, springs from a root ^^ — 5)yo to split, divide
(whence Disyo = Diayb' opinions, i K 1 821), which is formed by Internal
Triliteralization from the primitive SHAB to split, to discern, see, &c.
(Sumerian SHAB), and then to count, reckon, as in 3l>'l ha-shab (cf.
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perhaps VSAP in 130 sap-ar). Thinking and reckoning both involve
division or separation of things from things, seeing them apart

mentally.

® ^d/3a) Se (A om.) Ka\ -^XV wKTipivy = ^b'h 110131 iyK'3; see 1
820

Am 523 ®. This again suggests an illegible or corrupt Hebrew
manuscript.

deep sleep: lO!!!!? Gn 221 1512 chap. 33^3 (an echo of this passage).

® ^d;8os here and Seivos <^d/3os 33^''; but exoTTao-is, a trance, Gn 221 1512

(cf Lk iQio), and strangely ddp.^o's, astonishment, stupor, i Sa 2 612;
Kardw^is, stupefaction, slumber. Is 2910; and even dvSpoyvvo's, Pr 19I'''.

The word was generally misunderstood. The primitive biliteral root is

DAM {TAM, TAM) stop up, close, seal, which is seen clearly in the
Aramaic 101 sleep {DAM-\-K, closed-like = asleep) ; as also in DD"X
shut lips, stop ears, and Assyr. katamu (Dn"3) clo.ve or shut mouth, lips,

door, &c. A sleeper is as it were closed against the outer world; the
organs of sense which are the avenues of perception are all stopped up or

shut for the time being. Cf. Wordsworth's line, ' A slumber did my spirit
seal.'

(What is the significance of the 1 by which the root is tri-

literalized into Dll ? It may have replaced C before 1, as is often the
case in Assyrian, e.g. irdud = isdud, aitu = as:u, &c. Thus Dl"l = D1"C'
= make stop up or close. On Semitic Triliteralism see my paper in

Hilprecht Anniversary Volume, Leipzig, 1906.)
In spite of the explanation suggested above I have always felt some
doubt of the text 'b ni31itnD Di3yB'3 In (disquieting) thoughts from night-

visions. It seems more natural to assume that the revelation (the appari

tion and its message) came to Eliphaz, as to other seers, in a vision of

the night (cf Gn 15"). 'b 11311113 ni3B'3 In slumbers (Pr 610 ; perhaps

here = Assyr. gunate, dreams), in visions of night, makes a better parallel,

and agrees with the imitative 331'^.

V. 14. came over me: lit. as ® met me. St. ii
,

lit. And the multitude of
my bones it affrighted. ® SUauaiv, it shook violently probably gives the
right sense, though it may represent a reading pini (cf Ps 29*) instead of

11131 (hic tant.). The language is hyperbolical; as we might say

'My whole frame was convulsed with fear'. (The Hiphil might even
be intrans. = showed fear) Duhm's remark

'Wie das mit dem Tiefschlaf

sich vereinigen lasst, weiss ich nicht

'

seems hypercritical.

V. 15. This narrative is unique in the OT— a fact worth noting for
several reasons. Had the Jews been always the superstitious folk which

writers hostile to faith in the Unseen would have us suppose, stories

of similar apparitions would doubtless have abounded in their ancient

records. As it is
,

the necromantic incident at Endor (i Sa 28'9qq-) and
Elijah's experience in the sacred cave at Horeb (i K 19') are the only
episodes which offer even isolated traits of resemblance to the present
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narrative. Apparitions of ' Angels
' (OMi'Xl 133) belong, of course, to an

entirely different category.

And: not Then; the consecution is close. A wind: or perhaps

A breath of cold air. The word in rfl^h, like the Greek irvevpa (®)
is ambiguous, and may denote wind, breath, or spirit, according lo

the context (cf. Gn 12). The Oxford Lex. (p. 322*, s.v. f^n) sug
gests wind here; but elsewhere (p. 9251", s.v. nil) disembodied spirit,
though doubtfully, with the remark that Di Du prefer breath or wind.

In his commentary, however, Du observes : ' v. 15 giebt nun die Ursache
der Erschiitterung an : Ein Geist geht an mir

voriiber.' But (1) nil
is not found elsewhere in OT in the sense of a ghost or disembodied
spirit, nor in that of such a spirit becoming visible (= an apparition).

The apparition of Samuel at Endor is called Dil^X, a Divine Being or
god{i Sa 28"; cf Is 8" IM^JX).

(2) The dead in Hades, mere shadows of their former selves, are

called 01X31 (26'''); they are never called Dllll, spirits (Nu 1622). We
nowhere read that at death a man's nil went down into She'ol ; nor is it
anywhere recorded that after a man's death his nil reappeared in visible
shape to the living.

(3) The verb ^rf passes on swiftly, sweeps or rushes on, a poetic syn. of
13y (see Z), is used of wind. Is 211 Hb i" ; and S! accordingly renders
13yi

13X t>
y

Xpni And a blast passes on before me (or over my face).

Cf I K 1911, where, when lahvah passes by, a violent wind (ill) rages
before Him, and it is said expressly that lahvah was not in the D'l.

It was only a sign or accompaniment of His approach. So here, the
mysterious wind betokens a supernatural Presence ; and the vague sense

of this makes the percipient's hair to stand on end with fear. It is a nice
question whether 133 Py should be rendered over my face (so ®), or, as is

more usually the meaning of the phrase, before me, in front of me.
Dr prefers the former : ' A mysterious breath, the symbol of a presence
which he could not discern, seemed to pass over

him.'
But cf Ex 33"

Iwill make my Glory (1. il133) pass before thee (^33 ^y).
(4) The Semitic root 111 is probably to be identified with the Sumerian

RI (from RIG), to blow {zdqu), wind, blast {ziqqu = Z ^f^) ; and wind
{air, breath), is doubdess the primary sense of the Hebrew nil.
The hairs ofmy head= i^Xl

niyb- (Ps 4013 69^) instead of 3)2 ^iV?^W
(uTT.) a hair of my flesh, which is a strange expression. A scribe may
have modified the stichus from recollection of Ps 119120 lie's ^iriBO lOD

My flesh bristled up from fear of Thee ; where we might well read
'1VB'

my hair. Since the Kal is intrans., Piel should be trans. : // lifts or
makes to stand on end. [We must read either 100% ^ll^li, or ^r\T\, IDDi;

according to the gender of nil wind. This is fem. in ii' 3721 19" (my
brealht see note), but masc. in 41* {jhe air) Hb "i", cf i K 19". I

t is
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fem. in Is 40' {Elohim's Breath = the wind). In the sense of the Divine
Creative Breath 33*, which is the vital principle or '

spirit'
in man, 6* 171

32* (Gn 2', cf Ez 37^-^0)^ it is fem.; as also in the derived sense of a
man's spirit or temper, 21^ 321*. In other passages of our book there is
no indication of the gender of 111. (203 is corrupt.)] Duhm asserts that
nil here 'ist, well masc, nicht derWind, sondern ein Geist, vgl. I Reg 22 2 1 ;
ein Wind wiirde auch nicht zu dieser Erscheinung passen '. But the
wind is sometimes masc, Ex iqi? Nu ii'i &c. ; and i K 2221 is hardly
a secure foundation, for even if Dill be original there, the passage is
describing a vision of the celestial Court, not an earthly apparition inducing
strong physical effects on the beholder, and causing his

'
. . . knotted and combined locks to part.

And each particular hair to stand on end.
Like quills upon the fretful

Hamlet, Act i. Scene 5.
And lastly, as we have seen, the wind, as heralding the Divine
Approach, does suit this apparition (or theophany), equally with the

partially parallel passage, i K 19", on which it possibly depends.
V. 16. A tristich; a fact which suggests the loss of a line. Duhm
thinks IDyi // stops . . . may be the entire first stichus, which the poet cut
short in order to deepen the impression of uneasiness, ' wie in einem
Shakespeareschen Monolog'. Such an abridged line is

,
however, without

parallel in the book; and IIXID lOX'X^I l»yi is a metrically perfect
stichus as it stands. On the other hand, if the parallel with i K 1 911-12
hold good (cf esp. the end of the verse), we can only suppose that some
such stichus as 13y ilC 1311 And lo Shaddai went by! has either been
intentionally omitted, or has fallen out owing to similarity of letteis
(ilB*— 11^3). The piece would thus become a theophany (cf.
Ez 1 26).
He stops, but I discern not His form or looks, features : '"1??1P : cf
Joh 537 elSos = 1x10 Ez 1 23 (®), Is 52" (®). Cf. also Ex 3320.

A figure: or shape, likeness, form (® ft,op(l>rj). Cf Nu 12* And the
form of lahvah he beholds : Dt 412-15. Moses saw lahvah's 131Dn , but
the people merely heard a Voice.

/ hear a murmuring sound : lit. A murmur (or whisper) and a voice

I hear. Cf. i K 1912 And after the fire (lightning) a sound of a low
murmur. lO?"^ stillness, silence, denotes a low voice or attenuated sound
(ipl IDDl b^p) ; e. g. the light whisper or murmur of the wind when it

dies away: He husheth the storm to a murmur (lODl? : Ps 10729).
Unwilling, as it would seem, to admit even a dim and indistinct vision of

God, ® modifies the sense of vv. 15, 16 as follows: And a wind came
upon my face. But my hair and flesh bristled up. I stood up, and recognized
not ; I looked, and there was not a form before my eyes, But I was hearing
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a breeze and a voice. This would require (v. r6) IDyx for 2)?
IDyi and

133 xi) 131011. IXIX instead of SR 133^ 13101 11X1D. The changes are
probably dogtliatic, and obviously for the worse. (Of course allowance
must also be made for the possibility of a partially illegible or otherwise
corrupted Hebrew text.)
v. 17. W llVxD and llcyD are most naturally taken as in AV Shall
a mortal be juster than Eloah, Or a man be purer than his Maker? and
perhaps the author of the Elihu-section understood it so (322). But Eyob

had said nothing so far to imply this absurdity. The context (vv. 18, 19)
requires the meaning given above, before God (so Da Du Dr) ; i. e. in the
judgement or estimation of God : so ® p^ xa^apos eo-Tai jSpoTos ivavriov
TOV Kvpiov ; (the introductory Ti ydp ; is only a harmless rhetorical
flourish). Cf Nu 322= IIIID Dip3 DliMI = ® Kal ea-ta-Oe dOZoi havn
Kvpiov. There also, as here, a second 'o = dTrd ; a fact which militates
against Kittel's suggestion that ® read '1 i33P there. An y may, however,
have fallen out after C (the two letters are often confused), and we may
restore pivi ll^X'Dy 6^13X1; cf 92 25*, where the phrase Dy plX to be just
with (= in the estimation of) (God) occurs in a similar connexion, 253-"

constituting an exact parallel to 413-1'. In st. ii we must then restore
11tJ'5)-Dyi for aw WbyO'DX. ® fi aTTO Twv epyoiv avrov dp.ijj.ino'i dvrjp;

= '131 llbyBO (i)X , a difference mainly of pointing and division of
letters.

v. 18. Behold: Jl. ® ei = Aram. M (Dan 23 -|-). His servants = the
angels, as the || st. indicates. Elsewhere only of human ministers of His
will, patriarchs, prophets, &c. Cf Am 3' Is 4423. (Cf also o-wSouXos,
Re 1910 22= of an angel.) Eliphaz repeats the same thought, 1513. God,

apparently, is the Maker (v. 17) of Man, but not of the denizens of

Heaven, who are altogether higher beings (DmI^XI 133) and, at least

originally, minor gods grouped around the Supreme in the Court of

Heaven. Hence lahvah is the God of gods {il ildni), that is to say, the
highest God, the Most High. Stripped of all mythological associations,
the doctrine of Eliphaz is that no Being below the Highest can be

absolutely free from relative imperfection. But imperfection involves

liability to error; and error justifies the Divine censure.
The idea that the Supreme cannot altogether 'trust in' or depend
upon the faithfulness and inerrancy of any lower beings, however exalted
their nature, is perhaps implicit in the very notion of a hierarchy of

heaven, arranged in ranks, one above another, in endless gradation.

The conception of a ' Host of Heaven ' involves the further conception of
discipline and obedience, with the possibility of their opposites ; and all

such ideas, of course, have their physical basis in primitive observation of

the regular and irregular movements of the heavenly bodies and other

celestial phenomena— the daily course of the sun from east to west, the
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recurring changes of the moon, the apparent vagaries of the planets

(irXdvi^Tes dartpe; ; cf Jude" daripe^ irXavrJTai, ' wandering stars '),

meteors, and shooting stars. In the Babylonian mythus of Creation
Merodach takes measures to prevent the heavenly bodies from '

doing
evil

' or ' going astray

' (Ana la epes anni

|| l
a egQ manama ; Cr. Tab.

V. 7) ; and he is praised as

'

holding (v. appointing) the paths of the stars
of heaven', and 'shepherding all the gods like (sa kakkabani
samamg

|| alkatsflnu likillu ! (v. likin !) Kima geni lirta || ilani gimrasfin I

Tab. VII. iio-iii). The 'sin' of which these subordinate 'gods'
might be guilty was deviation from their appointed paths (cf Ju 520 Is 2221

2 Pe 2* Jude3 Re 12')—deserting their stations and overstepping the
boundaries which had been fixed b

y

the Supreme. Such conceptions of
the relation of the Angels to God are obviously primitive. Later
speculation established a sharp distinction between evil angels and good,

and in time even their names became known (cf. Is 402* Ps 147'').
The fault ascribed by the Supreme to His Angels is according to 3K
ipm ; an obscure and isolated word, which ® renders o-koXlov tl
(=7113311 Pr 1 623 al.), something crooked (unrighteous or amiss) = 9

5

pravitatem; .1 iO''V matter, res (cf i Sa 221^), ground of accusation, as in
Dan 63-3; © )ot.aor (iCl) stupor, amazement, awe : all mere guesses from
the context. It might conceivably mean boasting, vain-glory, pride, gloria
(ipm from PPI II, which is ultimately identical with T)X\ I), ox folly,
witlessness, madness (cf Po'el, Po'al, Hithpo. of the same root, and

mppil, Viryfs'nfolly or madness). The former sense agrees with Is 1412-13

(the Fall of Lucifer—llB' p ^^M, the Morning Star); cf also Lk ioi».

' By that sin fell the
Angels.'

The latter meaning, folly, which certainly
suits the context, will also be the sense if we follow Hupfeld (Merx, &c.)
in reading 1?SP1 (122 2412?); a very attractive conjecture, accepted by

Budde, Siegfried, and others. The identical phrase, IPan 012*1 (cf.

'"^l'?'? tOJ i^') actually recurs 24", if we may rely upon SR (but see the
note ad loc). Dillmann gets the meaning error by assuming that ipm
springs from a -v/pil = Eth. •frfirt: PID, which in Conj. Ill means
vagum oberrare {Di Lex Aeth352). The sense is excellent (Jude3-i3; vid.

supr.) ; but the etymology doubtful. Others compare Arab. Jaj to make
a mistake in a matter, to forget [not in Lane] ; as though IPm were
equivalent to IPIID from ^ -y/pil, which is hardly probable. [Does
Ipm represent a misunderstood IPm? And to His Angels He attributeth

(not) glory
(253-3 Hb 33).' Much less, &c., v. 19.J

V. 19. Much more: or Much less: see last note. The Heb. 1^

(usually -I- ''?) may be rendered either way, according to context. Perhaps

we should read i33B'[3] for the following word.
@B Tov^ 8e KaroiKovvTa'; oi/cias Trr/XtVas • . • iiraKTiv avrovi (rrjTO<; rpoirov.

But ©¦* ea S
c

Tovs KaroiK- ktX. as if the Heb. word were IX Ah!
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(Ez 243). Dwellers in houses (constructed) of clay; i.e. poor humanity.

The phrase seems to distinguish man himself from his material body^
which is regarded as the house he fives in. It is built of clay ("i?^), the
fragile stuff of pottery (Je 18*) : see chap. lo'. God is the Potter who
fashions man out of this frail and brittle material : Is 45^ 64'. (The
'dust'

or 'earth' of the next line is syn. here and Gn 2'.) In 330 Elihu
says: Lo I, like thee, am no god; t too was nipped offfrom clay. The
old Babylonian Epic uses the same phrase of the creation of Engidu^
the fellow of its hero Gilgamesh: 'The goddess Aruru washed her
hands ; clay she nipped off {tita iqtarig =

pnpi LJiD), threw it on the
plain (or desert : geri = EDIN) . . . created Engidu

' (NE viii. 34 sq.).

The same goddess assists Merodach in the creation of man, according to

the important bilingual text first published by Pinches (JRAS xxiii, NS,

393 sqq.; CT xiii. 35 sqq.), where we read :
NAM-Ltr-GALLU BA-RU
ameliiti ibtani

D. ARURU NUMUN „ DINGIR-TA NEN-MA(?)
iitu ,, zer ameluti ittisu ibtanu

'Mankind He created; The goddess Aruru seed of Mankind with the
god she made come forth

' (Assyr. with Him she created). The allusion

to Aruru here may be a harmonistic interpolation, as Marduk appears as

sole Creator everywhere else in the piece, just as in the Seven Tablets of

Creation.
Eliphaz argues that if celestial beings are not inerrant or impeccable
in the sight of the Supreme, much less can terrestrial man be so. His

ghostly visitant appears to ignore the story of the Fall, as Duhm has

noted. Human frailty is traced to the imperfect material of the body:

cf Ps 1031''.
Whose foundation is in the dust (or earth). The Relative may refer

either to the ' houses of clay
'
or to their inhabitants. The latter agrees

better with what follows ; but perhaps the two were not sharply distin
guished in the mind of the poet. We might render : Whose foundation
(IID1 ; cf cogn. lyo stay support ; the foundation being that on which
a building is supported) consists in earth, is earthen {Beth Essentiae),

i. e. of clay.

Which (Who) are crushed before a {the) moth. Reading 'X3i; (5*34''3)
and ''?.&?'? ; as though the attack of the feeblest of insects might be fatal

to a man. Cf Is 50' 513. In these and other passages, however, where
the moth (B'y, Assyr. alalu) is brought into relation with man, the

reference is to the clothes-moths, of which there are various species,

whose grubs fret or eat away garments of wool and fur : see 132*. And

as the punitive action of lahvah is compared to this wearing and

wasting work of the moth, Ps 3912 Ho 512 {And I was like tJie.moth to
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Ephraim
|| And like a rot to the House of Israel), we should naturally

expect the same ground of reference here. This might be obtained by
reading DXai* (or 03' = @ en-aio-ei/ avrou's. He smote them) Cy ^pb (cf
3^.n iSp 131), Whom He (Eloah) demolishes by the mouth of the moth.
It is even possible that ® read or conjectured D.PSXi Whom He eats,
instead of 01X31i, since e-n-atcrei/ may mean He eat, like eVdo-are (Hesych.

iratciv, -rvTrrcii' . . . rj icrdieiv. Cf Aristoph. Ach. 835). So 95 Consumentur
velut a tinea.

It must be admitted that the text is more or less uncertain from this
point to the end of the chapter. The triplet instead of a couplet makes
v. 19 suspicious at the outset ; and it seems probable that the third line

should begin the next distich. At all events, ^H^T. (or 1N31^) is a synonym
which makes a good parallel for 'n?^, and B'y i33P may conceal a note of
time corresponding to 315;p lp3D ; e. g. intJ>"niSy i33^ referring to death
in the night (cf Is 17" 3813). This would give :

' Who are, crushed ere the rise of Dawn,—

Between Morn and Eve are shattered.'

Or we might regard cy 133? as a corruption of llC ni33P at the approach
of Dawn : cf Ex 1 42' Ps 463. In any case, the point seems to be the
brief duration of human life (cf. Ps 903 ^^m) ; and, as we have seen,
the moth is not elsewhere an emblem of ephemeral existence but of
destructiveness. In the poem which has been called the ' Babylonian

Job ' we read :
Sa ina amlat iblutu imut uddel
Surril ustadir zamar ihtamal

' He who was alive yestereve died in the morning ; In a moment was he
troubled, quickly was he

crushed.' Cf our own popular saying ' Here
to-day and gone to-morrow'; and the Chinese Wei tsai tan sih, 'The
danger is between morning and

evening'
{¦=¦ Death is only a question

of hours). See Giles, Diet. 12589.
In the next clause of the Heb. the word Di'E'D is corrupt, the vb. DiC
being unused in Hiphil. Even if OitJiD (scil. 3P) might mean regarding
or heeding, 113Xi 1X3^ DiB'D hyo could only imply For want of one (or.
Without any) regarding they perish for ever (cf Ho 43 and v. 1 1 supr. ;
2^7.8
3 jigy But Eliphaz does not mean that nobody troubles about the

fate of men, because they are so unimportant, as Duhm puts it. See

V. 8 sqq. ® /3or]6rja-aL suggests yiB'D helper, saviour, as in Dt 282'-3i and

a few other places. But perhaps the word was litJTl which would give

a better parallel to 1031 (cf 263): see also 5'* 6" ii^. The phrase mh
113X1 is confirmed by 20'. The meaning is that, once dead, they never

return from She'ol to the present fife : 7' 1021 147-12. We get a good

parallel stichus by a slight emendation of v. 21 b, reading XP3 inioi
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1031 = ® dTTcoXoi'TO Trapo, to p^ ^X^'" <»"TOUS crotfyiav. Thus the final
couplet becomes :

' Without Insight they perish for aye ;

They die in Ignorance (or, devoid of
Wisdom).'

With this we may compare the lines which immediately precede the
passage just quoted from the Babylonian poem:

Aiu tern DINGIR-ME& kirib AN-e ilammad
Milik la DINGIR zandn z^ ihakkim mannu
Ekdma ilmadd alakti DINGIR apdti

' Who shall learn the mind of the gods in heaven ? Who shall compre

hend the counsel of God which is full of subtlety? {zii; from Sum. ZU,
nimequ). How have mortals learned the Way of God ?

'

V. 2 1 a, the text of which is very generally recognized as more or less

corrupt, interrupts the sequence. It may be a marginal intrusion. Did
y03 X^Jl originate in a mishearing of nV3P dictated ? In that case 03 Dili

(© 93 010 Oini), for which some would read OlO Dili, may have grown
out of 113X1 by successive perversions. ® ive(f>va"fjo-iv ydp avTois Kal i^pdv-

e-qa-av (©* ^TeXevVr/.Tai' = 11101) = (or 131111) 15^311 03 (or 3K'3) 133 13;

cf Is 40'-2^ Ez 37" Hg i». Strange as the fact may seem, this need not

imply any other original text than that of SO? : 03 Olli yD3 vhr\. It
certainly favours 03 or D13 rather than DIO, merely transposing it with

0111 misread as ''3111 (nili). ® perhaps read X^l as XII and guessed
133 or 3ti>3 for an almost obliterated yD3.

Chapter 5. The oracle has affirmed that all beings below God himself

are imperfect and liable to error. If this is true in the superhuman or
celestial sphere, much more is it true in the terrestrial world of man,
whose corporeal nature, brief existence, and consequent ignorance, exclude

and stultify all claim to be regarded and treated as blameless by the

supreme Judge who alone is perfect. Eliphaz goes on to point out the

folly of angry resentment against God's dealings and the wisdom of

submission. The essential truth and beauty of his statement will always

be evident to spiritual experience, in spite of the fallacy of his tacit
assumption that only the guilty suffer and that extraordinary suffering

is proof absolute of extraordinary guilt.

V. I is not a marginal quotation, intended originally to illustrate 4'*,
and wrongly inserted here by some scribe. Eliphaz demands. What is the

use of all this outcry ? To whom were Eyob's frantic appeals addressed ?
See 3ii-i2.2o-23_ Does he expect any sympathy from the Angels in his

rebellious complaints against the rule of their Lord? There are no

rebels in Heaven now, however it may have been in the days of old,

Rather, if he is wise, let him address his appeal to God (v. 8).
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The holy ones are the Angels : cf 413 with 1513; Ps 893-8 Zc 143 Dan 410-".
As I have shown elsewhere, Clip, DiClp, is properly bright, shining, and
then clear, pure, holy ; cf Assyr. quddulu, brilliant, pure, a syn. of ellu,
T>'n, namru, 113. And since the Angels or Host of Heaven were originally
the stars, we may infer that OHJ'lp as a designation of the Angels primarily
denoted the Shining Ones (cf. Dan 123). The idea of what we mean by
' holiness ', or moral and spiritual perfection, seems excluded by 413.

Call (for help).' is there one about to ajiswer (particip.) thee P And unto
whom of the Celestials wilt thou turn (for aid : Le 1931 2o3) P The practice
of the ' Invocation of Angels ' seems to be implied by the question, and
was probably not unknown in the author's day, although few traces of it

survive in the OT. We know, however, that, in spite of the opposition

of the Prophets, Necromancy was practised in Israel throughout the
monarchical period (see my paper 'Shumer and

Shem' in the Proceedings

of the British Academy, vol. vii) ; and if the spirits in She'ol below could
be invoked in times of stress, why not also, and with more apparent

reason, the mightier Powers of Heaven? Cf perhaps Gn48i3 Ho 12*
and the direct address to the Angels, Ps 10320-21 1482. Moreover, the
Angels of God are so wise (D31) that they know everything that happens

here below (: pX3 ICX ^
5
3

nx nyi^ Dil^Xl 1X^)0 10313 2 Sa 1420);

a wisdom beyond the reach of mortal man (421). If the ' spirit ' (nil)
which brought the oracle to Eliphaz was angelic (cf i K 2213-21-24 Zc issqq-)—

and we can hardly suppose a ghost called up from She'ol to be intended—

we understand why Eliphaz is so sure that it would be futile for Eyob

to appeal to the Angels. The oracle has made him quite clear as to

their point of view ; precluding, as it does, for all created beings a case
against the Creator. Why then, asks Eliphaz, persist in futile appeals

or protests in the face of what we know of God's perfection and man's
imperfection ? why break in upon the silence of Heaven with outcries

that are certainly vain and may prove hurtful to yourself ? Only a fool

would do it
.

v. 2. For afool resentment may slay. And a gull passion may
kill : that is

,

either You may die of rage, or else. Your blind insensate

fury may provoke an aggravation of your sufferings. Cf 2''-io.
The term b'^'W f̂oolish, fool, and its cognate ^Xi to be foolish, if related

to Ar. jT to return, to thicken, coagulate, of fluids, might signify thick,
dense, crass, obtuse^ thickhead, or the like; but i

t seems more plausible to

compare it with ^JOX to be weak, feeble. The Vpo (= Pi) reappears in

rh'Oi ant (ty X^ oy Pr 3023) and perhaps in-^op to languish or decay. Cf
also Assyr. uldlu, weak, weakling, weak-witted; f ulaltum, of a woman,
weak = become infertile = l^^JOX i Sa 2^ Je 15'; ullu, ul, al, Heb. PX,

non-existence, nothingness, naught, not. The transition to the idea of

moral evil usual in ^ilX and other Heb. words denoting foolish may be

illustrated b
y our own naught, naughty (Pr 612). (The -/pp, PI, may

2210 L
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otherwise be the Sumerian MAL, GAL, open : cf the syn. 113 open, i.e.
to all approaches, good or evil; unreserved, unsuspecting, simple, in the

good, but chiefly in the bad sense ; which comes from Sum. BAD, pitd,

tq open)

Resentment; or vexation, anger, or grief, at unmerited treatment.

Heb. CJ'y3 in Job (= Dy3 elsewhere and 22 codd. here). Cf perhaps
Sum. KASH, impatient, furious, of Ningirsu's chariot-horse.
Passion : or heat. iX3p can hardly be jealousy here. The word was

originally a colour-term ; cf Ar. Ui to become intensely red (or black) from
henna. In Syr. \u> (X3p) is pale, livid, colour of lead. We may suppose

that Sum. GIN, galmu, black, dark (CT xii. 30) is related to the Sem.
'fvop as Sum. GIN, Gl, qand, reed, to Sem. IJiP, Xjsp reed. Thus lX3p
properly denotes the change of colour which betrays strong emotion,
whether anger or jealousy.

V. 3. Imyself (^i^ emphat.) have seen afoot rooted out {leg. tjnCO ; cf. 313 :
2)}® E'll^p striking root; Ps 8010 : which does not harmonize with the
context). And his homestead (v. 24; i8i3) perished of a sudden. Leg.

13X1, or simply 13X instead of aJf 31pX1 And I cursed. If this were
genuine, it could only mean that the ruin of the fool's house was the
consequence of the sudden curse of Eliphaz. Driver's 'I.e. his habitation
having been suddenly ruined, I cursed it as the abode of one who had
been a sinner

'
is remote from the plain sense of the Hebrew, and

supplies a good instance of the shifts to which unwillingness to correct

the text may reduce conservative scholars. ®
dXX'

ev^e'ws ijipuiG-q avrwv

rj SiaiTtt = '3 I'll? b^2iX»^: see 63,1 813 Is 518 for ^3X = /Si^pwa-KM. Perhaps
''3?*.1 or P?^;1 is right here {his habitation was devoured or consumed ; cf.

Is i'-2") ; but 13X , a common word in Job, seems better. 3pl or 3pli1

rotted (of timber. Is 4020) does not suit 1113. The || suggests
IpV'l was

uprooted: Zp zK Usually St'aiTa = brk lent, as in 822 ii» i83-i3 2223-28.
In 83 it again = 113 (leg. 113 pro 113), which originally meant a place of

lying down, a resting-place of flocks (2 Sa 78 Is 651"). In Semitic the root
seems to be peculiar to Hebrew and Sabean (see Driver's excellent note

on I Sa 1 9I8) ; but we need not suspect it on that account. On the
contrary, we may regard it as an offshoot from the Sumerian NA, NU,
for which we find the Assyr. equivalents rabdgu, to lie down ()'3l),

tarbagu, sheepfold, cattleshed ; narbagu, lair, abode ; lubtum,
dwelling-

place, as well as maialu, maialtum, bed, &c., &c. It is surely more than
a mere coincidence that in Hebrew 113 is associated with f31 and its
derivv. (the very root which in Assyr. is so freely used for the explica

tion of the Sumerian NA, NU), and that the extension of meanings

exhibited by the Hebrew ni3 and its derivv. runs so far parallel to the

uses of the Sumerian NA. See also Ez 253 34" Je 33" Pr 2413 Ps 232.
® generalizes with the plur. d<f>povas pit,av ^dXXovras ¦ . ¦ avrwv, but
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Eliphaz appears to be alleging a particular instance from his own
experience : / myself once saw . . .
V. 4. The sins of the father are visited on the, children ; his ruin
entails theirs. Left without their natural protector, whose death is
implied in v. 3, they were far from secure or prosperous, and were
always crushed in the gateway (so Pr 2222)—robbed of their rights by the
influence of powerful adversaries in the place of justice. Cf 3121 Ps 127=
Am 510. ® KoXa^pixrOtirjo-av Se eTTi ^vpats ricra-ovwv, Let them be deridedif)
at doors of inferiors. KoXa^pUjm = a-Kiprav (Hesych.). Perhaps corrupt

for KoXa<f>uTdfir](Tav, let them be buffeted, or fiaXaKLo-Oeirjcrav (cf Is 53=

p,€ptaXdKicrTat = ''31D : ® 'A o-vvcTptjSr;) = 1X311 in all probability. So
also ®'A iirnpipricTOVTai ®® /caTeKXdo-^r/o-ai' ®^ TaTreH'co^rjTujo-ai' imply

same text as 5Df.

V. 5. Whose harvest or crop : a» ll'Vp : rather DliSp. ® © imply 11?tp,
which some prefer. (''A -ydp e/ceti/ot o-w^-yayov, ®'^ i^ipurav.) The

noun gives a closer {| to what follows.
• the hungry (emphat.) eateth : or would eat (freq.) every season. ® SiKaioi

iSovrai, misreading lE'i (ii-*) for 3yi.

And all their sustenance he taketh: reading D31tO ^31 for W Oi3SO ijXI,
which is evidently corrupt, b

'2 and PX are not seldom confused. [ItD

Gn 4523 ; an Aramaism. The v'pT may be compared with Sum. DUN,
Ch. tun, fun, to swallow, gobble up (DUN-DUN, to feast, patdnu sa
ameli ; naptanu, iptennu, meal, feast. [13 = jn"3 '=¦ tl"3 !). ® avToi 8e

e/c KaKuiv OVK i^aipeTOL ecrovTat (= ®^ efepe^ijcroi'Tai = i^aipf.Or]<TovTai) =

^Ip; Diyip (NP1) Pi<1. This suggests
DyiD their pasture, or better perhaps

Dlipy their sheaves ; cf Am 2" Mi 412.
The next fine (also corrupt) makes the verse a tristich ; so either this or

that must be, sacrificed. M O^il 010V IXCI, which some render And a

snare (Dipv 18' only) snappeth at their wealth, does not suit the context,

even if the words could mean that. flXB* (cognate with fiB'-3 and 3E'"3
and 0B'"3, Is 42", breathe, blow, pant) may mean pant after, be eager

for ... as in 72, where the metre would be improved by adding the
prep. "-'X (cf Ec i^) ; but hardly snap after. And why should a snare
be so strongly personified in such a context? In 18' ® gives Sii/'oii'Tas =

Oi(x)OV thirsty ones for CfO'i ; and so @ 'A2 and © 95 here. This, or

rather the sing. NOS (|
| c 3jn in st. i) is prob. correct. But what of the

verb ? And the thirsty is {was) eager for their wealth is passable sense,
but inadequate to the context. Duhm's o!'30 XOX nxtJ"! And the thirsty

draweth from their well will not do, for b\ wave, heap, never means a

well (in Ct 412 \\ must be read with many MSS and ® © 25). We prefer

to transpose a letter and restore eiSTX = fJOX (cf '^3 = Dy3, v. 2); a

harvesting term like IVp : see Ex 2310-13 Dt 11" Je 4010-12 (of wine and
oil and fruit). And the thirsty would (or did) gather their fruitage or
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produce (D^3i for D^in). b'^1\ is |1 c
''IS fruit, Le 26^-20 al., and in Hb 3"

denotes grapes. In Ez 34" ® actually gives Tf\v Itixvv avT^s for i'l?'3^,
as though it read i^?,'0. On the other hand, Jo 222 has DPil (@ t^v la-xvv

avTwv) of the fruit the fig-tree and the vine and almost as a syn. of ii3 ;
and it seems not impossible that D?in (® auTuli' 17 ior;^us) may have been

so intended here. (®'s verb iKa-i<j><ovi(rOdr] = 3XtJ'1 prob.) Cf 243-".
The likeness of form between 2)f 013X0 and QiOV and that of sense

between
lllpi and fjB'X (^DX) suggest a suspicion that one or other of

the two lines is a dupficate or variant.

vv. 6, 7. The ruin of the fool and his family was not due to mere
ill luck or mischance ; for affliction is not a spontaneous or accidental

growth, springing up like a weed out of the ground. It is from above
and is

,

in fact, an inevitable consequence of the congenital imperfection

of man. Since Eyob was human, he was by nature liable to sin, and

the greatness of his affliction indicated that he must have sinned greatly,
though not past forgiveness, inasmuch as he had not himself perished

like the fool whose destruction Eliphaz had witnessed. Every wise man

will expect his share of trouble, greater or less according to his deserts.

Thus there is no real contradiction of 4i3sqi-, and no good reason for

banishing to the margin these two fine and perfectly relevant verses.

The ''3 of V. 6 rather overloads st. i, unless we pronounce XSi"xl'"i3
univocally. It may quite well be regarded as an accidental anticipation

of V. 7.

V. 7. is born. Ketib Niph. Im,pf l.?5^ is preferable to Qere Pu. Pf

1?!] on account of the 1| II1331. The phrase is born to trouble might mean

is a son of Trouble (cf 12 and the Nom. Prop. 13IX p), personifying b^V;
but this is less likely. The verse is cast in a common proverbial type :
lit. For Man to Trouble is born; And Sons of the 'Vulture fly high =
©•^ dXXd dvOpwiros ytwdraL kottu) (^ P.^?? Ut SUpr. ?)

,

veoo-o-oi 8
e -yvTTOs Ta

{n/(^7;Xd ireTovrai. Sons of the Vulture: leg. IJJ'3 i33 (Pr 30" Hb I*)
instead of 9K sjKn i33 Sons of Flame = sparks (here only). The phrase

of 3)J could not mean lightnings or fire-bolts (cf. Ps 78** Dt 322'), for

these do not 'soar high', but descend; and a similar objection lies
against Cheyne's 'burning

arrows' (cf Ps. 76*). Even
'sparks'

that

shoot up can hardly be said to ' soar high '.

It is a mistake to expect scientific precision of statement in literature,
especially in Oriental poetry. A spirit of pedantic and prosaic literalness
has found many difficulties here in the connexion of thought ; but what

sensible reader will demand mathematical exactness in a proverb or a

simile? The statement of the verse is simply that
'trouble'

comes as

naturally to man as soaring flight to young birds of prey. The causes

of sin and suffering are inborn in man— inherent in human nature.

vv. -1 6. If Eyob is wise, instead of continuing his angry outcries he
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will 'inquire of God' {'b^ ^Tl Is 8" 19= Dt 18"), who is the author
of all good both in the physical and in the moral sphere, and delights

to show His power by humbling the mighty and exalting the weak
and oppressed.

V. 8. my case. I'l?'^ here only in this sense. ni3'n''py because of,

Ec 3'8 al. ® paraphrases Kvpiov Sc rbv irdvrwv Sea-iroTrjv iiTLKaXeuofxai,-

possibly reading ilB* for OMPX (®^ TravroKparopa).

In v. 9 evSofd re Kai efaio-ta, both glorious and extraordinary things,
looks like a double rendering of nix^33 (= i^ala-ia 37^3. ?^8ofa Ex 34").
V. 10. )n31 is prob. a scribal error for jn3, as it is followed by i^E^,

and the ptcpp. of the other verses are anarthrous. The verse briefly
indicates one department of God's wonder-working power. It is dwelt on
at greater length, 38235-. For the connexion of thought see Ps 10733*?-

God sends or withholds rain according to human desert. It is a feature
of His moral government of mankind. Knowing nothing of the natural
causes of atmospheric changes, the poet and his contemporaries regarded

them as directly miraculous. For another view of their relation to
conduct, see Mt 5^3. The verse is prob. a (marginal ?) quotation, since it
is written in a different measure (four beats in each stichus).

the commons: or open country outside (pi) the towns ; 18" (leg. plur.,
as here) ; Pr 820. The

-/pi = yiU = IVl, &c., akin to Y)p = pp = ISp,
&c., and the prob. more primitive (T13), tT3, 113, &c. All these roots and
their derivv. denote various kinds of cutting, dividing, parting, separating,

cutting off, ending, and the original biliteral forms may be recognized

in the Sumerian GAZ, GASH, GAZ, hagdbu, hagdgu, hipil, paldqu, ddku,
&c. The street is the place where the houses are cut off or end abruptly,
their end or boundary ('"l^f^, '^i?); the open field or country is the border

or boundary of the town.

V. II. the humble: or lowly; prob. in station, through poverty. God
fertilizes their fields with His rain, and so raises them to wealth and
prosperity. See Ps 10733-38.

And to raise. 33'B'i for '33'B', which cannot well continue the con

struction after the Infin. of Purpose Dl't^P. ® i^eyeipovra implies Pi.

them that mourn : scil. over the drought and barrenness of their land.
Qinp: so mp, Je 142 (in a similar connexion. The whole chapter
supplies an excellent illustration of our passage, clearly establishing the

connexion between vv. 9-1 1, which some have needlessly doubted).

® dTToXwXoTas = Diiax ; a misreading, to wellbeing. W), accus. loci;
but restore wb or ytJ'U (cf Dlioij ante). Perhaps 15?^^ ^fik^i (cf Ps 6930),
His salvation setteth on high or raiseth.
V. 12. As God exhibits His overruling Power by lifting up the humble,

so He also displays it when He will by turning the wisdom of the
worldly-wise into foolishness, causing them to overreach themselves and
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their own schemes to issue in their overthrow (2 Sa 1531 Ps 5" i823'>).

No mortal can hope to outwit the Allwise. Cf i Co 12= 3"9. We have
here an implied contradiction of a primitive idea concerning the unseen

Powers (see note on ii; and cf the frauds practised upon Cronos,
Silenus, and other gods in the Greek mythology).

thwarteth : or frustrateth : 130 : lit. breaketh or shattereth : of plans,

maketh to fail Ps 33" Pr 1522 2 Sa 153*. (® SiaXXdo-o-orra =l(i)o»;
a misreading of similar letters.)
achieve no success; or effect nothing real or

solid.* liE'll (from W
like 1311 from 131) strictly means being, existence, fact, reality, and so solid

or substantial counsel, practical wisdom, and its result success. The -v/lCi,

which in Heb. has been supplanted by the substantival tJ'', appears in

Assyr. as i§0, Pf isi, Pm. isaku, to have, to exist, to be. Thus ® dXrjOi's,
(anything) real or substantial, any solid result, is apt enough. Perhaps,

however, we should read lyiCl deliverance, as ® does (wrongly) in 3022 :
So that their hands effect no deliverance.

V. 13. catcheth or snareth, as in a trap : Je 523 Pr 522 Am 33.
in their own craft or cunning or shrewdness or prudence (Pr i* 83-12) :

® iv T-fj <l)povrja-€i (but @^ -i- avrutv), perhaps reading '"i?")??- 5K DOiys

(from Dlj?, which is not otherwise found) is improb. Leg.
DlDiys (cf

Pr //. cc), and see S. Paul's quotation from memory, i Co 313 (6 Spao--
o-dpei'bs Tous o-o<^oiis iv ry iravovpyia avrmv). For the idea, see also
Ps 713''- 9i3f- Pr 262' Ec 108, &c. What seemed a faultless plan may fail,
and even involve its authors in ruin. D31N3 in their treachery (Je 9')
is unsuitable. The irony of Fortune, or rather of Providence, may defeat
the schemes of the wisest. Cf Pr 2i3o.
the shifty ; or tortuous : lit. those who twist and writhe, as in wrestling

(Dii'n33; cf Gn 308 Ps i82«'' Pr ® TroXvirXoK^v, much-tangled or

twisting ; cf. TroXvirXoKia, craftiness (but 2 o-KoXid).
maketh vain: IPSl! for 11103. ® efe'o-Tjjo-cv, he deranged or &-
traded =by\r\\ maketh foolish (12"), which is possibly right {T\bb\!y* or

1PP110, as Ec 22) : cf Is 4423. Otherwise we might restore 1331i he
changeth or overthroweth ox perverteth it (v. 5); or even 13?312 he maketh
it vain oxfutile. An Impf seems to be required by the context ; and in
any case 1103, which is only used of persons elsewhere (Is 32* 35'

Hb i3; all), is unsatisfactory here. It cannot mean 'is carried head
long ' (to ruin ?)

,

as RV, but only ' is hurried, hasty, impetuous, anxious ',

or the like : an inadequate sense in the context.
V. 14. Quem Deus vult perdere prius dementat, 12^^ Je 4" 20'

I K 2220 Ez i4» Ro i2if- 2 Th 2". Judicial blindness obscures even
the obvious. Their clever schemes having failed, the worldly-wise are
lost in bewilderment. We may remember that the zealous propagandists

of Negation have not yet found any better substitute for the Light of the
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World (Joh 8'2 i235f) than a dark and dreary pessimism, whose ultimate
outcome can only be the paralysis of moral endeavour and despair of
the future of the race. Cf Is 5810 5910 (and perhaps read IB'B'31 after
the latter passage).

». 15. Wt 01130 3110 yi^il and he hath saved from the sword from
their mouth is clearly corrupt, as the transitive verb requires an object in
place of the meaningless DI130 which, moreover, violates the parallelism.

It may be regarded as a gloss on 3110 which has displaced the original
^^Vpoor, humble, a common 1| to J1i3X

24* Pr 3120. The ductus litterarum
might also suggest Oini the orphan (Je e^). Duhm strangely alters J'B'*1

into T'^\
' aber er wird retten ', as if Eliphaz were making a special

promise to Eyob, instead of a general statement of the Divine procedure.

(The Impf c Waw Conv., in continuation of the Ptcpp. 13D, 13^, affirms
what God has always done in the past and therefore will do in the

future.) ® dTrdXoi(v)To Se ev -TroXepo) implies DtJ'il or It;*! for y^il. In
St. ii i^iXOoi may represent a guess of (Aram.) pi3D for DI130.
V. 16. Lit. And there became to the weak a hope ; And Injustice, she
shut her mouth. False accusations, insults, and injurious menaces to the

weak and helpless are shamed or scared into silence by the signal

interposition of Heaven. St. ii recurs in Ps 107^2 ^an echo of this
passage). Cf also Is 5 2 '3. For rh'sV injustice or iniquity, in the special
sense of untruthful language, see 13' 27''.
vv. 17-24. Affliction is a blessing in disguise ; and, if humbly accepted
as such, can only issue in greater good than ever.

V. 17. The emphatic exclamation ilt^x should naturally head its own

sentence, as in Ps i' al. saep. The intrusive 131 (om. 5 codd. ; ® 9S ©)
is prob. from the hand of a copyist who, ignoring the rhythm, desired to
call special attention to what follows. Om. also IIPX metr. grat. For
the sentiment see Pr 311-12 ^where in v. 12 we must read 31x311 and he
hurteth, as here, instead of 3X31 and like a father). See also Heb 1 23-".

Efihu amplifies the idea of the remedial intention of sickness, 33""3o.

V. 1 8. Or, For 'tis He that hurteth, &c. Sickness and health, weal and
woe, are both from God, as Eyob, of course, admitted equally with his
would-be monitor. It was the ground of his perplexity. For the thought

see Ho 6' Dt 3233 Ps 1473. bind up. ® irdXiv dTroKaOia-TrjO-ev = 3iC5'i for
K'3ni. But ®2 tTTiBridu = DiE»i ; ©'•* /xoTilxreL will bandage (= V^TV
Ho 61 ®). Ad fin. v. 131311 = 13X3171 (1 for x, by attraction of preceding
f-vowel ; or perhaps a mere scribal error).

V. 19. In six . . . And in seven . . . This shows that V^l is right,
not E'tJ'O (wrongly inferred from ® e^dKL<i iiavayKCiv ktX.). The sense is :

In all successive troubles, no matter how many, He will deliver thee.
For the mode of speaking, cf. Pr 613-13 : TTiese six things hateth
lAHVAH, And seven are abonmiations of His soul. The seven are
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then enumerated. Cf also Pr 3oi3ff-. Accordingly, we should expect
a similar enumeration here, if the text be sound; and, in fact, vv. 20-22
supply it even in the traditional text.

V. 20. The first two ' straits '—War and Famine, he will ransom
thee : Heb ^^3 : a Pf. of Future Certainty. ® rightly pixjiTai o-e. The

Common-Semitic '/n3, Assyr. padii, to release, set free, prob. goes back
to the Sum. BAD, to open, as do also pitii, 113, 113, &c. STO iTO dual.
Leg. lip sing., c ® ck x'^>-P°'^'^"^ Ho 13" ; Ps 2221 al.
z). 2 1 . from the lash (or scourge) of the tongue = ® dTro pao-Ttyos
yXoio-o-^s. PWo for m t3iK'3. Cf Ps 3121. But all the other evils
mentioned are physical calamities ; and it is strange to find slander in

such company. Moreover, God's four sore judgements had become

almost a proverb (Famine, Wild Beasts, Pestilence, and Sword: Ez 15"

i4"-2i; cf Le 2613-23 Dt 3224f-); and after the 'Famine' and 'Sword'

of V. 20, Wild Beasts and Pestilence would naturally follow. And as

the former are specified in v. 22 (}'1X1 111), mention of the latter might

well be expected in the intervening verse. Now DIE' whip (Na 32) seems

to occur in 923 fig. = Divine Scourge, Plague, or some other calamity (cf
Is io26 ; not 2813 : see Box ad loc), but is not so found elsewhere in Job.
On the other hand, we have DW, i' 22, of Satan's roaming and roving
about the earth. We may therefore point t3Vi^3, and reading ^^. pestilence

(Hb 33 Dt 322*) for ]Vt)b tongue (with Duhm), we get the sense When
the Pest is abroad, thou shalt be hidden. With Pit}* here cf "jPli, Ps 91" ;
a passage which also suggests 3P^ IIE'3 when Plague ivastelh (or killeth,
Ju 5" Je 5°). For 30p as a syn. of fitTl pestis, cf Dt 322* (Ho 13" =

''?'!! id.). We might get the same general sense by reading the whole

verse thus :
X3in iiE-i oits^D" T ¦¦ T

= X131 13 vp'-\ xiin x^i
From the Scourge that killeth thou shalt be hidden (cf Ps 91*),
And thou shalt not fear the Pest when it cometh.

llEJ'i for \\^b ; 3".:'l = lEJ'O reversed ! But lie almost certainly echoes
112*1 in Ps 91 I.e. (note the Med. I); and there are other points of
connexion with the psalm, as we shall see presentiy.

V. 22. ' dl (dupl)
'
is Kittel's curt and positive note. It is true that we

have XI1I X^ and ne'e in v. 21 and Xlil ^X and "vob in v. 22;
while ]Q2 famine, v. 22 (also 303) is an Aramaism = 3yi, v. 20. If

,

however, v. 22 was originally a mere duplicate of the previous verse,
the poet's catalogue of Seven Evils cannot satisfactorily be made out.

But IB* may represent a partly effaced bn^, and [33 may be a disguise of

113, the letters 133 being subject to frequent confusion in Hebrew
manuscripts. We therefore restore plB'l 113^1 ^IB'b (cf 11) At the lion
and the cobra thou shalt laugh. And of the beasts of the earth thou shalt not
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(leg.
tib'\) be afraid. Cf Ps 91". A cross-division, no doubt ; but the

poet is enumerating objects of terror, after his literary precedents, and is
not attempting a zoological classification.
@^ diro KaKu>v ipxop.€vu)v hardly implies yio for 1(1)6^0, but merely
paraphrases 3)f. ®a dTro TaXaiTrwpias = IVa; see Hb i3 21''. Instead of
are |33i51 lE'i' ® gives dSiKwv Kal dvo/jiuiv = IJlb? ^Jiy^ (see 1821 29" 318
and Is 913(17)), which may lend some support to [IS^I ^lE'i' (iy = B* ;
1 = 1, as often). ' Die Lesung der LXX : llfc* und 1S3, aramaisch,
kommt nicht ernstlich in Betracht ' (Duhm). But that is not the reading
of ®, which never renders HE* by dStxeti' or dStxos.
V. 23. Lit. For with the sons (133) of the field is thy covenant. iK i33X
stones. Rashi's conjecture of an older reading V.l^ lords, in the sense of
the mythical satyrs and the like, is less probable. The passage is
a reminiscence of Ho 220 (av is), and lltri 133 is a poetic variation of
lltri nil. These, the wild boar, the fox, &c. (Ps 8o» Ct 213 Ho 2" ('2)),
will no longer ravage the fields and vineyards. ® om-, not understanding
the St., or by mere oversight.

Was 133X suggested by Ps 9112b -jtjj-, pj^-j fjy^ [3 Lest thou strike thy
foot on the stone ? Driver thinks of a ' poet, figure, implying that stones
will not accumulate to mar his fields'. But how could this happen,
except on a hill-side, or through human agency (2 K 3"), which is hardly
implied here ?

V. 24. Shalt go over thy fold or muster thyflock. For lp3 see i Sa 1 1^ al.
For 113 sheepfold{s) or pastures, see notes on v. 3. ®b fj Se SiatTa t^s
(TKrivri^ (TOV ov firq dfidprrj. The abode (or maintenance ?) of thy tent shall not
fail, is curious. It looks as if ® read XDin xi? ^blX 1131 (ni3 = SiaiTa
in vv. 3 and 83).

G-^ gives xat iTna-Koirrj t^s evTrpeTrtas crov Kal ov firj

ajxaprrgs, pointing l'!!pS1 against the sense and mistaking 113 for 11X3 .

V. 25. And thou shalt know: as before, v. 24. 'Dass beide Verse mit
lyvi beginnen, ist nicht grade schon und wohl auch nicht urspriinglich.'

The repetitions in vv. 21-25, however, may be regarded as rhetorical.

They give the impression of eager urgency on the part of the speaker, as
though he were making an extemporaneous appeal. It would have been
as easy for the poet to vary his phrases as it is for a modern critic to find

fault with a sameness which so effectively mimics the manner of un
premeditated speech. 8 codd. and ® Z nE*! the field pro SB 1*1X1 the
earth ; but cf Am 72.
V. 26. with powers unimpaired: or in thy full vigour: lit. in thy
moisture or freshness. Thou shalt never become dry and sapless, like

a withered tree ; but shalt retain all thy faculties to the last, like Moses,

Dt 34', whose ' eye was not dim nor his natural force (n.?) abated
'
at the

age of 120. Leg. ^l.?3 pro 5K nP33 here, and in 302 (the only other

place where the doubtful word npa occurs), DIP 13X Dip.?S| youths whose
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sap has perished. (The Ar. AS to show the teeth, grin, lends no support

to IPS in the sense required by the context.) Cf also Je 1 1" (ll?3 > 101^)3).
® om. hic ; 302 legit, ut videtur, 1P3 o-uj/Tc'Xeia.

As the corn (lit. heap or shock of sheaves: Ex 223 Ju 153) goeth up;
scil. to the high place where it was threshed and winnowed, the p3 or
threshing-floor. ©^ has a double or conflate version of the St., the
alternative being the more accurate rendering (0tp,(oi'id=^iyp,o)nd= classical

Orjjxmv, a heap).

We cannot suppose a direct reference to the complete restoration of
Eyob's fortunes in the Epilogue (4210^-), although Eliphaz perhaps poses

as a Seer, 412^-. Nor has the poet for the moment forgotten (vv. 20, 24,

25) that Eyob has already lost his all—slaves, flocks and herds, and
children alike. But neither can we suppose ' a gentle irony

'
(eine leise

Ironie) to be intended by making Eliphaz develop his doctrine at such
length in contradiction of the obvious facts of the case before him, and
close with an emphatic assertion that things are really so unless

indeed the same irony is to be traced in every reiteration of the same
doctrine in the speeches of the Three Friends and even in those of Elihu.

The section vv. 17-27 {Happy the man, &c., .. .in its season), which
reads almost like a psalm (cf Pss i, 91, 92, 112, 128, &c.), might

conceivably be a quotation of a then wefi-known piece ; in which case

the poet would not feel free to make any material alteration in its

phraseology. But that assumption is not essential to a right conception

of the argument. The opening ' Happy is the
man,'

&c., is quite general ;

and the repeated ' thou's
'
and ' thee's

' of the following verses are no
more personal to Eyob than those of Ps 92. The poet, of course, knows

the issue, but Eliphaz does not. The d^nou^ment when it comes is
a great surprise to the three friends who had been so certain of Eyob's

guilt that they felt small sympathy for his miseries (cf 6"^-). Vv. 19-26
cannot be a prophecy of Eyob's future, if only because of v. 27 which

declares that what precedes is a statement of the results of the
friends'

personal observation and experience, which Eyob would do well to lay to

heart. Eliphaz does not forget. The painful facts are before his eyes.

He shows an appalling want of sympathy when he deliberately draws an
idyllic picture of the good old man enjoying to the last those marks of

the Divine favour—health, wealth, and numerous offspring—of which
Eyob had so suddenly beei) bereft. He implies that if Eyob's life had
always been governed by the rule of patient submission to the Divine

Hand, alike in weal and woe, he would not have been brought to this

pass, and his fortunes would have been far otherwise. Even now there

is room for penitence and mercy; and Eyob may live to see brighter

days. Eyob replies (73"') that it is too late; his sickness is fatal, and

his sufferings will soon end in death.
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So far from ignoring or forgetting Eyob's ruined state, Eliphaz has it
always present to his mind as proof absolute of that guilt which, according
lo him and his friends, such ruin must always imply. The section, as
a whole, purports to set forth how God usually deals with the man who
admits his fault and takes whatever ill befalls him as a Divine chastise
ment intended for his good. Had this always been Eyob's attitude, the

blessedness described would have been his happy lot. But, as things

were, his actual condition was crying evidence of the sin that caused it
,

and angry rebellion was an aggravation of the original offence. The

only hope for him lies in acknowledgment and submission. In bitter
contrast with the woful present, EHphaz draws a picture of what might

have been. In the long run it goes well with the good man who owns
his faults and is patient under the Divine chastisement. His health, his
crops, his cattle, his children, thrive, and his end is happy. Eyob's

unparalleled calamities, the opposite of all this, are conclusive evidence of
unacknowledged guilt; but if he will submit and humbly confess his

fault, he may yet find mercy.

V. 27. We have heard it: 13J!pE'; cf ® ravrd ia-riv a dKrjKoa/jiev.
3K '"^lyi??' hear it! The other pointing gives a better parallel, and is

almost required with the emphatic l'??? which follows.
Chapters 6, 7. Eyob's First Answer to Eliphaz.
Chapter 6. My affliction far outweighs my ' resentment ', as you call it

(tJ'y3, 52). I do not cry out without cause, any more than a wild ass or an
ox would be noisy if he were not hungry. Complaining is the salt which

helps me to stomach my sufferings. I long to die ; for, worn out with
disease, I am helpless and hopeless (vv. 1-13).
V. 2. my misery or trouble (i^iN = ® Tas Se dSwVas p.ov cf 2010 Gn 35'8).
Or leg. ^11?? my calamity or distress. Both words are common in

Wisdom-Lit. STO (Q) '"ll'l my ruin ; fem. sing. But in this sense the
plur. is usual, Ps 913 al. Pr ig" v. 30 (30" is corrupt). Moreover, a masc.
subject is required for 133i, v. 2.

St. ii, lit. And that they would lift (Impers.=w^rf lifted) : ® apai, sing.

he (or one) would lift.

' To lift ' is also the etymological meaning of bpV,
Assyr. saqdlu, to weigh (cf the Sum. GAL, nald = NE'3, lift, carry) ; and
our own ' weigh ' = A. S. wegan, lift, carry. See Skeat.
V. 3. 2)f my 13 For now{= then), as in 313. The my overloads the
St., and is superfluous. With the simile cf Pr 273.
wild: incoherent and disordered, like the babble of delirium. M 'I^P,

Pf of yii) or yyi>. ® rd prip-ard ixov icTTiv (jtavXa, perhaps reading Wb
(??3y^): cf ® Is 28" 33" (of unintelligible foreign speech); Ho 71".

But see also Pr 2023 Ob'*, l^yi go up (in the balance Ps 62'") gives a

better parallel.

V. 4. in my flesh : 'IE'33 pro 2)J '''^It^))with me; which, ace. to Dr, means
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' ever present to my consciousness '. "'iV? in my skin or ilE'33 in my
flesh = ® ev t£ <Td>p.aTL jjlov, is simpler, and yields a better || to

' otj/ spirit '.
Eyob's skin was the visible seat of his malady: see 73 1920 3030. For

IE'3 = uuipa, see 4i'3. With the 'arrows of Shaddai', tipped with the
poison of disease, we may compare the shafts of death which Apollo

Smintheus shot at the Achaean host, II. i. 44 ff
.

See also Ps 9i3f- Dt 2822
3223f- Ps 1 813 Ez 5IC Ps 382 La 3i2f- al.
Whose venom my spirit drinketh. Om. IB'X as superfluous and prosaic.

It spoils the rhythm, unless we read OIOIE'. ® &v o dvpbs avTuJv iKiriva
p.ov TO aipa (6up,o's = ^9" as in Dt 3283) reads lOl for ill (illl).
Eloah's terrors array themselves against me ^ SU i313iyi 11PX 'liys.

A questionable text. The first word recurs, Ps 88" only ; and ® gives

mav dp^wji-ai XaXuv (= ''l'?^ ^^¦^) KiVTOvm pe (=
I3npli

: cf Nu 258

aTreKivTrjo-ev = Iplil ; Ju 98^ i^iKivTrjcrev avrov = lllpll ; KaTaKevT" Je 5l')>
Whenever I begin to speak, they stab me.
Kittel's note '1 c ® ''3'n3yi_ cf i R 18, 18' is therefore incorrect as
regards @ (l3y = htaa-rpiipeiv in 1. c, i K 1 8" f-). Otherwise Dillmann's
i3113yi trouble me is a good suggestion, and perhaps better than i31plVi

gnaw me (cf. 30"). Duhm completes the tetrastich by transference of

V. 7="My soul refuseth to rest, which is certainly ingenious; see, however,
the notes on that verse. Possibly a line like ''Siym PX ipiXI (33' 93-i 33
1311.21 1524 Ps 8813 f) And the dread of El affrighteth me has fallen out
owing to its resemblance to ll^x iliy3.

V. 5. As animals cry out for hunger, so I cry out for pain.
fodder: P\P3 (24'): str. moistened food, 7naslin. See Is 302' poi pi?3
fodder seasoned with rock salt or with salt herbs, which would bring out

the sap. The •/PP3 = Assyr. baldlu, to pour, pour out or over, to moisten,
wet, and (of metals) melt. The primitive root is seen in the Sumerian
BAL, tabdku, to pour out. (Om. Suff. c ®95®.)
V. 6

. Is tafil eaten without salt P The name of some succulent vegetable,
eaten as salad, seems lo be required by the parallelism. In Arabic tufl
means spittle (which is a slimy and, in health, a tasteless fluid), and tafala

is to spit or spirt saliva. In the Talmud ??! = unsalted, fresh, of IK'S

flesh and ^
"^ fish, as opp. to nyO salted (Shab. 128^), prob. as retaining

the slimy and sticky juices which salt draws out. In Ez i3ioff- PBl = the
plaster of a wall (a slimy sticky substance, smeared over the surface)
= Assyr. tapalu. In this last sense Heb. and Aram, have also ^iSD (i3')i
to plaster, stick on, with the intermediate /, from the root D-B preserved
in p"31 to stick or cling to.

© Jo>aAS the thing that has lost its flavour or savour, insulsum, insipidum

(cf Mt 513) ; a term used, like Heb. ^31 (La 2") and rh^'F\ folly, unreason
(i22 Je 2313), fig. in the sense o{foolish, silly.

without salt: © I^^X^,. Jl» is prob. a scribal error, due to reading
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w.Nv» salt backwards. Z Xli'D r\'hin x!'iti'3n cooked stuff in which is
no salt.

sap ofbugloss (Anchusa officinalis) : or slimyjuice ofpurslane (Portulaca
oleracea). Heb. nioijl ms in the slime o/"hallamuth. I'l is spittle in
I Sa 21" (= Aram. NTI). As vb. it means to flow, let flow (Le 153), and
may be compared with Sum. RI, to go, to flow, to beget (also A-RI,
water—let flow = beget ; cf NU24'); UG-RIA, witchcraft, bewitching,
enchantment {spittle— let flow). The importance of spittle in Babylonian
magic is well known. (RIR = RI-RI ? The Arab, rawwala, slaver,
emit semen, rdla, to slaver, riydl, slaver, are younger forms. The same
root R-L = R-R may perhaps be recognized in i?l-y uncircumcised;
cf Arab. J^l and Jc,l (^lyi = ^

5
1

triliterahzed internally). The primary
sense would be fluxui obnoxius.
r\\rhx\: Z X31oi'11 xnyU pS^l the white of an egg and the yolk;
combining two opposite interpretations. It adds: 'Another Targum.

As no greenstuff (E'E'3 = Syr. XLmL wild rue !) is eaten without salt, so
there is no taste in the sfime of the yolk (X310?n Xlil3).' The ' slime
of the yolk

'

seems an odd way of signifying the ' white

' of an egg.

© Or is there taste j^oa^L«> o)**i? in the slime of the Anchusa herb
(a kind of borage)? Saad., however, renders/? riqi'l hamqd'i, in succo
portulacae, in the juice of purslane ; a leguminous plant which exudes
mucilage (see Lane, s. v. (j»=.).

®, which gives a good parapnrase of the last verse, has dpro'i (Ol^)
for P31 (owing to confusion and transposition of similar letters) ; while

instead of lioi^l lil3 it presents iv pr\pxi.m.v /cei/ots, reading in313 (Ex 5^)
and perhaps pointing liOPl (= in words of dreams).
V. 7. In V. 7 a we find iravfTacrOai, = yi3li' (cf Dt 2 833 j;,3^n _
draTrav'o-et) and f) opyri /jlov = iB'y3 (v. 2) instead of iK'33. For mine

' impatience ' refuseth to rest is at least a good variant, if not the original
reading. Eyob's indignant outcries were the salt of his sufferings.

For 7 b we have fipdpov {^=- /SpCj/xov) ydp hpui rd alrd jxov (32^) wamp
oajxrjv Xe'oi/Tos For I perceive my food as rank as the reek of a lion ;

a possible paraphrase of 'pn? '"l^l lOir // maketh my bread stink like the
lion. (Cf 3320 : Bateson Wright.) Rejecting the improbable allusion
to the smell of a lion, and reading 'PI (= Xip3), we get the sense //
loathes it as vomit of my food or // makes my food loathsome (lit.
stinking) as vomit. 3B 'Pl^ '.11? "^^D They are like the sickness of my
food; which is clearly nonsense. It is quite likel}-, considering that in
the II passage

3320 111 is the subject of lOir and || to ^33 in the sense
of appetite (3839), that the true text here is lOli? ilil lOlT My Life loatheth
my food.

Duhm, after completing the quatrain, v. 4, by help of 7 a. My soul

refuseth to rest (® : vid. supr.), gets rid of lOl^ 1113 101 by banishing it
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to the margin as the perversion of an Aramaic gloss on llOPl, viz.
I^obl ^13 iOl They are{?) now egg-yolk. Further, out of this gloss,

already embodied in the text, @ made (X)i3^ lil3 101 They are like the
stink of a lion. Duhm adds that, as Bickell notes, the Syrians call

leprosy
' Lion-stench ', because of the foul smell of the ulcers. Ingenious

as all this may be, it leaves out half of ®'s rendering {/Spopov 6pS)

TO o-iTa pov = 'pn? (?
) ITPDl). Moreover, the plur. 101—101 cannot refer

only to nioi>l.

© Jlfy soul is weary of its striking. Or my battle shouteth like a drunken

man, absurd as it sounds, agrees with 3K in st. i, merely taking yi33i'

in its other sense, to strike ; while in st. ii il points 101 shouted instead of
101 they and 'piP my fighting instead of 'priP my food, and substitutes
lliS ut ebrius for the unintelligible '113. The verse may be a marginal
intrusion. Cf Bickell.
V. 8. My hope. Apparently a reference to the words of Eliphaz, 43 51*.
Eyob repudiates the suggestions of his mentor. His only hope and
prayer is to die. 'IJ^O my wish (Hupfeld) would yield a closer || , but is

hardly necessary. Ps 2i3.

V. 9. Eloah; ® 6 xvptos (also in v. 8, where ®a ec, i.e. ^eo's). Leg.

lie Shaddai here (= Kvpios, vv. 4, 14).
would will ¦ or be pleased: ox undertake {^ ® dp^dp.ivo'i). The VbvC,

i>X1 , may be compared with Sum. UL, joy, pleasure {ullu, elfu), and MUL
(= WUL), shine, be bright, whence also springs PX God.
crush : 41" 1 92 al. Cii Tpwo-aTo) pe. Prob. not a different reading. The

translator uses tltpmo-ko) loosely for various Heb. verbs: see 16" 202* 412".

Instead of Would let loose (11! Hi. Impf. of 113 371 ; Ps 10523 Is 58")
his hand and cut me off (scil. like threads from the warp ; Is 38"), @
writes eis Te'Xos Se firj pe dveXirm, But let him not take me away utterly
(or for ever) !— a deliberate alteration. The daring language of the
original shocked the translator's sense of reverence. It is possible, of

course, that his text was illegible here, and that he read
'3yS3i XiP llj) ;

but such a contradiction of the previous line is unlikely. ® perhaps

remembered Je io2''. ®'A2 im/SaXiiiv rrjv x^tpa ktX. more correctly. (For

a similar prayer, cf Nu i ii3 i K 19*.)
V. 10 (a triplet) looks like a doctrinal gloss based upon Psiig*"".
11013 my comfort, occurs only there and here. Clip The Holy One
(Is 4023 Hb 33) is not a name of God elsewhere in Job. In fact, the
word does not occur at all in the sing., and only twice in the plur. (as a

designation of the Angels). Further, the Heb. text is very doubtful.

The form 'ill (Weak Waw c Juss.) naturally continues the previous
construction : And that my comfort might still exist : which is almost
meaningless. Reading 1X1, with three codd., Z (f''!)), 33, and,

above all, with the archetypal passage Ps 11 930, and taking Mil as
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beginning the Apodosis, we get the sense : Then this should become my
comfort. (@ dr)

Se' pov ttoXis rd<^o% = 'ni13p iiy Mil ; a misreading of
similar letters, which really confirms 2)1. For rd^os © '^® Trapd/<Xijo-ts recte.
And I would exult. 5D? ni>DX1 ; almost certainly corrupt. The semel
did. IPD, which in the Talmud = aduri, retrahi, does not suit here, and
is prob. a disguise of DPy = I^y to rejoice, exult, which we find elsewhere
only in Job (2018 39"), and in Pr 7i8t. The dTr. Xey. li'il, again, should
at least be the not uncommon I'll (Ex 15" and five other places; but not
elsewhere in Job), ^loii vb, howevfer, which follows, can only refer to
a person— in this case, God (cf 1613 2722). We therefore restore P'113
when he tortureth (Hi. Infin.—cf Ps 293), or we might perhaps merely
point IP'IS = ipinis in the same sense. For NP leg. KP1 c 26 codd. The
St. thus says: And I would exult when He tortured and spared not!
© -^S CTTi Tet;(e'a)V r]XX6p.r)v iir avr^s = '"''P'D? ID^y^l (or 15. "^^ J '^^•

Ps 1 830). St. iii is not very clear. For I have not hidden (put out of
sight) t?ie words (moral precepts) •^ />^^Holy One. In 2312 he protests
that he has treasured them in his bosom. For 113 Pi. to hide principles

or facts of moral observation, cf 1518 27". If it be meant that Eyob has
never disregarded the Commandments, and that ' no accusing conscience

would therefore impair his comfort in death
'
(Dr), the verse would seem

to hint at redress in the life beyond the grave. As we shall see, however,

nothing of that kind is to be found anywhere in the rest of the book.
Eyob expected and obtained complete vindication in the present fife.

A more suitable statement would be something of this kind : ' It should
still be my comfort and joy, amid the extremes! agonies, that ('3 ;

Ps 1 1930) I have spoken nothing but the
truth.' That I have not hidden

= that I have openly declared ; a meiosis. Clip, which overweights the
St. with a fourth stress, may be replaced by E'liP (cf. ® pijpaTa d-yia) or

even IE*' (v. 25). What I said (3'ofl'-) about God's dealings with man
was not impious, as you suggest, but holy (i

.

e. blameless) or right (i. e.

correct). Cf.-42'-8. ® ov ydp ixj/eva-djxrjv p-qpara dyia ®eoD pow. For

I belied not holy wards (= broke not holy commandments?) of my God
(@^ iv prjimTi Oeov). But 113 is not negare, mentiri, anywhere else in

Job (where it occurs six times besides) or the OT, though the root has

that meaning in Ethiopic (cf. also Ar. j,sm* negavit).

V. II. wait: the attitude of hope is implied, i)!' is used thus abs.,
1313 14". It is trans, in Ps 119^°; but cf vv. 74, 81. ® cf
Ja 5" TTjv vTTopovrjv 'Iti/S. Add iiy metri gratia.
end: i. e. of life : its appointed limit : Ps393Gn6i': It seems implied

that the end is near, endure : or be patient : lit. prolong or lengthen my

soul. In Heb. length and shortness of soul or spirit mean patience and
impatience respectively. So we speak of a ' short temper '.

V. 12. The second st. is metrically too short. Prob. f*! (^li^) has
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fallen out at the end before the following xi, v. 13. Also a Waw cop.
(leg. DXl) has fallen out after Yod ('

) ad init. st. ii.

of bronze. The anomalous and isolated adj. E'113 should probably be
replaced by the subst. IE'113 copper, bronze {2%'^ 40I8 41"; 202^); the poetic
equivalent of nB'13, the root of which has nothing to do with E'13
serpent (from B'13 = E'lb to hiss, whisper, &c), but prob. means shining,

brilliant, and may be affiliated to the Sumerian GUSH, GUS, GUSH,
and GASH, in the like sense (l"1"3 = NI + GUS, what is bright; cf
Assyr. loan-word hullii, red-gleaming, said of gold and other metals).
Copper or bronze is a standard image of brightness in the similes of old
Babylonian religious poetry (the incantations, exorcisms, &c.) : e. g.

IM-SUB-TA = kima kg malli limmalil, 'Like glistening
bronze let him glisten !

' The obscure 1^13 of Ez 1 633 may be compared
with Assyr. nuhlu, overflow, luxury.

V. 13. 3)J is again evidently corrupt. RV would require XPl instead
of DXl . The OX may have been repealed from the last verse, or have
grown out of repetition of the following px. Leg. [1 Lo! a common
word in Job (4I8 guf- 1313, &c.), c © 23, and lliry instead of illty (Ps 60"
638): Lo, there is no help in me; no power of resistance, to bear up
against my sufferings. But perhaps we should read ip for 13, in closer
agreement with st. ii : Behold, there is no helpfor me (or / have no help !).
In St. ii we must restore lyiE*! aid, deliverance, salvation (= @ Poridtia),

the II to nry in Ps 60I3. Cf 512. [In st. i @'s r) ovk iv avria iimroiOuv ;

implies no difference from 2f except 13 in Him for '3 in me. The

reading proposed by Duhm, pXO XI, which merely divides the letters
differently, Lo, whence is my help in me {myselfi) ? = I have no inward
strength at all, though yielding a tolerable sense, does not harmonize

well with the form of st. ii, and finds but doubtful support in Is 402*,
where also the text is questionable. ^<}. (Gn 4723 Ez 16"?) is not a

Job-word.]
».i4. 3)J IDl liyiO OOP is meaningless. Nothing plausible can be
made of OOP ; and a verb is demanded both for sense and parallelism.

Now, in the section beginning with this verse (vv. 14-23) Eyob is very

naturally upbraiding his friends for that lack of sympathy which makes

them so ready lo suspect him, and to reproach instearti of consofing him.

® dTreiTraTo suggests DXO (cf lo3 dTrenro) = DXOl) or OXo!? for 00^. The
verb may be recognized in IDl (point IDl!), he has reproached; an
Aramaism, as in Pr25io. For liyiO his friend{s), see Pr 19' Gn 262*.
Thus we recover the sense Him that is dissolving his friend hath
reproached ; And the fear of Shaddai he (the ir'ienA) forsaketh.

' is dis
solving'

= is in the throes of dissolution, is already melting away or

going lo pieces (cf 73 Ps 588 both Niph.). Since, however, DXO to reject,

despise, is common in Job (51' 82° i9i»al.), and since IDl kindness, mercy.
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sympathy is a good || to 'E> IXli (Ho 66 Mi 68), it may perhaps seem
preferable to restore 101(3) lyiO DXP My friend hath refused mercy. (Cf.
@ Mercy renounced me) ® oddly renders nxi' by iwuTKotr-q, as if the
root were 1X1 > Xli . The sentiment of RV is doubtless implicit in
the modern doctrine of Toleration, but quite contrary to the spirit of the
OT, which nowhere expresses forbearance towards the man ' who
forsaketh the Fear of Shaddai '. And il is without parallel in the book
of Job.
V. 15. Aly own kinsmen have proved faithless as a Wddy ; a winter
torrent, which gradually dries up in summer, cheating the hopes of
wayfarers who expect to find water there. ® x^i-p<ippovs iKXdirwv.

transitory waters. Lit. waters that pass away : leg. 113yi QiO : cf. 11"

my D103. Sro 01^13 improb. repeats ^13 from st. i. © ^ coo-Trcp Kvpa
irapriXOov pe : cf llio Sxnrip KVfjua irapeXOov. (@ © omit pi3X.)
V. 16. with a pall of ice: lit. from ice. ©curiously misrenders omi/e's
/te SievXa/iovvTo, vvv iTrnmrTWKaa-iv /xoi Sxnrep Xf-^v ^ KpiJO-TaXXos TreTTj^ytos

(cf. Ex 15" ©) = :ilp1 3^E'3 i^jy 1^33 my '30 OnWil. For Ij; = Si€vXa(i.
see Dt 2860 Je 2223. It is a Job word, 325 928. © also gives ]''brni
who fear.

lay piled: ox pileth itself: reading
Diyii
for 5K oijyii hideth itself. Cf

'*3iy3 Niph., Ex 1 58, and the Syriac use of the same root.
V. 17. In the dry season : reading 311 scorching heat for (l)31ti. Cf
Gn 31*0 Is 43. In the time of summer heat (311 opp. to lip) is a much
more natural expression than In the time when they are burnt (Du,
versenkt werden), and 3lil recurs, 3080. We might also read 31E', Is 4910.
The Waw belongs to the following word.

they disappear : inoV31 : sir. they are silenced, and so destroyed or

annihilated. DOS (in Heb. a poetic word : Pss Job La 333) may be
compared with the synonymous lOE*, DOS' ( i . silenced, struck dumb, astonished;
2. ravaged, destroyed), and with 001 become silent, perish (SH = earlier D).
Thus lOV = Ar. o>«-o to be or become silent, mute, or speechless.
when it is hot: or when it becometh warm: D13 > 1013. There is
no reference for the masc. suff., and the Waw belongs to the following

"verb (Waw Conv.). ^yi go out, be douled, of a light (Aram.; poet, in

Heb.), i83 21" Pr 13' Is 43". Niph. here only (pass. qs. ' are douled ').

The word is an Internal Triliteralization of a root DA G = Sum. DAG,
go away, yield, give place, cease {naparkd).

vv. 18-20 explain why the winter torrents have become a proverb of
faithlessness. They disappoint the hopes of travellers who turn out
of their way, expecting lo find water in them, and perish in the desert.
But there is something strange in the Hebrew of v. r8; and the difficulty
does not altogether disappear when we restore lilliX caravans (with one
MS) for lillX paths. See Gn 3723 Is 21 13. The same change is certainly
2210 M
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necessary to the sense in the next verse (point UllX !). RV The caravans
that travel by the way of them turn aside makes the best of a bad case ;
but 0311 mux is a curious phrase, and st. ii They go up into the Waste
and perish is surely the climax which should follow, not precede, vv. 19,

20. (The statement obviously cannot refer to ' the course of the streams

being diverted and lost in the desert '. Water does not
' go up '.

) First

we have the caravans, v. 19, looking eagerly (3') for the vanished waters;

then their mortification al finding their confidence misplaced, v. 20 ; and

finally their ascending by the dry bed of the wady into the desert again,

to perish miserably (v. 18). Instead of lIllX in v. 18 we propose llixi'
backward: cf Ps 1148. The Niph. 113^1 should be pointed Pi., in the

sense of they bend or turn round. So one cod. Cf Ar. v:jil to twist,
wring, or turn a thing about ; to turn a man aside. Cf Niph. in Ru 38.
In Assyr. lapdtu, Pret. ilput, means to turn, revolve (of doors), to overturn
or overthrow, and to touch, handle, or take hold of {ci. Ju 1620). In v. 20
sense and metre require D3 'lipii they trusted in them instead of the
meaningless 1^3 of SOf. <SZ read the plur. In st. ii read omy (referring
to 010 V. 15 ; cf 16, 17) for T\'^'\)3.
In V. 17 ® appears to have read lOlpO yi3 X^ 10131 31E' loyi'

According as it melted and when it became warm, its place (or existence

Aram.?) was not known (or 133?). But in v. 18 i
l seems lo depart

entirely from the text of 3W with the paraphrase : So was I also forsaken

b
y all ; Yea Iperished and became an outcast. Yet this might be a loose

rendering of 131X 1I130I vyo 0311 V\^?\ They turn aside their wayfrom,

me. Andfrom my home Iperish, or something very similar ; which hardly
presupposes anything more than corruption of the text of 20f.
In V. 19 ® mispoints IO131 and misreads '.I'P for I'lp; in v. 20 Diny 1N3.
has been mistaken for onyi pX3 (= iiA TrdXeo-tv koI xprjpaa-Lv). ® turns

the verse into a proverb: And they will incur shame Who trust in cities
and riches.

V. 21. Such . . . to me. Lit. So now have ye become to me : restoring
(3 ... 1? for 5Df '3 • • • i?. Instead of v to him, which is quite unsuitable
here (if the statement were For now ye are His), the Kelib is ^ not,
which RV assumes may mean nothing {For now ye are nothing) ; but that

is never the case. ® dTap S
e xai. vpets iTri^rjre pot dveXerypdi'ws = DIN 13

ii'-lt3xi' 013313 : see 3021. Peihaps we should read i^-lt3X^ Oli'l DIN '3
For ye have become cruel lo me. 1T3XP, moreover, might be ©'s misreading
of 3t3XP a deceptive stream (Je 1 5I8).
In St. ii leg. ^Xini . Waw has fallen out after Waw (or Yod). Cf ®

tucTTe iSdi/Tes to ip.bv Tpavp.a <^o/3jJ^jyT€ = IXl');!^ '3X3 1X111 (rpavpa
= 3X3, 1 63; cf the verb, 1422. 13x3 my pain may be right here, instead
of the air. Xiy. Ill a terror. See also 213 : They saw that the pain was
very great). Eyob says : I had expected a refreshing draught of sympathy
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from you, my old friends, to cool the heat of my torments ; but at the
sight of them you take alarm, and fear is apt to be cruel. They were
afraid that unqualified sympathy might be construed as approval of Eyob's
protestations and bring similar calamities upon themselves. In the next
two verses (22, 23) Eyob lakes an ironical tone. 'You need not be so
alarmed. You are as cold and hard as if I had asked you for money.
I have asked no material succour of you. Sympathy is cheap ; and kind
words cost

nothing.' Eyob had asked no complimentary presents, such
as are customary in the East (cf i K 102-10-13.25^ nor bribes to win the
favour of a judge (cf Mi 3"), nor intervention (in the shape of propitiatory
gifts?) between himself and powerful enemies, nor payment of ransom to
brigands (? OiS'iy terrible ones), or figuratively, as in Je 1 521, deliverance
from formidable foes. Perhaps piy sing, the tyrant, would be better ;
cf the ||

, and 1520 27" note (all the occurrences of piy in Job).
In V. 22 ® paraphrases st. i, and eTriSe'op.at in st. ii suggests '111?'

have I sought? or perhaps 'llB'ri (= iniDl), do I need? (Dt 158), instead
of niE'.
vv. 24-26. Cease your dark hints, and speak out! tell me my sin

plainly, and I will say no more. Or are you merely blaming the wild
words of despair ? Words are but wind.

v. 24. Teach me : like priests giving oracular responses (Mi 3").
mine error. Heb. ini3E' lO how I have gone astray; not so much
wilfully (Eliphaz had not charged him with any wilful sin), as through the

infirmity natural to man, 41'. Yet see 4''-8. But st. i (' I will be silent ')

and V. 25 f. indicate that i
t is rather the objection taken to the violence of

his language and his questionings of Providence that Eyob intends.

He maintains the practical innocence of his complaints, irreverent and
presumptuous as they may seem to us.

V. 25. Why are honest words (lit. words of uprightness) grievous {hard,
difijicult, intolerable) P 1X103 : see 1

63 Hi. aggrieveth thee (but leg. phps.

nsil3i) ; I K 28 and Burney's note ad loc. ; Mi 2io(?). The root ^10 is

common in Assyr. in the senses hard, difficult, troublesome, grievous, sick,
painful (of disease), sorrowful, and the like : e. g. haranam namraga,

a road of difficulty. Neb. ii. 21 ; Sa Ahuramazda ulamt ina muhhika la

imarruf. What Ahuramazda commandeth, let it not be troublesome to thee !

Inscr. of Darius, Naksh-i-Ruslam, 36. Eyob asks why his ' honest

'

(or truthful) words should annoy his friends so
seriously. Cf ®'s elegant

paraphrase : ' But, as it seems, a truthful one's words are
amiss.' We

might also render the Heb. stichus as a sarcastic exclamation: How
painful (or grievous) are honest words ! There is therefore no need lo
substitute 1x9p3 (Ps 119103) for 1X103, c i MS and Z.
And what (or how) doth reprooffrom you reprove P {!

) Contemptuous

irony. Reprooffrom you is more emphatic ihaxiyour reproving (0311311),

M 2
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laying, as it does, a bitter stress on the pronoun. The expression is
,

however, isolated ; and the Versions failed to understand it
.

@
' For not

from you (Dsp) do I beg strength (D3)' virtually repeats v. 22.
V. 26. Lit. Is it to reprove words that ye think? ® Traucrei = li3E'l
for 13E'll. In st. ii the Heb. E'X13 nox lllh might perhaps mean And
{But) for the wind are the words of a despairing one ! if the context were
different. But inh prob. disguises a form || to nSlli", perhaps 113^1
(=
1131^1) And to quiet, > mpi And to wash away. Is 4* (Dr), which,

though nearer in form, is remoter in sense. IDvl And to correct (4' al.),

is also possible (Heth and Samech being sometimes confused in
manuscripts : see Dr, Mosheh ben Shesheth, p. ix), or even E'llipi to
silence (ll3t). ® oiSe ydp (®^ om.) vp.wv <f>Oiyixa p'^naros di/e^opai =

XE'X D310X nil xh. (For dvexop,at = XE'3 see ®2 2x3). This suggests
an illegible text rather than arbitrary alteration. Assuming dislocation of

the original order of the Heb. words, and comparing i68 (see also 82), we
might be inclined to more drastic emendation and read 111 iiox 113yi'1
And to answer words ofwind? Cf also 3212 3313.
V. 27. This verse, as it stands, is correctly rendered in RV. It seems
to accuse the friends of a degree of hardheartedness that would stop at

nothing where sordid gain was in view. Eyob, however, was not an
unprotected '

orphan'

; nor was there any question of ' bargaining

'

(4030)

over his person. The language looks proverbial, but is inappropriate to
the context. Reading (by a different division of the letters) 01 '^y for
D(l)n' ^

y
,

and (with ® 93) IPisn instead of IP'Sl, and in st. ii (which is

metrically short) D3yi"Py
D'pps IliSini, we get the satisfactory couplet

Even upon the blameless (ii 820 920) will ye fall.
And join words together against your friend P

Cf ®, which gives emXXeo-^e Se' for 11311 here, and in 16* renders IIUIN
0'PO3 D3ipy by evaXoupat vpxv pr^pairiv.

V. 28. Look at me : lit. turn oxface round; as if they had averted their
faces from him, in indignation or shame at his reproaches. Cf 2 1^ ; and
for 3 13S Ec 2". Look me in the face, he cries ; eye to eye can I lie to
you? (DX Interrog. = Num? cf v. 12.) ® But now, looking into your

faces, Iwill not lie! taking DX (perhaps rightly) as the Particle of solemn
asseveration common in oaths. As the st. is metr. short (2 beats),
insert '3N which may have fallen out before DX : And toyourface /(emph.)
will not lie I

V. 29. Go back on your hasty presumption of my guilt; and do me
not the injustice of refusing to hear me out. The repeated ISE* is

suspicious : ® (KaOia-are Sjj) points the first 13E' Be seated! (as though

the friends had risen to depart in disgust), and omits the second. For

St. ii it gives Kat TrdXtv tw SiKatu. (Twepx^a-Of = 1X3 p'lS'Oy llyl (cf 2 2*
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Kat o-vveXevo-erat o-ot eis Kpiaiv = ODE'03 "JOy X13i, and 982). Now, as
@«c.a and ®^ add eV xpta-i at the end of st. i, some such reading
as :xi3i iplV Iiy DSE'031 {And let my righteousness again be tried!)
would appear to be indicated, or (lit. as ®) :1X3 pnVDy IIV D3E'031
{And into judgement again with a righteous one enter !), or simply 03E'031

: 1x3(1) iioyiiy {And again with me enter into judgement !). Other
emendations might be suggested, e.g. !'? 'plV HV 132*11 And give me
back my righteousness ! or, again, Yea, return ! my righteousness is still
in me ! (13 for 13 , which © 33 appear to omit). @ Return now, and
justify! (=:^1plS 322). It would be better to point 'plS be just! sc. in
your judgement of me (? 13 in me='m my case): cf 101= Ps 51".

''3J plX
liyi And again let fustice come! is a plausible, if not a convincing

conjecture (Kittel) ; but when Duhm retains the text of 5K, and renders
Yea return ; my right is still therein ; i. e. I am justified in speaking as I do ;
we can hardly suppress the objection that there is no possible antecedent

to 13 in the verse except l?iy, with which, as he says, no reasonable man
would think of connecting it. After all this, we shall perhaps be pardoned

if we venture to make another suggestion, which has .at least the merit of
simplicity. Read ipis 113I iyOE'1 And hear my righteous words.
v. 30. Is there really ' Injustice ' (513)—anything morally wrong—in
what I have said ? have I lost the faculty of discernment between truth
and falsehood ? Dr rendered st. ii : Cannot my taste (lit. palate)
discriminate calamities (3013)/ explaining, 'i.e. whether they are de

served or not '. But the Heb. seems rather to ask : Or my palate—doth

it not sense (or perceive) ' calamities
' (if that be the meaning of 1111) P

The verb J13 is used of sense-perception, 9" 1421 131 al. (all c p of Direct

Obj., but Pr al. c Accus. as here). If Eyob's misfortunes be intended
by mil, the meaning will be: Does not my palate know calamity by its
nauseous taste ? i. e. My sufferings are not imaginary ; I do not cry out
for nothing (cf 6*). This, however, is a bad || to st. i, which demands
to be informed whether there is any

' injustice ' (of statement ; untruth :

13') in bis 'tongue'; i.e. perhaps as an inherent incapacity for speaking
aright or truly. If mil might mean deceit, falsehood (cf 13' 27^ where
the II to l^iy is liOl), we might well adopt that meaning here. Now in
Ps 510 38" 528 5512 Pr 17'' the word is associated with crafty speech and
lying. Moreover, the Arabic uses of the root uyt, (ill) seem to indicate
hole, pit, hollow, as the primitive meaning, from which the transition is

easy and natural to the idea of emptiness, on the one hand, and to that of

falling down, inclining to. Sec, on the other. See Lane. Thus lill
emptiness, hollowness, falsity, villainy, whether of words or opinions, would

be a synonym of NIK" emptiness, nothingness, falsity, worthlessness (73 11"

1531 313 ah).

(It is
,

of course, possible that the 1 of liDl deceit was accidentally
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omitted, and that liD was then read backwards as ill, since 1 and i,
O and 1, are often mistaken for each other in Hebrew manuscripts.)
® -^ Xdpvy^ IJ.OV ovxl crvvecnv peXera ; = '. 131' 13i3 XP '31 DX (cf 27*

Is 598 Ps 3528 = ® 3432^ J an interesting but hardly correct substitute
for 5ro, which ©95.1 also failed to understand. (© perhaps read lOX
truth for ini.) Cf also Ma 23.
Chapter 7. After a brief pause, as it would seem, Eyob resumes his

pleadings, which appear to be aimed at God rather than the three friends.

It is a passage which reads like an exquisitely plaintive and pathetic
elegy, lamenting the general hardness of man's lot, but more especially
his own hopeless misery which has no prospect but speedy death.

Therefore he is bold to remonstrate with his Maker, and to demand why
He cares lo persecute to the deatii a being so infinitely beneath Himself
as mortal Man.

vv. 1 1-2 1. In 628-30 Eyob has begged a further hearing, on the ground
that his tongue and his palate, his powers of speech and his moral sense,
are still unimpaired. In 7" he continues: I also will not restrain {16^)
my mouth : I will speak as freely as you have done. (RV Therefore Iwill
not, &c. ; but i3X 03 means / also, I too, with emphatic Pron.) This
statement follows naturally on 680. We have therefore transposed the

section to the beginning of the chapter. The division of the chapters

is evidently, as often, quite arbitrary.

v. II. The verse, as it stands, is a triplet. A stichus like lllSX
10V '13E' / will open my lips with Thee (cf 11= 3220), or xbsx X^ lists'
M}' lips I will not shut (cf Ps 4010) may be supplied to complete the
quatrain. The former seems preferable. ® opens st. iii with di/oi'^u
(= 1113X : 3^ al.), and ^oy supplies a reference for ' Thou ' (vv. 12, 14).
Otherwise we might be tempted to think that stt. ii, iii were variant forms

of the same line derived from different editions or recensions of the Heb.
text; ' doublets

'

such as we find, for instance, in the old Babylonian Epic

of Nimrod (Gilgamesh). Cf loi iE'33 103 liaiX / will speak in the
bitterness of my soul, which Bickell and Duhm consider to be the true
reading here (after ' die urspriingfiche LXX ' [?]), interpolated there.
V. 12. An allusion to the ancient Babylonian mythus of Creation,
which told how Bel-Merodach, the great god of Light, after his supreme

conflict with Tiamat (Dill), the mighty Dragon of the primeval chaos of
waters, divided her vast carcase between heaven and earth, spreading half

of it over heaven (' the waters above the firmament ' : Gn i) ; after which

' He drew bolt(s), he posted a watch. He charged them not to suffer her

waters to come forth

'

(mislulla ilkunamma lamdma ugallil ; ildud parkU
maggarii ulagbit ; mela la Idgd lunuti imta'ir. Creation Tab. IV.
138-40). The naked brevity of the reference here proves that the poet

assumed that the allusion would be familiar to his readers. See also 26'^
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388-10
; Is 271 gis. The word i'31 serpent, dragon, used in Heb. of

aquatic monsters, and in these passages of the legendary Monster of the
Deep, may be derived from the 'v/j3n = Assyr. dandnu, |31 to be strong
(cf naddnu =z ]T\3, and conversely abdtu, kabdlu = "^^ti , 133; also TA
tannH = dannil, &c.), and would thus mean, strictly speaking, strong,
mighty, forceful one. The Heb. tannin is

,

in that case, etymological ly and

formally identical with the Assyrio-Babylonian danninu, a syn. of irgitu,
the Earth {<Zxea\.\on Tab. VII. 115; 5 R 21. 59); and the Earth, as
fashioned out of the other half of Tiamat, may have been mythically
conceived as a huge dragon lying in the Deep and rising above it

(cf 2 Pe 3^ : ' Earth, censolidated out of Water and amid Water ').
V. 13. When I say. Or If I think (= say in my heart. 33P3 may be
either expressed, as in Ps loo-"-", or omitted).
will take away part of my complaining. iliE'O for SOJ iliE'3. If we
keep SW, we must render My bed will help me bear, Sec, supplying 'IK
with me, which is expressed in the same construction, Nu 11". ® dvoia-ta

Se Trpos ip-aVTOv iSia Xdyoi' (A StdXo'yoi' iSta) TJj KOLTg [xov = iliE* XE'X
.•i33E'D3, taking mE' in the sense of talk, and changing the Pers. of the
Verb. (Prob. not a different reading, but a misinterpretation of the text.)
V. 14. with visions. 'tl3 for 'tlO, which is a ¦ reminiscence of 413.

® ev opdp,acriv rede. Fearful dreams were believed to be divine portents

of imminent evil. They are said to be characteristic of Eyob's malady
(Elephantiasis). Both stichi of this verse are metrically defective, unless

we admit that a long word may have two stresses. Of course we might
suppose that a. word has fallen out of each member, e. g. ipii? and lE'Xl

respectively : Thou scarest me with dreams of the night. And with the
visions of my head (Dan

228 71-15
Aram.)

affrightest me, cf 413 208 331=.

It is also possible that Eyob dwelt upon the fact that even his bed, instead
of giving him some respite, only aggravated his miseries. Accordingly,

'B'lyi'y, i33E'0"i'y, may once have stood in the verse : Thou scarest me

with dreams on my couch. And with visions on my bed Thou affrightest me.
V. 15. As pointed, SK can only mean: And Thou hast chosen the

strangling of my soul. Point pJip instead of the Stat. Constr. P?1P.

The word occurs here only; but see 2 Sa 1728 for the related verb (p3n).

This root is cognate with p3y, Ar. onq, Aram. N|P31V neck, which

look like worn forms of the Sumerian GU(N), neck, with nasalized final

sound (cf Chinese king, keng, neck, throat, and hiang, hong, ngong, nape

of neck).

® aTraXXdfets aTro irvivparo'; p.ov (©^ Om. pov) -rqv ij/vxnv
(©^

^to^v)

pou = iE'D3 (i)nilD TDl (®A ijiil, ut 3322) Thou removest (98* 273 343)
from (my) spirit my soul (life). This seems to depend on misreading of

similar and partially effaced Heb. letters. For st. ii
, which like both

members of v. 14 (q. v.), appears to have lost a third accented word,
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®B gives dTTo Se Oavdrov rd oa-rd pov = 'llOVy llOPI {= Wl, slightly
modified to suit @'s version of st. i). ®-'^ rrjv Sc i/'ux'?" po'" """o tou

o-(up.aTds p,oi) = lOVyo 'E'331. Cf Ps 13913 ('P^¥)- This does not help
us much, although 1101 And death is prob. right .> 110 (1 having fallen

out after 1 as often). Reading iiuvyo (9^*) in place of illOVyo, we get
the passable sense And death rather than my pains. (RV And death
rather than these my bones = rather than this skeleton will not do ; if only
for the reason that the indispensable pronoun is wanting in the Heb.).

We may further reinstate some verb denoting desire after mo; e. g. '^T}^^,
the Subject of which is usually E'S3 (2313), or '1131 c b (3*'). The spirit

of the suggestion (Reiske and others) that ilDXO, the (corrupt?) word

which now begins v. 16, should really end v.- 15, is too modern. Duhm

translates : Den Tod verachte ich vor meinen Schmerzen. But Eyob never
speaks of despising death. He longs for it

,

as the sure end of his miseries
(chap.

3

throughout). There is pathos and an intense melancholy in the

tone of 7910-21 Qjmi. 10I8-22 14 (throughout), but never a word of contempt.

In fact, nowhere in the OT is death so regarded. Moreover, if we
detach 11DXO from it

,

st. i of v. 16 becomes metrically too short.

We may read ilDXD3 Iflow, dissolve, melt or waste 'away, sc. with my
malady (v. 5 ad fin.); cf. the cognate roots DDO Niph. to melt, flow away
(Ps 588) and IDO id. : or better perhaps inox / have said {Methinks),
as in v. 13. ®

om.' (These words are prob. akin to Assyr. misii, wash,

purify, and maldsu Niph. become bright; the ultimate primary root being
the Sumerian MASH, bright, shining, to purify. The other and much
commoner DXO reject, despise, springs from a root MAS = BAS, BAZ,
preserved in 113 , ITS despise, and D13 trample on, which last perhaps

contains the original idea.)
V. 16. I cannot always live: lit. Not for ever shall I live. It seems
hardly worth while for the Eternal to persecute His ephemeral creature,
or to pay so much attention to mortal man. Cf Is 222. Vv. 17, 18
apply the thought of Ps 8* in a bitterly ironical sense.
z'. 17. set thy mind upon him : ox give thy thought to him ; heed ox notice

him, i'.
V. 18. visit: or observe. Cf 1012 31" 351-3. Rather perhaps: visit
his faults with punishment (cf v. 21). D'l^SP, as in Ps 73" Is 332 al.
(not 'p3P ut SOf). Diy31^ at moments; momently. Is 278 Ez 2613 al.
try: test ox examine \\\s moral cox\A\\.ior\. (Point 'psil, not '?11. Cf ®,
which, however, misunderstands the Adverbial expressions with its Ita^ to

Trpojt and Kat cts dvaTravcrtv = y'3iP1 : cf Dt 2833 jg 341^: perhaps yi31D?1 :

cf Je 613). From the metrical point of view, the remarks on v. 14 apply
to this verse also. Possibly the Adv. expression was originally repeated

in each stichus, to indicate the systematic regularity of the visitations
' Unless 'iva ixaKpoBvfiriaw = "Jil^X^X '3 = ilDXD (misread and transposed !).
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(cf Di' DV day by day). A scribe may have omitted the repeated words
as needless, or by sheer inadvertence.

V. 19. How long? 103: so also in Ps 35". In 1322 Ps ii^*-" it means
How many?; in 21" How often? Cf Ps 78''o. look away from me.
See Ps 391*. Nor give me a moment's respite? lit. Wilt not drop me until
I swallow my spittle? (3010. pi saliva, ppl, \>'T\ to spit; cf Sum. UG, id.
The other pi"i = Sum. RIG, green.) ® adds ev dSvvr; ; a gloss implying
(wrongly) that he

' swallowed his- spittle ', or gulped, for pain.

v. 20. Restore DX before inxoi: see the echo of this question, 35",
which also proves that the meaning cannot he: If I have sinned, what
shall I dofor Thee (sc. by way of satisfaction), but If I have sinned, what
do I to Thy detriment ? (Dr : ' how can I injure Thee ? '). How can any
thing I do affect God, one way or the other ? Cf. also the like implications
of Eliphaz, 222-3. <Dig unpoetische Form macht aber v. 20^

says Duhm. The form is
,

however, practically identical with that of 35".
DlXl 1X3 Thou Guard (or Keeper) of Man ! which would usually imply
protection (cf the syn. lot?, 14I8 Ps 121), has here the unfavourable sense
of keeper or guard of prisoners and the fike. The metre might be
completed by inserting '.?y over after "i?f3 (cf Ps 1418) or better 3P heart

(® TOV vovv = 3P, as in v. 17); but perhaps the first half of the verse
should follow the second. The transposition would give us three couplets

in QinAh-measure for the close of the chapter.

If I sin, what do I to Thee,
Thou Keeper of Man?

And why not pardon my fault.
And let my guilt pass ?

For soon in the dust I must lie.
And Thou seek me when gone !

Wherefore hast Thou set mefor a butt to Thee ? y330 something to aim
at, hit ox attack; a butt or mark; syn. (dir-) of 11130 which follows.

(© K(f.T(.vT(.vKTriv a-ov,

' thine assailant ', pointing y?Dp. Cf 3682.) So that

I am become Thy target ? = i<'\arh "{b IMXI : cf 1612 La 312. This at
least provides a better parallel than Wl : XE'ol? •hv I'lXI So that I am
become a burden on me (i.e. myself). Cf 2 Sa 1 583. i^y on me is one of the
eighteen changes of reading made by the Scribes, according to Jewish

tradition (onBID i31pn), on the ground of religious reverence, ybv on Thee

having been the original text (cf @ eip-t Sc eirt o-ot t^oprlov). The change, as

in other instances, cannot but seem childish, in view of the many far more

daring expressions which have been left unaltered in the speeches of Eyob.

V. 21. Andwhy. Leg. nob^ (® Kal Std tl), as in v. 20. The question

And why dost Thou not take away (or forgive) my transgression, Sec.

implies the preceding ilXOl DX (v. 20), and supports its genuineness.

Instead of NE'l ® points XB*! {=nfr[) forget, or rather Hi. NtS'l (= Ifl)
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cause to forget {ovk iiroL-ija-o} t^s dvop,tas pot X-qdrjv). In St. ii the insertion
of 'Pyp after luyil (cf Zc 3^) would restore the normal measure : And
let my sin pass from me P
For now. As it is, my punishment is fatal ; and pardon will come too
late after the inevitable end. For 2)f IByi? read 13y"^y with the verb

33E', as in 20" 2123. To lie down on the ground ¦=^ to die.
V. \. a hard service: or a term of warfare. The word ''^X is used of

the work done by the Levites in the Sanctuary, Nu 48-23 ai.^ which was

certainly arduous enough ; and the context here requires the meaning

service, as in 14". [There can be little doubt of the identity of Heb. X3S

army, warfare, service, (and the Denom. X3S to war), with Assyr. 9abif

(from gab'u), man, warrior, the common ideogram of which is
,

in the

primitive Sumerian script, the outline of a bow (see Chinese and Sumerian,
p. 20; Sign-list, no. 43); indicating that the original meaning of the
symbol (read ERIM, ERIN, ZAB) was bowman, archer, warrior. Cf.
the Egyptian hieroglyph for menflt, ' soldier ', ' army ', viz. a man kneeling

on one knee and grasping a strung bow.J Cf the Latin militia, in the
sense of a civil service or office, esp. a laborious one.
A man's life at best is a weary time of continual toil, allotted by the
Divine Taskmaster (Gn 3i'-i9 Ec 1I8). Read hv c Qrt > b

v Ktib.

Are not his days like those of a hireling? i.e. jealously measured out
and exactly determined, not bating a single hour of labour and sorrow.

Cf 143. See also Is 16" 2ii«, where we have the similar phrase liSB* i3E'3
like the years of a hireling; i.e. full or exact years. ®, taking X3S in the
military sense, curiously renders it Treipar-^piov, piratical expedition or

enterprise, perhaps raid; prop, nest ox gang ofpirates (so again, 10"). In
1912 the same word = 1113 troop of raiders (so Gn 49"), cf 253 (TretpaTat).
v. 2. pantsfor shade ; prob. of evening, Je 6* Ct 2". (y^V pant, breathe
hard, gasp, desire, springs from the same root as 3E'"3, 51t5'"3, 0E'"3 blow,

breathe ; and 1"3X, 1"1X desire, want, &c., are of the same origin, since
AB, A W, may be regarded as worn forms of SHAB. Further, the
perplexing e)X3, which like fiXE* takes the simple Accus., may be explained

as the N-form of the latter, since breathing hard is associated with desire
and the sexual nisus, Je 22* 57-8. See Proc. Brit. Acad., vol. vii, ' Shumer
and Shem ', p. 29 ff. for thtse variations of sound.)

® rj aJo-TTcp Oepd-iroiv SeSoiKojs tov Kvpiov avTbiv Kal TeTev;^a)S o-Kias is app.

a combination of two renderings. In 3I8 Kat Oipdwwv SeSotKws (X'=-'' A ov

SeS.) TOV
Kvpiov avToi) represents Heb. li31XO iE'31 13yi. It would seem

therefore that S)XE'i was misread iB'31 here ; the three letters common to

both words being read backwards, as in other instances. ® uses Se'Soixa

six times in Job for as many different Heb. words ! It seems to be a

favourite word with the translator. It is correctly used, 323 38^"; cf Is 60",
but as strangel)- as here, 2613 412. TeTeuxiis (A TCTvxrjKU)';) = XSC;
another perversion of 3XE'i.
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V. 3. I have been endowed with : or made to possess (Heb. il^l3l). But
® vTripiiiva = 11^111 (32"-i3) / have Waited, or ilSli (6" 14"), id.
9)2 agrees better with st. ii. Months (ilT): an unlikely || to nights (Tibh).
Days

(101) would be more natural; esp. as, both in what precedes and

in what follows, Eyob is complaining about his ' days '. In fact, the
point of the simile, vv. i, 2, is obscured by the reading 'months'; the
point being that Eyob, like the hired labourer or the toiling slave,

ardently longs for the end of every day. And since he is hopeless of
recovery,'he desires above all the end of his ' hard service ', which can

only be death.

delusive : or disappointing, or void of all gooA, futile, vain and profitless.
X1E' emptiness, nothingness, falsity, and more positively evil, like J1X.
11" 15" 31^ 35"; Ps 60I8; Ex 20'- 13. In Arabic, where l^». and its
derivatives are largely represented, the last appears to be the predominant

meaning, and there is no trace of the idea of emptiness. Two of the

native authorities compare it with (j«ij = E'X3 ; and it seems not impos

sible that the Sem. root was IE' = 3E', a softened form of 31 = Sumerian
GAB, bisu, stinking, foul, bad.
In St. i ®aS (but not ©) om. 1!?, which, however, may really belong
to the following word, if we read the whole line thus : X1E' VOip 1IPIII |3
So have I waited in evil days (perhaps lon ; but cf Ez 2 2" al. for b of
Time). St. ii may then be rendered : And (in) the troublous nights

allotted me (pointing '?"W0 ; a Relat. clause).

V. 4. As it stands in 3K, this verse is both grammatically and metrically
defective. Siy lipi cannot mean but the night is long (RV), but only
and evening measure, which is nonsense. Pr 7" (OL) is no real instance
of 3iy = night. Moreover, the original quatrain has become a triplet.

The II

passage Dt 283' suggests the tentative restoration : il33E'~0X

iJllOXI (i33E'0-^y) If I lie down (on my bed) / say, DIpXI lp3 |li-iO
Would that it were morning that I might rise! 3iy Jli'iO ilOp'OXI And

if I rise. Would that it were evening ! '131 iiy3E'1 And I am sated with
unrest (flutterings, agitations) until twilight. ®, however, gives : idv

KoifxrjGw, Xeyft) IJoTe -^pepa ; <js
8'
av dva(TTu>, TraXiv Hot£ eo-Trepa ; =

3iy ino D1pX-DX1 DI1 ino 1110x1 in33E'-DX. Thus, by supplying DV day
or ip3 morning {= fjpipa i Sa 1438) after ino in st. i, and reading ino for
no in St. ii, © mends the sense but not the metre of the verse. Some
phrase like i33E'0 b

y

on my bed, or pE'i^' to sleep, improves both in st. i.

«)E'3 is never the morning, but always the evening, twilight, even in

Ps 119"'. Otherwise, rejecting 3iy (ino) 1101 as an intrusion from the

margin, we might reduce the verse to a distich. If I lie down, I say,
When shall 1 rise? (01pX"'no, perhaps spoken as one word mdthaqUm,

or the like) ; And I am surfeited with restless movements until the morning
grey. Cf ® (dTro iairipai) etus Trpwi. (© dSwats = IIIIO for 01113 ; cf

3=oEz2i3.)
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V. 5. © paraphrases st. i : <fivperai
Se' pou to o-S>pa iv a-aTrpia CTKioXi^Kiav,

My body is mixed (wetted) with wormy rot. 101 worm is str. o-kuXtj^.

Ex i62« (= syn. ly^ll 25") ; but is rendered o-airpia, rottenness (of which

worms are a symptom) in- 17" 2123 253. In Pr 12^ on the other hand,
3pl rottenness is rendered a-KwXrji. What we have here, therefore, is
app. a ' conflate

' equivalent of 101 .

The two next words, ISV E^iSI (Qii B'lSI), traditionally interpreted and
clods ofearth (= © ^wXaicas y^9, cf Ecclus 2213), are metrically redundant,
and may have crept in from the margin. In many codd. the 3 is a

minuscule, which may imply that it is not original, but was added con-

jecturally. In that case, 13y B" may perhaps be a relic of 2123 nsy py
'\y\ 1011 133E'i once cited here in the margin. The last three words,

0X011 y31 ''-\\) My skin (a frequent || Xo flesh) hardens and dissolves (i.e. in
turn), suffice both in sense and metre for the second stichus. y31 may
perhaps bear the sartie sense here as Ethiop. ^70; concrescere, coagulari,

spissari, congelari (see Di) : thickens, or as we say, gathers, of ulcers and

sores : but the use is unique in OT. [The Sumerian RA, which is prob.
from RAG—cf. LAG, in the like meanings—and signifies both aldku,
' walk ', ' go ', and kdnu, ' be fixed ', ' firm ', will be seen to account for

the various applications of the root RAG in Semitic. The primitive
character is an outline of the foot, the organ alike of moving or going and

standing or stopping. Hence we can explain b~V\.foot, str. the walker

and slander, TT\ quiver, shiver, shake, with fear, anger, or other emotions,
V"^! move to andfro or up and down, stir up, disturb, agitate, Is 51^3, yj'l

a brief space of time, a moment, v. 18, 2o3 2ii3, cf Is 54' I'tSp "ST^f^for a

briefwhile, str. perhaps a stand or stop, cf Lat. statim, or else a quick

movement, a shake, cf our phrase ' in two shakes ', yi3"iX id., Pr. 1 2", and
y"31 Niph. to stand, stop, become fixed or set, to rest, Hiph. trans, fix, set,'' '
appoint, like I131, Is 51*. The Arab. Ja^ a man is

prob. not connected

with this root, but may be equated with the Sumerian LtlGAL, amelu,
a man, since R and L interchange : much as Aram. i?Pi33iri a cock =
Sum. DAR-LUGALU, id., lit. 'the Fowl King', with interchange of
L and N.]
For St. ii © gives : t^kw Se ySwXaKas y^s dTro i;^wpo5 fvwv. While I melt
clods of earth with matter as I scrape = ' IDOX 11310 isy E'131. See 2',
where 11311? to scrape himself (i. e. to scrape off the pus and scurf from

his ulcers) is rendered i'va tov Ixwpa ivy. Here the translator supposes

that the dropping pus dissolves the clods at the sufferer's feet. For

tt/jku) = IDOl, cf Ps 147'". Others interpret 13y E'13 as denoting 'the
hard earthy-like crust of his sores '. But, apart from other objections,
13y in Job is always the ground (soil, dirt, earth) : 41' 53 721 8"

io'm*

1613 1713 1925 20" 2i2« 2224 2713 282-3 30"-" 3413 3888 39" 40I8 423. It is

not hard but soft earth, 388", such as humus, dirt, and dust.
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V. 6. 3W lit. My days are swifter than a loom (Ju i6")j which can
hardly be right. The loom is fixed; it is the shuttie that 'goes flashing
through the loom '. Hence AV, RV. In 923 we have : Rly days are
swifter than a runner ; cf 2 C 306 : the ' runner ' being a royal post
or messenger. . 31X might be a corruption of TV messenger, Pr r3";
but it seems quite possible that it represents a lost word 13X (IJX)
dyyapoi, a royal post or messenger, such as bore the king's dispatches

(nil?X) in the Persian empire. ® XoXt'a = lOX speech. This slightly
confirms our conjecture, so far as the order of the letters is concerned.
For the rest, 6 )8tos pov is a good paraphrase of 101 my days (cf v. i ®).
St. ii, lit. And are finisfied (or ended) without hope. He expects a speedy
death : cf 1 711-13. (Sj i^ ^^^^ iX-Trihi., in delusive hope does not quite express
the meaning.

V. 7. Remember then. Insert ID^ = © ovv, 17" 193.

but air : or mere breath : or wind. I'll is wind, air, breath, spirit, ace.
to the context. See on 413.

V. 8
. Him that seeth me ; i. e. God, the AUseeing ; cf st. ii, and ixi ^X

Gn 16".
descry: or behold: © Trept/?Xe'i/'eTat p,e, look round at or look about for
me. HE' is a favourite word in Job (see on 1 92') ; in origin perhaps akin
to lOE* (= shawar), watch, guard, observe, and 111 seek out, spy out,
explore. Cf Sum. SIR, SHER, light, shine, &c. {nicru, namdru).
With Thine eyes upon me, I shall be no more : or I shall disappear under
Thine eyes. Lit. Thine eyes (will be) on me, and I am not. In the moment
of death Thy victim will escape Thee for ever. The Heb. is terse and
vivid. For the construction see Ps ioi3 Pr 233 Ru 2'.
V. 9. Smoke : reading (E-y c Z (N33);i) for 2R ijy cloud{s) ; © i/e<^os.

The verb 1?3 (v. 6) suits this : cf Ps io2-' For my days are consumed

(1^3) like smoke
(jE'ys). Cf also Is 51*. To read rhv goeth up (Ps 18' al.)

instead of 1P3 would produce a false antithesis with ipyi x? at the end of

the verse. ®'s loose paraphrase connects st. i with v. 8 {And I am no
more. As a cloud cleared offfrom heaven).
What is denied is the possibility of a bodily return from the grave.

' Coming up

' from Hades (Heb. She'ol) as a ghost or apparition

(i Sa 28") is not questioned. The assertion is that, once a man is dead,
there is no renewal of his earthly life.
Chapter 8. First Speech of Bildad the Shuhite.
V. 2. There is some error in st. ii. 3W TD '""^X "^'33 1111 cannot

mean RV, but only And a strong wind be the words of thy mouth ?

Besides nil wind is fem. in Job (i^o): see on 413. We might restore
"131 1'331 nnni And thy temper multiply the words of thy mouth? (ill
= anger): cf 1518. See also 21^ (nil = impatience). Elihu also has
pijO 11331, 35^3. Recalling the phrase ill il31 words of wind (i6»),
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we may further suggest lITnox li33i "7131 And thy mouth multiply windy
ivords P ® TTvevpa iroXvprjfjLov tov (TT6p,aT6<; crov =: 2R.

v. 3. wrest: or crook: or distort. b]y<i) pro Ti TO^, which recurs
in St. ii. A scribe overiooked the rare word. Cf Hb i*. Pijyo tiS^p
wrested or crooked judgement (the same noun as here). 34", however,

favours nv\ ; and the emphatic repetition of the word may have been
intentional. (Neither 11.i|:, 33", nor E*p.y;, Mi 3', is found with Obj.

DSE'P elsewhere. ® dStKjjo-et /cptVwi/ = !3S^3 pE*!!: : cf io3 for the verb.
In St. ii, Tapd^u =11?': cf 19^ i31iy = eo-Ttv o Tapdia<s pe.)
V. 4. Though oxif. DX, which also introduces the next two verses.
With RV marg. we might regard st. ii as the apodosis : If thy sons sinned
against Him, He threw them (cf E'Xl IPE' throw into fire) into the hand

(power) of their offence. So ®. Bildad assumes that they had sinned.
From his point of view, their destruction was proof of it. Or we might

omit DX here and, noting the emphatic position of 1'^.3, translate : Thy

sons, they sinned against Him; And (the inevitable consequence) He
threw them. Sec Bildad does not refer to the death of Eyob's children as
the chief of his calamities, but as a signal instance of the truth of the
doctrine that, as sin issues in suffering, so suffering presupposes guilt.

V. 5. If thou thyself. IIX'DX. The Pers. Pron. is emphatic. Thou
wilt not share the fate of thy sons, if only thou wilt now seek grace.

It seems to be implied that Eyob had also sinned, though not in the
same degree, since his life had been spared hitherto. (If we adopt either
of the alternative renderings of v. 4 suggested in the note on that verse,
we should read IIX-OXI But if thou thyself, Sec Cf © : ov Se op^pi^e.
seek El earnestly: ?X"PX HE"!. As HE' usually takes an Accusative
of the Object, it has been proposed to omit PX unto. ' Nicht sehr schon

ist . . . in V. 5 das PX1 PX
PX,'
remarks Duhm ; adding

' die LXX hat die
beiden ersten PX nicht '. The latter statement is erroneous ; for Trpos

Ku'ptor = PX"PX, ace. to the usage of ® in Job, where PX = Kvptos (or

6 Kuptos) some forty times. ® omits the following "PK1 , so as to connect

11E' = iravTOKpaTopa (so fifteen times in Job) with the preceding PS;
thinking, no doubt, of 1IB' b

v
i.

El Shaddai, but disregarding the metrical
division of the stichi. For the rest, the construction "PX HE* may be
compared with b US', 243 (both are doubtiess late constructions). To
omit the first "PX, in fact, would spoil the symmetry of the stichi: cf 5*.
So much for the matter of ' Schonheit '. As to the suggested ijX'lX

(Kittel), that phrase would be unique in Job and, indeed, in the OT.
V. 6. A tristich : so also in ®. Most critics relegate st. ii to the
margin. But liy-13 forms a good introduction for the Apodosis of v. 5 ;

and IIX IE'11 IfDX, St. i, looks like a variant of llE'l 11X"DX (v. 5 a) ;

while it certainly interrupts the syntax rather awkwardly, following, as

it does, on the compound protasis of v. 5. Surely, now He would
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awake (Ps 352') over {=for; late use of b
)}
)

thee. And would requite
thee according to thy righteousness. The text is questionable in both
stichi. ® omits liy 13, and gives Se^o-cws eiraKouo-eTat crou = (or ybv

2 K 2012)
'i|S-yori

He will listen to thee (or perhaps 'H^'TCV.- ^^ will
become propitious to thee; cf 2 Sa 211*. But itraKovio = yOE' more than
twenty times ; iny3 only about six), instead of 'H'^V ""'VI (for which liyj
would be more usual: Ju 50 Is 51^^^). Then, again, st. iii, IplX 113 oi'E'1
And make safely) thy righteous abode has a strange appearance. DPE* is

not so used elsewhere. The common meanings are to requite, recompense,
reward, compensate, pay a vow, 2113-81 3411-33 222'. The probable sense
here is that God will make up everything, will make everything good

to His suppUant. 113 (Ps 69,^^ i) should at least be llji Ex 15" Je 3123
P'y?. i^y : see on 53-21 i8'3. But read i03 : And He will make good (or
compensate, sc. thee) according lo thy righteousness : or else nplV3 "JP 0?E'1
AndHe will repay t/iee according to thy righteousness. The similar passage

2 22' may, however, suggest the more radical emendation : ']in3 IP lOPE'l
And thou shalt pay Him thy vows. Ps 50" 66i3.
V. 7. Lit. And thy beginning (Gn i') shall be smallness (Gn 1920),
And thine end or after-state (4 2 12

) shall grow greatly (Ps 9213). @ Thy

first things, then, shall be few. But thy last untold {dp.vQr]Ta = 31
much, many, 3628). The gender is neglected in both clauses. There is

therefore no reason to follow @ in pointing 13E'i as Hiph. He will increase
(01s, Siegfr, Du), or to read IXiJE* instead of it (on the ground of ®,
which really supports 5K). A more strictly literal rendering might be :

And it shall be, thy beginning was fewness ; And thine end {shall be)— it

(i. e. the fewness) shall increase greatly.

vv. 8-19. Bildad appeals to the Wisdom of the Fathers, the experience

of the past which proves, as he thinks, that they who forget God suddenly
perish. He wishes Eyob to apply the moral to himself

V. 8
.

the first (not former) age or generation ; i. e. the primitive and
patriarchal times (l13X), when men lived longer (cf v. 9), and therefore
attained to fuller knowledge and riper experience than their degenerate

descendants. The wisdom of the Ancients has always, and everywhere

been proverbial, until comparatively modern times.

St. ii. Reading |313 consider attentively (Dt 3210) or give heed to.

aU |313 fix (scil. thine heart) on . . .; but this verb is not so used elsewhere.
See I Sa 2322 for a similar error. © ^llo and understand =\y\y\.
the findings (lit. search ; thing sought out) or quest of the Fathers :

3K D113X of theirfathers. The 3 Pers. Pron., which could only refer to
the 'First Generation', may be due to reminiscence of 151". Or the P

may be a misreading of 13 our. ® curiously : iiixvlatrov Se icaTd ye'ras

TraTe'puv = ni3X Ipl(l) |3p(.|')1 : Gn l"-" f- i^ixvLa^w = Ip", 5" al.
V. 9. Of yesterday: ijio™ : so © S. 3K om. prep. O. (^i»)!l, Aram.
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'POIX, PiOlX, Mand. ^XOiy, Assyr. timali, itimali, inatimali, supplies an
instance of the weakening of y to X ; being derived from ly time and
710 before, ante, and thus meaning the day before to-day. With the first

element in the compound cf Assyr. inu, enu, f ittu, ettu, time, Sumerian
EN, ENE, id)
like a shadow : as transitory, and soon vanishing away, bys, as in the
quotation i C 29" 'xi bv 13iOi ^V3. Cf also 17'. So ©X Perhaps
PS31 (not ?X31). The verse is parenthetic, if genuine.

V. 10. Will not they (emphatic Pron.) teach thee and (restoring 1,
c codd. et ®©S) tell thee P That is

,

the Ancients who lived long enough

to find out the truth, and whose lore has come down to us by hallowed

tradition.

from their heart's wisdom: lit. out of their heart: cf \^^ from thy
mouth. Heart here = intelligence, thought, or insight and understanding
as resulting from thought and reflexion. 363.
z;. 1 1 . Insert DX or to introduce st. ii and improve both construction

and rhythm. So ®©. For the papyrus or paper-reed (^<9^), see Ex 28

Is 1 82. © confuses the word with Heb. D3X marsh, which, however, is

also used in the sense of tiO?X bulrush, Je 5182. 12f3 bi99a mire, mud,
moist earth, 4021, and }*3 id., Je 3822, correspond to Assyr. baggu; e.g. in

the phrase bagga u luruba lipik epiru rabutim, ' mud and dust {<->}), a heap
of much earth '.

Nile-rush: or sedge: 11X, Gn 412-18 (app. an Egyptian word). ®

jSoiiTopov, perhaps butomus, the flowering rush. The poet appears to
have had some knowledge of Egypt (cf. the description of the crocodile,
chap. 41. Macgregor of the 'Rob Roy ', however, encountered a crocodile
among the reeds of lake Hfileh in N. Syria.)
The verse appears to cite the Wisdom of the Ancients in appropriate
gnomic or proverbial form ; reminding us of the traditional saws of the
Seven Sages of Hellas.
V. 12. Lit. // is still in growth and (but) is not moist (or sappy).
We read 3Dli ^\ 33X 13liy: cf v. 16 3bl wet, moist, sappy; 248 13E)1'
they are wet, soaked, by showers, m ejUpi X^ 13X3 131iy // is still in its
freshness (ox first growth) ; it is not plucked off (or up) : S)pp 30* Dt 2323
Ez 17^ The point is that the marsh-plant, if deprived of the water
which supplies its vital sap, withers rapidly and fails to attain full growth.

With the dTT. Xiydp.. 33X, cf Aram. 33Xtp, Z Ho 910, and Assyr. abdbu,
to be bright, fresh, e. g. kima irgitim libib, ' Like the earth let him
flourish 1

'
; ababa = qistu, wood, forest, Aram. X3X id.
V. 1 3. the end : the hereafter or future, the latter end : reading mix
(® Td ia-xara: v. 7, 4212) instead of lIllX the paths.
the worldling: ® do-e/SoCs, impious, ungodly. So again 81' 158* 278.
In twenty-two other places do-e;87;s = VEH in Job, as in Proverbs (sixty-five
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times) and gen. in OT. The sense here is defined by the preceding
phrase, 'those who forget God' ;,i. e. the irreligious or woridly, in whose
thought and life there is no recognition of God, and who are d^eot iv tZ
Koo-pco (Eph 212). The root f)31 has usually been compared with

Ar. 1 ii.». to incline to, or decline from, a thing, and i_i_u». or ¦ ° ^-^

to have a wry or crooked foot or leg. It would then be one of the numerous
offshoots of the primitive GAM, GAN, KAM, KAN, HAM, HAN, to
bend, bow, Sec {Proc. Brit. Acad., vol. vii, 'Shumer and Shem', p. 23).
It is, however, perhaps better to connect it with Assyr. handbu or handpu,
to sprout or grow luxuriantly, of hair and vegetation ; since words denoting
luxuriant growth are metaphorically used to express wantonness and

rebellion against moral restraints. Cf also the phrase handpu Id tdmlim,
app. meaning the swell of the sea (Sum. SIG-DU.DU, to be wool-heaped
or wool-covered; alluding to the white wool-like crests of the waves.

5 R 19 7 a); and lf?3 to grow up, v. 11, used of the rising of a torrent,
Ez 473, 1X3 proud, 11X3 swelling of the sea, Ps 46^, and other derivv.
The pride which refuses to acknowledge dependence upon God and
issues in many kinds of rebellion, is perhaps the most deadly sin from
the point of view of spiritual religion. ' By that sin fell the

Angels.'

(Cf Is 1413."; Mt 1123.80). The legends of the Titanic rebels who of
old fought against Heaven fitiy symbolize their impious pride by their

monstrous growth and stature.

». 14. SK
pip'

a word otherwise unknown; RV shall break in sunder,
marg. be cut off, as if from a supposed PUp = Ar. c:,s to cut. So Saad.
¦^V;5 :

1 cut off. But a noun is required, as in the || st. and 312-'. Qiip will

not do ; Ip is always a measuring-line (383), and the plur. does not occur.

E'i33y illp spider-threads. Is 593, suggests Dillp {s^\dex-)threads, a cobweb ;
perhaps a gossamer (Dr) or spider's film floating in the air. P'p '.Ip

summer-threads {
i) is pretty but improbable. D113 like a thread (Ju i6i2;

simile for a thing easily broken), or P113 in a thread, may be further

suggested. We say, ' His life hangs on a thread.'

®, not understanding
Dip' and misled by ni3 in st. ii
, gives an

infelicitous paraphrase : For his house shall be uninhabited, But his tent ¦

shall turn out a spider {Vj. Cf. @ 2718.

V. 15. Or, He leaneth upon his house, and it standeth not ; He clutcheth

it
, and it remains not upright (gives way).

V. 16. 2)? 1133 b
'i over his garden does not seem quite satisfactory.

® eK o-aTrptas avTov, out of his decay (=10l in three other places,
17" al.).

Ps 8o'2 'pjv 113 ^JXI DI ly iTTVP li'E'l suggests 113 '^y beside (or i^JX unto)
the river; or 3^3 ^X unto the canal {2Qp, cf 3823).

nijr^y above the roofs does not suit either np3V sucker, shoot from the

root at the bottom of the main stem, 14'' 1580, nor XVI comes out, emerges

J210 N
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from the soil. After all, 5K may be right : Sappy is he before the sun (he

can face the summer heats without fe^r of being dried up); And on his
garden his suckers spring forth. A last suggestion, however, may not be
deemed superfluous. Since ' suckers

'
shoot forth about and beside

a trunk, it seems plausible to read iyr3 for 1133 (see 14* Is ii^ 402*):
And by his stock his sucker cometh forth.
». 17. About a cairn his roots he twineth ; And a house of stones (stony
house) he chooseth. For ^

5
3

a heap of stones, see 1528 (ruins), Jos 723 (over

a grave). RV marg. beside the spring ; but P3 never has this meaning
(in 0141213 must be read c ®©9S). The tree which symbofizes the

ungodly in prosperity has a firm grip of the ground, being founded as it

were upon rock instead of loose soil. 9JJ '33pi are entwined; but ® takes
the verb as a Sing, and connects the 1 with st. ii, which agrees better with

the context. Read therefore
^3pi or ^3E'i (® KoijxdTai = 33E" ; cf also

133B' 188). (Tvvayiiiyr]v XiOwv is a quaint but not inaccurate explanation

of h.
a house of stones. The stone heap out of which its stem rises is

regarded as the tree's ' house ', chosen for its strength and security
against wind and storm. A man's house is his castle ; as was more
especially the case in ancient times. Under different figures the seeming

security and real insecurity of the godless is insisted upon in vv. 14 ff.;
and the occurrence of 113 in 14, 15 favours its recurrence here. ® iv S

e

p,e'a-<j) ;(aXtK(ov ^lyo-eTat = lili Di33X lUI And between stones he liveth. The
verb Itli has troubled later translators than ©, and various substitutes
have been proposed, of which the most ingenious is Hoffmann's IJl'
(= ItlXi) he graspeth it. But there seems no reason why 111', should
not mean he looketh out or chooseth (cf. Ex 1821) = IXT, the action of the
tree being poetically regarded as personal.

V. 18. El swalloweth him up out of his place. Leg. PX, the necessary
Subj., pro SK "DX If, which leaves the Verb Act. without a definite
Subj. Cf 2721. Moreover, the hypothetical form is quite inappropriate

here, where the sudden end of the godless man's seeming security is

stated. The cause is
,

of course, according to Bildad's doctrine, the
intervention of God. For yP3 to swallow, akin to V'h id., see 71* 2013-13 ;

Pi. fig. swallow up, destroy, 2^ lo*; Pu 3720 be destroyed. His place (Dlpo)
or stead confirms nU > [13 in the previous verse : see 710 where ni3 and
DlpO are associated as here. The same passage throws light on st. u:
And it (his place) disowneth him with ' / know thee (lit. I have not
seen thee ; or, as we might say, ' I never saw thee before '). His home
knows him no more. He becomes a stranger to the familiar spot.

It soon forgets him. Cf also 20' ; and 20' (VXl = Vyii his acquaintance,
they who knew him). ® (wrongly) : ovx iopaKa^ ToiavTa = : p lliNl ^.
V. 1 9. St. ii proves that the metaphor of the tree is maintained ; but in
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the present text of st. i it appears to be dropped. ' Lo, that is the joy of
his way

'
is a strange statement to be made of a stationary object like

a tree, and further is out of all clear relation to the context, even if the
word ' joy

'
be ' meant ironically

' (Dr). ® gives something quite different :
OTt KaTa(TTpo4,ri ( 1 521) dae^od'S ToiavTr/. We propose 1111 (V'DD) y'K'P XII [3 ,
and in st. ii I'ps^ : Thus He (emphatic pron. ; viz. El) plucketh away his
abode; And causeth another to spring from the ground. The phrase
111 y'Dl is from Is 3812. Otherwise, we might suggest E'lE'D for E'lE'O :
Thus He uprooteth his abode : cf Ps 52'.
V. 20. Nor hold (or grasp) the hand of evildoers : either to support or
to lead them. @ Trdv Se SSpov do-e/SoCs ov Se'^eTat = :yiO 110 Ipl xi'1.
2R is preferable ; though the affirmation that El is an incorruptible Judge
is not unsuitable to the context.
vv. 2 1, 22. 3K's continuation Until p5J) He fill thy mouth with laughing.
And thy lips with shouting (a metrically short st.) does not really continue
the previous sense; and the pointing "^T)yet, still, again, only gives us
a prophecy in the air. The change from the third to the second Pers.
Pron. in these two verses breaks the connexion with what precedes.

® aArjOivuiv Se crTO/jia ifx,-7rXrja-€L -ye'XwTos, Td Se X^'^V avrlav
iiop.oXoyq(re.w%-

(22) Ot Se ixOpol avTiav ktX. yields a more consecutive and natural close
to Bildad's argument. In accordance with this, we read :

pilE' X^JO' IE" '3
:iyiin it 'isEfi
nE'3 IE'3^' 1'X3E'

:i33iX DiyE'l I'lXI

Thus Bildad implies that Eyob was not 1E"1 01 E"X (28 1'), inasmuch as
his ' tent

'
was certainly ' no more '.

(In v. 20 © aKaKov = Dl ; and in 28 dxa/cos d.XrjOivo'; = IE*! Dl. For
dXr]6Lv6s = IE'1, see also 4' 83 1 7*. We may regard STO ly as a disguised
relic of IE*, since y and E' are sometimes, and 1, 1 very often, confused
with each other. In ¦J113E' one letter (t

) has fallen out before the ¦). Bildad

has already (v. 6) coupled together "jr pure and IE'1 upright. 5DJ would

thus appear to be an infelicitous restoration of a mutilated text.)
Chapter 9. Eyob ironically grants that God is never unjust (83).

He is
,

in fact, so far exalted above man, as to be beyond the reach of
argument or remonstrance. He does what He wills, and is a law to
Himself
v. 2. And how shall a mortal be just with God? See the note on 4";
and cf. 25* where this question is repeated. The implication is that frail

humanity can never be wholly without fault in the eyes of the Divine
Judge (cf. ® TTols ydp eo-Tat Stxatos ySpoTos Trapd Kvpio);). This
at least is Bildad's meaning. The following words, however, seem to

N 2
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involve a new construction of the question in the mouth of Eyob, viz.
How is a mere man to be justified with God? how is he to compel God
to admit his righteousness ?

V. 3. Ifhe would fain argue his case with Him (138), He will not answer
him one point of a thousand: He will not vouchsafe even the least reply
to his questionings ; He will give him no answer at all. Again and again
Ejob complains that he cannot come at his Divine Persecutor (he, fike
his Friends, believes that his calamities are directly due to God, though

the Prologue teaches us otherwise) ; that God eludes all his approaches,
holding Himself aloof from His creature in inaccessible Majesty, apparently
indifferent alike to the protests and the sufferings of His victim. Cf v. 1 1
and 233-3. (The reference of the Pers. Pronouns in this verse is
ambiguous ; and in a different context the meaning might be, as Dr
gives it : 'If one were to desire to dispute with Him, he could not answer
Him one of the innumerable questions which, in His infinite superiority
to man, He would put to him.' Cf the ' innumerable questions ' of
38-41. But Eyob would not be likely to recognize evidence of his own
guilt in mere ignorance of the constitution of Nature. Indeed, after
making him realize that ignorance to the full by the long series of
questions in chaps. 38 sqq., God Himself is represented as expressly
confirming the justice of his argument (42').)
V. 4. Lit. Wise of heart and firm (or stout) of strength, Who hath
resisted Him (lE'pl hardened, scil. his neck, Je 723, or his heart, Pr 28")
and remained whole ? (OPE"! = ® virip-uviv : so 2221 418).
V. 5. Who removeth mountains unperceived : reading (1

) yil^ XPl instead
of SOf lyij XPl and they know not. The unconsciousness of the mountains
hardly called for remark; but the Divine Agent acts, without letting
Himself be seen. For yT Niph. cf Gn 4121 and esp. Ps 77". {<Si without
knowing it; lit. and does 7iot know, meaning perhaps without heeding or
caring ; but the ascription of unconscious or heedless action to God is

unlikely here. Indeed st. ii makes the action intentional.) We may also
suggest 1V1V XPl, or even Pu. Pf ly^!; , and they are no more perceived =
and they disappear ; cf Assyr. idu, to see, to know, Pa. Permans. Id uddd
ugurdti, ' the sculptures were not visible ', Neb. Senkereh Cyl. (The root
yi may be compared with yE* in las' to gaze at) In st. ii the prosaic
IB'X is obviously corrupt. But 1SX3 03311 is both unmetrical and bad
Plebrew. A slight change would give iaX3 131 01^X1 And their foundation
He overturneth in His wrath : cf Assyr. ildu, foundation, and lE'X Nu 2113.

It seems preferable, however, to see in IB'X a vestige of E'lE'O(l) {And)
from the roots He overturneth them in His wrath : cf 280.
The great disturbances of Nature, wrought by volcanic agency, earth
quakes, and storms on land or sea, are ascribed, as usually in the OT,
to the immediate action of God. They are cited as evidence of Power,
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with which it were both vain and presumptuous for man to contend.
@ o TraXaiCiv oprj, Who ageth the mountains : not a different reading, but
misinterpreting ply in the Aram, sense of growing old, which occurs 21'',
instead of moving (14I8 i8t).
V. 6. out of her place: @ eV 6le/ieXtW. The same paraphrase in i8S
Is 1313. The 2nd stichus Jlxi'Sli imoyi And her pillars shudder seems
metrically short, and is

,

perhaps, otherwise doubtful. We have px and
inioy again in Ps 75^, but meaning, as it would seem, ' the country '

and ' its nobles '—a metaphorical use of ' pillars '. The word rendered

' pillars' in i Sa 2* is not the same. Moreover, 26'*= does not suggest
that the poet believed the earth to be supported on pillars; but 26" does
speak of ' the pillars of Heaven ' (QiOE' nioy). If the earth were shaken,
these pillars (conceived as resting upon it

) would certainly sway and
tremble. Otherwise, we might read ij3n moy the pillars of the world.
(With the vb. pvijBli dir. Xe-)/o>. cf. n. niV^3 horror, 2i3. j>^3 is app.
cogn. with Assyr. lijB to fear, and li)3, vh-i., id. Cf Sum. LUG, Ch. Ii,

fit, fik, id., Giles 6976.)
V. 7. Sol. The Heb. is the rare Dll (see Ju i33 2' 8" 14I8), not the
ordinary term E'OE'. It may mean the young or rising sun, and, as

a Semitic etymology is wanting, we may compare the Egyptian ^^ Har,

Horus, in the like sense ; a name which also appears in 13311 Harnefer,

I C 783, ' the beauteous Horus ' (see my note in Ellicott's Comm. ad loc,
London, 1883). (In 3 R 68, 64 we find mention of a Sumerian God 11 GAR,
who is called KIN-G£A DINGIR MA§-TABBA, ' The Messenger of
the Twin God(s)'. His name is written *'*\ ^|'^ god ¦{¦ bullock ;

which might indicate either a sun or a river deity.) The verb nif to rise,
of the sun, is cognate with Ar. ^|^ and Aram. 131 ; and the biliteral root
of these and other kindred Semitic words may be recognized in the
Sumerian LAG, LAG, RA (from RAG, RAG), and ZA-LAG, all values
of the Sun-character, and all meaning light, shine. Sec (See CT xii. 6.)
The allusion is not only to eclipses, which are rare, but to the darkness
of clouded and stormy skies (33), when neither sun nor stars are visible.
sealeth (37'?) about the stars: so that they cannot move on in their

' courses ' (Ju 520) or appointed paths across the heavens. They are shut
behind sealed doors in their celestial abodes. Cf. the Babylonian Epic of

Creation, Tab. V for the fixed paths of the heavenly bodies in the solid
vault of the firmament.
©^ adds : KaTa Se dyyiXwv avTov (tkoXlov tl iirivorjcrev = QiE'i 113XP031

: li'il ; app. a marginal citation of 4^8, and a very clear instance of inept
interpolation. It is quite possible that vv. 8-10 are also to be regarded
as inauthentic additions to the Heb. text by some scribe who failed to
notice that the context (vv. 5-7) deals only with the seemingly arbitrary
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and capricious activity of God, and not with His beneficent creative

work.

V. 8. That spread the heavens : Je 1012 Is 4022 Ps
i042,('

like a curtain ')
.

Cf. 26'. Should ^Tib alone be 113-!'(y) over the Void} Or pi3. Is 4022?

And treadeth upon the heights of the Earth. 3W has
Di sea instead of

n? earth. But the phrase 01 1103 high places of the sea is unparalleled
as an expression for the swelling waves of the sea. 1103 always means

either mountains, like its original the Assyrio-Bab. bdmdte, or as a t. t. of

religion the high places, natural or artificial, which served as the sanctuaries

of Canaan. {Bdmah, from -v^DU ; perhaps a labialized form of Dip stand

up, rise, with which cf GIN, a value of the Sumerian Mountain-character,
Ch. k'in, high peaks, G 21 13, and also GIN, kdnu, [13. In Assyr. bdmdte
Id lade is the tops or peaks of the mountains.) The st. seems to be
borrowed from Am 4I8, word for word (cf also Mi 18). Otherwise, we
might read 3y clouds instead of Di, with 3 Heb. codd., and compare

Is 14" Na 18. But the clouds are usually God's chariot. Is 19' Ps 1048.
V. 9. The three stellar groups B'y (E'ly), ^'03, and loO, are mentioned
again, in reverse order, 3881-32. The same order obtains in Am 58

(piD31 10)13 ityj;) ; a passage of which the present may be a reminiscence.

© 6 TTOtuJi' nXetdSa (cat ''Eo-Trepoi/ Kat 'ApKTOvpov = E'('')yi piD31 10i3 lE'y ;

but © X13331 xnryi XD13 i3yi 11 = 151031 E'lyi 1013 lE'y. 5K biD3 E'y lE'y

is strange. The Asyndeton may be corrected by reading piD31, c ®©33 ;

and E'y should doubtless be E'ly, as in 3882, and as is indicated by the

Syriac equivalent jToLx, on the ground of which it has been proposed
to point the Heb. word E'*y 'iyyush (perhaps rather E^'y 'iyyosh or "5?
'ayyosh). piD3 E'y lE'y, however, looks as if E'y were a scribe's inadvertent
repetition of the first two letters of lE'y. This would account both for
the spelling E'y (instead of E'ly) and for the Asyndeton ^iD3 instead of

151031 . Then the first st. would be 10*31 1)103 lE'y That made Kesil and
Kimah (cf Am 58). The second st., which is too short, might be com
pleted by supposing that 1313 has fallen out after the somewhat similar

1013 : That built the Chambers of the South : cf Am 90 ». Inner Chambers

of the Southern Sky is not a probable name for a single constellation, like
the other names of the verse. It must rather denote the whole southern
quarter of the heavens, regarded as containing the fixed abodes or stations
(Assyr. mattzale: cf v. 7, 373) of certain brilliant stars or groups of stars
which become visible as one journeys to the South, e. g. the Southern

Cross, of which the poet might have heard from travellers. The other

names can hardly be identified with certainty. See Burney, EB s.v.
Stars. But this no more affects the general sense than the absence of

the names of particular stars in Is 4023.
The Syr. 'iyydthd (= E"y) seems to be either Aldebaran, i.e. a Tauri,
or Capella Aurigae; but ® gives Arcturus, and % 'al-'Ayyfiqa, i.e.
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the star Capella, which follows the Pleiades ('al-Thurayya = lO'S here).
If 1013 be really the Pleiades (® Saad.) or Hyades (93), the name may be
compared with Assyrio-Bab. kimu, f Mmtu, ' family ', from kamii, ' to bind ' ;
cf our popular name ' The Seven Sisters '. According to classical myth
the Pleiades were the seven daughters of Atlas, and sisters of the Hyades;
who were pursued by the giant hunter Orion, until Zeus in compassion

changed them and their pursuer into neighbouring constellations. It agrees
with this that l)iD3 is rendered ' The Giant ' by © and 2t ( âl-gabbdra)
and Oriona by 33. So also Z nIiss (of !3il533l Gn 6*). In 3881 © 'Opi'uvos
= piD3 ; but here, strangely enough, "Eo-Trepov, the Evening Star or Venus,
which in 3882 does duty for E'ly ! (on the ground of ll'E'y Ishtar.?).
V. 10. Repeated from 5', and prob. a marginal intrusion here.
(5" "^pn PXI and unsearchable : cf © Kat dveftp^vtaora 33 et incomprehensi-

bilia : how He does them, man cannot find out. Ipl pX ly seems rather
to emphasize their number ; and the ly is due to the influence of st. ii.)
Cf Ps 136''.—The anarthrous Ptcpp. in vv. 8-10 should perhaps be
pointed as Constr. States : cf vv. 5-7.
V. II. Behold: Jl ; © idv. If {Axaxa. use): cf. 4023 Ex 41 al. So ©93.
Perhaps a better sense : If He pass along by me (Gn 1 83 : or over me,
Ps 428), / see Him not (the following 1 belongs to IXIX : leg. 11X1X,
c @*2133); If He glide by, I perceive Him not. ^X\ (v. 26 4^3 ijio)^ as
v. 26 shows, implies swift passage. It is a poet. syn. of 13y, /aw over,
through, by, onward, the root of which may well be Sum. BAR, ' side '

{ahdtu, piidu), so that it str. means to go to the other side ; while Pj'Pl may
be compared with GAL (Pl), split, part, divide, run swiftly, of water ;
{zdzu, gardru la me), also to open {pitd), just as BAR is also split, divide,
open, and half {pardsu, pitd, millu, siizu). The sides are the dividers and
boundaries or bounds {kamdtu) of things. Moreover, since BA means
rend, divide, half {naldru, zdzu, millu), fj'Pl (= 3"Pl) may perhaps

= GAL-BA. For the connexion of ideas in fiPi pass on, away, through
(= pierce, 202^ Ju 5^3), change, alter, substitute, cf also Sum. BAL
(= BAR ?)

,

axe, break through, pass over, change, alter (a god's command ;

a temple-site), &c. {pilaqqu, nabalkutu, eberu, enii).

God eludes human sight, even when His overwhelming Power is

displayed in the more violent phenomena of Nature. Cf i K 1911-12.
In 238-0 this complaint of the elusiveness of God is repeated and amplified.

». 12. IfHe glide b
y {ox fleet past, speed onward), who can turn Him

back? Leg. ejlini, as in v. 11, instead of 50? fill' (dTr-), which is usually
taken to mean seizeth prey (= IPI'); but this does not agree with i33'E'i
(which, in that case, would naturally mean Who can restore it? cf Is 4222).
Besides, the Obj. of the vb. is indispensable. Cf i iio i33iE'i 10 . . . «ll5ni DX
(prob. an echo of this verse).

® edv dTraXXdirj, tU diroaTpefei ; If He remove or dismiss, who shall
turn back? (Ill in Syr. is to break in pieces; and © here renders ,sX,
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which shows that it read fjlli, pointing prob. as Pi.). Leg. fort, psj
break forth: cf ® Ex 1922; vel 3*111 lay waste, vel Dill' destroy (Is 342).
v. 13. Eloah turneth not back His wrath : cf v. 12 a. (The repetitions
of vv. 9-13 throw some suspicion on the text.) Nothing can arrest the
course of Divine activity. His Anger is an all-subduing force. Under It
(or Him) were bowed of old the Helpers of Rahab. That Rahab is a
personification of the sea is evident from the similar allusions, probably to
the same ancient myth, in 26", Ps 890-10. Rahab (the wrathful, raging,

passionate, or violent ; str. phps. noisy, clamorous, like the cogn. 3il : cf
Assyr. ra'dbu, to b^ enraged, become furious, behave furiously) appears, in

fact, to be the Canaanite or Hebrew name of the primal Deep, the chaotic

mass of dark waters which existed before Heaven and Earth, out of which

first the gods and afterwards all other things emerged or were created,
and which in Assyrio-Bab. was usually called Tiamat (=0111, Gn 12),
i. e. the Sea (= tiamtu, tamtu, tamdu, pl. tdmdte. Sec). In the Babylonian
Epic of Creation, which relates how Tiamat vi^arred against the gods, and
was vanquished by Merodach, who built heaven and earth out of the two
halves of her cloven carcase, she is also called ' the Mother GUBUR '

{um-mu hu-bur, um-ma hu-bu-ur : Tab. II. 19, III. 81 al.), as well as
um-ma Ti-amat, 'the Mother Tiamat' (III. 73); a title in which a trace
of the original Sumerian text of the poem is preserved, GU-BUR being
a Sum. word meaning hole, pit, bottom, beneath (laplil. BUR is hole, well,
pit, Sec). Cf IS511 ll3n3pP. The «an GUBUR was the River of the
Underworld ; i. e. ' the waters under the earth ', the subterranean portion

of Tiamat, whom Berosus, in a well-known passage, calls 'Opopwxa
= Sum. UMU-GUBtJRA (cf MoXo^oySap = MULU-BABAR, for the
first element. As regards the secoad, G or fi = K, as sometimes in
LXX ; B = W, as in 3313 from 3333, and UWU = 6 ; while the
Metathesis of the K and R, if not accidental, may be paralleled by Heb.
I'll = Assyr. lahru, 'ewe ' ; Sum. ADAGUR, adaguru, Heb. 15P13X, &c.).
Such a line as ' Under Him bowed the Helpers of Rahab ' seems to
show that the poet was acquainted with the Bab. Epic of Creation
almost in the form in which we have it ; and the brevity of his allusions
implies that his readers were equally familiar with the ancient story.

Cf Tab. IV. 105 ff
.

where we read :

'After he had smitten the leader, Tiamat,
Her strength was crushed, her army broken up:
And the gods, her helpers, marching beside her.
Quaked, were terrified, turned their backs.

He took them prisoners, and shattered their weapons.
In the net they lay, in the meshes they sate:
The Four Regions they filled with

wailing.'

(See Light from the East, p. 10.)
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The root niE' bow down, crouch (38), cogn. c HE' sink down, whence
niE' a sinking in the ground, pit, may be connected with 113 lie down,
rest (N = S). Cf also 113 (= )*3l), and HE* lie flat, be level, and Sum.
NA, NU, lie down, rest (p. 146 supr.).

® KrjTr) Ta vir ovpavov, the subcelestial sea-monsters, appears to show
knowledge of the primitive myth. So to k^tos = 311 2 612. Contrast
the euhemeristic paraphrase of ®^ ot epeiSopevot dXa^oj/eta.

V. 14. Answering and arguing are a kind of opposition; and all
opposition to the Omnipotent is futile. If superhuman beings failed
(v. 13), the certain failure of a human opponent may be taken for
g-ranted. No distinction is drawn between physical and moral opposition.

With Him : i. e. in argument with Him or, perhaps, in His presence.

Awed and overwhelmed by the sense of God's Omnipotence, Eyob would
be silenced if not convinced. ®, missing the point, alters the Pers. of the
verbs (waicovo-eTat = 13yi) and, further, reads [131 (Staicpii/et : 12") instead
of '113X (cf 153). So also in v. 15 eto-aKouVerat pou = 133yi instead
of i3yx.

V. 15. Perhaps a marginal variant or interpolation. Choosing words
might have been understood in the sense of careful entreaty or supplication.

(l33yN would be clearer than 13yx : cf ®, where -ydp = IB'X). St. ii is
short. Perhaps 'ix 'P3E'ol) '3 ^jX Yea, rather, I would entreat. Sec, or,
better, 'nx 'o? i3"103 With my mouth would I entreat. Sec (19'°); instead
of arguing his case against Him. (® toS Kplit.aTo<s avTov, pointing iPS^P?
for 'PBB'DPj is no improvement, even if it were possible Hebrew. ©93-1

my judge, as if 'pSB'?; but the meaning required is ralher antagonist or
plaintiff in the case. P3tJ'p seems to occur in this sense, Zp 3'3, if not
also in Ps 10931.)
V. 16. The

'calling'
and
'answering'

seem to imply a citation or

summons and the acceptance of it by the ' adversary ', to trial of the case

in a court of law. ©^ inserts a ' not ' in st. i : ' And if I have called,
and He hath not answered me, I do not believe that lie listened to me.'

This hardly betters the sense; and ®^^ omit the pi;.

z). 17. Or Who with a storm would sweep (or whirl) me away: cf 2721.
liyf = liyo is prob. right. The 115JE' a (single) hair of ©S, which
reminds us of Gabriel carrying Mahomet by a single hair (cf Ez 83), is

merely curious (© Who on every hair of my fiead with force hath smitten
me !). The verb '??'E'! would bruise me (Aram. eilE*), Gn 313, does not suit

(= ® iKTplfrj, rub out, 93 conteret me); nor does it agree with the i|
passages, 2720-21 3022. We might point i331E" = i3S1Di, and regard the
verb as a Denom. from HBID stormwind {like lyE* 2721 Ps SS")— a favourite

word in Job (21'' 2720), which is coupled with <P^^, Na i3. (@ pi^ yi/d^u

ptiKTpixfrQ; cf. 2720 yv6<f)0'i= 1S1DI). The objection to '?D'P) make an

end ofme, from 5)10, Am 3'-', is that, as is evident from the context, killing
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is not intended, but only such hurts as might be suffered by one caught

up and dashed about by a sudden blast or hurricane: cf. st. ii. The
same objection lies against the root fjirx = f|DX, Zp i2 Je 8".
The phrase of st. ii would multiply my wounds (or bruises) for no cause
aptly describes the result of being blown about by the stormwind. And
if we understand IIE* in the Aram, sense of rubbing and grinding, '?S'E'i

may, after all, be the authentic reading, as indicating abrasions and

contusions. Cf. 1 1419 N'O 'SiiE' Xi33X.
V. 18. One would naturally be breathless, after being blown about by
the wind. In st. ii DillP3 (La 31=) is prob. to be restored, instead of the
anomalous Dilltsp. Elsewhere in Job the yJw. plur. occurs: 1323. Cf;
the sing. 20"-23.

V. 19. The simplest emendation of the impossible Heb. of st. i is to
read XII (so ©) for the meaningless 131. A scribe may have mistaken
XI He for XI Lo ! in the unpointed text. Then, as a verb is wanting, we
may suppose that 'lipx / speak or think (vv. 22, 27), governing 13P
(Gn 2oi3), has fallen out before T?^- (® also read Xll poX = xpaTe?:
cf. ®2 KpaTaid% iaTLv. ®^ oTt pev ydp tcr;^vet, Kparei, For because He is

strong He prevaileth ; but ©i^ ^ 1,^.^^ — Ibp of aR.)
The idea of the verse seems to be that God is an antagonist too strong
to be vanquished, whether by main force or by process of law. St. ii.

Right : or fudgement or trial by legal process.
arraign : or summon. Quis diem ei dicet ? Read 131iyii, c Suff.

3 Pers. (©), instead of i Pers., which might be due to a scribe's
remembrance of Je 49" 50", where lahvah demands i31iyV 10 Who will
arraign Me? i.e. appoint Me a time and place for trial. But the reading
i31iyi bear witness for me (29") is perhaps preferable. So 93 nemo audet
pro me testimonium dicere : X : ilsy IMpi |0. Another possibiUty is 131iyi

bear witness against Him (i K 2110-13), which, however, comes to much
the same thing. No man would dare to give evidence for Eyob against

lahvah. (® tis ovv KpifrnTi airrov di-Tio-n^o-eTat ; cf Je 491' 50" Kal tis
dvTiUTritrtTai p.01 ;)

V. 20. His mouth: V3. 5f 13 my (own) mouth; as though terror
might confuse Eyob's evidence, and turn it against himself The
emphatic position perhaps favours this. Moreover, mouth in Job always
has a human reference, except in 2222 2312; and the words of Eliphaz

13X XPl 113 lyiE'li Thine own mouth condemneth thee, not I (15*)—an
apparent reminiscence of this passage—clinches the argument for 13,
which has the support of all the Versions.
It (or He) would make (prove) me perverted (or crooked). Read 'JB'pyil
Pi. c Weak Waw, or better, as parallel to '3yiE'li, '3E'pj|:i Hiph. (The 1

may be om. as due to preceding v
)

V. 21. Eyob affirms his own innocence, regardless of consequences.
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¦The distich is metrically defective (st. ii) ; and, so far from deleting i3X"Dn
as an inadvertent repetition from v. 20'', we must satisfy metre and
parallelism by supplying P'12f or PISX / am righteous in st. ii. Thus
we restore as follows: ni 0X0X1 plVX iE'33 yiX"xl51 i3X-Dl. Cf 7^3 iqi

1 3".i3. @ etTe -ydp rjcri/irjtTa, ovk dl8a ttj ^vxy, HXrjV {on) d<f)aipeiTaL pou

ri ^u)^ = IE'33
yiX-xl" iiyE-VOX (v. 20, lo'), phps. a corruption of 'Vf?:

If I am guilty, I know not my fault ; 5 ni l3DXi IX But my life is being
taken away (cf Ps 26'). This is at least good sense, and may approximate

to the original text more nearly than 2R. But © / am perfect and know
(it) not : My soul hath despised my life, and 9

3 Etiamsi simplex fuero, hoc
ipsum ignorabit anima mea, et taedebit me vitae meae, make Eyob deny
what he is always affirming, viz. his consciousness of entire innocence,

while they do not imply any substantial difference from the text of Wl.

V. 22. We have transposed the two halves of st. i. Therefore I say
(or think) naturally introduces Eyob's conclusion from the facts; and

'Tis all one (or // is the same thing) is explained hy perfect and wicked He
destrcyeth (treating all alike, without difference or discrimination).

© om. X'l IIX, and app. reads piyi 31 for yE'11 Dl, by confusion and
transposition of similar letters, while for the Pron. xii it reads (or
substitutes) e)X = opyi] anger (? Ill) ; thus getting for the whole verse
Wherefore I said. Great man and lordling anger destroyeth, and going far
astray from the sense of the context. Z has a good paraphrase of

X'l IIX, viz. I1I5 XM xnl5i30 Xin He (God) hath but one measure.
V. 23. a Scourge; or Plague. @ his Rod or Plague (ip3E'). PiB* is

a horsewhip, Pr 263. Any general calamity, such as plague or famine,
was held to-be a Scourge of God. Is io23; cf Ez 14=1 2Sa24i8ff-

2 K 1935. A sudden outbreak of some epidemic, such as at all times
has been frequent in Eastern countries, cutting off good and bad alike,

seems to be intended here. And Eyob daringly asserts, not merely that

God ' looks on unconcernedly

' (Dr), but that He actually derides or

mocks at the slaughter of the innocent.
slaughter: reading ispb (see Is 1028, where 1303 follows PiE*). The
word is also used of plagues, Dt 283' al. -iW nQOP at the trial or testing
(-/lD3). Others derive the word from -/oDO melt intr., Niph. /«?«/,
grow fearful, and render despair (see on 6"), which hardly agrees with

the context, not to mention philological objections. Not the feelings,
but the destruction, of the righteous, is the object of the Divine Destroyer's

mirth. And although the explanation of calamity as a trial or test of the
righteous is revealed to us in the Prologue, it is altogether absent from

the utterances of Eyob ; the main ground of his complaints being that

God's dealings with him are an inscrutable mystery. (lD3 occurs in Job
only once, 4" ; and then only in the sense of attempting, not tempting or

, trying)
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® Because worthless men are in an extraordinary death. But righteous
are derided: prob. not due to - t̂heological prejudice, but to misreading of
a more or less illegible Heb. text (= mxliDO ni03 DiyE'l : cf 2210, where
e'fato-tos = 0X13, as here : 37^3 ^^aio-ta = lIxliBP: st. ii :iJvl5' D'lpS ioi)1;
cf 27" 2921 for the Prep., which suggests 'lOP = liop for nools).
V. 54. Lit. The land (or earth)—He hath given it to a Wicked (or

Godless) One ; The face of its fudges He covereth (so that they fail to
discern Right from Wrong and Truth from Falsehood. Cf 12" 2213-"
Pr 813-13 Is 1 12-"). Point IJnj He hath given her (with @) for Wl n3Pl3 She
hath been given. The Perf , after all the preceding Impff., is remarkable ;
and, taken along with the Sing. yE'l a Villain, appears to present an
historical datum, indicative of the actual state of things at the time.
© TrapaSeSovTai ydp eis X'^^P"-'' do'e/iov^. Jason, the Hellenizing High

Priest, is called do-ey8i?s, 2 Mace 4I8, and ot do-ejSets (= DiyE'll) denotes
the Hellenizing faction in Judea, i Mace 38-13 521 ^73

(Th^ verse is a triplet, and may be a later insertion, as may also v. 23,

where the ' Scourge ' might refer to one of the Syrian raids of the
Maccabean period. It would, of course, be easy to supply a line, e. g.
nyi 1313' XPl So that they discern not knowledge: cf. Pr 26'. But the two
vv. 23, 24 do not hang together very well with the context on either

side of them, in which the speaker considers his own case only. Eyob's
previous words find a suitable conclusion in v. 22.)

If not He, who else P i. e. inflicts calamity, regardless of the deserts of
its victims. Reading :iSX-ip Xll xIj-DX. So © et Se p^ ovtos itrToi, tU
ia-Tiv ; and 93 Z. But © follows order of Wi, and points iSS His anger,
reading or guessing XB'^ for Xll, and rendering But His anger who
endureth? Cf. also 2423 Gn 2783.
V. 25. Resumes the personal note. My days. Om. introd. And
(RV Now), c 2 MSS, ©SaS. The 1 is only dupl. of the following 1, as
often. A runner : I.e. a courier, or King's Messenger. See on 7*.
Es 3i8-'3. without seeing : lit. and have not seen good (leg. xlsi c ® © 93.
Waw has fallen out of iDJ after preceding Waw). To see good is to
experience happiness or prosperity : cf Ps 4'. The statement is strange,
in view of the Prologue, with its account of Eyob's former great prosperity.

See also 7"-', which this verse briefly repeats (esp. 7' >>Mine eye will no
more see good). Perhaps ixT should be read for 1X1 : and will not see
good. We might also render a)J : My days, they are swifter than a runner;
They fly, they see not ghod. But the Perff. seem more appropriate to
a review of the past (cf Gn 470); and Eyob would hardly insist on the
swift passage of the long hours of his hopeless misery (cf 72-^). ® om.
131t3 : They ran away unawares (fit. and knew not: cf v. 5); but this
cannot be right.

V. 26. papyrus : 13X here only. The Assyr. a-bu, a-pu, means bed of
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reeds or jungle ; e. g. qani qpi, ' reeds of the jungle
'
in Anp. al. ; but we

cannot be sure of the connexion. One would have expected to find an
Egyptian source for the word. Freytag's \i\ arundines does not appear
in Lane. © app. substitutes '2.\>yfootprint or track (iJp^vos dSoii) for 13X ;
remembering Ps 7720 (© 761') and Wisd 51011 ; Z Xil30 P3'P1 Xiolsx ships

laden with choicefruits (cf Dt 33I8 Ct 4I8 7") and 93 naves poma portantes,
both equate 13X with Aram. 3X fruit (Dan 40) ; while ©, with its great
ships of enemies, equates the word with 131X enmity !
It is evident from the context that fight swift boats, like the old
Nile-craft of papyrus, are intended, not heavy freight-boats. Cf Is 18=.
Like an eagle : or vulture. Sivoopeth : ox flieth demon. The d-K. E'iti =

Aram. DIP to fly (5! Je 5') may be akin to Heb. 010 a (swift) horse,
Aram. xiQID, Assyr. sisil, and the homonym DID, XIDID, a swift or swallow.

(@ St. ii : see Wisd 5".)
V. 27. I say or {have said) or think: iRipX: so i MS, ©93 pr m 'lO?.
Cf Z iP'?? f'X If T shall say. I will relax : 13tyx : lit. let loose : cf. loi
2013. We should rather have expected / will lift up, XE'X, or perhaps
1I53TX (cf Gn 3023 "metaph. lift up = honour). Z has 'tSIl p3E'X =

13X 13Tyx I will let go my wrath (13X pro 133), which may be right
(Ps 378). ® o-wKvi/'as TU Trpoo-ajTro) o-Tevdfo), With the face bowed down,
I will groan, gives the very opposite of the required sense, (orevdfa) =
1I53XX instead of 131I53X: cf Is 198. But the rare 3153 Hiph. shine,
brighten up, smile, or the like, which recurs 1020 Ps 39", is doubtless right.

It may be compared with 3P"E' snow, so called as glistening white, pP~l

burn, V?^ scorched by the sun. Sum. ZA-LAG shine, light of fire, LAG
shine, light. 3P"3 ^ to be a-shine or in shining)
V. 28. aR lit. I dread all my pains; i.e. app. he fears their return, and
therefore dares not be cheerful. Instead of il3Sy (7^3) @ seems to have

read inovy my limbs (20" 212-'), which is no improvement here. But 93
opera mea = in3Vy (cf Pr s" li3Vy thy labours). Z 'ISJS my pains

(cf Gn 313), and © ' And if I am quiet, / am afraid of all torment ' :
a correct paraphrase. {Z gives niE'33 / gathered = ill3X for 11131
I dread) Read perhaps 1330 because of pxo Wl b:i all: cf 713 Dt 28^0
(but also 323).

V. 29. St. i is too short in aS. An introductory OX If, or |l Lo !

or perhaps both (so ©), may be restored : {Lo) if I (emph.) am to be
found guilty (or condemned), as is certain beforehand. Wherefore shouldI labour in vain to establish my innocence ? Cf 93 Si autem et sic impius
sum, &C. ® iireiSr) (Se) etpt do-c;8ijs, Atd Tt ovk diriOavov ; (^ ?3 IT 10?

: yi3X), But since I am guilty, Why did I not die without further question ?

A good sense in itself, but not in harmony with the context. Read
perhaps '131 i33X 030X"DX If indeed I am to be guilty.
v. 30. Snow is a natural emblem of perfect purity (Is 1I8 Ps 51"); but
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people do not wash with snow (Kt V^ i*23 ©), nor with snow water
(0©I93 'b^ 'P3; RV) to secure it. Read therefore iP3 like for 103
with, in the sense as white as, and render : Though I had washed me
snow-white.

St. ii. D'SS 13 \s purity of hands in 2 230; cf Ps 1821-25. Here '33 must
be the Obj. of the Trans, verb, and 13 is not cleanness (so ®©93), but an

alkaline substance used for cleansing, viz. lye (Lauge) ; a mixture of
potash and water: cf Is 123. A syn. is I'lia, Je 222. The common root
is 113 Assyr. bardru, be bright, shine, the Prim. Root of which is seen in
Sum. BAR, shine (namdru), light (niiru), the sun (lamsu), PAR, bright

{namru). Sec, whence also 133 sunlike, bright, pure. Trans, wash, cleanse,
purify, Sec In the same way 13T, Aram, X31, Assyr. zakii, be clean, pure,
and ^31 be bright, shining, pure, 11 pure, may be traced back to Sum.

DAG, bright, shining, pure, SHAG, bright, purify metals, ZA(G), bright,
ZAG, flame. Sec (all akin to LAG, LAG, bright; ZA-LAG, shining, light

of fire). The idea of moral purity thus found its original expression
through the natural and beautiful metaphor of light.

V. ¦^i. The Apodosis to v. 30.—aS niE'3 in the pit; cf 17" 33" al.
(of She'ol). A pitfall, Ps 713 g" al. Nowhere app. a ditch (33, 2 K 313),
Z XllllE'3 = ajf. ® ev puTTo), in filth (pvTros = ^'Q^,foul ,14*; ^^'i filth,
Is 4'. Cf. Zc 38-' tp,dTta pvirapd = D'XIS 0'133) = 93 sordibus. But <S
XS013 = niE' pit, Pr 262' al. There is no need to jead 11D3
(Is 523). ®93 render ace to the sense. A cesspit or hole for refuse
is meant.

And my clothes would make me abhorred (or offensive). People would
turn away from him in disgust, as foul to sight and smell and, moreover,

ceremonially ' unclean '. Cf Ez 1 623 (for this use of 3yi Pi.) ; Zc 38--'.
It has been proposed to read '9?'^ or '9??''? (?), in the sense of my friends
{And my friends would abhor me); but neither word occurs elsewhere in
the book. See also i9i'-io. (3yn = TA Formative + GAB : cf Sum.
GAB, bi'lu, stinking, foul, bad. Perhaps Tg. 31XD pollute = SA Forma
tive, Saphel-|-GAB = makefoul)
V. 32. Something has gone wrong with a)?. The first st. seems too

long, though E"X"xli"i3—note the Maqqephs—might perhaps be spoken
with a single stress (cf p-xl5-i3, v. 35) ; and a barely possible rendering
of the whole verse might be: For One that is not Man, like me— canI answer Him P Shall we enter into fudgement together ? But we must
at least restore 1 before I33yx (Nu 2310 al.) and prob. before X133 also
(©; cf 93 nee), which has fallen out, as often, after 1 and 1. Perhaps
133yxi is an insertion : For He is not human, like me. That we should
enter. Sec But the Pron. Xll (for which ® supplies niX, misled by
vv. 28, 31) is wanted after E'iX-xl'-i3 ; cf ©. The change to 3 Pers.
marks the beginning of a new paragraph, and agrees with what follows.
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vv. 34, 35. (93 neque enim viro qui similis mei est, respondebo, answers

to Wl word for word.) For E'lX nb, cf 12" 32" Nu 2313 Is 31*.
V. 33. Pointing nb (2 Sa 1812)= Xll", ^b, Opt. Pt. Would that . . .,
/y^a/ . . ., C 13 MSS, © (e?6e Or eJ ydp) ©. But 3:93 = SR : There is nd
an umpire, &c. (©'s rendering : that our Mediator were both arguing

And hearing between both! -'V I'? SJOn l'3iO «'3'a-B''K 'h : cf Dt i"
for J13 yOE' of judges. 13'3i3 E'lX, our between-man = o peo-trijs i7p,w,
Ga 313-20 Heb 83. Cf also i Sa i7*-28 D13131 E'lX. McortVjjs, mediator,
arbitrator, umpire, does not occur elsewhere in @.)
That he might lay his hand upon the twain of us ! as imposing his
decision on both alike, and perhaps as reconciling them to each other.

V. 34. His Rod: 2B 1P3E', c P majore. So © pd^hov, 93 virgam,
© 1D3E'; but ^ 11110 His stroke ox plague = \aw : v. 23: cf Na 32

Is io23. This may be right.
appal me: ® p,e orpo/JetTO), whirl about, distract me ; a word which

recurs 13" 1523 33' (not elsewhere in ®). ny3, Ar. ^:L^\fall upon a man

suddenly, take him by surprise or unawares, is prob. cogn. with 113 be

afraid.
»• 35- ® transposes the two members of st. i : And I will not be
afraid, but will speak. St. ii. aJJ : noy i33X p xl" 13 ; ' For not so
(i. e. in a position to be in fear of Him) am I with myself (i. e. in my
conscience).

'With'
is in Heb. used idiomatically (cf lo" 23" 27") to

express in the mind or knowledge of
' (Dr). In the three reff. Oy appears

to express intention or design rather than conscience or knowledge ; and

not one of those passages, nor any other that I know of, presents a real
parallel to the strange Not so am I with me. The Pron. i33X seems to
require a verb, such as is

,

in fact, supplied by ® ov ydp ovria a-wiiricrTapxu

= : yiV 133X |3"xl5 13 For Unright (or Injustice) I know ; i. e. I know
the difference between Right and Wrong (680), Justice and Injustice.

(yiV pro 2)J noy. The rare o-vveirLo-Tapai = itlX, 19".) For p-xl) not
right, see 2 K 7' Je 83 al. The rendering of ®A«c.a ^^ y^p (ovtoj om. A)
o-vireTTto-T. €p,avT£ dStKov, For I am not conscious of wrongdoing, is good
sense, and seems to support our interpretation of \'S'\X7. Perhaps,

however, we should read IIVT , in place of noy : For Unjust I (emph.)
knffw Him ; i. e. God is not just in dealing as He has done with me ;

I know, if you do not, that my miseries are altogether unmerited.
Cf vv. 21, 22, 10'.
Chapter 10. v.\. Lit. My soulfeels loathing (or sickens) at my life.

I will give the rein to : or let loose : 13TyX, 9". So ® cTra^j/o-o) ;

9
3 dimittam; Z PUE'X. But perhaps 133B'X / will pour out (c 'PV :

Ps 423) upon me my complaining (® groaning ='^r\''^), I will loose
against Him (vljy instead of il>y) my words. But ^ is preferable (Ps 423),
since / will say unto Eloah follows, v. 2. The redundant third fine
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/ will speak in the bitterness of my soul looks like a gloss (from 7")
on St. ii.

V. 2. Treat me not as guilty: or Do not condemn me: 920 ige al.

® M^ pe dae/Selv StSao-xe, Teach me not to
be wicked! app. reading yiE'll

and. conliecting with it i3yil11 (= StSao-Ke, 13^3 al.) from st. ii
.

V. 3. Doth it please: or profit Thee: Is it any good to Thee? Cui

bono ? As ^l5-31Dl has but one stress, and as pE'yi usu. has an Obj., we
suppose that 01 blameless has fallen out before DXOl. But ® : rj KaXov

o-ot edv dSLKrja-uy; (= lyE'l for pE'yi; app. read backwards!). Perhaps

due to theological offence. St. iii is prob. an interpolation. Apart from

the metrical objection, it is irrelevant to the argument here, though it

agrees with 92* : see the note there. .
smiled: lit. shone: 2* v. 22 3713 Ps 502 802 Dt 332. The -/y3i, used

only in Hiph. as here, is in Heb. poetic, and found only in Job, Pss, and

Dt 1. c The corresponding Assyr. root is common both in poetry and
in elevated prose, esp. in Shaph. (= Heb. Hiph.) and pass. Ishtaphal,
in the sense of causing to come or shine forth, making splendid or glorious,

creating or bringing into existence, and the corresp. passive meanings

{usepi, uldpd; ultdpd, ultepd. Sec). The original idea was prob. that of

springing out and up, rising into light and sight (cf napdhu). The Assyr.
Itipii (III I. 2.) is the usual equivalent of the Sumerian PA-E, shining^
conie forth. This PA may be compared with PAR, shining {namru) and
with PA, a shoot or sprout {am), and with BAR, BA, shine. It may very
well be the Primitive Root of ysi, y31 , and its weaker cognate 131, as also
of Ar. ailo adultus, grown up, grown tall, of a boy, and Sab. y3i, raise,
heighten. (® Trpoo-e'o-xes = 13E'pl for ny311 : 138: perperam.)
V. 4. Lit. Hast Thou eyes ofFlesh ? Or like a Mortal's seeing seest Thou ?
Cf. I Sa 16'. Art Thou liable to human errors of judgement? Hast
Thou no more insight than my friends, that Thou treatest me so ?

V. 5. Lit. Are Thy days like a mortal's days. Sec Cf Ps 90 io22'-23
for the contrast between God's eternity and Man's mortality. But the

connexion of thought between vv. 5, 6 is hardly obvious. The suggestion,
however, may be that it is hardly worthy of an Eternal Being to pay so
much attention to the behaviour of an ephemeral creature like man.

A similar sequence of thought is observable in 7"*-. In fact, chap. 10
may almost be called a mere expansion of 713-21. Driver's paraphrase

' Art Thou short-lived, that Thou hastenest (vv. 6, 7) to find out my sin,
even before it is committed, lest it should escape

punishment?'
seems

improbable. The verses say nothing about 'haste' or search for sin

' before it is conrmitted '.

V. 6
. Both stt. seem metr. short. In st. i insert 1|?N Thou emph. ; in

St. ii we might read 'Pl IIX^, as 398. For E*!! c different construction,
see 3' 58. (E'p3, st. i, only here in Job.)
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V. 7. When {ot Although) Thou knowest (lit. Upon Thy knowing : 16"

Is 533) that I am . . . And {thai) there is not, Sec. But st. ii is no parallel
to St. i. ® dXXd Tts io-Tiv 6 ex twv x'tpwv o-ou e'fatpovp.evos ; = l^iO i01
l>iVO is no better. The emendation ^yo 'IJS (pxi) And (that) there is no
perfidy in my hand makes a good parallel; but Pyp does not occur

elsewhere in Job (21'* is corrupt). Perhaps b)^ iT3 And that there is
no wrong in my hands. (For \a, cf OL, p. 580, 3 c. ; for l)iy, 3410-32

Ps 7''). The verse, however, is not necessary to the sense (see note on
V. 5) and may be an exegetic interpolation.

V. 8. Thine own Hands: or 'Twas Thy Hands thatframed, Sec. The
word is emphatic. i313Sy framed ox fashioned me. 3Xy Pi., Je 44"(?),

. compared by Buhl with Ar. ^^».ac cut off, e. g. a limb, perhaps means to
cut out or carve (cf X13). Possibly, however, it may be to bind, put

together, combine, construct, or build (cf perhaps Ar. ,_*-ac bind or tie

round) ; if we may judge by the analogy of Assyr. vbb. of binding, like
rakdsu and k{q)agdru, which are often used of building. Cf. also Assyr.

egepu (^Vy), combine, put together, add. (The rare Heb. 3Vy Pi. as here
used may be disguised under the meaningless form DiOSy3, Ec ii3;
where it seems plausible to restore D^j 3Sy3 as it fashioneth the embryo

(Ps 139^3) in the pregnant womb.) . ® IrrXarrdv pe = i3nvi (iSi = irXdrrui,
Gn 2'-8-io et al.), moulded me. Cf Ps 1 19'3.
St. ii. And afterwards (®©) wilt Thou turn round and swallow me?
reading '?5?f>311 3101 11X1 instead of Ws impossible '?5?bri1 3'3p li:
Together around ; and Thou hast swallowed me up. (i3yP311 1130 IIX
Afterwards Thou didst turn round and swallow me up is of course equally
possible, but has a prosaic sound, and does not agree so well with the

pleading tone of the next verse.) In fact, Eyob had not yet been

' swallowed up

'

or annihilated (818), though the Satan desired it (23).

® /xeTd ( -f- 8^ ©A) raiVa (= 11X1) p^Ta^aX^v { = 3101 ; or 31^11, v. i6)
cTrato-as. The vb. eTraicras, Thou struckest, is remarkable. This vb.
renders 131, as in 2'. We might suppose a rg. '3311 for 'JJJPSII; but it

seems possible that eTraieras represents cTrto-as, drankest up (a false formation

from TTtVoj), or even Triia-ai, wilt drink up (Lk 17'), or perhaps i-Kaxiut,
didst eat.

V. 9. remember that Thou madest me of clay ! ®© om. X3 Part, of
Entreaty, O or Pray! 9

3 quaeso. of f/ty = lOl, Accus. of Material:
Gn 2' Ex 25I8 al. aR IPn? like the clay. St. ii. And {that) unto {the)
dust (or earth) Thou wilt make me return : a xef. to Gn

3" : 31E'l ISyPXI .

RV And wilt Thou bring me into dust again? as though it were
unreasonable in God, after making him of ' clay ', to resolve him again

into his constituent material. (' Clay

'

and ' dust

'

are synonymous, both

meaning earth (4" notes).) This will not do. Eyob simply begs God
to desist from fiirther persecution of a being who is not, like Himself,
2210 O
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eternal, but of earthly origin and mortal nature. He does not complain

of the inevitable. He knows that, in any case, he must soon die : vv. 20,
2 1 ;

73-'' 925.

V. 10. pour me out: Hiph. of ^n3 (see on 32-') pour out, intrans., str.

flow = Assyr. natdku, and 'then melt (Ez 2220-22). The root is prob. tak,
which may be compared with zak in 13T, "13^ &c., and with Sum. DAG,

shining, pure, SHAG and SIG, bright, pure, purify, smelt, or refine
metals.

Whatever the legendary lore of his race had to tell of the origin of
Man on the earth (v. 9 ; cf notes on 4") the poet knew well enough that
it was only in a figurative sense that he himself could be said to have

been moulded out of clay. The present verse obviously refers to the
processes of natural generation ; first, the emission of the milky semen,
and then its coagulation in the womb, as milk thickens into curd or
' cheese

'
(l}'?? ; dTr- in OT). And all these gradual processes of the

growth and shaping of the body, which we call ' natural ', he regards as
due to the direct personal activity of the Eternal Creator (v. 11). Cf
Ps 13913-16. Nor can it be pretended that a more exact knowledge of
protoplasmic matter and the evolution of germ and cell has solved for the
modern world the ultimate mystery of life.
(The Versions miss the ref to Generation ; e.g. Z for 133111 gives

111 ^vayo purifiedst me. Cf Sum. SHEN, ebbu, ellu, bright, oxpure)
V. II. We do not, of course, expect anatomical precision, but only
a statement in poetic form of things open to ordinary observation. If the
skin and the flesh, the outer and inner integuments of our mortal frame,

may be called its ' clothing ', what function is fulfilled by the bones and

sinews or muscles ? Clearly they are the strength and support of the

whole structure. Accordingly, © gives i3inE' Tiiou didst strengthen me
or make me firm (cf 'I'l^ muscles, 4013 ; Sum. SHER, bind, bond) for
i333E'n ; and it is quite conceivable that this old Aram. vb. stood in the
original text. ©, however, has ei/etpas, entwinedst, intertwinedst, or didst

string me together, and Z 'iO'lE'X wovest me = '?3pn Ps 139^8; -whence it
is usually supposed that the dTr- ^3E' = the dTr- ^3D to weave or weave
together: cf 31E' Pu. intertwined, of the sinews of the river-horse, 40".
On the other hand, ^SE* = TjSb may perhaps be Poel of "yi^ = HID hedge

or fence in, V> 323 388 (the bones and sinews being regarded as the third

line of the Self or Soul's defence). So Ps 139" didst enclose me in my
mother's womb.

V. 12. Compassion: Qipil (Ho 221) for a)J Dni Uf; or perhaps it
should be |1 (incorrectly written Jil , and then mistaken for jui = Di'l)
favour. It hardly suits the context to read l^ll Di'l life and duration or
continuance, even if we accept IE* (@ i^ov cf 143) for ^I'E'y; for such
a phrase would most naturally refer to the life after birth (Ps 3933 89**),
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and the ref here is to Eyob's antenatal experience, viz. God's loving care
of him as a babe in the womb: cf v. i8. Besides, Thou didst put life
with me (instead of Thou gavest me life) would be a strange expression ;
and IPI is not a Job-word (see on ii"). On the other hand, oy 101 lE'y
deal kindly with, show kindness to is a common phrase (Gn 191-' al.).
The St. has four beats, unless there is a crasis of vb. and prep, (we might
perhaps read ip enclitic pro noy : cf Ps. 1 83i).
V. 13. And (all the time of this assiduous care) Thou wast cherishing

these intentions (in regard to Thy future dealing with me; viz. those
described in vv. 14-16). Lit. And these things Thou didst hide (or hoard,
or treasure up: j3V i5''o 2119 2312; j^is Hi. 24' Ni.) in Thy heart. Malice
lurked under the fair show of Divine favour. The Pronouns ll^X and
ixr thus refer to what immediately follows. But why are both used ?
It looks as if the meaning might be Tiiese calamities — This, my present
condition. ® TaijTa txy>v iv o-eavTw (= ¦)33P3), otSa oTt irdvTa Swdo-ai =
15311 lib-i? inyi; = 422^ (® adds the rest of that verse here). © / knew
that this was in thy mind (^J^Vl? = ^ "W. '^^^ Thee). But 95 Licet haec
celes in corde tuo, tamen scio quia universorum memineris (I), which
suggests : loy nxr 1

'3

13
'lyii (cf ®).

V. 14. absolve me : treat me as pure or innocent, acquit me : lp3 Pi. Ps 19'=.
The Prim. Root may be NAG = Sum. SHAG, bright, pure, purify,
DAG, shining (see note on 980). And since there is a close connexion
between the ideas of brightening and cleansing or purifying, while
purification is commonly effected by pouring water on the thing to be

purified, we may further recognize a relation to the Sum. NAG, drink,
drench, water land (A.-S. drincan, drencan), drinking being a kind of

pouring, viz. into the mouth or down the throat (figured as a bottle in the

linear script). Hence Assyr. naqii, pour out water for the dead {ndq me,

the man who does it), wine in libation to the gods, and met. sighing.

Cf Syr. w>aj 11. pour a libation, and Ar. Jti II. cleanse ox purify.
V. 15. woe to me! ip ippx. So Mi 71. Cf Gk. dXaXri, dXaXd, loud
cry, eXeXev, war-cry, cry of pain ; Assyr. elelu, to play (and sing), elelu,

woful strain, lament, aldlu, joyous shouting. Sum. ELALU, ILU, shriek,
howl, sing, ElAAJ , joyous cry, Sec UL, ULU, rejoicing {ullu, ulgu = py) ;

Heb. I5I51, IsIji, &c. (Mostly, perhaps, onomatopoetic, like Eng. yell.

But Sum. UL looks like a sec. form of GUL, hidutu, rejoicing)
St. iii is a self-evident marginal intrusion, violating the metre of the

verse, and in itself unmetrical with its two or four stresses. Moreover,

the second member njy IXll and see Thou my affliction! (@ om.) is

clearly corrupt, as out of construction with the preceding phrase.

Lagarde's I'JV 111 drenched (lit. watered) with affliction agrees perfectly
with fvij "^^^ full-fed with dishonour, and must be right. Cf Is 5121,
La 313. Shame and humiliation are his abounding food and drink,

o a
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Ps 42^ 8o3. (Of course, 1X1 might be a later or Aramaized pronunciation

of li"!; cf 1X3 = 113, Ps 232 al.) These marginal notes, consisting of
more or less apposite quotations, exegetical glosses and various readings,

may be taken as evidence of the popularity of the book from ancient

times. In the instance befdre us, the annotator gives a reason (wrongly
based on Eyob's present misery) why he would not 'lift up his head', i.e.
dare to exhibit the confident bearing of security. Ju 828 Ps 833.
V. 16. In immediate connexion with lE'Xl XE'X XP / might not or
durst not hold up my head in the fearless confidence of conscious innocence
(v. 15). Were I elated, lifted up in spirit; reading 1X3X OX(l) pro aij
1x311 (cf © Pi*!.!-/ vl°)" ^ '^ '^®"' i'^'^'^^''^'^ ^^'^ if '^ (™y head)
should lift itself up (cf RV)'; but the change of Obj. to Subj. is improb.

1X31 Thou wouldst exalt Thyself, exhibit Thy superior Power, or
' triumph ' (see Ex 15' ¦''-'''), would be better. This verse, indeed, with its
1X3 and XP3 (st. ii), may be partly due to reminiscence of Ex. 1. c, with
its 1X3, i1X3, and xl'3 lE'y. like a lion l^TVff 4'o 288) Thou wouldst hunt me.

Is the lion here the hunted, or the Divine hunter Himself? ® supposes

the former (dypeuop-at ydp wo-Trep Xe'oDi' eis (Ttjyayqv =: 3111? ' pro lX3il) ;

and so 93 Et propter superbiam quasi leaenam capies me {superbiam =

my defiant bearing in 'lifting up my head'). Hunting the lion (the
frequent boast of Assyrian kings) is

,

however, unknown to the OT
writers, with whom the king of beasts is always a symbol of surpassing
strength and terror. On the other hand, lahvah is ' like a lion '

(PIE'S, P1E'"103) in His destructive aspect (Ho 5" 13'). Perhaps we
should emend '31S1 wouldst lie in wait for me (cf Ps lo' La 310), from
nv, r Sa 2412 ; a term which seems more appropriate to the activity of
beasts of prey than US (cf , however, 388'). The st. may be an intrusion.
St. ii. Thou [leg. IIX pro 1

] wouldst again shew Thyself marvellous
(i. e. act strangely, mysteriously, or uniquely) against me. Cf Is 29".
The -v/xPS (Hithpa. here only) occurs most freq. in Niph. Ptcp. fem.
plur. (of God's wonderful works, regarded as beyond human under
standing, 428), 5» 373.1'', and is most common in the Pss (about thirty
limes). The Prim. Root is prob. identical with Sum. BAL, split, break
through or into, divide. Sec. (cf BAL, axe, pilaqqu), which ramifies in the
series 1P3, 3"P3, 1"P3, PP3, &c. Thus X?S a wonder is

,

strictly speaking,

something separate and apart fro>n other and ordinary things. ® SeivoJs

pe dXe'xeis is a paraphrase which does not imply any difference of reading
(cf ®'A0 e6aiip,do-T<oo-as).
V. 17. Suspicious, as a tristich. Thou wouldst renew Thy witnesses

before me is
,

indeed, grammatical, but the meaning is uncertain. The

1 If f(s ai^ynv = PIE*?, the latter may be a variant of PIE'S; and then it will
be true to say that © omits 1X3'1 .
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'
witnesses

'
are said to be Eyob's ' sufferings ', which were held by all to

be glaring evidence of guilt. But Eyob himself stoutiy denied this
inference ; how then can before me ('133) be right ? © eTravaKaii/t^uv

itr"

ipi T^v eTao-tV poi; (®-^ o-ou) = (1^?^) 'V^? 'PV ^"^^^ Thou wouldst renew
upon me Thy stroke (?')'J'J3 Thy strokes: Gn 12"); cf. Ps 3812 39". For

€Tao-ts, trial, examination, as a paraphrastic rendering of y33 stroke, plague,

see Gn 12" (D'y33 . . . yj3i1 = koI rjTaa-tv . . . iTaapo'n). This simpler

and more natural reading agrees better with the preceding line {Thou

wouldst again deal strangely with me), of which it appears to be explicative

(and with which it may form a distich, if 1 6=' be an interpolation) ; while
it also affords a better parallel to what follows : Afd Thou wouldst
increase Thine anger (E'y3 = oys) with me (cf Ps 853 130y loys).

St. iii Wl :'py N3S1 liSilil Changes or reliefs, relays (i K 528) and a host
or warfare are with me, is obviously corrupt, whatever way we take it.

The author does not use the fig. Hendiadys ; and if he did, it would not
help us here, for how could 'a host in

relays'
be
'with' Eyob? In 71

X3X denotes a (time of) hard service; cf 141'' : All the days ofmy service
(iX3X) will Iwait. Until my relief (^nzthn) cometh. In the sense of army
or warfare, ^yi does not occur in Job. (These three are the only reff.)
At the end of the verse, loy, after noy, cannot be right. Read therefore
:iOy 1X3V IS'l'l The relief ofmy service tarrieth (loy, Gn 45' : pro lOy),
which may be a marginal intrusion. ® eTTTj-ya-yes Se ip.i TreipaT-qpia

= '."by X3V 5)il'111 And wouldst bring fresh thraldom upon me. For flPl
see 413 9"-28 ; and for X3S = irnpaT-qprnv, 7'- If the line is original, this
(or something like it

) may be right. Cf © ..S! V ^j^ «°i'''v» ^» yoiJiLo

And hosts Thou changest (or renewest) against me ; taking X3V (
c

®) in

the sense of an army of assailing troubles.
V. 1%. I migiit have died: or should (or ought to) iiave expired (3").
For the Prim. Root, cf perhaps Sum. >^|^T UG (GUG), dead

>Ar. ci» be hungry (though Eng. starve orig. meant die). Or is yi3

(Heb. only) = y03, gasp for breath? cf Aram. y03 to swallow. There

is no need to insert KPl c © Kat ovk dirdOavov. See ©S, which give it

rightly. We might perhaps render Died I, no eye would have seen me.
V. 20. Ketib: Are not my days few ? let Him cease! ('''^r'.') Let Him

set (His heart, 7", or His face, Nu 24') away from me, that I may
brighten up a little! Qeri : Are not my days few? then cease Thou ('"ir)!);

And set (Thy heart) away from me, Sec. Both are ill-knit and barely
grammatical. It has been proposed to read ''^151 'P^ or (!
) ''^Pni '^', on

the ground of ® © and Ps 393 ; but ^^^ does not seem to be a Job-word

(see on V. 12 and 11", where © gives tfai) for the corrupt IPi, while ©'s
word here is /Sios). In the four other places where the word 1^1 (P. "vf))
occurs in the present Heb. text, ® nowhere renders it /Si'os or t^ar)
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(Ps 171'' IPip = dTTo y^s ; Ps 4C)^ IPC* 'i?^' = o' KaTOtKoi5i/Tes Trjv olKoviJi.ivrjv ;
Ps 393 'i^i = ^ iTToo-Tao-ts p.ov = 'wlinin Ps 398 ; Ps 89" ^P^-10 i3ri3|
= pvT^a-drjTL TL's pov rj vir6crTa(Tii, i. e. my ground of hope, my confidence.
He II'). ® 6 /St'os TOV xpoi'oi' po^> the life of my time; a curious
expression for which ©^ gives the more natural d p^pdvos toC ySt'ou pow,

the time ofmy life. 'O /Ji'os pov = 'P',
7'''"' 8" 92=

; but D'pj is rendered

Xpovos some sixteen times, e. g. 323-' Gn 26' ('fS 'P'3 = ev tw xP°^^ ''"^ '•'^•)-
Perhaps ©'^ = '*! 'pi the days of my life: so © (cf Pr 3112 TrdvTa toi'
jiiov = m i':;il 'p; b'^s). Thus, reading r\yf (cf. 7" 14" Ps 39") for llE'l,
St. ii, we get Are not the days of my life few? Look away from me, that

I may brigiiten up {a little, or a while : omit ? cf. 92'). Perhaps, however,
we should restore 'l'3ip my years for li^'^ (cf. Pr s'J o-dv ySiov = ^1113E'),
and transpose it with I'll, pointing 'P^ instead of 'PJ: Are not the days of
my years fw ? Let me alone, that / may brighten up {a while: uyo:

? dittogr.). For the phrase 13OO I'll see 71" aTrdo-Ta dTr' epoS. (But ®

eao-di/ p,e ; cf. 7" ouk eas pe= '?Op lyE'l X^J ; yet 143 vbyO XV^^ = diroa-Ta
dir'
avTOv, and Ps 39" 1300 lyE' = di/es poi)

V. 21. Cf Ps 39", of which vv. 20, 21, are an apparent echo.
z'. 22. As a triplet, the verse is suspicious; and the repetition of 11DPV

is improb., and still more so the dupficated I53X 103. The sense of the
quatrain being complete with v. 21, this one may well be rejected as an
interpolation. @ eis yrjv o-ko'tovs aiwvtov = Dpiy P3X p.?"?? (o-ko'tos
= P3X, as in 3", although in eighteen other places in Job, as usu.
elsewhere, o-kotos = ^E'l ; and ob^V instead of Hoi's); ov ovk eo-Tii'
(^e'yyos = li'^'^1'1 or liX-xl*? (^^yyos = li«, 41^0) or 1113"n1'1 (<^eyyos

^l^h 3') ; oi'Se opdv ^mrjv fipoTZv = DIX I'l liXi xbl (!). This at least
gives us a distich instead of a tristich ; while st. ii is good evidence that
the text was already corrupt. Wl bza 103 y311 looks like a dupl. of

I'SX 103 ll3y, the ttTT- il3y (usu. referred to I3iy, Am 4I8) originating
in y3n written backwards. The prosaic word Dil'ip, ranks or rows,
series (= 1111?', 2 K ii"), for which ® has </)e'yyos, light, finds no support
in OT conceptions of She'ol, the dark and dreary, but not disordered,
world of the dead, where kings still have their thrones (Is 14'), and

doubtless the classes below them retain their relative positions. Every
spirit has 'his own

place'
(cf Acts 12=). Neither the ancient Hebrews,

nor the Babylonians from whom they derived so many of their cosmic

ideas, conceived of the Underworld as a chaos. Lastly, we may note

that I'SX 103 y311 And it (i.e. the land of the dead) shineth (v. 3 3') like

darkness is sheer nonsense. The land cannot be said to ' shine '. And

where the light is as darkness (RV) could not be so expressed in Hebrew.
We might read lyil And it is dim or 7nurky (cf Is 822-23, but not 11")
instead of VShl. The whole distich miffht have run somewhat thus:
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iix-xh ins'y j'lx
ibs^a 103 eiym

Or St. ii 1113 lilsy yiQIl xlsi (cf 3^).
The land of gloom and no light; Yea, gloomy it is as night (or. And
daylight shineth not on it). See 1223 for 11X-xl>1. ®'s oiSe bpav t,i^r]v
PporSiv is as interesting as it is perplexing. niXl xl>1 may have grown
out of "IIN xl'1 (? Onix ? nilX) in the previous line ; but t,,j>r,v /3poTS>v
= ^1^ '."0 (or OIX nil) suggests a possible misunderstanding of "i
kindreds, tribes (i Sa i8i") or of 1*1 communities of man (2 Sa 23").
Cf. @: The land -which is waste (UouL) as the Pit (]ls^ = 1X3 for I'SX
in both places : Ps 6913) and the Shades of Death ; And wherein there are
no rows of homesteads (l'll"=| pllD ; explan. of D'llD), But it is wasted
(UoUjo) like the Pit; also Z: The land whose eyelids (xillO'l = Ii3y3y
= llDiy

!) are like the darkness of the Shades of Death, without rows of
human habitations (XE'3 153 yp[) il"]p xl)^), And glooming (xyaysp; cf.
II") like darkness. Both think of 111 to dwell (cf I'll, Is 38") in
connexion with oniD ; and neither refers y3ni to -/ysi shine forth.
Chapter 11. First Remonstrance of Zophar the Minaean.
V. 2. A master of words: or one abounding in words: pointing 3T
pr. 31; cf ®a3.1. A better parallel to a man of lips. (Did ® read
0131 1211, dividing the letters differently ?)
St. ii. A man of lips : i. e. of fluent speech ; here implying insincerity
or want of conviction. Cf Ex 4I" a man of words = an orator or ready
speaker, and Is 2913 (the contrast of lip-worship with heart-worship).

® evXaXos = ©^ in Ex 410, where, however, there is no implication of
insincerity.

V. 3. At thy babble: T^.3?('!l) : cf 9
3 Tibi soli (analysing the word

wrongly, as if it were from 13? alone). For P cf Nu 303-8. -p^g pt^.
Interrog. 1 derives some support from © xi Lo! aW Tl? is not,
however, indefensible: see 41*, where E''lll is to be silent about, to pass
over in silence, as here. The verb is never ' Causative '. 93 Tibi soli
tacebunt homines ? © Lo, on thy words the dead will be silent (mispointing
Diip men, v. 1 1 al., as DiflO dead. With D'lO men, str. males, cf not only
Assyr. mutu, husband, but also Sum. MESH, MUSH, MU, MISH,
MEZ, ME, male, man). @, after misreading ^1^3 (thy babble, idle talk :

d-K- in Job : cf. Is 1 63 4423) as ^n3 evXoyijpe'i/os, continues with yewi^Tos
¦ywaiKos dXt-yd/Stos = Dipi -|^p ngj^ lip', cf 14'; a queer perversion, or
perhaps rather an interpolation, since it is followed by a distich which

may be p.artly accounted for. by misreading of 3R (confusion of similar

letters) : p,^ TroXis iv pripaa-cv yivov, Ov ydp ia-Tiv 6 dvTiKpivopevoi o-ot
= Oil's 311 l^X, 34" (or Dilson 1331 I'X, cf 1421®; or even 31 I'X

I'll D'10X3); :D'P0 3'E'O I'X '3 (or tybv 13y pxi). The b
»

may
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indicate "PN (or "-'S? ; so @) as the true reading at the beginning of the
verse (nnS'lsx),

St. ii
. Lit. A7id thou scoff (pointing ^ypn^), and there be none shaming

(or no reprover). 0iP31, which only recurs once in Job (19'), means
to shame or mortify, confound uttexly.{cf. 2 Sa io3). The prim. mg. may
be to cut and wound, as we speak of 'cutting words'; cf Aram. D]S,
to cut and to threaten, and 1^3 Pi. NH cut, wound, revile, and fjll
taunt, reproach, which also perhaps orig. meant cut or pierce (cf XS'iD

X3111, the sword that cuts, the sharp sword; Syr. X311, sword), afi of

which may be cogn. with DP3 and Ar. Ji cut, wound (not in Lane).
Possibly 011 to ban, devote, wafe orig. to cut off, separate, and so consecrate.

It seems needless to adopt © 'H? '<.?3'1 who restraineth thee or @i ^l'3b

who refuteth thee. Z 1P?pi = Dil>30.
V. 4. af "lOXi^l. Point IPXJII And thou say(^). In any case, the
question is continued.

I am pure: '3bX i]1: cf 8" 33'. STO 'Ip? T riiy lore or teaching ispure.
But Eyob never speaks of his ' teaching

' or doctrine, as if he were a Rabbi
sitting in a group of disciples. Nor is Ip? (9 occ) usu. qualified b

y an

epithet (31P 'b once, Pr 42). Moreover, "jt describes persons and conduct
(Pr 20" ibyD; 16" Ill's!, cf Ps 6618) > matter of instruction. We might
also read 'pJJS ^

1

my conduct is pure : cf © p^ -ydp Xe'-ye art Kadapds eipi

Tol'i ipyoi% — iliys IT 10X1 I'
X (liys = epya 36' Pr 218 al.). Other possible

readings are illX IT or Oil "^ my way is pure {epya 132' 3421 3523)^ but
not '13P (n3l5 348 only ; il3? i K 28 only), which finds no support in ®.
in His sight: so © ivavTtov avTov (= 1i3iy3 : I5'3 253 321). Cf. lo''.
But the conjecture i3iy3 in my own eyes is favoured by 32', and b

y the

fact that Zophar has not yet mentioned God.

V. 5. St. i is too long (four stresses)^ Omit llpx and read 131i instead
of Infin. 13'i (63 1413 3181) or 1311 (19"). The 1 was perhaps mistaken

for '1 (1111) and lll5X substituted.

with thee : i. e. in converse with thee. The lOy belongs in sense to

both members, since Dy 131 is to speak ivith. Ex 19' (Subj. usu. God).
Not against thee (RV).
V. 6. A tristich with a more or less corrupted text. St. ii seems too
short, and st. iii is certainly too long, besides being mere prose.

tell or declare to (Gn 3") thee the hidden things (concr., as
28" of what

is hidden in the ground ; Ps 4422 in the heart, secret sins) of Divine
Wisdom ; esp. its infallible means of detecting sin, whether conscious or

unknown. Cf Ps 19" 908. Perhaps l»3l liopyi = /^^ hidden things
(i.e. thy 'secret sins') known to Wisdom (cf. ^lOIPy Ps 908).

For It (the Divine Wisdom) is marvellous in resource (or insight: see
on 512). aU For (It is) double in resource : D1I533 double (Is 402). The
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statement admits of no satisfactory explanation. The suggested

'^''???? lilic marvels is objectionable on the grounds that the Subj.

is not indicated, and that XPS is not a Job-word (dTr- D'XPS adv..
La 19). Read therefore (N'l) nx.l>33 (Dt 30") or lixl'33 (2 Sa i26).
The allusions to Heaven and the sea, vv. 8, 9, may be further reminiscences
of Dt 30"-". The line may be a marg. gloss on 1031 niopyi, unless
St. iii be considered an interpolation, as may very well be the case.
St. iii, as it stands, is doubtful Heb. Lit. And know thou that Eloah
maketh forget for thee (some) of thy iniquity. Whom does He ' make
forget ' ? cf 39", for the Hiph. of IB'3 c Accus. Pers. et Rei. (Hiph. not
elsewhere in OT, nor does the Root recur in any form in Job.) As to
the exegesis, it is gen. assumed that Zophar here asserts that 'God is
really not punishing him as much as he deserves

'
(Dr) ; that his guilt

is so heinous as to merit far worse calamities than those which have

befallen him. This, however, is not borne out by the rest of the chapter

(cf v. 14). Indeed, there is no other trace of such an extreme assertion
in any of the speeches of the Friends. They merely try to wring from

the sufferer an admission that his woes are the penalty of past misdoing :
Spdo-avTt Tra^etv.

As regards the Versions, @ 8vvap,iv aoc^tas = 1031 lIDPyi ; and so
lopyn = SuVapiv, 28", wrongly connecting the vi'ord with Aram. DPJ|
to be strong. "Otl SittXois eo-Tat (©'^ eo-Ttv) Toil'

(X*
tw) KaTa ae = D'<'33 13

¦JlBj;? that (He is
) double as compared with thee (or IPE* 'SP?) =misreading

of aw's I'E'iil'. (But :$
: xi03iil> xIsbis dux and © N^siP 1? nixi bwsa

XID31I' = aw. 9
3 et quod multiplex esset lex eius : a rabbinical paraphrase

of 2)J. Dilisa duplex is explained by multiplex, manifold ; and the Law

is the embodiment of the Divine Wisdom.)
For St. iii, ® gives xat Tore yvijxn) otl d^id o-ot dTre'/?ij dTrd Kuptou uiv
r,imprqKa<s = = 1?.ip "1^1^ I.!* "3^ '? HDI {^P OX llE'l, or Impf W; or
"?.?'-, pro SW 7\fi, and ^iijl? pro '». Cf esp. 332'®, where Kal ovk dfia
^aai pe Zv VAtaprov = SW ': '!> nm n'I'(I)

'I'.iyi lE^l (? T^^«1). See note
on that passage, and on 30'. The meaning of IIE* (cogn. c 113 lie down

flat?) i
s to be or become flat, level, aequus ; c 3 equal with, Pr 313 8" ; and

so to he like. Is 4023, Caus. to liken. Is 46* Hiph. (Pi. to level ox flatten out
the soil for sowing. Is 2823.) The word is not used of recompense or
requital (DPE*), nor is it found in Job outside the Elihu-section, where also

it is prob. spurious. The orig. st. here may have been 13 yill
:13iy3 llliX "1^ ol'E' And that thou mightest know that God hath requited

thee ace. to thy iniquity (cf Ps 62"), or reading ll5y3 for 73iyo hath
requited thee thy doing (34"). (The author of the Elihu-section may be
responsible for this and other apparent interpolations of the original text.)
v. 7. Lit. The limit of Eloah flndest thou. Or unto the end of Sliaddai

arrivest thou P Ij?! Act. searching, Ju 510 ch 5' (910) ; exploring, searching
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and finding, end or limit of search, 342* 3623 Is 4028 Ps 1453 and so Object

of search or investigation, 88. [Our Eng.
' search

' = chercher = Lat.
circare, go round or about, which may perhaps be the prim, sense of Ip^i

(and the labialized lp-3, E'p-3); cf Ju 182 (|| l?3l). The Sum. GAR is

to surround; GAR is also a fetter, as surrounding; IN-GAR is a

surrounding wall (cf KAR, wall); GAR is enclose, confine, and GISH-
GAR bounds, limits (e. g. of Heaven and Earth). Cf also I'p wall, 113
go round, and other kindred words.]
the end, lip31, i.e. the boundary or limit, 2610 288. God is boundless
or infinite: 'Pater immensus' {Ath. Creed). Ad fin. we must read X131
come (cf W d^^Uov, and Pr i2'®) or llXl (3^= 1622 al.) instead of the
second XVDl. The verse may be an interpolation, since it seems lo
interrupt the connexion between v, 6 and v. 8.

V. 8
. It is higher than Heaven : QiOE'O 1133 pro Wl QiOE' il33 Heights

of Heaven! (so Da); an unparalleled expression. Besides, the plur. of
133 is found nowhere else (cf 22"), and the || I'XE'O Ipoy demands the
change (cf 9

5 Excelsior caelo est). What is it that is 'higher than
Heaven and deeper than She'ol 'r Apparently, the Wisdom of God
(v. 6), upon which both depend. Grammatically, of course, these fem.
predicates might refer to the nc lil'31 (v. 7).
V. 9. Lit. Longer than the Earth in measure (pointing nio Accus.
pro a)i no its measure, which should rather be 1110). The Earth was
conceived as rectangular, its globular shape being unknown to antiquity.

It rested upon pillars (9*? 388; cf also i Sa 2* Ps 753), as, ace to the
Hindu myth, it rests upon an elephant, and the elephant upon the back
of a tortoise. In like manner, the solid firmament or arch of Heaven was
upheld by pillars (26") rising from the ends of the Earth.
V. 10. Corrupt, unmetrical, and prob. spurious. Cf ®, which
recalls 912. Lit. If He glide past (413 9") and deliver up (16") or shut up,
confine (12" Le 13"-") and assemble (vb. Pip not elsewhere in Job: I'll?
assembly once, 3028) ^^^^ y^j^f, ^f^^n ^,^^„ ^^w back P In whatever sense
we take this, it is neither lucid, nor coherent with the context, nor poetical,
even if the Obj. required by the vbb. TSDi and Sipi could be supplied.
® eav Se /caTao-Tpe'i/o; Ta TrdvTa, tl% ipel avrio Tt i-iroirjcras ;

This omits ^n< and prob. reads I13011 or 1301 (Ps 89*3 ; Ezr 612 Aram.
= KaTaa-Tpeil/ai) pro I13D1I, while substituting I'lpl (as if it could mean
the multitude) or perhaps rather I531 = Td TrdvTa for l^ipil. Possibly also
KaTao-Tpe'i/77 = ei?Oi (iz"®) overthrow. In any case, a more tolerable
couplet results, if we read vl'X IOX1-101 133iE'i-iO l'3-(cil'Di)l30i-DS'
:lE'yi"10 If He hurl down (overthrow) All, wlio can turn Him back?
Or who can say unto Him, What doest ThouP (912).
V. II. For HE. The Pron. is emphatic: He knows, whoever else
may fail to know. The -wicked: lit. men of naught (xiE"): see note on 7'.
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without effort : lit. and attendeth not closely. He needs no scrutiny to
discover sin ; He discerns it at sight. But ® lllav Se aToira ov -n-apoij/eTai
= : puni

ip
^ and it He heedeth ; doth not let it pass unnoticed and

unpunished.

V. 1 2. The form of the verse suggests a popular proverb. The sense
is obscure, as is often the case with proverbs. The phrase 3133 E'lX

occurs nowhere else in OT. It appears to mean a hollow man ; i. e. one
who is empty or devoid of intelligence (3I5, 3315) ; one who

' has nothing
in him', as we say; an inane fellow. The word 3133 hollowed, hollow
(not solid) , is used of the altar. Ex 2 7' 38', and of the two

' pillars ' before

the temple, Je 5221. It is natural to compare it with Assyr. imbiebu {inbubu),
flute {a holloiv xeed)= Aram. X313X {anbuba), and Horace's Ambubaiarum

collegia, ' gilds of flute-girls ', as well as Ar. 'unbUb, 'unbUba, part of

a reed between the knots (which is hollow), a pipe or tube. The Pred.

33?^ (note the Assonance with 3^33 i)
,

as a Denom. from 33? heart, mind,

intelligence, cannot possibly mean is void of U7iderstanding (RV), but

rather will become wise (cf AV) or show himself intelligent: cf. Ar. ^
he was, or became, possessed of understanding or intelligence. (Since 33?
heart is also courage, the Denom. 33? Pi. may mean to encourage, inspirit,
comfort, as in Syriac ; cf Ct 4'-' ; but that use is unsuitable here, although

© adopts it in rendering And the man who is pure {void sell, of evil) taketh
heart. Nor does the Assyr. labdbu, nalbubu, to be heart-stirred, spirited,
full of courage and ferocity, to rage andfume, or the like, help us further
than by adding another illustration of the manifold but perfectly natural

extensions of the simple primitive idea involved in all these various
idioms, viz. the heart, regarded as the seat of both thought and feeling.)

® dvOpw-iros Se dXXojs vrjxerai Xdyots But a man in vain (taking 3133 as

Adv. emptily) swimmeth with reasonings (= 33?'; qs reflects or reasons);
but ®^ Opaa-vveTai, is courageous or speaks boldly = Wl. ,

In St. ii X13 liy should prob. be pointed XlS'TJ? (cf liiy his ass-colt,
Gn 49"), c Z K'liiOl NP'V and 9

3 pullum onagri. For l.S^ point
ipii
(l'?!'), if we may thus far sacrifice symmetry to sense. Then we

may translate the verse : But a witless wight will get wit. When a wild
ass's colt begets a man : i. e. never. Zophar sarcastically suggests that

Eyob's bfindness to commonly recognized truth is congenital and hopeless.

With this he drops the subject of Divine and human intelligence, assuming

a more friendly tone in the next paragraph.

If we keep to the traditional pointing, st. ii will be : When a wild ass's
colt is born a man (RV marg; cf 15' Ec 4" Pr 17").
Others would connect the verse with what precedes it by rendering :

And so (or Thus) an empty man gets (or may get) understanding. And
a wild ass's colt is (or may be) born {anew as) tnan : that is to say, the

Divine chastisements are potent to subdue headstrong untameable natures
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like that of the wild ass (39^"* Gn 1612)—and Eyob himself, and to bring
them to reason and submission. But the idea of regeneration is thus read

into the Heb. In view of the possible meanings of 33?, STO perhaps

admits of the rendering : An emptyfellow will be daring (or defiant), And
man is born (i. e. is by nature) a wild ass colt (i. e.

ungovernable by

reason). Cf 93 Vir vanus in superbiam erigitur, et tanquam pullum
onagri se liberum natum putat. (For st. ii, © gives : And He Who is

Mighty helpeth a man ; app. reading plS 'IE' pro X13 Ty and omitting
IPI'! ® /JpoTos Se ¦yefi'T^Tos yuvatKos Iva (®'^ om.) wo) ipepLTy =: liyi
IlE'X lll)^ OIX X13. See 14'.)
V. 13. The Pron. thou is emphatic; as though the speaker were

turning from generalities to the particular case of Eyob. This would

seem lo favour the last view of v. 12. Or the implication may rather be :

If thou (guilty as thou art) ; if thou (with all the proofs of thy sin upon
thee) shalt have prepared (ordered aright, Ps

788

; or directed, i Sa 73 c PX
cf St. ii) thine heart, And outspread thy palms (oi33 5^13 Ex

92^ i K 838)
towards Him ; scil. in prayer, in which it was customary to lift up the
hands (oni XB'3 Ps 282 633 1412), with the palms spread out towards the
Deity. (® (ca^apdi/ Wov = 11311 shalt have purified (930) pro m. l^'Sl

which, however, seems preferable.)
V. 14. Evil (fix V. 1 1) perhaps meaning idolatry (Ho 413 px I13 1 22 al.),
while Wrong (i^^lS?) is injustice towards man. It is questionable whether
nii3 px DX can mean If evil be in thy hand (= -1113 |1X"E""DX or
}1X 1113 IM ox). The Ell may have fallen out ; cf Ps 7< i333 liiy E'l DN
If there be wrong in my palms; Ps 661* i3?3 111XI DX jlX; also Ps 2610.
away with it ! ox put itfar off ; banish it! The Hiph. of the vb. pli
to be or become distant, farfrom, c jO (5' 211" 22" 3010) occurs four limes
in Job, always in the Trans, sense of removing or putting far away:
viz. II''' 132' pill il)yo 133 Tliy Hand from upon me remove Thou! 22'^
IvlXO IPiy pini {if) thou remove wrong from thy tents, and 1 9'^ (see the
note there). It would improve the connexion to read here "jlio [IX DX

: rh\S nl51X3 i3E'l xl'1 lipni If thou banish Evil from thine hand.
And give Wrong no place in thy tent. (Instead of the Caus. HE'D @2>
point I3?'l a needless change. Otherwise 9

3 is good : Si iniquilatem,
quae est in manu tua, abstuleris a te et non manserit in tabernaculo tuo

iniustitia.)
in thy tent: ^1'1«3 c 41 codd. and di 33 ©3! pro ^ T^^^S in thy tents.
Cf 2 228 and 52-'. The word is always Sing, in Job when it means the
abode of an individual: see further 822 i8«-"-i3 2023 2128 1912 29' 313':

cf. plur. 12" 158^ (all). On the other hand, vl'ixl' E'lX a man to his

tents, Ju 78 I Sa 410 means each to the tents of /lis army or company.
v. 15. St. i is metr. redundant. For TX*'3 Surely then, see 222« 2 Sa 22'

19' (in Hypoth. clauses). To lift up the face is to hold up the head
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fearlessly; the sign of a good conscience (2 Sa222): cf also ioi3.
Afallen, lowering, or downcast face is also a sign of mortification, while
lifting the face may denote the recovery of cheerfulness: cf Gn 43-3-7.
This last may be the meaning here : . cf. © For so shall thy face shine
again {dvaXa.p.-ifei) = IllX' for XETI (cf Ec 81). But © A^id then thou
shalt lift up thine hands (!). The addition in 3)? DIOD from blemish,
Z DIO XPl without blemish, stain, or sign of shame (cf Le 21" a'- Pr 9'),
93 absque macula, may be om. c ©. ® wo-Trep vSwp KaOapov = DiD3.
This word, originally due to the scribe's eye having wandered to the next

verse, was afterwards altered in SDZ to DIDO, in order to secure a tolerable

sense, instead of being expelled from the text, as would have been dqne

had ancient revisers understood their business. (D^D ^ D5XD 31' Dn 1*,
a later double Trifiteralization of the Root, Aram. XD10, is prob. cogn.

c 1D1XD a thing, anything, Assyr. mamma, mimma, mumma, any one or

thing. Sum. NIG (NING), NIN, MIM, AM, IM, res, quidquid, &c.
From meaning anything whatever, 01X0, DIO, naturally came to mean

anything amiss. When we say
' If anything happens ', we gen. hint at

unfavourable contingencies.)
steadfast: aU pSO molten or cast, str. of metal (3718 i K 716-23.33j cf 93
et eris stabilis, et non timebis. Possibly refined or purified would be
more accordant with analogy (so i XP131D pSD purified from the hurtful.
XJijp is molten, cast, in 37"). Perhaps pjp = pi3T?p (Ps 12') was written
pXD owing to an error of dictation. In Qal pSi is to pour out, e. g. water,
oil, blood, melted ore {=¦ to cast), and the Pass. Ptcp. P'SJ means cast,

and then met. solid, firm, hard (e.g. crocodile's skin and heart, 41 13-13),
as though made of cast metal ; as we say ' a cast-iron man ', which is
perhaps the import of the Hoph. Ptcp. here, although PSID is not so used

where it recurs in Job (31 '8 cast, of a metal mirror; 3888 app. lump or
clod or solidified mass of earth), nor elsewhere in OT. The Impf pSV

(2213), usu. rendered is poured out, may bear that meaning, but the

context is doubtful.

Some would replace pSD in 11 '3 by the questionable ^'^ far from
distress (Dn923), following © I'm xl> li.^'i \n\ And of distress thou shall
not be afraid. The word should at least be l^SD or 1|PSD0 (1524).

® paraphrases: c/cSvo-i; Sc puTrov (981 14^) Kai ov p,^ <f>o^ri6-rji, while thou

shalt doff impurity, and shalt not fear ; taking pi{D in the sense ofpurified.
Upon the whole, if we do not read dTr' PJO or PiPID, it may be better to
restore 3JfD set up or stablished (Gn 2812. At Na 28 pro 3V1 leg.

lyi urbs).
V. 16. For thou, even thou: lix '3. Or read simply 11X1 Atid tliou
(wretched as thou art at present). The Pron. is emph. © And then

(as in v. 15) thou shalt
forget thy trouble. ® Kat, tov kottov i-7nX-r)(nj

= '1 POyi makes the st. too short. In st. ii, ® gives Kal ov -irTorjOrjcrg,
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and thou shalt not be scared (cf v. 15 ad fin.); wrongly connecting QiOS
113y {like waters which have passed away) with st. i, and spoiling the

metre, perhaps because 13fl thou wilt remember was misread T311
wilt quake.

V. 17. Text corrupt in more than one respect. ® transposes the

two stt. Wliitc thy prayer {shall be) as the Morning-star, And out ofmidday
life shall arise for thee. This implies IPBl (= evxf\ 16") for aS isyi,
renders lp33 {like the Dawn) by ma-n-ep 'Eij)a-<f>6po's (a favourite term with

the translator = US' 3'-' 3812 4110; cf Is 14"), and ll>l by ^wrj (?lll'l
= trot Iwrj ; see note on 1020). But nowhere else in Job does ^wi; = IPl.
In fact, it represents Qi'l in seven places and 111 in two others ; while

in 147 other cases in
OT® it stands for one or another derivative of

the complementary Roots ni, lil . It cannot therefore be safely assumed
that ® had "JIPI before it here. Z, which makes the verse a direct
reference to the Resurrection of the Dead, certainly read O'llSOl (llDDI
? 111D01 ; cf © XllD |01), and appears to have read Tjbl ("I'l'n"! l^t^U
XIE'13133 thy body which is rusting with the clod or burrows into the clod,
is buried: see Levy CHWB 1), may have been corrected by a later hand
from the Heb., since 'nPHl which has gone into the clod is the ordinary
text. 93, as in some other instances, approaches nearest to what must be
regarded as the original sense of the passage : Et quasi meridianus
fulgor consurget tibi ad vesperam : et cum te consumptum pulaveris,

orieris ut Lucifer. As contrasted with Dawn (lp33 ; so all Versions),
Noon (O'llV) is the time of fullest and steadiest fight (5" Am 8"); and
the lp33 of St. ii makes 0illS3 prob. in st. i (so 93). Moreover, light

(li>5) may be said to rise (Dip'); but where shall we find duration of life

C^Q) or life (Di*l), much less noonday (O'llS), spoken of as rising}

If we restore TjiN Dip' 0111S31 And like noonday (= bright as noon) thy
light shall arise we get a good || to st. ii

, and a met. which finds support

in Is 5810b 5oi-3 Ps 373.
In St. ii, if we point the anomalous i^SV!? (RV though it be dark)Isyi Darkness, c 3 codd., we shall be in accord with © : And cloudiness
(XP3iy) shall be as the morning, and Z : 1III X13S Tl xl'3pl yi3y'31
Because the gloom of darkness shall be as the morning. (23 fort. IBiyi
thou mayst faint.) Possibly the word was fl'?S(i)y dimness or murk (see
on io22). But parallelism seems lo demand thy dimness: IMl "ip33 ^l^'y.
We prefer to read 5?'?! ihou slialt shine forth, shalt become like the Dawn.
(We may perhaps compare the common invocation of the priest over
his patient in the old Babylonian exorcisms: amelu mdr ililu lilil libib
limmir. May the man, the son ofhis god, brighten, glisten, shine ! i. e. become
free of the possessing demon, and so purified and restored to heahh.)

1 Cf. S: 'And from ( = Higher than) noon the grave (XlSl) stmll arise' (takingIpl as from Ipl to creep, to btirro-w).
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V. 18. thou shalt feel secure: or be confident, 620 Ju 18'. Perhaps lyiil
And thou shalt know > 11031, on account of E'l 13 (not lIMa) and the
following 1037, which a scribe may have anticipated here. And thou
shalt know that tiiere is indeed ground of hope. Light is associated with
hope. Is 820 91 59». AH the Verss. reproduce a» in st. i.. With st. ii

textual doubts meet us again. aS 33E'l IDsls 11311 And thou shalt dig
(or search for, 321 392')—no Obj. expressed I—in security shalt lie down.

It is clear that 11311 will not do. If it means look carefully about thee
before going to rest (OL; RV), it is in ludicrous contrast with the promise
of complete confidence with which the verse opens. Accordingly, the
Verss. exhibit a curious variety of interpretations. 1 And thou shalt
prepare a burial-place (an impossible expansion of 93J's 11311 and thou
shalt dig) ; , in security shalt thou lie down. So 9

3 el defossus securus

dormies (qs reading IISII or "^sni !) : cf Syr. ]-At a grave cited above.

© omits 103? 11311, and renders : And thou shalt sleep and rest without
one waking thee (v. 19). ® e/c Se pepipvyyi kox (^povTiSos dva<l>aveiTaL o-ot

elprjvr]. The opening phrase is almost certainly a paraphrastic equivalent

of 11301 Andfrom dread (11301 = 11311 ; 1 = 0, 1 = 1, as often) : cf
323 i^pdvTKja =¦ 11113, and 21" 1130 lOPE* D1'13 Their homes are safe
from alarm. And since dva^atvopat (Job only), which recurs 13I8 408,

is used by the translator as a complementary verb in both passages (Sixatos
dva<^avovpat = plSX , Stxatos dva<f>avrjs = plVl), it is not unlikely that
dvacl>aveiTai o-ot elp-ijvrj = OPE'l (pro aS 33E'l) Thou shalt be safe (83 9*).

It may, of course, be merely a loose paraphrase of 33E'l 1D3? thou shalt
lie down in security : see Is 1 430, where 1S3li IO3I5 = eV elpr'jvr]'; dva-irav-
o-ovTat (for the Heb. phrase, cf Ho 223 Ps 4') : or possibly it represents
another reading, e. g. DpE* 11^ ^P for thee shall peace arise (cf Ma 320).
Upon the whole, 33E'l 103I5 11301 was prob. the orig. text of Wl. Cf
also Pr 32^ inai xl' 33E'l OX If thou lie down, thou shalt not dread.
V. 19. St. i is a virtual repetition of 18^, and some would omit it as

a gloss. Allowing for the change of Pers., it is identical with Is 172''

miD t'NI 1X311. Cf also Le 263 inio pxi 0133E'1. But the st.
supplies a link with what follows. Not only shalt thou dwell in peace,
with none to molest thee, but many will court thy favour : cf ® pteTa-

/SaXdpevot Se TroXXot ami Set^O-ijaovTai.

St. ii. Pr 193. The phrase 'D '33 IPI, usu. explained to sweeten or make
pleasant the face of any being, Divine or human, by comparison with
Aram. '.Pl to be sweet (of taste) and Ar. jL. be sweet, met. pleasing, opp. to
yj> bitter, may perhaps rather be connected with Assyr. halu, be bright,

shining, a syn. of namdru (Shamash, e. g., is called mulahlli timu,
Brightener of. Day). This agrees with the analogy of 373 (9" io2o)^and
esp. the phrase '133 liXl to make the face shine upon one (Nu 62=, cf
Ec 81). Cf also Ps 10413.
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V. 20. A triplet, where we might have expected a quatrain. The text
is still uncertain : see ®, which connects st. ii in sense with ig'', and

concludes with st. i. Thus : ( i g*") But changing sides (p,eTa;8aXdpevoi :

or turning round: cf 108), many will beg help of thee ; (20) But deliverance
willforsake them : For their hope is perdition (aTroiXeta), But eyes of impious

ones will melt. ®A adds a 4lh St., viz. {For) with Him are Wisdom and
Might, = 12" ni1331 1031 lOy (13). Cf. also 1213. This gloss, app.

intended to sum up Zophar's argument by insisting upon his two main

points, viz. that by His omniscience God is always aware of sin wherever

it is present (v. 11), and by His omnipotence is always able to punish it
,

has a very abrupt effect and can hardly be original. Nor does the trans
position of its members really improve the verse. Some such line as
iyi3i

11503 D3X3 Without hope will they die, or D103D lll'X DXO 13 For
Eloah disdaineth their trust (8"-2o lo' 18" 312* Je 28'), may have fallen out
after 013O 13X D13D1. Cf Pr 1423 for the connexion of thought.
St. i. the eyes of the godless shall fail : or waste, pine away, with looking
in vain for help. The same phrase, 173; cf Ps 69'' La 4". The -v^iPS
Assyr. kalii is to stop, end, finish, cease. Trans, and Intrans. = Sum. GUL
{kald, abdtu) ; cf GAL, GIL, GUL, destroy. (© pE'13 shall be darkened;
qs 131D31 for 13iP31.) St. i

i. refuge: or place of refuge, or simply ^;^^/,
escape. Same phrase. Am. 2" Je 2583. X Xll 3tiE' = ® o-<DT7;pia. 5 uses
the same word in Nu 35''-" (Cities of Refuge). © Ill3p11 their strength

(= nyo place of refuge pro D130). St. iii. Fort. leg. 103 ante 130 : And
their trust is as an expiring breath or last gasp ; lit. breathing out of soul
(here only ; cf Je 150 ch 3188); which 9

3 explains abominatio animae, as

if the idea were blowing or sniffing at in token of contempt (cf Ma i").

© has only And the hope of their souls, omitting 130.
Chapter 1 2. Eyob's Answer to Zophar.

v. 2. ye are knowing: Oiyii clever, or tlie wise (Ec 9" Pr 12 172').

3)} oy DIX could only mean ye are common people ; and 1031 in the \ st.
requires some term denoting the possession of wisdom. ®a dvdpm-n-oi
pdi/ot (the) only men is an attempt to meet the difficulty. So 9

3 ergo vos

estis soli homines. Others have suggested QiOliy crafty (512 igs only),
which seems less suitable, as too restricted in scope. Cf v. 9 and 13^
{Z 8<;i31 companions = Qiyi 2", perhaps QiyT here ?).
V. 3. sense : or intelligence : lit. a heart. The verse has 3 stt., of
which @ omits both the second (rightly ; = 13^'') and the third.
St. iii. Lit. And with whom are there not (things) like these? viz. which

thou hast been saying ; his commonplaces about the Wisdom and Power

of God. Cf 150b. © ybn y» 11 jp^ (om. pK), To whom have things
like these iiappened P but Z correctly V^^ 1031 Iv |p Oyi At\pi with whom
are there not things like these ? 9

3 paraph. Quis enim haec quae nostis
ignoral ?
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V. 4. Again a triplet, and otherwise corrupt. @ StKaios ydp a.vr)p Kal
dfiepTTTOs eyevrjO-ri (©^ iyevopr/v = 9JJ) ets x^evao-pta {-6v) = pilS E'lX 13
pIlB'ls IMi Dioni, omitting st. ii. 113yi1 rhtib Xlp One that called unto
Eloah, and He answered him ; which may be either a gloss upon E"X
D'Dll pilV a man just and blameless, or intended as a specimen of the
mocking words addressed to the sufferer: He called (NliP ?) upon Eloah, Sec,
cf. Ps 228-'. ® also om. Iiyi? to his friend, and app. read E'lX a man
instead of the 2nd pIlE' a derision (La 3" Je 20'), besides supplying the
necessary Conj. with QiDl, and transposing the stichi (i, 3). © To whom

have happened such things, and he hath become a derision to his friends and
called upon God and He answered him, Who hath pleasure in just men
without blame ? aW njlX ^IS/'l? pl?' A derision-to-his-friend {= one that

is a laughing-stock) I become; but the change of Pers. is really intolerable.
If we keep lilX, we must read 'yi? to my friend (31') or 'yi? (1620 1921)
to my friends. If we retain wyip (@ 111131I5 = liyil) pjur. 328; iriyili 1621
sic leg. et 4210), we should also adopt I'l' (®^ ©). It is difficult to choose
between these alternatives. Perhaps we should read : liix lyil' plE'
DUill pns bv IplE' / become a derision to my friends (cf 30') ; Tliey deride
t/ie just and blameless (or in st. ii : OIDII pilV i3X1 Though I be a man
just and blameless). Ditpll piiy E'lX | li,!^

Iiyib piE* does not afford a quite
satisfactory couplet, even if (with ®) we invert the two members. Nor is

it quite clear how Eyob considers that he has become a jest to his friends.

Certainly neither Zophar nor the others have expressed contempt for his

misfortunes. Zophar, however, has suggested that he is a mere empty-

headed babbler, blind to notorious truth, and as obstinate as a wild ass.

V. 5. SSSl ]im nwfyl' t13 TbIi, which RV boldly renders In the thought

of him that is at ease there is contempt for misfortune, can only mean

A torch of contempt hath the thought of one at ease. So 9
3 Lampas con-

tempta apud cogitaliones (lil^y) divitum, and J A torch i^"^^) which is
despised hath the godless one from thought secure. Nonsense as this may
be, it shows that the corrupt text of SOJ lay before the translators. There
can be little doubt that we should point I'B? (RV ?) or rather restore
T3"l5y Upon ruin or calamity (302* 3129; see on v. 6). And if, further,
we read '^^^, poureth, or the Plur., after v. 21 (D13i13 liy t13 "ysm) instead

of the very questionable dTr- nilE'yl', the sentence will take a more prob.

form and gain in coherence and clearness of expression. Upon Ruin

(the ruined) the prosperous (pXE*; perhaps a gloss) poureth contempt.

(T3 is compared with Ar. jU, jj die, pass away, depart, also used of
property. The Prim. Root may be cogn. with Sum. >— < 'BA'D,far, be or
gofar, depart, dead) In st. ii
,

9JJ bl iiyiol' |133 // (i.e. contempt) is ready
for them whose foot slippeth, pPiJ dishonour (for ?i33 ready) would give a

better parallel: 1)31 lyiO liy [lisp (He poureth) dishonour upon tfie fallen.
(Leg. fort. 'ISjiOP poet, form of est. like 'IDX Gn 49".) @, treating the
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verse as a single stichus, and making 6"^ the 2nd St., translates cis xP'>vov

(ydp) TOKTov -fiToipaa-TO ireaeiv vrrd dXXoii/ (-ows, -ois), O'kous te avrov {pov)
iKTropOeiaOai v-iro dv6p.u)v. Here rjToi/xao-To Treaelv viro dXXojv evidently
implies

(?1'31P) "^fSm 1133, and oi^xovs Te . . .
dvdp.oji' as clearly represents

DillE'l' Dil'lX (?)ll'l'E'i. So far, with the exception of the misreading
ll5l5E'i (or ll5E'1i ; both non-existent forms of 1'1'E' spoil, pillage) for vl'E'i,

® presents no material difference from 3)?. As regards ets xP°vov tuktov,
which is all there is to represent (pXE") lIlE'y!" T13 IidI?, comparison of
143 lIlE'y Ipl = ets xpo""" '^o" (where « app. read IE' pro liE'y) and
14I8 pl 17 llE'l = Kat Tdiy pot xpovv, it seems prob. that ets ^^oVov
TaKTov here stands for HIE' pn(l'), for an appointed time. Thus li3 was
misread pl and lIlE'y became HIE', while T13 and perhaps pXE' were
omitted. We cannot therefore say that ® read lily? for lllE'yl'.
Possibly vTTo dXXwv (-ovs, -ots) = (3XE', pointed \W^ = DisW different

ones, others (f); cf Es i' 38. For i^Toip-mrro -rreaeiv = i'.^l 1^1"pP p33,
cf also 1 812 ^-rSpa Se (awTw) ijTotpao-Tat = |i33 liXI, 3J renders s''
parata ad tempus stalutum, (a torch) prepared for an appointed time;
and so Z XJ?! '^pSll? i?3p prepared for the misfortunes of the time.
Both app. read iyiol> pro '^SJ'lo!'. © takes TS)!' as Hiph. Infin. (liSll")
= Syr. ^Y to turn aside, translating the verse : to drive away folly and
wrong (Nl5iyi XirOE' ipiBols = llE'i'pyi l5D3 liSll>) ; and to make firm the

tottering fod (= aR).
v.(>. are free from care: ox are at ease, secure : 1'P^' : Psi223: an
uncontracted (archaic) form = IPS', from

IPE* = IPE*. If
^ however, this

were right, we should expect D'llB' i.bnx > DillE'l) Dil'lX. And if st. ii

is sound, parallelism requires DipiX OiPE' Peace of tents {is to robbers).
St. ii lit. And (perfect) safety or security (is) to enragers of El. The
Intens. Plur, dTr" lil03 may be Comp. with the Ptcp. Pass, lltsa Is 263
Ps 1 1 2'. But if we retain a^f VPE'i in st. i, we may read here 1

>
3

11031

PX 'id And all provokers of Gad are secure. (llE' = Assyr. ladddu, drag,
draw, or pull along, cars or captives, is a syn. of PPB*, saldlu, lead or
drive off captives, spoil. Sec, and perhaps cogn. with il.) St. iii XUI lE'XP
1113 11PX To those whom God hath brought into His hand (or put in his
power) is meaningless and prob. a corrupt gloss. It cannot mean That
bring their god in their hand (RV marg.) ; i. e. Whose only god is their
own strong arm (Dr, quoting Virgil's Dextra mihi Deus, and Hab i").
lE'Xl) is suspicious and unpoetical ; X131 is unsuitable ; lll'X cannot =
OlilliX; and 1113 (not OI13) naturally belongs lo Eloah. The line is

prob. a gloss on 5^ : To {Upon) him whom Eloah hath brought into his
(the J3XE''s) power. Or reading 1113 instead of 1T3, we gel a gloss on

113? : To whom Eloah hath brought his ruin.

@ which, as we saw, connects 6* with 5, curiously renders (or
para-
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phrases) 6^'= as follows ov firjv Se aXXd p-jjSets TreTroiSe'TOJ wovrjpoi mv ctSwos
eo-eo-pai, | otroi -rrapopyit^ova-iv tov Kvpiov, \ d)S ov-yi. Kat 'eTaai-; avTSiv eo-Tat
= 1E'X3 I iJlX iti310 b I (I1p3ll5) ip3 II11I5 yi E'lX lD3i l5

X

(v. 7) olilXI
:Dli3 03 XI31 Xll). See 10" for note on eTao-is = V^?. plague; here
perhaps 113 (= a« lU). 3;*< l'T3 XllO 'lll)y lll'X iliXl iyi3 ^11
Like Pharaoh, upon whom God brought the plague with His hand. But

© Because (=1E'S^3) God was not in their heart (=031)3 pro Dli3).

9
3 cum (= •i'l;'X3) Ipse dederil omnia in manus eorum : X131 1E'X3

0113 b.
V. 7. St. i has four stresses. All Verss. agree, ohxi ad inil. seems
superfluous (see note on v. 6®). Others would om. "illll (® idv o-ot
elrrioaiv ^llOi app. cf Ps. 139^0), which recurs in v. 8, and is perhaps not
abs. necessary here. For 11013 plur. (401=, cf Ps 7322) we must read the
sing. 1013 t/ie beasts (18' Gn 12* al.), cattle, which is coll. as usual.

© XlVll* pointed as Sing.
V. 8

. Contemplate Earth: fix I'X li3E'l (Is 1413 PS33"): or Gaze on
the Earth. 9K f'lxl' IIE' IX Or speak to the Earth (RV) ; but this use of
IIE' muse, complain (7"; cf the noun, 713 927 10' 2V 232 15^ fem.) is

doubtful, px I'X 315 I'E* (7") or
px I'X ly^ (713 14'^) are also possible.

Simpler and perhaps more prob. would be pxl5 yOE' IX Or listen to Earth
(1 ^ O). In spite of resemblance of letters, the suggestion p.X ',Plit

crawlers of the earth, reptiles (Mi 7") is improb. The context requires

a verb (esp. after iX), and I'NE' (v. 7) is too far away ; while the proposed

emendation involves the further change of 31111 into 1^1 . Similar objections

lie against n?' crawling things and l^l animalia. Besides, the animal
creation is summed up in beasts, birds, and fishes, as in Ps 8', and in the

same order. (® iKSiijyrja-ai. yi? = © Xyixl5 xyiE'X = 3
^ xyiXP l)pp =

9
3 loquere terrae.)

V. 9. St. ii ,5 : That the stroke (or plague : lio) of the Lord's Hand
hath done this. ' Who cannot learn, by the simple observation of nature,

that the hand of God doeth this (xi. 10, 1 1)—rules over all living creatures
of the earth (cf v. 10)' (Driver). The meaning of vv. ^ sqq. seems rather
to be that, inasmuch as God created the world and its denizens, and
maintains them all in being, it goes without saying that whatever befalls

any of them, whether good or ill (e. g. Eyob's present calamities), is due
to the direct and sole action of the Creator Himself upon Whom they all
depend (v. 10). On this* head there was no difference between Eyob and

his friends ; and he is indignant with them for supposing that he is so

dull and blind to the obvious as not to see it (vv. 2, 3).

lahvah's hand. The Divine Name, which occurs some twenty-five

times in the prose portions of the book (Prologue and Epilogue, and

introd. sentences, 401-3-3 421), occurs only here in the speeches them

selves. Seven codd. substitute lll'X in the text, and one in marg. But

P 2
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all the Verss. rightly give equivalents of llli (® ^etp Kvpiov). It is surely
significant that the poet, whose hero is a non-Israelite, and who makes

Eyob and his friends designate the Supreme by more general names

common to the other Semitic peoples, such as El (Assyr., Phoen., Aram.),
usu. explained ' the Mighty One ', but perhaps rather

' the bright ' or
'
shining One

'
(cf. Sum. EL, bright, pure, UL, to glitter, of stars, MUL

(WUL), id., a star); Eloah (Ar., Aram.), 'the
Awful' or ' Fearful One',

orig. perhaps denoting ghost, spirit (plur. Elohim, 58 2823 340 38' only) ;
and Shaddai, 'the

Mountain' (Assyr. ladii, ladde, Sum. SHAD? SAD?
SATI, bdmdtu), should here, and here only, introduce the special name of
the God of Israel. In so doing, he not only betrays his own nationality.
He also reveals his purpose of comforting his people during a period of

national calamity, by assuring them that their affliction is the work of no

hostile heathen deity, but of the God of their fathers. Whose Hand both
smites and heals.

V. 10. human flesh: lit. flesh of man (E'lX, as opp. to the brutes.
Ex 11', and to God, 932 32I8). If all hving are in His Hand, whatever
happens to them must be His doing. (The verse, with its prosaic ICX

1113, may be an interpolation.)
V. w. test or try the quality of words ; whether they are true or false,
wise or foolish, sense or nonsense : just as the palate discriminates between

various kinds of food by their taste, whether they are pleasant or nauseous,
wholesome or hurtful. The meaning seems to be : As you cannot deny
that I possess the same organs of perception and discrimination as your
selves, how can you pretend to be so much wiser than I ? (cf v. 3, which
this verse might very well follow.) Instead of oSs ear ® has vov% mind,
intelligence (= 3.P 7" al ; 111 Is 4013). Cf 131 and Assyr. itznu, ear,
sense, intelligence.

V. 12. St. i seems too short with two stresses. Some word or words may
have fallen out ; as we may also conclude from the difficulty of discerning
the relevance of the words in Eyob's mouth. Ace to Dr 'the experience
of the aged is mentioned by Job ds a second source of the knowledge of
God's rule of the world '. But see note on v. 9. Eyob does not admit
that wisdom is an invariable attribute of age (v. 20). Eliphaz, on the
other hand, claims the support of the aged for his own views (iS'")-
Bildad's appeal to tradition (88-10) (Joes not seem to be quite the same
thing. Nor is the RV marg. ' With aged

men,'
ye say, ' is wisdom

'

satisfactory, as Dr points out. None of the friends had said so.
® iv TToXXu XP°'"J' 'TOifyia \ iv Se ttoXXw /Si'o) i-ina-Ti^p.r]. Cf. 32'', where

iv TToXXois Sc eTco-ti' = D13E' 111 And a multitude ofyears. This suggests

the reading
Di3E' 311 for 0iE'iE'i3 here, in better agreement with the parallel

DID1 niX length of days. If Eyob says And many years are (i. e. bring or
imply) wisdom. And a long life is discernment, he may mean : I not only
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possess the same faculties as you (v. 11), but like you I can boast the
wisdom acquired by years of experience. It is also possible that NPl
should l)e restored at the beginning of the verse, as question after
question is quite in the author's manner ; and Di3E'"31 gives but a single

stress (32'). 'l31 1D31 Di3E'"31 XPl Do not many years bring wisdom P Sec.
Am I not old enough to know as well as you ? Less probably, but still
possibly, the question might be a sarcasm : Have not years brought you

wisdom or common sense ? = You are old enough to know better.
v. 1 3. May be an interpolation suggested by the previous verse :
wisdom and discernment occur in both, and in the same relative positions.

Moreover, this verse is hardly suitable as an introd. to the long illustration

of God's apparently capricious use of His omnipotence in the world of

man (vv. 14-25). The passage suggests the arbitrary exercise of irre
sponsible and irresistible power rather than government by wisdom and
justice. (In st. ii leg. '"1??V strength. Is 402°, instead of ISJJ counsel, for
the sake of parallelism. Throughout the book, even in 382, the latter is
always used of human, never of Divine, wisdom.)
V. 14. We have to go back to v. 9 for the subject of the verb, viz.
lahvah ; a fact which confirms our suspicion that v. 1 3 is spurious, and

that the quatrain vv. 11, 12, originally followed v. 3.

He (lahvah) breaketh down ; Dll : of walls and cities, met. of men ;
opp. to 1J3 build or rebuild, ace to context. Je iio Ps 283 Ex 15'. As
Obj. liy a city or ni3 a house might be supplied, since fl + verb makes
but a single stress in v. 15. (DTI is cogn. with II D'Dl Aram. DDl and
prob. DTD V of D'lD, fXl, 1"S1, ^,, Sec.) and there is no rebuilding.

aR 133^ X?1 lit. and he is not rebuilt. This can hardly be right. RV and it.
Sec, implies 1331 3 fem. It is better to point

I33i ' Lo, He breaketh

down, and {re)buildeth not! Cf Ps 283. <
5 if He have thrown down, who

shall build? taking fl as Hypoth. = DX (23* 402s), which may be right,
and reading 133^ 'D. Cf © W3 MD lip |X XI Lo, if he pull down, who
rebuildeth? So ®© in st. ii also. He priso?ieth a man : or closeth in upon

a man : cf Ex 148. Perhaps closeth (doors) against a man = ® edv

KXeia-g Kara dvOpw-rrinv. there is no release : lit. and he i
s not opened, i. e.

loosed: Is 51". Perhaps we should point 112^ c ®©93 : and openeth not.

All the havoc and ruin wrought by man, e. g. the razing of Samaria and

Jerusalem and the imprisonment of their kings (2 K i7<-3 2413 250-10) are
ascribed to the personal action of lahvah (cf. 2 K 1718-23 211213 242-^).
V. 1 5. stoppeth : holdeth in or back. Ivy, cogn. c 11V besiege, and llV
bind (the Prim, sense of all three : cf Sum. SAR, bind, bond). Cf Dt 1 1"

I K 833. When 'waters ' or floods (Gn S^) dry up (Gn 8'), it is due (not
to absorption by the soil or evaporation) but to the binding or restraining

Hand of lahvah. ® incorrectly : edv KoiXva-y to vSmp, $r]pavei T-fjv y^v,

He will dry up the earth ; pointing B'3i Hiph. and Sing., and adding px
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from St. ii, which it renders : But ifHe have let loose {i-n-a(j>y : scil. upon
it). He destroyed it b

y overturning ; app. pointing pK 13111 D1PE'|1.
Torrential rains and floods

'overturning'
the land are characteristic of

Babylonia rather than of Palestine. But the allusion of the verse may be,
as Dr says, to destructive droughts and floods generally.

V. 16. In St. i 9JJ gives IJE'llI IJJ iDy With Him are Strength and Sound
Wisdom (or Insight, Sagacity). Cf. v. 1 3. (5, however. avTm KpaTos

Kai icr;^vs, which is really more suitable to the context, since the whole

passage, vv. 13-25, demonstrates not the Wisdom but the Omnipotence

of lahvah. Moreover, liE'11, which occurs twelve times in OT ace. to
501, is nowhere ascribed to God (see on ii3) in Job, if indeed elsewhere,
though He may endow man with it (Is 2829). Leg. fort. niDXyi] fy

Strength and exceeding Might (Intens. Plur., see the same phrase Ps6833)
= Omnipotence. St. ii Misled and misleader : ISipOl 33'E' : lit. he who
goes astray and he who causes to go astray. The two closely kindred
Roots are used of sinning unwittingly (Le 4I8 518) ; here app. of erring in
judgement. They do not imply deceit. (Driver neatly suggests ISE* i?

^ISE'pi To him belong the erring one and he who causeth him to err)
In this and the following verses the ruin of nations (meaning prob. Israel
and Judah), and the political mistakes and delusions which were the

cause of it, are described as the work of lahvah, in the exercise of His
sovran will or caprice. Both the blind guides and their misguided

followers are alike
'His'—pawns in His stupendous game, and absolutely

subject to His control. If there is any deceiver in question, it is lahvah
Who deceives both: cf Je 410 20' Ez 14' Is 1912-" 293-10. ® quite

differently : avT^ iiria-T-QpLr] Kal o-weo-is = (?
)

1'3E'11 P3E' 1? : cf vv. 12, 13,
3433. © His are strength and redemption (!). (The Prim, sense of 3"3E',
l"3E', and y"3E', Assyr. legu, mad, frenzied, is prob. drunken ; cf 13E' Is 28'

Pr 201 and Sum. NAG = SHAG, IpE' drink.) It is
,

however, possible

that the Neg. Ptc. X? not has been confused here, as elsewhere (Is 9*

Ps I oo3), with ip to Him. St. ii might then be : He erreth not,
nor is made to err (pointing t'^S?'? for ^'^W'Q); His judgement is

unerring, infallible, and cannot be blinded or hoodwinked by human dis

simulation or hypocrisy. This would favour llE'l! in st. i. Lastly,
since what follows obviously relates to national catastrophes, we

may perhaps further suggest llE'pi ll'E* i? His are both waster and wasted.
Je 420 623.
V. 17. 9PJ marcheth away: or leadeth off; scil. into exile (Je 32°

2 K 2413). disrobed: t'PIE' : Mi 18. The phrase recurs, v. 19. @

renders ^PiE* (only found in these three locc.) aixpaXwrovs, captives,
prisoners-of-war, here, correctly giving the general sense, and doubtless

deriving the word from PPE' to drive off captives, to spoil ; but in Mi i*

avuTToSeros, unshod : cf Is 202-^ : as captives appear in the sculptures of
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Assyrian conquerors. The term seems to be more general than ^IJ barefoot
(Is2o2); meaning stripped of all but a loincloth. Cf 2410 Is 20<. Z
pPE'lsiETS enchained, qs from XllsE'l'E' chain. © (X1013 in amazement)
and 93 (in stuUum finem) seem to have read or guessed DD1E' for 1'1'iE'.
It must be admitted that 93J is not satisfactory ; st. i is a poor parallel to
St. ii. lipiD may be due to the scribe's eye having wandered to v. 1 9,
and this word may have displaced IXy ; just as © gives kings (from v. 18)
instead of counsellors in this line. It might even be that the Aramaic
equivalent of isy, viz. ll'D or Tch'Q (see 382 X3l)iO counsel), orig. stood
here, and the unrecognized Aramaism was purposely altered. Now, if

the verse began thus, a verb is needed in place of 1'1'IE'. This may well
have been 1>3E' (= 1)30, 2 Sa 158' Is 44=3 ||

lipini as here) ; with
E' = 0

, as

in nil'SE' = lll'3D, Ec i" cf 28. The counsel of the Counsellors (of State)
He maketh folly (or stultifieth) is a good parallel to And the fudges of the
Land He befooleth (or as ® crazeth). For the Perf PSE' cf v. 18 113.
In St. ii, which is metr. curtailed, read c (5 (KptTas y^s) J'lx 'D3E' pro
aw D'D3E'.

V. 18. 9J? D'SPp ipio chastisement or discipline (5" 208 al.) of kings can
hardly be right. Z XJ3P^1 Nlp'E'lE' the chain or bond of kings, pointing
ipiO; but Plur. required as in 39= (c 11? as here; Is 522 Ps 28 ii6'3):
Sing, not found. 9

3 Balteum (swordbelt) regum dissolvit (= Z). We
might read 'ipiO (Is 522) and render : The bonds of kings He looseth ; but
this will not suit st. ii, whether we understand bonds laid on kings by their
conquerors (cf 2 K 252'), or bonds imposed b

y kings on their captives

(Ps 28). Since, however, 113 is used ofputting 0^ clothing (Is 202 Ps
3012

pE*), harness, armour (i K 20"), as well as bonds (3831 3^5 jg ggc^^ some
term for clothing may have stood here, e.g. 1103 (Sam. Gn 49" ch 24' 31"

II E'UP in all 3 locc. Dt 2212) or even the rare and easily mistaken syn.
lD3p(Is 1411 23I8). The letters 3 and 1, D and 1, are sometimes confused
with each other (l1D3 read backwards = IDIO I). The verse might thus

have been : The clothing of kings he removeth, And bindeth a waistcloth on
their loins : scil. as prisoners-of-war (cf Is 32^). © Ka6ii,dvoiv ;8ao-iXets eTrt

epovovi (©A Ka6't^a>v ©« Opovuiv) = ND3 I
'y D'sl'D 3iE'D : see 36' © Hg 222

I K 22< ; or ND3 py O'DPO liSD Who placeth kings on the throne (or 11XD3
thrones): see Pr iS'o 131131= KaOi^dvei avTov Gn 8* 1311 = Kat eKadia-ev

2 K 173 18" (1131 syn. of 3iB'1l). The word 1103 or 1D30 might easily
be confused with XD3, 103 (Plur. 11X03) throne (cf Pr 1

22' ipb = Opovoi !).

© points 113 He maketh kings go dmvn to the gate (llD = 113D 21I8),
which may confirm I130.

(9CU 1D1D may have been influenced by liDO, v. 20. It is also perhaps
possible that © read the word IDiO Pi. Who appointeth, 1 C 922, and

like © pointed IIS or Paus. IIS Who appointeth kings in the gate ; a

good sense, of which their rendering might be regarded as a paraphrase.
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Cf 2 Sa 190. ® might even have read liDD and understood TB'D qs Who
maketh kings reign : cf. Ho 8*. The second st. also is not free from
difficulty. ' The

waistcloth,'
says Driver, ' is named as the badge of a

captive.'
l^tx is always associated with words denoting the loins (D'31D,

D'sl'l), as here; a fact which renders the suggested rg. I'DX from
Ju 15" abortive. In 2 K 18 it is Elijah's leathern girdle; in Is 52'
Ez 2313 the girdle of Assyr. and Chaldean warriors; in Isii3a king's
girdle; and in Je i3i--'-3-''-ioii a linen girdle worn by the prophet-priest.

The captive women of Is 32-' are to wear a rope (l3p3) instead of the
usual girdle (ni3l) : cf i K 2081. Since the IITX was a recognized part
of the king's apparel (Is 1 13), ® Kat -Trepie&rja-ev ^divrj 6a-<f>ijaq avriav prob.

means that lahvah invested him therewith; which agrees with ®'s version

of St. i. But the pessimistic tone of the whole context is against this
interpretation. 93 Balteum regum dissolvit, et praecingit fune renes

eorum, seems much more natural. Perhaps we should read ID'l for
IDX'I and om. 3 before '310 : The raiment (perhaps [VID armour) of
kings He looseth. And removeth the girdle of their loins (so that they
become powerless for action : cf 388).
V. 19. St. i: see notes on v. 17. ^1l'1D ® iiairoa-TeXXwv = ipE'D (1420

2 2' 30" 398; SO usu. in OT). An ancient various reading.
St. ii. IR fi^Di 01311x1 RV And overthroweth the mighty: Dr ' Rather,
them that are firmly established—men holding long-established, hereditary
dignities.'

© t'SE'O xp'E'ypi And bringeth low the strong (warriors).

I bpbpG X131PII And maketh naught of the mighty ones. 9
3 et optimates

supplantat. But D1311X does not recur with such a meaning. In Mi 62

131TXI Give ear! must be read for D'31X1, which in i K 82 appears as the
Heb. name of the seventh month (Tisri) ; which is not certainly identical
with our word, although it is usually assumed to be so, and explained

' month of steady flowings ', ox month when water is found only in

everflowing wddys : an unlikely designation of a dry month, when the
harvest was gathered in (Le 2383). The word may have a mythological
reference. (In spite of the trad, vocalization, which app. connects D'31K
with }lix—note, however, the absence of 1— it is conceivable that Di3nx

is related to |11X asina, Assyr. atdnu. Sum. ANSHU, doros, ovos, as the
ass was a theanthropic animal, and sacred to the Sun. Cf Smythe
Palmer, Samson Saga, pp. 1 23 sqq. A Sum. syn.of ANSHU is SHAKAN,
written with the Det. of Deity, which I have elsewhere compared with
the name of Shekem ben Hamor.) The present, then, is the only
certain occurrence in SU of the Plur. 01311X ; and we may perhaps see
further reason to regard it as questionable here. The Sing. [liX (doubtful
in Gn 492^, and cert, corrupt in Pr 1313) occurs in 8 or 9 other locc.
as a Subst., mostly in the Genit. Case. (The phrase |nix 1)13 torrens
perennitatis, Dt 2i< Am 52*, should be comp. with |1'K liil? amnes
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perennitatis = amnes perennes, Ps 741=. So tl'X '13 gens perennitatis
= gens perennis = Qiol'iy il3 , Je 513, ' an immemorial people ' ; Il'K 113
pascuum perennitatis, Je 49" = 50", ' an unfailing pasture ' ; and the sea
returns iJn'xp ad perennitatem eius. Ex 1 42', ' to his everlasting flow

' or
continual state.) In Nu 1 421 ¦]3E'1D Jl'X Perennitas sedes tua = sedes tua
perennis est, ' Thine abode is eternal ' or imperishable (as hewn out in
the cliffs, Je 4913). fix, 33I6, is doubtful: see the notes there. Apart
from the very dubious existence of the Plur., we should not have expected

D'31iX, perennitates, as a designation of a class of men, without some

quafifying term (cf Perennitas tua, as a form of address to the later
Roman emperors). ® Swdo-Tas Se y^s Karearpe-^ev (= ^31 90 tjlri 11 10).
Perhaps Dy nnx (Ju 523 Ps i63 app. of priests) or px i^iX (2 K 241=) ;
which would give the stichus the normal 3 stresses. ® poss. read

IpD'

He causeth to pass away (l and D may be confused). 9JJ 1,?P^ is of
uncertain meaning. In Aram. Tg. ^PD is twist, wrest, distort, turn awry.

The word appears to be an S-form of the Root fp, seen also in 1-37

twist, turn, 61* ; cf. Ar. ilii he twisted or wrung his neck ; he turned him
aside, to right or left ; Assyr. lapdtu, turn, overturn or destroy ; Ar. wJJ
he rolled or wrapped up one thing in another. In Ar. i_a.Ll (^IPD) is it
or he passed, or passed away, came to an end or to naught ; he or it went

before, preceded ; but also he turned over the ground for sowing. For the
Heb. use, cf. Ex 238 Dt 1610 The bribe blindeth the eyes of wise men,
'P''^-? '1?'^ 1.?P'1 and twisteth the words (or subverteth the cause) ofjust men;
or maketh naught of the pleas ofjust men ; either distorteth their evidence,
or garbleth their case. But 'pf-fi, like 0iD3l, may refer to the judges:

a bribe distorts the decisions or sentences of men who would otherwise be
just. Cf. Pr 2212 where it is said that the Eyes of lahvah (unblinded by
bribes)^^^^ knowledge (keep to truth and fact). And He bringeth to naught

(defeateth) the words of the treacherous. Cf also Pr 1 98 : A man's folly
twisteth or maketh devious or overturneth his way (Ps i*) ; and the more or
less corrupt Pr 13* 21 12.
It is evident from the use of flix in other passages that Di31'X is no
more likely than Diolsiy (Je 5'3) as an epithet descriptive of a class of

men, although ace. to Ex 290 the office of priest was eternal (cf Ps 110');
nor ace. to Heb. usage would sjPD be appropriate in such a connexion.

And since priests and prophets are commonly associated, and the Obj.

of PiPD is 1131 in 3 of the 6 other locc. where the word is found, we

may perhaps restore the short stichus to normal rhythm and sense by

reading fiPDi DX133 '1311 And the words of the Prophets He bringeth to
naught (i K 2222 Ez 140 cf Je 20' 223 531 La 2" al.). 'xi33 was misread
'Xil3, by the common confusion of 3, n, and then the meaningless word
was read backwards as ''3niX, i.e. D1311X. Cf. Is i9'8, where ® (d)o-eS€K
= 110(1) = Dll(l), the true reading of the Heb. (l = k, Gn

222^
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13D = Ta/3eK). This agrees well with what follows, v. 20 (cf also
Is 28' 2910).
V. 20. Lit. He removeth the lip (= language, power of speech) to
faithful ones or the trusty; i.e. makes them speechless. For Oi3DX3
faithful, trustworthy, see Nu 12' Sing. (poet, fragm. contrasting ordinary
prophets with Moses); Ne 13I8 Plur. (of storekeepers) ; J'lx i3DX3 Ps loi"

men of integrity ; Oi30X3 Ony trustworthy witnesses. Is 82. Plur. of men
not elsewhere. 'Eloquent and trusted ministers find their powers fail

them ' (Driver). But does eloquence imply trustiness, or trustiness
eloquefice ? ® indeed x«X»7 Trto-Toii/ : but perhaps we should read Di3133

the intelligent for Oi30X3. Cf Pr lo" 1621 1728; and for lahvah's part.
Ex 4". Is 291''- Instead of Ipi He taketh away, st. ii, ® e-yvw = yi'.

V. 21. St. i is identical with Ps 107^0^ the girdle: or belt: af ni1«p,
which should perhaps be II'P = lip, Ps 109" only. Cf Assyr. mezah,
syn. of mesirru, strap, thong. lahvah letteth down or causeth to drop (131 ,

a stronger word than 113, v. 18 : see note on Repha'im, 26=) the belt of

mighty ones (O'TSX, 2422 3420, pro SOT O'p'SX; al. O'S'pl the strong, an

Aramaism). © X310 11 X3ipn -f^lllSipil And the strength ofmighty ones
He weakeneth ; Z ^''hvSt XOPD fjipll And the strength of the kings He
weakeneth. But @ TaTretvoi's Se ido-aTo = X31 Oi31i3X1 (om. mo, rg. Di31i3N
pro 0ipi3X , and confusing 131 let drop with X31 heal).

V. 22. The nobles are app. disgraced by exposure. (But vv. 22, 23
may both be add. to the orig. tejft.) The deep things appear to be
political intrigues and machinations, which are naturally kept close b

y

their authors until their success is known. Cf. Is 2913 30I; Ps 64'.

St. ii. Fort. leg. 11ol5y3 pro SJl llol'V And bringeth forth secrets (hidden

things) to light. Cf. Mi 7". Or lioltyi : ii" 28"-2i. Pr 26* Oiol>y3
dissemblers.

V. 23. 3JJ XiJE'P He maketh grow or increaseth, maketh great: an

Aramaism (Qal 8" Hiph. magnify, 3624), So 9
3 5:; but @b^''«a ^Xavwi'

Wv-q (koi dTToXXuW avTd), which @B accid. om., and © XDOyl' xyOO =

'131 XiJE'p, Aramaism = IJ^P Who misleadelh nations, or causeth them to
go astray (Qal 623 1 9'' see on v. 1 6). So 7 codd. and Aq. Theod. This
perhaps harmonizes better with the general tone of the section, which is

one of unrelieved gloom : cf what follows. lahvah purposely misleads
the nations with a view to destroying them. Cf however, v. 15. SO? He
increaseth the nations and (then) destroyeth them (so RV) would amount to
the somewhat milder charge of caprice or fickleness. (Perhaps Di13? y'B'D-

He saveth nations. For constr. cf Ju 10".)
St. ii. ® KaTao-TpaJVi'dfc);' Wvr] Kot Ka6o8rjyu>v avTd =: 9JI 0113? IDS'

^0^-1 (pointing b pro P
, which is preferable in both stt.). Z
,

not

understanding IDE', inserts xmiSD the net: He spreadeth the net for the
nations (xiOIX var. Xiooy, as in st. i)

,

and leadeth or driveth them away
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(1131311). © I'hIj P3E'1 XnilOX^
IDE' He spreadeth out the peoples (Heb.

perhaps D'oxbl)) and leaveth them; pointing D13>1 (cf i Sa 22' Je 14"
Ps 119121). In all other locc. 113 Hiph. is used of friendly leading or
guidance (si" Ps 238 et saep.). Here, on the analogy of 7I5ID, v. 19,
it might perhaps mean leadeth them aivay, scil. into exile. Otherwise,

pointing D131, we may render (c @) and forsaketh them, or and layeth

them loiv (a classical mg. of KaTao-Tpwi'i'dwi') : cf Am 5'. The vb. IDE' is
not altogether beyond suspicion. It is nowhere else used of the expansion
of nations, but always of spreading things out in a lit. sense (on the ground,
Nu 1 1 33 Je 82; on a well-cover, 2 Sa 17"; once of spreading out the
palms in prayer, Ps 8810). Perhaps D1D;i Dibx!) DIE' He slaughtereth
peoples and wipeth them out (cf Nu 1410 DDlE'l = ® xai KaTeWpuo-ei'

avTods) ; or HE'D He felleth, ruineth. Sec. (Pi. or Hiph. Ho 11" 2 K 1912.
c b Obj. Nu 3213. niB' prim. mg. to fall = Assyr. lahdtu: cf Ju 202',
and Burney ad loc. D om. after o.)
V. 24. There is something wrong with the metrically redundant st. i :

He taketh away the heart (i.e. either se-nse or courage) of the heads (chiefs)
of the people of the land.

' The people of the land ', i. e. the common
people, 2 K 251', might well be mentioned here after the various classes
of their rulers. Deprived of their natural leaders, they wander about in
hopeless bewilderment. If we interpret so, we must omit lE'Xl heads.
® StaXXdo-o-<ov KapSias dpxovT^nv yr\<i app. om. Oy people; but I Sa 92

Dyi = TTjv -yrjv Is 63" [oyoj D10 = iK t^s y^s, and it is possible that
dp;^dvTcov -y^s (not t^s y^s = flXl) represents Dy lE'Xl, for which phrase
see Nu 25' Dt 333-21.

St. ii is identical with Ps I07^ob_ ((sj gives StoXXdo-o-wi/, changing, for

liQD in V. 20 also; but in 5'^ for 130. © XDE'D besotteth or crazeth,

93 immutans, refer the
'changing'

to madness: cf i Sa 21I8.)
V. 25. Lit. They feel darkness: cf. Ex 1021. Perhaps ¦IE'13 /« darkness:
cf 5" D111V3 : Dt 2820. Read lIX'xl) lightless, as epithet of IE'1, om. 1;
cf. yn'tib pathless, v. 24.
St. ii is metr. short. For oyi'1 (rep. from v. 24) read "^If? 1V1?1 And

they wander from the way. (® TrXavrjOeL-qaav = ^VJl?! Niph.) Cf. Is 19'''
28' Pr 2113.
With the rhetorical form of vv. 17-24 cf Is 44""^', which the passage
appears to imitate. How far it is genuine, we do not venture to
pronounce.

Chapter 13. After thus demonstrating by safient examples lahvah's

absolute Power in the world of man, Eyob continues his speech without
a break.

V. I. it all: lit. all these things: ll'X"l>3 (12'') pro 9Jl 153. So 12 codd.,
©93. perceived it: or understood it. ® om. © om. ll' (for 7 see 9"

1421), which is hardly necessary to the sense.
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V. 2. Ifall not below or away from you. 93 nee inferior vestri sum;

© and I am not less than you ([1330 l'S3) ; Z [1330 X3X E'113 lil>1 and lam
not separated from you. The use of 733 to fall seems to be unique in
Heb. and must be pronounced doubtful. ® a'a-weros = 733 foolish,
Dt 3221 (cf fem. 210) may be right: And I am no more a fool than you.
(The 1 of XPl has fallen out after 1, as often.)
V. 3. Lit. But /(emph.), to Shaddai would I speak. The emph. Pron.

13X overweights the stichus, is not really wanted, and may be an

inadvertent rep. from v. 2^. Eyob says in effect : ' For all that—for all
you have said, which is common knowledge— I am still fain to speak
directly to Shaddai, the All-powerful Author of my ruin ; to justify myself

to Him, not to St. ii. f31X 1?X"1'X 13111. For the vb. and constr.
cf V. 15 158. The root 131, cogn. c 133, prob. means be in front or
before ; Factitive, to put in front or before, and so to argue, and (its
consequence) convince, convict (of error in thought or conduct), or, in
a milder sense, to chide, reprove, and correct, which involve setting a

sinner's faults before him. Cf Ar. ta^.face ; ^sJ[^face or confront a man,
face or encounter him with speech or words. (131 cogn. c 131. Cf perhaps
Sum. KA, mouth, face)
93 bene ut saep. Sed tamen ad Omnipotentem loquar, et disputare cum

Deo cupio. ® (perhaps objecting to the idea of ' reproving
'
God) eXe'y^w

Se ivavTiov avTov idv /SovXrjTai = r^l' DX )b ('113111) 131X1.
V. 4. Om. 0P1X (scribe's rep. from v. 3), c ® vp,€ts

Se'
eWe laTpot dSiKoi:

an interesting trans., as giving a better || to st. ii than the usual inter
pretation. ' Plasters

'
(ep-TrXao-Tpa, Galen) are known to medicine as well

as building (cf Le 14^2.43^. and ® seems to have taken IpE' '1530 in the
sense of pseudo-physicians, applying worthless plasters to Eyob's wounds.

P3D to plaster (cf PSl Ez 13" 2228) or daub on or over (Ps 1193'), is
,

no

doubt, the Assyr. lapdtu, which is used fig. of slander, in Sargon's phrase

amdt talqirti idpilti Ullusunu ana Daiaukku idbub, ' A word of slander
(ipE') besmirching (beplastering) Ullusun to Deioces he

spoke' (Sarg.

Ann. 76); cf. the gloss on bsi, Dt i', in JJ I XlpE* 'I510 'll5y |1ll53D1
andye bedaubed him with words of slander. Our phrase

IpE* '1)30, quack-

plasterers or slander-plasterers, may allude to both meanings. (In 5 R 2 1

19, 20 Sum. EME-SIG, destroying tongue, is explained qargu, slander,
and coupled with . . AN-GAR tas-gi-ir-tu, i. e. talqirtu, as a syn. With
¦\/GAR, QAR, cf. perhaps Chinese ka, kia, false, unreal, to pretend,
Giles 1 160.)
worthless physicians : PPX 'XBl healers of naught or no worth. I'll'X is

perhaps akin to Assyr. aldlu, to be feeble, uldlu, weakling , feebleminded,

'a poor creature', syn. enlu (E'3X) ; or (and?) to I'X, Assyr. ul, not; cf
our 'naught', ' naughty '(= good-for-nothing; Pr 612 AV), ' not '. But

® Kat I'ttTat KaKwv Trdi'Tes, i. e. tJX 'XSl (cf ® Pr 6I8 io33), or OPIX "1
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foolish physicians (cf @ Pr 1420 152.15), either of which might be right.
@ healers DID xl'3 without anything areye {= SOI).
V. 5. St. 2 : lit. And that it might become (or And let it be for)'wisdom'

to you. Silence often passes for wisdom. ® Kat dTro/S^a-eTat.
vplv

a-o<f>la. And it would turn out in your case to be wisdom. Cf. RV.
V. 6. the reproof ofmy mouth : rg. '2 ll?"!! = @ tXeyxov tov o-Top-aTo's
p,ov : 5DJ '11311 my reproof (or argument). Metre and parallelism justify
the addition, contention: ox pleading or remonstrance, in'l = ® icpto-ti'.
9 codd., and ©193 also Sing.; SOT Plur. The reproof or remonstrance
follows, vv. 7-12.
V. 7. (Ii Are ye not speaking before lahvah P App. 11311 llli i3'yl5 xl'1 ;
i3iy pro aiJ ll>iy injustice? utter: ox pour out: iyi31 (Ps 94*) = ®
^OeyyeaOe : SK rep. 11311 willye speak P
V. 8. St. i is too short metr. Wl 1i33 Hisface may represent orig. '1 133,
i.e. 1111 133 the face of lahvah (or nE' of Shaddai, as in v. 3). Lit. The
face of I. will ye lift up? 3221 34"; i.e. treat him with personal favour
or partiality, as an unjust judge might do. Cf Dt 10". ®® -irpoa-iowov
Xap./3dveTe ; cf Ma I*-' 2' ®, and NT Trpoo-aiTroXijTTTetv, Trpoo-ioTroXr/TTTr^s,
Trpoo-a)TroXr;i/'ta (not in ®), 'respect of persons'. ® 17 iTrooreXeio-^e ; Will
ye dissemble (or prevaricate) ? cloaking your real thoughts from fear. It
seems, however, prob. that -rrpoarw-n-ov ovtov has fallen out of the Gk. text,
and that we must render Will ye shrink from His Face? Cf. Dt i' Wisd 6'
and Goodrick's excellent note. St. ii in aR is also too short metr. OIX
vou, emph., may have fallen out after OX (DSI ?). Cf Ju 63i fnill 01X1
bv':h 'Will you plead for the Baal ? ' So here : Will you plead for El ?
® ipeis Se avTOt (® ^ avTot vp-els) KpiTal yeveaOe = f13'll 01X1 (cf Is 3I8 63'

31D 31 = KptT^s dya^ds !). ®* adds a gloss KaXois ye XaXoCi/Tes (' as you

are such fine speakers') = "13'n Di3ipip. Perhaps we should read T~\
f13ill, will you really plead ?
V. 9. You are exposing yourselves to the peril of a Divine exposure.

God sees through you, and knows your real motives. RV may be right :
Is it good that He should search you out? St. ii. like a mere mortal: lit.
like mocking at a (mortal) man. For the vb. Pll, see Gn 31' Ju i6'o

I K i82' (I'll!? brim; cf on 172) Je 9^ Like Lat. illudere it seems to
mean playing or sporting with a thing, and then making sport or game of,

mocking or feering at a pers. or thing (c dat. or in aliquem or aliquo) ;

cf also deludere, mock, deceive, delude (e.g. amantem). ®'s curious rend.
seems partly due to an illegible text, et ydp (®^ Kat) Td -irdvTa TrotoSi/Tes
irpoa-TeO-qa-eaOe avTta {®^ dSio avTOv), ovOev rJTTOV iXey^ei vpds = 131 1311
(Dt 133 ©) U 1p311 D'E'y 1)31 OX. This makes v. 10^ the apodosis to 9^
Here, as often, ® betrays complete unconsciousness of the metrical
arrangement. © substitutes (3) f'lllX go to law with for 711 to mock.
(The Prim. Root may be recognized in Sum. (GISH) TAL-TAL,
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taltallum, a part of the palm-tree, gilimmaru, viz. the hanging spathes or

flower-sheaths, Heb. h'hvhn, and in the derivv. 1I51, il)l, 1)1)1, I'l)!,
Ji, Jj, &c. The prim, idea seems to be that of hanging or dangling,
swaying or swinging about ; whence letting down or lowering, e.g.

a bucket into a well, and so throwing down or prostrating, whence daldlu,

humble, worship, bl poor. The Sum. DAL is to fly, because flying
birds are as it were suspended in the air, or because flight is a swinging

and swaying motion. So Ar. oJj is used of the amorous play or
dalliance of a woman, her swaying movements and gestures, talking and

jesting in a pleasing manner ; and 711 is to play or trifle with, and then
to mock, delude, and the like.)
V. 10. punish : or reprove or convict (113II ; v. 3). Cf 42'-'.
partial: so ® TrpoaMira Oavp-daeaOe. But ©^@i93 acceptHis face ; 1'33
pro a)i 0133. See note on v. 8. Burney thinks the couplet weak and
unoriginal.

y. II. His Terror: IIDIX (v. 21) or IIXT Hisfear. So © lll)n, and
perhaps @ Seti/d [aCINA], scrib. error for Seipa [aGIMA]? ainov. But
^ ivhen He is raised on the throne of judgement, will not His terror

(11111) dismay you, And His terror Sec. seems to be conflate. 93 Statim
ut se commoverit = a)J IIXE* His uplifting or uprising. Cf 3123; 41".
If a^J is right, it may mean either His uprising or His loftiness, majesty.
The proposed ST\^3 (3081* p^ ^25), His devastation, does not seem likely,
though involving only a change of points. (Aeivds is very rare in ®. In
2 Sa I' the d-K- pE'l, qs 'the horrors', is rend, ctkoto^ ^eivdv, Z Xlill,
ut hic. ?1'?'P'l' twisting, writhing, terror, like l)il Ex 15" joined with
tlX Is 138 al. So lisl)3 2i3.)
V. 1,2. your saws : or aphorisms : sir. perhaps memorized sayings,
reminders : 03i313r. So here only. 93 Memoria vestra, as if Sing. So Z.
® TO dyavpiap.a vjxuiv, your insolence (Ba 48^) := 03311?. ®Z confounds
il'E'O proverbs with PE'O likeness (41-3) : to-a (v. laov) o-ttoSw : © with l5E'0

ruler.

St. ii. a)? 03133 1D1"133P For bosses of clay are your bosses ; or Your
bosses become (or prove) bosses of clay. But ® to Se o-tupa TriJXtvoi',
whileyour body is of clay, or Amiyour body will prove to be {drro^-ria-eTa)
clay ='11 D31331 (Aram.). The word 33 back appears to be used
for the boss of a shield in 152". The Heb. text, however, is not above
suspicion. 'Bosses' is not a good parallel to the doubtful 'memories';

133P is strange; and il'E'O maxims or similitudes is not elsewhere found
with, a qualifying Genitive, except to denote the author of the sayings.

© Remember that your sultan is of dust, And beside tJie clay is your
dwelling-place. Cf 4" lo'. It is quite probable that the verse began
with X3"n3I Pray you remember ... It may have continued with 133E'1 '3
13y that ye dwell in dust (or lOV 'JSE* ye dwellers in the dust!), 101 '131
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I 03113 And your houses are houses of clay ! (or 113 13 That your houses.
Sec), or something similar, as an ironical reference to 4". (©^93 suggest
rather 13X D3P^D"i3 X3"n3t Remember thatyour likeness is ashes : cf 30"
4i''3
J -,j3n aj-^yi And hard by the clay. Sec). Such a reference to human

frailty makes a better connexion with the sense of the last verse.
V. 13. Be silent that I too may speak : or and I too will speak. Emph.
Pron. © bene X3X tjX. SK 1300 lE'nil Be sxlent from me: i.e. leave
off talking to me : so Je 382', where, as here, ® om. 13DO. Cf also
I Sa 73. Here it seems to overioad the stichus, while st. ii is perhaps
too short.

St. ii. Lit. And Id aught pass over me! Cf. 2 Sa 1822-29 pg 438. I.e. Let
what will befall me I scil. in the way of Divine Wrath. But ID What?
(348-88), How? is not so used elsewhere in the book; and ® has
Kat dvaTta-vampai dvpuov, and that I may desist or rest from anger =
IDPID 131I53XI : see 22310206*1929. Perhaps: 101 ilsy 13yi1 And Id
Wrath pass over (Ps 428 al.) me ! or 1»1 'PV

isyi And let Him cause
Wrath to pass over me! Let Him deluge (or overwhelm) me with

His Wrath ! Burney suggests 1D1X0 anything pro ID.
V. 14. a*? prefixes ID'py Upon what or Wherefore? which is

,

however,

only a scribe's erroneous rep. of 10 (')l'y from the end of the last verse,

spoiling the metre (4 stresses for 3). Eyob says that he will run all risks
in affirming his own innocence to the face of the Divine Judge. /will
take up (or carry) my flesh (my body or myself) in my teeth ; as a wild

beast (or even a cat) at bay will snatch up its young and, so hampered,

face its enemy. See on 1920. This vivid metaphor occurs here only.

That of St. ii recurs Ju 128 i Sa 193 c ei3 Sing, ut hic. ®^ iv x"pt ®^ iv
Xepalv. @^ iv x^pciv pov : SO a few codd., ©S95. Cf 16".
V. 15. .^(or Though : fl 4028 Is 5413) He slay me in His Wrath at my
daring, / will not wait (14", cf 6" Mi 53) any longer ; but will at once
proceed to prove (113IX st. ii : see on v. 3)

'my ways

'—my manner of

life—to His face or before Him. The Ketib X? not is prob. right here.
Qeri 'vfor Him I (will) wait. ® edi' p,e ;^etpa)o-»jTat (38 only) o Siimo-Tr/s,

eTret Kat rjpKTai, rj prjv XaX-^aui Kal eXeyfw ivavTLOV avTov = i3PDp' fl
I'll '3 Isx

I

1131x1 1i33-l)X 131X-1X If El slay me {for He hath begun) \

Yet will I speak to His face and argue scil. my case. Here PX
evidently springs from XP ; so that ® must not be adduced as supporting

the Qeri.

'S If He kill me, for Himself alone am I waiting or looking (il 1?
X3X][X30O) ; Because my

ways are before Him. Z Behold, if He kill me,
before Him (il') will Ipray ; But my ways before Him will I argue {= aU).
93 Etiamsi occiderit me, in ipso sperabo : verumtamen vias meas in

conspectu eius arguam. For the confusion between X? and 17 see on

1213. The rendering Zc, He will slay me; I have no hope is also
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possible, so far as the mere words are concerned ; but, apart from the

unusual division of the stichus into two independent sentences, it does

not agree so well with the context.
Eyob is not insisting here on his expectation of speedy death, but

on his determination to speak out, even if it provoke lahvah to kill
him for his presumption (as his friends, no doubt, assumed and as he

himself feared would be the consequence).

[The rare I'Dp to M/ (Jb i3>3 24" Ps 139" b\^f>, n. Ob i' afi), which
in Ar., Old Aram., Eth., and Sab. has 1 Rad. Med., is cogn. c fDp small,

str. cut short, cf Assyr. qatnu, short, e. g. sdqu qatnu, a short street, qattan,
cut short, of hair; 3pp cutoff; X\p, 3VP, IVP, fVp, ISP, &c TT3, b\i,y\,
ir3, &c., all denoting various kinds of cutting. Cf. Sum. GAZ, kill, GAS,

cut off, kill, smash ; KUD, cut, cut off."] The -/I'll (Heb. only), used
mostly in Pi. (some twentj'-five times) and about twelve times in Hiph.

(Niph. app. twice; Gn 812 leg. bn'f[ or I'li'l ; cf i Sa 138; Ez 193 corrupt),
always means to wait, continue expectant, and is usu. joined with ?

indicating the Pers. or Thing waited/Jr (about twenty times ; "?X thrice).
In eight or nine instances it is used Abs. The Temporal implication

comes out clearly in 6" 14" 2923 3023 321113 Mi 5* Gn 812 i Sa 108 138. It
may be cogn. c I'll, I'll to be strong, firm, and so (2021) enduring,
lasting, abiding. Cf. perhaps Sum. GAL, asdbu, kdnu, bald. Possibly,
after all, since Eyob really longed for death (321 68-9 713), the verse should

be rendered: Behold, He will slay me and for Him (ibl; 1 exc post 1)
/ wait (expecting His blow) ; Only my ways to His face Iwill argue (or
before Him Iwill lay).
V. 16. Also He (emph.; cf 7" 12' 16*) must be my salvation (or will
become my salvation or deliverance; Ht./o me will be for s., as Ex 152).
Here and elsewhere Eyob expresses confidence that lahvah, who knows

the truth and is well aware of his innocence, will one day vindicate him

( 1
613 1923). If only He would grant him an audience, and listen to his
pleas. He could not deny the justice of his arguments, but must needs
pronounce him guiltless (233-9). @ Kat tovito p.ot dTro/ST/o-eTat ets ato-nipiav

which would require 5<'11 at least (rather l^^'l). In recte Et ipse erit

salvator mens ; © Xpn3 ''b X113 11 fjXI And also He himself will become
to me a saviour ; ij X3pl13l' '1) Xll llli) But He will be to me for
salvation {= 9)!).
For an apostate (or dissembler : 5131 : see on 813) -would not come before
Him. Lit. For not before Him will (or can or dotK) an apostate come.
The reference may be general (cf Ps 53), or particular : For it would not
be an apostate that came before Him ; i.e. I am no 5)31, but a man sincerely
pious and upright, and therefore He is bound to save me. For S131

® gives SdXos (=1101, V. 7; iDlO, 1533, where 'A0 vTroKptT^s, as also 2o3

and so ® 3480 36"). © j^a:^.. is an error for y^x^ — Tl. 93 omnis
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hypocrita. i 11D7il = delator : so 153^ al. Perhaps we should read
'3X"5131 or 133X"S131 ; thus gaining the more direct and less ambiguous

sense : For not before Him (emph.) am I a renegade (?). [X13i may be
a disguise of i33X written backwards !] This would be quite in the
manner of Eyob's frequent assertions of his own integrity (921, cf 11').
V. 17. St. ii is short, and 111IX my declaration (Aram. Aph. Infin. of
'11 to tell, declare) is almost certainly

corrupt. ® dvayyeXil ydp = l^O^l.
The missing word after this may be either 'IV'^ (Ps 198) or 'V!] my know
ledge

(3210-") or the Pers. Obj. 031X jw< (emph. 32*; cf
15" 362).

These are the only occurrences of this Aram. rt. Ill in Heb. Cf Dn 2".
© |13'01p lOX il'llll And my declaration /will speak before you. The
translators felt that all was not right with the text. (The verse looks like

an insertion of the Elihu-editor.)
V. 18. my case or cause, to be presented for judgement. iDBB'D c Suff.
pro aw D3E'0. So I cod., ® ©. Cf. 23* i K 3". Eyob's arrangement of
his case, or marshalling of his main points, is briefly stated in vv. 23 ff'.
For in3iy struxi, e.g. verba, copias, etc., @ seems to have read il3lp
ey-yus etpt (toi! Kpip-aTos p,ov). Cf. l 7'^-

V. 19. Is anyone ready to meet and confute my statements? for if that
be so (my 13 For now = for then, for in that case), I will say no more,
but resign myself to death.

V. 20. Lit. Only, two things do not Thou unto me! This is in strictly
logical connexion with v. 21^ {And Thy Terror, let it not scare me!), but

not with 21^ {Thy palm from off me remove!), at least according to our

idiom. But the sense is clear enough : Let not Thy heavy Hand remain
upon me! For the mode of expression, cf Pr3o'-". Then from Thy
Face I will not hide ; I will not shrink from facing Thee, as a guilty
man might: Gn 38-10. With vv. 21, 22, cf 98^-85.
V. 22, St. ii. ® Or Thou shalt speak, but I to Thee will give an answer.
Prob. not a different reading ; but substituted on the ground of reverence.

Insert l^K TJwu, emph. before i33iE'l metr. grat. Cf also the parallel
St. i.

V. 23. Lit. How many have Ierrors (v. 26) andfailures; i.e. in conduct
and behaviour. © reverses the order : at dpapnai fjiov Kal al dvopiai pov.

Usually, though b
y no means uniformly, jiy = dvopxa and 1X01= dpapTta

(e.g. I03-" 14^3). Cf I Jn 3'' 17 dpapTta eo-Tti/ -r] dvop-ia. Etymologically,
fiy is an erring or straying from the right way (liy = Ar. ij^ he erred ;

deviated from the right way or course, or from that which was right ; was

disappointed, failed of attaining his desire ; Lane). Cf perhaps Sum.
NAM, annu, arnu, ' sin ' or 'misdeed ' (ngam = GAM, GAV, bend).
IXDl a missing of one's aim or mark, goal or way, fr. XDl to miss the
mark (Ju 2013 Hi. ? Qal? Pr 192), to miss the path of right, tofail in duty,
to sin against God or man, is well represented by the Greek word dp.apTLa,
2210 Q
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the idea of miss, mistake, error, failure, loss (cf Gn3i8o), being pre
dominant. Cf. Assyr. hitetu, pl. hitdti, a sin, against a god or a king.

It will be seen that, in their original sense, XDl, |iy, and 133E' or 13E'0
are not far apart ; all three denoting error or mistake rather than guilt

or wickedness.
The two plurs. here are obviously supplementary to each other ;
although we might well om. 11XD11 as overloading the st., and since

11X011 follows in St. ii
. The rg. yE'31 fiy suggested for st. i is bad Heb.

(We could hardly say yE'31 |iy il' 103 : cf Gn 47* i K 2213) ; and to omit
iyE'3 in St. ii would make the line metr. defective. In the first member Eyob

asks what is the total number of his sins ; in the second, he demands to
know what special or particular sin is laid to his charge.

V. 24. St. i; cf 3429 Ps lo'ial.
St. ii. foe : 3'iX : an apparent play or pun on his own name 3<>X : see

note on ii. Cf i Sa 2523. The same thought recurs 19".
V. 25. scare: or dread. Trans., as 318* c accus. Heb. piyi to awe or
overawe. Is 219-21. (3f_ adj. f'lV ^'^ i5"'- If the root be that which we
see in 1"V1, fi'l break, crush we may compare the transition of ideas in

111 shattered, broken, dismayed. Possibly, however, yi)i is akin to Aram.

PIS. flee, flee away (a natural effect of fear). Then piy will be a man who
puts others to flight or from whom they flee ; one who scares them away.

driven: S)13 : scil. by the wind: Ps i* Is 19' Le 2 68« Is 41'.—St. ii. Or:
rg. 0X1, for which a)f presents the scribal error 1X1. a stalk: E'p Coll

stubble, or the like : Ex 5" Is 402*. Cf Syr. XE'p stubble, dry stalks, grass
or leaves. [The -v^E'p = E'3 dry ; cf Dip = 013 high. The transition
from dry to hard, firm, strong, is easy : cf lE'P hard, fierce ; \^'i endured

it ; struggled against troubles or difficulties ; Assyr. kallu, strong, kaliisu,
mighty one, killutu, power, might. Sec, with which Aram. E''E'p old, elder,
orig.full-grown, grown up (Syr.) > dried up, may be connected (cf our

'old', altus, i.e. grown up). Cf perhaps also Syr. ksjs Tip firm, fixed. Pa.
cause to wither {hexx) ; and Xty (Syr.) endure, ty, W^ powerful, forceful,

strong, fierce, Assyr. ezezu, ezzu. lE'P = ^j^y bow, however, may be str.

a strung bow : cf Sum. KESH, to bind; unless E'lp = E'"Dp from GAM,
to bend, to bow, in which case lE'P = thing for bending ; c Sum. Postpos.

SHU, for.]
v. 26. Lit. For (or That) Thou writes t upon me bitter things. Possibly
an allusion to the visible marks and scars of his disease, graven upon

him by ' the Finger of God ', and read by his friends as Divine testimony
to his guilt. ® That Thou didst write down (or record) against me evils;

perhaps meaning didst register the ' sins of my youth ', st. ii. If 313 to

write means to decree in this passage, 1313 Thou hast decreed would seem

more suitable than 3131 : cf the Ptcp. pass. Ps 408. But I'y 313 is

usu. to write upon a tablet or the like. The word i^'jip, 20", denotes
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venom, poison (of serpents), and in 2023 a man's gall or gall-bladder (cf.

iTJ'?'? 16"). The plur. IIID recurs Dt 3282 (unless we should point lllD :
cf the parallel E'l! '33y), where clusters of poisons = poisonous clusters.
Comparing Is 443, it is conceivable that we should render : For Thou
writest on me

'Poison' (Plur. intens.) or (rg. WHO, cf. 2413 i Sa 2080)'Rebefiion'
(so ©). Or should we point 3131 and render : Thou makest

harsh decrees for me (Is loi)?
St. ii. Lit. And makest me possess the errors (ox faults) of m\ youth.

© And rememherest against me. Sec Cf Ps 25'. 9
3 And wiliest to

consume me ivith. Sec. 21? i3E'ilini does not seem quite satisfactory ; but

the meaning may perhaps be : Thou treatest the forgotten faults of a

time long past as though they still belonged to me, characterized my
present conduct. © -irepieOrjKa'S

Se'
p,ot veoTrjTOi dp.aprrl.ai. Cf 3920 irepte'-

^TjKas avTia pro 13E''yil1 (!). Perhaps we should read i3yil111 And makest
me know the sins ofmy youth ; recognize them as sins now, if I failed to
do so then ; or i?y 13111 and rememberest against me (©). In any case,

it is evident that Eyob does not claim absolute sinlessness ; but only that
his conduct, since he had arrived at years of discretion, had not been
such as to merit the calamities which had befallen him.

V. 27. the stocks: tip = Syr. XID (so ©). Prob. a sort of heavy
wooden clog which the prisoner might drag about a little ; not like our

old English stocks, which confined the offender to a sitting posture.

Akin to Assyr. ladddu, to drag or draw} or Ar. Ill close up, block,
obstruct} This fine and the next are quoted for comment, 33". ®

Kii)Xvpa, impediment, ®'A ^Xorre'Sr;, @*' iroSoKaKj;; but in 33" the classical

ivXov. 9
3 in nervo, recte. Z V'E'S in cement (as if the Heb. word were

Ii'E* = TD lime !).
St. ii

. Leg. bv on pro a)J 1
'3 all (also at 33") : cf 1413. But the Verss.

are against this. As the verse is a triplet, and as watching his
'ways'

would be needless if his feet were in the 'stocks', this st. may be omitted
(interpolated from 33").

St. iii (2). aK Iplll '1)31 "E'lE'"l'y On the roots of7nyfeet Thou gravest
Thyself. Besides the solitary instance of Hithpa. here, only the Pu. Ptcp.

liPlD occurs (i K 633 y,z V 23"), in the sense of carved, graven, carved
work. If the strange phrase 'roots of my feet' might, as is usually
supposed, mean ' soles

'

(fit. bottoms ? cf 28' ; 3630 is corrupt), and if, as is

prob., Ii5nin is a scribal error for 151I Thou gravest (Pi. here only); On

the soles (l133 elsewhere) of my feet Thou gravest might be a

metaph-

allusion to the galls and even wounds conceivably caused by wearing the

Sad. (For the constr., see Ez 1
1
.

cc. I'pl'PV IplD carven on the wall).
But since the -v^pl suggests also drawing, marking out, or setting bounds

or limits (ppl Pr 82'-29; pl 26" 3810), our stichus has been rendered:

' Thou gravest Thee a graving (= markest a line) for (i.e. about) the soles

Q 2
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of my feet, fixest limits for them
'
(OL). Apart, however, from other

objections, the meaning assumed for E'lE' is very questionable ; and the
repetition of '1)31 from st. i may also be a mere dittography. We should
expect something like Pl IE'1 'l1B'X"i?yi And upon my steps Thou settest
a bound{cf. 23" 3i''38io). 93 Et vestigia (= niE'X 23") pedum meorum
considerasti = HH '1)31 'llE'N-l'yi , @ XTll il'3n X3p11 I'y! And on the
strength (app, rg. nnE' for E'lE' : cf. 40" and Syr. inE* firmus, solidus,
'
durus) ofmy feet Tlwu lookest (cf. 93 considerasti). Itll might represent
pm (i83): On the steps ofmy feet Thou keepest hold: as the Sad would
do. Z DIE-ll iil)3il i3iiDi? I'

y

On the traces (= vestigia; 113py.?) of my
feet Thou makest marks or gravest. Neither © nor ,1 nor 9

3 appears to

have read (or been satisfied with) lE'iE'. @, however, has it : ets S
e pt^as

TuJi/ TToSuii' pov dt^iKov = yi31 '1)31 lE'lE' -bv^'\ (or 'lE'-lyi) And {even) unto
the roots of my feet Thou reachest (cf. 4= 158 Gn 2812). Perhaps ® read
Ipll Thou searchest (v. 9) instead of the dubious Iplll. Possibly the
orig. stichus ran pl?l 'P3l ''?'1?''''31 And all the sinews ofmy feet Thou
snappest (cf © and 4013) ; i.e. with the weight and strain of the Sad or
cangue. But, something may also be said for PIll 1'lilE'lB' 'Pyi And
upon me Thou makest firm Thy fetters {cf. ]\l ¦^^" Is 2221): for although
1-iB'lE' happens to occur elsewhere in OT only in the sense of decorative
chains (Ex 28" i K 7" al.), the Assyr. larlarratu, which exactly corre
sponds to it

, is used of a penal chain or fetter (Sum. SAR-SAR, c Det.
Pr. URUDU, Copper ; i.e. made of copper : cf Ju 1621 La 3').
p. 28. RV: Though I am like a rotten thing that consumeth. Like a garment
that is moth-eaten connects the verse with what precedes (cf 93), but is not
justified by the Heb. which, as the marg. states, lit. runs: And he (emph.)
is like. Sec. We may well ask. Who ? The only obvious way out of the
difficulty is to suppose that Nil (? Dl or 131) refers to Eyob's feet, as
affected by his disease and gradually wasting away (cf i K 1523): And
they are like. Sec. (So ®A ot TraXatoijvTat to-a daKia, Which grow old like

a wine-skin.) Further, 3pl3 like rottenness or decay (of bones, Pr 12* 1480
Ha3i3; cf. 3p"l to rot, of wood. Is 4020 ; met. Prio'; fi3i31 rottenness, of
wood, Jb 41") is somewhat dubious, on account of the Pred. rby which
weareth out (Is 518) : cf Ho 512, the only ref. for 3iPl : And I will be like
the moth to Ephraim, And like the rot to fudah, i.e. the rot caused by the
moth: where, indeed, some syn. of 7noth, e.g. Dp (Is 518) would yield

a closer parallel. Here, possibly, we have an Aramaism, and 3pl = Syr.

K?]?! a skin or leathern bottle (so @ xl'31 X3pi uterculus 7narcidus, and

® to-a do-K(o).

Otherwise, we might suggest DiPl (= lopi, Ju
530) a broidered ox

figured cloth or robe. And they, they are like a brocade that fray eth is

a good parallel to Like a gai-metit the moth hath fretted. The verse may
have been transposed from an original position after 142, as some
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suppose ; but this assumption is hardly necessary, if we make the slight
change indicated above and virtually supported by ® @.
Chapter 1 4. After a pause, Eyob resumes his remonstrance with God,
basing his appeal on the brief and troubled course of man's life and the
hopeless finaUty of death (vv. 1-12).
V. I . Lit. short of days : only here. Cf D'3X IVp short of temper,
Pr 14'. trouble: or unrest, disquiet: T31 : cf 3"-'''' 37- 39". The root
is cogn. with E'31, E'y! shake, tremble and prob. also E'Xl, from
which comes E'Xl head, the shaker, as Iplp, qaqqddu, is the bower
or 7iodder.
V. 2. he cometh forth : not elsewhere Abs. Cf Dt 1422 llE'l XSM what

cometh forth of the field; Ju 13"; ch. 283. ID^^ he shoots, sprouts, or
springs up (usu. of plants and trees) has been proposed ; but TT^ he
flowers or blossoms (Ps go" 10313 j»'si f3 llE'l }'iX3) seems better. Cf ®
Hxnrep dv^os dvOr^aav, as a flower after flowering. But ©931 read NJi.
and fadeth: pointing PD^I. For the vb. cf iS'o and Ps 372; For like
grass they quickly fade (v^') ; And like green herbage they fall away or
wither and fall (t^bis^). Cf. also Ps 903 I'hoi Pol. [The Prim, root of
this I'l)© is prob. the same as that of 1)0X, 1'1'DX, di-oop, languish, become
weak and powerless. And since MAL = BAL, PAL, 1)33, l'S3, may also
be regarded as cogn. Cf Sum. MAL in KA-SU-MAL = KA-§U-GAL,
labdnu appi, 'to throw down the face', i.e. prostrate oneself, face down
wards in prayer; KI-AN-BAL (place -f- high + low), lapiltum u elitum,
'upper and lower side'; IM-BAL, a wind that dawns things, a hurricane
(nabbaltu) ; nabdlu, also written napdlu, to

' down ', throw down, destroy,

cities ; nabultum, a prostrate body, a corpse, Heb. 1P33 ; perhaps nabdlu,

land, as opp. to tdmtu, the sea, str. the low, the bottom, ground, fundus

>the dry, which would connect it with nablu = Sum. BIL, BAL, fire,
a different word. The Assyr. labdnu, to 'down', may be a phonetic

variation of nabdlu, throw down. (So PPO to say, speak, is akin to Sum.
BAL, to speak, say, tamd, dabdbu.)] ® i^eirea-ev ; cf Is 4o'-8 f'X 1*33 =
TO dvOos iie-ireaev, Is 28' 1'3'3 pS = ^d dv^os rd eK-rrea-ov: but Ps 372 shows
that we need not substitute 713' for its syn. PD' here. © E'Sil Xpil and
withers and dries up.

St. ii. fleeth like a shadow. So ® dneSpa {runneth away) Sia-Trep a-Kid.

usu. compared with Ct 2" QipPXl 1D31, where, however, ®''i>© 1D31 {and

the shadows) stretch out or lengthen—as they do towards evening, when
the sun sinks lower and lower in the heavens. Since the shadows only
lengthen slowly, rr\2fugit does not seem very appropriate as a description

of their motion. (It is prob. akin to Aram. 113 to fly ; Syr. xnilD bird,
insect). But the ref may be to the quick play of the shadows thrown by

moving objects (e.g. clouds and foliage on a windy day), which appear

and vanish from moment to moment. Cf 8' Ps 10212 10928 and esp. 144*
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13iy l'X3 like a passing shadow. (An 'i-xl>1 J'y3 IIB'I And sprouteth like
a tree, and endureth not} 113 || pS, Is 273 al.)
V. 3. Leg. DX Interrog. pro ^ fjX (cf v. 5, should precede this

vs.). Lit. Upon this {being) hast Thou opened Thine eye? scil. to watch

and judge him. Cf ® taken account of him ; 7"''^- Ps 83.
St. ii. Lit. And Ilim dost {ox wilt) Thou bring into fudgement P Reading
ilXI c ®93© pro ait '1X1 And me, and om. foy with Thee ad fin., as
overloading the stichus, and as opposed to the speaker's meaning, which

is not the sentiment of Ps 143^^. Eyob earnestly desired to come before

God, and argue out his case with Him, face to face (13^"^-). He considers

that he has been judged and punished without trial, by One against

whose Power there is no appeal. Otherwise we might read Ni3l iixi
And with him wilt Thou enter . . .?
V. 4. The verse is incomplete, and otherwise dubious. One cod. om.
The phrase fli 10 is a common formula of wishing, v. 13, 68 ii3 192331.;
and St. i ought to mean : Oh that a pure might come out of an unclean
one ! lit. Who will give {yield or make) a pure one out ofan unclean (or
defiled, tainted) one ? Cf. Nu 1 129. The Adjj. are both masc. (RV marg.
Oh that a clean thing could come out of an unclean ! not one is incoherent
and incorrect.) 9

3 Quis potest facere mundum de immundo conceptum

Semitic (an exeget. gloss) ? nonne tu qui solus es ? So i : Who will give
a pure one out of a 77ian who is defiled with sins, if not God who is One,
Who forgiveth him ? ® For who shall be pure from uncleanness {pviroi,
filth, 931 Ills)/ why, none. If his life on the earth (be) even one day;
connecting with v. 5. This = I'D' pX3 DV lix xb IIX xl" IXODO llDi '0.
The words lix xl' would seem to have been written twice in ®'s MS.;
and the translator pointed the second xl5 as X? if Further, O'VIll was
misread }'1X3, and D101 days is often /3ios, life in ® (v. 6, 7«-i3 S' al.). The

verse, which is prob. an interpolated comment on v. 3, may be restored

somewhat as follows : ilXtptSD ilD' ijp Who can become pure from his
U7icleanness P cf ® (app. a reminiscence of Ez 2413 3623 where the same
phrase occurs); lix xl' DlX"i330 Ofthe sons ofman not one. Cf Ps i4'"'353<
Ex 93-'. (For St. ii, 95 Nonne tu qui solus es ? suggests lix IIX xSl :

cf llX in Is 51^''.)
V. 5. Also : or Yea : fjx pro 3)2 DX, which belongs to v. 3. dete/-mined:
or decided. Verbs of cutting or cutting off, like fin (cf Le 2222), -113
Aram, (cf 2228), are met. used in the sense of deciding, decreeing, &c.
his days, i.e. the term of his life, with Thee, i.e. in Thy mind. (The
Conj. 1 must be restored before 13DD the number. It was om., as often,
after the 1 preceding it.) The exact length of a man's fife is predetermined.

by His Maker. (® aiTov = ilN with Him)
St. iii. His boundary or limit (Ketib ipl recte) Thou hast set (IE' pro
aK n'V'V Thou hast made. See v. 13, 2 610 3810. So ® Wov and 9

3 consti-
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tuisti, but cf 2823), and he passeth not. ® eis xpoVoi/ e^ov. So ^povos =
pl, V. 13. © XD1D3 a law. The stichus adds nothing to the sense of
the previous distich, and violates the metrical scheme. It is prob. an
addition.

V. 6. And let him alone : ('30p) 113D"P11 cease from him, pro a^J I'll!
and let him cease, which would give a diff. mg. (e. g. v. 7). So one cod.

Cf. 7"'- J and let his plague cease. © E'1331 and let him stay or cease
(= 5)J). ® Iva r](rvxd<rQ = 9S Ut quiescat = as. But Pli does not mean
to rest{T\1^, 113 3''-^3^. Take Thine eye off him : or Look away from him, 710.
Until he make good (pointing

ISl' Hiph. pro aU Qal), like a hireling, his
day (of toil, i.e. his allotted term of fife). Cf 71, ace to which man's life
is a^time of hard service, like that of a hired labourer who has to work
from morning to night under the eye of a jealous master, and longs for

the evening hour which will end his toil. For the meaning of ISI1, cf
Le 268''-*i-" and Is 402 (where 13iy 1V13 her guilt is made good or satisfactory
to the Deity, scil. by the expiation of suffering, is parallel to 1X3S XPD
her hard service is completed), ioii ISI^ ly cannot mean lit. Till he shall
accomplish his day (RV), qs '193', 2113 36". It could only signify Till he
be pleased or satisfied with his day. Hence Driver : ' Till he can enjoy,
as a hireling, his (finished) day (cf 72), i. e., here, the evening of his

life.'

This ingenious interpretation reads too much into the text. There is no
suggestion about enjoying the evening of life, either here, or in 72. The
general sense is simply. Let him alone until his brief day is done. In the
case of a hireling's task it is the master, not the man, who has to be
pleased or satisfied with the work. We might point ISl'. (cf Is 402),

which would yield the sense : Till his day, like that of a hireling, be
accepted, or made good, or satisfactorily accomplished. © Until he run

(0113), like a hireling, his days, i.e. the course of his life : reading pT for
ISI' (cf Ps 193 1 1 982). This may be right; for the hireling (in desire)
hastens to the end of his task. Z Until he receive his wages, like the h.,

in his day. Possibly IDV = his day's work, i.e. the reward of it (lljys, 72,
which might even be the orig. text here also); although any idea of

satisfaction seems to jar with the context, the tone of which is one

of unrelieved melancholy.

(The word ISl to be pleased or satisfied with a person or offering, to
regard with favour, accept favourably (33^"), like other Heb. words of

similar meaning, orig. denoted pleasure as evinced by the brightness

of the face : cf Di33 TXl Nu 623 ; ill Assyr. hadd, to be glad, str. to
shine, be or look bright, from Sum. GAD, bright, shining. The Sum.

KA-ZKL, face-shine is explained talittu, pleasure. So the Prim. Root
of 1X1 may be recognized in Sum. RAZ, RUZ, SHU-RUZ, kabdbu,

kubbubu, sparkle, glitter, shine, whence kakkabu, star, 3313.)

v. 7. A tristich in W and Verss. Some such words as we have
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ventured to supply may have fallen out. For lixp boughs, branches

(I
I ip3V Ps 8012) cf V. 9, i8i3 29" Is 2711 ; for insi or I131 v, 9, Ps 92»-i3.

Thus we get ii'Sp il) 113' DX

|

113)1 fl'l5li liy

| . (The 1 prefixed to liy
in a>? is really the Suff. of TSp or some word of like meaning, which,
with its Suff., has fallen out of the text followed by ® @^93.)
V. 8

. in the soil: 13y3 in the dud. ® idv {iv recte B^itCsupras) ©«)
Se
TzeTpa-

cf. 30" ireTpuiv = 01331 13y ; 39'-'* TrcTpas = yPD. ® 6epiap.6v

confounds lixp boughs with lixp harvest (5').
V. 10. a 7na7i (emph.). Str. a strong one; vir; mostly poet, in Heb.,
but common in Aram. (133, X133). The word is not directly derived
from Assyr. gabrd, opponent, equal, a copy, an answer (from the Sum.
compound GAB-RI), but is prob. cogn. c Heb. 13X and 133 strong,
great or mighty. The Prim. Root of all three words, however, may
perhaps be Sum. GAB, breast; since to 'breast' a thing is to meet,
encounter, or oppose it (= GAB-RI, mahdni), which is the natural
function of the male.
and becometh powerless: K*?!!. Cf. Is 14'" 'Art thou made weak—

^'.?D
— like us ? ' ; said of the dead in She'ol. Cf also Jo 410 ' Let the weak

(B^Pll) say,
" / am a mighty (''i33)'; Is 1412 ' Weakener of all the

nations'. An Aramaism: E*?! be slackened, weakened ; Pa 1221 = 131.

^ poponx dissolveth or falleth away ; © XPS weareth or wasteth away.

But ® <u;:^eT0= pli V. 20; cf I9iO']l)X1 = Kat Uixopr/v; 30" (S;^eTO =
I'l'D^ (or ''T!3y). Either H'l'n'l (923 Is 2I8) or IS'l'l would suit here.
where is he ? i'**) . So 9

3 X ; but ® ovKeVi eo-TtV, he is no more : © illlil)!
and he is not = I331XI Gn 3780 4283. This is prob. right. Eyob had no
doubt where the dead were ; viz. in She'ol (v. 13, 7' 1021 ii* 2633). One
cod. f^NI.

z^. II. App. a marginal note, based on Is 193 which refers to the drying
up of the Nile, there called a

'sea' (Di; cf also Is 271 EZ322 Plur. of
Nile-arms; Je 5186 Sing, of Euphrates). Water hardly fails the sea
proper ; but a very low Nile is not unknown. Of course DJ might denote

a lake (1133 Di ; cf NT use of OaXda-crrj) ; but that is not the mg. in

Is 193 with which this vs. almost coincides (st. ii is identical in both).
The vb. PTX go, go away, be gone (' all gone ', i Sa 9'), is Aram, rather than
Heb. (Sam., Syr., Tg.). Cf Ar. ^ he passed along quickly, he ran, slipped
along or away. Sec, and perhaps Sum. SIL, SUL, ESIR, 7-oad, street,
SIR, depart = 110, Tg. lit (R = L).
parcheth: ox \s scorched up : 3lli. Ps 106" Is 3725 go2. 311 (Heb. and
Aram.) i
s cogn. c 111, '11, burn, kindle, be hot with anger, Dll the sun,

111 burn (3080), be scorched, parched, Assyr. ai-dru, beco7ne burnt, scorched,
dried up, of crops, arratu, drought, ardrtu, id. (Cf perhaps Sum. GISH,
fire; D. GISH, -the Sun; Assyr. Giri-u, the Fire-god; NIM-GtR,

' Heaven's Fire ', lightning. GISH = GIR, GAR ?)
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w. 1 2. A tristich. The third st. may be an addition, as the sense is
complete without it. Others would transfer st. i to follow v. 19, which
also is a tristich, as it stands.

till the Heavens wear out or decay: rg. li'P3 (or pointing 'ill's, as a
poet, form of the same word) instead of aU 'll"? nd. So ®'A20©s^. Cf.
Ps 1022'. ®B £u,5 dv 6 ovpavos, whilst Heaven (endureth) ; the vb. being
accidentally omitted : ov p.r\ o-uppa^i}, he will not be stitched together (cf
1 613 ^patj/av = 111311). ® seems to have misread '1P3 as "'?l?), partly
reversing the order of the letters, and to have transferred it to the place
of (l)xip' , which ®-^ Kat ov p.^ i^eyepd-rj connects with st. i, and then more
correctly replaces avvpa(l>-fj by ¦n-aXaiwOy which is evidence for 11I13 : see
1 3^8 TToXaiovTot = 1731.
he will not wake : rg. ppi Sing, pro a» IXipi Plur. So ®A9S ; but in
St. iii only 93 supports the Sing. It renders the two stt. thus : donee
atteratur caelum, non evigilabit, nee consurget de somno suo. If the
two lines are genuine, not a marginal intrusion, this must be correct.

be roused out of his sleep : 113E'0 I'yi. So Zc 4'.
The phrase until the Heavens wear away, in this context, prob. means
for ever. Cf. Ps 898O: I will establish . . . his (David's) throne as the
days of the Heavens : i.e. it shall endure for ever. There is no hint in
the entire book that 'Heaven and Earth will pass away', as in Ps 10223-28

Is 34* 51°. and that a new world ' wherein dwelleth righteousness
' will be

created in their stead (Is 65"). There is no trace of Apocalypse or

Eschatology in the book of Job. Eyob expects and receives his complete

vindication in the present life (see the Epilogue).

V. 13, 14^. O that, in Hades Thou wouldst hide me,— Wouldst screen me
till Thy wrath turn away ! Wouldst set me a term, then to remember me,—

If a man may die and come to life (lil 2 K 1321 ; Is 26"). The tristich is
made a tetrastich, and the metrical balance restored, by help of the first

St. of V. 14 which, as it stands, is also a tristich. O that in She'ol (Hades)
Thou wouldst hide (f3X Hiph. Ex 28; Ps 273 || i31ilDi as here: cf f3D
cover = Assyr. sapdnu, lapdnu, cover) me ! Eyob longed for death as the
end of his sufferings (32of- 68 f- 71-2); but here he seems to wish to be
allowed a temporary refuge in Hades from the Wrath which now pursues

him, until it 'turn
away'
(Gn 27*3 of Esau's resentment): and then, when

the period of danger is over, to be recalled to the land of the living. But,
since that cannot be, he will resign himself to waiting for the inevitable

end (v. 14) : All the days of my hard service (71 = man's earthly life)
will I wait (13"), Until my relief {nzfbn 10"; or successor, cf 8") cometh.
Then it will be too late to pity me (7'--') ; I shall be beyond the reach of
help (v. 15): Thou wilt call, but I (emph.) shall not (X? from v. 16''
where it is needless) answer Thee; Thou wilt regret (5|D31 7niss andyearn

for : Gn 3180 Ps 84') the creature of Thy own hands (cf 72'),
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In V. 13 that Thou wouldst set me a term or limit of time (pl) a7id reme7n-

ber me implies that he wishes to be out of God's mind for a time, to be
forgotten in the obscurity of Hades (cf Ps 31 '8), in 'the land of forget-

fulness
'
(Ps 88"-i8) ; and then, when the Divine

anger is appeased and

the prescribed time has expired, to be thought of again (Gn 81) and

recalled to the light of day. (Ps 139'-* might almost be an answer to this
strange aspiration.) 95 bene: Et constituas mihi tempus in quo recorderis
mei. In V. 14 Wi lilM may be right, instead of lill, the suggestion
adopted above. Ifa man die (or were to die), can (or might or could) he
revive (or come to life again)? A negative answer is expected (©93^).
® edv ydp d-Kodav% dv^pcjiros, ^^o-€Tat, o-uvTeXe'o-as r)p.epai tov ftiov

avTOV'

v-n-op.evSi ews TrdXiv yei-topat = 1X3X 101(36" 2li8)l'3i1 lili(?l) 133 11010X13
il3il)l X13 ly I'liX. The paraphrase ews TrdXiv ye'vwptat. Until again I come
into being, shows that ® interpreted 131I51 in the light of eiVli ^^v.7), as if

it meant sprouting again, like a tree, renewal of life ; but the express

contrast between the tree and man, vv. 7-10, proves that this view is

erroneous. The idea of the word 13ipi seems rather to be that of a
person or thing which takes the place of a preceding pers. or thing as

substitute or successor (cf Ar. vlAL successor, Khalif or 'Caliph', with
which in form it exactly corresponds. That the V^T\ was so used in
Heb. is proved by MI. 6 133 IBPll and his son succeeded him. Cf also
Is 9' substitute). Thus it denotes a change of clothing (i.e. a dress worn

as substitute for another or in succession to it), and a relay or body of

relief-troops, succeeding to the post of others (see on 10"). The clue to

the mg. here is given by 8i». Death makes no gap in human life. The

coming of the new generation is the signal for the departure of the old

(cf Ec V). Eyob will patiently wait till his turn comes and his successor
appears.

The question (v. 14* or 13d ?) Ifa man die, shall he live again ? looks
like a marg. note on v. 13. The principle of parallelism is conspicuous

by its absence, whether we connect it with the previous or the following

lines. And if we read I1111 (?lill) and render If a man may die and
su7-vive, the passion of the previous utterance is weakened by this prosaic

condition which really goes without saying. Besides, the speaker believed

in a continuance of life in Hades. What he longed for was a return to

the present life after temporary seclusion in Hades. Corruption of the

text may have gone farther than is generally supposed. 133 II01 may be

due to IID1 133 (v. 10). We might secure a parallel to the preceding
line by restoring (?''l,'ni) '3*11 llX 110D1 And from Death thereafter
wouldst revive me! or even 1*111 I'Dl nx ['3 ®] For it is Thou that
killest and makest live! (i Sa 2° Ps 7120 Dt 3289).
The objection to RV and Driver's version of vv. 141": 15 is that my
warfare can only refer to the present fife (7' 141). There is no 'warfare

'
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in She'ol. And iail)l can hardly mean 'change ' or ' release ' from ' the
weary darkness of the grave to a new life '. Eyob longs for the grave as
a place of perfect rest from earth's weariness (3^3."). and when he speaks
of
'waiting'

(l)iix 13^3) he means waiting for death. Verse 15 is cleariy
(like 78) a suggestion that his Creator may hereafter miss his faithful
servant and, when it is too late, regret having persecuted him to the death.

V. 16. For: the ordinary meaning of '3. The 'But' of RV was
necessitated by its interpretation of the previous verses. Eyob longed to
escape from God's anger, because his present life of inquisitorial super

vision had become intolerable. His every movement was watched, and
every fault noted and treasured up for punishment. St. ii cannot be a
question, as RV; while taken affirmatively it contradicts st. i. (© inserts
a Neg. Ptc. in st. i also.) If we keep the Neg. here, we must read
ii3yn = ® TrapeXe-Tj (so 6" al.) pro Wl llOB'l ; and prob. 'IXOl-b-liy ;
cf. ® Kat ov p,r] -irapeXOrj ere oiSev tupv dpLapTiuiv pou, and none ofmy sins
escaped Thee ; but the mg. of the corresp. Heb. is And Thou passest over
none ofmy sins : cf Mi 718 Pr 19". (®©93 point 'IIXDI as Plur. parallel
to 'IW St. i.) We might also read 'niXDl-1'3 '.by IIDE"! Thou keepest
watch over all my sins. Cf 10" 132' 33".
V. 17. Thou hast sealed up : 1011 pro 3)J Dll Pass. Ptcp. (is) sealed up.
(1 om. between the two sim. letters 0, 3, with both of which it is often
confused in codd.) So ® eo-<^pdyio-as and 93. (© Imper. in both stt.)
in a bag : 111S3 : @ iv ySaXavrto) = class. ySaXXavTto), in a bag or purse.

9
3 in sacculo. Or bundle, inx from nx I. to bind (cf Sum. SAR id.).

But .1 in a book of memoranda ! The idea of both stt. is that Eyob's

offences are carefully preserved or treasured up as evidence against him.

Ho 1312. The Sing, nouns in both stt. should prob. be Plur. as ©. Read
'yE-a and '13iy. Cf i3"-23. 3

; Plur. in St. ii ; ®a> in St. i. (Point perhaps

'jiy). set a stamp : leg. y3D11 (Arabism ? cf *Jj to stamp or seal) pro a)i
PSDll and hast plastered over (13*). Cf also Heb. ny3D signet-ring. ®

7-ecte iireariprjvia Se. Since, however, the st. is metr. short, and Wl PSDll
requires an Object, we might insert IDl (seal-) clay And plastered clay
over my misdeeds. Cf 38".
V. 1 8. Lit. But a mountain rnay utterly fall, or fall to pieces : leg. c ®

(TriTTTov StaTreo-etTat) PiS^iDJ pro 3^ I'iS} P3i3, which i
s nonsense {A falling

mountain may fade !). be removed : piy : 93 1 8*'.
V. 19. And {-i-) quod exc. p. 1) water hath worn away {or powdered,

pulverized, reduced to dust) even stones (emph.).
®^ recte iXeavev, levi-

gavit. Ps 1 8". With piE' Heb. Aram. Ar. cf. Sum. SAGAR, dust

{epru, 13y).

St. ii. For I'l'Sp read t'lO'?? 3
- downpour or outpouring of water;

either heavy rain or a river-flood ; a deluge. Cf Ar. ^ to pour out,
of water. Trans, and Intrans. But as -/iBD or ISB* is not elsewhere so
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used in OT (cf., however, IBE'D Is 5'), we may prefer to read '"IS'HD, and
compare the common Assyr. sahdpu (also written lahdpu), to throw down ;

e. g. kima til abdbi alhup, ' like a storm-heap I overthrew ', kima lib mehe
aziq-ma kima imbari ashuplu, ' like the onset of the south wind I blew,
and like a hurricane overthrew him '. Thus t i^D'lD may be supposed to
mean a tempest or stormflood, which washes or sweeps away (fiDE'l Is 28",
cf. sjOE* 3823, root not elsewhere in Job) the soil. Cf Pr 288 e)iD IDD
a rain that lays or prostrates the grain. ® Kal KaTeKXvaev v8aTa ifTTTia
TOV ;^tupaTos T^s yijs ¦^^'^ Washed down (or away Je 472) sloping parts of
the dike {x<^po. = ISy five times in Job ; 1 7^0 al.) of the land (vSaTa = D'D
dittogr. from st. i). "YTrTtos (dTr- in ®; cf iTTTtd^ets = I PIB'IS 11 ")
supinus, turned downside up, bottom uppermost, perhaps favours 131ID >

11130. ® might also be rendered: And waters upturned have washed

away of the soil of the earth (Partit. Gen.). 93 et alluvione paulatim terra

consumitur. aR I'n'Sp IDB'Pi, which could only mean She inundates or
Thou inundates t or washes t away iter self-growths (Le 25"), cannot possibly
be right in this context. There is no visible ref for vb. or suff., and
IDE'll (cf @) is almost necessary after iplE'. ® may represent '3DE"1
pXl l3y(D) 'Blip DID. The St. may be a marg. intrusion, as it makes a
tristich of the verse. (The Vv&O or r&V to pour is obv. cogn. c

n3E' = Ju, and 'n??', Assyr. lapdku, tabdku, id., labdku, Aram. 333,
Heb. '333 3813, y33, yi3, p-p3, &c. It is a Shaph. or Saph. formation from
a Prim. BAG, akin to Sum. BAL, pour out. Cf also 133.)
V. 20. This verse also is prob. an interpolation. The sense is com
plete without it ; and it violates the strophic arrangement.

St. i. a)t 1X3? llSpll Thou overpowerest him for ever, and he hath gone.
The Aramaism ^jpn (cf Ec 412), found in Dan, Ec, Es, only recurs once in
Job (152^ also dubious). The 'for ever' would go better with il)!! (cf
23'). Does it here mean ' victoriously

'
(Aram.) ? @ wo-as auTov ets reXos,

Kat i^xeTo, Thou hast thrust him away for ever Sec = 'ISlllI (1818), which
may be right. For 1X37 we might read pi? to the outside, out : see again
i8>8. St. ii. M 1'33 13E'D = 93 immutans faciem eius: referring to the
pallor of death. © seems to have read V33 nE'33 with the shame of
his face. ® eVe'c-Tiyo-as avTto to -irpoaunrov, reading Di'E'D (420) or DE'11
(®A Kat eTTco-T") pro 13E'0, altering. (? leg. 13E'l Tlwu alterest)
V. 21. Cf Ec 93 'The dead know not

anything'
; scil. that passes in

the world above them. It will be remembered that Dante is eagerly
questioned by the spirits in the Inferno for news of the living, of whom

they know nothing, although partly able to foresee their future.
' His sons grow up that bear his name.
Some grow to honour, some to shame,—
But he is chill to praise or blame.'— Tennyson.

aU 11331, Point n33^ (so also in Ez 2723 Is 663). Qal is to be heavy.
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lit. and met. Cf Is 43* al. ® takes this word and its parallel to mean
become nimierous andy^K', respectively.

V. 22. Only his flesh upoti him (@b om. contra metr. : ®-* avT^) is

in pain (3X3i Pr 14"; physical, Gn 342=, Hiph. 51*; cf subst. 213 i63).
Prim. Rt. perhaps Sum. GIB, dialectic form of GIG, sick, painful (cf
NU-GIG = MU-GIB, qadiltum) ; cf GIG-BA (i. e. GIBBA .'), kibtu,
pain, grief.

The verse seems to say that the departed spirit, while cut off from all
knowledge of the world it has left, is conscious of pain in its decomposing
body (its ' flesh ', lying in the grave), and of mourning in its ' soul

'
which

still haunts the body, or is in some way still associated with it. Cf note on
4'3. Is 662< Judith 16" Ecclus 7" Mk 9*8. In Egypt, as we know, the
utmost care was taken for the preservation of the body after death ; and
various forms or elements of the composite soul were believed to visit it
or abide with it at pleasure. (See Budge, Book of the Dead, Introd.,
p. lix sqq. on the ka, the ba, the khu or th, Sec) Cf. Z^ But his flesh
from the worms upon him smarteth (3X3), And his soul in the House of
fudgement upon him mourneth. Z- But his flesh, before the gravestone is
closed (Dlipp XPPi3 XP ly), during the seven days of mourning, upon him
mourneth in the tomb (X1113p I133).
Chapter 15 opens the second round of discourses, the speakers following
each other in the same order as before. And first Eliphaz reproaches
Eyob with impious irreverence of language, which is itself sufficient

evidence of inward corruption (vv. 1-6).

V. 2. If you were 'wise', as we are, and as you also claim to be
(128-12 131.2), you would not vent such windy ideas and heated replies.

Your wisdom is as unsubstantial as wind (cf f 82), without solid content.
In fact, you 'feed on wind' (Ho 122 Pr 15" Ec i" 4f al.), and that (st. ii)
the burning blast of the desert (the Sirocco) : an allusion to the indigna

tion which had blazed out in some of Eyob's protests against their
injurious assumptions (6'3-27 13* f- '-12). St. i has four stresses. Perhaps

nyi should be omitted.
St. ii. Lit. And fill his belly (or womb : cf v. 35) with the east wind?
Cf. 9

3 et implebit ardore stomachum suum ? © And fill his belly with
wrath (xnoi). @ ttovov = IjpV trouble (310 53).
V. 3. Arguing: 3)2 13il Infin. Mod. An leg. 13"! Should he argue?

@ eXeyxo>v (= SK, Ut saep. ?) ; cf S fiD3Dl = ni3iO ; at © 1D3d1) =
lipilij

to argue : so 21. 9
3 Arguis. with speech : 1313. ® e'v p-qpLoa-iv = 'l313

{i. e. D11313).

serves : benefits or is of use or profitable :

fSDi 222 349 353 ; Hiph. 2221.

Cf. TA u liskin larru ana mdtisu, ' and let the King be helpful to or have
care for his land!' Its occurrence in TA shows that f3D is an old
Canaanite word. It is prob. a double of f3E', Assyr. lakdnu, fix, put.
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place, 7tiake, and a Saph. (= .Shaph.) formation from [13, Assyr. kdnu, be
fixed, firm, right. Sec, so that J3D is str. to make or put right, arrange,
prepare or provide for, and so to serve a man's pia-pose. The Prim. Rt.
will thus be Sum. GIN, kdnu, kunnu. St. ii. with ivords : leg. 017031.
aif om. 3. (5 iv Xdyois.

devoid of profit. Lit. with which he profits not: piyv XP : 2113
(30I8 is corrupt) 353. 5

; jin3 XE'E'D lipi i7i ivhich there is nothing
tangible or real; © in ivliich there is 7io profit (iirf'); ® ois owSev
d<^eXos.

piyi' favours lOVl ad init., but in any case we need not read
liiyil (Infin.).
v. 4. Thou, indeed: IIX ^IX (emph. Pton.). dost violate: ox breakest
up, makest naug/it of: 131 5'' 408, cf. 16". reverence ox fear: i.e. Fear
of God or

'religion' (6" 2828 Gn 20"). Cf 43 thy piety; 22^. Abs. only
here.

dost away with: iH?!. Perhaps lit. clippest, cuttest off (cf Is 152

Je 488'); cf Aram. Vi? shave head (cogn. c 1^3, 3P|i). Not Ar. c,*.

which is akin to yP3. The trans, to idea of taking away, withdrawing,

36''-2'', is not difficult. But ® avvTeXeaut Sc prjp,aTa TOiavTa ktX. = 1031'

(Ps 77'), and hastput an e7td to . . .
prayer : or complaint, or musing, meditation : Ills' fr. liE*, which in

Aram, and NH is to speak. Cf D'E* complaint, 7" 927 iqi and vb. 7"

128; and ll'E* Ps ii90'-3o. (With this somewhat baffling root I'E' the
Ar. Isi-i, to open the mouth may be cogn. Thus to speak might be the orig.

meaning in Heb. The Prim, source is perhaps Sum. ZAG, tametu,
'wording'

of an inscr., 'address' to a god, and the 'oracle' in reply;
SAG, mdmitu, ' exorcism ', i. e. spoken charm ; cf also SA = SA-G,
SIM = SING, ' call ', ' name ' ; DUG, ' speak ' ; and, for the other
meaning of IIB', SA, SIG, SI, 'to be troubled', 'grieve*, 'to mourn'.
Moreover, since SAG may spring from NAG, cf also Assyr. nagu, and
nagdgu, ' to cry or call to a god '.)

V. 5. Sin inspires your sinful words and shifty evasions (cf 512 Gn 31).

instructeth: ^,?^!. 3338 35". Pr 2223 Qal {to learn). Aramaism (not
found al. in OT).

® quite differently : evo^os et p-r\p.aaiv o-TopaTos a-ov. Thou art liable
(d-K- in Job) for the words of thy mouth. Perhaps a loose paraphr. of
For thy mouth teacheth thy guilt (another way of taking the Heb.—so ©3!).
OwSe Ste'Kptvas piypaTa Swao-T^v = DiVny fwl) (131 xS (cf V. 20, 12" 623
1520 al.). And thou discernedst not the tongue of tyrants ! (Confusion of
sim. letters.)
V. 6. Thy language supplies unconscious evidence of thy wickedness.

The verse should perhaps follow v. 12.

vv. 7-8 make the ironical suggestion that Eyob must have derived his

novel and startling opinions, which contradict the traditional doctrines.
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directly from the first age, before tradition began. How else could he be
so much wiser than his elders ?

V. 7. Cf @ Tt ydp; p.^ TrpuTos dv^ptoTTftjv eyevT^^T^s; Or, As first
(Secondary Pred.; cf 11'^ Pr 17" Ec 4") wast thou born 7iian? (flE'iXl
does not occur as Constr.) before the hills. The st. is either a
reminiscence of Pr 823b '<rhb'\T\ liy33 i33l)1 (said by Wisdom of herself),
or founded on a popular proverbial phrase. To read Dil33 (Ec 5') seems
curiously erratic ; for even ace. to Gn 2''-^ lahvah made Man before

preparing his place of abode, and in the old Babylonian bilingual story of
Creation, Man is made before the beasts, the two great rivers, vegetation,
the mountains (KUR-KURA, rendered matdti, countries, by the tablet,
but also meaning lade, mountains), marshes &c. {Light from the East,
p.
19.)

® rj -irpo OlvZv errdyr]';; or before the durus wast thou compacted (or
put together) ? For ^ves, sandhills, or sandbanks = niy33, hills, see
Dt 122; and for irijyvvpi, which renders various words in Job, see loio
388
4 1 '3.

V. 8. In the Council (or Conclave) of Eloah didst thou listen ? viz. at
the Creation: cf 38*"''. Or, dost thou listen? art thou admitted to the
intimacy of the Most High? But this does not agree so weU with

the context. @©93 recte. The lio of Eloah is the Court of Heaven—
the circle or society of the ' Sons of

Elohim'
(i3) who attend His diwan

or audience and wait on His will (cf Je 2313-22 Ps 898 c Jb 51 i K 22'3ff-).
Of a man's circle of intimates, 19". From intimate converse 110 gets the
mg. of secret counsel or purpose (Am 3') and a secret in gen. (Pr i ii' al.).
It is difficult to decide whether the Prim. mg. was that of sitting in
conclave (cf the vb. I01 Niph. Ps 22 31")—-which would hardly suit the
1111 110—or of speaking and talking. The Syr. \\Lco, a rug or divan-

cushion, more usu. means converse, speech ; and the vb. (Pa., Ethpa.) is

to talk or converse (cf. Ecclus 42" 11101). Cf perhaps Sum. SHID,
atmii, speech, and Chinese shiit, shot, shwo, speak, talk.

® cn;vTayp,a
(dir' in OT) = o-wTa|ts, perhaps p'^ (Ex 5"), or covenant

(cf Ps 25" II 1113); but ®'-A d-KoppriTa, Secrets (so <BZ 1X1, Tl),
®®

pvarripiov, ®^ bp-iXiav, familiar intercourse, converse.
and did wisdom come unto thee ? 5?'?! = @ d^tVeTo pro a)J VlSl (v. 4).
Or @ l'P31X = IPW {was Wisdom revealed unto thee ?) may seem

preferable.

vv. 9, 10. Cf 128 132 Ps 50", 88ff. 12 paraphrases v. 10 as follows:
But Eliphaz who is grey, and Bildad who is aged is with us, and Zophar

who is older than thy father. The ref is
,

of course, more general ; leg.

X'l pro Xll, V. 9 end.
V. II. Are Ets consolatiojis (zi'') too small (or slight, few) for thee
(cf Is 7") P St. ii seems to require a vb. Lit. And a word (or speech).
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gently (DXP iti or ace. to gentleness : cf Gn 33" Is 8' i K 212') with thee?
An elliptic expression is more natural in the brief charge, 2 Sa i83. In
the other 3 locc. DX or Dxl' qualifies a vb. of motion. Cf Pr 25" 131 131
a word spoken ; but this would overload our line. A possible st. would be
:^0D Oyo 'I'X 1311 And is Eloah's Word too little for thee? ('oy Dxl' =
PX oyo read backwards; and the T is a relic of IDO, which is not

necessary in st. i : cf Gn 3013).
Z 133 llol) (Levy, HWB) 'Tl I133 xl'l'OI And speaking in quid is
proper to be with thee := 3)?. © {Restrain from thee the threatenings of

God) And speak in quietness with thy soul = 3)? in st. ii
,

at punct. ISII
pro "i^ll, et suppl. verbum desideratum. (In st. i, autem, © punctavit
Dyoi diniinue !, et legit llOlllil = illOlIP minas eius) It is evident
that ©-J both had loy Dxl5 1311 before them. Not so 9

3 Numquid grande

est ut consoletur te Deus ? Sed verba tua prava hoc prohibent (st. i

paraphrase of m : st. ii = (?
)

xl>3; ^Siy 1311). ® differs from all :

oXtya lov y)p,apTr)Ka% pepao-Ttyojo-at. MeydX(us VTrep/SaXXovTm's XeXdXr/Kas,

For few of the sins thou hast committed hast thou been scourged (Ex 5i'-i3
Ps 73^-") ; Gi-eatly, excessively

{!nrep/3' d-ir' in OT) hast thou spoken.
But the first words here may represent 100 oyo (cf i ii^ 31') ; pepao-Tt'y
perhaps stands for 1013 or 101311 thou hast rued (c I'X ut Praep. ad
init. translatum!) = I'X 1101131, so that even ® may confirm Tl; while
St. ii = liSI IXD 13 j) (reversing the order of the words: 13y = py;
1X0 = Dxl) !).
V. 1 2. carry thee away. Ez 3". ® Tt iToXpjqaev ; cf Es 7=, which
suggests •^\hr:)> fill thee. Z teach thee (cf Ip^ teaching); 93 te elevat;

@ Why is thy heart lifted up ?

St. ii. And why are thy glances haughty? (lit. eyes uplifted?): rg.
10111 c cod. Kenn. 89, pro dTr" flDni, for which 5 codd. and ©S read
firoii wink ; an Aramaism (tOl wink, make signs, with eyes or fingers) ;

a sense which hardly agrees with what follows, for which reason Dr
suggests that the strange word in aS means gleam with passion. This is

better ; but Eliphaz is accusing Eyob of pride or arrogance ; an attitude
hateful to God (Ps 13 1' Pr 6" 30"). ® ^

(®a
o-ot)

eTr,?veyKav ol

6cj>6aXpLoi aov. Or what {upon thee) brought thine eyes (that thou didst break
out in a rage against lahvah? v. 13) &c. cannot be alleged in favour of
this rg. (Both stt. appear metr. short. Is the verse an intruder ?)

V. 13. That thou blowest thy breath at El. Rg. 3i^n (Ps 14718) pro
S'E'Pl turnest. ill "y^n means to draw in or recover thee breath, 9I8.
Words are but breath or wind (v. 2 ; 8^). ® Sti Ovphv epprjiai evavTi
KvpCov. in is sometimes temper, passion, e.g. 21* Pr i682; but not here.
evavTt = P 13' 1928. a)i 1)X. © app. read 33^1 thou exaltest (thy spirit).

St. ii, cf 810, and esp. Ec 51. There is no need to read 'lO rebellion pro
f'.PD words (62« al.). ® pijp.aTa. TotaiJTa, paraphr. correctly. It was
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addressing such free, not to say daring, language to the Supreme that

scandalized Eliphaz.

V. 14. Eliphaz repeats his former argument, with merely verbal varia
tions, 4" *f. Insert Xll before 13t' metr. grat. born ofa woman: 14' 25^

(all). Poet. syn. of man. In Chinese the clan-name or surname {sing)
of an individual is written jj^ woman-born ; and wan sing, ' the myriad

clan-names ', means mankind.

V. 15. His Holy Ones: His Angels: see note on 5'.
V. 16. a foul and tainted thing: lit. one abhorred and corrupted or
stinking. The -v^Syi appears to be a 1-formation from the Prim. Bilit.
which we see in the Sum. G.\B, bad, foulsmelling or offensive (Assyr. bilu).

It is prob. akin to Tg. 3'XD to defile, or 7nake foul. (Sum. G = y saep.)
Thus the Pi. lit. means to regard as foulsmelling, to loathe as stinking or
offensive, and to make so, g'l. The rare -v^lPX (Pss 148 53'' only) is

a syn. Lane does not give Ar. Jl with which it has usu. been compared.
In Assyr., however, we have alahis, ' into stench ' ; a syn. of daddaril, id.
Both words, in fact, occur in a line of the Babylonian parallel to our book :

Alnan TA G-ma daddaril alahis, ' Corn (or bread) turned to reek and
stench'

(5 R 47. 53 a: where the gloss bu'ldnu=. E'XS is added to

da-da-ru, i. e. daddaru). A disease is called inurug daddari, ' the ill-

smelfing malady
'

(4 R 3. 30 b). There may be a brutal allusion to
Eyob's malady as well as to his assumed moral corruption : cf st. ii,

which seems to be a direct accusation (34'). (.^ddit. note on IPX. The
Sum. IN-IN explained ulluhu is perhaps akin to II\I to dye, stain, land;
cf Chinese I'm, jan, dye, taint, infect, vitiate, Giles 5562 ; and aid ulluhu
qarradutu may mean a demon infecting valour.)

(5 ea Se ejSSeXwypie'vos Kat aKd^apros, Let alone (= Not to mention) a
loathed and unclean one! (St. ii om. E"X ad init. metr. grat.?)
v. 17. Metrically defective. We might read il'X X3"yoE'1 111X I will
tell thee ; and pray listen unto me! The vb. Ill, an Aramaism which
occurs four times in the Efihu-section (323-1017 352^^ ^^j besides only in

Ps 193, and thus not elsewhere in the original part of Job, reflects some
suspicion on the verse. It might well be followed by 'V^ = what I know ,

here as in 3231017 (or iiyi id., as in Ps. 19'), by way of parallel to what

I have seen in st. ii. We might thus restore the balance of st. i by reading
ii'"yDE' lyi ^11X I will tell thee what I know ; hearken to me ! (The
Aram, -v^lll fr. 11 may be compared with Sum. GU, lasii, qibu, 'to
speak'

&c.) In st. ii om. 1 ante 113DX c @SB.
V. 18. Facts which ... or That which . . . But the Rel. Pron. lE'X
refers to the It what of v. 17, which may be Plur. in sense (as a Re!.
IndecL): cf 1913 where it is equivalent to those whom. St. ii 01113
0113X (c D as Suff. to vb. ; masc. pro fem.) instead of 0113X0 1113.

'3^4 can only mean: And they concealed (them) not fro7n their fathers.
2210 R
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RV is impossible, unless we transpose the order of the Heb. words, and
violate the natural division of the stichi. Possibly 01113 = concealed
from them ; the Suff. including a Prep., as is the case with some other

verbs. Cf 27" Is 3* for 113 sine Praep., and 8* for the gen. sense of the
verse. (5^ ovk eKpvij/av -KaTepa^ avTtav contains an obvious scribal error,

corrected by the Trpes, i.e. -n-aTepe'; of ©^c. © recte : A7id their fathers
have not concealed. 95 om. lE'X ad init. Sapientes confitentur, et non

abscondunt patres suos (cf ©^) : an excellent sentiment, but quite

irrelevant to the context.

V. 19. St. i is overloaded with four stresses, as in the English

equivalent To them (or To whom) alone the land was given. This app.

means to the ' Fathers
'
; but whose ' Fathers

'
? It seems most natural to

understand the Fathers of Israel (cf Gn 12' al. Ex 133), and to translate
St. ii And noforeig7ier passed over amongst them ; i. e. no alien passed over
the Jordan with the Chosen People into the Promised Land : the Fathers
from whom the traditional wisdom was transmitted were a pure race,

uncontaminated by admixture with foreign elements, and so their doctrine

was pure and undefiled. The sense is not materially altered if we render,
as we might. And noforeigner passed through their midst. (Is 013? a var.
lect. for 01? ?) This may seem a strange reference in the mouth of a
Temanite ; but if Eyob is really ' a type of the godly suffering Israelite '

of some period of trial and trouble after the Return from Babylon, we
can understand it. The distich may, however, be an interpolation.

V. 20. ff. purport to state the Wisdom of the Ancients which has been

handed down from the beginning, torments himself: i. e. is a prey to

anxious fears : or simply is anxious. So ©. All the life of an impious
(man) is in anxiety {iv tftpovTiSr rare in ® : cf vb. i<j>p6vTiaa = illlD
I dreaded, 3I8) = ©* ev dSdvij, in pain. Cf Polel, wait anxiously for . . .
35". This agrees better with the context than ©2 dXa^oveu'eTat, makes
false pretensions or plays the braggart = S® paTatoiJTat, deals foolishly (cf
I Sa 2621), 93 superbit, © 3iniO magnifies himself, behaves arrogantly, all
of which seem to imply 1'1'lllD pro ajf I'l'lllO.
St. ii. Lit. And (during) the few years (cf Ec 2', ch. 1622) that are

1-eserved for the tyrant (piy : see on 1323). If this is right, the introd. 1

And seems needless. (RV Even; a convenient but doubtful rendering.)

It is more natural to render And but few years are reserved for the tyrant.
Both stt. have four stresses. Leg. fort. I'l'lllO yE'l VD1-I53 All his days
the wicked is anxious ; and om. 133V3 in st. ii.

v. 21. His uneasy conscience takes alarm at every sound (cf Is 24I8

Pr 281 Ps 533). When all is well: lit. in the peace, i.e. in time of peace

(cf I K 23 anarthrous, DiPE'S) : the destroyer or spoiler (I'liE') comes upon
or assails him ; i. e. in his distempered fancy. IIE' is perhaps str. to
drag away spoils and captives ; cf Assyr. ladddu, ' drag ', ' draw ', a cart.
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timber, &c. © r) KaTaaTpofftr) (= TN, 21"; or perhaps liE* plene); but
al. o-KvXeuo-is = lb'. 93 bene : Et cum pax sit, ille semper insidias
suspicatur.

V. 22. He is not sure of return out of darkness. For constr. cf Ps 2718.
This may mean either that the wicked oppressor has no hope of recovery
from the ruin he anticipates (so Dr) ; or that, when darkness falls, he has
no confidence of surviving till the return of day. Cf 2422. He is afraid
of being cut off in the night. St. ii. a)J 'SS or 'IDS (some codd. and
Qeri), ' watched ', is corrupt. OL's ' spied out (and brous:ht) to the
sword' is improb. Read IDS (Ps 3722) or ISSD (Ps 5* La 4"): And
he looketh out for or expecteth the hands of the sword (after ® ivTeToXTai
ydp riSrj ets x"P«s o-iS^pov). For the curious expression 311 'li"l>X cf
Ps 6311, and the freq. 3111 13 mouth of the sword. 'EvTe'TaXTat implies a
rg. lisp (cf 3682 3712), given in charge unto the hands &c. Cf Am 9''.
Ewald's ingenious fISV (And he is reserved for the sword) finds no support
in ®, and is less suitable than'l3X(o) in a description of imaginary
terrors. Cf. 93 circumspectans undique gladium. © S311P Xll looking
to the sword also confirms our view.

V. 23. af lit. He wanders or is wandering (i. e. in his dream of coming

evil) about for the bread—' Where P^; He knows that ready at his hand
(side) is a (the) day of darkness. The incoherence of st. i, and the
metrical overweight of St. ii, must be corrected from ©, which has
preserved the true text of the verse. KaTaTeTaKTat Se ets o-tTa yvij/iv, and

he hath been appointed for food to vultui'es; prob. Heb. 1*SP DPIPP Xll flS.
Cf Ez35'2. For KaTaTdo-o-a) = fl3see 3510. (In 7" = 0"^:'.) The suggested
rg. IVM is improb. (2"). IIX prob. means kites.
St. ii

.

oiSev Se ev eavT<p OTt pAvei ets Trruipa = (? Cp, cf. v. 29) fISJ"'?
5J1'

Txl) he knows that he is ready for calamity (I'X 1812 2 ii'-3o 313), Bm il'?
his ruin more nearly resembles aR 11'3 in his liand, and is more suitable
here as a stronger term than I'X overburdening, distress (see j.l in Lane):
J2i5.6 2 1 20 302* 3129. -]B>n Qv a day of darkness, which overloads the
stichus, might perhaps be a gloss on 113, but is better connected with

V. 24, as in © A dark day dismayeth him (though this makes a tristich
of the verse). Point 111^31; or read 13iy3|. Yor mz fall upon, startle,
terrify, see 3' 98* 1311-21 ai. In st. ii le,g. IIS (279 Zp i'-). The 'dark
ness

'

is prob. physical. He is terrified by a gloomy sunless day, regarding

it as a portent of evil. Straits and distress overpower him : point 'ilDpir

(yet © KaOeiei). He is paralysed with fear. For the Aramaism fjpl

see on 1420. 9
3 vallabit eum = llSi?!? ; so Z. This may point to 'iSjiin

as the authentic text. © KaOe^ei = llpiTll seize him (Je 62-') : so ©.
w. 24. ^t.'m. Like a king ready for the fray :~fr\<'h~C'P!i'\>'Ca. The third
word here is an obscure dTr", rendered by © *'3"ipp = 3"lipp (3828), which

is perhaps the orig. rg. (p misread as 13 ; 1 = 1; both not infreq. errors ;

R 2
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1 = 3). So 93 ad praelium ; and 2t JbiU. But Z {They surround him
like a king who is ready—e'Totp,os) P'l^'i? for a litter (px footstool: Levy,
HWB, suggests a bier). It is

,

of course, possible that ini3 was an
ancient or archaic term for battle, although its complete isolation renders

it suspicious. © wa-irep o-Tpa-nyyds TrpcoToo-Ta-nys -kL-ktihv (or TreTTTUKols).

The word TrpwToo-TaTijs is found here only in © (cf Acts 24=). ' Standing
first

'

or ' in front

'

may represent Dlpl) lOy, which is an easy perversion

of 31pl) lily ready for the battle. The iri-KTrnv may be merely a gloss
due to a scribe of ©. The stichus prob. does not belong here, but is to

be regarded as a marg. gloss on v. 25. at: b^. But perhaps ?5? og'az'wj/

should be read in both stt. The two Preps, are often confused with each

other by copyists, vv. 25, 26 contain a hardly veiled allusion to the daring
language of Eyob. stretched out : 1D3. © r^pKev, lifted = XE'3 (? IE'3) :

62 218. Cf sim. error in Je 4310.
V. 25. would match his might: lit. show his might: I331i : 36' Is 42"

\}\i). © iTpaxr)Xiaaev, arched his neck proudly, like a horse (dTr* in ©).

V. 26. with his buckler : reading 113V3 (Ps 35') pro aU 1X1X3 with neck
(which perhaps suggested ®'s eTpa;^r;Xt'do-ev in 25 b). The HSX, a large

shield covering the whole body, is a better parallel to f3D, st. u, than

11333 like a warrior (16"). © v/3pet = f1X33 (3512 37*); unless the
translator thought of piy 1X1X3, Ps 753 (so RV).
St. ii. Lit. with the thickness of the backs (supposed to mean bosses) of
his shields. So © (with Sing, for Plur.) ev Trd^et vwtov do-TrtSos avrov =

1330 33 i3y3. But '35? thickness (2 C 4" only), cf '35? (i K 723), seems
rather dubious in this connexion ; and the 35 of a shield is not mentioned
anywhere else in OT. . V3133 with helmet is an attractive correction of
i3y3 (cf Ez 232' 2710 38^-3), and 133 may be 133 warrior, if it be not a
Heb. equivalent of Assyr. gababu (also qababu), shield (of wood, covered
with leather). Thus, reading (®) 13301 133 y3i33, we get the good sense
With a warrior s helmet and shield. The whole verse might be read
more simply : f301 1133 y31331 | X3X3 vl'y

piv
V. 27. Rg. pl'l pro 131)1 \i\sfat. The 1 seems to be an anticipation
of the following 1

. For the figure, see Dt 3213 Ps 1710 73' 1 1970.
St. ii

. 'Made (i.e. produced, e.g. Gn 1" Ho 8')
flesh' is a common

English phrase ; but thedTr- lOiQ appears to be a syn. of sliiy&A S arvina,

' grease'; ' fat ', ' lard

'
; J XSOn ' sap', ' marrow ', ' suet ', ' fat '. (@ went

astray through misreading 1013 as lOO, and pointing Pp3 instead of l5D3 :

see 9'.) The word seems to be an offshoot of the -/qi3 ; cf Aram.
DIS mouth = Ar. fam, fum, fim, id. = Assyr. p{i, Heb. 13, 13. The ideas
of feeding and fattening are naturally associated with the mouth, and
expressed by words which are offshoots of the same root. Hence, with
Internal Triliterafization, Ar. ^U fa'ama, 'fill the mouth with food or

drink', 4. 'fill a vessel , 'widen a waterskin', Xk^ muf'am, 'fat, and
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wide within', &c.; Eth. fa'em, 'mouth or hole of a tunic' (Trepio-Toptov
so © here ; 30I8 = 13), and ' a morsel ', ' small mouthful ' ; 'af ama, ' to
feed', 'give food to a beggar'. The Sum. PE-SH, PI, 'widen' or
' broaden ', ' extend ', ' increase ', ' fat ', ' plump ', ' stout ', ' strong ','pregnant'

(= filled out or enlarged, 'big with child'), and the Ch. fei,
p'i, bi, 'fat', 'plump', 'robust', 'fertile'; pi, pwi, 'pregnant', may
belong to the same Bilit. Root. (Cf also the Aryan -/PI, 'to swell',
Gk. TTtos, irttov, TTiap, Triapds, inp.eXij—SO ©^ here — Sanskr. pfvan, and
Engl./a/.)
V. 28. ruined: 111133: 4' 2220. Str. hidden, covered up, scil. with

rubbish and soil. The -/ll3, cogn. c B'13 deceive, deny (cf 610 c Ho 92),
is a K(G)-form of 133, which also denotes both covering and deceiving (cf
Sum. GAD, kitu, ' cloth ' or ' linen ').
which none should inhabit : understanding 13E'i in sens, indef But the
Sing. 3E'i {he should not inhabit = he ought not to have inhabited) would
seem better. For iOP cf 2" j»nxl). The idea might be sitting or settling
on to the mined site. Cf Is 1 320, where the same two verbs occur ; a
passage which, however, suggests the mg. which should not be inhabited,
and the substitution of mh (or ol'iyl) or lyl)) for ever pro iOP (® app.
'*13' = eto-c'X6ot, May he enter! ©'s Optatives in both stt. are due to
pointing jiSE'^l instead of '^*\ Sec). Ruined sites lay under the eternal
ban of Heaven ; and to rebuild or inhabit them entailed the curse of God
(Jos 620 J K i63^). Cf. 3».
St. iii. which ivei-e (had been) 7iiade ready (niyil), i.e. destined, /or
heaps (Plur. of P?, 8"); i.e. to become and remain ruinous mounds.
Prob. a gloss on the genuine verse. © a Se eKetvot -^Toip-ao-av (©"^^-^ ®a

Sing.) dXXot aTToio-ovTat, But what they (or he) prepared, others will car/y
off; taking the dTr' (l)inyil in the Reflexive sense {sibi paravit), and rg.
Diltb/t);- strangers {it shall be) pro 2)? Xi^'^ for heaps. "AXXos = IJ, 19" ;
but perhaps © really means 0)13?. It is possible that vv. 27-8 are an
interpolation or, as some think, even vv. 25-8. Certainly v. 29 might

very well follow immediately on v. 24.

V. 29. a^i lit. He shall not be{come) rich, and his wealth shall not stand.
Might the verse continue the representation of the godless man's fears

(vv. 2off.) ? He will not be rich, nor can his wealth endure. Read perhaps
XP (1? x63) Ifhe be (or become) rich, his wealth Sec
St. ii. Tt DP3D ; a vox nihili. RV their produce ; marg. their pos
sessions. The Plur. Suff. alone would make the word dubious. We

should expect 11)30 parallel to li'il. © words = Di^D or |il)D (not Dnl>0,
as OL) ; Ar. kaldman, id. Z lin|D = DP fp (aught) of theirs ; merely
dividing the word. 9
3 is more sensible : Nee mittet in terra radicem

suam,

' Nor shall he take root in the earth '. This is quite congruous

with what precedes, as it expresses the idea of instability under a different
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figure. It is also favoured by the association of lE'lE' his root with iip31i

his sucker or shoot (v. 30) in
81317 i4'-8 is 532 Ho 1437 (cf also Ps 8010-12).

The word iE'iB' or IB'iB' does not look much like DP3p; but if we
suppose that the scribal error is very ancient, originating in the old

writing in which O (''''\) and E' (VV) do resemble each other, the difficulty

practically disappears. A more obvious solution is to suppose that the
three Kepatai, Mt 5'8, of 3D, the D being partly effaced and broken (313),
suggested to ^ that the two letters were one, viz. E". ©, however, has

ov p^ ;8dXr/ iirl Tr)v y^v aKidv = phpS. (4022) J'lX-'by (cf © ? 1"D') lOrxllI

l??2f And he shall not cast his (protecting) siiadow over the land. Here
again we may note that, while X and E' are distinct enough in the modern

character, they might perhaps be confused in the ancient script, and ? is

sometimes mistaken for 3. For the figure cf Ez 313.
The yE'l, whose fortunes the poet is describing, is not a person pf no

social importance, but a tribal chief (cf. v. 34) or prince, whose fate involves

that of his dependents. Hence we might read OIPE' for DP3D, and the

whole St. would be OPS' piXP IDi'XPI And he shall not exte7id prosperity
to the land—as he would, if he were a good man and, consequently.
Heaven blest his rule. For the phrase cf Is 6612 (oil'E' 'I'X 1D3). In any
case, D1I53E' ears of corn (Dillmann; 242-') or ll5il>0 id. (Dt 2323) and
Driver's ' Neither shall his ears bend to tlie earth,—his fields will bear no
heavily-laden crops ', seem very unlikely. Eyob's wealth consisted of

cattle and slaves (i3), and nothing is said of cornfields. Some reject the

verse, along with v. 30 a. (ilX3 P^XS yDi"X'pi seems also possible : Nor

siiall he plant his scion in the soil = establish his offspring in the land.
Cf Is 6021.) But we get a better parallel to st. i by reading ilSX liD'-XPI
DPiy? 7ior shall he keep his treasure for ever.
v. 30. A tristich. Prob. st. i is spurious. He shall not depart out

of darkness looks like a gloss on v. 22. The sense offers no parallel to
either of the following stichi. The line is at least out of place here.
Flame: i. e. sun-glare. Cf Ez 21' (20"). 13ll'E', an Aramaism ; here
and Ez 1. c. and Ct 8" only. Another kindred form is Tg. 31PX to burn
(Ps 508), and Heb. 13yl»T, pl. 113yl>r, burning heat of the sirocco, Ps ii^,

or famine. La 510, may also be cogn. If 93 is right in v. 29'' (Nor shall
lie strike his roots— ? 1'E'lB' 13:, cf Ho 143 or '^ iW^ Je 178 = © fiaXeZ
Tas pi^as avTov in both locc—in the soil), the metaph. of the tree is
continued from the last verse. For l3ll'E' © gives dvepds, i. e. the hot
wind of the desert, the sirocco. (But it om. 1113 in st. u.)
St. ii. Rg. ill3 1113 1)1311 pro Wt 1'? 0113 IIO'I And he shall depart

b
y the breath ofHis mouth. Cf Is 4o''-8 281 1>33 parallel to E'31. gj i^-ireaoi
Se avTovTo dv^os : cf v. 33*', and see note on 142. Perhaps i'lS 1113 PB*!
And ills fruit shall drop off in the wind would be better: cf Dt 193 © 28".
eKTre'o-oi = ll)E" v. 33. (iD = E'; 1 = 1

>
.)

But lyo'l (cf Ho 138) comes
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nearer to lioil : And 'his flower (leg. 1113 c ©) shall be stormed away by
the wind. Cf 'llVE'l, 2721 ii'.
». 31. As it stands in Tt, this verse can only be regarded as an awkward
interpolation, interrupting, as it does, the connexion of v. 30 with 32 ff.
which continue the metaph. of the tree. What it says is : Let him not
trust in Vanity being misled (?

)
; For Vanity shall his exchange be ! This

has an air of proverbial wisdom, but is far from lucid in the context.
The verse, however, becomes quite relevant, if we read NE'3 15)3 fOXi'PX
inilDT 1111 1X1E'"'3 Let him not be confident in the time of bearing. For
his vine-twigs will become a wreck. Cf Is 1 71011 j g.i^ q,- perhaps fOX'"l5X
iyD3
(103) IE'33 Let him not trust in his plant's unripe fruit (v. 33), &c.

(See Duhm. But 31E'3, cf v. 22, will not do ; and Nib's Ps 89iot pro

XIE'33 is dub.) ; or better l.^ll (
?

DiE'lXS) X1Eri3 |

lyii [pijibs fD^!rl'«
inx^3Jl Let him not trust in a gadding vine (Is 52 16*)/ For naught {ill
grapes.^) will liis produce be{come) ! Cf also Je 221. Or read ilS3 his
blossom instead of his produce (cf ©).
z;. 32. St. i is too short. ilOPl his palm tree exc. post 111101

(31. Illior); cf 1133 his palm branch in the parallel st. u. Or supply
niXi? his bough (l8i3). © ij Top^ awTov Trpd <upos tfiOaprjatTat = il'JIOl
P(i)3ri 'oii"XP3 His vine-branch, ere his day (cf 22"), falls off (see note
on 142). In Ct 212 Top^ appears to mean pruning = T*?!. For the vb.
see also'Is 24' and ©. We must, of course, read ?D1 (or PO') instead of
XPOl ; cf i8"''. © E'31 (fry, wither.

St. ii. flourish : or befresh, green, f^yi as vb.(?) here only. Cf Ct i'".
As adj. epithet of trees, twelve times. Of oil, fresh or rich, Ps. 92". Of
persons, flourishing, healthy, Ps 9213 Dan 41 (Aram.). Not identified in the

other Semitic languages. (Ar. J^ is to be foolish, stupid, lax ; and f3yi

Dan 41 is prob. a Hebraism.) In Sum. we have RIG (RING) green, in
U-RIG, urqitu, 'greens', and RIN, RIM,

'bright'
{ellu); cf Chinese

luk, Jap. ryoku, green. This brings f3yi into apparent connexion with
pl-1 Assyr. arqu, ' green '.

V. 33. Cf La 2'- Is 1 83. :s
: I'l.on XJBia 7\-n in; He shall Id fall, like

a vine, his unripe grapes. It is said that the vine does not cast its abortive

fruit, as the oUve does (Dt 28*0); but perhaps absolute accuracy is hardly

to be expected in a poetical simile. Cf Ma 3". (The -v^OOl treat hardly
or with violence is perhaps akin to fOl Ps 71' Is i" Assyr. hamdgu,

' oppress ', Shaph. luhmugu,

' violate ', e. g. women. Cf also Assyr.

hamdlu, hummulu,

' crush ', ' grind ', e. g. corn. Sum. GUM, LUM,

Chinese lung, ' grind ', ' a mill ', yen, ngien,

' grind '. GUM = GUM in

§E GUM-GUM hummulu, 'grind corn'; cf GUM, haldlu sa seim,
'pound corn'. The connexion of ideas between

'crushing'
or
'grinding'

and
'oppressing'

is evident in Is 313, with which we may perhaps compare

Sum. GIGUR-GUMGUM, harSu la pdni,
'smash'

or 'grind the face'.)
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Possibly DDl in connexion with the vine should- be compared with foi
sour, Aram. Vpi ; so that the meaning will rather be He will sour his
immature grape, like the vine.

will cast : Heb. let hi7n cast ; Jussive Mood of vb. perhaps due to
preceding |OXi"l5X . Point 'HPE'l ? But the Juss. may express the strong

assent of the speaker to the event described. (The -/'iPE' throw, 18' 272=

2 9"(?), is str. cause to go, and is akin to the weaker iPE' let go, send,
shoot. Ax. 'fl drive to pasture, send, Aram. pPt? throw, pbp = pbpb id.,
as well as ")P1 go, walk, Assyr. aldku, id., and Ar. eLl— <go along a road,
go into a place, also Causative in both senses ; jfJu- throw supine, and
other Semitic words. It is a Shaph. formation from the Prim. BiHt.
preserved in Sum. LAG, lead, lead off, drive to pasture, bring, Sec. = cause
to go or come, RA [from RAG], aldku. Sec)
ills bloom: ilS3. © otl^>.>iJ^a.2o his plant. © has the same equivalent

for 111101, V. 31 ad fin.; and this may perhaps be regarded as a vestige

of the original reference of that enigmatical verse.
V. 34. company: cf Nu 26' the c. ofKorah; i.e. the whole body of his
clients or tribal dependents and retainers, including his

'family'
or

kindred of all degrees. (© infeliciter paprdptov = I'l? de liy; nostr.
I'lS? ex lyi oritur ; 93 © ,1 ?( rectfe.) barren : or stone-barren : 3' 30= (?

)

Is 4921 (all). An Arabism. (© 6dvaTo% = no = 1101)3 half-effaced.
9.' recte sterilis ; © 'Jl « desert.) The st. alludes not obscurely to the
greatest of Eyob's misfortunes, the sudden destruction of all his children
(i"). St. ii may refer to ii". v. 34 may almost be called an interpretation
of the metaphors of vv. 30-33. Cf 1813-21 2i2e. The suggestion that he
has corrupted justice by giving or accepting bribes ('the tents of bribery';

© tiie dwellings of tlie unjust) is implicitly contradicted by Eyob in 29"-"

and repeated by Elihu, 36'". Perhaps llE" Ptcp. the briber or bribegiver
622 £2 1 682. The word seems to be of Aram, origin; llE* to bribe,
which may be compared with IIX to take in tlie hand (Sum. GAD, liand),
so that "WT^ ¦= cause to take or accept. (The Sum. IGI-S.\, 'gift', is

suggestively written ^T>- ^Ttt eye-judgement !)

zj. 35. Big with misc/iief and bringi7ig forth misery. For the Infin.
Abs. cf. Ho 42; but the idiom is doubtful in Job. We should rather
expect 1?*,1 . ¦ . I'll He hath conceived . . . and brought forth. © He will

conceive . . . And vain things will issue for him {¦=¦ 31'' ap. © !) = l.Pl'l
fix or 'X l^M (Points). St. ii. And his (so @ 93 ; Tt their) womb (cf st. i

and V. 7) prepareth guile (or treachery: Ps 17'). © {iTroto-et = POD
containeth: see on 42; Am 710 ©. So prob. © {And their bellies are

filled with guile). If l?"!'? has its usual mg. of crafty or deceitful dealing
with others (cf IpB* in Ps 713, which is a perfect parallel to this verse), the

speech is brought to a rather lame conclusion. But if 'deceit' may mean
disappointment for the wicked schemer himself, as Driver takes it

,

the idea
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will be that the machinations bf the godless issue in their own destruction.
Cf 48 Is 33". But the angry speaker may be merely intending an in
sinuation that Eyob has habitually perverted justice by wiles and hypocrisy.
Chapter 1 6. Eyob replies to the foregoing. ,
v. 2. Lit. I have heard many things like those. The phrase PD^y '?™p,
taking up a word (l5Dy toil, trouble, 'mischief') which Efiphaz has just

used, might be rendered mischievous or harmful comforters. He means.
Your comforting hurts, and is no comfort ; is ' sorry

'
comfort.

V. 3. words of wind : an allusion to 15^: a Tu quoque for Eliphaz.

(© has Ttt^ts = (*P. again, 288.) aileth thee: or aggrieveth or annoyeth
thee : "^"W- ¦ See note on 6'^. © ^ Tt TrapevoxXT/o-et o-ot. Or what will

annoy thee greatly. Sec Cf © Ju 161" Ps 35I8. Cf also Mi 210 Je 14"

Heb. (for connexion of the ideas of sick and sore or grievous). Urgeth

would seem more suitable here: cf Ju I.e. (= IV.j'^')- Possibly IV'l?!
maketh thee break out (not found elsewhere). -I 'i]3iDB3i pleaseth thee =
irl)Di (cf Ps 1 1 9103).
V. 4. St. ii. Lit. Ifyour soul were in theplace ofmy soul. E'33 soul ¦=¦ self,
as often, compose speeches : or join ivords together. Cf. ' shake with my
head

' = shake my head, infr. ; ' gnash with my teeth ' = gnash my
teeth, V. 9 (Ps 227 35"). nan Hiph. here only (but cf. on 627). The
constr. with 3 might denote either instrument or accompaniment : make

a joining or alliance or union with words. The word most commonly
signifies alliance or association. The Root-mg. seems to be to bind.
© evaXoi)p.at vplv pjjpao-tv, leap on or attack you with w. (= l'3il 19=
E'DP 1610). 9

3 consolarer vos; <S proved you (with words); not under

standing the phrase.

z'. 5. Ttl would (or could) strengthen (or encourage, comfort) you with my
mouth. But as iS"1D3 has but one stress, we may complete the st. by

restoring '3 XSiD3 with the utterance of my mouth (J.e 1713 Ps 898=);
which also affords a better parallel to solace ofmy lips. (The letters XV
exc. p. ^xeXX.) Or we might read 13 i?D3 with the words ofmy mouth.
In St. ii aw is evidently corrupt. ^E'11 'IBS' T31 cannot possibly mean
And the solace of my lips should assuage your grief (RV). ® Ktvrjaiv Se

XeiXimv ov (jteiaopai. And the motion of (yny) lips Iwill 7iot spare involves
only the change of one letter (^E'1X pro •yviVf) with the add. of the
Neg. vh. The latter feature, however, and the dubious dTr' I13 77iotion

or comfort, lead us to prefer 03pTlX inSE' 13131 And with a word of my
lips would I sustain (or strengthen) you ; a closer parallel to St. i. Cf 48
Dt328 Is 363. Leg. fort. HJ consoling; sympathizing or condolence: cf 2"

Ps 6921 Is 51".

V. 6. The verse seems superfluous. It interrupts the connexion
between vv. 4, 5

, and 7 : Ifyou were in my place . . . But as it is Sec.
® OVK dX-yijo-oi TO Tpavpa {pov) = 3X3X nb (cf 14"); app. om. IE'1', as
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belonging to v. 5 b. St. ii
. Tt ^l)l1 130 ID ; but © Tt eXao-o-ov Tpw^Tjo-opat

= ll)lX oyo 10 (Ct 23) or li^lN oyo id (cf Pr 726). Cf also 202*. ® 13D
'P HID who will enlarge (i

.

e. relieve) me? {Tt preferable, but not above

suspicion.)
T. 7. Both stt. are metr. short. In st. i the Subj. b

« El (93 '3X3 dolor
mens) exc. post i3xl)l : But now ( = as it is) £1 hath exhausted me. IXP

(42-3) be weary or overcome, faint; akin to IIP, Aram. MP, and perhaps
Assyr. Id'u, Idu, 'small', 'weak'. Cf Sum. LAL, LA, 'weak' {enlu),
'decrease', 'become less' or

'weak'
(matii). (® But now He hath made

me KaTaKOTTov, very weary ; 3".)
St. ii. Reading 'liy bl DE*!, after La 3^ 'liVI 'IE'3 lb, instead of 31
'liy P3 llOE'l. [® pro 'liy 1

)3 'dE'1 gives p.wpov, aearproTa. piopos = 1*33

Is 3233 o-aTTuJo-t = 731 3321 = 73'? The second Gk. word may be a gloss

or variant of the first.] The use of OB'l in such a sense is
,

however,

questionable; see 178 1820 21" ace to which locc. we might propose
inyPS'lX 'by OE'I He hath confounded (or appalled, astonied) all my
co77ipany at me. For

'company'
see 153-'. Cf also 19I8-1*.

V. 8
.

9JJ 1.M lyl' i3DDpl1 : fit. And Thou didst grasp me ; he became
a witness. This, to say the least, hardly justifies RV. The first word
(Aram. ODp lay hold of , grip, contract or shrink: see 221") is obviously
corrupt, and renders the st, incoherent ; while st. ii is overloaded and

metr. redundant. The phrase U'Op'l, st. n, appears to be a marg.

variant or correction of i3DOpl1. Accordingl)-, st. i might be 'S'DjJl

'"IJ^' "W? And He hath raised up for a witness agai7ist me (my) Ruin
(lor IM = lin, see note on 62). Then st. ii l^y '333 ('E'y?!) iE'131 And
my Sorrow to 7/iy face replieth, follows quite naturally. In Aram. XE'13,
no doubt, is leanness (cf Ps 1092'?) ; but that word does not seem to be

a specially happy description of Eyob's disease, and, moreover, in 62 B'ys

is the parallel to (ill) iM, as here.-— It would perhaps be better, in
view of- St. ii, as a closer parallel, to restore st. i thus : inil lyl' 13 Opll
And my Ruin rose up against me as a witness (Ps 2712).— © gives a lit.
trans, of SDJ : Kat i-KeXd^ov p.ov' ets p.apTvpiov

iyevi^drj'
Kal dveaTTj iv epot to

i/feiJSds pov, KaTa irpoaunrov pou dvTa-ireKpiO-q.

V. 9. and slain me (i
.

e. in intention) : rg. i3l'Dpi1 (cf. © KaTeftaXev pe =

131)1011)
pro Tt 'J^tJE"!. (3021) and bore a grudge against me (Gn 27") or

assailed me (3021 Ps 55*). © also uses KUTa/SdXXtu for llE' letfall, thrmv
down (Ex 26<), which would suit here. © i3lE'3 rent me (cf 2 K 9=^
DOB' = © IE'3 ! whence some would read '^DOipjl and dropped me or threw
me down here). ODE*, fOt?, str. bind, shackle, shut up, close = Syr. f^to,
cogn. c Dip and DOX, is a Shaph. or Saph. formation form -/"TAM,
TAN, with which cf Sum. DIM, bindfast, close, a rope or cable. Sec.
Satan is the ' Binder

' (cf Lk 13").
gnashed or ground his teeth: in rage or hatred. Ps 35" 3712 11210
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La 2I6. As it stands, the verse is a tristich ; but ® restores the balance
by add. here the st. ,8eXr) (6*) iretpaToiv (258) avTov i-ir ip.ol Irreaev —

i?y 1P33 111113 1X1 His raiders' arrows have fallen upon me. There is no
trace-of this in the other versions, but ©'s Heb. text must have had it.
St. iii (iv). an lit. My Foe sliarpens His eyes at me-. An isolated use of
E'DP whet or sharpen implements (i Sa 1320) and weapons (Ps 7"). Cf.
our metaph. ' whetting the appetite '. As, however, I13E' might easily
have been misread Ii3iy, the st. was perhaps orig. a variant or gloss on
St. ii. He grinds upon me with His teeth. 'PV for 'P (© My enemies fixed
their eyes upon me). © also points 'IS my foes, with following plurals ;

connecting the st. with v. 10, where the plur. comes in very abruptly, but

would be quite natural, if the st. added by © were authentic, as a

reference to I11113 His raiding bands (cf i"-"), © dKio-tv d^Ba.Xp.wv

e'vi/XttTo, With the barbs (or arrows) of{His) eyes He struck (or attacked)^^^
E'iDpi lijiy lis The blades ofHis eyes (i. e. His cutting looks) He sharpens.
For IX cf Ex 423 Ps 89" (flint knife). (evijXaTo is perhaps a scribal error
in © for ivTjXdaaTo.) There is much reason to regard vv. 9-14 as

considerably interpolated, although it is no longer easy to distinguish the
original from the later elements.

V. 10. Another tristich. St. i may be a marg. intrusion. As the
vb. iy3 open wide (only of the mouth) is trans, everywhere else (2923

Is Ps 119"'), leg. 0113 sine 309 codd. et ©^25. Cf the sim. phrase
Ps 22" La 2'3 al. (3^3 rep.? or is the unus. constr. a mark of the
interpolator's hand ? Cf , however, note on v. 4 c) St. ii. In scorn :

13113 : or with a taunt. See La 38° : He will offer the cheek to the
Smiter,—Will befull-fed with scorn. Cf also Ps 38 for the constr. (Mi 4'''

I K 222* c l5y). ®, however, read 1
)X

(eis) or b
v {iirl ®a) here also. For

the whole st. it gives : d^et erratxrev pe ets Td ydvaTa (®^* -yovaTas. A
scribal error for ye'was or ye'veta, neither of which is a ® word, or more
prob. o-taydva,'i K 222*). ^^^-;;= n"ll3 : see Is 492 Ez 51 Ps 573 (all 3^1
111 a sharp sword : it is not prob. that 1311 here is an Aramaism =
Syr. X311 harpd or herpd, ' blade

' or ' sword ').

St. iii. aiJ f1xl)Dni ''bv 111 is unsatisfactory. 'l)oni they gather them

selves together (RV), or mass themselves, denom. fr. ^??p multitude (OL), is

improb. It should mean they fill themselves or ai-e filled.
' It is most

likely that Hi (which ©S seem to have read m) conceals the Obj. of
the vb., viz. burning anger or fury (La 28). Leg. flX"'ll, © XJlOl, Z XD33

(var. XD33).

V. \\. giveth me up to . . . ,'£>t 2313 (a slave to his owner), i I'o.
the unjust. Leg. D'bjy (18^1 27') pro 9Jl 1"15? which should mean a boy
(19I8 21"). Plur. as parallel to OiyE'l, st. ii (assuming the distich to

be original. If
,

as seems prob., it be an interpolation, the Sing, might be

a ref to an iinjust ruler of the period to which it belongs) ; © dStKov
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Sing. (@9S); Z Plur. hurleth me: Ti yoii, a doubtful word in Heb.
Recurs app. Nu 2282 DT, where, however, Ti or V"],'. is almost certainly the
true rg. The Ar. Ljj (Pi. !), usu. compared, has the usual reek of the
camel in it

, and does not help us much. It is said to mean He made him
fall into ilij., warta , i.e. thin mud or slime (2\so a deep hollow orpit), from
ivhich he could not extricate hi77iself (see Lane). © eppifev pe (@2 e/3aXe)
suggests '3D11 (Ex 15'-") or '3T (30''). Possibly 'J,PO^ (see note on v. 9 ;

cf Je 1 618 ^228), or even ^ib^''. lifts (and lays) me (La 328). © gives d1)E'X

delivered up to . . . in both stt.

V. 12. Another tristich; but st. iii may really belong to v. 13 as its

first stichus. At ease was I. 320 123 Je 12' La i3 Ps I2 23(all). Perhaps
rather DPE* whole (cf Josh 881), which agrees better with the violent
'313131 and He shattered me (Pilp. here only) and '3X3X31 and He dashed

me in pieces. © etpijvevovTa (cf 52* 1521 = DipE').

St. ii. Leg. )1? om. 1 (due to prec. 1). So (S 9
3©. He seized me by

tlie nape or back of the neck (^ly). © t^s Kop.-^s, b
y the hair = 5I1|

(Ez 4420)
_ g-^j, i-ead backwards! Cf also Nu 63. (Therefore not due

to thinking of Ar. ^j^ a mane) St. ui. Cf La 312 ; i Sa 2020. The
statement is obv. connected with what follows, as beginning a different

simile from that of the preceding distich. He setteth me up: om. 1 (due

to prec. 1) c @ ©.

V. 13. His marksmen or archers; 1'3l. So Je 502' Di3T (cf Gn 2i2»

131, 4928 1311, Ps 181'' 31). Since 331, 131, to shoot, are really voces

nihili, leg. 1'pi (cf. Je 42" Ps 78"). © Xoyxals = 'iDl (Ez 39' Ne 4'o),
partially confirming vol.
cleaveth: i.e. with His arrows (iIjbi) : Pr 728. AH verbs in vv. 13, 14
are plur. in ©. With st. i cf La 3", and with st. ii il33 pxb 13E'3 Hy
liver is pow-ed out on the ground. La 2". See also note on 2023.
v. 1 4. Tt p3 133 I'y upon the face of breach. The superfluous '33 is

simply an erroneous anticipation or misreading of the following flS ;

or perhaps a mistaken substitute for it (pointing '?S my face), as the third

letter f is a minuscule (written small as if it were conjectural). Cf

2 Sa 520 68. © They threw me down (Pr. 252* 1X113 I'y) irTuipa iiii

TTTiitpaTi, fall upon fall. The figure represents Eyob as an assaulted
fortress.

V. 1 5. my hide. 1?3 here only. Prob. an Aramaism ; cf. Syr. X'Jp,-!

skin, liide ; i<|!'ll'3 a little skin ; ^)\'^bi leathery. Cf. also Assyr. gilddn, a

hide (c Det. of leather) ; Ar. jAL the skin of any animal (and plur. the

body and limbs of a man). So © eTrt fivpa-ij's piov, © '3E'D I'y on my skin

(= Assyr. malku).

{and) I have thrust. The 1 may be om., as due to prec. '. The

vb. ''t^pyV I have made to enter, put into, is another Aramaism only found
here ; cf Old .\ram. I'l)?, Syr. '^i enter = Xi3. my horn : a natural
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symbol of pride and strength: cf. Dt 33I' Ps 753-10. © ^^ o-fle'vos pou.

(For the verb © gives eafieaOr] was quenched = yn3n, cf 413, or p331, cf.
40", either of which might = 'npl'y misread backwards. The more usual
equivalent of ia-^eaOr] is, of course, lyil : 183-3 ,1": but apart from the
question of the ductus litterarum, ' quenched ' does not suit the sense
here. We may suspect a corruption in ®, ia^eaOrj having perhaps arisen
out of iaePi^daOr) or some similar form.)
Z'. 16. ® :^ yaarrjp pov avvKeKavTai d-irb KXavdpov, My belly is burnt
up from weeping : rg. i3D3 {yaar^p = f03 eleven times in Job) for 133 ; no
doubt under the influence of La 1^0 2", IIDIOI lyo M}' bowels ai-e in
a fer77ient or ' work ' : see 101 1 = Ar. j^. Here, however, the Root
seems to be lOl IV = Ar. j^^ 9 // became j^ red (d-n-- in OT).
It looks as if the poet had misunderstood La 1

1
.

cc. i3iy my eye (or
eyes

?) would give a better parallel to

' eyelids ' ; and if pointed as Sing.,
would account for Ketib IIDIDI : cf v. 20, La 3" Ps 68 8810. The eyes
do redden with weeping ; and in seven of the ten locc. where 0i3y3y
eyelids occurs Di3iy the eyes are also mentioned (the exceptions are 30

and Pr 623). Leg. therefore 'lOlpi i3iy Mine eyes are red with weeping
(vb. as Qeri).

St. ii is metr. short, as the first two words (the Prep, and its Noun)
involve only one stress. Add IpSJ before niOPX : And upon mine eyelids

Daikness is fallen : cf Gn 1 512, and see note on 33. There is no reference
here, nor in 1222 24" 288 34='-, nor in any of the eighteen locc. where

niDPX occurs, to the shadow that falls on the face of the dying. The

word simply means intense darkness, and is a stronger syn. of IE'1, in

combination with which it is naturally used to describe the gloom of

She'ol, the dark world of the Dead, 1021.

V. 17. Perhaps should follow v. 14. St. i. '333 001 vh bv. For the

constr. cf Is 530 lE'y OOl xl) bu Although he had done no violence. Cf
also for l>

y 10' 343. (i C 12" 1333 OCI vhl : xl53 = xl) bv)
St. ii is melr. too short. After 111)311 we might insert the somewhat

similar I133I5 before Him {A7id my prayer before Him was pure); cf Ps 18':
or we might read 13T il3E' 11)311 And tiie Prayer of my lips was pure

(i.e. sincere); cf Ps 171 4010 51". The latter expedient provides a

parallel to i333, st. i.

». 18. O Earth, cover not my blood! Perhaps 'Ol plur. as in Gn 410 ;

Hark ! thy brother's outpourings of blood are crying to Me out of the
ground! (® the blood of my flesh : add. HE'S.) Even the blood of wild

animals snared or shot for food ha'd to be poured on the ground and

covered with soil (Le 17"), since the blood was the life, alike of man and.

beast, and, as such, a sacred or forbidden thing (tapd). If left uncovered,
the blood of a murdered man was believed to call down the vengeance of

Heaven on the murderer. The prayer And let there not be a place (6")
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for 7?iy cry! is an entreaty that the appeal of his blood for vengeance
may not be stifled by imprisonment underground (cov^-ed in, as it were,

on the spot where it had been shed), but may rise unhindered to the ear

of God. DIpD a standing-place, station, a place of stay or abode (2" 710 6"
93 8" 2721 2812 al.), means, not so much a ' resting place

' (RV), as a
place of fixed abode (= Ar. Jjit maqdm). Cf the maqdms of buried
Moslem saints. Such a home in the earth was supposed to appease and

silence the ' crying
'
or protesting blood.

The addition ap. ® tiJs aapKo^ pov makes the st. too long. If it were
authentic, the allusion would not be to Eyob's death, as that of a man

unjustly slain, but rather to the bloody ooze of his sores (73), which drops

from his tortured body on the ground. V. 2 2 ('a few years ') shows
that he is not expecting immediate death.

7'. 19. The Heb. is in partial disorder. Consequently, st. i is too
long, and st. ii too short metr. Either iny-03 or 131 must be trans
ferred to St. ii. The former seems preferable : Behold, mv Witness is

in Heaven ; And even now my Testifier is in the Heights ! The Aramaism
10'?' (dTT-), is merely a poet. syn. of IV (st. i). Cf NnillE' Testimony,
Gn 31". © wJi^i my -witnesses in st. i; w..vj my acquaintance, st. ii.

Cf ® 6 8e avviariap p.ov iv ii/'i'a-Tois = 5
5 Et conscius meus in e.xcelsis.

Soph. Philoct. 1293, (US ^eot avviaTope^, ' As the gods are witnesses!'

V. 20. St. i metr. short, prosaic, and ill-coherent with st. ii. Lit. Mv
scormrs (or interpreters, 33^8) are my friends ; Unto Eloah mine (ye hath
dropped or dripped (RV supplet tears). © di^tKotTo p,ov 1

7 8e'r;o-is Trpos

Kt'piov

I evavTt Se avToi; o-Ta^ot piov 6 d<^^aXpds =; 113371 | llli"7X
yjl 'IvX

: i3iy 13?! My prayer (Aramaism = Xlll)X), it cometh unto lahvah (cf 4''

Jon 3") ; And before Him mine eye droppeth tears. This may be right.

V. 21. Lit. That He may argue (or reason) for a man with Eloah
(i.e. with Himself), And between (leg. ,13 pro f3 c 5 codd.) a mortal
and his fellow. Perhaps 01X-f3 fi31 And between a son of man. The
Hkeness of the two words might have easily led to the omission of one
of them. It will be seen that the verse thus represents the thing prayed
for (v. 20). © takes ISVI as. an Optative (of ®), and so breaks the
connexion with the previous verse: But ivould that a son ofman might
convince (or confute) God, as a man his fellow! = llbx Oy OIX f3 131'1

: liyiP 1333 (app. transposing the two synn. for maii). Z Is it possible
that a son ofman argue with God, even as (^111) a 7iian with his fellow ?

Cf also 93.
w. 22. Eyob still expects a few years of fife (though only a few) before
the inevitable end, according to the normal course of his malad}-. The
words are not those of one ' feeling that he is about to die ', as Driver
supposed.

Chapter 17. The opening verses are extremely corrupt, if not hope-
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lessly so. V. i, to begin with, is incoherent, unmetrical, and expressed
in dubious if not impossible Hebrew. Lit. it runs, or rather halts : Aly
spirit is broken (Is 1027? or destroyed, i-uined) —my days are quenched—
graves for me! Forcible as this may sound to an English reader, it is
too disjointed both in form and sense. Moreover, ?3l is never used of
the spirit, which comes from God (Gn 2' 68 7=2 job 1012 273 32* 34'*

Ps 10423-80) and at death 'goeth
upward'

(Ec 321), that is
,

app., returns

to God. The idea of ' destroying

' ill is quite alien to Heb. thought.
In Assyr. habdlu Pa. is to destroy buildings. Cf. also the word 731 app.

dead, common at the end of the Palmyrene epitaphs. In Ar. we have
J.ofc be, or become, corrupted, unsound, vitiated, or disordered, abs. (cf Ne i'
ch. 3481), and esp. in mind, deranged or insane, and Trans. J.J* corrupt
or 7-ender unsound, &c., also restrain, withhold, or debar a man from

doing something. ® dXeKop.ai (cf 32'8) rrvevp-an (^epdpevos | Ae'opat Se
Ta^^s Kat ov -rvyxdvai, I am perishing, carried away by the wind, WhileI beg a grave and obtain it not = f)"!? 1113 ill)?! (5)13 1325 Le 2633 @);
or, since <^e'pu) usu. renders X131 (over 130 times), (j>ep6pevoi may indicate

X31D instead of Tli : 'PTNI 13|P 'ipyjl. But although this brings us
nearer to a normal distich, apart from objections to the implied Heb.,

it does not agree with Eyob's anticipation of a few more years of life
expressed in the preceding verse (1622). Duhm's 'O^ '1P31 ilH His spirit
(i.e. temper, animosity, Ju 83) hath destroyed my days, '? D'13p ^3|y3 The
graves are left to me, though attractive, is far from certain. He assumes

a non-existent yij = ^epdp.evo<i and supposes that 8eop.ai = '3 a Particle
of Entreaty, as in the Hexateuch ; and then combines the two into 13Ty3,

referring to Is 1 83. But that passage hardly justifies the required mg.

of 13Ty3 . Eyob does not mean The graves are abandoned or wholly given

up to me. And there is an obvious rhetorical pause at 1622, which is
violated by connecting this distich closely with that verse, as Duhm finds

himself obliged to do. Besides, the le = 1 must not be ignored ('31 does

not seem possible). We suggest "lOXO 1P31 'ill My mind is too dis
ordered for speech (IDX Ps i9-' or 113*5 Infin.); cf the Ar. use of the root
1'31 : Words (0'131 pro Oil3p) are abhorrent (I3yi3 pro 13yr3) to me. Or

we might read 13yi3 c 10 codd. and ©J for the otherwise unknown
13yT3 : Words are extinct to me (6" " 21"). He feels too ill and weary

to continue a futile argument.

V. 2. RV is enough to suggest a suspicion of corruption here. What

is the mg. of 'mine eye abideth in their provocation'? It is difficult to

attain to even a relative certainty of text. ®'s Heb. appears to have

been very defective here. Instead of Tt 'loy 0'l511 xl? DX it presents

us with XiaaopMi Kdpvuiv, Kal Tt -iroi-qaai {-ato); as if remembering

Is 1 612 ^^snil' . . . 1x1)3 and reading or guessing lE'y(x) 101 1x1)3 1)1)S1X

from a collocation of ill-written and partiy effaced letters. This hardly
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helps us ; but it is instructive to note the confusion of letters involved in

lE'y = noy (VV pro ^; 1 = n conjunct.), and the letters of 1x1) occur
ring in that order in Tt ('l xl>).
For St. ii instead of Tt's highly problematical iJ'V fP" 01110131 And

mine eye must rest on their display of rebellion (?), ® gives us eKXe\^av 8e
pov Ta vTrdpxovVa dXXoTptot = '31X 1333 D'ltl And strangers have stolen

my goods. Here i31X clearly corresponds to 31 ^yv ; while OMl

(or 011331?) suggests a
possible orig. D'3t331 And on lies, which would

be a suitable parallel to Qil'lll deceptions, mockeries.
But since 333 may mean to deceive or delude as well as to steal

(Gn 3i27 al.), it seems possible that it stood in the original text here

and that ®, misunderstanding this use of it and desiderating an object of

the supposed theft, misread or altered i3iy into i31X = Ta virdpxovTd pou.

As a tentative restoration of the Heb. text we may therefore suggest :
noy Oil'llD xl)p

I
i3iy \bn 01333031 a mob of sophists is with me; \ And

mine eve resteth on (19') deceivers. For XPD a multitude or crowd, see

Gn 48" Is 31'. But perhaps we should retain xl)"DN Verily (i", cf 628).
(In my old notes I find liliD31 for 01110131, with a reference to
chap. 1323. I mention the fact because Duhm reads OMIIDIS on the
basis of the same passage. Leaving the rest of the distich as it stands in

af, we thus get the sense : Verily deceptions or mock-arguments, mockeries,

are with me ; And mine eye dwelleth on bitternesses. This, however, does
not agree so weU with the preceding distich ; and for the sake of the
parallelism it would be better to read 1101031 and on deceits, wiles ; 1^^

Gn 27833413PS io7 3520.)
V. 3. Appoint, I pray, a surety for me with Thyself For (13 omitted
after f- ?) who is lie that will pledge himselffor me ? Here, with Reiske,
we point '?3iy 7ny pledge = surety or bail for me, instead of Tt '331V go
surety for me (Is 38"). The elliptic use of IOIE' Appoint (a pledge) is
hardly probable. In what follows, st. ii, the expression is unusual :

lit. Who is he that will strike himself (i.e. his own hand) for my hand?
But read ypl^ (i)i; ib'XIl-iD, Cf Pr 6' 1718 (@ apparently lE'i5i=<n)v8e-
^T^Toj for ypl^ . It omits the first stichus of the verse altogether. What
does Duhm mean by 130D ?)

V. 4. aiJ lit. For their heart (i.e. the heart of his friends) Thou Imst
hidden from insight (cf Ps 3121). OL strangely: 'Thou (God) had
ti-easured up their heart away from understanding, kept it therefrom.' If

we transpose the Prep, (the usual const. Ps. 31 21
)

we get the more

natural sense For Thou hast hidden insight from their heart. St. ii has
only two stresses (the Qinah-xneasnxe, of which we have had so many
apparent examples). Moreover, if the points of T\ are correct (DDll), the
trans, vb. lacks an Obj. This might be 03ip their horn (i Sa 210 Ps 75"
89I8 92"), and DDll may be the remains of D(3ip)Din which would
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complete the distich. Cf also if!". (OE-Xl their head is also possible :
Pr 3* 273. The couplet reads like a psalm-verse, and may be an
interpolation.)
V. 5. an is really meaningless. Diyi Tr p^lli For a share (of the
feast or booty?) he reporteth {informeth agst.} cf. Je 20"^") friends is an
unlikely statement in this context, even if the Heb. could signify so much,
which is more than doubtful. ® varies the vowels of Diyi : Tg pept'St
dvo-yyeXei KaKias (i.e. D'yi): while in St. ii it gives vtots = ''33"P5? for
1133. For £TdKijo-av|= I3ip31 see 1120. The distich may possibly be a
mere variation of 6" {They cast tlie lot over their friend. And over the
orphan they bargain, or the like). The ductus Hit. will, however, be
followed more closely if we emend IV"} 13? 'pPl^ They apportion evil to the
stranger (3182); leaving st. n almost or altogether as it stands in 501 : And
the eyes of his {t'ae ger's) children fail It is true that such an indictment
of Eyob's friends does not seem specially appropriate here; and the verse

may be a marginal quotation which has intruded into the text. Duhm,

regarding it as such, hazards the following version of 50! : ' Whoso informs
against a friend on account of a pledge. His children's eyes do pine ' ; a
proverbial saying (PE'O) which he compares with 6", referring to 2 Sa 202(1)

for the sense of pPl and paraphrasing our verse : ' He who causes an

insolvent friend to be distrained upon at law, his children will rue it ! '

Ingenious as this interpretation may be, it is questionable whether ppil'

can bear the mg. put upon it. A better connexion of thought with the
sequel would be gained by reading I3il'31 i333 i3iyi |

lyoi li3ll) ipl>l
'Tis my lot to pour down tears. And mine eyes fail with weeping (cf ©'^'-
6<l>$aXfu)l Se jxov = '5'J?1). This would also obviate rejection of the verse.
V. 6. 5DJ '33'X11. Either omit the 1 or, as seems better, read c © {eOov

8e pe), 'M'Sfll And Thou hast set me for (= made me) a byword ofpeoples
(point I'E'DP instead of the dTr- PK'^?—an old scribal error), or perhaps of
the tribes in Eyob's neighbourhood. In st. ii 131 spittle (?

) is very

doubtful. Z Gehenna ; identifying the word with ' the Tophet

'

in the

valley of ben Hinnom (2 K 23" Je 781 al.); © Xl'311 a veil or covering ;

9
3 exemplum (= TWO}); © ye'Xus an object of mirth, a laughing-stock

(connecting the word with ^i timbrel, 21 12). In the similar passage,

300-10, the term for spittle is p'i, as also in Is 500. The existence of a

•/sin or e|Sl or eiin to spit may perhaps be inferred from b^f\ and Ar.
jii

to spit a little saliva, as well as from Eth. tafea, spuit, exspuit, inspuit ;

but if our stichus means And I become one in whose face they spit (Duhm :

Ein Spei-ihn-an, a Spit-in-his-face), I'lX 0'33 1311)1 would be a more
natural way of expressing it than I'lX D'33 1311 : cf O133 11003 Is 533.
Instead of D133I', however, ©93 suggest 011331) before them ; and 93's

version of the stichus Et exemplum sum coram eis perhaps supports the
apt conjecture ISD in place of HDJI : And I become a sign (or portent, or
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wonder) before them. ® avTots •= DIP unto them ; the more usual constr.

(see Ez 128 242<-27 Ps 717). As affording a better parallel to D'oy we may
suggest D'Dxl'l' (cf Assyr. li-i-mu, syn. of kimtu, 'family') to nations
instead of D'33l5 : And I become a sign {portent or wonder ; cf v. 8 Ps 71')
to nations. The verse, in any case, seems more appropriate to Israel in

exile than to a suffering individual (cf O'oy 1)E'D and Dt 28") and may
not have belonged here originally. It interrupts the connexion between
vv. 5, 7, and should perhaps fofiow the latter verse. The words ^30 and

O'OXP (Pss Pr) are not found elsewhere in Job.
V. 7. E'ys (52 62 10") vexation, anger, here means grief, sorrow, as oys

in Ps 68 3110. The eyes are dimmed (Gn 271) by weeping. Cf v. 5.
St. 2. 95 et membra mea quasi in nihilum redacta sunt. Hence the

usual rendering : And my limbs are all like a shadow. But ilXi my limbs

is a dubious djr- We might read 'IX (= )¦^lx) after PS4913Q. myform;
thus vindicating another occurrence for a rare word ; or we might point

'")?! my frame, Ps 103" (cf @ my thoughts, pointing '1X| my 'frames of
mind', purposes), ©'s Tre-n-oXL6pKr)p.ai pieydXujs vtto TrdvTwv, / have been
besieged greatly by all (confusing lix to fashion or draw, Ez 43", with IIX
to besiege) seems to favour 'IS. (In 3080 pteydXcos = 'Pyo ! Here it stands
for 7X3, perhaps misread 'l5yo. Thus ®'s version of the st. may represent

0^3 iby Dnxi.) For Da's read ll"? is wasted {^'^3321). Another possible

and perhaps probable emendation of the st. is 1P3 PX3 'iXpl (ttie first
word perhaps written defectively llE'l = ilXl) And my flesh is as worn
as a shadow (cf. Pr 5" Ps 73''3).
vv. 8-10 interrupt the connexion of vv. 7, 1 1 sqq. We might render

V. i^ Upright men would be confounded at this ; understanding the words

as an insinuation that the Friends were not honest and sincere ; had they
been so, they must have been confounded at the sight of Eyob's unmerited
sufferings. The second stichus, as it stands, cannot be translated so as
to agree with this. But a slight correction gives the sense: And an
innocent one might be moved to impiety or apostasy (reading S)?.!.? Is 32*, or
"D31P Je 2313, or Infin. 5)311); cf Is 643 ^s p'Tlll' lliyio bestirring
himself to lay hold on Thee). Then v. 9 will be: But the righteous (i.e.
I myself) will holdfast his way. And the guiltless become more resolute (lit.
And the clean-handed adds or will add strength : f'OX ? f*bx Infin.). The
greater his sufferings, the stronger Eyob's determination to affirm and to

abide by his own innocence (cf 28I' 273a), At best, however, the verses
remain an interruption ; and v. 1 1, which resumes the tone and tenor of

V. 7, is hardly a natural continuation of them. On the other hand,
Bildad's echo of them, 1820, goes to prove vv. 8, 9, authentic. Possibly,
therefore, vv. 8-10 should be transferred to the end of the chapter, to
which they would form a not unsuitable close. After avowing his own

despair, Eyob defies his friends to produce any argument that can shake
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his inflexible consciousness of innocence. (Duhm thinks that vv. 8-10
express the point of view of Eyob's friends rather than his own, and may
have been transferred hither from chap. 18.)
V. 8. If with ®A we transpose the two nouns in st. ii, we get for the
verse the excellent sense : Upright men are confounded at this (i. e. the
spectacle of his sufferings), And the impious triumpheth over the innocent
(cf 3129 for this mg. of the vb.); as is quite natural, and often happens.
To this V. 9 adds that, however ba'ffling to reason the dealings of Providence
may prove to be in individual cases, they will never cause the good man
to swerve from the way of righteousness.

V. 9. For piix righteous © gives Trto-Tos (©® SiKatos), the usual equivalent

of |0X3 trusty (1220); perhaps a variant in the Heb. text. In st. ii ®

misread app. I53D1 (dvaXdySoi Odpaor cf Is 46^) for <i\''D\
v. 10. St. i is metr. too long and more or less corrupt. The line will
still be unmetr., if (c 5 codd. et ©93) we read D3P3 all ofyou for Tt'i
ungrammatical 0153 all of them. The var. 1X3' (ROr) for 1X31 indicates
perception of the difficulty, but only half remedies it (! 13E'l). The
simplest way of restoring both sense and metre is to omit 0^3 as dittogr.

(from v. 7 end) or as having
grown out of dIjX repet., and to read OPXI

X3"1X3 ISIE* But, pray you, come on again! Cf Is 21 13. See further
at i8<. (® ^petSeTe = IE'31 pro 13E'l ! Cf Pr 3028.)
V. 1 1. This and the following verse are again extremely corrupt. AV
and its margin fairly render 50J's text of v. 11 ; but the triple division of

the words sets the metre at naught. ® at least gives us a distich : ' My
days did pass in uproar ; And the joints of my heart were

broken.'
'Ev

Ppop.!^, in din, or fur-y, suggests a storm ; as if ® read or guessed Dl.?3
(248; cf Ps 903), which might represent an original Dip like the rain
storm. Possibly, however, ev fip6p.(i> = DyT3 or f|yt3 in fury or laging.
®A iv Spdpo), at a run = nXnOS. Bpdpos may, however, stand for PpS)p.o%,

foul smell, stink, as in 6'. Possibly, therefore, ® connected ilOt (or what
ever corresponded to it in ®'s exemplar) with the -/oit (Heb., Aram.,

Ar.) to befoul or stinking (33'o).

' My days pass in noisomeness

' gives

an adequate sense (llOlD ?). But inasmuch as the -v/ODT in Aramaic
(Syriac) may signify sound and noise, ® may, after all, have had ilOT in

its Heb. text. We would restore 11DX3 are ended, after 6" 23"; La 338.

(Duhm : WDX.) Those who desiderate a simile in stichus i
, may prefer

to read fD? or fb-iOS like chaff; comparing DV 13y )'D3, Zp
22 Is 293 :

see also 21I8 Ho 133. ilDt my purposes might have been orig. a marginal

gloss on 133I' iE'110, which Buhl and Duhm explain the wishes of my

heart, deriving E'110 from -/E'lX, Assyr. er^lu, to wish, ask for. With

such a verb as pl?, however, one wpuld expect something more concrete

and physical, e.g. my heart-strings (1331? ni'D); and we may even perhaps
suspect the presence of an Aramaism, and interpret the dTr. Xeyop. lE'lID

S 2
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in the sense of beams (Aram. XE'HO a beam, i K 683). 'phe phrase
133? 'D may thus be analogous to, and perhaps a later equivalent of
Jeremiah's ul) lllip the walls ofmy heart (Je 4"), which might very well
be corrected into '7 imp the beams of my heart. Our distich would thus
become

My days pass away (6'3 n's) like chaff ;
The beams (or strings ?) of my heart are snapped asunder.

For the meaning strings or cords, we might compare another Ar^.
term, viz. the Syriac U.;,ao, IkA^;.^ hempen rope, cable. In either case,
the second stichus is preserved without alteration. But I cannot refrain
from mentioning another expedient which I find in my old notes, viz. to
read lE'lE' for iE'110 {^ = *^), and to render Torn up are the roots of
my heart.

V. 12. There is great diversity in the attempts to explain or emend

this verse. The general sense appears to be that God turns Eyob's day
into night.

Night for day I (or He, i.e. Eloah: vss. 3, 4, 6) put (putteth);
And my {the) light (or dawn) is dim (murky) with darkness.

The first stichus recalls Isaiah's 11x1) IE'1 01OE', and is probably a
reminiscence of that passage (520). For lix 10'E'i read 11X1 D'E'(')(x).
Instead of 1330 311p we suggest 130 llp, as in 6i3, although 1330 might
mean because of, through. Cf also OlM 01il5y llpl (Mi 33). © supports
50J : vvKTa ets ijpepav e6rjKa{v : A), $o)S eyyvs aTrd -irpoamTTOv aKOTOv^. We
can say in English, And the light is wellnigh darkness; but it is doubtful
whether 1330 311p could be so used in Hebrew. We might also emend :

1B'1"103
3ilpi

11X1 And the light He joineth to darkness {makes them one: cf
Is 58 3iipi nE'3 HE'). Duhm reads DiE'X DI1I) r\b''b

|
llE'l 1320 11X1 and

translates ' Die Nacht mache ich zum Tage,
| Und Licht ist vor mir Fin-

sternis.' But is not the poet's meaning rather that Eyob's day is turned
into night (cf the parallel stichus)? and can 1330 express 'vor mir',
before me (1337)? Would not i330 rather mean 'from my presence',
or else 'because of me'? Moreover, the metre of Duhm's second stichus
is rather halting, and the disyllabic 31ip , which he rejects as a distortion
of inxip, a supposed gloss on OiE'X, is not metrically redundant. It is
probably a disguise of some word (e. g. lip or ipi3) in the original text.
But OIE'X, the first pers., may be preferred to DiE'i, which I conjectured
independently many years ago. We might then read nix my light
instead of 11X1. Lastly, in view of "]*, we may suggest the distich orl) nb'h
•]SfT\b f3X1 1P3-11X 1 OIE'X Night foy day I put ; Dawn shineth, and I
look for darkness. Gn 448 Hg i'.
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». 13. Yea, I hope for She'ol as my home.
In
{the) Darkness I {have) spread my couch ;

V. 14 To the Pit I cry, ' Thou art my father!'^
' My mother and sister ! ' to the maggot.

In v. 13a 50? has ox (© idv), for which ^ yea, also, besides seems
better. Duhm : ' If I hope, She'ol is my house ' &c. But the verb Up
requires an Object (72

3023) : and here Eyob is looking forward to death
as the end of his sufferings. V. 14 end © paraphrases lOl, the corpse-
devouring maggot, by aa-rrpiav, rottenness (so 2120 258) in curious agree

ment with the -/ooi = Ar.
1^
to rot, decay, whence IDi maggot is

derived.

J'. 15. And whei-e, then, is there (other) hope for me?
And 77iy good, who can descry it?

lllpi my hope — hope for me. In st. ii 5DJ inipll is obviously a scribe's
erroneous repetition. Read ii31D my good (2221) = © Td dya^d p.ov, with
Merx, Bickell, Duhm. ©'s di/fop,at is a reminiscence of 7'.

v. 16. Will they descend with me into She'ol?
Or shall we go down together into the Dust P

So © : rj p.eT eptov ets dhrjv KaTa^ijaovTai, \ fj dpo^vpaSdv iirl x'^P"'-''^'^
KaTa/Srjaopeea ; — n^T^n I'XE' ilOyi

|
113 ISy-bv l^'OXl. 501 has : To

the bars (str. poles or staves) if She'ol will they descend ; Or together on the
Dust {will there be) rest P But the particle 1 is almost necessary to the

construction (a Disjunctive Interrogation) at the beginning of stichus i ;
and it might easily have fallen out after the preceding 1. When the y

also had disappeared, the meaningless ilD became il3 (Ho i|3). But
the usual expression is not bars, but gates of She'ol (Is 3810 Ps 9" ; cf
chap. 38"). The difference between 11? (Pausal form ril3) rest and 11?.
shall we go down, in stichus ii

, is merely a matter of points ; and the

verse as a whole affords an excellent instance of the preservation of the

authentic text b
y ®. (93's In profundissimum infernum = b^V MS .)

Chapter 18. In answer Bildad of Shuah said :

How long wilt thou 710 1 make an end ?

Hold! that we too may speak.

So ® : yiexpt Tivoi ov wava-rj ; 'Eiriaxe'S, iva Kal avTol XaX-qa(ap.ev. The
original text may have been—

yp DE'1 nb 13X ly
;i313 1313X1 l)3ri

YP DIE' set or put an end; sc. to words, as implied by the context.
Cf. 168. b'sn finish! or have done! Cf iSll" 1^3, Gn 1888 Je 26*.
We might also point l*?! hold in ! cf Je 6" 20' ; or read 7111 cease !

{= e-n-iaxes. cfT I K 223-13). Better perhaps fil503 IXyi'xb 13'ny How
long wilt thou not restrain words ? Cf 290 ® ; 42 la^
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The text of Tl cannot be original, for it violates both sense and metre.
It is usually rendered : ' How long will ye set snares for words ? Attend
{or Understand) ye, and afterwards we will

speak.'
But the plur. verbs

in addressing Eyob are manifestly inappropriate ; the meaning snares for
the once-occurring iX3p has no better basis than comparison of the Ar.
vb. ijais catch, ensnare ; the grammar of st. i is bad (iX3p should be
OiX3p), and St. ii is really nonsensical. As Duhm observes, Bildad was
not going to speak ' afterwards ', but immediately. It is evident that
St. i is overloaded, and that something must be sacrificed for the sake
of the metre. Duhm rejects 13X ly, as added from 19' after the verse
had already become corrupt, and reads simply fipol) )'p DE'1 Put an end
to words!, which barely satisfies rhythm and metre, besides diverging too

far from both ® and Tt, and making too abrupt a beginning.

V. 3. Why are we regarded as cattle—

As the beasts that perish— in thine eyes?
In St. ii Tt gives : D3i3iy3 13iOD3, usually taken to mean, (Why) are we
treated as unclean (1310D3 = 13XOD3) in thine eyes? But the Niphal of
XDD is not so used elsewhere, and hardly makes good sense here.

© perhaps read 1301J (= o-eo-tuTrj^Kapev) ; see 2921 ; 41* for OOl = o-iwTrdw.
[It reproduces only one of the two verbs of the verse. Possibly it
misread 133E'13 in st. i as 13E'111 (= o-eo-tft)Tr7;Kap,ev : see 41^ ©).] In
any case, it is clear that the stichus, with its two words, is metrically
too short. Iiy3 might easily have fallen out after its syn. 1013. I have
therefore ventured on ^131y3 1013 l''y33 (cf Ps 4918-21) ; or we might read
TJ'y3 l'y3l) 13l)E'03 (Ps 49, 1. c), thus getting the sense :.

Why are we regarded as cattle—
Are we like to the beasts in thine eyes?

© rightly implies the sing, suffix with its ivavTiov aov (cf note on
V. 2).

z'. 4. \0 render of himself in wrath !^ Cf 16°. © renders vb. by
Xpdop.ai, as in 1 6". {KexprjTai aoi dpyri, anger possesses (?

)

thee) This
line being only half a distich, it is evident that (if it be genuine) another
line at least has- been accidentally omitted either before or after it.

Accordingly Duhm transfers the five stichi, ch. 178-ioa^ (q this place;

remarking that they form two complete tetrastichs when thus prefixed to

the three stichi of i8^ He rejects 1710'' as added, possibly, by the same
hand as 1 7^ in order to complete the distich in its new position. Then

he links 1710^^ which he reads f«3 ^<31 SE*! oliXI, with 18*^; thus getting
the distich :

But come back hither, I pray,

O man that rendeth himself in his wrath !

It must, however, be admitted that the statement Upright men are
dumbfounded at such talk (as thine: IXT I'y; cf 82, nl'X I'y), And the pure
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rises up against the unholy. And the righteous holds fast his way. And the
pure-handed becomes all the firmer! does not seem to follow naturally
on the indignant question Why are we regarded as cattle. As the beasts
that perish, in thine eyes ? (18*). The unaccommodating passage, in fact,
interrupts the context here almost as violently as in ch. 17; and style,
tone, and spirit are quite different. Moreover, if 13X3 IE'33 f|lD were
directly addressed to Eyob, it would prob.. have been otherwise expressed;
viz. "13X3 nE'33 e\iD, c suff. 2 Pers. >3 Pers. The line may be a marginal

comment on Bildad's angry bearing. But more prob. it belongs to v. 13:

see the note there.

Shall the earth be dispeopled for thy sake, (Is 612 7'3.)
And the rock remove from its place {site)? (Cf Jb 93 14I8.)

© paraphrases st. i : Tt ydp ; edv av d-iroOdvys, doiKrjTOi; 7j VTT ovpavov ;
What! if thou die, will all under heaven be uninhabited ? (Perhaps
reading lliol'l for 13yol'l.)
In St. ii ® gives : ^ KaTaaTpa<l>i^aeTai opr] (A : -f

j y^) iK 6ep.eXtW ;

Or will mountains {the earth) be overturned from foundations P = 'n?il,'.1
93 1213 28', n31 = KaTao-Tpe'(^a)) inDIISt? IIX (Dt 3222 Ps 188 MOID
oni; px 1101O, Ps 82= al.). IIX = ofy^, as here, 293; cf Nu 23'. Duhm
reads 1'IDIDD plS', because of the previous occurrence (14'*) of the stichus

in Ti, which seems an insufficient reason ; and the use of pl3i is question

able. © possibly read IMDIOO 'X piy'1.

V. 5. Yea (or Yet) the light of the wicked goeth out.
And the flame of his fire doth not shine.

In St. i read yE'l sing., c 93, as implied by lE'X in st. ii, and by the
Sing, of the following verses. For the statement, see 21', Pr 13'. In
St. ii 313E' = Aram. X313E'; Ecclus S'o 4519. Cf also Assyr. labbu,

' shining

' (syn. namru) ; labdbu,

' to blaze ', ' burn '. © Kat ovk drco^-riaeTai

(©A dvaP-qaeTai, go Up) aiyrwv (ffi* avTov recte !) -r
j cftXo^, A7ld their flame

shall not go off {succeed} but
^^ go up). Perhaps an error for dTro(dva)-

^av^o-eTai.

V. 6. The light is darkened in his tent.

And his lamp over him (298) goeth out.
For tent (I'lX) ® gives the curious word StatTa, which means way of
living, and then dwelling, abode, room. So again in v. 15, as also in

822 ijH 2228. (As D passes into Z, the roots of StatTa and ^dw, live,
may be related.) The verse looks like a variant of v. 5

, perhaps taken in

from the margin. Such variants from different recensions or editions

abound in ancient poetry ; e. g. in the Babylonian Epic of Nimrod.

V. 7. His footsteps are cramped in his way (or as he goeth) ;

And his own counsel throweth him to the ground.

50J 'i3iX iiyx, the steps of his wealth (2010) or of his vigour (Gn 498), as

Duhm takes it (die Schritte seiner Manneskraft). But in any case the
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phrase is a strange one. Moreover, lyx (sing, or plur.) usually has a

sufiix, Ps i887 (1413 3i<-37 3421) ; and the constr.
plur. is found nowhere

else in OT. Read 111X3 in his going (348) = 113l)3 in Pr 4"=', of which

this stichus might be called a variation. Leg. prob. (115(5?)
liyx
(1x1)
IIX1

11-1X3.

Throweth him (down) : a late use of -\hvn ; Dan
8' (adds IXIX to the

ground). In st. i ® misread i^iX ''lyX IIX' = Br^pevaaiaav iXdx>-<rToi Ta
v-irdpxovTa avrov. St. ii is too short. Perhaps we should read 1^3731

llXy llPiB'sri
(131131) And when he walketh, his own counsel maketh him

stumble. Cf © a^dXai Se avToC 17 PovX-q. 4'' PE'13 = 0-<^aXe'vTas. Or
llXy 113 l'iB'311 And his counsel weakeneth his strength.

V. 8. For he is rushed into the net by his oivn feet ;

And he walketh himself into (upon) the toils.

V. 9. The trap catcheth him by the heel ;
The gin {hunting-net P) layeth hold upon him. (Ne io3o.)

V. 10. His snare is hidden in the ground.
And his springe upon the path.

He is 7-ushed or hurried or sped ; IPS', as in Ju 513. But 1i?313 here is
used in a different sense apparently {instru77iental). Hence Du reads

i?31 , . . IIPE* For hisfoot rusheth into the net =: © ep./3e'^X7;Tat Se d ttovs

avTov iv TraytSi. (95© make the verb active : IPE*.) © renders "pTWf by

eXixOeCr]. This does not necessarily imply the different reading pl)31i

(Kittel; cf Is 34'' ©), as eXto-o-opat may mean to turn hither and thither,
to go about, like ^l)lll : see II. xu. 49.
In V. 9 read 13py his heel, ©93 ; Ki. Cf Gn 2523; ch. 1612. In st. ii
®©93 confuse the isolated O10X, which © renders Sti/'uivTas, with DiXO^r

thirsty (plur.). In 53, as we have seen, XOX the thirsty one is right,
although Tt has OIDX as here. Perhaps li5fO, as in 19".

V. II. All around (Je 623 208) Terrors alarm him,
A7id Fearfulness dogs his heels {behind him).

Reading in st. ii vb^b ('I?!"!) 1X3 11X^31; cf © and Is 21^ 11x1)3
i3iny3; Ps 553. The line is too short in Tt, some word having fallen

out. Or we may suppose the loss of a single letter from 11X311 and

scatter him, a verb which demands a plur. obj., and read D'OiX llXipSill

'131 and Fears (2023) affright him behind: cf.
90 2i3 for ¦v^fP3, which

certainly agrees better with the context than p3. © has ttoXXoI Se Trepi

TrdSa aiToi 'eXOoiaav = il55ll5 1X3 0i311 (or 'b X3 flOll). Cf. Hab 33.

For 1I531I5 after him, cf Gn 3080 (contrasted with i33l>); Is 412 (see Box
ad loc).

V. 12. Tt: 13^ 3yi Ml Let his {manly) strength become hungry (i.e.
fail: OL) ; but this is hardly satisfactory, although 93 so understood the
line : Attenuetur fame robur eius. © : eX6oi{aav) iv XtpS aTevZ =
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IX 3yi3 (1)N3i. © And hunger shall be his sorrow = 131N 3:»1 IMi,
which is possibly right :

Famine becometh his trouble;

And Ruin is ready to swallow Jiim up.

Tt wb'h, for his limping or stumbling ; Ps 3818, ii33 ybxl) i3X i3 ForI am ready for stumbling; cf Ps 3513 Je 2o'o. But Ruin is ready for
his stumbling seems an unnatural phrase ; and 15;l53l> to swallow him is an

easy and natural correction, the term being a favourite with the poet
(28 818 108; cf 713 2013 &(;.). St. i may perhaps be restored, i3X 3yi l^i
Famine consumeth his strength (922 3110 Gn 4180). ® read the second line
apparently, 0X13 il' t133 TXl And Ruin is ready for him suddenly
(efaio-tov, violent, extraordinary = 0X13 ®, 9'^8 2210 : see also 4"^ 2o3,
where the Heb. words are different). Duhm restores st. i, iP f.lX 3yi IM1

Mischief is hungry for him (cf Je 42", Onbb for bread). But why not
3yii (cf Je 1. c) ? Cf also Am 8" {VWb . . . 3yi). (® runs v. 1 1^ and
V. 1 2=" together, perhaps reading or guessing IX 35)13 1X3^ il53ip 01X1331.)
V. 13. He teareth himself in his ra^^ / (4=1 trans, hither !)
For famine he devoureth his own flesh.

We have replaced iSX3 iE'33 ejlD here from v. 4=^. The starving
wretch gnaws his own flesh for food, as if he were a wild beast and his
own body his prej-. Cf. Is 4923. As the verse stands in Tt it evidently
consists of two variants of a single stichus :

my 113 153X1

: (1)1(0) 1133 1113
bx'

He devoureth the limbs (41'') of his skint^);
Devoureth his limbs the Firstbor7i of Death.

110 1133, which occurs nowhere else, is usually taken to mean the

deadliest of diseases, and is compared with ' the firstborn of the poor ',
i.e. the poorest, in Is 1430, which, however, itself is rejected by the best
critics (see Box ad loc). Probably 1133 is a disguise of some synonym

of liy, possibly '^^l flesh ; and 110 may be a marginal note. Ko^ gives
113 in sickness for 1il3 his limbs; perhaps a reminiscence of 6''. We
suggest IIE'3 f333 I53X1 He devoureth throughfamine his own flesh; which

harmonizes well enough with the supposed parallel, v. 4='. ® Pp(oOeir)aav

avTOv KXwves TroSGv, | KaTeSeTat Ta
wpdia avTOV ^dvaTOS = ^)P

ilSE" p3Xi

:1il)3l 113 ll53N'. . 113 is rendered twigs or shoots (Ez 173), and vl'Sl

is evidentiy due to the translator's eye having wandered back to the end

of V. II. In the second stichus © omits the repeated iil3, and gives
Ta bipaia avTov, his beauties, for 1133. Perhaps the translator misread

IIE'3 his flesh as Aram. 113E' (i. e. I'SE' = wpa7a; of leaves, Dan 4").

». 14. His cords are broken away from his tent ;
Terrors chase him like a king {lion ?).
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For 50? 11D3D his confldence read ini'D his cords, Je 1020, or 1il>31, id..
Is 3320, of course with plur. Ipl3i. © taorts = ^I?"1P healing. In st. ii
for 502 inyxi I have substituted 1111X1, cf lo". A similar statement
occurs 2723 ri1ll)3 01D3 llJiE'll A7id Terrors overtake him like a flood.
Perhaps, indeed, this is the true reading here (3l?03 = DiD3).
At all events, "11)03 like a king (93 quasi rex) is more probable than
50J's "IPDP : cf 152-'. One is reluctant to sacrifice a phrase which has
passed into general literature ; but 111P3 "]P0 the King of Terrors
{— Death personified), however familiar to the modern ear, is isolated in

Hebrew, although llll'3 occurs five times in our book ; and besides, the
entire statement of 50J // makes him march to the King of Terrors, whether
' It ' be a vague reference to ' an unseen Power ' (Di al.) or

' Destiny
'

(Buhl), or to Eyob's disease, which is assumed lo be leprosy (Duhm), is
a strange way of saying // (the ' Firstborn of Death ' = the most malig
nant of maladies) kills him. Moreovei", those who interpret thus are
obliged to cancel 14^^as a gloss possibly on 15^ 93 gives Et calcet
super eum, quasi rex, Interitus! And let Ruin trample upon him, like a
King! pointing HiyXl and app. reading ^l)03. The figure is that of
a conqueror setting his foot on his enemy ; a well-known subject of
Assyrian sculpture. The curious version of © axoir] Se avrov dvdyKr) ama

/3aaiXiK-rj = {)
7]^D(l)ll)y3 Sb 1X11 (v. 7 Ju IqO; See 152^ IX = dvdyK*;,

and Dan 63-3 for Aram. rb'U — axTia) shows that © read the verb without

y and confused l with 1, as often. Cf La 4I8, where 50J has IIX instead
of nx. The rest of ®'s text is plainly a distortion of llll)3 "ll)D3. (A
comparison of 10" 1922 suggests the possibility that "]POP origin.^ted in

(x)'3l'3 or i3l> 103 like a lio7iess. Indeed the i311Xl I'IE'3 of lo" favours
something similar here; as D and E', i.e. *'*^ and ^, are liable to confu

sion, and pno might have become fl'O by way of correction.)
V. 15. The Vampire (Is 34") haunteth his tent ;

Brimstone is sprinkled (leg. 'iTl) upon his habitation
(53-24 go Is 349.13). ¦ xhe Vampire', Heb. n'h'h as I conjectured from the
e'v vvKTt avTov (= 17173) of ®

man)' years ago. 50J i7~ip3D is really im

possible as the subject of |13E'l ; and is
,

besides, very prosaic, whether

translated something of that which is not his, what is naught of his
(Hitz OL)—such a perfectly problematical and indefinite reference to the
new denizen of Eyob's dwelling being wholly unparalleled— or // (terror)
shall dwell in his tent, so that it is 710 more his (Ges). The language of

the verse is obviously coloured by reminiscence of Is 34 (lil33 Is 34';
113 Is 34"; lipip Is 34"). In accordance with his theory that the whole
passage, vv. 13-15, contains a brutally direct reference lo Eyob's malady,

Duhm reads ?yi73, which he takes to mean incurableness (' wortlich : das

Nichtaufkommen ' = not getting well), and explains as the malignant

kind of house-leprosy, which made a house uninhabitable (Lc 14"). But
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our passage speaks of an I'lX, a tent, not a house (113) of stone and
plaster; and the meaning assumed for l>yil'3 is very doubtful (see the note

on 34I8 infra). Omitting I3='and 14=" as spurious for the reasons assigned,
Duhm renders vv. 13-15 as follows :—

' There frettelh his limbs the Firstborn of Death
And maketh him walk to the King of Terror,
There dwelleth in his lent Incurableness,
Strewn upon his dwelling-place is

brimstone.'

(© Ta evTupe-irq avTov confuses 113 abode with 11X3 comely ; cf Je 62.) But
the following verses show that Bildad is harping on the fate of the wicked
in general, not the affliction of Eyob in particular.

VV. 16-17. Beneath —his roots dry up, (Am 2'.)
And above—his branches ivither. (14' 24" 14' 29".)
His memory perisheth from the land,
A7id he hath no name in the street.

His branches wither. © iiri-ireaelTai Oepiap.b'i avTov = lliXp 153' (o con
fused with 3 as often), in the streets or in (over) the open country -j reading

the plur. 11X11 510 Pr 823. But Pr 2427 pn3 || with nE'3.

V. 18. God thrusteth him out of light into darkness.
And maketh him flee out of tlie world. (20'.)

There might seem to be no need to alter the indefinite plur. of the two

verbs, as is done by Du Ki following the Ketib. If we do so, we must
suppose the Subject of the verbs to be God, not men. And this perhaps
agrees better wiih the matter of the verse ; cf 1 98 3020, and with st. ii
especially (Gn 4"-"). ® has ihe sing. (dTrtoo-etev ef. 2 K 427) in st. i. It
omits St. ii. 9

3 gives sing, in both ; J© plur. in both. (Since st. ii is
metr. short, lll'X God, the Subj. of both stt., might be restored at the end
after 1113i.)

v. 19. Nor chit nor child hath he among his people.
And there is no survivor in his place of sojourn. (Ps 55".)

1331 . , . fi3, an alliterative phrase, used in traditional formulas, e.g. the oath

of friendship, Gn 2128, and the Divine ban. Is 1422 (1331 fi? ixt:*! DE*).

We might imitate with son or scion, offshoot or offspring (Var. Bibl.), chick

or child. Cf also our kith and kin. If VfW means propagate, increase, of
offspring (Ps 72"), f? may very well be represented by our ' chit ', an old

word for shoot, sprout, child. Cf also the Sumerian NUNU, 'sprout',

'

offspring ', ' child

'

{pdbu ; lipu), CT xii 19 b
.

© ovk eaTai eViyvtoo-Tos

ev XaZ avTov, app. misreading 133 . . . fi3 for 133 .. . fi3 (see © Pr 148

i-iriyvioaeTai = f'31 ; La 4* eireyvd>a6r)aav = 1133). For St. ii ® gives :

ovSe o-eo-(i)o-p.e'vos ev tt) vtt ovpavov o oTkos avTov. 1
7 vtt ovpavov ^ flX the
land, in v. 4, and eV t^ ovpavov = pXl"l'33 in 4 2'3. ® therefore
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seems to have read 1il130 }»1X3 in the land of his sojournings (Gn 178 28*

&c.), which looks as if it might be right. (IMS' = o-eo-wcrpe'vos, Jos 828.)
v. 20. At his Day (® At him) his juniors are appalled.

And his elders horror seizeth.

At his Day ; the day of his doom or retribution. (© may perhaps be
right with avT^ = lOil'y = 1il5y as I conjectured before looking at ®.
Cf 178.) ioE'3 were appalled or confounded, is doubtless correct ; see 178,
lo which this passage evidently refers. ® iareva^av, app. pointing

IDE'S panted.

His juniors or those who come after; lit. after ones: cf 1923? Ec i"
4'3. ® eaxaTOL, the last or latest generation. *i5 In die eius stupebunt

novissimi, et primos invadet horror. Tt t^i'yaip former ones; i.e. Eyob's

elders ; the previous generation. Cf. i Sa 24". Eyob is not yet reckoned
as an old man himself The theory of his friends involved the idea of
premature death for the wicked. Eliphaz at least was his senior. © rectfe

TrptoTovs Se eaxev 6avp.a (rg. tlX Sing.; so SB pi'ob. © 3; ; cf Ex 1513 lOtlXi
lyi). Ewald suggested that D'SllX and Di301p meant western and
eastern people. So Duhm : ' die im Westen ... die im Oslen.' But there
seems no reason why eastern and western folk should be specified rather

than northerners and southerners, and the Heb. terms are not so used

elsewhere.

V. 2\. ' Surely this was the abode of a wrongdoer.
And this the place of one that knew not

El!'
The reflection or exclamation of all who gaze upon the signal desolation^

of the evildoer's ruined homestead. Z introduces the verse with And

they will say. We might, however, also render the words as expressing
the conclusion of Bildad himself: Surely (or Only) such are the dwellings

of the unjust ; And such is the place of the godless.
Chapter 19. But Eyob answered as follows :

How long will ye weary my soul,
A nd crush me with mere words ?
Ten times over ye insult me ;
And are not ashamed of giving me pain (or wronging; me).

V. 2. Weary me. So© eyKOTrov 7rot?;o-eTe = WJil ; Is 4328; cf. Ec I*.
Tt fl'SIl make me lo sorrow (Is 5128 Ec i"

332.33^ seems less
appropriate

here, and is not found with an independent object elsewhere, nor at all in

Job. The Vvv occurs 108 20I8 3911-13. In st. n KadaipeiTe, ye pull down
or destroy {— Dll), is merely an inexact rendering and hardly implies
a different reading. The stichus seems loo short. iyi"il'3 without
knowledge may have been omitted after 0il)O3 (which il)3 resembles).

V. 3. Tt i31Dil)31 D'oyB lE'y ir has foui- stresses and is metrically
redundant, unless we suppose a Crasis of the first two words and
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pronounce zeser for ze 'eser. © yvdJTe povov otl 6 Kvpios i-n-oirjaev pe ovtods
apparently makes matters woree ; but really it only represents lE'y It
'Oy this He did with me ; an evident corruption of 'ioy3 lE'y It
these ten times. (The yvoJTe povov oti b Kvpios is due to the scribe's
eye having wandered to v. 6.) For the doubtful Heb. 1? 11311

(3 codd. 11311 ; 4 codd. Kennicott 13 pro ip) © gives i-n-iKeiaOe pot, ye

press upon me, i.e. either with entreaty or attack (Hdt 5. 104 ; ib. 81).

In 21 27 i-iriKeiaOe pot ¦=¦ lODll i?y ye are hard upon me or do me wrong;
and such ,a sense would suit the present passage. Olshausen's conjec

ture 'p 'Dili taunt me gives a good parallel ; but the constr. is doubtful
(see 273). Adopting the reading of 3 codd. 11311 we might (with Ewald,

Duhm, al.) compare Ar.^Xa. he wronged {him), behaved injuriously towards

(him), or with bad fellowship impugned his character. Sec. (Lane). ©

•oio/ ^i^a.-^ye make me sad, grieve me, suggests an Aramaism = '"'Siri
1131 Hiph. of 113 = X"i3. Possibly also 11311 is an error of pronuncia

tion (dictation ?) for 113yi trouble me.

V. 4. But eve7i had I in sooth gone astray (really erred).
With myself would my error abide.

So ©93. Read DXI or rather OX ^Xl (or '33X CXI metr. grat.) instead of

Tt's ^Sl. Cf OL, which renders Tt And even indeed (if) I have erred . . .
© vat S^ = 50J. Its version is Nai S^ dXr;6etas e'yd) iirXavrjOrjv,

Ilap'

epot Se avXti^eTat -TrXdvos, Yea, in truth, I did err. And with me lodgeth
error ; to which it adds the explanatory distich AaX^o-at prjp-aTa d ovk eSet,

Td Sc p-ripxiTd pov TrXavaTai Kal ovk irrl Kacpov, by speaking words which

one ought not. And my words err and (are) not in season. This is probably
an old gloss which ® found in its Heb. text.

fispi xl) 131 iioxl>
:iy3-fixi lyn 1^01

Cf 153 Pr 1528. As V. 4 appeared lo contain an admission of guilt on
the part of Eyob, and thus to be altogether inconsistent with his altitude
throughout the poem, this gloss was added lo put a different construction
upon his words.

z" 5. 50J D30X DX can hardly be right. 030X is repeated from v. 4.

® does-not repeat dX-t)BeLa%, and seems lo have read DXI (la Se oTt
ep.ot p,cyaXvveo-6c). As it gives no good sense lo connect the verse

immediately with the next (so AV, RV), we emend DRXI But ye (emphatic

Pron.), or perhaps ralher 0P1X1 But, which occurs at least ten times in the

book :

Butye deal arrogantly with me {take the high hand with me), (Ez 35".)
And make my misery (reproachful stale) proof against me.

Cf. 93 At vos contra me erigimini, Et arguitis me opprobriis meis.
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In St. ii ® ivdXXeaOe Se' p,ot dveiSet, And ye leap (or rush) on me with
reproach ; as if reading '"ISins iby 11311 (see 627 ^vdXXopat = b

'S 113).

50J is preferable. MOll my reproach = that with which I am reproached,
viz. my ruin, which is regarded as retributive of secret sin, and therefore
made a matter of reproach instead of sympathy.

vv. 4-5. But even if I i-eally have erred (OX exc inter PJX et D3DX),
Mine error abideth with myself {I.e. it does not affect you). But you
(leg. 01X1 : 93 At vos) against me talk big. And urge against me my reproach

(as though by sin I had caused my own misery). Duhm renders as
follows : ' And have I then really erred. With me must error abide ? Or
will ye against me deal arrogantly {gegen mich grossthun) And against me
argue with abuse ?

' He reads IJIE^D at the end of v. 4 (cf ©), and then

171131 vy 0X1, which is barely adequate for the rhythm, with 'l?"}!]!? at
the end of the verse, after ®. Besides, such a version would require the
readings MXI . . . f|X11 in v. 4 and 0X1 v. 5.

V. 6
. Know then that it is Eloah who hath bent me.

And hath closed his net in upon me! (2 K 6" La33 0L.)

® o Tapd^as(pe) = i31iy, as in 88 34" La 3'. Instead of Cjipi niXO © read
D'pl 111X0 hath raised his rampart or siegework (Zc 9' Pr 12I8). 6xvpu>pa

Se avTov i-ir ip.e vij/watv- My ruin is not self-caused, but, a direct (and

arbitrary) infliction of God, against whose omnipotence protest is unavail
ing. Cf V. 21.
V. 7. Lo, I cry 'Wrong!', and am not answered;

I shriek for help, but thei'e is no justice !

©'s variations, though incorrect, are critically instructive. tSov yeXw

dvetSet Kat ov XaX7;o-<u, Lo, I laugh at reproach and will not speak. yeXS> =
plXX pro pyXX ; a confusion of sound (not form) apparently between y

and 1. (This so far favours I3y for 131 in v. 2; see note ad loc).
dvetSet is prob. due to the scribe's eye having wandered to the end

of V. 5. XaX-qato implies only a difference of pointing : IJ.V.fJ for
I3yx.-.-TI--

VV. 8-9. ill}' way he hath walled up, so that I cannot pass ; (La 3".)
And on my paths he setteth darkness.

In St. ii © eVt Trpdo-wTTov p.ov = i33 b
v on my face. (Variant text? But

©'^ aTpaTTOvs. )

He hath stripped me of my glory, (22*.)
And removed the circlet of my head. (La 513.)

V. 10. He demolished me all round, and I am gone ;

And he (hath) pulled up my hope like a tree.

Tt 13x11. Read 13XI1I, with Waw Conversive. The 1 fell out after 1.

Cf © hieairaaev {Vt.''-''A he) pe.
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w. II And his anger burned against me, (c b'i; usu. c 3.)
And he reckoned me as a foe.

In St. i inil is merely a scribal error for the common 11?1 : 93 ©.
In St. ii Tt 111X3 as his foes. ®© 1X3, which is best after il". So Du.
93 11X3 , quasi hostem suum, as his foe.

V. 1 2 is an interpolation, or intrusion from marg.

Together come his troops.

And have cast up their ivay (approach) against me,
And have encamped around my tent.

A line of the tetrastich is missing. ©, reading 1301 for Tt 'PDJI (Is 57")
and apparently omitting the strange i?ixl5 (would forces of any kind lay
regular siege to a 'tent ' ?)

, presents a distich :

bp.o6vp.ahov S
e rjXOov rd TreipaTrjpia avrov

iir'
ip.oi,

Tais dSots p.ov eKVKXioaav ivKdOeroi.

^bv 111113 1X3 1111

:31X3 1311 1301- -f :

And together came his troops against me,
And beset my ways with an ambush (31").

Belter though this may be, it still suggests an excrescence which has
grown out of the expression 1X3 like an enemy, as if IX foe (from lix)
meant IX besieger (from lix). © has TreipaTrjpiov for 1113 in Gn 49" (but
TretpaT^s 258) and for X3X,

71 10". Here it uses eyKa^eTos, suborned,

as equivalent to eyKa^r/pe'vos, lying in ambush (31X). So also 31"; cf
Ps 980 ©.

v. 13. My fellow-tribesmen he hath putfar away from me. pMll is so
used, Ps 883-13, and is trans, in the three other places where it occurs in

our book (11" 13" 2223). So 93. Cod. K33 ffl'AS® connect with the

following 1 and read IpMll intrans., as in Gn 441 : JMy f have gone far
away fom me. (So Du Ki al.) The second stichus is doubtful. Tt
1300 ^It'TIN 'yi'l is usually rendered And my acquaintance are wholly
estranged from me. But lyii (Ps 87*) is unlikely, if only because of lyiio

in the next verse ; and llt"lX is a suspicious collocation, if only
because of its resemblance lo lt3X (3021), ci-iiel, flerce (41^), '11?^, id.

IndecL (Je 30" 50" Pr 12" c plur. subj.). Read perhaps 'P 'ins 'SHI
And my friends are cruel lo me; or 17 13t33 have proven false to me (cf. 41').
Possibly, however, lit = 110 ; And my friends have wholly deparledy;-o»i

me. The 13DO seems lo belong to the next verse, 14, the first stichus of

which is too short in 502 : i3np 1711 '3D0 My neighbours have left me to

myself (cf. V'ob)^ .4«(f mv acquaintance have forgotten me. © has a

double version of v. 13'': lyvmaav dXXoTpiovi ^

ipi = 'l^*? ""!J 'S'lJ
They regarded aliens more than me, which, apart from the confusions of
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1 and 1, differs from the letters of 5DJ only in omitting fx ; and <^iXot Se'

pou dveXcT;poves yeydvao-tv = '!> "'lf^(r') (I'O) ''5?"^-l
(2" 627 v. 21 ; 30^1 ; Pr 5'

1210), or 1I5 ilt3X lyil, which may be the authentic reading. (V. 14')
prob. supplies the correct reading of Ps 88'o'', viz. •"?13?5' 'yj't? my
acquaintance have forgotten me. The final 13 run together was misread
D, and then the letters rearranged into fE'lD.)
V. 14 is too short in both members. With IPll have ceased, '''XSO from

me is certainly required; and if not taken from v. 13, may be repeated
after IPll. In st. ii 073 all of them may be inserted : And my acquaintance
have allforgotten me.
V. 15. St. i is much overloaded in 50?. © presents a stichus of normal
length : yetVoves oiKtas Oepdrraivai Te p.ov -= 'llOXI ili3 133E' (yetViov,
neighbour = ]^^, 2 63; fagJ^ ,n33E', Ex 322, II13 113D1 i=\r\y2fa fr. her
neighbour and the guest of her house : '33E' dwellers may have been a
variant of '13 guests in this passage) This omits '33E'll itP, which
might conceivably be a phrase based on vv. iii", 13'', and introduced
here lo get rid of the anacoluthon : The dwellers {sojourners) in my house

and my bondmaids— A stranger am I become in their eyes (= ©'s dXXoye'viys
^pj;v or eyevdpryv evavTi'ojv avrSiv). But the association of guests with
bondmaids seems odd; and It and il33 are parallel (cf PS693 Is 2821).
Upon the whole, therefore, il maybe better lo divide vv. 14, 1 5 differently,
making '1'3 il3 the close of v. 14 instead of the beginning of v. 15 :

Aly neighbours (Ps 38") and mine acquaintance have ceased ;
The guests of my house have forgotten me.

Duhm ingeniously suggests 'yiO for ^Sf^'pi, thus getting the sense My
neighbours have ceased from knowing me; an excellent parallel to st. ii.
But yi] is not so used elsewhere (in 328-1017 353 it means opinion, and the
plur. D'yi is knowledge, 3713, Elihu-speeches); while lyi! (Isii^) and

lyi
Je 22") are both found with a personal object.

My bondmaids reckon me (take me for) a stranger,

A foreigner am I become in their eyes.
If we adopt this arrangement of the text, we must also give the preference
to the reading of v. 13b which finds support in ©' : 13DD lit 'yi'l and
they who knew me have turned away from me (lit = 110 ; ? Aramaism).
This is 50J, merely omitting "jx, with ©,

V. 16. My slave I called, but he would not answer ;

With my mouth I must needs beseech him.
V. 17. My breath is repulsive to my wife (foul, loathly, hateful: con
trast Ct 73). Cf the old Sumerio-Babylonian Family-law V : Summa
allatu mussu izir-ma Ul muti alia iqlabi, ana ndru inaddulu, ' If a wile
hate her husband and say. Thou art not my husband, they shall cast her
into the river.' See Haupt, SFG : Hommel SL, p. no. (Sum. GUL =
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limnu, bi'lu, ziru, 'bad', 'hostile ', 'foul ', ' hateful '.) © omits llf iffil,
connecting v. 16 ^ with ilE'xl' thus : aTdp.a he pov iheeTo, Kal iKeTevov ttjv
yvvaiKd pov, but my mouth was begging, and I was supplicating my wife =
IlE'xl) 1311X1 13 iy3 ; cf Dan 612 faiioi lya .

/ am offensive to my homeborn slaves.
50J '1131 / stink; II f31 = Arab. J^i! x. foetorem emisit (puteus);- so
Freytag, but Lane does not give this meaning, which is accepted by OL,
after Ew De Di, but to snuffle, and to have ^jUj>. a kind of disease of the
nose. OL compares also Syr. jkLaL hannina, rancid. The existence of a

w IJAN, smell, stink, is established by the Heb. word IJIX stench, Jo 220
(hence Du would read '131X in the present passage), which implies a \/flX,
i.e. fl-X = fl"D or fl-E' to make or emit odour; and this HAN (KHAN)

is probably a weakened form of the primitive Asiatic root KAN(GAN),
which we seem to see in the Sumerian GIN, sweet, pleasant {tdbu ; cf
31D1 13p Je 620), KU(N), sweet, and in the Chinese kan, kam, kein, ko, sweet,
which Edkins regarded as the source of hong, Jap. kyo, kom, incense,

sweet-smelling (Rad. 186). We might read ''IJIXI and my stink (cf Jo 220).
In St. i perhaps 'I'l my smell or odour > my breath : cf Gn 2727 Ct 73.
In St. ii 50J i3D3 i33 might perhaps mean sons of my mother : cf 310 ilPl
13D3 doors of my womb = doors of the womb that bare me. In Mi 6',
however, we have the expression i3D3 il3 fruit of my body {belly) as
parallel to il133 my firstborn ; so that we might perhaps prefer to render the

sons ofmy body. The Prologue tells of the sudden death of Eyob's sons,

i. e. the sons of his principal wife ; but ' the sons of the concubines ' or

secondary wives (cf Gn 253) might be intended, although these are not
otherwise mentioned. Eyob slifi had lllDX (Gn 20" 2i'o-i2 308 al.). Il

is thus that © understands the phrase : -!rpoaeKaXovp,r]v Se KoXaKev'cov viovs

TraXXaKi'Sftiv pov, but I would entreat with flatteries sons ofmy concubines =
13D3 133 133 ili.e'11: cf iiioi". In 2013 © reads ilU for i3D3; and it

seems possible that 1113 133 the sons of my house (cf II13 iTPi Gn 14''')
was the original reading here.

V. 18. Even boys (O'P'iy ; so 21") despise me;

Would T rise, they speak against me (Ps 5020).

(Or Let me but rise (stir, move), and they pass remarks on me)

lOlpX : if I rise up, i.e. set about something; cf. Ps 139'. Others
think he refers to his struggles to rise from his seat on the ash-heap. Cf
also 2 K 228 for the mockery of the young lads. (Du, who explains

' if he goes out, or goes about '.) © ot Se ets tov olusva = OPiyP Oil pro

0'l5'iy 03(1) ! The same queer blunder appears again, 21". The translator

did not know the rare word piy boy. He renders st. ii oTav dvaoTw KaT
ipov XaXovo-tv—an excellent translation.
2J10 T
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V. 19. All the men of my circle (my intimates) abhor me (cf Ps 88'),
And they whom I loved have turned against me.

For 'liD '1D"1)3 all the men of my counsel or converse, © has 01 tSovTcs pe,

they who saw me (®a iSotcs = etSoTes, knew me) = (?
) 'yillD-liS (Gn 451).

». 20. are St. i is too long for the metre. Either iliy3 or ilE'33 belongs

to St. ii (cf 73 1 818) ; .^ve must therefore omit one of them here. For the

language, cf Ps 1028 'lE'sl" ')?xy li?3l (Js for 3
,

as in 2910). An emaciated
person is said lo be 'nothing but skin and bone '. The key to st. ii might

perhaps be 13" '3E'3 'IE'3 XE'X T carry my flesh in my teeth; said of

running a great risk and escaping with difficulty (cf. the parallel stichus :

And Iput my life in my hand = i Sa 2821). We might then read '1)01X1
'3E'3 '''W11 And I have escaped with my flesh in my teeth: i.e. like some
animal impeded in its flight by carrying off its young in that way. St. i

® : e'v Se'ppaTi pov eadyrrjaav al adpKe^ p.ov = 'l?'^ '"'?!?"! ^ni5?3 In my
skin rotted my flesh, which Du says is ' clearly the correct text

'

(could one

say 13pl ii'B'3 'liys, as Du writes ?). For si. ii © gives Td S
e bard pov iv

dSoCo-tv exeTat= :'3E'3 nypm '(l)OXyi. (For e'xw = tlX, vid. 17' 1821

2i3
3013.) © thus om. Iiy2. Bickell, Du, accordingly read '3B' IDpoiJl

And my teeth have slipped away (or out: cf 41"); which is metrically
too short, while 0'3E' is strictly feminine. Possibly we should restore

'3E' ilE'30 1301)0111 And my teeth have slipped forth from my flesh; but

obviously the term required is gums, not flesh (see OL s.v. DPO). (®* for
dSovo-tv gives dSvvats = '3y3 (30" ®) for i3E'3 ; an interesting variant,

exhibiting the common confusion of y with E'.)
z;. 21. Pity me, you my friends, (om. i331^ melr. gr.)
For the Hand of Eloah hath stricken me! (i" Is 53^.)

® ^ di/'ap.e'vi; pov iaTiv = ^"^i} (points only). Kvpiov =
llli pro lll'X, ul

alibi ap. ®.

V. 22. Lit. Why like El will ye pursue me.
And are not sated of my flesh?

(® again pl. ciTrd aapKusv pov. So also 31'!.) The suggestion piX3 like

a hart instead of 1)X3 like El is plausible, but more obvious and common
place. Besides, lix would be more natural of hunting a hart (10").
According to Tt, Eyob accuses his friends of siding with his Divine

Persecutor. ® Std ti pe SwuKeTe wa-Kep Kal b Kvpios. Cf 1 323. 'For
him (leg. ilX) whom Thou hast smitten they pursue

'
(Ps 6923 ; a psalm

which contains other echoes of this ch.) St. i
l of my flesh ; i. e. with

portions of it. Cf 3181. To eat pieces of a man is an ancient and
common Semitic metaphor for slander and calumny. The Assyrian

word-fists prove that il was originally Sumerian. Thus we find EME-

KU . KU (lit. Tongue-eat-eat = ' One who devours with the tongue '),

explained by the Assyrian dkil qargi, lit. ' eater of pieces ', i. e. slanderer
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(Br. 840); and the phrase akdlu qargi, ' to eat the
pieces'

of any one, ' to
slander', is common in all periods of Assyrian. It is also found in
Aramaic, both old (Inscrr.) and new (Dan

3*
623) ; while in Arabic they

say 'akala lahmahu,
' he eat his flesh ', in the same sense. (Cf also

PS272; where the phrase IIE'3 IX P3xl) to eat my flesh is used in much
the same sense of false accusation.)
vv. 23-24. Since his persistent affirmation of a clear conscience and

his arraignment of what he cannot but regard as unjust deafing on the
part of God (if the traditional doctrine that all human suffering is penal

be true), fall upon deaf ears and unsympathetic hearts, Eyob is fain lo
appeal lo posterity :

that my sayings might be written,—
That my words might be inscribed in a roll,—
That with stylus of iron and (with) lead
They might be graven in rock for ever !

In St. a I have substituted 'l^^ my words for 1 iSX (loX plur. 2222
32" 613-25.26 82 2312 333 'IDX 3212 inox 348'). Tt is too long for the metre.
The second fli 10 seems superfluous; I have therefore read IDD? 'P'?1
Ipl'
in St. b. If Duhm's 11303 in his roll be right, why not also 111X3 in

his rock in st. </? (For the construction ;ii iD c Imperf. without Waw,
see 68 14^8.) In st. c leg. 113y31 and\^l'Cn lead (i.e. with leaded lettering,
for greater permanence), which gives a better-balanced rhythm. Duhm

thinks it strange that Eyob should express so emphatic a wish that his

words should be written in a book, and asks. Why should not Eyob

write them down himself? Therefore, he concludes, that Eyob's wish is

for a record in God's book of remembrance. The answer lo Duhm's

question, however, would seem to be that, although writing was freely
practised in the patriarchal age to which the figure of Eyob belongs, it

was confined, so far as we know, to an official class of scribes whose art

and mystery it was, as is amply attested by the remains of Babylonian

and Assyrian antiquity. Eyob was no more likely lo write down his own
compositions than a Bedawi poet of his own or any later age. And

even if that were otherwise, Eyob's physical condition of extreme
helplessness is conceived as precluding all possibility of such a thing.

© Tts ydp dv SuItj ypatft^vai Ta p-i^pard p,ov {=^ Tl)
TeOrjvai Se avTa ev ySt/SXto) ets tov aliova (= 15?P 1DD3 fl'1).

Cf 292, Tt's dv pe $eir] = '33i;iD. The verb |13 is here taken by ® in
the sense of put or place; a meaning which it bears in many other
passages from Gn i" onwards. Ipll is then omitted, perhaps as super
fluous, if not also unintelligible ; and the stichus is finished off with
lyP = ets TOV atuivo, transferred hither from st. d (v. 24 b). Thus it

cannot be said with certainly that © omits the second fli 10 (so Duhm
T 2
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and Kittel), but only that it understands and renders the verb fn3 as it

does in above eighty other passages of OT. Then, for v. 24, ©^ presents

merely ev ypa^iio aihrjpio Kal poXc/3to = St, a; but B^^KA supply the other
clause r/ iv irerpai'S evyXv^^vat =

JP^Xl.i "11X3. (© seems tO give Tre'Tpai

plur. for lix. Is 2'o, where, however, it perhaps read 'il1X3, cf vv. 19,
21. So probably here.)
Theodotion's ip for a witness, instead of IVb for ever, is very
attractive and may be right. At any rale, it correctly specifies the object

of the desired record. Duhm calls il 'a not incorrect, but self-evident
addition '. The same, surely, might be said of 15?^ . Eyob had said •

before, i6i», that his Witness was in heaven ; but here he is longing for

an eternal witness on earth.

vv. 25-27. It is generally recognized that this famous passage has
suffered considerable corruption in the course of transmission. The

ancient Versions diverge from the Hebrew text and from each other ;

and that text itself presents unmistakable evidence of those detrimental

changes, many examples of which have already perplexed us in this and
previous chapters of the book. Upon close scrutiny, however, one fact

stands out clearly and conspicuously, which may prove to be a clue to

the essential meaning of the passage, even if it should fail to enable us
to restore the original text with anything more than a relative degree of

satisfaction or certitude. Eyob affirms, with all the emphasis of solemn

repetition, that he will eventually ' see God
' (ixi i3iyi , . . lll)X itix).

The obvious implication is that this Vision of God will be the all-satisfying
close of his prolonged and inexplicable sufferings. And Eyob does not
hesitate to give his unfeeling friends, who have so long insulted his

misery with groundless assumptions of his secret guilt, the stern and even
savage warning, ' Fear ye the sword for yourselves ! ' (v. 29); as though
his own vindication was to involve Divine vengeance on their heartiess and

obstinate cruelty. I shall see God! . . . My {own) eyes will behold Him !
It is what I am waiting for with soul-consuming desire (v. 27 c). The
question at once suggests itself did Eyob, in fact (i.e. in the development

of his poetical history), ever 'see God'? In other words, is the Deus ex
machina the culminating point and conclusion of the whole spirit-stirring
drama ? We know, of course, that il is. lahvah answered Eyob out of
the storm-wind—an immediate physical manifestation (381 400 ; cf Ez i').'

We are left in no doubt about it by Eyob's own words (423), which

surely were not written without intentional reference to the present

passage : / had heard of Thee by hearsay ; But now my own eye hath
seen Thee! (llXl i3iy liyi; cf 1X1 i3iyi, v. 27*). Eyob's prophecy,
then, finds its fulfilment within the limits of the poem itself He is not
represented as looking forward to the establishment of his innocence
after he had passed out of the body into the dim world of the dead
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('after death, apart from the flesh': OL s.v. itl); much less is he
anticipating his own resurrection from the dead at the Last Day (so 93).
He simply declares his unalterable conviction that lahvah, the God of
righteous Retribution (niOp3 l)xPs 941) will appear to right his lamentable
wrongs in the present life (cf v. 29), before his disease has run its fatal
course (1622).

Scio enim quod Redemplor meus vivit,

Et in novissimo die de terra surrecturus sum ;
Et rursum circumdabor pelle mea,
Et in came mea videbo Deum meum.
Quem visurus sum ego ipse,

Et ocufi mei conspecturi sunt, el non alius :
Reposita est haec spes mea in sinu meo.

Thus does St. Jerome find in this passage a clear and precise statement
of the faith of Christendom concerning the Resurrection of the Dead (cf.
Joh ii2<). But what was his authority for the striking divergence of the
second line from the Masoretic text ? Did he possess a Hebrew codex
written by some Pharisee (cf. Acts 238) which actually gave it in the form

DIpX 13y bvc flilXl DI131 ? Or did the Rabbi whom he consulted assure
him that the line might be so emended? Or was the First Pers. of the
verb here merely a guess of his own, based on the fact that the verbs of

the foUbwing stichi are all in the First Person except the last ? What is
certain is that, with whatever written or oral assistance, the learned Father

was working upon a Hebrew text not very different from Tt, and that

he was by no means dependent upon © or other antecedent versions.

That he exercised a critical judgement upon the difficulties of his text is
apparent from his rendering of the next distich (v. 26), which as it stands

in Tt cannot possibly be regarded as authentic : Et rursum circumdabor
pelle mea,^ ' And again shall I be encompassed with my skin ' = liyi
113153 iliy(3). Here instead of the baffling nxt 13p3 he reads or corrects

iri3i33, understanding the verb as Niphal Perfect (Prophetic) of eip3 to go

round (Is 29I; Hiph. ch. i3; 190), although the Niphal of this verb has not

been recognized elsewhere. It may be that St. Jerome's rursum is merely
a loose rendering of inx afterwards; but since liy and liy are often
indistinguishable in MSS, his rendering of the stichus may really preserve

a. conflate reading my liy. In the remaining stichi his version agrees

with 5K, except that in v. 26'= he reads ilE'331 et in came mea, instead of

ilE'3D1 et ex came mea (an important variation which supports our view

of the general meaning of the passage), and in v. 27'' he escapes the

absurdity of locating the kidneys in the bosom by reading, as it would

seem, '1)03 my hope instead of inil53 my kidneys, and perhaps taking 1P3

are consumed as a defectively written X173 is confined, shut up.

' Cf. Cic. Univ. ' Animnm (Deus) circumdedit corpore et vestivit extrinsecus '.
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The Greek translator starts well, with an elegant paraphrase which
reads almost like a reminiscence of the tragic tale of Prometheus :

otSa ydp OTt de'vads iariv b exXvetv pe pteXXiov
For I know that he that is to release me is eternal

(de'vaoi, Aesch. Suppl. 554 ; TOV ipe, Prom. Vinct. 800) =
11 i?X3 (13)

'lyii
13. 7X3 is not so rendered elsewhere (ayxto-Tevwv,

Le 2523 f- Dt 193 al.). © p1l3 here : cf. ipi31 = ckXvot^s, Gn 27". 11 is
understood as ever-living, naturally enough. (Yet it is curious to observe
that in Is 4812 filix the last is rendered ets tov atwva = de'vaos ; for fllixi
is the next word in the Hebrew here, and ® apparently omits it.) The
second stichus in © runs 25 b and 26 a together thus : eTrt y^s dvaar-^aat

TO Seppa p.ov TO dvavrXovv TavTa, Upon earth may he raise up my skin

which exhausteth or goeth through (cf Prom. Vinct. 375 ctvTX);o-ets) all
this! = INt «ipi3 niy Qipi 13y l?

y
(cf Is 291). ('i ripi3 might be supposed to

mean 'going the round of
this' = completing this suffering. But possibly

© intended rather IXt p3i3, an Aramaism = IXt XXii coming out of this,
reading p313 for 1Sp3.) This is no improvement on Tt, the text of which

it really confirms, except in the apparent omission of flllX (perhaps
supposed to be covered by d p.eXX<jiv) and lixi. The next stichus is

strangely represented by Trapd ydp Kvpiov ravrd piot avveTeXeadr], For
from the Lord all this was accomplished to me = IPX 1? 173 'lE'DI instead
of 5K's 117X ItlX ilE'3D1 ; which, again, is far from being an imprdvement.
(Kvpios = 'IE* in eight other passages in Job.) ll)3 'h = pot oT;veTeXe'o-^Tj
appears to come from the next verse. There can be little doubt that Tt

ItlX is right here. In the first two stichi of v- 27, © had evidently a

Hebrew text identical with Tt, although it has altogether missed its
purport : d eyu epavTU) avve-!riaTap.ai, a b 6(f>6aXfji6s pov eopaKev (®^ oi
6(j>6. pov eopdKaaiv) Kal ovk dXXos. For the third stichus ® gives : TrdvTo
Se' poi avvrcTeXeaTaL ev koXttu = '- ipl3 V 173 731, instead of ipl3 ilil)3 ll)3 ;

which does not help us at all, though it gets rid of the ' kidneys ' in the
bosom.

We may now submit a tentative reconstruction of the Hebrew :

'Sxh iriyT ijx 13
:Dipi -i3y-l)y iixi

b
x niop3 iiiy3 iix

'•^'ib^. 'I.!!!!?
'¦)?'??i

(Is 428) iix xl)i y-iE'x
(Is 4312) irxl)i 11X1' i3iyi

(321)
111313 in'Ss lb
[:il)D3 X3; 13-15)]

For I, I know my Avenger;
And at last He will rise up on earth;
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/ shall see, while I yet live, EVs revenges, (Ps 58'^)
And in my flesh I shall gaze on Eloah!
I shall behold Him and not Another,
And mine eyes will look on Him, and not a strange god!
My kidneys are wasted with my waiting
{Until my hope shall come).

». 25. 501 11 il)X3
iiyii

13x1 But I—Iknow my living Avenger (Ho 2^ al.).
If the meaning were / know that my go el is alive, we should expect '?
after 'lyii, as in 92-28 jgis 13I8 al. Besides, the question of the existence
of God is not raised in the book (as it might very well have been in
connexion with the main problem). Both Eyob and his friends take it
for granted throughout. 11, Oni, lil are never predicated of God in
Job (except in the common formula of the oath, 272). Cf. 1610. The
St. is also metr. too long (four stresses). The 11 may be due to the 11
of the following word. Otherwise, apart from the above considerations,
we might read st. ii as follows : Dipi -|2y ^yi ^'^¦^in He liveth and on earth
will appear. (For Dipi cf. also 168 Dt 1913, of a witness coming forward.)
IIX^ and afterwards or by and by, Ps 732*. But 50J flllXI (18^0; joined
with bxh in Is 443) may mean And last of all. He will stand up as
a witness, on earth, I3y by ; lit. on (the) dust = on the ground, as in
39" (of the ostrich

leaving'
her eggs on the bare ground), and 4123

{there is not on earth his like, of the crocodile) ; Is
47' {sit on the

ground). At present He is in high Heaven, 161'. The distich might

also be read thus :

il)X3
iiyii

13x1 I
Dipi i3y-l)yi xii"'i

But I, I know mine Avenger; \ He liveth and will rise up on earth!
V. 26. And I shall see; pointing llKI for 501 IIK) And after. The
•v/lll to see is attested by the Assyrian hdru, sehen, ansehen, anblicken,
ersehen (HWB), a synonym of amdru, atd (2 R 35. 20, 21 ef; MA),
as well as by the Aramaic (Syriac) »cu. to see. in my lifetime,

\\t.in my continuance; 'li^d) for 'ii5', Ps 10433. Perhaps simply 'liV.
revenges : ' The whirligig of Time brings his revenges

' (Shakespeare).

llDp3 Ps 1 8<8 94I. lahvah is 11Dp3 ba God of Requitals or Revenges.

For the sense, cf also Ps 5812 : D^3 itl he hath seen vengeance : Je 1 1'" 51''.
50J IXT 1Sip3 'liy 11X1 is usually rendered : And after my skin, which they
have struck off {allndlng to the ravages of his disease)

—this! (so OL); that

is
,

this will happen ! But after my skin is an extraordinary expression to
denote a point of time ; and the pregnant use of IXt is both unparalleled

and. intrinsically improbable, although the Targum assumes it here :

Xl^X 311 ipiX 110301 XI 1.11 iSE-p 131X1 113 ft?1 And after my skin
has been breathed into (a reference to Ez 37*), this will happen; And out

ofmy flesh I shall again see God! © has the curious version 11 i3E'D Pyi
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'31 il'l)13. X1113 'tl '3'y Xll)xl5 Xtll fX '103 l5yi ]>bn 7131X And againd
my skin these things have set themselves round about, and against my flesh.

Ifmine eyes see God, they see light I For my reins are quite perished. Sec. ;
apparently reading 'i31 ilE'331 IXt 13p3 myni , and taking flp3 (like 93) for
flp3 to go round. (A trace of the same thing may perhaps be recognized

in ©'s Trapd ydp Kvpt'ov TavTa pot avveTeXeaOri, since illy might have
been misread ilE', while oTjveTeXe'o-^jyo-av= 13ipl in @ i3.) The proposed
'T'* 1i5W 'IV 11X1 And Another as my Witness (i6i3) will raise himself
with me is dubious Heb. (f)pf Ps 145" 146* only, of lahvah lifting up the

bowed or prostrate). A similar remark applies to 'll^pi : And as my
Testifier T shall see Eloah.

V. 27. 50? gives three stichi instead of four and, moreover, continues
the context in ordinary prose style : 1? ItlX i3X lE'X Whom I shall gaze
on for myself . . . Remembering Nu 24", I long since conjectured
131E'X (208) / shall behold Him for 13X lE'X Whom I; and 1I5 itix,
which looks like dittography from the preceding stichus, supplies material

for lix XPl and not another (cf Is 428), which provides a parallel to
It xl51 (Is 43^'), in the next stichus (where the Prophetic Perfect 1X1 may
be right; cf ^ll in Nu I.e.). Thus the form of the distich, v. 27 ab,
exactly reproduces that of Nu 241'^-!'. The third stichus probably ended
with 111313 through my waiting (321) corrupted in 50J into ipl3, by loss of

1 and confusion of 13 with p. Its fellow has disappeared altogether. Our

il)03 (or 111)03 , 43) may find some slight support in the spes mea of 93 in

the previous line.

V. 28 f Ifye are saying, 'How shall we run him down.
And find the cause of the thing in

him?'

Be afraid for yourselves because of the sword I
(Or, Fear ye a Sword for yourselves I)
For Wrath will consume the unjust I

If ye are saying; among yourselves; laying your heads together to
entrap me into an admission of guilt, in which you could recognize the
' root of the matter ', the real cause of my calamities. Or else, ifye are
saying in your heart, i. e. thinking (as Duhm takes it).

How ? Heb. 10, which is so used Gn 4413. (Cf 262 How!)
in him, Heb. 13. So about a hundred codd. and ^ 93, instead of the
meaningless '3 in me of the Textus Receptus.

How shall we run him down or to earth ; lit. pursue him ? ® has the
instructive variant 1313 for f|113 : Tt ipov/xev evavTi avTov ; = il) 1313 10
(13': where 1? =for him). Perhaps this is right, as it gives a good
sense, and 1P P)113 ID is rather strange : Ifye muse. What shall we say to
him. That we may find in him the cause of the thing?

V. 29. Fearye a Sword; or the Sword. The Sword of Divine Justice

is
, of course, intended, which would avenge Eyob's wrongs upon his
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persecutors. Dt 32*i-<2 Ju 718 Is 343 6613. (® dTrd eTrtKoXv'ppaTos = i330
131, cf Je 148-* eireKaXvi/rav = 131. A curious error, due to illegibility of
Heb. MS. Confusion of 3 with 3, and vice versa, is very common ; cf
v. 28.) For wrath will consume the unjust =^ '^y2r\ Oviy 101 13: see
Is 4223, where IDl heat, hot anger, and iy3 to burn up are similarly
connected. SOI 311 113iy 101 13 is ungrammatical and untranslatable,

unless any one can find satisfaction in For heat (is) sins of {the) sword.
© Ovpb's ydp dvdpovs eTreXevo-cTai, For Wrath will come upon lawless
o«« = I3yi 'il^iy b

}
) IDl 13 (eVe'pxopat = I3y 1510 Na3i9al. More

usually it represents X13 ; e. g. 20^2^. This 13yi may have been a mis

reading of iy31. For dvdp,ovs, cf dvopa = iPiy 27*; Tuiv irapavop-wv
= l)iy 27'. The verse ends with a third stichus, which is probably an
interpolation : In order thatye may know—what ? f'lE* K©'A02 © 33 that
(there is

) a judgement: Q fUE*, apparently the same. But filB' could
hardly stand for fi E'.'E' (cf Ps 58.") ; and if it could, E' = lE'X is other
wise unknown to our book. ''!!E' is a probable correction (so Ew Di) ;

and the original line may have been ; ilE' lyii fyol) That they (©) may
know Shaddai (a marg. note). ©'S : Kat TOTe yvwaovTai ttov eaTiv avTtov 17

vXij =: (!
) DXy f)X lyi'l ; but ®^ : Kat TOTe yv. OTt ov8ap.ov avTcov 1
7 io-;^vs

e'oTtv= (iol)) DS5J t'N 1V11
(19' 3021)— a difference of pointing. [In 293

® gives vXwSijs, woody, wooded, where 50J has '"^E* Shaddai. But there 50?

'lOy IIE' liy3 While Shaddai was still with me is obviously right, and ®'s
oTi ^prjv vXuStjs Xtav, When I was exceedingly woody (substantial }), a

mere curiosity of interpretation. The passage, however, lends some
support to the conjecture that vXi; = HE' here. Perhaps avrolv -r/ vXr] =

Diyi, which might be a misreading of filE' ; E' being broken up into yi,
and 31 run together into D.J I

t is natural to compare Ps 921 D'M I5>li

; IDl E'13X Let the nations know they are {but) mortal men !

Chapter 20.

V. 2. Therefore : f3P : but © f3"(X)? Not so ; but cf st. ii because of
this. For Di3yE' anxious thoughts, see note on 4". reply to me: 1322

333-82 al. 'Sit. \\. because of this ; scil. which thou hast just said. IXt (or

il'X) must be restored to the text after the Prep. they speak to me : rg.

'h 11'E" (cf. 128 note) instead of the evidently corrupt 13 IE'11 my hasting
in me. Perhaps rather 13 'B'i they muse (or complain) in me. His indignant

thoughts compel Zophar to speak again. ® ' Not so did I suppose thou
wouldst utter these contradictions; And you(!) have no better under

standing than
I.' (Illegible Heb. text.) But 93 et mens in diversa

rapitur = '3? EilJ 13y31 ; and the occasional confusion of D with E'
(see 1523) suggests

Dll'
(01') for E'l!', so that the st

might orig. have said

And with anger (n3y3l) or And within me (i31p3l) my heart waxeth hot
('31) Dili): Ps39<. Others would read And because of this my heart is

stirred up ('3l» E'l'i fPs 45^) ; but the dTr- E'l! expresses joyous, not angry.
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emotion. On the whole, we may perhaps prefer the following version of

the couplet :

Not so (®) do my thoughts
respond to me ;

But within me my heart waxeth hot.

V. 3. A lit. translation of 50J would be The correction or chastisement of
my reproach or ignominy (i.e. My shameful correction ; cf Is 533) I hear ;
And a spirit out of my understanding answereth me (cf v. 2). So ®.
St. i then refers to Eyob's scornful words and threats. But the Hebrew

is strange. For 1d1)3 (here only in Job) see Ps
44" 692". Since st. ii

continues the thought of v. i, it seems probable that st. i. originally
expressed something similar. We therefore suggest 'lip3 my reins

instead of 1101)3 (cf Ps 16' il1il)3 131ID1 my reins corrected or instructed

me); a frequent parallel to 3I) heart, Ps 71" al. Je 1713: The monition of
my reins (my inmost thoughts and feelings) / hear ; And my intelligent
spirit (leg. 15'3D 'ffll pro 50J '1J'3D 111) answereth me. Cf ® ex -r^s
o-vve'o-etos = fJ'?? (a difference of points only). The n of 11313D really
belongs to the next word, which should be i33yi (not i33yi as 50J), since

111 spirit is fem. (6* 10" 171 21*) in Job.—In the opening quatrain Zophar

merely affirms that he speaks with all due deliberation, not offhand and

without previous thought (cf 1 12).
V. 4. Reading S^PH c i cod. (cf © p^ TavTa e-yvws ktX) instead of Tt
IXtl. St. ii. from the placing of man on the earth ; viz. at his creation.
To delete DiE' (Ki) would spoil both sense (see Gn 28 DE"l) and metre.

© gives the meaning correctly :

d<^'
ov iTeBy\ dvOpiairos i-irl t^s y^s.

^- 5- joy : 1331 : lit. shouting ; cf Assyr. rininu, ' whining '. The
'V^f31 cry aloud, usu. from joy, but also from grief (La 2"), may be akin
to ]ib or fl? to murmur (cf Sum. LIL, the wind, from its wailing), and to
Assyr. ramdmu, ' to thunder

' (LIL = LIN = RIN, RIM), soon over :
311^1?: an idiomatic phrase found in Ez 78 Dt 32" Je 2328 ('at hand',

'

anear

'

as opp. to ' afar ', of place ; then of time, ' not far ', ' near

' in

either direction, past or future; e.g. 'lately', Dt 32", 'soon' or 'shortly',
Ez 78, and adjectivally, ' not farreaching ', ' short ', as here). © paraphr.

TTTtofMi i^aiaiov, ' The joy of the impious (plur.) is a signal
fall'

: see 4"

923 18". (Did © read 0X13 for 31ipo and 13X, Priii», or TX
= dTrwXeta, for y31"iiy, in a defaced text ?)

V. 6
. his height, or grmvth, stature. Tt IXIE' his loftiness ; a aTr- with

which we may perhaps comp. fXiE*, 'the Lofty '(?), as a name of Hermon.
inx?' his dignity or exaltation, majesty (13") has been proposed. Perhaps

1X3E' his growth : cf 8'-" 1 223 al. ® his gifts ('E* Ps 688° al.) supports Tt.

9
3 superbia eius = 111X3. © 1011 his height (or pride). In st. ii, ® 17 S
e

^vo-ta avTov pro WXll (? lE'Xl = IlE'xl !).
V. 7. Tt 13X1 nV3li ll)l)33 Like his own dung he perisheth for ever. ' The
dung-heaps which are used as fuel and consequently

disappear'
(Dillon).
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So RV : cf Ez 4". Butsurely the disappearance of these would be gradual,
and certainly not rapid enough for the figure. We may read ll)l33 In his
greatness (Ez3i2-') or, better, instead of mh ll)l);3, I11-i33l) 1^31)33 like a
dustwhirl before the wind (Ps 83") or perhaps fOI bhy2 like a whirl of
chaff and stubble (cf Is 17"). © paraphrases with the unfikely guess
oTov ydp SoK^ r\hri KaTeartipixOai, For whenever he see7neth to be now firmly
established, then {Sec as 501) = ll)133 in his greatness or pride. Instead of
VXl they who saw him © eiSdres = Vyii they who knew him.
v. 8. Cf Ps 7323. Like a dream that flieth : so © wa-irep e'vvTrvtov
eKTreTacr^ev ov p.r] evpeO-fj (S*??^! *<?) : 93 Velut somnium avolans non

invenietur. Or Like a dream he flieth away (cf Ps 90'"), and they (' who
saw him') find him not (so 50?). St. ii

. And he fleeth: pointing 11^1.
50? IT^ Hoph. And he is made to fly, chased away (cf Hiph. 181*) ; which

is hardly the way a dream departs. © eirTij
Se' = 11?1 ; 93 transiet.

V. 9. that once glanced at him; or descried him 28': but in Ct i3 :)tE'
= SjlE' to scorch. (Perhaps distinct Roots. With ^'V look upon, cf 13S
watch, look out, and perhaps Sum. SHAB, baru la liri, 'inspect, of flesh '

or 'Seer of the omen'; with C|t"E' scorch, cf 3"3E' burn, flame)
beholdeth : leg. 1311B'i pro 50? 'E'l (due to preceding cjioil). Though

starred by the Hexapla, the verse is necessary to the completion of
the quatrain. (This, however, might be effected by connecting v. 11

immediately with v. 8, as some prefer to do, and rejecting vv. 9, 10, as

an insertion.)
V. 10. The resemblances noted between st. i and v. 19=^ (Ovl IVT
= Dil)l fXl) and between st. ii and v. 18^ (l33E'l = 3iE'0) have suggested
that we have here a variant or a gloss upon those verses. The likeness,

however, is not reflected in ©.

In 50?, as it stands, the two stichi are not parallel. To remedy this,
VlPl And his children (cf. @) or Dlill And their hands (i.e. his sons')
has been proposed in place of I'll And his hands. But the idea that the
wicked man's sons are brought so low as to court the favour ofpoor folk
by restitution of the gains of oppression, is more than dubious ; and the

meaning assigned to ISI' (a scribal error for 'SSli ? cf Z and v. 1 9) finds
no support elsewhere (on -/iVl see note 143). We might get a parallel
to VII his hands (st. ii) by reading 1133 his palms

(16" 31'; cf Is 593-3)
instead of Ii33 his sons (st. i). St. i might then be restored to His
palms oppress ('SflJ or

IXXli or, correcting the gend., 13S11 ?) the poor ;

cf. © His sons may inferiors destroy {<S>^OXaaiav, ut v. 19); © His sons
shall be broken b

y

poverty = 9
3 Filii eius atterentur egestate (both pointing

the vb. as Niph. 'Si.'). Hence some would render : His sons are crushed

(as) poor men ; a quite improb. construction. I
t will be noted that all the
Verss. imply -/fXl > 1X1. (RV marg. ' The poor shall oppress his
children

' = rg. of ®, but sense improb., and incongruous with st. ii ap.
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RV.) In St. ii
,
© gives at Se X^'P'^ avrov Trvpaevaaiaav dSvvats (-as, B^-''

N"^^AC), Let his hands signal to sorrows (or kindle sorrows) ! app. rg.
13isn or 13i5i5'n for 50? IJSB'l. But ©a il/r]Xa<t>-^aovaLv = riifm feel,
Gn 2712, or 13E'B'D1, 5" 1223 (cf Qp 3i8i.37)^ suggests the interesting sense
And his hands search through (' finger ' ?) their wealth or goods (to claim

them as his own, or otherwise annex them). © dSvvas = '31X (= D31X in
this case, not 131X as 50?). Perhaps, however, we should read some vb.

meaning to plunder, e. g. 13DE'l or TOPE'l or even iy3S31. (Both © and

3
5 et manus illius reddent ei dolorem suum confuse fix wealth with fix

trouble, sorrow)
Z). II. 50? lit. as RV His bones are full of his youth. So ©, 93; the
latter explaining lOvV by vitiis adolescentiae eius (cf. Ps 388 25'). If 'bv
be right, the verse simply means that the wicked man's youthful vigour

(3325) survives
unimpaired to his dying day; a sense which is hardly

suitable here. Besides, l(i'Dll)y m. plur. does not agree with 33E'l. Read,

therefore, 1ll)iy his injustice; which accords with v. 10.

V. 12. So ® 93, with stop at the end of the verse. But it is better to

extend the influence of the introductory particle DX (® idv, 93 cum enim)
to the three following stichi, as in our versions ; thus connecting vv. 12,

13 with V. 14 as the apodosis. Injustice is sweet in the doing, but bitter

in its results for the doer (cf also v. 16).
V. 13. Though he save or spare it. He finds it so delicious, that he
does not swallow it at once, but rolls it under his tongue, loth to let it go

down. Cf Pr 9"f- 20". (® prefixes ov to st. i perperam. 9
3 xecth ut Tt)

{holdeth it back: 13y3Di. ® avvd^ei, cf dSiKODs o-vvaydpevos v. 15 = 'sb'i.
But possibly al. awe^ei is right.)
V. 14. Into poison : leg. llliol) : cf 3021 ^jso £x 7"-2o. For the noun,
bitterness, gall, poison, see 1333 and v. 25 infr. ® here xoXiJ, 9

3 fel.

For St. i ® has Kat ov p,^ hwrjOfj fiorjOrjaai e'avTcp, And he will not b
e

able to help himself = lE'33l) lltyl) 1)311 xl)1. Cf with this the text of Tl

(c Apodot. 1) •]313 liyo3 1Dll)1. (® prob. intended by this app. incongruous

substitution 'But he is obliged to swallow it; he cannot help himself, keep

it as long as he will in his mouth '.
) In the closing st. ® ^oX^ (not ets

XoX^v) do-TrtSos shows that 11110 (not linol)) stood in ®'s Heb. text.
The Prep, must therefore have occurred in the previous st. Read there
fore IDlp into venom (6< Dt 3288 Ps. 583) instead of the jarring iOlli his
bread at the beginning of the verse, and so restore both symmetry and
sense :

Into ve7iom in his bowels it turneth, —

{Into) poison of asps within him.

». 1 5. © paraphrases Wealth unjustly gathered shall be vomited forth.
St. fi; © Out of his house (11130 : Tt rect^ 13D3D ; see on 19") an
angd will draw it (133^o; ut Gn 3728), Perhaps 13l)yi bringeth it up or
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13XV1' bringeth itforth. Tt 13E'li (see note on E'li 1 320. Not a Job word).
dyyeXos = I'X (? lll'X or OilliX : cf. Gn 312* Ps 8^).
V. 1 6

.

venom : E'Xl : which 9
3 confuses with E'Xl caput. © Bvpd%, as

in Dt3288. (Perhaps ® read 101 i. ivralh, 2. poison: see v. 14.)
V. 17. © Let him not see a milking of nomads, Nor pastures of honey and
butter! (perhaps reading 113703, and connecting the strange word with

Gk. dp,e'Xy<o, to milk. Then vopdSwv = 'lyi, i. e. Diyi i C 272-' and vopds
= 113 or niX3 Je 238-13.) That 50? cannot be original is certain ; the first
St. being short, and the second redundant in more senses than one.

11373 (Ju 5^3.16) is suspicious and should prob. be 131)3, which is followed
in the parallel pissage 293 by fOw' oil (cf Mi 6' fOE' ipi3 torrents of oil).
Others have suggested llS' fresh oil, which, however, does not occur in
1D"X, while, as we have seen, || locc. favour fOE'. (ill3 looks like a var.
of il)l3, or a gloss on ll3l)3. But cf. Ps 463 V3l)3 113 ; the latter being
the irrigating canals drawn from the main stream.)
». 18. 50? corrupt. Lit. Returning (or about to return) gain

(VJi aTr'

one cod. V^V toil, produce ; whence some read iV'3^ his produce), and he

swalloweth not ; According to the wealth of his exchange (1581 281') and he
rejoiceth not (39" Niph.). RV supposes st. i to mean : ' That which he
laboured for shall he restore, and shall not swallow it down ' : cf. v. 10

and 15. But the oppressor's wealth is not the product of his own labour
(yi3i). It is extorted from the poor (v. 19). ® eis Kevd Kat pATata iKO-n-iaaev,

irXovTOV ef ov ov yewreTat = (? DVDi)
yl)3i xl) ^'13 ysj Xl^l) : cf 92' 39I3

ets Kevdv eKOTrtWev = IV^i piip : Is 49* Je 5i38. I1113 : SO fifty codd. : for

3 y3' see Jos 24". yevo-' = Dyoi : see 12" 348: TrXoiJTos = pil 21' 3123.
For St. ii ® gives Sia-n-ep aTpi(t>vos dp-dar/TOi dKaraTroTOS, Like a tough

morsel unchewed, not to be swallowed. (See note on aTpi'^vo% in ®^ ap.

Swete). This = Dyl)i xl)1 . . . 3 . ® appears to have read
oyl)i (an

Aramaism; DyP, ¦~«>^ manducare, esse, 'chew ', 'eat') instead of
DPyi

he refoices ; a better parallel to yl)3i he sivallows (7"). That ®'s version

of the distich is more or less composite is evident : e. g. it bears traces of

both ?il3 and yva, while dp.daryTO^ (fr. pao-dopat) = Oypi X? and aKaTa-

-KOTos = yl)3i xl). We may perhaps read, partly following ® :

l)iyi xl'1 y3i xiE'l)

:

oyi'1 xl)i iixnil) I5111

He toils in vain without profit ;

He hopes for his crop and cats not.

Cf. also ©: He will turn to labour and will not swallow ; Ace. to the
power of his exchange he will not profit ()Jo(k«J). 9
S Luet quae fecit

omnia, nee tamen consumetur : iuxta multitudinem adinventionum suarum,

sic et sustinebit = ? 1)30^ il'1 (? 111101) ? IliDtt? 1''13 | yl)3^ xl'1
iV'S' 31E';.

Another attempted restoration is perhaps worthy of mention : V3J NIE'?
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:yl53'
xl'1 DVDi i313 l53X' xbl He labours in vain, and eats nd ; With

his palate he tastes, and swallows not. {Z^'Qf. pro VP3?. Cf. 2220103

= I'SX !)
w. 19. 50? For he hath crushed, he hath forsaken (^tV), the poor is not in
the poet's manner. ® TroXXdiv ydp dSwaToiv (X'^-" AC xecth ; B Sw. error
script, see 5^33116) qikovs edXaaev : a better parallel to st. i

i. Read

perhaps 3E'D the dwelling. For this word as syn. of I13 house see

Ex 1213-20. (oiKos is usu. 113, but sometimes I'lX 128 153*.) Otherwise,
we might read TJS' ftcck, 1612, or Vll arm, 22'. © Because he thought to

abandon (= 3t5? = 50?) the poor. Z NiPD'y = 131 the matter of the poor.

In St. ii read ^1J3 c !193 instead of ll?.3) ; cf ® Kat ovk eaTrjaev = xl'1
1131x1 apparently. The well-known metaphor of 'building a

house'

= establishing or perpetuating afamily (i Sa 233 Ru ^n^ jg ^ot intended,

the material house only being in question.

V. 20. 50? cannot mean RV, for l.c'E' is not quietness (IIPE* Pr 1 71) but
quiet, easeful (16122123), and 111013 is not a^^ght of that wherein he
delighteth ('»"») but in or with that, Sec. (cf Ps. 3912 Is 44'); and the vb.

abu Pi. requires an Accus. Obj. (623 2280 2912). The \/l01 desire, delight
in, does not recur in any of its forms in Job (though we might have
expected the Niph. desirable, valuable, in ch. 28); which seems a suspi

cious circumstance, esp. when taken in connexion with tTie fact that the

stichus in which it occurs is too short, while st. i is app. too long.

®^ OVK eo-Ttv avTOv atoTr/pia Ton's vrrdpxovaiv (®^ ovk eaTrj avT(u atoTrjpia iv

rots v-n-dpxovaiv avTov -|- v. 2 1 ^). ® therefore appears to have read
iIj (ly^i) yE'l xl' 13 For he hath no safety instead of ll'E' yii xl' 13, and
instead of 13D33 in his belly either II133 in his house (see on v. 15 and
1913 for the same confusion. Ta i-n-dpxovTa = 113 Gn 4518) or 131X3 in his
wealth (see v. 10 ; and rd v-n-dpxovTa avrov = 131X 18' 21I'). The context
favours the latter here (3 was repeated after 13X was misread 13D).

Instead of the dubious 111013 we propose v'H 313(1) And b
y the greatness

of his wealth (rd v-rrdpx- avToB = ll^l 15"), which at least restores the
balance of the stichus. The vb. must be pointed Niph. BtB^ c ©©X
Thus we get for the distich :

No safety for him in his wealth ;

Nor doth he escape b
y his great riches.

For the general form of the verse cf Ps 33'3-i8.
V. 21. ' There was nothing left that he devoured (RV) sounds
plausible enough; but TIL" survivor (v. 26; i8i3lsi3) is only used of
persons. Hence, though © supports 50?, we should read ll'lX3 in his tent
(1813). © 111711 fO of his generations or race: a paraphrase. ' There
fore his prosperity (lit. good) shall not endure

' (RV =
50?) i

s not a good

parallel to st. i. © Therefore his good things will not flourish {dvB-t\aei
= 1131 : cf. 14"). For i31D his good read io^ his name. The vb. b^'Tf
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shall be firm or enduring is doubtful both here and in Ps io3, although

the sense would suit. His name flourisheth (lit. buddeth or sprouteth) not
is a beautiful metaphor for childlessness (cf Nu 172-3 Ps 72"). Perhaps
eil51i (Ps 903-3) or

tjilrii (143); or even fl3i in the like sense (Ps 72" ; cf.
Sum. NUN rabd, NUM, LUM, ullubu, NUMUN, Ntl, zeru, 'seed',
' offspring ').

V. 2 2. Lit. when his sufficiency isfull, he is in straits (or want). pDE' dir-
Aramaism? cf. vb. i K 26^" Ecclus 15" p^^ suffice, abound. But possibly
PBE* = pox = y^Pfist, read backwards: cf the phrase isop t^bli fullness
ofhis fist, Le 22 512, and Gn 41" Oi^Op? by handfuls, i.e. abundantly.
In St. ii point POy suffering instead of POy sufferer (320), c ©93, both of
which om. 1' hand, power. Perhaps '1 sufficiency, abundance: Allpleni
tude of trouble attacketh him ; or read ! 13X31 POV i'l"??3 In all his plenty
trouble attacketh iiim. C^ prop, overflow, from ill to flow ; cf. 'E* gift
from HE' to put in the hand.)
V. 23. A tristich. St. i is obviously corrupt. It cannot mean His belly
shall be fllled! (Davidson, Driver); for tD3 is fem. (1585 Pr 1820). The
Hex. stars the line, but the mention of God is necessary to the context
(cf V. 15); and it is more prob. that either st. ii or st. iii is spurious.

Read 1303 xl'Oi (? lll'X) 111' lahvah or Eloah fllleth his belly; \ He looseth
against him (or sendeth into him : Am i^ Ps 104I0) the heat of his anger ;
And He raineth upon him His (?

) Terrors (leg. inilp3 or simply lilPS
terrors, c © dSv'vas = 'lliS 181127201 50? io^ll)?, which Dr doubtfully
explains into his flesh; cf % and Zp i": but the word evidently con
ceals the direct Obj. which should follow iDDi as in Ps 1 13 DilS.) © And
he will rain upon him in his valour (lll3131p3), app. pointing ioilPS qs.
in his fighting ; cf. 9

3 Et pluat super ilium bellum suum, which suggests

110ll)D vbv IDOl (or 'll'0"il53 1il5y '011) And He rains down upon him
His battle (or tiie weapons of His battle): cf the next two verses.
V. 24. © Kat ov pi^ amB^ iK x^'-pb'^ aih-qpov. This may confirm the
suspicion that DXI has fallen out at the beginning of the stichus : And if

he flee from arms (39^^') of iron, \ The bow of bronze transfixeth him : cf.
also © He who fleeth from the corselet of iron. Sec.
V. 25. App. a tristich; grammatically incoherent, and metrically defec

tive. Instead of 50? 113D XVI fjl'E', which is really nonsense, ® has the

excellent sense hieieXOoi he Std o-cipaTos avTov
'
^SeXos =WW f^bf XS'1

And the missile (Jo 2' /Se'Xos = ll5E') cometh out of his body {Tt 1130 might
- be retained if pointed li.SD, i.e. iW out ofhis back). The suggestion that
fPE' should be read, on the ground of Syr. f'SPB' a blade without handle or

hilt, is improb. .An arrow is intended, as the context shows. Cf Ps 1813

1443. IPS' recurs, 33'* 36". St. ii, the flash: i.e. the flashing steel of

the barb. pl3 lightning is similarly used in the Psalms cited above ;

Hb 3". © daTpa is a mere scribal error for daTpa-K-q = P^S, and ev
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SiaiTats {-T-rf) avTov = 171X3 in his tent is due to the translator's eye having
wandered to the end of the next verse, where that word occurs. St. iii.

D'D'X (11*3') 1'1'y
Upon him fall terrors (see Ps 553) is prob. a gloss.

(There seems no sufficient reason for regarding vv. 24-25 b Illloo as
an addition.)
y. 26. 2)? lit. All darkness is laid upfor his things laid up (flOD "JE'l 73

1'313VP); cf ®'A e'yKe'KpvTTTat Tots eyKetpe'vots avTov' a not very appropr.
sense, since it is for the wicked man himself > for his treasures that
' all darkness

' = every kind of misfortune is reserved : cf st. ii. fl3V must
be omitted (c ®) as a marg. variant of fiDD, which should be followed by
ip or 1'1)X (cf. 1522). For the -v/fOD hide see 3" (321 D'310DD hid treasures)
igio 3133 ^oi3_ .pj^ /ij-^g^ treasure up, also occurs some seven times in Job.
St. ii. For the anomalous pointing 'l.??*?! leg. the ordinary form
'P3X1 implied by the Versions and given by seven codd. The curious
phrase IB? X? E'X afire unblown seems to mean not fanned by breath or
bellows (ISO Je 623); i.e. not of human origin: prob. an allusion to i'3.

We must read 11D3 (cf. 41 12 1133 Ecclus 43* '33 113) for IB?, as Pu.

does not seem to be substantiated : cf © ^"'33 XPl X113 and 2: the fire of
hell which is not I'B? blown up. ® aKavo-rov but ®'^ dajieaTov unquench

able, not to be blown out — 1331"X? (Pr 2620 ; but not al. in Job).

St. iii is prob. an add. Cf v. 21. The text is unsatisfactory, however
we choose to vary the pointing of Ti^, (50?). If ^^ fire is the Subj. (RV),
the word should at least be yil (cf. '1)3X1 ad init.). ® KaKwaai = 5J1J.
© misread yii as E'31. "Phe old conjecture 5J1'. shall be grazed upon ox fed
upon = consumed is improb. and, indeed, unparalleled. If we read "IJ^SII,
we get good sense and a good parallel to st. ii : And consumeth the

survivor in his tent. (The reading suggested by Ki '131 SiSB* TjyT The
flame is quenched in his tent is ingenious, but also incongruous with st. ii,

though it might suit as a parallel to st. i, if we rejected st. u as spurious.)
V. 27. The mode in which Heaven and Earth attest the guilt of the
wicked man is made clear by v. 28. It is by the flood which sweeps his
house away. (Instead of i? IDOiplO we might read i3"iyp Dlpl And

earth stands up as a witness against him. Cf ® yrj he i-n-avaaTairj avTu,

9
3 et terra consurget adversus eum. 50? seems metr. short.)

V. 28. Tt The produce (P13i always elsewhere ofyield of the soil) of his
house shall depart (Pi? ; cf Is 24" Pr 2723); Things flowing ox running
down (lilj? ; cf. La 3*' : corrupt) in the day of his anger. Supposing
11133 = 1113X3 = 1113X3 his ingatherings or stores (cf Pr 68 i o3), we get

a passable parallel. But the loss of crops hardly suffices as a climax or

finishing stroke in the picture of ruin. Moreover, b'S' ad init. may have
been influenced by 1731 v. 27 ad init. ; and there is no immediate reference

for 13X D1'3, as God has not been njentioned since v. 23. Prob. we must
read nix his (the wicked man's) ruin (2180) instead of 13X his (God's)
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anger. For b\y> by we suggest 1)130
13^ (Hb iisPr 21') or perhaps 13!

(Mi i*-6 2 Sa 14"). There seems no reason why a late poet might not
use 1)13D (Noah's Flood, Gn 6"-t-) of any great deluge or storm of
destruction (cf Ps 2913). (The word l"i3p = *Sl33p ? ; cf Assyr. nabbaltu
= nanbaltu ?, the def. of Sum. IM-BAL, ' destructive wind ', ' hurricane '.
Nabdlu means to throw down or destroy cities. Since IM denotes both
wind, Idru, and rain, zunnu, it seems not impossible that the old Heb.
mabbdl may be a transformation of Sum. IMBAL.) Others have pro
posed

73J ?i3J The river rolleth away ; but neither ?73 nor
?3i watercourse

or canal, conduit (Is 30-'' 44*), for irrigation, seems to be so used. In
St. ii for 50? 11133 read iSlM And sweepeth it away (cf Ju 521 of a river).
Ki IIX 1331.; but what does this mean? © eXKvaai tov oTkov avroi!

aTrtoXeia cis Te'Xos | r]p,epa opyrj^ iireXOoi avTul. See Hb 1^3 e'XKVO-ev avTdv =
^-i^l}]; dvtaXeia = li3X Pr nio, or I'X* 2180. As ll>3 destruction may be
dTTtoXet'a (cf vb. ap. © 2" 922) and ets Te'Xos = '"'I'^l' 2 C 1 212, lli3 Ps 7412,
aTTQiX"

ets TeXos may be a dupl. equivalent of 1)13'. For st. ii © app.

read '3X OV XU' VPy. © The foundations of his house shall be exposed

{
= -'5'), And he shall be drawn away (y^^J = 1331' pro 11133) in the day
ofwrath; cf. 93 Apertum erit germen (= ilJia or iP'3| ?) domus illius |
Detrahetur in die furoris Dei.
V. 29. Om. DIX man, which is implied in 5;E'1 (922-24 jgjo 24831.), metri
gratia. Cf 27" Is 17"''. from lahvah = © Trapd Kvpt'ov, for which Tt
t\''TbiXQfro7n Elohim may have been substituted.
St. u. 50? bv.'q ilDX l2l?1 and the portion of his word (= sentence?)
from El; but the second word is unknovifn in such a use, and the parallel
locc. show that it is superfluous. See 2718 312 Is 17" 54" Je 1323. The
objection to NiiD = liio rebel (Nu 2010) is that the -/no is of doubtful
occurrence in Job (see notes on 172 232) except in the Elihu-section
(36^2), ® Kat KTrjp,a vTrapxdvTuiv avrol (®^^ avTOv) Trapd tov iinaKo-Trov

= (Es2ii) 5?1^D (18') i3iK (27I8) nl)131 or E'li!? (Dt H12). Read back

wards, either yii or E'li indicates '¦^!E'>?X : see 2713. But 50? may be a
perversion of b^ IXp ilP131 And his portion from with (i

.

e. assigned

hy)El: cf Is 54".
Chapter 21. v. 2. Comfort. 50? 1101131 abstr. intens. plur., as 15".

The m. form occurs thrice (see Je 16' 0'D113n); the sing, never. Kittel's
note 'I c ®@X9S D30P— ' is therefore erroneous. © mistakenly reads
^yoB' for 5?iDE' in st. i, and inserts a neg. in st. ii

.

V. 3. Ye may mock : reading plur. W'l)! pro 50? sing., c ® ©93, as the
parallel vb. and the context require. (® again inserts a neg., rendering

Then ye will not laugh at me. But Eyob hardly expected his friends to
become mollified towards himself by what he was going to say. He only
thought to silence them.)
V. 4. Lit. I—qf{b) man is my complaining {^tV'^) or musing} But a

2210 U
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vb. fin. seems to be wanting; and © T will speak (lOX pro i33X) may
possibly be right. Leg. "ipxi : Do I make my plaint ofa man ? Or why
should not »y temper be short ? (For I1IE' ® 17 eXeyfts pov : so 232).

V. 5. appalled or silenced (ib'' 178 1820): cf the parallel stichus and 40*.
The mystery of the wicked prospering in a world governed by God over

whelms Eyob with trembling fears and uncertainties (v. 6, 7); and he

thinks that, if his friends will but consider his presentation of the facts,

they will have nothing left to say. Cf Ps 17" 37 73 Je 121. Whether
he has sinned or not, it is a fact of common observation that the wicked

often prosper; a fact which contradicts their theory of the relation

between sin and suffering.

v. 6. confounded : or dismayed, ill)133 ; a vb. which © curiously renders

by o-TrovSd^co to make haste, 4" 221" (cf 23") as well as here (®2 xecth

6opv^ovp.ai, 2 2 10Tapdo-o-et). Cf. Aram. (Tg.) Pil3 to hasten, trans, bewilder,
terrify. The root is perhaps akin to I573 mingle, confuse, confound{Gn 1 1'),
or to Sum. BUL, to quake, tremble {ndsu) before a god ; cf. also Aram.
?3 heart = Ax. JIj. seizes : leg. ItlX fem. pro 50? tlX masc.
V. 7. The moral problem which so greatly disturbs him. mighty in
power : or in riches (bTi 5^ 152' al.) ©931. But © makes the expression

refer to physical strength : And grow old as mighty men of valour
(=l)*n 11133), app. reading '"l.S? pro 1133. Cf Ps 73*. This may be
right in sense, even if we keep 1133.
V. 8. St. i: cf Ps I02231'. The stichus is too long metr. If is prob.
that Doy with them conceals the vb. of st. 2, viz. D'lOyi or lioyi Is 66*2

Ps 1022': And their offspring (523 27" 318) endures in their sight.

(© 6 o-Trdpos avTwv Kara i/'v^'^v (
-1- avT&lv ©*) = DE'33 103 pro D1133P j133.)

V. g. Lit. Their houses are peace ; cf 523. © ev^j;vovo-tv = v?* are
quiet. La i3, or 1d15E' pro DIPE'; cf 93 securae sunt et pacatae.
V. 10. Their bull: DliE* c ®93 pro 50? illE* his bull Similarly in st. u
DllB their cow pro 50? illS his cow, where ® avTuiv iv yaaTpl exovaa
= 0113 their fruitful one, or Dill (cf. Ho 141). ®'-'^ recte SdpaXts. As

to the meaning, @93 interpret both stt. of the female ; but ©21 rightly
understand the 1. 1. of st. i as referring to the function of the male. The

V Pys to loathe, regard as foul, may be compared with l'X3 II, and with
713 Syr. The primary GAL, ffAL, is perhaps akin to Sum. GUL, bad.
calves: DP31 Pi.; cf. Aram, use (Tg. Syr.) spit forth, spue out; here of

easy delivery. (® hieawOrj, pointing as Niph.) Cf d1)D Pi. ova parere.
Is 3413.

V. II. play about: IpO'E'^ ludunt, 4020-23 2c 83 (of children playing) pro
50?
llpE'i

send forth, which does not seem very suitable (cf Is 7" 32*)-

Whither do they 'send forth their little
ones' ('iy 19")? Cf Gn 2 5«-

Moreover, st. ii is metr. short ; and ?.5??'i*33 like a calf, Ps 29*, or DiP35D

like calves, may have fallen out before the verb.
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® pfvovo-tv Se <Ls TT-pofiaTa aldsvia ¦=¦ DPiy fXV3 13E'i (Ps 98),

V. 12. Lit. They lift up (scil. the voice) with (accompaniment of) -tabor
and lyre (cf. Ps 49^''). The ' pipe ' (2: X313X from Assyr. iinbUbu, a reed-
pipe or flute ; cf Ar. 'unbdb, a reed) recurs 3081 : see also Gn 421.
V. 13. They end, or complete; reading 1?3| c Qeri, ® o-vveTe'Xeo-av, ©2 and
36" where the words are quoted. Cf Is 6522 (where also the text is IP?'

they wear out). St. ii 50? V3'!)31 And in an instant : i.e. they know no linger

ing pains; their death comes swiftly, is a matter of a moment : see 71* 20=
34^0
J
' a quick and easy

death'
(Driver). So ©93 ; but ® e'v Se dvaTrovo-et

aSov iKoipL-qdrjaav connects y31 with Vy31 II be at rest (Niph. Hiph. only),
pointing 5?J1?1 or y3l3l, and Z has NViaip31 (=? yi3ip Je 6i3), app. meaning
the same thing : And into the rest of the Grave (var. She'ol) they go down :
cf I K 23-3 2 K 2 223 jg 3^^5 But .^vhy jjot DIPE'S, as in these and similar
passages, if that were the poet's meaning ? No form or derivative of
•v y31 II occurs anywhere else in the book.
go down: 111.1 = 111', (cf Pr 171" Je 211'): metaplastic form from 113,
an Aramaism used in poetry. ® e'Kotp. = 133E" (3" 14^2 al,)^ or perhaps

113J they repose.

V. 14. ® has vbb. in sing., Xe'yet h\ (®A-|-d dae^-rii), returning to the
plur. in the next verse. Cf note on v. 3''. Kvpto) = pxl).
Z'. 15. tKayds=''!l^j SO3123982. But 6< Kvpiov= 'lE'(alii tKavoi;,®2o-a8Sat :
see Ez i" io3). This equivalent rests on a false etymology, viz. HE' = E'
Pron. Rel. He Who -t- n {is) Sufficient (so Rabb.). In 5" 83 -iravTOKpdToyp,
Almighty (so 15 times in the book). It is improb. that ilE' as a title of
God is akin to IE* demon (Dt 32"), Aram. ^<'^'E', Assyr. ledu, which is used
of evil spirits as well as good (leyu limnu). Rather is this ancient word

Shaddai, SaSSai, SaSat, to be compared with the Sumerian SATI (from
SAD ; cf. ITI from ID), bdmdtu (nios), hills, and SHAD, SAD, values of
the mountain-symbol ('V*-), from which Assyr. laddd, ladd, plur. ladde,

lade, mountain, is doubtiess derived. The great gods Asshur and Bel
were st)led ladH rabd. (Sum. KUR-GAL), 'Mighty Mountain'; cf ihe
Personal Name Saddd-M {his mountaiii). There may be a trace here of
primitive mountain-worship. In any case, it would seem that the old
Heb. (originally Babylonian) Divine title Shaddai is nearer in meaning to
fi'Py (' the Most High ') than to "W demon, {ladd also denoted an earthly
prince or potentate : Anp. I. 2 2 al.)
». 16. Tl lit. Lo, not in their (own) hand {is) their welfare : The counsel

of the wicked is far from me ('?0 221* 3010 Ps 1828). A parenthesis
repudiating all sympathy with such impious sentiments. But this is

improb. in the context which it interrupts. Nor can we suppose (with

RV marg.) an interruption at this point by one of the friends. The
verse looks like an interpolation by some scribe who felt bound to protest

against such arrogant impiety. ® ev ;^epo-tv ydp r/v avTwv Td dyaUd, epya

V 2
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Se dae^wv ovk e<^opa, omitting the Neg. Part, in st. i and app. reading
IB'yo 31D instead of l^y D31D, with 13B0 PDl ad fin. This is at least in
better harmony with the context : Lo, their prosperity is at their own com
mand ; The doings of the wicked are remote from Him (far from the Divine
notice). We get virtually the same sense if we read XPl Interrog. pro
xl" fl St. i ad init. Is not their pr. in their own hand P Possibly the
orig. text was D310 OT PXP'f'X Their ivcal is not subject to their own

control; Sec as in Tt. It appears, however, to be even more probable
that the verse is a corrupt form of 22I8: cf. Tt 0310 Dl'3 xl5 fl with
310 01'13 xIjD Xll (st. u is the same in both locc). Further, it is
possible that vv. 16-18 have been dislocated from one column to another

and really belong to the speech of Eliphaz. They fill up in a

desirable manner the lacuna between 2 a" and 22".

V. 17. How often: 103 which in 132' means How many ? and here is
understood to mean How seldom ! but may very well be How often! as in
Ps 78''3, In that case we have an utterance in perfect harmony with the
doctrine of the friends (cf i83-6 22"). Moreover, it seemed strained and
unnatural to make v. 18, which is much more forcible as a direct state

ment, depend on 103 (as well as st. in, which is prob. spurious). ® ov
p.r\v he dXXd ktX. (f3X pro 103 ; cf. 328 34SS) Nay^ but the lamp ofthewicked
will be quenched, also treats the verses as a categorical assertion. St. iii

,

lit. Portions (or Pains) He distributes in His anger. The Asyndeton is

strange and the sense doubtful. It is more likely that the stichus is an
interpolation than that a parallel line has fallen out of the text. If a

distich stood here once, it may have run somewhat as follows :

13X3 DtlXi 011)31

:nl)ii3 1)11

Sorrows seize them in His anser.—
Pangs as of the woman in travail.

Or, as this couplet is in the Qinah-meas\s.rt, 11D13 '13 1I5111 They writhe,
like a woman in travail, at His wrath, might be substituted for the second
stichus. — ® reclb : (iStves Se e|ovo-iv avrovs {ex<^ = IIX, the proper term
with Oi?3l) : see Is 1 38, of which the vs. may be a reminiscence ; cf also
18''" 2 1 3. For 13X3 ® dTrd dpy^s = (l)3XD.
w. 18. carries off: ^n^:} fllches away = <

5

v<j)eiXaTo, 2720. (With 333
steal, str. put aside, cf Sum. GUN, idu, ' side ', as well as Ar. k.^J^ side.
3-33 = side-at) For )'D © KovtopTos cf Dan 283 iiy chaff; which (5

perhaps read here (liy = po misread backwards), if not "tav or P??'

S
S favilla, ashes = IDX.
V. 19. St. i 50? Eloah stores up his trouble (fl.X 15S5) or wickedness (22")
for his sons. This agrees neither with st. ii, nor with vv. 20, 21; in fact,
while consistent with the doctrine of the friends (cf 5*), it is quite contrary
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to Eyob's argument here, and the line is metr. redundant. We may regard

lll'X as a marg. gloss and read flSVM : Doth He store up his trouble for
his sons ? Is that your contention ? or else read ?K instead of lll5X (which
is perhaps due to a scribe's mispointing the word ?X God) : Let Him not

lay up his trouble (= the trouble due to \\\m) for his sons ! (©^ viovs is
prob. a scribal error pro viots ffi^. Ta hrdpyovTa ovtov = 50? 131X : see
note on 201".)
V. 20. his ruin: reading il'B (123 302*) or il'tf (v. 30, 18*24-) pro 50?
il'3, an otherwise unknown dTr-—© t^v eavToC o-^ayjjv (cf lo"), but ©^

TrTtio-tv.

In St. u, ® om. ipi (dTrd Kvpiov = HE'D) and seems to read ?>? (or K?)
d15Di or ul53i (v. 10, 2283) pro 50?

HE" bibit. More probably, however,
the translator merely intended a free rendering of a non- Hellenic metaphor

like ' drinking the wrath of Shaddai
' (Is 51" Ps 75' Je 2513).

V. 21. After his death the wicked man has no further interest (fSl
\. pleasure, delight; 2. business, affair, IS53105818 Ec3ial.— late usage) in
the fortunes of his house. Cf 1421. ® avrov = lix pro 50? mix
after him. ® app. om. 10 what.'')
is cut short: 12fSl plur., because IVll 1300 is equivalent to all his
months; aconstructioad sensum. The vb. 1SS1 Pi. = Assyr. ^«f(-«p^ : e.g.

kima qane abi uhagigu, like a reed of the sedge I cut off (or broke off. Sum.
ZUR), Anp. I. 27. The statement is not that 'the number of his months '

is
'decreed'

or predetermined by God ('sill 143), but that it is exhausted
(cf Is 3812). It is not therefore an improvement to read ISlil here. ©
hiypeOrjaav (Statp" = IVl 2 K 28al.) : SO 93 dimidietur.
w. 2 2. SO? can only mean Will he (i.e. the wicked man) teach knowledge

to El {emph.)? We might point lOPJ pro 10P| : Shall knowledge be taught
to El? Would you make your limited ideas of justice a canon for the
Omniscient? (Cf © Doye teach P) But © Pt? ^'?l pro 50? 1)XP1 seems prefer
able (Trdrepov ovp^t o Kvpid<i iariv b hihdaKuiv avveaiv Kal eTrto-TT^pijv ;). Should

we not rather observe what God actually does (vv. 23-33), '"^ His deaUngs

with man, than assert our own a priori notions of what He ought to do ?
Shall not El teach knowledge (Ps 94'°)—teach us, e.g., that calamity is not
an invariable consequence of sin ?
the Heights: D'Dl: i.e. Heaven, Ps 7833. (Perhaps the more usual
DiJplO id. 1 613 should be read in both places.) Cf. 252 and 41'; 2212. So

Z XDIID 'DE* the highest heavens ; but 93 excelsos, i. e. their inhabitants.
© ^dvovs = DID! simply confirms 50? DIDI. The proposed Ijpi treachery,
making the stichus a threat to the friends (cf 19"), is hardly prob. here.
V. 23. 101 DSy3 is difficult. © ev KpdTei dirXoavvr]^ avTov, pointing
'1 DS5J3 (3021). The phrase might then mean in the might of his com
pleteness or perfection = ' in his full strength ' ; with all his faculties of
mind and body unimpaired. Cf. 93 robustus et sanus.
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entirely untroubled: reading fJ^E* c i MS. (123, cf vb. 3") pro 50? fJsSa'
(confusion witii Oll)E'?). ® eviraQmi (= f3yi Ps 9213). The -/fXE* at rest,
in peace, cf. 3" (of the grave), is prob. cogn. c fE" asleep ; cf. Syr. W'?*

pax and Assyr. sittu (shin-tu), sleep. For the prim, root cf Ch. ch'in,
ts'im, Jap. shin, An. t6m, to sleep, rest, and perhaps Sum. SAN in U-SAN,
sleep (U jz//^ -I- SAN). The prim. mg. is prob.& down; cf Assyx. galdlu,
id. (pv = 3S), and IPS', IPS' be quid, at ease, Ass}'r. na'dlu, ndlu, lie down,

sleep (n = s).
V. 24. his belly: reading iJI?3 or 1'VP (= © Ta eyKaTa avrov, 93 viscera

eius) for the
aTr'
1'J'I?5). The word has been supposed to mean milk-

pails ; a bad parallel to st. ii. Cf Pr 3*. The Versions agree in making
some part of the human body to be intended {Z '11t'3 his breasts ; © '1133

his sides). The suggested Aramaism 1'ODy his thighs ox flanks (cf. 152')
becomes plausible, if we point (c ® o-Te'aros, 9

3 adipe, © ^311?) ^bn fol
pro 3Pl tnilk ; but milk gives a better parallel to moistened (lit. watered;
kept moist, not dried up) in st. ii

. (Instead of 1i3iDy we might also read
nXE' his flesh as parallel to his bones ; or VlilE' his muscles, a Job-word,
4013, His flesh or his muscle isfraught ivith fat. Sec)
V. 25. It would improve the metre to read c ® 95 E'33""ip3 in bitterness
of soul, fike 711 iQi, pro 50? 1"50 E'D33 with bitter soul (so <S Z). tasted
happiness: lit. eaten ofgood {g'^ Ex i2''8f). The stichus seems too short.
Perhaps 1310 1)30 of any good.
V. 26. in the dust: or on the ground {-\2Tbv), 19-339". ® e?ri y^s.

W07-7ns : i. e. maggots : 1K>1 coll. ® aa-n-pia, rottenness, -/ooi Ar.

1
^

ramma, to decay : cf also Assyr. ramd, become loose, go lo pieces, decay, of

a foundation.

J'. 27. plots or devices : lIDtO : 422PS io2-' 21". devise: reading 'E'Sin

(written ? IDJaii), Ps 64', instead of ID'Otil which takes an accus. obj. (1583)
>b')i- Perhaps, however, 50? may mean: And the devices against me
wherewith ye deal violently {contr. Accent). ®'s text here was probably
defective, but it gives i-irUeiaOe p.01 for the verb (= ''b 11311 19' ! q.v.). 93

et sententias contra me iniquas. Z flPE'll favours Will > lE'Sll (see
Pj. 614.18 ^^_ Tjjg Aram. I'E'l, like E'li, means to forge, fabricate, both
lit. and met.

V. 28. Ye say: or think (say in your heart). The friends think that

the ruin of Eyob's (the former 'Great Man's') house is ocular demonstra
tion of the truth of their suspicions, and of the justice of their efforts to

entrap him into an admission of guilt. Cf 1 813-21 ; also 8"-22 1 53*. (St. ii

is overloaded metr. i)ix may be due to dittogr. of lix , or to the influence
of the parallel locc. Om. c 93 et i cod.).
The godless: plur., indicating E)ob less directh', or rather perhaps

including his dependents.

V. 29. An interesting reference to
'Travellers'

tales', such as Orientals
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delight in, especially when full of the marvellous. With passers along the
way or wayfarers (merchants, handicraftsmen, and the like), cf the similar
phrase Ju 510. Stories of successful villainy are intended.
heed: or regard or recognize (^'^V^; Pi. here and 3413 only in Job;
perhaps Hi. '131 which occurs six times), their tokens : or signs, indica
tions, signal instances of the prosperous careers of men thoroughly wicked.
(St. ii seems metr. short. Some word, e. g. Dilt strangers, 1 5", Dipsil

merchants, Ez 17*, or lOK of truth, Jos 2 12
,

may once have followed T\Vk

tokens, if that word itself be genuine.)
V. 30. 50?, if correct, should mean : That the bad man is held back

{reserved: cf. ^%''^)for the day of ruin; To the day of outbursts (of wrath,

40") /^g/ are led (cf Is 53'); which is contrary to the context. We must at
least read DI13 for Di'l) in both stt. And since IIX DV (without an individual

reference) i
s an unlikely phrase, whereas 113y DV day of wrath occurs,

Zp ii3> <:f-i8 Pr II*, and the verb fE'l is common in the sense of holding

a man back or keeping him from evil fortune (33"), while the first OI13,
which overweights the stichus, may easily be dittogr. of the second, it

seems natural to restore the verse as follows :
y-i 'ijE'i'; 11X0 13

:D.l)a^
ii3y oiisi

(® Kov<f>L^eTaL = 50? : cf. Ezr 9I8 eKov</)to-ev.)
For 17311 (which recurs v. 32)

DPS' seems probable, and a better parallel

to Ni. in St. i. The plur. as parallel to the sing., st. i, is obviously corrupt.

The r is either a relic of D", or belongs to the next verse ('01 And who . . .).
The plur. in3y may be Intens. (cf 9

3 diem furoris). The objection to

1113y .^w (God's) Wrath, is that God has not been mentioned since v. 22,

which seems too far back for the reference of the suffix. (Might st. ii
have been : 513P I3y Dii3 In the day when the Flood overfloweth P)

V. 31. None dares to rebuke the powerful wicked for his crimes; much

less, to attempt his punishment.

Read perhaps ill (15") pro Tt f<111 : And what he hath done, who can
repay him ? cf @93@ : or 'y Xll Itl And what He (emph.) hath done. Sec
But X111 begins the next verse.

V. 32. And He (emph.)— in contrast with other and better men — is

borne (10") or conducted (Is 55'^) to a stately tomb or mausoleum (lit.
graves : plur. excellentiae). (Was l)31i in3y, v. 30, influenced by 1113p
1)311 here ? The scribe's eye may have strayed downward. This would

account for the plur. in3y instead of ll3y.)
St. ii. Tt lit. And over a {the) mound he watcheth : as

though the dead

man's spirit, or his sculptured image, stood on guard over his tumulus.

But the stichus is metr. short ; and on this ground, and because of the

sense, we read \h'9 over him instead of the simple prep, b
'^ : And over
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him a mound keepeth guard (to prevent disturbance of the body). E'113

heap, which was a heap of corn 523, is here a heap of earth or
grave-

mound (a barrow). ©^ «Trt awpSiv, but (5^ awpZ better. Swpds = either
a heap of corn or a mound of earth. (©^ ctti aopZ = over a cinerary

urn.) © Usss, gedsa, id. The Aram. E'l? heap up may be akin to Hb.

1)13 grow up, become tall, great (cf. 1)130 tower), by interchange of / and j-;
the prim, root being perhaps 13 = Sum. GID, long {ardkiiy.

V. 33. clods of the glen or wady; scil. of which his tumulus is built.

For 331 clod, gleba, cf 3888. -/33 (= Sum. GAB, breast); a rounded
protuberance or prominence; cf Aram. X333 hill, Hb. 33 mound, Ez 162*:

33-1 = 33"E' (cf 33'E' be high, 5") : 331X cairn, © i Sa 20". © ;)^dXtKes
XeiVMppov, pebbles or rubble of the winter torrent : 93 dulcis fuit glareis

Cocyti, 'He was dear to the gravels of
Cocytus'

(taking 1)13 for the river

of Hades). © xl)13 13133 rh pyl'3 The winding hollows (or caves) of the

wddy swallow (= are greedy for : see Payne-Smith, col. 538) him.
Sweet to him are the clods of the glen is a somewhat strange state

ment in this context. There is no reference lo Hades (She'ol); for

there is nothing
'sweet' in Eyob's conception of Hades (io2if-;

cf. 3"-*^''-). Perhaps a better reading would be 713 i331-i03 phip; He is

quiet {at rest Ps 10733) among the clods of the glen (Wv = VVb'). Some
reject vv. 28-33.

St. ii. And after him all men march : i.e. all go the same way, good and

bad alike (cf v. 26) ; all without distinction march to the same goal of
the grave. The verb ^E'0 seems to be used intrans., as in Ju 43, where

© ttTreXevoTj = dTreXevo-erai here. (5Df adds a third stichus : And before

him (they marched ?) without number. This is clearly a marginal note.)
V. 34. Cf 162. with mere breath: or vainly, to no purpose (P31 929

2712 Is 30'). St. ii Tt lit. And your answers—treachery remains over; an
inadequate parallel, and an improb. form of sentence. Instead of INE'3,
leg. "ypV falsehood (13'), or X1E' emptiness, futility, either of which would

be a good parallel to 1)31, and point l)yo (a word not found elsewhere in

Job) b]p (= l5'yiO) profiting, helpful (153 21" al.), supplying the neg. f'X
before it : cf Je i6i». Further, since lUIE'l answers only recurs in 34'"

(Elihu-section) and not elsewhere in OT, we may get rid of the cumbrous
03il31E'11 and improve the syntax by restoring ; l)iyD"fiX ipE' i313'E'ni

And answer me (1322 202) with profitless falsehood ! ® to he ipe
KaTa-n-a-u-

aaaOai
d^,'
vp.u)v ovSe'v = ' I'X 030 'fiDE'l (!). © A7id the answer of his

words is left before 7ne.

Chapter 22.—Eliphaz opens the third round with a third attempt to
compel Eyob to an admission of guilt.

V. 2. be7iefit: oxprofit: 15' 35s 34'. Driver renders st. ii: '(No,) for
be that is wise is profitable unto

himself.' If
,

however, we read 1il)y for
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50? 1Dil5y in St. ii, 1jx1>1 can hardly be right in st. i. That the text is more
or less corrupt is evident from the variations of the Versions. © simply
repeats 2122, word for word; © With God sayest thou, man. That thou

art equal with Him in wisdom P cf. 93. Z Can a man teach (^PXi) God P

cf © 6 StSdo-Ktov, 2 1 22. Can a man impart knowledge to El, That the sage
should profit Him P is at least good sense (for the constr. cf 3" 6" 712 2 ii3

et saep.). To make yhv refer to l)i3E'0 > I'X seems unnatural. Apart from

the difficulty of the change of prep., IE'331) would have been more explicit

than VPy in the sense of 'unto himself. (If we might assume an Arabism
Ovy = J^ wise, doctus, l5i3B'01 wb'S would give for st. ii That the wise
and prudent shouldprofit him ?)

V. 3. Shaddai's concern or interest (21=' fSl). perfedest: cf Ps i833

ioi2. (®B dmoarj's is a mere scribal error for dTrXuloTjs ffi*''^'^-'^.)
V. 4. godliness ox piety ; lit. fear, scil. of God = religion or religiousness

(43 15*, cf. 2828). © r) Xoyov aov -iroiovp-evoi = or because He maketh
account of thee ; taking "flXliD wrongly in the sense from fear of thee,
which it might bear in a different context.

V. 5. The argument so far (vv. 2-4) seems to be this : Neither
your

wisdom or subtiety displayed in your special pleading, nor your boasted

integrity, constitutes any claim upon God ; and as you recognize with us

that your affliction is from Him, and as He cannot, of course, be chastising
you for godly living, it stands to reason that it can only be for unacknow
ledged sins. Is not thy wickedness great ? We should say: Must not thy
wickedness begreat P \\'hat else necessarily follows from what I have said?
Then vv. 6-9 suggest various sins of which a great man like Eyob might

have been guilty (sins at all periods characteristic of the ruling classes in

Israel according to the testimony of the Prophets), and of one or all of

which the speaker assumes that he must have been guilty.

V. 6
.

Doubtless: '3 lit. For. distrainest upon : or exadest pledges from
(cf St. u and 243-9 Ex 2223 Dt 243-"). thy kin : fit. Ihy brothers ; i. e.

members of thy tribe or clan. (The verbs in vv. 6-8 are all impf,

describing what Eyob habitually did. We must not therefore render

thou hast taken . . . stripped . . . hast not given, as R^'', wiiich would

require the pf)
v. 7. bread: Dll); but © i/^ujptov, a morsel; i.e. 13 as 31", where
Eyob affirms the contrary of these charges; Pr 171. (A variant in the
orig. text?)
V. 8

.

50? fit. A7id the man of arm (usu. taken to mean the powerful,
but the phrase occurs nowhere else in this sense)

—his is the land ; And
tlie face-uplifted {
^
.

e. the person of honour, the accepted or favoured one,

1 38 Js
33^ dwelleth in it. This is explained as a covert reference to

Eyob

himself

'

insinuating that he was one of the class of powerful men who

claimed all the land for themselves, and ejected their poorer neighbours
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from it (Is 58), by force or fraud
'
: see Driver. So 9? : In fortitudine

brachii tui possidebas terram, Et potentissimus obtinebas earn. But the

Heb. can hardly mean this. (Did 93 read lE*!^ ad fin. ?) We propose

nsil thou favoured pro 50? pxi the land, and S'Dil thou treated well in
place of 133E'i dwelleth in it, or perhaps lPl3Dil thou had well-treated (pf

as v. g"). Cf 24211=; Ma 18. The form of such a statement certainly
harmonizes better with the context on both sides of it :

Tlie man that hath an arm (i. e. power) thou favourest.

And the person of rank thou treatest well.

Cf ffi:
And thou didst admire ihe person of some.
And cause them to dwell upon the land.

© : There is a man who soweth (O' pro 9J? 5?il]) for himself the land.
And a lord of violence (^'T^i? '*"'¦?) taketh itfrom him.

V. 9. empty-handed: see Gn 31^2 for the same phrase. Lk 1=8.
thou crushest: X3iri pro 50? ^|"!!. 9

3 comminuisti, rectfe; © op<^avov%

¦he e'KttKMo-as, And didst illtreat orphans; a free rendering. © l^aajc

didst lay low.

V. 10. are about thee: "11113130. © iKVKXuiadv o-e = fort. T^SD, cf

Ps 1 83. For the paronomasia D'13 , . . 113 see Is 24", and for DX13 112

a sudden alarm, panic, or scare, Pr 323. 13, X13, .j, 18', is prop, a bird-

snare, Ho 51 98 : cf perhaps Sum. PAG, esiruin la igguri, auceps, or

cavea avium (?). The Chinese say T'ien chi kiang wang, 'Heaven is

letting down its net ', scil. of calamities on the country (Shi III. iii. X.

6
, i). alarmeth thee : ll'n3i1. There is no need to point '31, unless we

read "I133D ante. G Kai eo-TrovSao-e'v ae, as 43 21 3, where see note. For

sudden scare ® gives TrdXepos i^aiaw's, possibly reading 311 (513) or 3'lp for

113. As to the translator's favourite adj. e|ato-tos, see 928 1812 203 4" 37".

J). II. 50? lit. Or the darkness dost thou 7iot see. And the multitude of
waters which covereth thee ? This is taken to mean. Art thou altogether

blind to the real significance of thy afflictions ? But the Heb. is suspicious,

there being nothing to justify the use of if*, and the two members of the

distich lacking symmetry and metrical precision. Read perhaps 11**

^71X3 TJE'l (after 18*): The light is darkened in thy tent; cf. ® to <^Ss

o-ot o-ko'tos dize^r] : or IKll ^
\

'HE'l Tjix Thy light is darkened, and (so

that) thou seest not. But lix does not usually take a suff. except with ref
to God (cf , however, 3813 ?),

multitude: lySE*. So 383-', where st. fi is repeated. The word seems

to mean overflow, abundantia :« see 2 K 9I'. Cf Syr. pourfoi-th, overflow,
7-ise (of a river in flood). -/y3 ; cf 5?3-3, 33-3, p13, ']3-E', Assyr. tabdku,
Sec, pour. (® KoiprjOevTa he vhmp ae eKaXvi/^ev ; but D^D ISSE* a layer of
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waters, cf. Ex 13'*, is wholly improb. here, where the violent action of a
flood is intended, not a gentle deposit of moisture like dew. Ex I.e.)
V. 12. Reading 1'331 pro 50? 133 height. To make 50? tolerable, 1333
(so % plur.) might be read : Is not Eloah in the height of heaven P (AV,
RV). From such a height He necessarily sees everything on the earth
(Ps 33"-"). But © D'lt* = 1'3?1 is certainly preferable. It is possible
that 117X, which © omits, grew out of XPl (dittogr.) and that 133 was
then added. The orig. v. may have been : 0'3313 llE'l | 1X11 D'DE' 031
IDT13 Look at tlie heavens and see; And behold the stars that they are lofty !

(cf. 353 which may be an echo of this verse). 50? E'Xl , which is unique in its
present connexion, may very well be a corruption of HE) (written back

wards). This relieves st. ii of its metrical overweight. In any case,
the thought of vv. 12-14 'S similar to Is 4o^3.2t, and may have been
suggested by that passage.

® pr\ ovxl Td vi/riyXd vaiuv c<^opa = HXT il3E' 1'33D xbl (cf. Ps II33

ch. 5'; dTT- vaicv = KaTotKSv) or 1?1? 123 fif xl'1 (cf. Is 333 DilD fSB*;
also Is 5 7 13

) Note ®'s omission of 'Bi???. tovs Sc v/3pet c^epope'vovs

eTaTretv(oo-ev ; = l'i3E'i (? DiUny) Dili3X (? f1X3l) E'Xl! (cf 2422 Is 13"), or

something similar. (® hardly intended ^^Xl = E'l treads down or threshes
by €TaTreiv(i)o-ev. That verb is never used of God, and never so rendered

by ©.)
V. 14. a cover : or hiding-place, covert, lip Ps 1812 ; 9

5 latibulum eius ;

© ttTTOKpv^^s (©***
dTroKpv<^i7"

rectfe), also pointing iKli (and He is not
seen). St. ii. In English we can say ' walk ' or ' pace ' the vault of heaven,

but not, it would seem, in Heb. l^lll is usually followed by 3 in (i' 2'
Gn 38) or py on, upon (188 2 Sa 1 12) ; one of which preps., probably the

latter, may be assumed to have fallen out here. Cf Is 4022 Pr 82'. The
311, © yCpov (Ecclus 243), ring, circle, also round hole, is the semicircular

vault or firmament of the visible heavens. Cf perhaps Sum. AGA, AGU,

crown, diadem (from GAG; Ch. J^ ngo, ak, a ring, a bangle, from ngak).
Cf the verb 2610, and 3iy {round) cake.
V. 15. So Tt and © Tpt^Sov almviov <^vXd|ets = 9

5 Numquid semitam

saeculorum custodire cupis. But Dipiy the unjust would supply the missing

parallel to llX"ilD men ofwickedness (cf 11^'); and 1E'^< step{s), track, path,

would do the same for lis way (cf 23"), at the same time getting rid of
the prosaic IK'S (points) which, besides, follows properly in the next

stichus :

Wilt thou keep to the way of the unjust,—

The track which men of wickedness have trodden ?

(© StKatot ad fin. prob. scribal slip for dSiKot.) With this
disappears the

supposed reference to the Flood in Dl)iy llX and the following verse.
V. 16. Reading sl*? (1532) c 20 codd. and Z : cf. ® ot

avveXrjp.<l>0r]aav
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doDpoi and 93 Qui sublati sunt ante tempus suum. Z adds explan.from the
earth, were snatched away : IDDiP lit. were seized or grasped (an Aramaism
dTr- in OT, 1 68 being corrupt). The root is clearly akin to fOp and fSp
(Ar. (_,ii-s) grasp, seize, gather. Sec. (Cf Sum. GAM, to bend, bow, curve,
as the fingers do in grasping. Hence fOJP, XStSlp^j/, handful, Ax.L.^^

handful. -v/V'ds, 33, are variants of the same orig. sound.) St. ii Tt 113
OlID' pSV. RV Whose foundation was poured out as a stream; but this
would require 1133, for 113 as a secondary predicate is not in the poet's

manner. Besides, the sense required, as at once more natural and

direct, is Whosefoundation the river dissolves (or washes away). Cf 14"

Na 2', We might read p^'i) pours out (Impf of pIS 293) or piSJ id. (Impf
of pSJ I K 1 88* ; script, plen.) or point psi' (cf ®) Ptcp. effundens or
effusurus est, instead of pSV Ho. Impf is poured out (cf 11" 37" 3888

where Ho. Ptcp. =¦poured out as metal, cast, made firm, and 41 13-13where
pISi Qal Ptcp. has the same mg.). Possible also is p'S2 Hi. Impf pours

out (Jos 723). In view of the general use of pV' in Job, it is perhaps not
altogether improbable that the text orig. ran : 0110' pIV 1131 Though

their foundation was firm set as a mountain (Ps. 8 71 1251): p12f^ Qal- Ptcp.

Pass. ® TTOTap.b's i-n-Lppetav ol 6ep.eXi.oi avTwv (eTTippetov ^ P!?i' intr. ?)
;

which may be a false interpretation of the possibly correct reading ipid.

supr.). The idea that the foundations of the wicked are (or become) a

stream flowing on and on, is not probable.

V. 17. Cf 21 "13. Do for us : reading WP c ®© pro 50? il^l* to them.
for us > to us, on account of 2113. © gives the verse differently, but

with much the same mg. Who say, lahvah—what will He do to us ? Or
what will the Almighty {= Shaddai) bring on us ? (=13il'y X'l' cf 34^8

^2"

©; or perhaps 13? PUV cf 2i33), Verses 17-18 may belong to the
marg. (a citation memoriter of 21 "-13?).

V. 1 8. St. i has four stresses : leg. fort. X,?pl though He filled.

St. ii. principles: lit. counsel or plan : isy. Seeon2ii3i'.
from Him : 13DD = ®

d7r'
avrov. 50? ''yo from me ; making the sentence

¦a (needless) repudiation by the speaker of the axioms or standpoint of
the wicked ; cf 95 : Quorum sententia procul sit a me ! (This stichus
also is metr. unsatisfactory.) Verse 16 described the catastrophe of the
godless; vv. 19-20 describe the joy of the righteous thereat (cf Ps 58").
As the text stands, vv 17-18 disturb the connexion; but 2113-18, rightly
translated and regarded as a continuation of 22", would not have this
effect :

How often (lD3) .is the lamp of the wicked put out.
And their 7-uin cometh upon them ;

They become like chaff before wind.
And like stubble the storm cai-ries off'!
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Then would follow, quite naturally (2213)
The righteous see and rejoice.

And the innocent mock at them. Sec.

V. 19. rejoice; IIDE" : so Ps 58" 107*2. ® eye'Xao-av = IpWi. (The
aorists of © do not imply ''^*). . . . ^tO, nor is that a preferable reading;
cf the following 3yl)i.)
r. 20. our adversaries : l^'OiJ (Ex 1 5' al.) pro 50? 13Dip

dTr' (vox nihili).

This involves the plur. of the verb (501 1133). ® -q vTrdo-rao-ts avrolv, their
substance ; SB erectio eorum ; both perhaps implying DDIp their rising up
or standing (or else

DDpi their existing things : Gn 7*-28 93 substantiam

© TO dvdorepa ; Dt Il3 93 substantia eorum but ® avriiiv t^v vTrdorao-tv).
It is in the destruction of the wicked themselves rather than their posses
sions that the righteous rejoice elsewhere (see the Psalms cited above) ;

13iDp is therefore to be preferred. With this is naturally involved the
destruction of their belongings (?D11^ their abundance, st. ii

, cf Ps 17"

Is 15''. But Oil' may mean the rest of them, i.e. the rank and file of
their followers, who share the fate of the chiefs: cf Dtii3 Nu 1082.35).
(© If they are 7iot humbled from their obstinacy. The rest of them also shall
the fire devour ! does not certainly prove that © read 11133 pl. It may
perhaps have read 1133 as 50? with subj. DOip their upstanding, firmness, or

opposition. % also may have had the same text.)
V. 21. be reconciled with Him : or use thyself to Him; become familiar
andfriendly with Him : % I'Oy fl.PX become used to Him ; 95 acquiesce ei,
yield or assent to Him ; © make an agreement, come to terms with Him.

© yevov S
e

o-KXi;pds, edv v-irop.eivr)'; = DPE'l'DX X3"lE'pl ; vid. 9'''.) Driver :

'Accustom thyself to Him, acquiesce in His dealings with
thee.' For the

Hi. of f3D (153) see also Nu
228° Ps 1393''. [If f3"0 is a Saph. of f13

Assyr. kdnu, the idea of use and wont, habituation, familiarity, may be
traced back to the primary mg. fixed, firm, right, regular, proper = Sum.

GIN, GEN, ke'nu, kettu, kunnu. Sec. See note on 9*. fSDp (Heb., Aram.,
Ar.), on the other hand, may, like its syn. Assyr. mulkinu, have sprung
from Sum. GEN, little, weak.']
be at peace: scil. with Him. Cf Ps 73 Ptcp. Or be safe and sound,
prosperous: g*. Perhaps we should read Hi. D.P^l make peace {viith Him):
Dt 2012.
St ii. 50? is evidently more or less corrupt. © eiT d xapTrds o-ov eo-Tai

e'v dya(9ors = DiD3 11X131 03DX. For eira = 03DX see 122; for iv dya9o?i
= 31D3 see 21" 36" ; cf v. 18 supr. inf?131 thy crop or gain (31") is

supported by 18 codd. as well as ®93®!X. Others would read 1S<i3n

shall come to thee, which is perhaps less prob. (cf 2022 Ez 3211 in both of
which locc. as elsewhere X13 c suff. is used of evil haps). 2103 may be

entirely consisting in • good, wholly good, excellent {Beth Essentiae),

cf. 9
3 fructus optimos. Else we must keep 50? 13iD good, well-being.
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013 Thereby, lit. By those (things ?)
,

is doubtful. Why not f fl3 or, as is

much more usual, [13 ? Moreover, the precise reference of the pronoun

(why plur.?) is not clear. 1XT3 would be more natural: cf © etra.
Perhaps 133 then (Aramaism = tX), Ec 8'".
V. 22. Eliphaz appears to pose as a prophet, or at least to lay claim to
prophetic inspiration (cf 4^^*^^); ^"^^ teaching, instruction, being either
the oracular response of a priest, or the authoritative utterance of a

prophet of lahvah (both regarded as indicating or pointing out the Divine
will to man, and so teaching him truth for conduct and belief: cf 62* 27").
Cf Assyr. tertu, omen, oracle, command, law ; Sum. UR-US = tertum la
hale, ' omen from the inwards

(liver?)'

; UZU UR-US = (DP. sir) tertum
sa liri, ' omen from inspection of the flesh '.

V. 23. © If thou wilt return and humble thyself before lahvah; reading
either Vlfll or nsyil instead of 50? ij^il thou shalt be built up (which is

clearly wrong, as the Apod, is given in the next verse : the 1 fell out

after 1, as often). The Ni. of neither of these verbs, however, occurs any
where else in Job (l3y Pi. 30" 3728 ; y33 Hi. 4oi2t). Read therefore 1331]
and turn scil. to Him for help (5^ : cf Is 45^*'), or perhaps 31E'1"DX
1331 'E'"(l)X)l)yi If thou repent and turn unto Shaddai. Prefix \ to pilll :

and banish or putfar.
V. 24. Tt lit. And set thou on the dust (or ground) precious ore (?), And
in the rock ofwddys Ophir. This cannot possibly be right. Eyob, who
had lost afi, had no gold left to sacrifice (see 121). We propose I'E'l
li3iX 013 1313 11S31

I

fli 13y3 Thou shalt make gold as dud, \ And
bullion of Ophir as the rock{s) of the ravine. Cf 27" Zc 98 i K lo^'.
Instead of 9)? I'E'l. 10 codd."' give I'E'l (cf. gg dabit), but © e-r]ar^ = llE'l
(G'^ Br]aevi). The 13y"l)y of 50? may be due to a scribe's subconscious

memory of the phrase which occurs 1923 20" 2123. There appears to be
no real authority for the supposed 1S3 precious ore, gold (cf., however,

3613). The word may easily be a corruption of fill gold; or it may be

a disguise of ^IX = Assyr. garpu, silver (here only). © ev TreVpa = l'5f?
(pts); cf 93 sificem. In st. fi some 65 codd. 11S31 rectfe pro 50? I12f3l; so

© Kat (US Tre'Tpa ^etpappov Sux^eip ; cf ©S!. (It will be seen that <S And
thou shalt gather silver as dust, And as sand of the sea gold of Ophir
comes near to the prob. orig. text, and that AV is here preferable to RV.
The verse is not an exhortation to the surrender of treasure which Eyob

no longer possessed, but a promise of future wealth contingent on repent

ance : cf 4 2 11.)
For DIS, I'SiX 013, see 2813-" 3121 Is 1312. Cf further v. 21 (promise
of gain 1X131) and Pr

3" (ixi31, pil, ^103 associated). For st. i we
may also suggest 13X1 13y3 f|D31. And silver as dust thou shalt heap up:

cf 2713. (5)031 miswritten successively ^E'Sl, IE'1?)
V. 25. Unquestionably corrupt as it stands in 50?. In fact, vv. 24-25
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look like different attempts at restoring the same distorted text : cf I'E'l
and llE'l, 11V31 1V3 and y'\^2, IISIX (013) and 113yil. © st. i gives
eorat ovv o-ov (®^ Se o-ot) o TravTOKpaTojp PaqOoi dirb ixOplav = 1J11

T"?.¥(«?)(?) 11? 'W (cf Ps 1 83 il1ii= pov ;8oT,6lo's); a sort of conflate
reading. ® app. understood I'lSa as mg. against thy foes (which it might
mean in another context); so 93 Eritque Omnipotens contra hostes tuos.
But © appears to have read before this word ']l(1)3f(3) (as) thy rock

{Beth Ess); which may have been an alternative view of the obscure
T1V3 and, in any case, reminds us of the 11V31 1V3 of v. 24. If we
might read for yyi'z (4 codd. and Qimhi niV3) the very similar ISl'S or
I?!?'? thy refiner, we should at least get a line in perfect harmony with ©
St. li : KaOapbv he d-irohioaei ae warrep dpyvpiov -ire-irvptapevov (Ps 1 2')
= T^qo; fjllS fiD33). The distich would then be :

And Shaddai will become thy Refiner,
And like silver refined will purify thee (37^^).

It is, however, possible that © has preserved the true reading : viz.
(pro
111V3) I'^.iy? in (= as, in the character of) thine help: for its

version is : And God will become in thine help (^»jjSs). Indeed ©

may have intended the same expression by fior]06<; aov : see Ex 18'

Ps 708 and other locc. ap. Concord. For st. ii (metr. short ?), where a

verb may be missing, @ gives: And silver of countings (i.e. in great

quantity) shall be thine ; but 9
3 et argentum coacervabitur tibi = ^D31

"[> 13S^ (cf Zc 98 coacervavit), or perhaps ^^"IS^fl {thou shalt heap to
thyself). l(l)3Vn obviously resembles the diflScult and prob. corrupt

113yil and also ®'s 311V. % st. i app. 1(')l.S3p thy stronghold{s) pro

T"??!; in St. ii (^b'l XDll ejipi 5ip3-fpi) And above silver shall lofty
strength be thine may imply : ^l) ll3yil fl0301. Cf 9

3 Nu 2322 248. It
would make a good parallel to

And lahvah will be thy Refiner

if we might read : yi311 fills ^10331

And like silver refined thou shalt shine (3* 108-22).

The phrase ni3yil 5)03 silver of the summits or peaks is improb. (cf 281).
Silver-mines are not usu. situated on hill-tops. But that ni3yil means
something like cacumina, peaks, tree-tops, is prob. from the three other

locc. where the word occurs. In Nu 2322 248 the 'l of the wild ox are
mentioned; and it is natural to compare the similar figure of Dt 33"

where the horns of the wild ox are spoken of In Ps 95^ (the only other

occur.) we have Dill 'l the tops of the mountains (93 altitudines montium);
their ' horns ', as they are called in the Alps. In the Psalm © rd vi/^j; tSv

6peu>v recth. The V^iyi may perhaps be compared with Assyr. appu

(from wapu}), 'top', e.g. appa u ildi, 'top and bottom'; appu la igi.
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' top of a tree
'
(cacumen). Cf also the use of the Sum. SAG, head, top

{relu), in the sense of horn {qarnii).

V. 26. St. i: see 2 71" Is 58". Perhaps a quotation. lift up thy face
(1113): in renewed confidence and trust. © om. 13 For, 931 1320 : ^ap-

prjaiaaO-qa-ri ivavnov Kvpiov (a paraphrase as in 2 713), dva/SXeij/as eis rdv

ovpavov tXapcos.
""

V. 27. St. ii : © Stio-ei Se o-ot dTroSoSvat rds evxas = '^^ 'IX') Ir""!?-! =
cf. 68. The stichus is metr. short. Perhaps rather b\i> to El, or il) to Him,
the usual constr., has fallen out before d1)E'1 tiiou shalt pay.

V. 28. purpose : or decree. (iH here only in Job ; an Aramaism in this
sense. In Heb. it means to cut in two : i K 323.) For st. i ff

i repeats 8»

aTroKarao-T^o-et Se o-ot Si'atTav SiKatoo-vvTjs ^ IPIV ^)} DPB'I : a better

parallel. Was it orig. 1pl5f ?li< IP'DpJI And He will raise thee up thy
righteous tent (Am 9")? Then 1T3' might have originally stood as a

mistaken gloss on Op', and lOX have displaced PlX.
V. 29. St. i is corrupt. 50? lit. For they abased (1?i3E'l) and thou
saidst pride {¦>,-^'^ ; an Aramaism 113 = 11K3); which, however explained, is

no parallel to st. ii And the downcast of eyes he saveth. See Dan 48* And
them that walk in pride (^133), He is able to abase (ll)3E'll)), Is z"-" 513

Pr 2928, and ch. 40", which suggest a suitable parallel, e.g. DIX 11X3 7'3E'l 13

For He abaseth the pride ofman. 11.3 IDX'IX the speech ofprideif) is doubtful
Heb. Cf also Is 13" 25". Also rm\ D11"1S the lofty and proud is

possible (cf Is 2" but order reversed for the worse ; and why "ix ?).
Perhaps OIX 11133 the haughtiness of man (=113 IDXII) : Is 2". ff

i

Because thou didst humble thyself and didst say, I (©^) was haughty app.
= 1X3X 10X11 l)i3E'l '3 (Aram, use of 1X3 ?) ; but this cannot be right,
and is prob. a guess. (In st. ii Kvtf>ovTa = IE* should be Kv^e'vra : scribal
error ? Cf Is 2^ IE'11 = cKvi/^ev.) Cf © : Because he who humbleth him
selfhath said (= thought) that he will be exalted. Sec.
V. 30. St. i, besides being metr. short, contains the isolated expression

ip3"iX non-innocent, which really contradicts st. ii, instead of presenting a

parallel thereto. The idea that, if Eyob makes his humble submission to
God, He will then 'deliver even the guilty for the sake of Job's righteous

(so Z; cf 428), is entirely foreign to the thought of Eliphaz. @93
om. the anomalous Neg. 'fr!, which © turns into a Positive Ptc. by pointing

IX, IX where and rendering it wherever he is (MIliXl X3ix) : so i cod.
and Ar.—The suggestion 'pj IK is improb., the Ix being superfluous ;

and 'pj E'lX the innocent man is contrary to the use of ip3, which is mostly
substantival (exc. when joined with 01 blood) like pns the just man. In

fact, among all the forty-two occurrences of the word, neither of these
expressions is ever found. 7^<El is therefore to be preferred. (For ip3
alone, see 4' 178 22" 27" ; plur. 923.)—The verbs 01)031 . . . 01)01 do not
seem very probable. It is not in the poet's manner to make one form of
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a verb parallel to another. Perhaps I'lS^ Jie ransometh is indicated by ©
pvcrtTat (523 6" 33^); and since verbs of saving and defivering are com

monly followed by fD, as in the locc. citt., ix may very well be regarded

as a remnant of fl^D from trouble, or TND from calamity, ruin. In st. ii
01)031 (© Kai hiaata6r]TL ©A melius Siao-to^iyoT/) is prob. right ; cf 628 >Q^^
= o-ujo-at p,e 2912, Dppt< = Ste'o-eoo-a. See also ii5.i3.i7.i9 ^^q N;. _ a-u)6^vai.
and prob. 202" (50? Pi.).—The similar fabsi occurs in zi" 23' only (see
notes ad locc).—For 50? fiSS ad fin. {<5Z) leg. 1133 his palms (93©?t®2).
The phrase "33 13 purity of hands (cf. Ps 1 821-23) is found nowhere else
in Job; but 13 is connected with '??, in a different sense, 933 q.v. The
verse may be an addition in the vein of Elihu.

Chapter 23.—Eyob's seventh answer, chaps. 23-24.
V. 2. Tt lit.:

Also (or even) to-day rebellion is my musing (or complaint);

My hand is heavy upon my sighing.

St. i cannot possibly be regarded as good Heb. for
'My complaint is

stilt accounted of you rebellions', viz. against God. The verse is certainly
more or less corrupt. © Kai S^ oTSa on eK ;^eipds pov 17 eXey^i's eo-Tiv, Kat
(©A
om.) -f

j

;)(eip avrov ySapeia ye'yovev epio o-Tevaypu := 'IVIJ
liyS

:ill3X-l)y 1133 ili(1) I 11E' 'T0(i3). For Kal h
-q = iiy-13, cf 63. inyii

may have grown out of this ; or it may be an accidental anticipation of
v. 3=>. Possibly Kai St

; = 50? D1il"03. It is self-evident from the following
verses (3-15) that God must have been mentioned by name in this verse,
as otherwise there is no visible reference for the 3rd Pers. Pron. through

out. Now 'lO rebellion (chiefly Ez, e. g. 2'-*) is not a Job-word ; and i
f

it were, it would not be in harmony with the context here. It probably
conceals the Divine name ilE' (o or ""

/ = E' or W, as in other instances ;
see 15292188; and 1 = 1). Thus the original stichus may have been DV1"D3
iliE* llE'l) Still of Shaddai is my complaint ; scil . and not of man ; see 21'.
Nothing thou hast said has altered my standpoint or modified my con

viction, which is the same ' to-day

'

as it was yesterday. There is clearly

a reference to Eyob's last (the sixth) 'reply,
21*'' (where © p.ov -fj eXey^ts

= 11IE' as here). St. ii naturally enough adds : And His Hand it is that

is heavy on groaning me (lit. on my groaning). Leg. Ill pro 50? 'IJ c ®©.
(©3!9S read ip bitter in st. i pro 50? 'ip rebellion.- If we could dispense
with all mention of God until v. 1 6, the stichus To-day also is my complaint

bitter would suit well enough.)
V. 3. St. ii. Leg. X13X1 That I might come. Exc. 1 post 1 praeced.
The St. is metr. short, and 13131 preparation, things prepared (Ne 21°) is

more than doubtful in the required sense of fixed abode, seat. We there

fore restore iPl(2E') fiSO His dwelling-place (Ps
33" i K 8'3-39¦^), which

satisfies both sense and metre. Cf 93 ad solium eius (? 1XD3 flSD Ps 89'3,
2310 K
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or 13E' = sedes ?). © eis Te'Xos = ll53^"iy (1).—In st. i leg. 'fin Inf est. c
suff., ut ii3 Ex i68, pro 50? 'WyiJ constr. anom. (Kittel dl. c i cod.—
® incert.).

V. 4. That T might ... So 6 93 (making verbs of 4-5 depend on
that . . . , V. 3). 77iy case : '^BE'D (1 exc. p. 1 ?—cf. 13" ubi exc. p. 1).
So ® ip,avTov Kpip-a.

V. 5. Eyob cannot conceive, and would like to learn, how God could
refute his contentions, the words : ©^ IdpaTa, prob. scribal error for
pi^ptara (®«c.aA2).

V. 6. Note the paronomasia in the Heb. {habberoh-koahyarih 'immadi P).
Leg. prob. il3"3l31 In the greatness o/"His strength (Is 63' 30I8 note).
The 1 fell out before % as often elsewhere.
would He strive : © piot = h'i X13i pro HOy 31I1; but the
paronomasia as well as the legal force of 31I favours 50?. <•

St. n is difficult, and the text uncertain if we may judge by the Versions.
© etTa (®A Kai et) ev d-KeiX-r\ p.01 ov -xprjaeTaL

(®^ pot in loc. ult.). Since

dTreiXi; = ipiX terror, Pr 202 (a word found in 98* 1321, where Eyob
expresses the same desire as here that God would meet him on equal

terms, and not overawe him with His Majesty) ; and since xpri<^&°->- c dat.
pers. = oy lE'y 13™, or I5 HE'y Gn i63, ® may perhaps indicate some such
text as 1I5 lE'yi 101X3 xl5 0X1 Or not in terror deal with me P Cf @ In
greatness of strength He striveth with me ; And if not (xl) \iif\), fear He
putteth upon me. 9S Nolo multa fortitudine contendat mecum; Nee
magnitudinis suae mole me premat (= '3 O^i 133X xh A7id not put His
pressure on me ; 133X pr 50? Xll IX : cf. 33'). Since we desiderate a
parallel question, we may assume that the sentence began with xl'"DX1
(1 exc. p. 1 ; 3X = OX) and render : Or will (would) not He (emph.) listen
to me ? (yOE'i ut 15" al. pr. 50? 13 OE'I ; a doubtful constr. Cf i" 28).
V. 'J. 50? lit. Thei-e an upright one (or the upright) would be arguing
with Him. There is something strange about this oblique reference to
himself, apart from the question of a suitable parallel to st. ii. We incline

to read 'oy 1313]
lE'i DE' There (I. e. at His ' fixed abode ', v. 4) would

He contend and argue with me. Cf. Ho 1 23 (of which this verse may be

a reminiscence: 'At Bethd he findeth him. And there he speaketh with
him'); Gn 322'. Eyob implies that (like Jacob) he would come off
victorious in the strife of words ; i. e. that he would convince God of the
justice of his case. @ dX-qOeia ydp koX eXeyxos avTOi! (? avTw = 1*3^) ;

perhaps pointing 1331 IE';, or 13il1 lE'i, and in either case confirming
13131 ; cf 3
;

loy fipll Xlfll 101 There tlie upright and perfed (will be?)
with me (but Levy loy with Him, as 50?). 9
3 Proponat aequitatem contra
me ; mispointing DE" pro DE*, taking 13(1)3 as the prep, (adv.) 133 in
front, ante, and not confirming '31. © There uprightly I should plead
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(or strive) along with Him, and should be found guiltless (implying
text of 50?). See also Burney, /7'aS'. Apr. 1910, pp. 436 f
St. ii. I should escape: leg. Hoboxi pro 50? nD^3X1 ; cf 228°. The
•/D73 is prob. not genuine anywhere in Job. 50? has it besides only in

2ii°, where it may be a 1. 1.
, but should probably be altered to tS.PDljl.

Moreover, 073 Pi. is always trans. Hence some would provide an Obj.

by pointing 'DS^'p my cause or case (c ® ©93) instead of 50?S iD3iS'py9-ow

my judge. But / should secure, carry off, or deliver my cause, is not a

Heb. mode of saying / should win my case ; and the most usual Subj. of
073 Pi. is lahvah. Perhaps l^t33J< might be read (an Aramaism ; cf
Ec 128) with iDB^D; And I should end my case for ever ; put a final end
to my litigation. Cf © e^aydyot Se CIS Tc'Xos TO Kptpa pov. 93 Et perveniat
ad victoriam iudicium meum gives the general sense ; but the particular

meaning of the verse is that God will cease to persecute Eyob, when
once the latter has succeeded in demonstrating his innocence.

V. 8
.

111X1 Dip may mean either forward and backward, to the front
and to the rear, before and behind (cf Ps 139^), or eastward and westward
(cf Gn ii2 Is 911). Similarly, in the next verse, PIXDB' and J101 may be
either left hand and right or north and south (Ez 16*"). As is well known.
Orientals face the east, to determine the points of the compass.

He is not there: 1331X: © ovk Iti elpi = '33iX I am no 7nore: so Or^^
but OrQ as 50? rectfe. Cf 93 Si ad Orientem iero, non apparet ; si ad
occidentem, non intefiigam eum.

V. 9. I seek Him : I'l?'!?? (= © t-A.Va) pro 50? 11E'y3 when He works.
Perhaps iiyE'3 when I look— a Job-verb, 7" 1023 143. see Him: 1311X
pro 50? inx (Apoc. Impf. of ITI ; cf Mi 4"), which 9

3 apprehendam eum

and © KaTeaypv (Gn 22") confound with tlX to seize. I turn : 1byx(1) c
©93 (si me vertam ad dexteram) pro 50? 1W He turneth ; an Aramaism
(the word in ©). Sole occurrence of a v^^oy in Job. At the end read

'3^?^^? I behold or perceive Him pro 50? ^XlX. (The fine quatrain, vv. 8-9,
wanting in Hex., may be regarded as an apt marginal parallel to v. 3.

Here it seems to interrupt the connexion of thought between v. 7 and

V. 10.)
V. 10. 50? 'loy IJll the way with me; an unlikely, if not meaningless
expression in Heb.— © For He knoweth already my way; 9

3 Ipse vero

scit viam meam. Z also om. iloy (without which the stichus is too short
metr.). © He Hi7nself knoweth my ivay and my uprising (or standing,

steadfastness, 'O'p) = 'lOyi. This, which recalls the phrase 'Thou knowest

my downsitting and my uprising ', Ps 1 39^ may be right, either in the sense

of my going and standing (stopping), or in that of my steadfast or persistent

way, or simply the way wherein I stand {} 'lOV ^1'!! the way ofmy standing ;

cf Ps ii). If He test or try me: fl3 perhaps akin to 113 choose. In
Aram. (Syr.) both words are used of proving or testing metals by fire.

X a
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The original idea seem to be that of looking into, or examining with the
eye (cf fl3 look-out, watch-tower. Is 32", and 111 to look at) : cf Ps 11*.
I shall come forth; scil. from the crucible; cf Zc 13'. The ancients
knew nothing of chemical assaying; fire was their only means of testing
metals.

V. II. His steps: 31' (not elsewhere in Job); Pr i4'3. Perhaps plur.
always as in Ps 173 al. (= vestigia eius. His footprints or tracks : so 93).
© e^eXevoropat Se (= XSX V. 10 !) ev evToXpaaiv avTov (= 1115J0D V. 12 !
— translator's eye wandered to next line, and overlooked 1731 ITIX).

V. 12. from the commands : liV?*? = ® aTrd cvraXpdTtov, 93 A mandatis
(o om. ante o ; per contra 50? xh male add. 1 post 1).
in my breast or boso7n : ipl3 = ® ev koXtto) pov, 93 in sinu meo pro 50?
iplO which cannot mean ipl D1I5D (Pr 308); nor indeed can anything
sensible be made of it. Cf 2222. St. ii : four stresses. Leg. 1'^D^5 His
words }

V. 13, 50? 11X3 X111 But He is One (Beth Essent.), i.e. ' one and the

same, who will not change His purpose', can hardly be right (= 93 Ipse

enim solus est ; et nemo avertere potest cogitationem eius). 113 He hath

chosen is not used in the sense required by the context. ® et Se Kat avrds
eKpivev = 3110 X111 (cf 102). Perhaps P'Nb or 1"X1 He pleaseth, willeth,
or resolveth (cf 63-28)

.
^^/Z He pleaseth, and who can turn Him back? (g"

1 1 13). Cf also Nu 2313-2°, which suggests 133'E" . . . lOX X111 But He
hath spoken, and who can reverse it ? Another possibility is fSl or fBl!
(93 al. Ps 1 153 1353), voluit, vult, or )'lii decidit (143).
:'. 14. St. i is metr. short, iiyii I know, fort. exc. p. E'y!: I know
that He willfulfil (Is 4423-28) myfate (50? ipl ; cf 14= ; fort. Ipl His decree
concerning me ; cf. ©93).—St. ii. 50? IDy 1131 13131 And like those things
(there are) many with Him ; very improb. (prosaic and a bad parallel to
St. i). Fort. leg. 'py 1131 1^3'1 And He will finish the strife with me:
'31 138. God will not be diverted from His purpose, but will pursue His
quarrel to the bitter end, regardless of Eyob's sufferings. (The verse may
be an interpolation. It is apparently omitted by ©, which gives instead
of it a duplicate version of v. 15.)
V. 15. 1'13X © KaTaa-TTovhaaOlo (hic tant. ap. Job; vid. ©'•'^ Ps 23 6")
= eo-TrovSaKa v. 14^^: cf v. 16 43 2 1" 2 2i3. Eyob is 'dismayed' or con
founded at the thought of the Omnipotent Will as dealing out weal or
woe to man without regard to moral desert. See what follows, ch. 24,
and cf 2i3ff.
V. 16. softened my heart; i.e. robbed me of all courage and confidence,
and filled me with despair : cf. Is 7*. St. ii is metr. short. As parallel

to 13I5 my heai-t insert iE'33 my soul; i(e'3)3 1)i131 pro 50? i3l)il31 ; cf Ps 6* :

or add 1X0 greatly, sore : Ps 6*-".

V. 17. The first stichus is overweighted, and the verse evidently
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corrupt. Who could be satisfied with such a rendering as ' For I am
not undone because of the darkness (i.e. his calamity). Or because ofmy oivn
.face (!), which thick darkness hath (Driver)? Such a roundabout

and prosaic statement is altogether unlike the usual style of the poet.

Omitting the Neg. xl) c cod. K^' and reading inoE'3 pro 50? ilOV3 (cf 1 78
1820 213-8), and in st. ii i33"l'yi (21^3) pro 50? i3301 (which may be due to

the previous i33D), we get the more natural and more poetic statement :

For I am appalled before the darkness ;
And my face the gloom (3023) hath covered.

The ' darkness
'
is the mystery of the Divine dealings, which baffles and

bewilders his mind. © st. i : For I knew not that darkness would come
upon me (= ^E"! 'hi X3J iPiyT xl) '3); ,rpd Trpoo-wTrov

Se' p.ov iKdXvijiev

(®A
KaXvtj/et) yvofjios (= bsii 103' i33pi). © gives the verse thus : For I

was not stilled from before the darkness. And from before the veil of the
gloom. It read 110X3, as did also 93 (Non enim peril propter imminentes
tenebras, Nee faciem meam operuit caligo).

Chapter 24. Eyob continues his reply. He cannot understand God's
toleration of the daily spectacle of oppression and crime.
?'. I. 50? lit. Why of Shaddai are not times laid up (or reserved: 1520
21")? or, more naturally. Whyfrom Shaddai are times not{}) hidden (10"

i'l*)? And why have His knower{s) not seen His days P The 'times
'

and
'days'

are usually supposed to be those of Divine retribution and
Judgement. Eyob, however, makes no reference to the prophetic doctrine

of ' the Day
'
(never ' Days ')

' of the Lord ' (Am 518 Is 2"). Moreover,
ace. to the prophets, the Day of lahvah is ' laid up

'
or in store for the

wicked, and its coming is generally imminent. What Eyob demands is
,

why do so many wrongdoers prosper all their lives, if his friends are right
in maintaining that God always dispenses prosperity and adversity accord

ing to human deservings? Instead, therefore, of the really irrelevant
questions of this verse, we would restore

Di(s)iiy iioi;3-xl) yno

DT3) OTX iri-xl) D'y(E')n

IVhv are not oppressors an7iihilated.

And bad men see not their own ruin ?

© Std Tt h
e Kvpiov eXa^ov wpai = Oily 133V3 HE'D yllO = 50? sine xl).

© continues the question with dae^eh S
e dptov i-irepe^rjaav ktX. (v. 2)

= '131 lll)133 DiyE'll, omitting v. i^ (st. ii). In Job dae/Sij's, which occurs
some 23 times, always = yE'l (as usu. elsewhere in OT). It does not,
therefore, indicate Diyi here, but DiyE'l • (Oiyi bad men occurs but once
in Job, and that in the Elihu-section, 35^^; the sing, yi is found in 2133

only, where perhaps we should read yE'l.)
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v. 2. St. i is metr. short. It is natural to supply
Diyi or Dyi of neigh

bours or of their neighbour
(2'! 16^1 al); cf. Dt 19" Pr 22^3. The vb. 13^)

is a mode of writing 131D1 : see the locc. citt. (tr = ut 5^6'). St. u

© TToipviov o-iiv Troipe'vi dpTrdo-avTes, reading St\\ and its
shepherd pro 50?

iyi;i et pascunt (scil. gregem), which is prob. right. They lift or snatch

their weaker neighbour's flock ; and then openly graze it as their own.

But © also gives a good sense : They appropriate flock and shepherd

together (the shepherd being a slaVe).

V. 3. Cf Dt 2881. distrain : or take in pledge: cf v. 9 228 Dt 243-".

V. 4. from justice : leg. filD as Is 102, where we have the same vb. Cf
also Am 512. 50? ^11D out of the way (to which © adds StKat'as). the

humble folk: Qeri 'N '.".iy prob. recte; vid. Is 102. So @®2©gsx Ketib
'X il3y = © Trpaers yijs, 93 mansuetos terrae ; so Occ Or^. The poor of

the land hide, and dare not appear
' in the gate

'
to claim their rights at

law.

V. 5. 50? lit. Lo, wild asses into the steppe they go forth in their work,

seeking eagerly for the prey {ox food Pr 31^3); the 'Arabah {is) to him bread

for the boys. Textual corruption has obliterated metre, and turned the
orig. distich into bald prose. A little adjustment makes the verse tell us
that the despoiled poor seek a refuge in the waste land :

1XS' 13103 D'X13-103
TT T ; ¦ - - T; :

I"?.!?!' 'i.DB'P O'ljy (10)3

Like (©©293) loild asses into tlie waste they go forth.
Like (wild) ass-colts in quest offorage. (Cf 721 83 11 12.)

© St. ii vTiep epov = il)y =ll)y ascendunt; prob. a marg. var. of IXV

(e'feX^dvTes) ; Ta^tv
prob. Scribal error for -irpd^iv (®^ ; ©'^ irpd^ei =

'bvsh).

St. iii, as it stands in 50?, is really meaningless. Metrically, of course,
it is superfluous ; unless we suppose that it constituted the first member

of a distich of which the second stichus has been lost. Possibly the line

has grown out of marginal glosses or variants to the preceding distich :
thus 13iy(3) might be a var. of 13103; Oil) ^b (Di1)1)) might be an

explanatory gloss on eilDP ; and 0'iy3l5 may have originated in a correc

tion or corruption of D'l'y3 (D'l'y"1D3), or whatever erroneous form had

already displaced it. (© -^hvvOrj avTio = iP 13iy pts. 93 praeparant

panem = Oil) 13iy cf Pr 92.)
V. 6. Tt: In the field they reap his fodder (ll)il)3 : 63 Is 302*); they cut
the fodder for the cattle of the wicked man who is mentioned in st. ii.

But this inversion is not natural. Hence RV: They cut their provender
in the field ; the term • fodder

'

being here used ' to denote the coarse food

of these
unfortunates'

(Driver). This, of course, woul^ require xbhl>
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® gives a double equivalent of 171^)3, viz. Trpd wpas = before ihe time

(cf. 5^3 Kaff uSpav) -f- OVK avTwr ovTa = i?"'?? (a field) that is not theirs
{} iOP ip3). Prob. Trpd wpas indicates another reading (not ?)« iti the night),
viz. ny"v3(3) at the wrong time (see 523 3828 for wpa = ny) for v'pf; and
as a parallel term to SJEn for which some would substitute I'K'itf the rich,
2713 tant. et dub. ; vid. note ad loc.) seems desirable, we suggest

pyi?3 the

villain or the wicked, worthless, ox even the man who ruined them (cf 34^8

Na 21) : In the field (l'nB'3) of the wicked they reap (Qen nisp^ ; Ketib Hi. ;
prob. a vox nihiU; hic tant.); And the vineyard of the godless they glean

(IDi??^ c 2 codd. pro dir.
lE'pjii despoil}: vid. Le 193-13), as the poor had

a customary right to do. The poor outcasts gather up what they can, to
eke out a scanty subsistence —perhaps in the very lands of which the
oppressor has robbed them. The reading P^P3 would imply that they
do this surreptitiously ' in the night ', as though it were not allowed by the

churlish owner. 93 Agrum no7i suum demetunt : et vineam eius, quem vi

oppresserint, vindemiant. This refers the verse to the conduct of the

local oppressors instead of the oppressed. (Some would transpose

vv. lo-ii to follow V. 6.) © paraphrases st. ii : dSvvarot (= 0'3i3X v. 4)
dpTreXoJvas daeftZv dpiaOl koX daurl rjpydaavTO, The poor tilled impious

men's vineyards without wages and without rations (a guess at the meaning

of the aTT. lE'pl)' , which is generally explained they gather the E'lp? or late-

ripefruitfrom the vineyard).

v. 7. Cf. 3113 (also 263); 228; Is 2o2-3-<. If 1103-IiX might be read
with but one accent, we might insert Dliypy?)r their skin (cf Ex 2223) or
iOP to them after 11D3 , which generally has some defining term attached

to it. St. i looks like a variant of v. lo^ One or the other may be an
interpolation. © yvpvovs ttoXXovs (31 add. gloss) eKoip,to-av (131?) as Hi.,

2 Sa 173,; but cf. 393) dvev ipttTitov, I dp<^tao-tv Se i/'v;^^s avTolv d^eiXavTO

(a different text ? cf 223 ; i^v^iys scribal error = i/^v^ovs = i^lij 37').

V. 8. storm : of rain, Dll: cf Is 25^ Dlip IDip a shelter or refuge from
the rainstorm. © aTrd \f/eKdhiav from raindrops.

V. 9. App. a variant of vv. 2-3, and obviously out of place in a descrip
tion of the sufferings of the homeless poor. from the breast : pointing

IKi? = © dTrd p.aaTov pro 50? IB'pyroOT violence (cf. 93).

babe : PV suckling Is 49^3 652" only : pro SD? ~^V (which makes the line

metr. short). © eKTreTrTtoKOTa Se iTaireivtoaav = 7313 13yi1 a misreading

of 50?. 93 vulgum pauperem = '?:y'Dy pro 50? i3y-l)y.

V. 10. The verse cannot reasonably be connected with the last. RV
So that could only be supplied, if the rendering of v. 9 {There are that
pluck the fatherless from the breast) were possible. But neither There are

nor So that is either expressed or implied by the Heb.
go about: Pi. of "fpv, as 3028 Is 69' Ec 4" : of the daily

' walk ' or way
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of life. )3bn may have been substituted here for 13il)i (v. 7), for the sake

of varying the stichus, as © yvp,vovs Se eKoLpiaav (= 13i?i Hi.) dSiKios
suggests. (dSiKws = ipE' wrongfully Ps 35^' 382" ; E'13l5 misread

backwards ?)
St. fi

. In the midst of plenty the poor labourers are famished, unpitied

by their cruel employer (cf vv. 6, 11). ® And fro/n {the) hungry they
took away the morsel (tov ij/u>jj.6v = 1? 31" or DIP bread 22' pro 50? lO'y

sheaf Dt 24"); which would require DisyiOI. Thus ® makes the whole

verse refer to the conduct of the oppressor of the poor. Cf 93.
w. 1 1. Between the twin rows ; prob. of olive-trees : Aram. XlllE) a row,

rank (cf Je 51° of rows of vines ?). Others : Within their walls (cf RV);

but the plur. of HE' wall (Gn 4922), not found in Heb., is VW in Aram.
(= O'llE'). The word is masc, like the cogn. Assyr. diiru, plur. ddrdni.
The var. of two or three codd. D'llllE' suggests that DlilE' may be a

contracted form of the dual > plur. c suff. (like D3iy = Di3iy &c.) Etym.

this llf may be akin to lE'"i straight, upright. ® ev o-revots dSiKols ivi\-

Spevo-av = Ip'!' ? IIW (? 111S3) lilSOa ; cf I Sa 23"-i3 ev toJs o-Tevors ;

Je 523 ^veSp. (fort. 131X > IHE" ; 38<° La 31" al.). 9
3 Inter acervos eorum

nieridiati sunt (they took a siesta ; deriving the dTr.llMV from O'llV meridies
> 11X1 oil).
winepresses : Di3pi prop, vats ; used in sense of 1113 torcularia (93) ;

Is l6i3. (St, ii ap. ® : dSdv Se StKai'ouv ovk -yheiaav: cf VV. 4, 13. 9
3 qui

calcatis torcularibus sitiunt = 50? rectfe.) It is needless to read the dubious
1X031 (cf. 392*) pro IXDV'1. The poor vintagers dare not quench their

burning thirst with the wine they are making for a merciless master.

The following verses ( 12-j 6) are all triplets instead of couplets. Indeed
the tristich seems to be the dominant measure to the end of the section

(v. 24), which may have been substituted for a rejected or lost portion of

the original text. Some question the authenticity of vv. 5-24 ; others

consider v. 25 the only relic of the original chapter. Without adopting
an extreme view, which our scrutiny of the text so far hardly appears to

justify, we cannot but recognize that the chapter shows many signs of
corruption and interpolation.

V. 12. the dying; i. e. prob. murdered, or wrongfully slain by violence :

pointing D'lp c i cod. and © pro 50? D1ID men. ' City of men

'

is not a

likely phrase. The city rings with the vain cries of victims of lawless
violence or judicial murder. For 1pX3i and PPl fatally woimded, see
Je 5132 E2 3o2< La 212. Perhaps I'ys In the city > liyo Out of the city.

© 01 (©* om.) eK TToXews Kat oI'kiov tSi'ujv iie(3dXXovTO (©* iie/SaXov

avrovs) =

(?
) IXipi

0113D1 liyo
pro 50?: 1pX3i D1ID Tyo

For the vb. cf 2013 (= i^epead-qaeTai lit.) Jon 211 He^aXev. (''<ip5 has
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been suggested ; but Ni. of Xip is not used.) In st. ii © vrjirioiv = Dil)l5y

(3^3) children
pro ahbn wounded or slain. eore'vafev pc'ya (©A p,6ydX(os)

= fort. 1)X-1)X ywi crieth for help unto El (38"), which improves the
sense : cf. st, lil, avrds Se Sid Tt tovtwv eTTto-KOTr^v ov Tre-iroirp-ai := X111
;i3l) D'E"-xl5 iriob. 50? r\bsFi taslekssness, in the moral sense (122);
but 'n DIE'I cannot mean imputeth itfor folly, or treat it (the despairing
cry or the outrages) as a thing morally anomalous. We must point l??!
prayer c 2 codd. and @, restoring yOE'i heareth for DiE'i setteth (see note
233 ad fin.; PS652).
J'. 13. 50? fit. They (emph.) zrc/-^ (or have been = are) in (?Beth Essent.
Predic. or ? among, cf RV) rebellers of {} against) light. But 110 requires
3 against (Nu 14'), or b

v
,

"hv id. (late constr.). Moreover, the implied

figure, if it relate to moral light, is foreign to Job. Perhaps l5X3 'lib 101
They are rebels (cf 93 Ipsi fuerunt rebelles) against El. This seems to
suit the ensuing distich {in His ways . . . in His paths). © eTri y^s bvTu>v

avTutv Kal OVK i-ireyvaiaav {(5^ eTi ovrtov avTwv eTrt yrjs ktX.) — IM 101
1-1131 t6) (53 101X3) pX3 (st. ii). © further implies : (?lox) DDE'D 1111
lyii-xl) And the way ofjustice {truth ?) they know not ; (li-)lil3il33 13l)l-xli1
And walk not in its paths. For st. ii, metr. short in 50?, read : I3l)l-xl'
111' 1113 They walk not in lahvah's way (cf the || st. iii). In st. ii

i

three

codd. and ©93 point WE*; return pro 50? ISC'.', abide. Perhaps "f'N go on
(Pr 41* 93).—After all, it is perhaps better to understand the phrase IID
11X(3) fit., in the sense of hating daylight (cf v. 17); as criminals whose
misdeeds are perpetrated under cover of darkness naturally do (cf
Joh 323^, 50? may then be left pretty much as it stands:

These (the following : Pr 302*) are rebels against daylight ;

They acknowledge not its ways,

And abide not in its paths.

V. 14. Ere the dawn : leg. nx-xl)3 or llX'xl). Cf 1582. 50? 11x1) At
the dawn (Ps 308); but vv. 13-17 describe the doings of nocturnal male
factors. 3iyl) At sunset (Pr 7') is less prob. IIX-133I5 would also be
possible. © -yvovs Se avToiv Ta epya irapehuiKev avTOvs eis aKOTOi has no
apparent relation to the Heb. text. It resembles a Midrashic comment
(cf. V. 12"=). Ic may, however, be merely an unhappy misreading of an
injured text (fort. = ? 1)3x1) 01)301 Dl'13yo I131 : cf 3423 16"). Per contra,
Irom St. ni to v. 18'' © reproduces SO? practically verbatim. (Ofim

deerant ap. ©.)
He slayeth the poor and needy. The lawless oppressor murders whom

he will with impunity, esp. the weak and helpless : cf Ps 943 (also Ps 9"

108-"). To read ilSI i3ix his enemy and adversary is to miss the point,
and is quite arbitrary. St. iii. Reading 333 ll)!' walks the thief (JAex:^)
pro 50? 3333 Ml Id him become like the thief.
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V. 15. Fort. leg. 1i33"l5y 110 a covering upon his face (cf 21* 29' Jei3i-2)
or insert ib or 1'1'y: (And) aface-cover {he putteth) on himself {cf. 22").

V. 16. they break (lit. dig) into: plur. as required by context, though

50? and Versions have sing, (influence of last verse). Cf. Ez 123-' Am 92.

Burglary is
,

of course, intended, as in Ex 222 (noun), Mt 6i3. © B'1'3 =
Assyr. paldlu, ' bore or dig through

'

walls (also ears).

St. ii. 50? ioli 1011 ooi' by day they seal up (Pi. hic tant.)/t>r (?
)

them

selves or seal themselves up; keep within closed doors. Perhaps aTr. Hithp.

101111 they seal them up close (?).
©^ y\p.epa% ia^pdyiaav eavTovs, By day

they sealed themselves (gen. temp, at ©<^ eavToh, for themselves). It has
been proposed to read D'pj {The days they seal up to themselves ; make no

use of them) ; but this is hardly prob. (cf 9').
DOii is a better parallel to

IE'13. Perhaps, as the metr. halts, and Oil seems to require an accus.
obj., we may read iD(i)(l)P(l) 1011

DDl' By day they seal their doors;

keep them fast closed. (Or Dlipi? or DllS their gate} The waw
may belong to the next word.) They shut themselves in (and shut out

the light ? cf St. iii). St. iii is defective metr. liXiP may have fallen
out before the similar lix : And they know not to see the light. (If these
triplets were originally distichs, the stichus might be a gloss on st. ii.)
V. 17. St. i is overweighted metr., and lacks a verb. Moreover, the

occurrence of 11ol)V as the final word in both stichi is unparalleled in

the book and improb. We might read 11' scareth (71* 3i8<) pro 50?
Ill' (which is said to strengthen iol) and to mean, in conjunction there
with, to them all at once ; a quite superfluous insistence upon the unity of
feefing among the burglars); and, replacing 10? by 1073 or 073, omit
llol)V' as an accidental anticipation of lioliv^ render For the morning
scareth them all. (©^ Sieo-Ke'Sao-ev pro o-Kid BavaTov = 11' ; Is 98.) St. ii
\vould then follow quite naturally : And they are fa77iiliar with the terrors

of night (11131 pro SO? I131 13)—and therefore are not afraid of them.
Note the return to the regular metrical form (the distich).* 93 Si subito
apparuerit aurora, arbitrantur umbram mortis; et sic in tenebris quasi

in luce ambulant may almost be called a fair paraphrase of this. The

words in tenebris . . . ambulant may lend some support to 1131?! the
goings {— doings Pr3i2') pro 11ll)3 the terrors; but npS (? "ip?) seek

for pro li^.3 morning in st. i (© iy3) is wholly improb. Night comes
without ' seeking '.

vv. 1 8-2 1 are^supposed by Driver and others to ' express, in opposi

tion to what Job has been saying, the view taken by his friends '. Henc|

RV marg. Ye say, ' He is swift ', Sec. But there is no ' ye say ' in the
Heb., nor any hint of such a reference to the speaker's opponents. It

is
,

in fact, only an expedient due to the vain endeavour to defend a

desperately corrupted text.

V. 18. St. i, lit. Swift is he upon the face of the waters, is surely an
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extraordinary way of saying ' The sinner is rapidly borne away upon the

stream
'
; and obviously there is no trace of parallelism between the three

stichi of the verse. Leg. DiDE' i3S? IPPp They are accursed before Heaven

(cf I Sa26"; or keep i33"l)y = m sight of; cf i" 628 2131); a good
parallel to st. fi (rendering it needless to read llpPl) : Accursed is their
portion (allotted ground, allotment) in the earth. St. iii, 50? lit. He turneth

not the way of the vineyards. Driver paraphrases stt. u, iii: 'The
passers-

by, as they see his desolated homestead, utter a curse over it (53) ; he no

more revisits his well-planted vineyards', which would be good sense,

if it did not read so much into the text which is not there {the passers-

by .. . 1331 revisits . . his vineyards). Instead of Dipi3 Tfll 13Si"X?

some would read DD13 ^I'l '3i"X7 the treader of their vineyard turns not
(cf V. 111198 for 'ni'5). See Is 3" 53 Je i2i» (but could Til in connexion
with 013 have such a meaning ?). Perhaps n?"J^? Dl"!3

llS^'xl" Their
sprout fruiteth not in the ground; which is at least parallel to the preceding
distich (and perhaps a gloss upon st. ii). If

,

however, we suppose the

crimes of the wicked to be still the subject, we may read either 13Si"X?

Dipip DSI"! Their way turneth not away from bloodshed, or ^I'lip 133i'XP
Dipi They turn notfrom the way of bloodshed. Cf Is ii3 Je 28-' Ps 14*, &c.
But © dva<^aveir\ he Ta (ftvrd avTulv eTrt y^s

irjpd seems to favour the

former suggestion.

z). 19. 50? lit. Dryness (?) also heat snatch (vv.
2^
g^) waters of snow ;

or (since the vb. is masc. plur.) Snow waters snatch away drought (and)
also heat ; She'ol {those who ?) have sinned. St. i is metrically redundant ;

St. ii defective both metr. and gramm. © (eTrt y^s
ir]pd-

added to v. 18)
dyKaXi'Sa ydp bp^avZ^v (-ov) ^pTrao-av = JiPtJ

Dili yill i? (a guess or
substitution for an illegible text). Even in its present corrupt state, the

verse has the look of a proverb. Assuming liv to represent a verb, viz.

a aTT. Aramaism 11? to dry up (= Syr. '-1V arefecit) and regarding 03 as a

double of 01, we get for st. i 3bE'"'DiO 01 IIX Heat drieth up snow waters.
Cf 6". This leaves ll)T3i to supplement st. ii, which might be restored
thus; XDll l)T3i l51XE'1 And She'ol snatcheth away the sinner. Or we might

treat Dl as a marg. gloss on liv drought (usu. desert), and suppose that
the similar word NE)^ has fallen out after bSv.m : Drought snatcheth away

(leg. b\)P) snow waters ; and She'ol carrieth off the sinner. Or, finally,
we might read 3ilin drieth up pro DJTDJ, and restore st. ii in the way
first suggested.

V. 20. The opening distich is marred by being broken into three

detached statements, the second of which, moreover, is not quite gram

matical ; and metre is
,

as usual, disregarded. Lit. The womb (whose ?)

forgets him; the worm has sucked him {<Bthe7n); he is no more remembered.

Reading Oil backwards we get 110 to-morrow (Pr 328 2 71); implying
that the sinner is soon forgotten. The one word necessary to complete
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both sense and metre in st. i lurks under the disguise of the supposed

Aramaism ipiD exsuxit eum (llplD would be necessary with Subj. IDl),

viz. IDpD his place ; i. e. his abiding-place or home (not his city in Job,

but either his fixed abode or station, or his locality : cf 2" 6"
7'3 8I8 14"

1 8*-2i 20" 2721-28 281-3^'- 3423 371 3812-": hence 311 pro Dll is less prob.;
since the

' square ' or plaza of a OlpD is nowhere else mentioned in OT,

nor is DlpO thus subordinated to a limiting term anywhere in Job). After

His place forgetteth him to-morrow, st. ii His name is no niore remembered

would naturally follow (lOf pro 101): cf 18" and Je
'11" where the

same words occur ; and for the gen. sense of the distich ^i" 20». That

noi worm (73 171*2123253) has displaced (io^)
nbE* his name in 50? is

perhaps due to the need of finding a suitable Subj. for the supposed verb

IplO exsuxit eum.— In st. iii © © read bvi the unjud pro HPiy injustice ;
prob. rightly (cf 16" iS^i 27' al.). But the language is rather strange.

Why like a tree ? Trees are not specially brittle or fiable to breakage

(Ps 293 Ex 923 are different). 93 sed conteratur quasi lignum infructuosum

= (?)iliy I'ys 13E';i. Read '^'P''^. (cf Ez i9'2) or rather IIB'^'! (Je
11"

Dt 20i-'-2« ju 2021) isfelled (llE* = Assyr. lahdtu, to fall).
© gives a quatrain for the tristich :

Then was remembered his sin (?1XD1 v. 19 pts. ?
I3r' 13iy pro ?'i X? liy.)

And as a mist ofdew he vanished:
(? Aram. r\y3\ xl) 3^B'-iD?1 cf Pr 26^ PS14713.)

And Id there be repaid to him what he did, (ll5y33 1I5 xh^\ cf 34".)
And every unjust man be shivered, like a tree incurable !

(X310-fiX a gloss, Ps 6'-'.)

The third line here is apparently a variant text of the fourth.

V. 21. RV marg. connects with last verse: as a tree; even he that

devoureth. Sec. As the dubious action of
'
devouring

'
cannot be attributed

to a tree, this must imply the reading piy in v. 20 ¦=
.

In such a sense,
moreover, we should have expected 73X (Ps 143 Pr 30") > lyi graze
orfeed on. It is obvious, and prob. right, to read Vll he hurteth or ill-
treateth ; a good parallel to 31DI' xl) doeth not good to, st. ii

. (The

pointing 3101'—app. by false analogy from ^iDMi— is prob. erroneous,
and should be ^iDn as elsewhere.) For the phrase the barren that beareth

710t, cf Ju 132 Is 54I.
V. 22. SO? St. i lil. And he draws or drags {off, away) mighty ones

(D)li3x) b
y his strength: cf. Ps lo" 288. The word 'li3X is suspicious,

since neither it nor its root occurs elsewhere in Job, except once in the

Elihu-section (34™). © dhwdTov^ = D1313X (see 513 29" 3120), not Dil3X,
as has been supposed without reference to the usage of the translator.

The vb. "fE'DI (Consec. to the preceding Impf) must describe yet another

enormity of the wicked man ; viz. he drags off the poor as his prey. (ICD
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alone cannot mean to prolong the life of; the Obj. would have to be
expressed : cf. Ps 36" Ne 98". Nor is it reasonable to supply God as the
Subj. of the stichus, when the wicked is that of the immediately preceding

fines.) As lE'D is followed by 3 Instrum.
(4023 n313 with a fishhook ;

Ps 10' with his net), it is prob. that the forcible-feeble 1133 conceals

a similar phrase here (perhaps 1313 itself; cf © Qvpta = 1013—an easy
misreading of that word—or even of 10113 with his net-: Ha 1^3).
St. ii belongs to the next tristich : He standeth (8i3) and trusts not, has
no confidence, in his life = While he subsists, he is always uncertain of

life (quotation of Dt 2833; gn the ground of which we read VMS instead
of |iil3 in life). The stichus cannot possibly mean He riseth up, and no
man is sure of life (RV).

V. 23. 50? lit. He giveth him securely and he leaneth ; which is much too
elliptical to be intelligible, to say the least. © has an entirely different

verse : Having sickened, let him not e.xpccl to be healed ; But he shallfall
by disease. St. i is perhaps a variant or duplicate of v. 22*"; but the
whole may possibly be merely a conjectural reading of 50? somewhat as

follows: 111103 (1413) yi3i1 I IIMP 103i-l)X (ll'l')ll)13. gg Dedit ei
(= TC) Deus locum paenitentiae, et ille abutitur eo in superbiam (prob.
= fyE" 10371 = SO?); ocufi autem eius sunt in viis ifiius (=50? c V— prp
Oil—). We propose I'su'liy iil)x '3iyi iil5y-fyE'i 11030 ¦fliX-xl5 Nd
enduring is his trust whereon he leaneth (cf 8'''-i3 where 11030 is
immediately followed by fyE" as here ; 18'* 31"'' 2 K 1821); And the eyes
of Eloah are upon his ways; i.e. marking them for retribution (cf
II 13421).
V. 24. Read DyD3 X11"D1 High grown (or exalted) is he for n little

while (Is 2623), pro SO? oyo 1D11 They are e.xalted a little while. Perhaps

DIIJ (cf prec. impff.). IDil or 101 is a doubtful form ; and the plur. does
not agree with the following 1331XI and he is no more (©93 O31XI and they

are. Sec). © ttoXXovs ydp iKdKtaaev to vi/fupa avrov := iOll yil Di31 i3
(not an improvement), he is brought low : leg. 1011 sing. (Ho. aTr.). This
implies OH' ad init. Perhaps ^to;i. Qal (Ps 106*8). 50? 13011; but the

final 1 belongs to the next word, DPP?' and like the mallow (sic leg. c ©

pro 50? 1)33 like all). he is plucked : IPiJi (8" 30* of the mallow), pro 50?
f1V3pi

they are gathered together. Cf © ipapdvOrj he uia-irep p.oX6xv ev
KavpjxTL = }'ip3 lliOS ?10ll. cut off: bl^ sing, pro 50? ll)Di plur. (I seq.

v. 25). © perhaps read 73^ (avTdp.aTos diraireauiv} cf Is 34*). See note
on 142; 18". Ps 372 (both vbb.).

Driver assumed that vv. 22-25 express Eyob's own view, as opposed

to that of the friends, viz. that ' God by His power preserves the powerful

oppressor, and even when he is sick and in despair of his life, restores
him to health

again'
(note on v. 22). Accordingly, v. 24 is supposed'to
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describe ' how the sinner, though of course he must die like all other
men, enjoys a long life

' [But a little while ?J, ' and has at the end of it a
quick and painless death (cf. 21")'. In harmony with this, cut off as the
head ofa corn ear is explained to mean

' not prematurel}-, but only when

fully ripe (cf 52*) '. But the text does not justify the statement that the
sinner ' enjoys a long life ', nor that his end is

' painless ', but only that it

is sudden and complete. The words 1331XI oyo are, in fact, fatal to this
interpretation (cf Ps 3710-35.36^, although it must be admitted that it finds
some support in the ancient Versions. There is

,

however, nothing in the

text of SO? to warrant the opinion that vv. 18-21 represent the view of the
friends and vv. 22-25 the contrary view of Eyob himself (see the notes);
and the fact that throughout the entire section, vv. 13-24, the tristich
supplants the normal distich, may be taken as a clear indication that we

have to do here with material foreign to the original poem. The views
expressed are tho.se of the friends, not Eyob's : cf chap. 20. (Might these
verses, in their original form, have belonged to Bildad's third speech,
now unsatisfactorily represented by chap. 25?)
V. 25. Lit. And if not, then ... 92* 17" i96-23_ (iss enclit.,.iflnd as such
metr. attached to prec. word. Leg. 13X 10. Cf Gn2 788.?) prove me

liar : Hi. cf 628 Pi. 411 (419 AN) Ni. make my word naught. For b t^''

cf Mi 1 3. I'X nihil, d-w. Fort, fixl) : cf Is 4023. 93 ante Deum = b
^ pro

Psl) ; at © e?s ovSc'v = fixl) Is 4028.
Chapter 25. Bildad's (.

?) Third Reply to Eyob.

It is difficult to believe that this lofty utterance was the original
response of Bildad to the indictment of God's rule in chaps. 23 sq. Not
only is it a response which is no answer to Eyob's allegations, but it is
quite unlike Bildad's previous speeches. Indeed, as Driver has observed,
vv. 4-6 repeat, partiy in the same words, the argument of Eliphaz in

4" (cf. 92) and 151*-"; while vv. 1-2 remind us of Eyob's own words
p5-9.i3

2 63-13. Has this virtual cento of previous thoughts, the brevity ofwhich
contrasts so strongly with the much longer and more characteristic replies

of Bildad in chaps. 8 and 18, taken the place of an illegible or lost or
rejected original ? In itself, at all events, it is a fine and stately utterance
and, as such, worthy of preservation, however much we may regret the
missing portion of the original text.
V. 2. Dominion and dread or awe, awfulness = A dread sovereignty.
Hi. Infin. Abs. PE'Dl = exercising rule or dominion, here only. ® mis-

pointed 1)E'D1 (cf 271 291 b^^ = ¦a-pooip.iov). He maketh, or 77iade: lE'V
(so ©) pro 50? lE'y = © d TToiSv, 9
3 qui facit. The allusion may be to the

old myth of the War in Heaven between the Powers of Light and Dark
ness ; esp. perhaps to the Babylonian legends of Creation (cf 9" 26") :

or more generally, to the power of the Deity in raising and quelling
storms. For DIDIID = QiDE' (usu. DIIO) cf 1619 2122. Instead of uh^
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(oils') peace 6 app. read 1)31 the world (t^v o-vpTrao-av) Na 1= or fix the
eai'th, 2'.

V. 3. Lit. Is there a number to His troops (invading or assailingyo;r«) ?
They are innumerable. He is the Lord of the Hosts of Heaven, and
therefore irresistible and omnipotent. For 'lll3 see 19^^
© curiously: For would any one suppose that there is -irapeXKvaK TreipaTais
delay to assailants ? For Trctp. cf. 1 9". Pro irapeXK. ©^ dpi6p.6^. his

ambush : i3liK (cf 31') c © eveSpa avrov. Either by open assault or
by surprise-attack He vanquishes His foes. An app. better parallel ;
but if 111113 = 1inX3S and denotes the stars, we may keep mix and
render : And upon whom ariseth not his light? The meaning will then be
that God is the Creator of both stars and sun. Cf Ps 147* Is 4023.
V. 4. St. i repeats 92'' verbatim. The meaning must be. How can
a mere mortal he justified, i.e. held and treated as blameless (11^ 40*) or

perfectly innocent, in relation to God and judged by His standard, when
things so far exalted above man in the scale of being as the moon and
stars are not free from fault in His eyes (vv. 5, 6, with which cf. Ps 8*-3)?
V. 5. Lo, even the moon : so 93 Ecce luna etiam non splendet. But
can ni"iy fl mean this ? SO? ly as far as to prob. conceals some other
word. In Ps 8988 IJ? is app. an epithet or syn. of IT the moon (cf Sum.
ID, ITU, ITI, the 7noon); and Hi here might conceivably be a gloss on
the rare word ly. A verb, however, seems desirable : cf © ^ aeX-^v-^j
avvTaaaei (= IIX pro ly : 3812; not ly^, which does not bear the
required sense), xat ovk im^avaKei. Perhaps : (l)iy3 (3 exc. post 3) : Lo,
the moon faileth, and shineth not : cf Is 4023. l(D)y halteth or stoppeth, is
also possible : cf Jos 10" Hab 3". The aTr. I511X1 pro bvi< (see 3123 4110

also 293) may be a scribe's error due to reminiscence of
fioxi 4^8 i^io^

The moon
'stops'

in its walk across the sky (3123 il5n; 1I1 = 'the
Travefier', cf iix).
St. fi is identical with 15"'', only substituting the stars for the heavens.
For the ideas involved in the verse, cf notes on 4I8 51 513, and the common
formulas of the old Bab. exorcisms prescribed for the healing of the sick :
Like Heaven let him shine. Like Earth let him be bright! {Kima lame

lelil, kima irgitim libbib); Let the man the son of his god shine, be bright,
glisten I {amelu mdr ililu lilil libib limmir).
V. 6. a maggot (lOl), associated with bodily decay and death (73 17"

2 1 2
8
) and the corruption of the grave (Is 14"). Fort, of the same origin

as E'"01 to crawl. a worm (iy7ll), as small and weak Ps 22' Is 41" (but
also associated with the corruption of death. Is 662*). The Sum. UG
TURA tultu, UG DURRA (= TURA) dkilu,

'devourer' (bx cf 13^8
Dt 2889). © lenders the two words aa-Kpia, rottenness, and aKwXrji, worm.

The idea of 'uncleanness' or impurity was naturally associated with

such creatures.
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Chapter 26.—Eyob's answer to Bildad (vv. 2-4 only?).

V. 2. A bitter sarcasm. (®93 seem to have read iD pro ID in vv. 2, 3.
©'s Whom art thou joining—-rrpoaKeiaai = 11173, cf. Is 563-3 —

„;-
-whom art

thou going to help ? Is it not him that hath much strength and a mighty
arm P app. involves confusion of XP with IP, as elsewhere, and is no
improvement. Cf also v. 3^ XP? is treated as equivalent to 1? XPl in
both instances.)

V. 3. Hmv hast thou counselled him that hath no ivisdom. And made him

knoiv sanity abundantly ! Tjl? to the tender, i.e. young and inexperienced,
has been suggested in place of 3ip in abmidance ; but this hardly suits the
case of Eyob, and the \/"i31 occurs only 23" 402' with quite different
implications. 'IDP to the simple might serve; but there is no need to
diverge from 50?, which is perhaps more pointedly ironical with its
suggestion of abounding sagacity.

V. 4. Whom (iD'lx) : not With whom: cf 318' 2 K 73-". The meaning
seems to be Whom hast than thought to instruct ? And at whose inspiration

hast thou spoken? (Driver). Cf Is 28^. Perhaps, however, the sense is
rather With whom have you been talking (setting forth arguments) P I can
scarcely credit your unaided powers with such extraordinary wisdom.

'P"?t< would be possible (= the usual 'Dp) : Ex 19': cf © tivi dvij-yyeiXas
p-qp.aTa; The remainder of the chapter, vv. 5-14, is obviously out of
connexion with what precedes, and has probably been dislocated from

its original context. It may well have followed 258, as the continuation
of Bildad's monologue on the universal sovereignty of God, which then
concludes naturally with 25*-3, after having run to about the average

length. It is hardly necessary to point out the general harmony of the
thoughts with 252 sq.

V. 5. From the realms of Heaven and the Upper Regions or
'Heights'

(252-8) the speaker passes to the Underworld of She'ol and the Deep : cf
Ps 1393-ie. Verses 5-1 1, starred in ©H, as wanting in the old text of ffi

,

cannot be brought into any reasonable connexion with vv. 2-4; not even
on the highly artificial hypothesis that Eyob wishes to demonstrate that
he ' knows God's greatness as fully as Bildad does

'

(Driver), as to which

it may be observed that the poet's method is not exactly that of the rival
singers in a Virgilian Eclogue.

St. i is metr. short and otherwise defective ; e.g. iIjI^IIi must mean

either are travailed with, broughtforth, as 15' (cf 391 Act.), or are made to

writhe, tormented (cf 1520 Hithpol.), neither of which is suitable here.
Perhaps I1330 has fallen out before llDi, and we should read iSli
1133D shiver (with fear) before Him (Je 5^2), or I133I1O 'l' id. (Ps 114');
and since 0iX3l (utt. in Job) in the sense of the Shades or denizens of
She'ol is always anarthrous (seven times in OT, e.g. Is 14' 261*-" Pr 9I8 al.),
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we may perhaps restore '131 'Sl XPl Do not the Shades tremble before Him?
Cf. © p.)) ytyavTes pato) 6i;o-ovTat ktX. (taking 1 as the Interrog. Part.).

St. u. Reading DlilbS^D (Dli33E'D is dub.) pro 50? DliJSlyi. The world
of the dead lay under the earth and the surrounding ocean. SO? Be7ieath

the waters and their inhabitants ; but parallelism apart, a reference to the

denizens of the water does not seem very relevant, though perhaps

picturesque. As a parallel phrase to DiX31 one might think of '3,3E'1
D'OP llip And the dwellers below the Waters? But the proposed QiXDll
Ol'33E'l DID 1111 il) ll)11i The Shades tremble at Him (?), And the Waters
and their dwellers are dismayed, although ingenious is not satisfactory ;

(i) because of 'll (vid. supr.), (2) because of the dub. constr. 1? ipiii
which, moreover, leaves the stichus metr. short, and (3) because st. ii is
no real parallel to st. i, if it refer to the seas and their fishy inhabitants.
The Shades do not live in the waters, but in a region far below them,
viz. She'ol, which is immediately mentioned (v. 6).

V. 6. Abaddon : Destruction or Ruin (13X perish, be destroyed, ruined
of houses, Am 31== Assyr. abdtu, fall into ruin) ; as Syn. of She'ol,
virtually a Nom. Prop. (2822 3112), Only in Wisdom-Lit. (six times): see

besides, Pr 15" 272" Ps 88". Perhaps an old Canaanite word. Even the
Land of Darkness (921) fies open to the All-seeing (cf. Ps 139").
V. 7. the North must be the northern sky : cf Is 4012 Ps 1042 (103 as
here, of stretching or spreading out the heavens). The Void or Waste
(111 618 122* desert; Is 40" nothingness, vacancy) is the app. empty air or
vacant space between the northern vault of heaven and the earth. From
this quarter of the heavens issued Theophanies (3722 Ez i*); and there
(above the celestial Ocean) rose the divine

' Mountain of Assembly
' in

the farthest North, where the Most High was enthroned (Is 1413-1*). The
far North was vaguely known to be a land of mountains ; and the same
was assumed to be true of its heavenly counterpart.

St. ii may mean that the earth is suspended in space, with no solid
support underneath (cf 2 Sa 4" ' over the pool '). Hindu myth makes it
rest upon a huge elephant, the elephant in turn standing upon a tortoise.

As not being solid, the waters upon which the earth was supposed to rest
(Ps 242) might perhaps be regarded as

'nothing'
(nDi?3 aTr. usually derived

from "hi not+ 10 anything, aught ; thus = naught ||111 St. i) : cf. ZHe sd up
the earth upon the waters, with nothing supporting it. Since, however,

bv llli is to hang a thing on (i. e.from) another, to let it depend from it
,

as a harp from a willow (Ps 137'') or a

'vessel' from a peg (Ez 15'), the

earth, as standing under the hollow sky, might perhaps be said to be

suspended on nothing. But, in that case, what of 'the pillars of heaven'?

Cf also 93 388 I Sa z^. Of course, we are dealing with poetry, founded
more or less upon ancient mythical conceptions, not upon scientific
astronomy. (Is Vtohl really il)3-HD, and so a Syn. of 111 in the sense

2210 Y
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of vacancy, vacuity, the Void, as the parallelism would suggest, possibly
coined by the author ? Then the meaning will be : Who suspendeth Earth
from Vacancy or the Air. Or is it an old mythic name for the ocean
Deep, The Curbed or Bound One, from ol)3 Aram. Heb., related to DPX to

bind, PS323? cf PS242.)
v. 8.

' Another marvel of God's power : the waters upheld [lix bind
or tie up : Pr 30* : cf Sum. SAR, bind^^ in the clouds, which yet do not
burst under their weight. The Hebrews were unaware that clouds consist
of the vapour of water, and do not contain actual water

'
(Driver). They

were ignorant that matter might become solid, liquid, or aeriform

under variable conditions. Cf. the questions in 3813-22.28.3T and other

wonders of nature, which were insoluble mysteries until the dawn of
modern science.

V. 9. SO? llNp Pi. aTT. appears to mean shutting in (cf Qal Ne 78) or
enclosing. The corresponding form in Assyr. (uhhiz, uahhiz) means to
enclose or set gems in gold, and also to overlay doors with gold or silver.
Cf also ihzu, setting, and fence (of a field). © "IHX he shut, closed, e.g.
a door ; Pa. shut closely, fastened up. The prim, idea of the -v/ll = H is
that of grasping, holding, holding fast (cf Sum. GAD, hand); hence ©
KpaTwv, 93 qui tenet. Read perhaps 8<'3ip or N3ip hiding. IDS = XD3

throne in i K loi', and many codd. read the latter word here. So ©
$p6vov. But we should expect iN133 His throne (so S93), since the throne
of God is never mentioned simply as ' The Throne '. Nor is there any
other instance of ID? = 1XD3 = iXD3. We must either read 1X03 or
point 1D3 (Ps8i*) = ND3 the full moon, a glorious object in Eastern
skies. The t of the anomalous form TE'13, variously explained as Pil. of
E'lS (= E'E'13) and as 'forma mixta ex n3 et

E'13'
(an improb. origin),

may be an accident due to unconscious reminiscence of the preceding
TIXO, and should prob. be E'l'Sl And spreadeth (93 et expandit super illud
nebulam suam : cf Ps 10589) : cf 11" 368".
V. 10. Pr827 has Dill i33-l3y 311 lpl3 when He drew a circle over the
Deep. Hence it is proposed to point Jl pl He drew a circle here ; but
pl does not happen to occur elsewhere (cf Ez 41), and pl is the boundary
marked out for the sea, 381", cf Pr 829 Je 522 Ps 1483 fl3 pi. The verb
311 may very well mean to mark out with a compass (13110 Is 44I8). The
noun 311 is the arch, dome, or vault of heaven in 22". © Trpdo-raypa
e'yvpojo-ev eTri irpoaw-irov vSaTos, 93 Terminum circumdedit aquis.
St. ii may mean that the arch of heaven reaches on both sides to the
point where light is merged in darkness, i. e. to the horizon-line of east
and west. For I1I531 end, see 11' 288.— According to the poet's Physics
(which are mythico-phenomenal). Darkness is not merely the negation of
Light, but both are substantive beings, having their separate though
unknown abodes, 3813-20.— Perhaps IV; > ly should be read, and the
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stichus rendered : He hath determined the limit of Light along with
Darkness: cf. the possibly cogn. Assyr. (w)adi}, to fix or determine,
appoint. Pa. uaddi {Uaddfsumma suknatmiili ana uddd time,

'He appointed

him (i. e. the Moon), a creature of Night, to determine days ' (Creation
Tab. V). But, in view of 11' 288 38i3f-, yT He knoweth (the limits of
Light and Darkness ; knows them in their entirety) seems also possible.
In either case we have# stichus of four stresses (cf also st. i). The
verse is perhaps an intrusion from the margin.

V. II. the pillars of Heaven are only mentioned here. As Driver
explains, they are prob. ' distant mountains, on which the vault of
heaven was supposed to rest ', like e. g. the classical Atlas. The moun

tains rock or sway to and fro (13311' aTr.) at lahvah's rebuke (Ps 18"),
Whose voice is the thunder. Cf 93 36^" 3^2 pg 298ff-8. ® i-n-eTdaOrj =
?133iy'; cf 5' Is 62 Ps 1 812a. But ^Sl = 7nake tremble (of a pillar), ^J
Gn 44I8, .5 fi3311D = tisl'311 93 (of the pillars of the earth), Talm. PjlBl

is to flap the wings (of a bird) = Ar. '—if. to flutter, flap the wings, and

._i. (= :i3i) is to glisten, flash, quiver: see Lane.
St. ii is metr. short (cf 93). O'll mountains may have fallen out ; or
the verse may be a marginal intrusion,

(ipi Aram, ipi is cogn. c DOE',
Dpi, IDl, Oil; cf Sum. DIM, to bindfast)
V. X2. stilldh: or stilled, viz. at the Creation, when he fought and
conquered Tiamat (= Rahab), the great Dragon of the primeval Deep
(Dill), as related in the Babylonian Epic of Creation, Tab. IV. See on
712 913. The rendering he stirreth up spoils the parallelism. © Kare'-

Travo-ev, he quieted. Cf Ps 65' 89' 93*. There are many allusions else
where to lahvah's quelling or quieting the sea, but few or none to His

disturbing it (cf Jon i*): see note on y31 at 73. Perhaps yp3, Ps 781'.
[© transposes the letters, reading DJ3 lya who rebukdh the sea (= Na i*);
93 repente maria congregata sunt (remembering Gn i9) appears to have

made 13? of y31 (cf Pr 6* io3 93).] Moreover, the language of vv. 12!' 13''

recafis that of Is 51', and is obviously not independent of it (311 flO,
cf 5i'*Ju526 for the verb; Is 311 13X101: 11)1)1, Is ll)l)1l0); but both
that passage and Is 2 71 (113 E'13 the Fleeing Serpent) tell not of stirring

up or exciting but of quelling the Water-dragon. See also notes on 38

9I8. @ eoT-ptoTat (@A lo-Tpioo-e) to kiJtos = fi31 1)151: cf Gn l2i Is 518

Ez 28'. (But K^TOS = fl'IP 38; K-ryr-ri Ta ovpavov = 311 ilty 9".)
For the general sense, cf also Ps 74'8.
V. 13. 50? lit. By His breath or breeze the Heavens are beauty {d-n-. IIDE*

= IDE* Gn 4921 ; Aram. X131E'). Perhaps rather ISE'l (Aramaism : cf
3; J Gn 92'): By His breath the Heavens He madefair (cf. Ps 333); a better
parallel to st. ii
. Otherwise leg. 'iSK' (1"'D?'?) become fair Ps i63. Cf.

9
3 Spiritus eius ornavit caelos. (95 takes l5pi as in 1 5' 391 ; © rectb

e^avaTioo-ev.) ® KXeWpa h
e ovpavov hehoiKaaiv avTov. irpoaTaypaTi he i6.

Y 2
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hpdKovTa diroaTaTTjv misreads 11113 as 11113 bars and 113E' or IIBE' as
liy'E' shudder {} ^iT^V^ ; cf Dt 32"); while the second line may be 1)1)1
lib E'13 ii313 (also due to misreading, as Is 51'' proves). This last, like
50? 113 E'13 111 nl'l)l, is a line of four stresses, and thus metr. abnormal.

The simplest way out of this difficulty, which is a serious one, inasmuch

as we have found the rule of the three-stress stichus rigorously observed

hitherto, is to suppose that 113 E'13 has been substituted for fi31 the

Dragon (= SpaKtov 712 Is 51' and about 16 other locc), having been orig.
perhaps a marg. gloss by some one who remembered Is 2 71. (IT His
hand is supported by the 'arm of lahvah'. Is 51'; which makes y>r^\

113 E'13
inadmissible.)'

The verse is gen. explained of the wind (God's
' breath ', Is 40') clearing the sky by blowing away the cloudrack after

a storm, and of the slaying or driving away of the great Serpent which

was believed to coil round the sun and obscure his light. (Winds were

Merodach's chief instruments in subduing Tiamat : Creation Tab. IV.
Cf Gn 1 2.) See notes on 3*. © By His Spirit He governeth the
Heavens (1310 XiOE* 11113); And His hand killed the Serpent that fled.
The archetypal passage Is 51', however, with its reiterated notes of time

(As in the Days of the Prime, the Ages ofEld), seems to leave little room
for doubt that the allusions are to the exploits of God in subduing the
primeval monsters of the chaotic Deep at (and after?) the Creation of

the World, as told in the sacred literature of the Babylonian priesthood.

V. 14. fringes of His Way: pointing 1311 c Ketib ©; cf Pr 822.
God's ' way

'

is His course of action, or mode of creative procedure, of
which only the ends or outer edges and outskirts (liXp Ps 1 9'), the mere
extremities, are perceptible to man. Then i3 wfil refer to i3l'1: And
what a whisper of a word (= what a mere whisper) is heard in it ! (cf 4"

158PS 9212) > do we hear of Him ! [Since m, n, are interchangeable,
e. g. fOE*, DDE', the rare -/fOE' may be cogn. c Assyr. landgu, to revile,
slander (pE' ; Abp.), and so c fX3, irrisit, sprevit, as a Shaph. form of the
same Prim. Root.] © Kai e'Trt iKpdSa Xdyov, curiously taking fOE* as com
pounded of the Relative E* and 12fB' (Le 5') = what is drained out,
moisture (cf 2 lil^D IVp fO 1SDIX n IOI). So 9

5 : Et cum vix parvam
stillam (a little drop) sermonis eius audierimus. © merely takes f^E' in

the sense of IVDE' (Ex 3223) ; And what evil word is heard against Him?
St. iii is prob. an addition : lit. And the thunder of His prowess (sing, so
Ketib ©©293; '^Irxr. feats ofpr. Qeri) who discerneth (or consider eth, or
understandeth)? 1 1" 2313 3020 3

ii 3212 371* 3818. © o-^e'vos Se /SpovT^s avrov

(= loyi
111331) Tts oi^ev b-n-oTe iroL-qaei (a mistaken gloss). For oyi see

39'3; but read perhaps XI and 111133 (Qeri) : And the sum (Ps 119133

1391') ofHis exploits who can perceive ?

Chapter 27. Hitherto the heading of Eyob's replies has'been simply
And Eyob answered and said; and a like formula has introduced the
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speeches of the friends. Now, for no obvious reason, a new formula
;arrests our attention: And Eyob again took up his mashal, and he said:

cf. Nu 2 3''-i8 248-15.20. q'he same variation recurs, 29'. There is
,

how

ever, nothing in the form or diction of the contents of either chapter to
distinguish them from previous discourses as specifically ' mashalic '.

They are not characterized by terse maxims and proverbial similitudes

like those which constitute the main contents of the book named after

them (il5E'D 'Proverbs'); nor are they lyrical effusions like those of

Nu 1
1
.

cc. (cf. also Is 14* Mi 2* Ha 2^), from which the new heading may
indeed have been taken by an editorial hand.

No attentive reader can fail to perceive that Eyob's solemn reiteration

of his innocence, vv. 2-6, forms a natural sequel to his ironical address

to Bildad, 262-*. It is also in perfect harmony with what he has often
said before. But the transition from 26'* to 272ff' is too abrupt to be

original, and the gap is not adequately filled by the introductory formula.

That Eyob should have the last word in the argument with his friends,

summing up his own case at great length, as he does in chaps. 29-31, is

reasonable enough. What is not reasonable is that he should contradict

himself, as he certainly does if 2 7''-23 are correctly assigned to him. The
wish Let mine enemy be as the godless! (v. 7) stands in strange contrast

with the supposed speaker's idyllic picture of the lifelong felicity and
peaceful end of the godless {zV^-^'). The questions of vv. 8-10 are

equally incongruous in the mouth of Eyob (cf 2129-33). Does he include
himself with the

'godless'
whose cry God wiU not hear (v. 9)? But he

has always steadfastly asserted his own righteousness, and has just

declared it on oath ('As God liveth ! '), although often complaining that
God pays no heed to his appeals and protestations (cf i6"f- 19' 238-3^-

3023). Not only so. The description of God's judgements on the

' godless ' (vv. 1 3-2 3) is in perfect harmony with the doctrine of the

friends and in perfect contradiction to his own view as expressed in

chap. 21 (cf 241). Evidently these sections are erroneously attributed to

Eyob, owing prob. to accidental dislocations and lacunae in the Heb.
manuscripts and perhaps also to the unskilful patchwork or wilful altera

tions of editors. However that may be, the solution which recognizes in

these verses a third speech of Zophar is
,

in all probability, correct. They
agree in style and sentiment with his previous utterances (chaps. 11, 20);

while symmetry of plan is restored to the book by assigning three
speeches to each of the three friends (thus nine in all, corresponding to

the nine discourses of Eyob) and concluding with Eyob's final restate

ment and summing up of his case.
V. I. his mashal. A mashal is strictly a likeness, equivalence, and then

;a comparison or similitude; hence a proverb or brief popular saying,

expressing a likeness of relations, a correspondence or analogy, real or
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supposed, between two different persons, objects, or sets of circumstances.
(PE'O Ni. to be or become like, Hi. to liken, Assyr. maldlu, to be like, equal,
millu, half, equal part, tamlilii, likeness, image, may be referred to the

Sum. MASH, twin, BAR, half= MASH, triliterahzed by the addition
of the Postposition LI, 7 in or into)
© T<3 irpooipiia in {his) proem or exordium (so also 29I; cf 252). Did
the translator confuse this word with -irapoijiia = PE'O proverb ?

V. 2. As El liveth : or By the Life ofEl! ; formula of the sacred oath :
lit. El (is) living (cf Ps 18*'). When the oath is by the life of a human
being 50? is always careful to point '1 instead of '0 (see i Sa 20' for both
uses) ; a

theological rather than a logical or grammatical distinction.

who hath set aside my right : © softens this into who hath so fudged me.
V. 3. St. i is apparently a quotation or reminiscence of 2 Sa i', with
'IOE'3 my breath pro iE'33 my soul or life: cf Is 423. (The distich looks
like an intruder. Perhaps some one thought it necessary to account for

the prolonged eloquence of a sufferer so grievously afflicted. He still
retains ' life and energy

' enough for the lengthy discourse that follows.

The verse interrupts the oath, the substance of which is suspended till
V. 4. Eyob swears that all that he has said is true and sincere. In v. 4
© r] \\ivxfi p.ov = IE'33 pro 50? 13^? wrongly substituted, because the verb
was understood in the sense of musing or meditating (Pr 242) > that of

uttering (1311 Is 598 : so read here also pro 50? '11).
V. 5. Be it far from me ! 9] Absit a me ut iustos vos esse iudicem!
@ p.-rf p.01 elf) SiKai'ovs vp.d<; d-!ro<f>^vai ! It is gen. assumed that 17171
¦= Ad profanum! but b'bn profanus does not otherwise exist, and the
analog)- of classical phrases like es fidpaOpov, Perea7ii ! Sec, would rather
suggest a somewhat similar meaning. Conceivably, ll5il)i might be a noun
fem. (l)iyl)0 ante 'h, nl)) denoting

' the Pit ', ' Perdition ' (cf Syr. ln^i, xl"!"!
a hole, cavity) : cf i Sa 24' Perdition to 77iefroni lahvah ifIdo this thing. Sec.
Perhaps, however, ll)il)i has nothing to do with v''l)l)i, but is a Neg.
form of il)lX (2 K 53 Ps 1 193), qs *ll';l>lX or xl)il)ix that nd ! (an ellip
tical phrase = May I not have my wish from lahvah if. Sec). St. ii is too
long: om. ^yaafrom me c ®93. disown : or retract. Is 312, or cease affirming.
V. 6. let it go : SO? points ISI^? c Suff. as in 719 ; some codd. @@9S
carent Suff. ut Pr 4" (same parallel).
In St. ii, keeping ''D'^cfrom my (eariiest) days (cf 3812 i K i3), we might
perhaps read 13311 pro 50? pjHi : My heart (i.e. conscience) hath never
reproached me all my life : cf 93 neque enim reprehendit me cor meum in

omni vita mea. ® ov ydp o-vvotSa epavTul aTo-aa Trpdfas may represent
lOlXD 133I5 i331i;-xl) My heart (i Sa 246) reproacheth me with nothing
(cf Ju 813 Ps 5518). Neither T?,!) Pi. nor lai; (623 Ps 343) is ace. to Heb.
use. Perhaps DID 133? 'P'TJl^'XP My heart reproacheth me not with

afault (1113 31''). The '— ad fin. may be dittogr, of foil. 1. Cf @.
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V. 7. St. ii seems too short. © wo-Trep 17 dTrcoXeia Tuiv Trapavopioiv

(I
I wa-irep rj KaTaaTpotjirj tGv dae^uiv) suggests that IIX (= both KaTaaTp.

and dTriiXeia. cf 2i"-80 3i8) may have fallen out {b)]l liX3 as the ruin of
the wrongdoer). Possibly also it would be an improvement to point '3iX

and 'pDlplDI plur. c © (cf Ps 592), reading IMi pro tni.
V. 8

.

St. i is metr. over weight, as it would seem. We must in any
case point

5)S3^
(6' cf Is 38^2). The phrase yv3i 13 is usu. rejected as a

gloss on the obscure 7E'.' '3 which follows. Of the emendations proposed
we prefer -1)X XE" '3 When he lifteth up his soul (in prayer) to Eloah.
This, which is a known phrase ( Ps

251 La 3*1), appears to be supported
by © OTt i-Keyei (= animum advertit) and © At the time when God is

taking from him his soul (IE'331) 1? bp'<t>= IE'33 'h XE"), and agrees better
with the context, vv. 9, 10. When God draweth out (PB*.'. Apoc. Impf
of ll)E' = Syr. xl)E' extraxit; or 1)B'; or b^\ from 1'1'E' id., Ru 213) his
soul, i.e. his fife, apart from the strangeness of the phrase, does not
suit the connexion. There is no question of hope in the actual hour
of death for Eyob and his friends. The three verses (8-10) simply
emphasize the idea that the prayer of the godless is vain. Nor is the
more attractive PXE" asketh really at all probable ; for I'XE' is never used
of God's demanding a 77ian's life, nor does the verb occur in Job in any
other sense than that of asking questions (88-2* 12'' 2123 333 40' 42*), except
in 3 1 80 (of imprecating death on an enemy). Perhaps © on eTre'^et
= 'W'., '3 (r K 141°) = yS3i 13 (al. OTt TrXeoveKTCi). For St. ii © gives
TrcTrot^djs eTTi Kvpiov dpa awO-^aeTai ; =¦ ? IE'33 II7X

piS'
13. But cf also

11I8 123. @.\ ^^ ^£^. 1.^1 ,,.
;¦
s.pa 0-0)61. '131 li'r (? 0X1) 13.1 Is it that {Or

will) Eloah deliver his life ? This may poss. be orig. Cf 93 Quae est enim
spes hypocritae si avare rapiat (=50?),.^'/ non liberet Deus animam eius?

V. 10. With St. i cf Ps 37* Is 57* {alio sensu). For © ex- irapprja.
cf 2223. ^„ii call: xipl pro 50? Xlpi—an intolerable Asyndeton. Cf
©93©. After this verb we should expect irhi^b (12* 1913), or '1)X"1)X (so

some codd.); cf. ©. Perhaps vbn Xlpi And call unto Him (© om. lll'X).
Yet cf also Is 4322 xip c Accus. Pers. © st. ii might represent xip 0X1
il5-liyi

or il5-liy;i Xipi or even "h

liyi Xips OX. Cf Gn252i for the
second verb. But iy"P33 (Ps 342), 93 omni tempore, is supported also by
©3;. (@ ineptly turns the veise into a promise of mercy to the penitent :

But if he trust in the Almighty and call unto God continually, God ivill
answer him and hear him. Coloured by © ?)

vv. II, 12. If these two distichs really belonged to Eyob originally,
we must suppose that they once introduced a very different account of

' the portion of the wicked ' from that which follows them in the present

text; an account like that which Eyob has already given in chap. 21, but
perhaps going so far beyond it as to provoke editorial excision, although,

I of course, the loss of the original sequel may have been due to an hiatus
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valde deflendus in the Heb. manuscripts. Verse 1 1 would be fairly suit

able in the mouth of either Eyob or Zophar (cf. Eliphaz, 15"); but v. 12

is certainly more pointed and forcible in the mouth of Eyob, as a
challenge to the friends not to uphold arbitrary theories in the face of

undeniable experience.

V. II. instruct you in : Ps 258 Pr 4" ("1113 in the way; which would be
not inappropriate here), the Hand: i.e. the Power, and its exercise, or

His doings, mode of action. But © ti co-nv e'v x^'-P'- K-i what is in lahvah's
Hand; as if "ip had fallen out after D31X (© vplv). This perhaps
agrees better with the parallel what is with Shaddai ; i. e. in His mind or
purpose (cf 10"). ("jlx thee pro 031X ^i??^ is improb. since Eyob has
always addressed the friends coUectivel}', except in i2'-8 and 262-*.)
v 12. DFIX fl should prob. be DlX'fl with a single stress, metri gratia.
St. ii : And why do ye vapour in vain P or And why willye babble so idly ?
by contradicting the evidence of your own eyes (or perhaps your own
admission that God's ways are unfathomable and inscrutable to man,
e.g. ii'-3). Cf 93 Ecce vos omnes nostis; et quid sine causa vana
loquimini ? ©b Behold, ye all know \ Thatye are adding vai7i things to
vain ; a loose paraphrase, which ©'^ corrects Behold, ye all have seen ; |
But why do 3'e add. Sec.

V. 13. St. i is repeated from close of Zophar's second speech, 2029; a
fact which lends some degree of support to our attribution of the section.
Like 20232 tije stichus is metricafiy redundant, and the superfluous DIX

must be rejected here as there (cf 922-2* 1520 248 al. for yE'l). from El:
reading 1)XD (cf 'iliXO 2029) pro SO? l)X-Dy with Et, which echoes ilE'-Oy
(v. 11), or may be mere dittogr. of the preceding y. So © Trapd Kvpiov;
but 93 apud Deum = 50?. Perhaps rather b^'DVIO from with El ; God
has it in store and it comes from Him : cf © .J.
St. ii also appears overweighted (cf 2029I'), and lipi add. mars the
parallelism, piy the violent man, the tyrant, sing, as || to yE'l (15'°),
seems preferable to the plur. (628 . gee note there), and agrees better with
' his sons ', &c., in what follows. (© Svvao-Td>v, 93 violentorum = 50?. In
accordance with this plur. ©B continues with 01 vioi avrcov . . . x^pas Se

avTuiv, vv. 14, 15 ; but returns to the sing, in v. 16 ff. So also ©.)
V. 14. His sons grow up or are multiplied: om. DX If (from v. 16?).

50? must mean If his sons multiply (or grow up, 39*), {it is) for the sword
= IMI 2ln iol) ; cf © ets a<f>ayriv eaovTaL, 93 in {} 103) gladio erunt. Cf
Je 152 ami) lE'X They who are for the sword . . . ^vb lE'Xl and they
who are forfamine, Sec. iOp = P recurs 2921 38*3. A more logical parallel
to St. ii would be 3yi"iDP it isfor hunger (523). But see Je 152 (plague,
sword, famine =: sword, famine, plague here, vv. 14 f). his offspring:
OiXi'XV (523 218 = Te'Kva; Is 481* 61' 6523 = eKyova)issue ; a word peculiar
to II Is and Job. © suggests IXSi 0X1 And if they come (or grow) up
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(8^3
1^2^, ^vitlj its }av he Kal dvhp(u9S)ai,v, TrpoaaLTrjaovaiv, And if they have

even grown up, they shall beg. But this version perhaps merely indicates

that the translator felt the difficulty discussed above. The slain could
not hunger any more.

V. 15. perish: ll3Xi pro SO? 113pi are buried. by the Plague: 11,133 :
lit. by the Death : cf. the old English designation of the Plague as the

Black Death. © TeXevr^o-ovo-tv = IIID1 (1" 3'' 122 148 al). To insert N?
not before n3p' spoils the formal correspondence of the distich with v. 14
and yields a doubtful sense. (I3p3 is joined with 3 of the place of burial ;
and 11.03 can hardly mean when they die or when dead.) St. ii occurs in

Ps 783* in a similar context. There is fittle reason to read ' their widows
'

instead of ' his widows' (©©), as all the widows of the yEil's tribe or
clan are regarded as belonging to the great man himself; and still less to
point 1J'331 Ni. (which is not used, though ©©93 wrongly suggest it in
Ps 783*) as the widows would naturally weep over their loss on ordinary

occasions, but not in times of general and overwhelming calamity
(cf Ez 2 4i3ff-).
V. 16. St. i = Zc 98'' where pil gold in ||

, as © here xpvo-tov instead

of E'UPD clothing, which, however, suits fi3) better, and is required by the
immediate context, v. 17a. For clothes as an important element of wealth,
side by side with silver and gold, see Gn 2488 4522 Ex 322 2 K 53 2 C 9".
V. 17. Lit. He provides, and the righteous (emph.) puts on. It is what
always happens, according to the speaker. © paraphrases : All this just

(men) will acquire {-irept-TroirjaovTai ; app. reading E'31i pro 50? E'3l)i :

Gn 363). © dXr/Oivoi = ip3 (hic tant.) perhaps indicates a variant
lE'i j^,

©'s Heb. text (cf 28 47 83 178).
V. 18. ® And his house turns out (dire/ir] 22") as moths and as a spider,

incorporating the two readings E'y3 like the moth (SO? 93 sicut tinea, Z
Xni313pi3) and E'i33y3 like the spider (©SS). The latter is prob. right;
cf 81*. ©A completes the distich by add. 6 irXovToi avTov (liE'y, a relic of
50? 1V3 lE'y ? St. ii). St. ii was partially effaced in ©'s manuscript. The
booth is the temporary screen against the sun, put up by the keeper of

a vineyard (Is 18), and soon blown down by the storms of winter.
V. 1 9. SO? fit. The rich ma7i lies down (in death ?)

,

and is not gathered

(for burial, Je 8' 2583, cf. also Ju 2^" 2 K 222"). There is
,

however, some

thing strange in this sudden transition from the yE'l of the introduction

(v. 13) to the liE'y. Prob. the latter is due to a misreading of the former

word, written in the margin as a gloss. There is no more need to
repeat the Subj. here than in vv. 16-18. But this leaves st. i metr. short ;

and as fjDXi xl)1 is hardly a good || to 1331XI, we restore
Dipi) fl'DI' xl)1

and riseth 7iot again. After making this emendation, it was satisfactory

to find that it was actually the reading of © (Opol) ?1013 xl)l); cf. also

© Kai ov -irpoaOrjaei.
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He openeth his eyes : I. e. app. in She'ol or Hades, the world of the dead

(cf 93 which thinks of Ps 49I8 ; Lk 1623 ' in Hades he Ufted up his
eyes'

;

also Lk 1223),
V. 20. by day : DDV (5'* 2413 tant.) pro 50? OiD3 like the waters, i.e. a

sudden inundation or flood, sweeping everything away. So the Versions ;

but the other agrees better with the parallel stichus. It may, however,

very well be that vv. 20, 21 are explanatory of the general statement of

V. 19 : He lieth down (to sleep), and riseth not again ; He wakes and finds

himself whirled to destruction by flood and storm. Cf 2211-13.
We must point inj'B'l plur. pro 50? 113'E'l with Subj. linb (cf 18"),
unless that noun be regarded as an Intensive Plur. = extreme terror :
cf Ez262i 2783 28" where it is connected with fix as here (v. 19). See
also 181* 24" 3013 Ps 73I8 and esp. Is 17" (lll>3 Sing. aTr.). In some, if
not all, of these locc, a late Sing. lIlpS would suit. With st. fi cf 21I8
(37' 1310). © yvd^os for 1310 as for liyE' 9".
V. 21. Sirocco: the burning wind from the E. and S.E. deserts (15").
® Kavo-iov, 93 ventus urens. St. ii is metr. short. Fort. exc. ^313 in a

moment (cf 2o3 7I8 2ii8 3420 Ps 73"). whirleth him away : cf Ps 508 581°.
© XiKpL-rjaei, winnow (him) away (usu. = llj: cf. Is 41^3).
V. 22. Lit. And he casteth at him (cf. Nu 3523) and spareth not (16").

Read '^P'^X. God may be Subj. subaud., though we have to go back to

v. 13 to discover this. Either PX has fallen out before ih'i, or the refer
ence may perhaps be to the violent action of the wind hurling things

upon its victim ; but the former view is preferable, 'n??'!! sine Obj. is

somewhat remarkable (cf Nu 1. c). It seems to include all the calami
ties already specified, and to suggest others to the imagination, if any be
omitted. The root occurs four times in Job (1588 18' 2722 29") ac. to 50? ;
but two of these are dubious (see notes on 18' 29").
V. 23. SO? (evidently more or less corrupt) lit. He claps at them their
palms. And hisses at him from his place. The forms 10133, lOvy are
foreign to the style of Job (cf st. ii sh'^ , the normal form). The 1 of the
second word may be dittogr. of the fofi. 1; read therefore D;s3, after
La 2i-3 (although I133 would also be possible, Nu 241°). But even so the
Subj. of the verb pBE'i (= pSOi ; see locc. citt.) is not clear. It may be
El (see note on v. 22). lahvah jeers at His enemies, Pss 2' 59', and He
'hisses'

to summon nations, &c., Is 523 7I8 Zc 108. But piE' is more
usual as an expression of human hatred and derision (La 2i3-i6je 198 al),
and does not appear to be said of God in such a sense elsewhere.
Moreover, the reference to God makes lopOO from his place difficult, as
in that case it would have to mean from Heaven (cf. Rabb. use of DlpO),
since 'oo 'sh'i pis') cannot mean hiss him out of his place, but only hiss
at him from his place. Cf Ez 312 Mi i'. DIIDD from the Height has
been proposed ; but the usage of Job would require the plur. (1613 252 312).
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To read the verbs as plur. indef {they, i. e. men, clap, hiss) is a doubtful
expedient in the context ; and the repetition of vb]), though not ungram
matical, is suspicious. The parallel passages cited above (add i K 98
Zp 213 Is 5512 Je 50") suggest

D133 13iy p30i

: 1(1)1130 1
)3 il)y PIS'!

The passer-by clappeth hands.
And hisseth at all his plagues.

Cf 1 823 2 1 29. (St. u possibly (llix) ni3 01i-l)y plE'l A7id hisseth at the
day of his ruin.)
Chapter 28. The Praise of Wisdom. Other things accounted precious
have sources whence man obtains them ; but the source of Wisdom, the thing
of supreme value, is beyond the search of man, and known to God alone.
Although this unique discourse begins with the word For (i3), it gives no
justification for the statements which, in the present text, immediately
precede it (2718-2S). It is equally out of all visible relation to the immediate
sequel (chaps. 29-31), in which Eyob reviews at length his past life and
affirms his blamelessness as stoutly as ever (cf 272-8). To secure a place
for the chapter in Eyob's discourse, Bickell and others make it the con

tinuation of 2711-12, while freely revising and rejecting more than half of
its contents. Even this expedient, however, cannot hide from us the fact

that the connexion so effected is only external. Instead of furthering, the
chapter really interrupts the course and progress of the argument ; and
the conclusion of the whole (v. 28), however true in itself, is not the
point of Eyob's previous or subsequent pleadings. (See the note ad loc,

and cf Pr i' 91° Ec 12I8). This conclusion, indeed, might have been
more appropriately put into the mouth of one of Eyob's three antagonists,
all of whom have maintained that Eyob's calamities are direct anc^ irre
fragable evidence that he has not ' feared God and departed from evil ';

while he himself (in complete harmony with what may be called a postulate

of the book, ii) has steadily and consistently affirmed the contrary. In
the following chapters he reaffirms his consciousness of innocence and

his confident readiness to confront his Divine Adversary if He will but
vouchsafe him a hearing (3183-8'); after which, no doubt, the original

poem proceeded at once to the denoument of lahvah's answer out of the

whirlwind (38*).

As regards the substance of chap. 28, it must be admitted that the

long description of the wonders of mining (vv. i-ii), and the elaborate
enumeration of gems and precious metals which are worthless for the
purchase of Wisdom (vv. 15-19), provide neither a natural sequel to
Eyob's passionat.e protest, 272-6, nor any clear fulfilment of the promise,

27". The latter passage (vv. 15-19), which might almost be an extract

from the Book of Proverbs (cf. Pr 3i*-i3 8"-'3 i6i3; cf also the lists of gems.
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Ex 28"-2o Ez 28"), is remote from the usual thought and diction of Job
(cf 2i8ff- 2 22*f- and the Prologue and Epilogue, where we find no mention
of gems among the tokens of wealth). Lastly, if vv. 23-27 originally
belonged here, we can only call them an inartistic anticipation of the

Divine utterances, 3825-856-. (cf. also Pr3i3<'- 822-33).

Throughout the chapter, with the exception of the last verse (see the

note), ' Wisdom
' appears to denote insight into the Creator's methods of

working in the physical world (see the innumerable questions with which

lahvah confounds Eyob in chaps. 38 sqq.) ; a topic hardly discussed at

all in Eyob's preceding speeches and in the long sofiloquy with which he

concludes his case against God and man. The poetical merits of the
piece ought not to blind us to the perception of its iri-elevance in its
present context, nor to the probability that, if Eyob had raised the

question, he would not have handled it in this fashion.

V. I. The gap in style and sentiment, in thought and expression,

between this and the last chapter, is too obvious to escape the notice

even of a cursory reader. We should at least have expected the bridge

of an introductory heading like that of 2 71. Assuming that the chapter

was originally an independent piece drawn from another source, Duhm

accounts for the opening Ptc. For hy the ingenious supposition that t,he
' Refrain '

Wisdom, whence is it found P

And wlure is the Place of Insight?

(see vv. 12, 20) once preceded it. This expedient is at least
preferable

to rendering '3 by Surely, which is against ordinary usage.

they 7-efine : Rel. clause. For the verb, see Ps 12'. It occurs in another

sense, 362^ (Efihu).

V. 2. earth: or the soil or ground (l3y dust: 41'-' 53 al.). it is taken

(Gn 313-23). There is no need to point Ij?). St. ii lit. And (the) stone,

it poureth copper (i.e. when smelted). The 'stone' is
,

of course, the 'Vein

Rock ' which is the matrix of the metal. Cf Dt 8' A land whose stones
are iron, and out of whose hills thou mayst hew copper. The verb P'X',
which recurs 29"' (q.v.), should perhaps be pointed pis\ scr. plen.=

P'S\, Impf of pv effudit > of the dub. piS: see 11" 2213 3718 388' 411316

Gn 2818. Moreover, the gender of f3i^ (
i

Sa 17*" et pass.) requires
pSl

('si due to influence of || 'pi). The Ho.
pSil (22"): And ihe stone is

poured out as copper or cast, smelted into copper (cf i K 713.23^ seems also
possible. ® And copper is quarried like stone (? 3S11 : 19** Is 51').

V. 3. In SO? a tristich. But T\''b'2T\ is usually followed by a defining
Genit. (11' 261°), which in this case would naturally be some syn. of IE'1,
perhaps the P3X preserved in st. iii. The 73 before '731 may well be

dittogr., and instead of the Prep. 7 usage suggests ly (although, as Ipl
takes a simple Accus., 5" 13" 2913 32", a Prep, is hardly needed). Further,
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the phrase niol)V1 lE'i (33 1021, cf. 3422 Ps 10713-1*) justifies restoration of
11Dl)ii1, the last word of St.. iii, to st. i. Thus we get the distich

niolsSI IE'11) OE'-fp

: ipii Xll bza iil)3i lyi

An end he puts to darkness and deathshade.
And the limits of gloom he explores.

The miner does this by opening to the light the mountain sides within

which the metafile ores lie hidden. If the meaning be that the miner
carries a lantern, why is not the lantern expressly mentioned ?

V. 4. 50? lit. He breaks through (or into or open) the wddy from with

the sojourner
\
Which are forgotten (masc. plur.) by the foot \ They hang (?

)

(far })from men they waver (swing ? wander ?). Another tristich, evidently

very corrupt. Il is generally taken for granted that the verse describes
how the miner is let down deep into the earth by a rope. So Driver ;

who suggests IK light for 13 sojourner. But even so, st. ii remains out of
all grammatical connexion with st. i ; and if we connect it with st. iii

{They who are forgotten b
y the foot swing. Sec), we violate the metrical

structure and substitute prose for poetry. It is possible that the third
line (lys E'13X0 171) has grown out of marginal variants or corrections
of the second (731 i3D Dil3B'3l) : see Duhm, who restores the verse

as follows :

bl 130 1)13 f'13
iy3 13E'103 ll)l

Man broke away a shaft under the foot ;

So man hangs down swaying on the rope.

But here, as always, 1)13 means wddy, torrent-bed, ravine, and shaft is
only a guess from the context (Thes. 'Prob. puteus mdallicus '). The
phrase 1)31 i3D can hardly stand for 1)31 lllD ; and if it could, the whole
sentence would stifi be very strange. Besides, ancient mines were worked

by lateral adits rather than by deep vertical shafts (e.g. those of the old
Egyptian sovereigns in the Wddy Maghdra, or 'Valley of Caverns', in the

Sinaitic peninsula).

Duhm regards 13 Oyo, st. i, as an inferior variant of 1)31 i3D, st. ii ;

and similarly, he takes 'il3E'31 as a variant of iy3 E'3X ; both the latter

being assumed to be perversions of the true reading VJ 13E'D3 (3881 ;

? 132103). This is certainly very ingenious, if nothing more. In any
other context st. in would naturally be rendered They are brought low

(cf Ps 798 Is 193) ; away from man they wander (cf Gn 412 y3). Perhaps
•b\ should be read pro ll)l (cf 2 Sa 15"), so that the stichus would mean

They are exiled (and) wanderers from men
— a possible gloss on 13 oy

{^id. infr).
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A better sense emerges for st. i if we make the very slight change of
pointing Dy people pro SO? Dy with, and connect the D with the preceding

1)13 (thus gaining a Subj. for the vb. and an antecedent for the following

Dil3E'31, which otherwise, fike the supposed miner, hangs in the air) :

The foreign folk breaketh up the ravines.
Forgotten of the foot (i.e. long untrodden).

The mines and quarries of Sinai were worked by foreigners, Phoenicians

and others. Cf. 93 Dividit torrens a populo peregrinante eos quos oblitus

est pes egentis hominis, et invios (dividing iy3 E'13XD1 Pl). © SiaKOTr^
Xeipdppov dTro KQvia% = 1? (Dy)D 1)13 fl? (points ; cf Is 27' 2 Sa 68) only
confirms SO?. 01 Se eTriXav^avopevot oSov SiKaiav -fjaOevrjaav eK ySpoTtov =

E'i3.XD ^bl lE'i l)3yD OilStS'l (app. om. iy3).

An unfrequented glen might poetically be said to be ' forgotten of the

foot
'
(of travellers) ; but to say of a man hanging by a

rope in a shaft, or

working underground, that he was 'forgotten of the
foot'

(instead e.g. of
' forgotten of the passer-by ', 13'y, or of the people above) would be an
illogical obscurity of expression. The foot is not the organ of remem

brance.

V. 5. ' The earth provides man with food ; but, not content with that,
in his search for metals he overturns her ruinously underneath

'
(Driver) :

cf RV which, however, would require 13313 f. instead of 50? ^^l3 m.
St. fi is probably corrupt. Z thinks of the fire of Gehenna; but the
reference may well be to precious stones (cf v. 6). We might perhaps

read E'X '33X (? 133S3) 1313 I'llll And under her are hidden stones of fire
(Ez 281*13); or as the I13D follows in v. 6, l?^') ^Si carbuncle and
jasper might be substituted for SO? E'X 103 n313 : see Ez 281= (Ex 28^8)
^33 1130 ISE'i. (It may be more than a mere coincidence that in the
previous verse of Ez 1. c. 1031 Wisdom is mentioned, as also before in
vv. 3, 5, 7.) In St. i also (which has four stresses) we may suppose a ref
to gems > bread, reading DE'P XS' flX-ijO Out ofEarth cometh the jacinth

(Ex 2813); or perhaps D'l)!: the onyx if).
V. 6. Her stones are the place of the sapphire (© aa-K<^elpov; SO ©iI93);
others lapis lazuli, in view of st. ii, which is then supposed to mean
Which hath specks ofgold. But liSJ? plur. of IDV dust, earth (Pr 823 tant.)

is improbable in this sense ; and Ex 241° Ez 1^3 loi suggest a transparent
> an opaque blue. 'SR And dusts of gold it (the place of the sappir)
hath. Either way we get an indifferent parallel. To correspond to her
stones we should expect her dust (lill3y her earths or clods ?) ; and we
might perhaps read top ad fin. pro iP : And her clods have gold: or

keeping 50? 3ir ni3yi, we might render A7id they (her stones) have
nuggets

(?
)

of gold. (© seems to have read I3iyi And a dripping (of
gold), &c., instead of ll3yi, as it gives U«?? )1-j».o.) Ex 28^8, where
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DPl'l T3D "133 are mentioned together, suggests the possibility of the line
And her dusts are gold and onyx (?). © xat y^psi. xpvctov avTw., 93 et
glebae illius aurum. Perhaps iOP lllT ni?l3l or 10? npl3 Ilil And they
have the sheen of the emerald.
V. 7. There is no visible connexion between this verse and the last.

RV's ' That path no bird of prey knoweth
'
(i. e., as Driver explains,

the path found by the miner) is not a permissible translation. 50? may

be rendered A {The) path, no eagle knows it
. And the hawk's eye hath not

descried it
, or A {The) path which no eagle knows, Sec. Why should birds

of prey and wild beasts be supposed unfamiliar with the mountainous

scenes of mining operations? It is not the path to the mines, but the path

to the ' place ' of Wisdom that is hidden from the ' birds of the air

'

(v. 21).

The mountains and deserts are the natural haunt of the birds and beasts

of prey, and nothing, however remote, escapes their marvellous powers of
sight. But Wisdom is beyond the range even of their almost miraculous

vision. It is highly probable, therefore, that some reference to Wisdom
preceded this verse ; in fact, the refrain of vv. 12, 20 :

But Wisdom, whence cometh it?
And where is the place of Insight P

We may then read D'y yi' xl) 13'13 The path thereto no eagle knows (i. e.
the path to the ' place ' of Wisdom ; cf 38i''-2»).
». 8

. Sons ofPride: 4123. {^^rw — lion, Z Ps 17"; but var. xl) IE*.)
No doubt, majestic wild beasts are intended ; cf st. ii. Z fl'lX '33 sons of
lions; © vtoi dXa^ovtov ; 93 filii institorum, sons ofpedlars !

V. 9. flint: e"d1'1. There can be fittie doubt that this word is etym.
identical with the Assyr. elmesu, ili7ielu, elmulu, elmilu, a brilliant precious

stone, the Sum. equivalent of which (SUD-AM) means light (ndru) or
glittering. The Semitic word may be compared with the Sum. GAD,
GUD, bright, GIR, lightning, GIRIM, bright, a kind of gem {sa7ntu),
GAR, AR, light, GUL, joy (brightness), MUL, UL (from GUL), star,
glitter (cf IJL, joy), EL, bright, and MAS, bright, shining. The Greek
AAAMAC, diamond, steel, may perhaps be of the same origin. © ev aKpo-

Topw, on (the) abrupt rock or precipice (see also Dt 8i3). 93 ad silicem,

towards the flint.

St. ii seems hyperbolical, as a description of ancient mining. Cf 93.
(It is possible that vv. 9-1 1 originally followed v. 4.)
z;. 10. SO? 1111X3 aTT. = 0111S3 (8 occ): In the rocks {cliffs) he cleaveth
(opens) watercourses (or channels); i.e. either the damp, dripping tunnels

or ' workings ' themselves, or else gutters to carry off their moisture,
which seems more likely. For D1IX1, str. Nile-arms, see Is 3321. Cf
also Ps 7813. An leg. yp3D 11x1) nil1if3 Things inaccessible (cf Je 338)
he breaks open to the light (?). ® St'vas he irorapSv epprjiev, fort. liPWD

(4128); cf note TO. KoiXiopiaTa Twv vSaTiov Tas iXiyyas, the cavities of the
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waters, the whirlpools (©^ ^ ¦»£• !"'•); ©^ ^ivas ttot. = dunes. © connects

nniV3 with -^1X3 (vid. supr.). But 93 In petris rivos excidit = 50?.

». II. This looks like a variant of v. lo.
St. i. SO? lit. From weeping the rivers (or canals) he bound up ; which is

supposed to mean that the miner prevents water from percolating into

the workings (Driver). Obviously this is no parallel to st. ii
.

Moreover,

B'31 Pi. does not recur in OT in the sense of restraining, nor is this
Root found in Job except in 5I8, where it has its ordinary meaning (34"

40I8 are corrupt : see notes). If with ©® (e^ijpevvijo-ev ; 93 scrutatus est)
we read E'Sl he searched, and for the dub. i33D substitute the very similar

1333 springs (3813 Pr 8=* ©), or ipoyo depths, we get a better || to st. n.

© ^d6,) he ¦iroTap.Cv dveKaXv^ev = ^bi 11113 ipoyi; cf 1222 Pr 9I8. In

St. ii leg. lixS Xr itobyil (or lIxl" X(i)vil niDl)yni) And hidden things
he brings into the light: cf ii" 1222. (© Svvapiv = 'ol)yi as in ii3.)
Do vv. 10, II refer to mining at all? Such words as D'lXi (plur. ot
1X1, 11X1, the Nile), which commonly, if not always, means the arms and

canals of the Nile in the Delta (Ex 81 Is 193 3321 Am 88 Ez298ff-i3Ze 10"),

and 11113 rivers, plur. of 113 (14" 20" 221° 4028), appear altogether

extravagant in their assumed application. The term 113 always implies

a considerable volume of running water, denoting either an independent

stream or a river-canal (Egypt, Babylonia), and is never app. used of an

artificial channel or gutter for carrying off water, for which other terms

were avafiable, e.g. ll)yi, Ez 31*. The word, in fact, is mostly used of
the great rivers of the world, esp. the Euphrates, 'The River', 'The
Great River', and the Nile (Gn 2'3-i* 1518 3121 Is 19'i), and poet, of the

ocean floods ('the running seas'), Jon 2* Ps 242938. We have not to
think of the vast underground workings of modern mines and their

methods of preventing and overcoming floods. The two verses almost
appear to describe works of Divine rather than human activity (cf v. 24 ;

Ps 78'3-2o 105*1 Hab 3'). Possibly, however (supposing the two verses still

stand in their orig. context), the reference is to collecting gold and other

precious things (e.g. pearls and other gems) from the beds of rivers. In

that case, read '1x1 lll)1SD (cf Is 4427 Zc 10") as parallel to '113 i333, and
translate

The depths of Niles he cleaves . . .

The sources of rivers he searches . . .

V. 12. cometh it: reading X131 (v. 20) pro 50? XVOl (dittogr. of v. x-^).
V. 13. the way to her : leg. 1311 c © oSov avT^s (cf v. 23) pro 50? 13iy
her price (anticipation of v. 15).

V. 14. There seems no need to alter lOX : cf Hab 31".
V. 15. The aw. liJD should prob. be pointed "I'lSp, which occurs

I K 623''- io2i in the phrase lup 31T solid or massive gold (as distinct from
gilding or gold leaf?). 113D is lit. closed, i.e. app. close or close-grained.
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Whatever the exact implication, the Heb. phrase certainly corresponds

to Sargon's Assyr. hurdgu sakru (=1130 pil), sekeru (13D) being the
Assyr. equivalent of 130 to shut, close up (313 12" 41'). Perhaps 31T gold

should be inserted here ; the phrase being regarded metr. as a single

word. © oTJVKXeto-pov (so also Ho 13* where liJD is prob. corrupt).
93 aurum obrizum (so 2 C 33 = 3ID 31t fine gold); cf obrussa, assaying
or testing gold by fire; xpvaiov bjipv^ov, refirud gold (Ducange). Since
the names of the metals are mostly colour-terms, e.g. 3ir = 31V bright,
yellow, pii hurdgu, id., it seems possible that 1130 sakru may have
sprung from Sum. SlG,yellow {cf.aXso SIG Kj^^f bright, purified, refined
of silver, KUBABAR SIG DIM = kima garpi gurrupi, ' like refined
silver

'
; SHAG, bright, purify), triliteralized by addition of the Pp. R

(RA, RU, IR); so that 93 would be practically right.
V. 16. poised or weighed: IP01 = X? 01 (La 42). So again v. 19*',
where we have the same stichus repeated with the var. lilD pure pro
I13IX of Ophir. 58 Non conferetur (cf ©) tindis Indiae coloribus ;
perhaps connecting the late poet. D13 gold with 013 Aram, stain, defile.

The Rt. may be identical with that of 01 blood, DIX red, Assyr. adamu, a
syn. of sdmu, triliteralized by the Pref 3 like, or it may be compared with
Sum. GUSH in GUSH-KIN, gold, GUSHA, an epithet of gold, bright

or perhaps red, akin to GASH, GAD, GUD, shining + ASoxm. M; so
that 013 would be ' red gold ', as our own poets say.

onyx : so © ev ovvxt Ttpto) ; cf 93 lapidi sardonycho pretiosissimo.

50?
DIB' (Gn 212) should perhaps be pointed DIB*, related to Assyr. sdmtu,

sdndu, as Dili to Assyr. tdmtu, tdmdu. The sdmtu was called in Sum.
the
'sparkling'

(GUG) or 'clear',
'pure'
(GIRIM) stone; the latter

perhaps indicating transparency. The Assyr. adj. sdmu, f. sdmtu, is some

what vague in application, like other colour-terms. It covers various
shades of brown (e. g. imeru sdmu, 'a dun ass ' ; hurdgu sdmu, 'j-ellow gold').

The Heb. DIE* was perhaps the beryl (so ©2) or chrysoberyl; but the

data are insufficient for any certain identification of ancient with modern
¦ precious stones : see the Bible Dictionaries.

». 17. Read pptO 3ir (i C 28I8) pro 50? ni313t1 3ir = © xP^alov Kal
vaXos, 93 aurum vel vitrum. The sing, verb is against 50? (cf also v. ig^);

and however costly glass may have been in the author's time, it can

hardly have ranked with gold as equally or more precious. If lOIST be
right, it must denote some kind of gem or precious stone (cf v. 19). It
is found nowhere else in OT ; and p is easily and often confused with
13 or 13 and D with n . (Is li313t due to recollection or imitation of Syr.

and Talm. Sl'Mj glass ?)
133iy' = nb liy (cf is 40") is comparable or equal to it.
St. ii. Leg. fort. IS ?3'"X? 'Oil Nor can beaten gold enable its exchange

(cf 422 Ho 83) or avail as its exchange. '?3 (or ',P3 plur. 11 codd.
2210 Z
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©©293) rs is not found elsewhere, and the Neg. Ptc. (i cod. Kenn.)
and a verb seem desirable. Cf 93 Nee commutabuntur pro ea vasa
auri = IS 1.P3 13 llDl' xl)1. The word rs is possibly from a -/rrs =

Assyr. pazdzu, ' to beat ', ' crush
'
; cf Ar. jLoj (wrought) silver, from (_,ij

to break in pieces. (On T31D see Burney ad i K io'8).
V. 18. The gems are again uncertain, as is shown by the Verss.
© peTeuipa Kal ya/3eis (= translit. of E'i33); 93 excelsa et eminentia ; as if
11DX1 (Ez 2713) were liOl (Aram. XOXl a height), and E'i33 connected
with Aram. NB'313 a heap, hill or with E'"13 (523 2182). % fliU'^l f'S^^P
sardony.xes (?) and beryls (the former is compared with the Greek

aavhapdK{x)ri, orange colour, advhv^. Sec, Corals is Qimhi's interpr, of

ncxi. Perhaps l(pl3)l DIX, associated with 1103 Ex 28". As to
E"33 (©2 vTrepjpe'va cf 93), the mg. rock-crystal is only an inference from
comparison of E''33"7X hail, Ar. ^j.^^ gibs, gypsum, the uses of the
Gk. KpTjaTaXXoi; {ice, crystal), and the Eth. ebna barad, hailstone, crystal ;
which can hardly be regarded as certain. Possibly this aTr. Xeyop. covers

i3f 1 (Ex 28").
St. ii. SD? ^E'D (© points ^E'tp 'iXKvaov, though Infin. would yield a better

sense) i
s supposed to mean that the drawing (i.e. fishing, cf 40^3^ up of

Wisdom is better than (the drawing up of) corals (see OL). This use of
lE'O being dub. (cf Gn 152), we suggest E'SO (= 030) or lE'SD (= nD3D
Le 2728) valuation, value, worth. Otherwise, leg. "O^ price (Pr3|i3) or
TlO id. Rashi explains D13133 as pearls, but La 4' impfies something
of a red colour, perhaps red coral, which is more valuable than the white
kind (? 110X1): cf Pr 313 8" 31". © Ta eo-oiraTa = DiOi33, 9

?

de

occultis.

V. 19. See on vv. I6^ 17=". The verse sounds more fike an echo than

a fresh note here ; marring, as it seems to do, the climactic effect of the
last. [It is difficult to believe that 11D3 topaz (© TOTra^tov, ^ topazius) is

masc. '3iyi is prob. due to V. 17. {<B the pearls of Cush and stones of the
Ephod app. gives two equivalents for E'13 1103 ; the latter identifying
1103 with xns = 113X I)]

V. 20. For SO? X131 cometh, 95 venit, which seems prererable also in

V. 1 2, © evpeOr] = XSOl as there.
w. 21. // is hid: omitting 50?'s initial 1 c ©93©.
all living : il 1

)3
, including both man and beast, or either alone. See

1210 Gn 320 613 821. Here 111 b all (the) wild beasts would perhaps give

a better

|| to st. ii : cf vv. 7, 8, 522.23 ^020. But 111 without a defining
genit. is not so used elsewhere in Job, except in the Elihu-section (378).
r'. 22. Abaddon : 263 31 12. Death seems here to be a syn. of Abaddon
or She'ol (Pr 53, cf chap. 38"), the place of the dead. Hades, > a personifi
cation of our last enemy in the modern fashion.
We have heard mere hearsay : lit. with our ears, as in 2 Sa 7^2Ps 44^.
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Cf. also 423. The dead know no more of Wisdom than they heard about
her on earth.

V. 23. God: SO? DMPX. This word, rare in Proverbs, occurs elsewhere
in Job only in the Prologue and in the Elihu-section (322 343) and once
in the phrase Dill)X i33 ' The Sons of God ' in the poem itself (38'). In
58 2o23 it is almost certainly corrupt (see the notes ad locc). (With

Suff. it is not found in Job, and only once or twice in Proverbs.) If
original here, it adds force pro tanto to the argument against the authen

ticity of the chapter. © o ^eo's, but perhaps X-''-'^'
"'^ AC ;« = llli is right

(cf. V. 28).

discerneth: ;i31 : as in 382". In 132 153 al. understand; 6"^* teach; 9"
238 perceive. (© ev ovveaTrjaev = fi31 ; so some codd. : but cf the parallel
yT and 3820.)
V. 24. ends of the Earth : Is 4028413.9. Here only in Job. Cf 26"
(lisp), looketh to : b DUl = look at, Ps 10482. The verb is abs. 6i3 and
prob. 39^3 J takes an Accus. Obj. in Elihu-sect. 353 3623. Not elsewhere

in Job as here, under the whole ofHeaven : Gn 7" Dn 912. The phrase
recurs in Job only 378 (Elihu), 418 cav n). jt seems to suit the context
(and metre) better if we transpose 1

)3 111 and point 73, as an accented

word : All things under the Heavens He seeth, and therefore also the

' place ' of Wisdom and the ' way

'

to it. Cf © eiSois ra ev ttJ yjj Travra,

9
3 et omnia quae sub caelo sunt respicit.

V. 25. SO? liE'y? to make, connecting the verse with the last ; as though

stating the purpose of God's all-comprehensive survey (cf Dr in making).

But © iiroirjaev, lE'y He made; 93 Qui fecit ventis pondus : i.e. at the

Creation, which seems to be what is meant : cf Is 4012-13 (qid . , . 110

. . . f31 . . . Ill) 268 Pr 30*. Read 111E'y3 When He made, as v. 26,
and connect with what follows. (© l^VT = HE'yi.) Cf also Pr 8"^-

V. 26. law : or limit: 26^" 381°. © Kai iiroirjaev ovtojs ihuiv -fipiOprjaev

= '13011 1X1 rx (= v. 27^) liwys. The translator's eye wandered to
the line below. 9

3 Quando ponebat pluviis legem.

St. ii is repeated in 3823b. in both places we should prob. read plur.

'.Vin after Zc 10' O't'Tl lE'y 111', where IDD rain is connected with

thunder. The meaning is not altogether certain. Thunderbolts or levin-

bolts or lightning-shafts would suit. For the latter, cf. Je 10" lightnings

for the rain He made. The Jewish explanation bright clouds, i. e. clouds

illuminated by lightning, seems to connect t'll with the root -/itl to see
(cf © here : And a way tibp'^ X51tll) for the shows ofvoices) : but this

is a mere fancy. The Root T?l is a double (more primitive) form of fVl,
whence fl arrow (used of lightning, Ps 18^3 jjab 3" T^^l Ps 77^') ; and
''?n (? t'!C) may thus be an old Syn. of fl or }'V1 arrow, bolt, used esp. of
lightning. (Cf Sum. GAZ, GAS, GAZ, hagdbu, hagdgu, hipii. Sec)
V. 27. examined her: reading 113Di1 (=113B'>1; fr. 13B' inspect,

Z 2
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Ne 2"-i6) instead of 50? 11301 a7id counted her exactly,
' reckoned her

up'
(i.e. estimated her nature completely). Others would point SO? as

Qal (cf i4'3 31* 388') and render took account of her. Wisdom is
regarded throughout as a substantive entity, not merely as a faculty or

attribute of mind.
discerned (or perceived) her : reading 1313I as parallel to 1X1 > 50?

XV^'^n prepared her or established her (see note on v. 23). Cf Pr 822-80.
proved: lit. searched her thoroughly or through and through: cf v. 3,
52' 133 al. The verse does not assert that God created Wisdom. She is

a primeval, nay eternal. Being, whose
' place ' He knows ; whom He

'saw' before the world was, and having realized her excellence, made

use of her in Creation. See Pr 8 1. c.

V. 28. And He said to the Man (or to Man). This is obviously pure

prose; an extra-metrical introduction of the following distich. Cf
Gn 3"-". The whole verse may be regarded as a later addition, based
upon such passages as Pr 3' 913 1583 166. The 'Wisdom' of the preceding
poem (vv. 1-27) is not so much the practical wisdom which should
govern conduct as knowledge of the methods and principles of the Divine

working in the world of Nature (cf vv. 26, 27).
Chapter 29.

V. I. See the note on this introductory formula, 2 71. In the original

text the ordinary heading lOXl 31iX fyi A7id Eyob answered and said
may have introduced the unquestionably authentic discourse which follows

(29-30)-

z;. 3. let . .. shine: pointing iP13 = ipll? Hi. Inf Cst. c Suff. pro SO?
i^l3 Qal Inf (not found elsewhere). Cf 3123 41 10 (Hi. in both = shine,
yield light) and Is 13" (Hi. Trans, as here). The / is common in
Assyr. though not in Heb. {elelu, 'to shine', 'be pure'; kima lame lelil,
' like Heaven may he shine! ')

.

above > upon: cf 183 2 1". © vTrep Ke^aXri<;
pov. By (P as regards, because of) His light. Perhaps 111x1)1 And by.
Sec. (exc. 1 post 1), and ad fin. fE'13 : Ps 23* (exc. 3 post 3). Cf ©

i-iropevoprjv iv o-Korei = 9
3 ambulabam in tenebris.

V. 4. St. i seems overweighted metr., and SO? 1311 1013 in the days of
my autumn (Am 313) is somewhat strange. Possibly we should read 'd1)1

my health (an Aramaism ; cf. the vb. 39* Is 38") d-K. Cf 93 adolescentiae
meae = 'P^5|

(20" 3325). But © «»m- (noi) my kindness (Hebr.?), i.e.
God's kindness or favour to me, would yield a closer parallel. A reference
to Eyob's ' maturity

' (RV ' in the ripeness of my days ') does not seem
relevant. © oTe y]p-r\v eTrt/Jpi^tov 6S0VS (©¦'^<- 6801s) may be corrupt

(?OAOYC = OAOC, OAOYC, OAOIC ? cf. 37" ©5 ^m/SptVei = inQi
which suggests ino for 1311 and lends some support to the conjecture
1113 my budding, i.e. flourishing ; cf Ps 928-13).
protected: '^103 (©2 Trepiecjipaaaev) instead of SO? 1103 (158 ig") : cf. i'»
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(lj> = D) 3'i8 : or rather (on account of the Prep. ''bV) ^03 (i K 8' ; cf
4022) : cf @ (li!P). When Eloah overscreened my tent.
V. 5. St. ii is metr. short, and barely complete from the point of view
of sense. '1W would most naturally mean attendants or retainers (Gn 1 42*

228); and if we keep the pointing, we may suppose 115? company (158*

16') to have fallen out before it
. Cf 0'iy31 (113-") 'the young men'; an

expression used in the general sense of Eyob's sons, ii': cf v. 8. (243 is

corrupt.) We might point 'iVji my youth (1323 31I8) and insert '?.3 before

it (Ps 127*); also prefixing 1 to ''3D (so ©93), that letter having fallen

out after 1. This would give a reference to Eyob's sons : And the sons

of my youth were around me. But a verb seems desirable, and perhaps
Iloy stood has been accidentally omitted owing to its resemblance to iloy
with 77ie in the previous clause. Then, keeping 50? 'IV?, we might render :

And my young men stood around me.
V. 6

.

were bathed: fli Intrans. as in Ct 512. Cf. Assyr. rahdgu, 'to
flood', 'to wash', 'bathe' (= Sum. RAG, RA, whence the Semitic Rt.).
my steps : i3'71 d-K. curd or curdled milk, the Arab leben of to-day
(Ju 523), Heb. n??!Ii (20"), which must be read here with one cod. and
®933;(;8ovrvpai, butyro, ixilbs) pro 50? 191. Perhaps rather liquid butter,
mod. Arabic samn (cf. Sum. LI = lamnu, ' oil ', ' fat ', LI-NUN, ' thick
fat
' = Assyr. himetu = 1X01 ; and cf Sum. LI with Aram. 1XI1I)).
St. ii has more than the normal three stresses, and is otherwise
suspicious. Lit. 50? says : And the rock— it poured out with me canals of
oil. noy with me is prob. Jittogr. (v. 5=^) ; and 11V rock may be a

corruption of iiyv my paces (31*) or footsteps (|| i3il'l). If this be right,
we must restore

IplXi

(? iplSJ ? Ip^s;) plur. for
pivi sing. Cf © to, Se opr)

pov ixeovTo yaXaKTi = 3l)l IplX' '11X1. Possibly the phrase fOE' i3l)3
streams ofoil is an intruder here from 20" (see the note there); and the
original text may have been 371 IplSii iiyvi And my footsteps ran with

milk (cf in part ©)— a better rhythm and sense than we find in Tt, which

is perhaps coloured by reminiscence of Ex 173 Nu 208 ff-

V. 7. Instead of lyB* the gate © gives opOpios = HE' (in the) morning
or early, at dawn (cf Ps 57'), while rendering lip i^y ev TroXei. 9

3 simply

ad portam civitatis (cf © When Iwent forth to the gate and called; rg.
ilXip instead of llpil)y!). The Heb. might mean went forth of {^.e.
through) the gate (cf 318* Gn 342* for the constr.); but as Eyob's place

was outside the town, the meaning must be to the gate, and lip 'y will
be either b

y (i. e. beside) the city or upon (i. e. rising over) the city ; the
town-gate being a considerable structure, with a chamber over it

. The
open space within the gate was the 3111 or forum (st. ii) where justice

was dispensed and public meetings were held. There Eyob was wont lo

sit as an honoured and righteous qddi or judge (vv. 11-17), whom all men

feared and reverenced (vv. 8-10).
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V. 8. The moment the younger men saw his approach, they fell back

behind the elders (1X3131; Pf of action simultaneous with the first-
named). In St. ii © perhaps read D73 all of them pro IDp arose : Travres
eaTr\aav.

V. g. Lit. Princes—they restrained (or stopped) words (42, cf 1213);
they left off talking: 93 Principes cessabant loqui; © dSpoi (=017113
Great men, Je 53) 8e i-KavaavTo XaXovvTes. In St. ii leg. Ol'S'Py upon

their mouth (213 Ju 181") pro SO? Dl'DP. © SciktvXov eTri^eWes eTri

aTopian (as we put the forefinger on the lips to recommend silence).

w. 10. 50?: The voice of leaders (318'; not elsewhere in Job) they
retired (1X313). The verb is obviously dittogr. from v. 8. We should

have expected The voice of leaders was hushed or became dumb. This
might be either 0PX3 (which, however, does not occur elsewhere in Job)
or Dl^ (v. 21, 3o2'3i3*) or E'nii (62* 133-"); but Ez 326, with its parallel to
St. ii

,

certainly favours DPX3. (Dili ^ however, might easily have fallen
out after D'li33.) © 01 8e dKovaavTe% ip.aKdpiadv pe— a curious anticipation
of V. 1 1", due no doubt to eye-wandering.

The subject of vv. 7-10 is resumed somewhat awkwardly in vv. 21-25;

a section which seems rather out of place as the sequel to vv. 18-20, but
might very wefi follow as the continuation of v. 10, and should perhaps

be restored to this place.

V. II. Omit '3 (from v. 12="). So 93. Lit. The ear, it heard and called.
Sec A7id the eye, it saw. Sec. bare me witness : La 2"Qeri (cf Lk 422), The
meaning appears to be, approved of his manifest integrity and benevolence.
Neither this verb (liyi) nor the parallel (lE'X) occurs again in Job. ©

p,e elcKXivev (23" 24* 31' 3618) = 13DII pro i31iyi1 (exc. 1 and iy = o).

© 95 1 recth ut SO?.
V. 12. The verse resembles Ps 7212. Both there and here the pointing
yit?p from the noble or magnate (© ck ;^etpos Svvao-Tov) may be preferred
(for yiE* see 34" Is 323). © x3vSx fO = ISO out of distress {or from the
adversary, 623); but the other seems better. 'i^l^fro7n the wicked {(5 922)
or piy l.'p (628 ig2o 23") is also plausible. 50? yiE^tp = 3

3 vociferantem.

But would the oppressed ' cry for help
'
in the court of justice ? In st. ii

read xl) pro xl)1 c ii codd., ©SB© (so ©93© PS7212).
V. 13. on me. The pronoun is emphatic by position.
For the verb in st. ii cf Ps 653. (Intr. Ps 32", 812.) © o-rdpta he xijpas
pe evXo'y»;o-ev app. preserves a different recension.
V. 14. Lit. Right Iput on, and itput me on ; as though Justice invested
itself with the person of Eyob, or, as we might say, became incarnate,
took visible form, in him. Cf Ju 68* The Spirit of lahvah put on
Gideon. As the body may be regarded as the flesh-garment of the
spirit, so the Divine Spirit may enter into any man, clothing itself as it

were with the vesture of mortality, and for the time actuating both body
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and soul for its own purposes. St ii 50? lit. Like i-obe and turban (to me)
{was) my justice; i.e. the justice he dealt out to suitors. © (not under
standing i3E'37il) And righteousness I had put on. And robed me ivith judge
ment like a double cloak {hi-KXok = P'VP ' Sa 2" al.) ; app. reading l)iyD31
IDBE'D 5)13VX And like a robe I wrapped my justice (about me). Perhaps,
however, 50? includes st. ii also under the government of ilE'37 : Like robe
and turban (I put on) justice (om. suff. 1). Then © will merely have
supplied ¦fip.ffyiaadp.rjv he acc. to the sense (omitting f|i3V). © Truth I put
on and it clothed me. Like the pall and the diadem ofjudgement.
V. 16. Notice the alliteration and tiie assonance in st. i. ''3x1) i33X 3X.
A father: i.e. a protector and an adviser (Gn 458). © renders st. \\ And
a cause which I knew not, T investigated; implying that Eyob took all
possible pains to ascertain the merits of any cause which came before
him for decision, esp. in the case of the poor, instead of favouring the
rich and powerful, as Oriental judges are only too apt to do. So 93©X ;

but S
Jt And I did the best for him whom I knew not. The Heb. might

certainly mean And the cause of one I knew not, I searched out. This
provides a closer parallel to st. i ; but the other rendering seems to
yield a preferable sense. Eyob would probably know who the suitors
were who came before him ; but not always who was in the right in any
dispute that might arise.

V. 17. shattered eagerly or with zest, as the form of the Heb. verb
(Cohort. Impf c Waw Conv.) implies. grinders : = © pvXas, denies

mo lares (Galen), liy710 = instruments of ^wawz';^ ; \/ypi, prob. cogn.

c yil), or yyl) to swallow (cf vb~2), Syr. xyil) the jaw, Til) lick up, jlJ lick
the fingers, '-1?, Xli? the jaw, DIP to eat, p'2> to lap or lick up. Cf
nV?in worm, grub, weevil, maggot, as an eater or gnawer of vegetation and
grain, or decaying bodies (Is 14'^); Dt 2833. Assyr. tultu, dkilu {eater),
weevil, 7nealworm, and the fike. Prim. Root LAG (Sum.), eat (?).
drew: rg. f|ll)E'X, which usu. means draw a sword out of the sheath,
instead of SO? ^1l)E'X cast. Cf Ju 322, and Assyr. laldpu, ' draw sword ',

but also alallapa lilditki, 'I will tear out thy tongue!' © i^-qpTraaa:

a happy equivalent.

». 18. 50? lit. And I said (to myself). Along with my nest I shall expire.
And like the sand (Gn 32'3) / shall multiply days. This can hardly be
right, since Eyob would not find any satisfaction, but rather the contrary,
in the thought of his ' nest ' (i. e. his house or family ; Nu 2421 Hab 2') and
himself coming to an end together. Nor is it any real help to take DJI in
the sense of beside, close b

y (Gn 25"; 2 Sa 6'?); for if the meaning were/ shall die surrounded b
y

mf family (Dr), we should have expected at
least ijpn in my nest or '3p ^113 in the midst ofmy nest. Moreover, the
paraUefism of the two stichi has obviously been obscured. Prob. i3p oy

is a corruption of Ii?
]

old, an old man (Secondary Predicate): And
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methought, I shall die an old man— a good parallel to st. u. Or we might
read : "JprDJJ with the aged (= D'spf-Oy) ; i.e. in their company, as one

of them. Comparison, however, of 148-3 with vv. 18, 19, suggests that
corruption has gone further, and that we should read ?n331 'Jlf3 fi|P|! 'XI

D101 131X (cf ©) And 7nethought, My stock will
grow old. And like the

palm (or read l)iX3 like the terebinth ; a tree which attains to a great age)

I shall multiply days. The context certainly favours the mention of
a tree of some kind (cf 'my root', 'my boughs', v. 19, and the same
words, 148-3), and © renders 1)113 (? 1)133 ; cf Nu 243) wo-Trep o-rc'Xexos

tfioLviKOi = SB sicut palma : cf Ecclus 5oi2« © cos aTeXixv (^oivikcdv = Heb.

1)13 i3iy3 (40"). The Arab. jl^J nahl (1)13), pal77i-trees, first cited by

Perles, confirms this emendation ; although ^otvtf in © gen. = 19? (cf

o-TeXexT? ^otvtKwv = D'lOn Ex 15" Nu 33").
For yi3X '3p oy (st. i) © has the enigmatical equivalent 17 lyXiKia psiv

yrjpdaei (cf f'pji = yripday 148). What does 17 ijXtKta p/iv {age, also
stature, height) represent ? Possibly 'no'p my stature (i3p misread 'op ; cf .

Ez 1 3I8 Trao-7;s ^XiKi'as = lOlp I'D), or perhaps 'iij my stalk (= my trunk
or stature?); cf © which gives a double reading of ijp oy (viz. '3V D!!J

the poor folk and '3'3i?"DV with my property—perhaps a scribal error for
13p-oy like a reed). © (? fipTl ilOlp ? fipti i3p) seems to omit D^. For

'VI? my trunk or stock, cf 148 iyT3 (= © to o-re'Xexos avrov) and Is ii^
In both locc. yt3 is associated with E'lE' as here (v. 19). The Rabbinical
exposition of v. 18 (Yalq&t) which finds in it a reference to the fabled

phoenix, ' the rare Arabian bird ', which lives a thousand years, and is

then consumed by a flame issuing from its nest, appears to depend on

the ambiguity of the Greek word <^otvtf which may mean either a palm or

a phoenix (Hdt. 2. 73 : cf the proverbial ^otviKos err] jSiovv, 'to live as
long as a phoenix ')

, and on the prob. corrupt phrase i3p Oy together with

my nest. Beyond this fanciful interpretation of the passage, there is no
evidence that 711 ever meant a

'phoenix'
(see Buxtorf, s.v. 711); nor

does this view harmonize with the language of vv. 19, 20, which

apparently describes the flourishing of a (palm) tree.
z'. 19. 50?: My root (is) open unto the water. © ctti = '.?!! upon, by,
beside (=93 secus) pro ',?>? unto or towards the water. Leg. fort. inS'
will sprout or shoot (14°). Cf Je 178.
my boughs : 14' i8i3 : iivp : confounded by ©9.' with lisp harvest.
V. 20. SO? lit. My new gloiy (is) with me (or My glory is new with me :

but cf 11)/ And my bow— in my hand it sprouts afresh (e)il)ll : 14' of a

tree). An extremely improb. utterance in the context, though supported

by the Versions. If ilE'p my bow were right in st. ii, 13113 (i.e. '?i"l'?)
my javelin (39^41") might be read for ill33 my glory (^ ^rs^ my people

= iloy ; om. '133) in st. i. But Gn 492* is no real parallel ; nor was
Eyob's 'glory' new or fresh, but rather long-established. Instead of
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E'li a verb-form is required (cf 10" Ps 1633 1043°); and f\''bnr\ suggests
a continuation of the tree-metaphor, which is otherwise prob. We would
therefore read inS3 (15'^) my branch (cf. Is 9") instead of il133, and
B'liri it renews pro E'li ; and since a tree ' renews ' its leaves, either
D'sy leaves (Ps 104") or l^y its leaves, or perhaps il'DJV its twigs, pro
'"isy. Then, in place of the strange 'Tl llE'pi, we adopt liy iip3i1
(14'; cf. also 816 1583 Ps 8011-12). We thus get a distich in perfect

harmony with the context :

My branch, it will irnew its leafage.
And my shoot it will sprout again.

v. 21. Continues the subject of v. 10 (vid. not. supr.).
Transpose loll li'il (Bateson-Wright), pointing ll"!?! ItS'^!!. But
©AC adds irpecr/SvTepot = Di3p1 ; and as St. fi is metr. short, we may
perhaps prefer

lyOE' lb D'3pT

: 'isy-iol) 1011 il)ii

Elders to me did listen ;
They would wait and keep silence for my counsel.

ilsyiDP ('ca 35 manuscripts') cannot be right, for 'yio is only used in

the plur., and occurs nowhere else in Job, whereas ivy is fairly common
in the book (eight or nine times). For 10? = b vid. 27" 38*" 40*.
V. 22. Lit. after my speaking (pointing '131 2i3 pro 50? '131 my word).

would say (Impf) no more: cf 403 and note, would drop : 50? ^Dl. As
103 (akin to ejOE)) is Trans. (Pr 58 Ju 5*), we should perhaps read ^OX
I would drop, or 1'?^ Hi. (cf Am 9I8). The root does not recur in Job.
© St. ii Treptxapcis Se iyivovTO (:= 3^^^),OTroTav avTois eXdXovv : app. a loose
paraphrase. They found Eyob's discourse as refreshing as rain. (©
perhaps read 1T?y they exulted for lO'Py upon them.)
V. 23. As the text stands, 50? I7II And they would wait (in hope) is the
natural sequel to 101 . (['here is no need to point 1?1*1 Hi. as 3211-13 EUhu-

section: see 6" 1313 14" 3023.) Omitting 1 c © 93®, and regarding v. 22 as
an interpolation, we may see in this verse a natural expansion of the IPli

of V. 2 1 : They waitedfor me asfor the rain, \ And their mouth they opened
wide (i6i»Is5i*) as for the spring-rain (leg. E'ip|)D3 = © xyi3ll)l TX;
93 quasi ad imbrem serotinum). The verse may, however, have been
suggested to an editor by 5)01 (v. 22), though it looks original. The
conjecture liS")?Dl 133 like the clods (?

) pro 50? IIVS D1'31 and their mouth

they opened wide cannot be called happy, since its only basis is a disputed

passage in Joel (i"). © paraphrases As a thirsty land expecting the
rain, \ So they my speech

(j&^.\. were expecting). Cf IJS fiX Is 532. Have
we here a trace of another recension of the Heb. text ?
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V. 24. 5)J? lit. / laugh unto them, they believe not ; \ And the light ofmy
countenance they cause not to fall. Driver thought this might mean that
' Job's clear-sighted counsel encouraged them, if they were despondent

[taking st. i as RV marg. I smiled on them when they had no confidence^;
on the other hand (line 2), their despondency never clouded his cheerful

ness
'
{made his face fall : cf Gn 43-3). This, however, reads too much

into the text. It treats st. i as equivalent to 13'0X'"xl'l> plE'X (cf 262);
but even so, a reassuring smile is not the same thing as

' clear-sighted

counsel ', and the phrase ' the light of my countenance
' (parallel to pTftf)

denotes the favouring look or smile of a superior (Ps 4' Pr i6i3) rather

than his personal cheerfulness or buoyancy of spirit. Cf the proposed
emendation of st. ii D13i DiP3X '33 I'lXI And the light ofmy c. did comfort
mourners (from v. 25'=); which, however, is metr. redundant, and associated

with an ungrammatical alteration of st. i (13'DX*1 DIPX plE'X ; as if this
could mean / smiled at them, and they grew confident). We can say in
Heb. ' My c. fell (Gn 43-3), but hardly ' the light of my c. fell '. fll)'3'

must be corrupt ; and we may perhaps read flP'ri^'XP '3S liXP The light

of my c they were not expecting. The sense of the verse will then be
that people stood in such awe of Eyob that, when he smiled graciously
upon them, it came as a pleasant surprise, and they could scarcely credit

their good fortune. For l3iOXi-xl) see 913 1 522 2422. © 93 support our view of

St. i ; but in st. ii they seem to have read PiSi pro
fipi3i (© app. fISPi).

Z fiblDX xl) 'BX IIIdSpi suggests a possible t1Di3i-xl) i3D 11X-1)X1 And
at the light ofmyface they would {Anrst) not look; i.e. they were so over
awed by his presence. This agrees very well with st. i as we understand

it. The stichus was wanting in the original text of©, as was also v. 25.

V. 25. A tristich, of which st. i has four stresses, while St. iii is incon
gruous with both the others. 0311 113X is prob. / used to test (Aramaic
use of 113 : cf Is 481° Je 62') their way ; i. e. their conduct or course of
action ( •>choose, prescribe it for them). In harmony with this we propose
DlSE'XI and examine them (cf Ne 2i8-i5), instead of E'Xl SE'XI and sit

chief Eyob is still thought of as qddi, or judge and referee.
St. ii And I used to dwell like a king in the host. His authority was
supreme among his people. © e'v povo^iovots = 11133 (cf 2 K 52 al.) ; ©^
e'v o-TpaT0Tre'8a). It may be recalled that the Babylonian prototype of
Eyob was, in fact, a king (see Introd.). St. iii. As one who comforteth
mowners, has been regarded as a variant of v. 24''. If, however, instead
of DI31 0il)3X 1E'X3 we read the very similar 13103 Oisl)X IE'3 Like a
captain of thousands in the camp (or army) we get a good parallel to
St. fi (DI31 = 1310 read backwards I). St. i may well be rejected as an

intrusion.
Chapter 30. Eyob contrasts his present humifiations and sufferings

with his happy past. (There is no real break between the chapters.)
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V. I. They who are younger than I: cf 328 for the phrase young
(little) in days ; and for the contrast 298. This is not quite satisfactory.
I © eXaxtCTOt viJV vov5eTOi)o-iv pe iv pepei = . , , '313'3' D'l'yV (cf. 32*

© 34^3 38I8). The original text may have been something like i31iyv

Dioy 133 The sons of the nations {\f) dishonour me (an Aramaism: Qal?
Pi. ?) ; or, reading D'13 or (di)i33 for the third word. The sons of aliens.
Sec. Even young foreigners, whose fathers he had not thought good

enough to serve as his shepherds, now jeer at Eyob.

V. 2. it relaxed: il'""!?! droopeth to itself (pat. Eth.) pro 50? 'h lol)
What good was it to me P The sequel implies that they had no strength.

With them: lit. upon them: cf PS423-'. We might perhaps read 1073
They all pro 50? IDvy, or even Oiol)y young men (cf i Sa 2022) : Young
men whose sap hath perished. Instead of the dub. 173 we propose Dl.P

their sap, freshness, vigour, or n?"?| all vigour (see note on 523).

V. 3. famine or hunger: (S3, an Aramaism : see on 522. they are spent,

or come to an end, 1103 (Ps 71" 122) pro 50? 11d1)J barren, Sing.
(3' 158*),

© ayovos, 93 sterilM, which can hardly be right.

St. ii. SO? they who gnaw (v. 1 7) the desert, which is metr. short. Some

word has fallen out ; perhaps '•'-\p'<)roots (an Aramaism; cf. Dan 412), which

resembles the preceding Diplyi (hardly pli in the lis). © ot <^evyovTes

awSpov, who flee to the desert; taking piy in the Aramaic sense to flee: but

9
3 qui rodebant in solitudine.

St. iii. One of the three stichi of this verse is metr. superfluous. It may
be this one, but more prob. the first, which may be regarded as a marginal

gloss. Then this distich 'l31 Oipiyi will correspond in form with the next
'131 DiDDpl (v. 4). 50? IXE'01 1X1E' E'DX cannot possibly mean in the gloom

(or on the eve) of wasteness and desolation. E'DX last night, Gn 198* 3123,
yesterday (cf Assyr. amlat, amtali, id., ina amlat, 'last night'), is certainly
corrupt, although © renders stt. ii, iii Who were fleeing to (the) desert yesterday
from straits and distress. 9

3 suggests 'E'IjX (i. e. DiE'13X) : squalentes

calamitate et miseria. Regardless of stichic division, Z renders the
verse : In want and hunger, childless, the wicked were fleeing into a land of
drought, dark as evening ; a place of destruction and unrest (? flfj pro
'2'??). We might perhaps read NS'O the growth or f^E*! the herbage

(cf. 3827), though )*i.N land would suffice. It seems possible, however,
that the original distich ran

11V px3 Dipiyi

IXWDI IXW DlpO

Who flee into the land of drought,—

The place of waste and wild.

V. 4. who pluck: 8" Dt 2323. © 01 TrepiKVKXovvres is app. a scribal

error for TrepticXiuvTes (sic alii) ; ©^ aTroKvt^ovTes. saltwort : II7D, which
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appears to be related to ll)D salt as © aXipta, saltwort, to aXs. Our own

word ' mallow
' appears to be identical with the Lat. malva, Gk. p-aXdxrj.

' Me pascunt olivaCj Me cichorea levesque malvae ' (Hor.) ;
' et gravi

Malvae salubres corpori
'
(id.).

beside the bush : I'E' 'by (v. 7, Gn 23). Perhaps rather ':^' ',1'5J1 and the

leavesofthe
bush{Ne8^^).'

© eTrt ^xo''"" = "v''^"''-^5! (cf Is i7'0- Cf 93
Et mandebant herbas et ai-borum cortices (= what is upon the bush). (@
om. vv. 3, 4.) © adds aTipoi he Kal ire^avXiapevoi, evSeets TravTOS dyaOov
(©ANBabmg.inf. .j.,qJ Kat pi^as fvXcov ip.aau>VT0 vtto Xipov peyaXov). This
looks like an explanatory paraphrase of vv. 3, 4 ; perhaps preserving

some variants, e. g. Pil3 pro HOPS , v. 3.

V. 5. St. i is metr. short, and '\T]'9 from the middle (Aramaic word), it

correct, obviously requires a complement, e. g. 01X1 of men, or liyi of
the city. The latter word might have fallen out owing to its likeness to
the following lyili. Perhaps 13*1131 liy3 I13"fp From sojourning in the city
they are driven out (cf.'^rx 9*1 for the Constr.). Others read 13 I'O from
the nation or community ; leaving the stichus still too short. © om. 93

TI*? (de convallibus).

St. ii. shout against them : cf 2 C 1 312. If they see the outcasts
coming, people raise a hue and cry against them as they would against

a thief (24"). 9
3 ad ea cum clamore currebant (? 1V11' pro lyiii). (95

understands the verse as describing the joy of the outcasts at finding

their wretched fare.) © i-KaveaTrjadv p.01 KXe-Krai = D1333 ipy (lliyi) myj
(cf 1 412 1 78).
V. 6

.

50? D'P13 fnp in the dreaded (Sing.) of the wddys, which is
supposed to mean in the most gloomy valleys, but is prob. corrupt. Read
liiyo

caves, i Sa 133, or Tnyiri fastnesses. Is 3313 (for fSE* c accus. cf
Je 173). holes: © rpwyXat, as also i Sa 14". They were Troglodytes;
but these Dill were holes in the ' dust ', i. e. the ground, rocks : D'S3
Je 429 only. An Aramaism : cf Syr. X3'3 and Cephas. (Assyr. ka-a-pi
la lade, ' the rocks of the mountains', and ka-bi alone ' the rocks '. Perhaps
akin to Sum. GAB, 'breast', GABIRI, 'mountain'; cf GABA-TINU,>
'hill of life', i.e. the mons Veneris) © paraphrases the whole verse
Whose houses were caves of rocks.
v. 7. bushes : D'l'E*; © evT;x<"i' (cf Ps 1503 = yoB>). Not a different
reading ; see note on v. 4^ bray : 63. Cry out for want of food, like
wild asses, they huddle together : lit. are joined together : '13Di ; which
perhaps should rather be pointed Ni. (cf Is 141), if the verb be genuine;
but it seems very doubtful. © SijyTwvTo, they lived, 93 delicias computabant

= «3rii ; but a paraUel to 1pl3i would be more satisfactory, e. g. Iinvi

they roar (Is 42") or howl or yell, or HSD^ they wail (Mi 18). scrub :

Plin (Zp 2", plur. Pr 2431), a plant or shrub of unknown species, growing
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in neglected fields and wastes. © ^pvyava dypia, wild brushwood; 93

sentes, briers, brambles. (The Syr. XPill denotes a kind of vetch used
as fodder.)
V. 8. Metrically dubious and otherwise suspect. St. i virtually repeats

v. i=», and St. ii = v. 5^, so that the whole seems superfluous. For 1)33 the
fool, in wits and behaviour, see on 2^°. The phrase DE'"i?3 133 cannot be

exactly paralleled. DE'"il)3 should mean without name (fame, repute ; cf
Gn6* DE'1 iE'3X the men famous in story); but if the sense be sons of
men of no name, we miss iE'3X. Cf 8^^24" 318' 382 for the use of "b'i.
Moreover, the tone of aristocratic contempt does not harmonize with the
spirit of 3ii3ff. (cf esp. 31"); while, as regards form, the verse is rather
prosaic than poetical. Perhaps XW'bl has displaced 7yip3 (cf i Sa 252').
© d<j}p6vwv viol Kal driptuv ovopa | Kal kXcos ia^eapevov aTro y^s. This
suggests for st. ii pxi'fO nyi3 OyoE'l All report of whom is extinct from
the land ; making the two stichi parallel in sense, and restoring the metre.

(kXc'os = yOE' 2822; a^eae-qaeTai = "^yil l83-3 21".) It also gets rid of
the isolated 1K33 they are scourged or smitten (supposed Aramaism). It
would give much the same sense if we read fixi"fO 13X 0131 (cf 18"
Ps 9') And their memory is perished from the land; which is perhaps
preferable in view of 1 8".

V. 9. Butnoiv: liyi, as in v. i. It looks as if the curious section
vv. 1-8, which is introduced by the same Particle of Contrast, might be
an interpolation. Certainly v. 9 might immediately follow upon 2923, at

least as- naturally as v. i.
*
Nothing necessary to the continuation of the

sense would be missed, while what may seem to us an exaggerated and

irrelevant insistence upon the wretched condition of Eyob's revilers would

be avoided. It must, however, be recognized, in spite of manifold cor
ruptions and obscurities of the text, that the section is picturesque, vivid,

and poetical ; and even if it did not originally belong here, we may be
glad that it has been preserved.

And nozv I am become their song: La 3" (cf 338) Ps 69I8: the sub
ject of satirical allusions in popular minstrelsy and topical improvisations.

(13133 music, playing on stringed instruments. La 5", and the verb

f33 appear to be derived from the -/NAG, to strike ; cf Sum. BA-LAG,
harp, lyre, music, SIR BALAGA, zamdr balaggi, 'harp-music', 'harp-

playing', BA-LAG ZURA-TA, ina balaggi u ikribi, 'with music and
prayer'

; and the Ch. ^ lok, ngok, Annam. lak, niak, 'joy', ' music'.)
St. ii lit. And I am become to them a word; I. e. a byword, or perhaps
common talk. (1?D is not so used elsewhere.) 93 proverbium ; © Op-vXyjpa

{
= 7E'D, 1 73, which may be right here also).

V. 10. St. ii fit. And from my face they have not withheld spittle: cf
Is 503. So ©93. See also the note on 173b.
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V. II. Very corrupt. For 111' (Ketib) or mi (Qer}; <SZ; © ^ape'-
Tpav avrov = vl?! ; so 93) leg. Dili their cord, and point the two following
verbs as plur., to agree with mb'C ad fin. (a syn. of 1113 12"-" 393). For

1330 (dittogr. from v. 10'') leg. i»'3 {of) their mouth (Ps
171" al.). The

two stichi thus become parallel in meaning :

For their cord they have relaxed and abused me ;
And the halter (PS32') of their mouth they have loosed.

The meaning of ili is determined by the parallel fOl (=,© x«^"'o>' j 33
frenum). It cannot therefore be bowstring, as elsewhere, e. g. Ps 1 1''-, but
a restraining cord or bond, as in Ju 163-9, Thg verse means that Eyob's
assailants have cast off all the restraint once inspired by respect or fear,

and given free rein to their tongues (cf Ps 39^). Duhm, adopting Q. 1111

and ll)E' Sing. (©) or rather •]1)E', and regarding
lips' ip31, v. 12, as a

variant of 1ll)E' fOl here, accepts Bickell's i?31 my banner pro 1731 my feet,
and renders the verse thus violently emended :

For He hath loosed my bowstring and humbled me.
My standard He hath cast down before my face.

It is, however, a curious fact that throughout the entire OT we nowhere
else find mention of the PJ'!', banner or standard, of a single chief or king,
but only of the standards of the tribes of Israel in the Book of Numbers.
(For Ct 2*, vid. infr.) To us, no doubt, the supposed reference to Eyob's

' standard ' is highly suggestive and poetical ; but, as already indicated,
neither in the heroic tales of the Conquest and the early Monarchy, nor
in any of the old martial songs and patriotic psalms of Israel, do we find
such reference to a standard. The fact makes it difficult to believe in
the mention of one here. (Familiar as we are with the romantic associa
tions called up b

y the words of Ct 2*, it is more than doubtful whether
the text of that passage is sound. Read perhaps 131 pro ll)31 : And he
poured upon me Love.)
V. 1 2. A tristich ; text corrupt. The aTr. IHIS for which 25 codd.
have 1113 and © 113 {fiXaarov, cf. Nu 178) is prob. a vox nihili. If the
rare word fiDl)y Youths orig. stood where fiDi-l)y On the right now stands,
we might suppose that D1"]Q soboles eorum, a marg. gloss on that word,

had crept into the text. But (i)3iDi-l)y is in itself unobjectionable (cf
Ps 1093-31), although the word fioi is not common in Job (238401* afi).
Perhaps ills is a disguise of 3113 with the sword; so that st. i would
be : On my right they rise up with ihe sword (cf Am 7'). In st. ii \xh^
prob. originated in dittography (v. \\°), and hr\ may have been added
(cf 117313 . . . rhv, 188). In that case we might read DlinillX h^ ll)Oi
They cast up against me their highways as the second member of the
distich : cf. 1912b D3-n i^y i^joi. (SO? OIIX 1111X the ways of their ruin
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overloads the stichus metr., and cannot be right.) Another possible

restoration of the distich might be :

lE'Sll) iDip' fiol)y

Diimsii il>y il)oi

Theyouths start up in my track (cf 18"); They lift high (Ps 68'? or heap
up Je 5028 ?) their taunts against me.
V. 13. Another tristich, corrupt and entirely unmetrical. 1013 = 1X13
(so five codd.) hic tant. (perhaps an error of dictation). If we connect
il'l? , which should be 'llli) (so Q., six codd., see notes on 62-80), with
St. i we get a passable line : They have bi-oken up- my path for my dest/'uc-
tion {} '1^1? to make me fall; an Arabism? cf 373 Xll). Then, reading
iy73' for the meaningless ll)iyi, and connecting the word with what

follows, the second stichus will be They engulf {2' 108 818 2013 3723) them
who have no helper ; or reading ISJ? pro liy : They engulf— there is none to
restrain them {\2^ 298; ?i03). Cf Is 312. (© st. ii efe'8vo-av yap p.ov Tr\v
aToXr]v = il)iyD IDiE'Sl; cf 198 Nu 2023-28. © St. iii /BeXeaiv avTov KaTrj-

KovTiaev pe, with His arrows He shot me down : cf © ovoi^as yap (fiapeTpav
avTov, V. 11% and 72° 16'^-". This prob. represents a different text.)
V. 14. outburst: i.e. of waters: cf 2 Sa 523 010 p33. As (through) a
wide breach, scil. in my walls (Ne 61), is also possible ; cf. 93 Quasi rupto

muro, et aperta ianua, irruerunt super me.

© app. from another text KexprjTai {he) pot (I>s /SovXeTai (e/SovXeTo),

{And) He uses me as He will{ed). Perhaps it read 1SS13 According to
His will pro J'133 ad init.
St. ii can hardly mean ' In the midst of the ruin they roll themselves
upon me' (RV). SO? IXE' 111 is Under (or Instead of) the ruin (v. 3 ;
Is 47"; or the storm; © xl'yl'y ; cf Pri2'); but we seem to require
another comparison. Leg. fort. 113 pro 111 ; i.e. either 113 (4123 ; or
?1113 621), Tike a tei-rible storm, or even 113 (= 1113; cf 318*), Like
the shattering (Is 98 ; or terrifying) of the storm

(1^?E' akin to Assyr. lu,

lulu) they rolled onward (ll)3li31l) or ivhirled along, storm-like : cf b'h\
whirlwind, Ps 77". The translation roll themselves upon me is usu. justified

by reference to the Hithpoel U'l'V 1)1)3111) Gn 43I8 (? 1)13111); cf 193 and
Is 1013); but Hithpalpel should have a different meaning. © ev oSvvais
(= V. 15'') Tre'i^vppat, in griefs I wallow (cf ire^vppeVos = -"P-TIO
2 Sa 2012).

V. 15. Another tristich. St. i may be an intrusion. The Hophal ^^ll

(here only in OT) should perhaps be Niph. 13313 (v. 21 ; 1913 20"), as
©© (cf. 93 Redactus sum in nihilum = lO'l'sl' '13313 26' or simply
il)3l) '13); or Qal ^^l He hath turned {g^ al. 'll dittogr.). The stichus is
not parallel to either of the others ; while they are mutually parallel, and

make a good distich. In st. ii 50? Illll would naturally mean Thou
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pursued; cf 93 abstulisti. © ^x^t" = "^"^P (^^"^ honour departeth) gives

a better parallel ; but ^V'f^ (4" 9" where it is joined with the syn.
I3y as

here ; Is 2 1^ of whiriwinds) seems better still. Others
point Ni. H'n'lfl and

render : Mine honour is chased as by the wind. il3il3 my honour ; i. e. his

princely dignity and reputation (Driver): cf 3il3 noble, 12^2128. But

© V i'X-Ki'i
p.ov= lllpi (11 times) or Thmn; 9S desiderium meum =

©2 Ta KaraO-upid p.ov (= '"'^Pv >^f Is 44')-

V. 1 6. St. i is metr. over weight with its four stresses. Om. 50? liyi

And now (v. g ; dittogr.). Lit. Upon me (or Over 7ne) my soul is poured

out; my feelings overwhelm me. Cf Ps 42-3-3-''-i2. For the vb. (Hithpael),
La2i2 4i. Pro SO? i3y'^0i Days of affliction we might perhaps read, in

view of the vb. i31tlXi grip me or hold me fast, i3y 1731 cords ofaffliction
(368 cf Is 138) or 'y '1? hands of affliction; but hardly i3y iDX the terrors

of a. (10X constr. plur. does not occur). But the following rh'h By
night

certainly favours 50? : cf 73-3. i8f.

V. 17. St. i has become too long, owing to dittogr. of i^y from v. 16.

Instead of SO? ('1)^)? "^i??He bored from off me, read
fHipJ (o = fl ut saep.);

cf f133B" ad fin., which also confirms ipil) : By night my bones are pierced;
© om. il)yo. For the vb. see Ju 1621 Is 51^. 'Corroded' is not a possible

rendering (RV marg.); nor is it fikely that rbh is the Subj. ('The night
gnaws away my bones '). It seems needless to suggest 'PPJ decay, or
13pli
rot (cf Pr 12*), since he means that his bones are racked and

wrenched with pain. '7^?? are troubled (Ps 63) would be better (cf ©

o-vyKexvTot = l)li3 Gn 11'). my gnawers: cf v. 3: i.e. my gnawing pains.

Cf. Mk 9**. 93 Et qui me comedunt non dormiunt. (© Ta 8e vevpa pov

SiaXe'XvTat, And my sinews ( i
o"
4 012) are relaxed treats

'plV as an Aramaism ;

cf. Aram. Xpiy a leathern strap or thong. So Nachmanid. App. also

it omits xl) and reads
11'13^' pro

t133E'^.) Add perhaps 'liV my skin (or
'i'E'3 niy flesh) in st. ii metr. grat. (pt.

'piy): And the gnawers ofmy skin
rest not.

V. 18. Very uncertain. A reference to God (RV marg. 'By his great
force ', &c.) seems improb., though the phrase DS'^l? is used in that

relation 23" (cf Is 631); unless indeed the verse be an interpolation. If it
were ' intended to describe how Job's garments are thrown out of shape,

as they cling closely to his emaciated form
' (Dr), it is surely obvious

that ' clinging closely
' would be the result of the fimbs swelling rather

than of emaciation, which would cause the clothes to hang loosely about

the figure. The second member. Like the neck or collar (lit. mouth;
Ex 28=2) of 7ny tunic he {it} they} '^'iJXi? so 93) engirds {engird}) me, may
suggest a parallel such as '3E'31i lE'DP i3333 Like the skirts of my raiment
they enwrap me (cf Jon 23): ' they', i.e. his gnawing pains, due to the
eruptions or ulcers which covered him from head to foot (2'). © supports

50?, except that it has eTreXd^ero = E'Bi; (i K 1 180) pro E'Slli . jp/^^ „;„f^
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strength He laid hold ofmy robe ; \ Like the oriflce {=Wi)ofmy tunic He
encircled me. i3riX' ... '33 {By the neck ofmy t. He seizeth me) would
improve this ; but, as pointed out above, the reference to God is improb.

in the context. 50? iE'131) E'Sl!' my clothing or ' coat
' (supposed by some

to mean my skin) is disguised (= disfigured), is altogether improb.
(cf I Sa 288 I K 22'»); and the emendation (i)E'13 {my leanness : 18' see
note) pro 13 is little better (Through my great leanness is my garment dis
figured). The supposed ref to the ill fit of Eyob's clothes seems almost
grotesque. The reading IIE'3 my flesh instead of iE'131) my garment does
not harmonize with st. ii. (@ / clothed me with my clothing and girt me
with my tunic : They threw me into the mire. Sec, v. 19. Cf g'\)
V. 19. St. i is too short metr. and otherwise suspicious. He hath cast
me into the mire would rather be IDia '3i; (cf Ex i5>-*) than 'll* ''i'p
(Hi. c 7 = shot at me). We might read '?111 He hath brought me down
(cf. La 2^" Ps 552*) into the mire (Is lo*), and insert Pf? God as the Subject,
thus restoring both sense and metre. Since, however, the following verses
appeal directly to God in the 2nd Pers., we should perhaps consider this

verse as the beginning of the appeal (l = vestige of lix Thou, emph. ;

131 = Dl), and read in closer parallelism with st. ii lOiP '?nDl llX Thou,
thou hast likened me to the clay : cf © ^yijaai h

e pe laa -KrjXio and 9
3

Comparatus sum luto. He complains that God thinks of him as mere

clay (cf io3), and treats him as of no more account than dust and ashes
(423 Gn 1 82').
V. 20. The rendering of st. ii in RV, / stand up, and thou lookest at me,

is forcible (cf Ps 22" 13 IXTI 1D'3i), but unsatisfactory. The vb. f31311

(2313) does not mean to look at physically but mentally ; i.e. to/<y atten

tion to, give heed to, consider: cf ii" 23" 26" (see note). And metrical
balance and parallelism are improved by repeating the Neg. Ptc. Xp c i
cod and 9

3 (Sto et non respicis me). Further, inioy / stood seems
dubious (© earrjaav he koi KaTevorjadv pe, They stood, &C. ; cf Ps 2 2I8).
Does it mean I stood ¦^xaylng, or I stopped {-^2^^ 2 K 13")? © lloy Thou
stoodest is not more prob. of God : cf 9" 233-8-9. The parallelism requires

the 1st Pers. Reading 'niiy (3323) or rather
ll?yK I supplicate or entreat

(222'), we get the good || I entreated, and Thou wouldst not regard me.
zi. 21. Thou turrust (or art tui^ied or wouldst turii) into a cruel (41")
one to me. For the verb cf i Sa io3 and 4i''3. So 9

3 Mutatus es mihi in

crudelem. ©a d-ireP-qaav he piot dveXei}p,oves, They (my foes) turned out

ruthless to me (©^ i-n-e^-qaav prob. does not indicate a different reading,

but a scribal error). Instead of i30DE'l assailest «e = 9
3 adversaris mihi

(see 16' Gn 27*' 4922 50" bear malice against one) © ipaaTLymad<: p.e, didst
scourge me ; app. a (hypoth.) Denom. from DIE' scourge (5") iSODE'l .

V. 22. b
^ upon -pxoTibi^ unto. So ©@9S. This must be right, whether

we connect livlsy with the preceding or the following vb. c © (cf Gn 31"

saio A a
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Ex 423 Dt 32I8) as seems better in view of st. ii
.

© eTafas he pe iv oSvvais

= nill)33 i3DiB'ni (v. 14) or nmz (v. 15 ; cf St. u ad fin.).
St. ii is metr. short. The vb. 'J.^jife'!' can only mean thou meltest or

dissolvest, bi-eakest up, shatterest (cf Ps 65" the hard earth with rain)
me with . . ., if strict parallelism be observed. The remaining word llE'l
(Ketib) Qeri llE'l (i.e. IJ?*! see note at 5") is clearly corrupt. If ' my
substance

'
were meant, the Pron. Suff. would be indispensable. IXB^a

in {with}) the storm (RV), v. 14, or '"'^E'lS in the din or uproar, 362' 39',
would make sense but not metre ; to complete which we might perhaps

read IXB'3 1*03 1333311 A nd thou snatchest me away like chaff in the storm
(or leg. ISVB' = 1310?): cf 21I8 2 72of- © Kat d-Keppv^d% pe d-KO awTrjpui'S

= lyE'riD? 'SsbE^ll; 9
3 elisisti me valide = 50?(?); <SAnd Thou had humbled

me and brought me low.

V. 23. the Grave: lit. Death, i.e. the place of the dead, used as a syn.

of Abaddon, 2822, and She'ol, Ps 63 : cf also 38". The Prep. "I'X may
have fallen out : cf io9. House ofAssembly (13?to n'3): cf the Mountain

of Assembly, scil. of the gods. Is 14". (An leg. 1
>
3
. . lul) . . llol)?)

© OtSa yap oti BdvaTd<; p.e iKTpiij/ei = '^S'E'' will bruise or wear me down

(9") pro 50?
'33iE*n.- Seq. oima ydp TravTt BvrjT^ y^ = 'n-l)3i) 13y I'SI

(isy = y^ ut 2*2 et saep.—pro lyo).
V. 24. Neither RV nor RV marg. is satisfactory. The dub. 'y a heap
of ruins (Mi i3 of 3" Is 171) is improb. in the context and, in any case,
cannot mean in his fall. The phrase 3 1' l^E' = ' stretch out hand
against one', Gn 3722 al., and Ii'3K, v. 25, suggest the || term '3^ here
(cf 24*1*3119). Read therefore i3y3 pro 50? iy3. (The suggested 5?3i3
sinking, qs ' a diowning man ', is improb. without some explanatory
addition : cf Ex 15* Ps 69'). For ^X ad init. OX should prob. be read
(cf © ei); and for the ungrammatical words ad fin. (yiE' fli)), parallelism

demands a verb. If now we read y'E'X rh {him I would help; cf 93 @)

there, and ll)E'X pro 'e" in st. i, we obtain ":

If not against the poor I stretched hand,—
If in his niin him T did help :—

a distich which essentially agrees with the immediate sequel (v. 25)

If I wept for him whose day was hard,—
If my soul was grieved for the needy :—

and obviates the necessity of alteration in v. 25, except omission of xl) ad
init. (dittogr. fr. v. 24 ?).

© ei yap o<^eXov Svvaipi?;v ip.avTbv x^tpwaaaOai = 1' ll'E'X

(1
) 'D2fy3 '^IX

(or 'B'S?3 xb OX cf 933 Ps 8i9 1193) Would that I might lay hands upon
(= kill) myself! (Perhaps 'by vh DX that againd mysdf. . . Cf ®
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But not against me—i.S V—will he extend his hand \ And when I cry
unto him he will save me.) © therefore prob. read IJ Hp^X . , . XP"OX.
When © continues 1) heq6ei<s ye (A Seij^^vai) eTepov, kox -Koi-rjaei pot toiito,
it perhaps preserves traces of two guesses at the riddle of yiE* fli", viz.

W^, ib and lE'y: 'b.

V. 25. For the phrase DVlE'p one who has a hard day or time, cf. ©

I Sa l" yvvri y) aKXripd ¦f/p.epa (= 01' lE'P pro Tl 111 lE'P). Note the
Aramaism D3y to be grieved. The word is of the same origin as D3X

troubled (Is 19"), D3X a troubled or muddy pool or marsh (Is 14"), both

found in Assyr. (agamu, 'trouble'; agammu, 'swamp').

vv. 24, 25 do not seem to belong here. They agree in form with 3i»8'!<i-

and may have belonged to that chapter, either as a marg. variant or a part

of the original text (cf 3113-20). Vv. 27-31 might naturally follow v. 23.
V. 26. Perhaps a quotation from another source. The distich has

four stresses in each member (Tetrameter) instead of the normal three
(Trimeter). © paraphrases (as in v. 2 5). for good : read 310? pro 50?
310 : cf 39 6" (also st. ii). For the sense cf 323^ Je 8^K ©©93 om. '?.
». 27. ^M7^(f: 11m (41" Hi. Causative); an Aramaism. Pointed Pu.;
perhaps should be Qal (cf. Syr. use); but Ez 243 has Pi. © cfe'^eo-ev.
were not quiet : 101 Pf © o-iuTrjjo-eTat = IDl' Impf (would not be
quiet) : prob. correct. Fig. of ' the tumult of his emotions

' (Dr). Cf
La i'"'. The parallelism is weak. For met or confronted me, cf 3^2 Ps igo 19.
V. 28. A mourner: str. dressed as such: in dark and squalid attire
(Dr). Cf 5". The phrase '13bl lip occurs Ps 38'', where it is completed
by the addition D1'l"b3 all the day, which would suit here also instead of
the strange loi xb3 without the sun (Ct 6i3). For the form of the sentence
cf. 2413. 101 sun (Is 3023 Ct I.e.) does not recur in Job. Leg. D13D

a comforter. La 12, or 1013 comfort, 6'". 'T^'PO ^73 without desire (2 C 212°

without regret?) is improb.; and 'I go darkened (in skin), but not by the
sun' (cf Ct i3; but lip is not a syn. of 'US') is simply a curiosity of
interpretation. © avev <^tpov (alii kvpiov = 93 sine furore, @ XIDI xbl,
pointing l?0; so three codd.), without a muzzle (scribal error in ©?).
in the Assembly is strange if the verse is genuine. Did he visit the Gate

in the intervals of sitting on his heap ? 'b'p3 with my voice, i. e. aloud,

seems plausible ; but
blp3'
suits ilOp / rose. The next verse, however,

favours ibp3, since his mournful cries constitute his resemblance to jackals

and ostriches : cf. Mi 18.
v. 29. For D'3n jackals (93 draconum, confusing the word with fi3n

a serpent), © )?oU = Z fill', © gives aeip-rp/uiv, sirens (so Is 34" 43^3 ;
= ostriches Is 13''!). For the two Sirens see Odyss. xii. 39 ff
.

(Since

the Sirens were singers, and the word has no known etymon in Greek,

we may compare the Sumerian SIR, to sing, (also SUR, za7ndru), and
Heb. liB* id. The debt of Greek mythology and religion to primitive

A a 2
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Babylonia is greater than is commonly suspected ; e. g. ^ifivXXa, Sibyl,

prophetess, may ultimately be akin to .SIB, divination)
V. 30. 'My skin is black, andfalleth from

me' (RV). The supplement

is inadmissible. ' Black
' or even blackened skins do not necessarily

'fair off. Read perhaps ''bhii from disease pro SO? ''bv^from off me. 93
denigrata est super me ; © (t'o-KOTioTat) p,eyaX(os = IKO'lS? (Ps 38'-'), but
'blD is a closer parallel. The verb llE* be black, d-K. (Hi. Ecclus 25" =

o-KOTot) is Aramaic. It is prob. a Factitive (b*) formation from ^/ii (cf
111 St. ii), which means be hot (cf fig. I'll, X"ll of heat of anger),
scorched, burned, charred, and may ultimately be identical with GAD
(KAD), GAR {KAR), shine, burn ; cf Sum. KAR-KAR, shine, GAD,
GUD, id., Mongol k'ara, black, Jap. kuroi, id. Things burnt become
black. (liE' has no visible connexion with Sum. SHU-RIN, tindru, clay
' firepot', 113FI; cf SHU, hand, RIN, bright, glowing, qs the portable fire.)
my bones or limbs (v. 17) : pointing c ©93© as plur.

'psy > 50? 'OSy sing.

and reading plur. '11 pro 50? 'Tjn (Is 24"). Yet cf 2'-' 192° (Sing. Coll. ?).

Chapter 3L

z'. I. A covenant or binding agreenmit (JT'IS; cf Assyr. biritu, 'bond',
'fetter', fr. barii, 'to bind', fr. Sum. BAR, id) I made for (= imposed
on, cf 4028) my eyes. The gist of the covenant immediately follows :
/will never take notice of a virgin. 50? 101 (dittogr. of v. 2 ?) can scarcely
be right. 93 ut ne cogitarem quidem de virgine ; © Kai ov o-uvijo-o) e'Trt

-Kapdevov (the verse was wanting in <5^) ; @ xbl, &c. That I would not,
&c. Leg. "DX '3X emph. Pron. + the strong Neg. in oaths (cf i" 628).
The Ptc. might also be understood as Interrog. = Num P (6" Ju 58) :

DX(1) And would I take notice, ^c. P The suggestion f31311D From taking
notice (= That I would not take. Sec. ; fO of a Neg. Consequence) is gram
matically but not metr. suitable. (Mt 5^8 has been compared. There,

however, the subject is adultery, i.e. illicit intercourse with a married
woman, cf 2 Sa 112, which is not the case here.)
V. 2. Lit. And what is the portion of Eloah from above. Sec, as RV;
but the meaning demanded by the context, according to some, must be

as RV marg. For this sense we should have expected llbxD 'ppniioi
: O'OIIOD 'lE'O inbl31 byoo And what (would be) my share from E. above.
And my portion from Shaddai on high? cf 2029 2 7'8. As, however, nbl3
1111 may possibly mean portion assigned by lahvah (cf Ps 1278), the
synonymous llbx pbl and HE' lbl3 may perhaps bear the same unusual
meaning here. But an entirely different sense for the whole verse may
be obtained by rendering And what is {ox was)

Eloah'
s award from above.

And Shaddai's allotment from on high? I jealously guarded my eyes,
says Eyob (v. i), and with what result? It is before you. God has
rewarded me evil for good. [He has all along maintained this (to us)
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daring position, which, however, is quite in accordance with the pre

suppositions of the story (see the Prologue).]
Then v. 3 might ask in the same strain Should not ruin (befall) the

unrighteous. And misfortune doers of evil ? Why then has it befallen me,
the righteous? Is it possible (v. 4) that God, like you, is blind to

realities, and cannot see the blamelessness of my life ?

(© Kat m epepiaev ktX. en is prob. a scribal error for Tt, the reading
of S***^'*; ipApiaev = pPl 21" or pPl 39". 93 Quam enim partem haberet

in me Deus desuper, Et hereditatem Omnipotens de excelsis ?)
V. 3. St. i is metr. short, fiaj prepared may have fallen out after lix
(1812); or perhaps rather NHJ

(325 2i"4-'liX Pr6i3): Should nd ruin
come to the unrighteous (leg. plur. c @; cf || ad fin.). And calamity (133

Ob 12?) or hostility {
}
)

to the evildoers {n^'^, cf 2213)^ 133 is perhaps

estrangement, alienation, as ©93 ©. (Pro xbl ad init. vs. © ovai = il.)
V. 4. Cannot HE (or Doth not HE) see my ways. And take account ofall
my steps (14" same phrase)? It is an impossible supposition; and

therefore He must know my innocence.

Considerable difficulty has been felt about vv. 1-4, which appear to

have been wanting in ©h, upon which and other internal grounds some

would omit them. The latter, however, are at least weakened by the
interpretation suggested above. It is no doubt true that Eyob has declared
that the wicked often prosper all their fives and enjoy a peaceful end (2 1'''^-),

and that vv. 2, 3 appear to contradict this. Driver, therefore, held that

vv. 2-4 'state not what Job argues now, but the considerations which
deterred him from sin in the past'; and, unless we suppose him exempt

from temptation, it must be admitted that the instinctive fear of conse
quences (which we call conscience) was one element in

Eyob's piety
(cf I '-3), until the catastrophe overwhelmed him with an agony of doubt,
not of God's existence and power, but of His justice. Dr. E. J. Dillon,
rejecting vv. 1-4 as having been 'substituted for the original verses',

supposes that the lost pair of quatrains made Eyob declare ' that this
great change of fortune is not the result of his conduct'. But, as we

have seen, the Massoretic verses may imply this, although they do not

directly state it.

V. 5. St. i is metr. short; and as we cannot speak of walking with N'!?'

(78), but only with men of 'v, we insert (
c 2 codd.) 'ID before it

(11"

Ps 26* ; itl^ 'E'3X does not occur). © piera yeXotao-Twv, with jesters {d-K.).

St. ii. hath hasted or hastened: SO? points E'111 which looks more like Hi.
than Qal. (B'lFll). No other instance of the Impf Qal of E'li occurs.
(Assyr. hdlu = Sum. GAL = BU-LUG; GAL, run, flow, gardru ; GIR-

PAB-GAL, take the road quickly. 6aL = GASH} GAR ? hdlu is one
of the synn. of aldku, 'to go'.) toward: bx pro SO? bV; cf. 6 eis hoXov.

E'li usually takes p (e.g. Ps 2220).
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V. 6. App. parenthetic, a true balance : so p'l,5f '3,3X true (correct)
weights, Le 1983, opp. flOlD 'JfXD a false balance, Pr 11'. perfectness or
integrity : 2'-9 273. The verse reminds us of the old Egyptian doctrine of
die Weighing of the Soul after death in the Hall of Judgement (see the
Book of the Dead) ; where the heart of the deceased is placed in the one
scale and the symbol of Truth in the other.
V. 7. St. i is overweighted. Leg. ^"J'l"'?'? pro 50? TV^f^ ''i"?. The Art.
is superfluous. With the idea of st. ii, cf. v. i.
St. iii is prob. an intruder in the text. 9

3 Et si manibus meis adhaesit
macula (SO? D1XD = D1D: so some codd. Z Qeri): see note at ii>3. OrK
IDIXD aught. © sees an allusion to taking bribes.
V. 8. another eat: © plur. It is needless to add any Obj. (e.g. bs):
cf Is 6522 Mi 613. Brevity may be the soul of force as well as of wit.
St. ii has only two stresses. © And may I beconu rootless on earth (ori
y^s) suggests that \'-\\f.'Qfrom Earth (cf Ps 52') may have fallen out after
'XVXV my offspring (so also 5''3 4-'jyit 218 27"; the only other occurrences
of the'word in'Job). 9

3 et progenies mea eradicetur = Tt. Perhaps we
should read : f"?.X3 lE'ife'i-xb 'XS1 And my offspring nd take rod (Po.
Is 402*, cf Je 122 ch 58 Hi.) in the land! Cf i8>3-i'. (Even in Is 341 42'
OIXVXV means issue, progeny > produce. The Earth is the Mother of All :

cf i2i.)
V. 9. enticed: or deceived: cf v. 27, 52, Je 20'. The -v/llD to be open,

I. e. not shut, met. unguarded, unsuspicious, easily deceived, simple, is

doubtiess an offshoot of the Sum. BAD, pitii, ' to open '.

V. 10. grind: scil. with the handmill ; usually the work of female

slaves: Ex ii3 Is 472 (cf Ju 1621). 9
3 Scortum alterius sit uxor mea,

assuming a sexual metaphor, in agreement with st. ii (© dpeaai is prob.

a scribe's error for dXe'o-ai = 50?) ; and so J. But there is no trace of
this met. use elsewhere. If a free woman were degraded to a 113E', she
would become liable to both services at the will of her master. (flD
Ar. i^U = Assyr. tenu, ' to grind', e.g. tenu la qemi, 'grind, of meal',
lOp: cf Is 472.) Leg. D'llX c 11 codd. ad fin. pro 50? fillX (Aramaism):

© om. © TCI 8e v»;Trtc£ ptov = 'bjJI pro SO? I'byi. (Or 'bbVl La i3 4*.) In
St. i leg. fort. ])1iib for a 7naster >lixb./i'?' another.
V. II. St. i is metr. short. Lit. For that is (or were, would be) an evil

device or wickedness (IKif). We might insert liE'y to do, Pr lo*", or add
lb331 andfolly, Ju 20* ch. 428 (see 2^" note; 308). For IB] see Le 18";
here only in Job (17" is corrupt): cf lOID 2127422. The vb. DO] (not
in Job) springs from a Bilit. Root ZAI\I, make a sound, noise {Syx), speak

(Arab.), speak to oneself or inwai-dly, i.e. think, plan, devise (Heb., Aram.),
cogn. c NAM in Heb. DX3, NH. D13 to speak, and Sum. NIM in I-NIM,
E-NEM, word (NIM = ZIM, by a well-known phonetic change).
Grammat. Concord justifies the Qeri X'l in st. i and '<11 in st. ii.
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In the latter D*b*??i fiV is an ungrammatical combination or mixture of
ib'bs fiy (v. 28, and about 20 codd. here) and D'bvS

fiy (so codd. multt.).

a criminal offence : an offence of which the law takes cognizance, or
which renders one liable to its penalties. If the pointing fijf be correct,
we must read *b'PQ iudicialis (v. 28), an Adj. not found elsewhere, though

the f. Ijb'PB occurs as a Subst. in the sense of judging (Is 28' = Kpto-is
®^. It seems better to read D'P'iJB fiy in both verses. For vh''bti judges
(plur.

tant.) we have only Ex 2221 (?
) Dt 32*1 beside the present loc.

According to the law of Le 201", the penalty of adultery was death ; but
the phrase a crime of {fox) judges hardly seems to express so much, or
indeed anything specially distinctive of adultery. 9

3 renders iniquitas

maxima (cf © v. 28 dvopta -7 peyiaTrj); and i
t is evident that the original

phrase, whatever it may have been, was intended to emphasize the moral

gravity of the offence rather than its legal consequences. Did the trans
lator think of 'Kpa wonderful, extraordinary ; or was his maxima merely
determined by his just sense of the general import of the verse ? ®, with
its Xiy3Xl '1 tt:''y est oculus fraudium and iiy3X fMbs XTl vidit omnes
frandes meas confuses fiy with fiy, and appears to read OvlB or Oibl33
for Qibibs and ib'bs : cf 5", where it renders DipPlB? the tortuous by
X3iyi3if versuti,fraudulenti.

We perceive that @ and 9
3 had a phrase more or less resembling

(D)'b'b3 fiy in their Hebrew copies ; but what are we to say of ©'s 6vpb%

ydp opy^s dKaTa(rxeTos, j to piavat dv8pos yvvaiKa (for a passion ofa7iger
not to be checked, j is the defiling a man's wife) ? Duhm, who translates

the Hebrew text For that is a deed of shame and rebellion. And that is an
offence for the Criminal Court (Denn das ist Schandthat und Abfall Und
das eine Schuld fiirs Halsgericht), speaks of ' the doubtful addition which

LXX has instead of v. 11^'; and then, after remarking that 'Unfor
tunately not much can be made of the LXX ' (Leider lasst sich mit
der LXX nicht viel machen), he says 'I get a IIDI. out of their aKaTosTxeTO';
(mio)'. But IID is an adj. fem. of ID stubborn, sullen, refractory, and

is not used for the subst. (abfallig, nicht Abfall); and it is improbable

that dKara'o-xeTos represents a single positive term like lii.D stubborn.
The verb Kare'xeiv, poet. xaTao-xeSeiv, means to hold back, check, restrain,

bridle, e.g. iTrTrovs (Aesch. Pers. 190) and metaph. opyjyv, Qvp.dv, Sec
(Soph.

El. ioii); and the verbal adj. with privative prefix here used in con
nexion with kvpios dpy^s obviously means uncontrolled, unbridled rage or
passion. In 3" ^vp.os opy^s renders the single word t3l ; and it may
stand either for lOl (= ^vpds, 6* 1929 36", et al. saep.), or for Dyi (=opyj;
15 times in ©
)

here. It might also represent such a phrase as 113yi OyT,
which might possibly be a distortion of lb331 lOt (vid. supr.). Cf also
Is 3080 ©. But the Adj. dKaTdaxi-eo<i also belongs to st. i ; and this may
represent Heb. D'b^b'xb {d. Vs 2,2'' ; Pesh. ad i Cor 9") or Diorxb
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uncurbed, unbilled, by an Aramaism (cf Aram. XOOr a muzzle or bit, DO] lo
bit or muzzle an animal). We may therefore suppose that ®'s first stichus

implies a Heb. line DIDfxb oyr Xll-'S For that is (a cause of) indigna

tion unbridled (or Db3b"xb Dyt X11"i3) ; while its second stichus, to pmvai

dvSpos yvvaiKa, instead of being a superfluous gloss on st. i, as Duhm

supposed, may stand for by3 lE'X XDob (or bblb DIX lE'X), which may
have grown out of 'ib'bs fiy Xlil by more or less obvious and usual
corruptions of letters (e.g. iy = B'i 3 = 3, 'b = y). [In the other two
passages also (Ex Dt) © failed to understand Dib'bs (cf also Is

i6' 28',
and the vb. bbs Gn 48" i Sa 223 Ez i6»2 Ps io633) in the sense ofjudges or
umpires. If the Vbbs really had the meaning of intervening, mediating,
interposing as arbitrator, as well as interceding, praying for, in Heb., the
primary idea will be that of splitting, separating, co7)ii7ig between ; cf
Ar. Jj break or notch the edge of a sword or anything else, e.g. a tooth;
break (through ?) or defeat an army ; Sum. BAL, break through, into,
BAL, an axe, BAL, to dig, break up or open the ground, and BAL, to
speak, break out into speech or, perhaps, open the lips. Cf. the same

Prim. Root in xbs, ibs, 3b3, pbs, E'bs, ibs, &c.)]
Both here and in v. 28 the reference to

'judges'
is surprising;

cf. vv. 8, 10, 22, 40, where we have imprecations, but no prosaic allusion

to legal penalties. The word OvvD may be corrupt in both places; and

vv. II, 12 are possibly an interpolation. (.\n leg. Dib(i)S3? Gn 6*.)
V. 12. St. i is overweighted metr., even after omitting '3 (dittogr. of

V. II ?). App. based on Dt 3222 (iinto Abaddon = unto She'ol). Cf 26'
Pr 72'. © eTri (®A iK) Tra'vTiov Ttuv p-epoiv = 1il3y b3D I K 5*. The vs. has
been influenced by v. 8 (bsxi— bsxi ; E'lE'l ilX131 b331 =1B'lE'i iXSXVl).
And would root out all mine increase (1X131 produce, crops) looks like
a variant or gloss on v. 8'', and seems improb. here as parallel to st. i.

© ov
8'
av e-KeXdr], e'K pi^wv aTriiXeo'ev = E'lE'l X131 b331. We must

read T^'fi^ it burneth up pro 50? E'lE'l (Fire does not ' root up').

V. 13. SO? violates the metre by wrong division of the stichi. Point
'"^^y > 'IDXI. in their quarrel: or when they contended {at law) with me.
V. 14. rose up : DIpJ, ® eTao-iv p,ov irot^Tai (©"^ -Kon^arp-ai ©-^^ ttoitJot;)
= llpli. It is needless to point Dipi avengdh. But it is a plausible
conjecture that this verse is out of place here and orig. preceded v. 18.
V. 15. Lit. Did noi—in the belly—my Maker make him (not

emph.)/"

i. e. Is he not human like me ? of the same flesh and blood as I am ?
One : emph. One and the Same Being, viz. God. prepare us : 50?
'333;i : leg. Hi. 133'?;i or Pol. 133331. © ^ t^ air^ KotXta (llXl); perhaps
meaning the womb of Earth, the Mother of All. (© -y€ydvap,ev = p3?l or
f3i331 ; cf Dt 1 7*.) SO? (? U.331.) may be intended as a contraction of
^3333|1 and constituted him. And formed him in the one womb CllS "13)
is conceivably right.
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V. 16. from {their) desire : cf.
21" 22': perhaps DS31(Ps 1078" iKs'^f-).

fSl may mean a thing desired (cf. Pr 3") as well as delight, pleasure.
98 Si negavi quod volebant pauperibus, Et oculos viduae expedarefeci :
see note 1120 ; 173. For the Construction, st. i, cf Nu 24"^ © paraphr.

And thepoor (dSvvaTot), what want they ever had, failed not to get.
V. !•}. my morsel: inS (Gn iS*). ate: 50? bsx. © koX ovx? op'^oevZ

piereStuKa impUes the pointing bsx (pi31X), a dubious Hi. form
(cf Hoii*).@93as5m.
V. 18. 50? lit. For from my youth he grew up to me (? 'SPI?) <7f (to?)
afather, \ And from my mother's belly I would guide her (i. e. the widow).
This cannot be right. bl3 Qal occurs nowhere else with any SuflSx
(cf 2 Sa 128); and the hyperbole of st. ii is extravagant and improb. If
the verse be in its original place, the reference will naturally be to the
adoption and rearing of orphans in childhood or infancy. (To get back
to the widow, we must overleap v. 1 7.) Nay, but from his youth (v

—
pro '—

) / brought him up, as afather (llPia pro 'SP'!?; or simply 'J??'^?),
And from his mother's womb I would guide him (iBN pro 'Bt* and '3n3X
pro 'ISISX) The changes proposed are slight and easy ; and the passage

thus becomes similar to 29" (A father was I to the needy; cf also 29*2).
The view of my late acquaintance Dr. Merx, however, is very attractive.

Pointing '3pia He (i. e. God) brought 77ie up (cf © pains reared me) pro

50? '3?!?, and reading '313 He guided me [3882 ?'313:] pro 50? 1313N,
Merx made this verse the immediate sequel of v. 14 (transposed to this

place) :

What should I do, if El arose ?
And if He visited, what should I answer Him P
For from my youth He fostered me as a Father,
And from my mother's W077ib He guided me.

© lends some support to the former view {i^eTpeijiov is -Karrjp . . .
i)hijyr]aa). 93 Quia ab infantia mea crevit mecum (= 50?) miser alio
(3X3 pro;;3X3) : cf @.
v. \g. St. ii, lit. And there was no covering to the needy; which does
not seem quite coherent with st. i. © Kat ovk rip,<f>iaaa avTov, A7id I

clothed him not. Should we read f1'3xb 'I'D? xb DX] And if / covered not
the needy (Is ii9 ID?)? DX may have been misread f'X, and then xb
omitted.

V. 20. his loins : 38' 40'. © dSvvaTot- perhaps D'B'bl pro 50? rxbl
(cf Jo 413); or '3I13X from v. 19 fin. (The metaphor may have seemed
improbable to the translator.) In st. ii xb may have falleirout before the
verb. © supplies ot 5poi avrtov, their shoulders (vv. 22, 36) as the

Subj.

of the verb ; making the stichus too long.

V. 2\. shook my fist at: or waved or lifted up my hand over or against.
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The phrase denotes a menacing gesture (cf Is 11" 19"), or perhaps

a contemptuous one (cf Ecclus 12I8). The -/5113 is cogn. c yi3 and yir,
and also prob. c t)iy and DiDysy. (For the permutations of initial sound,

vid. Proc. Brit. Acad. VII, Shumer and Shem, pp. 9 ff. 31.)
at the orphan : cf 5*. Drr'.py against an unoffending or honest man

(11-8
al.) has been suggested

pro ST? Dinj'by. Cf 820 Ps 64= for Dl alone.
But the change is not imperative. St. ii. When (or Because) I saw my
help (= Concr. helpers, supporters or partisans) in the Gateway : cf 1273.
© confident that I have a great surplus of help (iSE'n pro iyE'3).
V. 22. Cf the imprecation of Hammurabi: 'May Nergal . . . smash
his limbs like an image of clay

!' {binidtilu kima galam titim lihpul ! Cod.
Ham. XLIV. 37-39). D3E' shoulder, (upper) back, is prob. a Factitive
formation (D3-(-E') from the Prim, and widespread Root GAM, KAM,
to bend, bow (cf Gn 49") = Sum. GAM ; cf the Chinese, kung, kwafig,
' the upper arm ', kin, kien, kieng, ' top of shoulder '. © dTro t^s KXetSo's,
from the collar-bone ; 93 a junctura sua = 103E'D (so point ! instead of 50? 1
Raphat. et post 13pD). © dTro tov dyKutvo^, from the elbow, which may be
right (13.1? reed, stalk ; hic tant. hoc sensu).

V. 23. 50? lit. For a dread unto me (was) ruin ofEl; but, since ?N I'S
cannot mean ' calamity from God

' (RV), but only calamity endured by
God (30^2, the supposed parallel instance, is corrupt : vid. not. ad loc),

it is evident that the stichus is in need of revision, as indeed the colloca

tion of similar letters bx I'X 'bx suggests at first sight. Read bx 113 '3

I?.";!*!; (325, cf 1622), or perhaps 'b"llXi (cf. 3722). © ^<$^os yap avveaxev
p,e = '3]1X» 113 13 ; and the verb may be right : cf 1820 2 13 iaxev i K 6"
avveaxev. 93 curiously : Semper enim quasi tumentes super me fludus

(bj lix!) timui Deum; © Because thefear of God shook me (i3iyirx). And

His breaking (ruin, 113l) came upon me (iby XIX). St. i might perhaps

have been 'b(X) Xi3J bx lis '3 For dread ofEl used to come to me. St. ii
50? lit. Andfrom (= because of) His loftiness (ilXfe'D) / was unable (i.e.
could do nothing). For IXE' exaltation, -majesty, see 13" 41" and cf.

Le 1 32-W-28 a ' rising
' = a swelling or eruption of the skin. © Kai dTro toS

XiJppaTos avTov {X^p.pa = IX^ Hab i'. Usu. = NB'D prophetic 'burden ')

ovx vTroio-w
(42 = bsV ; but Am 7" = bi3lb bear, endure) : cf. 93 Et

pondus eius ferre non potui. Possibly '131 ilS'fe'1 And His storming if)

I could not endure: cf 3o3-i*-22 Pr i28 325.
In any case, the distich is an unsuitable sequel to the imprecation of

V. 22. Hence some have transposed it to precede v. 15. More probably

it is an interpolation.

V. 24. {yellow) gold: 31J, the ordinary term for gold, prob. cogn. c 3n!t

shine, of hronze, yellow, of hair (in Arab, reddish, of hair of men, camels,

the Hon). Cf perhaps Sum. ZA-BAR (ZAB-BAR ?)
,

gleaming, copper,
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ZEB, bright, beautiful. my confldence : my stay : 8". {red) gold : 013
28'3 note. (© eis xovv p,ov, my heap of earth, my rampart } cf 39" x^^^
= ISV. For Xi6io TToXvTeXel = 013 cf. Is 1312 28" Pr 25".)
V. 25. much: l''33 so Is 16". For this poet. syn. of 31 see 8' 151" al.
V. 26. For the worship of the heavenly bodies, universal in the ancient
East (and in the West among the Maya and Nahua-Aztec peoples of
America), cf Dt 4" Je 44"ff- Ez 8".
the sun : lix (str. light) so here only. Cf Is 18* (liN '.by 'in the sun').
as it shone: =® tov i-Kitjia-vaKovTa : so 25" 411°. © strangely adds
eKXetTTovra, in eclipse : ' Or see we not Helios that shineth while being
eclipsed

j And Selene declining} {^BLvovaaV d-K) For it is not in their
power '. © perhaps read pli pale pro IjJJ splendid ; or else llp dark
(Jo 2"), which it may have transposed and rendered eKXeirrovTa, taking
!l.?l as departing. Possibly to i-Ki<f>avaKovTa iKXeiKovra combines two

readings, viz. bli"i3 when he shone and ll?' was dim (Is 42*). But there
can be little doubt that 93 has understood the verse rightly : Si vidi solem

cum fulgeret | Et lunam incedentem clare.
V. 27. was seduced, Niph. (IB?!) as v. 9 Je 20', pro 50? Qal. The
meaning seems to be {cor meum) sibi persuaderi passum est. © rftarrfiy).
my hand hath kissed ; as in throwing a kiss to a person at a distance.

Kissing the images of gods is a well-known Oriental mode of worship.

Cf Ho 13!^ I K 19I8.
V. 28. If genuine, the verse is parenthetic, rather than apodotic. There
is no apodosis to vv. 16-20, 24-25, 29-34 ; the fact being that alj these

formally hypothetical propositions are virtually emphatic denials of the
sins enumerated. See notes on v. 11. Certainly trust in riches (vv. 24,

25) was not 'an iniquity to be punished by the
judges'
(RV). The verse

looks like an interpolation.

I had beenfalse (or lied) /o . . . , cf i K 13". Perhaps we should read
''???
pro
^'^ : I should have denied (or disowned) El above (cf 8" Is 59^8).

V. 29. If I rejoiced. The Impf, as in the other instances (vv. 7, 13,
16, 19, 25 f), expresses habitual conduct : If I was wont to . . . or IfI
would. . . ruin: TS: 123 2i20al. was elated: ox exulted : iinyill
roused myself, was excited: see 178. 93 exultavi. Cf Pr 24" where this
Schadenfreude (we have no word for it in English) is the subject of a
warning. ® gives an apparent variant : koi etrrev 17 Kaphia .pov Evye

=
">»?]
nxi '3b And my heart would cry, 'Aha!' ^g'^ Ps 3521-25 Ez 362.

V. 30. Lit. And {But) I have not given my palate to sinning, \ To
asking his life with a curse. The Pf here and elsewhere expresses habit,
with a picturesque difference from the Impf. ; as though one said ' I have
never once done it ! ' © has a different verse : Let, then, my ear hear my

curse
I And let nu, then, (A om.) be the common talk by my {the A) people

abused! =
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'ibx-ix '3]x ypE'i (Cf so? St. u.)
: 111X 'ayb ibpbi (Cf. 30' 6pvXXr)pa = ibo.)

which has at least the merit of not involving another parenthesis, and of

being a possible conclusion. As to asking the life of enemies, I. e. praying
for their deaths, see i K3" (with a curse, Nu 228-" 23'^-).
z*. 31. RV is not a possible equivalent of 50?; and RV marg., which
divides the stichus between a wish and a categorical assertion, sins against

poetical construction. As in other passages of our book, however, e. g.

V. 35 infr., fli ID must introduce a wish. Accordingly, st. ii
,

as it stands

in 50?, can only mean Oh that with his flesh we were not surfeited ! which
might conceivably be the expression of a regret that repletion prevented

them from eating more of such good fare. This would agree with v. 32 ;

but the two verses need not be closely connected, and flesh (IE'3), a

frequent word in Job, does not occur in this sense elsewhere in the book
(35 4I6612 75 r3n 1422 1^20 2x3). Even if llE'l could mean his meat (IS?'
Ps 7823-2T)j ipix lip the men ofmy tent can hardly be my guests, but rather
my household or dependents (cf 19" Gn 348"). © at Oepd-Kawai pov =

'llDX
(1913^ V. 13

sing.). But the occurrence of the phrase xb ilE'3D1
iy3E'n And (why) are ye not sated with my flesh? i.e. Why do ye not
weary of slandering me ? would seem to be almost decisive ; and then
the stichus must mean O that we could speak enough ill ofhim ! in this
case, perhaps, as a churlish, mean, and niggardly master, and inhospitable

to strangers (cf i Sa 25). The second Neg. must be omitted c ©93 (due to
dittogr. or 1922). Others omit fli and take y3E'3 as Niph. [utt.] Pf 3 Sing.:
Who with his flesh hath not been satisfled ? i.e. Who has not enjoyed his
lavish hospitality ?

(© A nd if often 7/iy handmaids said, \ that we might be filled with
his flesh! plur. tSv aapKtov avrov" so 23 413 1920 al. ten times. ©

adds the epexegetical gloss Xiav p.ov xPW^°^ ovtoi, when I was all
too kind)
». 32. Cf Ju 19*3. We must, of course; point liX traveller, wayfarer
(Ju 19") pro 50? IIX the way, c Versions.
^- 33- V ^ covered my transgressions ; I. e. concealed them : Pr 28"
(the same phrase). D1X3 like men ; as men usually do. Cf 9

3 quasi

homo. But D"1xpy>-o»2 men would be better, in view of v. 34 ; cf Gn 18"

D113XD . . 10301. (01X3 ' unter den Menschen ' will not do ; 3 ID? =

cover with, Gn38" Ps 1478. iip| Ps 10913, or 011X3 as with a mantle,
cf Ps 1043, might also be suggested, but Olxp is perhaps preferable.)
in my bosom : an Aramaism ; 31 = X311. So 9S.I ; © XiB'JO? in secret.

© paraphrases ei he kox dp.apTiiv dKovo-ioDs | expvi^a TTjv dpapriav pov ; app.

supposing that st. i was another way of saying IJJE'S 'IXDl'DK, and
omitting '313 as a gloss on '3ij| (owing to confusion with Aram. K2in
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debt, sin). Perhaps we should read '|P(')13 in my bosom (cf 23") and
jiD^XI (1810 40") c 93 .£"/ celavi in sinu meo, &c. (Cf. ©.)
v. 34. A tristich. T dreaded: piyx. Not so elsewhere c Accus. Obj.
In 1326 Trans, {to scare). Cf. Jos i'. © For l turned not away from a
mob of multitude j In order not to confess (Le 53 Ps 32' nil) before them
(a loose paraphr. which app. omits st. ii) / j And if also I suffered a poor
man to goforth ofmy door with empty bosom = US XJfX xb f1'3X1 , which
might be due to misreading of SD? nns XVX xb 011X1 (So that I kept quid,
nor went forth of the doorway ; prob. a marg. gloss).
V. 35. 50? lb yOB* 'b fl' 'O Who will give to me one listening to me P is

barely metrical ; and if we suppress the first ib (after six codd. ®® 9
3

@)

it becomes less so. The restoration of a single letter will yield a satis-

actory line, viz. ib^yOB" b
x fli-iD O that,El would listen to me ! St. ii,

though metr., is even more dub. 50? i33yi ilB* ill fl Lo my mark ! let
Shaddai answer me ! (W mark, Ez 9*-3t). ' Job speaks, as he has often
done elsewhere, in legal phraseology. Here, he says, is my solemn
signature to these protestations of innocence ; let the Almighty refute
them, and "answer me", if He can!' (Driver). In Ez I.e., the only other
place where it occurs, IW is a mark made with ink on the forehead, prob.

a cross (cf. + , x , the oldest shapes of the letter Tau). No instance can
be adduced of its use in the sense of a man's 'mark' appended to a

written document by way of signature, as in the case of the ilfiterate
to-day (cf the thumbnail impressions on Babylonian Contract Tablets).
But even if it were so used, it does not appear that Eyob had actually
signed a written statement of his case ; in fact, the next stichus makes
him utter a wish for a document recounting the charges against him,

which he would joyfully receive, as affording him something definite to
answer and disprove. How could he exclaim ' Here is my signature 1

'
before he had actually set it on any document ? Are we to suppose that
he held up a sort of stamp orseal engraved with a Tau ? Moreover, as 50?
gives it

,

the verse is a tristich ; and the parenthetic st. ii robs st. iii of all
possible grammatical connexion (e: g. with st. i, as RV). There is no
trace of '11 my mark in the Versions. © x^tpa he Kvpiov (= ''^B' 6<-"al.)
ei (= fl) pi^ cSeSotKetv (!) ; 3

: Lo, my desire (= illXl pro 'W) is that
Shaddai answer me! So 9

3 Ut desiderium meum audiat Omnipotens.

© If it be (1111 fl pro 'W flU), let God answer me, \ And write. Sec
(st. ui). St. ii might be restored thus: '33y'1 'IB* 11X1 And that
Shaddai would come and answer me I But, since God does as He
desires (IJX 23"), IINI or IIKW may have been the missing verb
j(cf @a;93), which would account better for the 11 of 50? : And that
Shaddai would will it and answer me! A line may have fallen out
either before or after st. iii, which still hangs in the air. To fill up
the gap Duhm suggested ibsD ib-fl^ 'p O that I had the roll (lb3D
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Ps 408 Ez 32-3 Je 36"^-); making a good connexion with st. ii
i

(iv):

And the writing which mine opponent hath written! But the repetition

of fl' '0 within the bounds of the same quatrain seems strange; and
ibjD roll does not occur elsewhere in Job. Perhaps Eyob does

not so much assume the existence of a Divine catalogue of his

offences as express the wish that God would prepare one and submit

it to his scrutiny. He would have the Almighty state His case in

writing (in a ISO); as he wished his own case might be stated,
1928. Hence ©93 may be right with

3il3i instead of sn?: An indict

ment Id mine Adversary write . . . Then might follow ID'by '3y'li'1

•"33'V And show me why He contends with me! (cf. 102) as the missing
St. iv; or something similar (e.g. iOBE'P '33? Ifl^l And set out His case

before me! cf. 13^*23*; or simply 'Si^'l^N ''133 lE^JI A7id set before me

my sin I).

Is 308 might also suggest '3iy pij llb'byi And on a tablet inscribe (19")
my sin!, and Is 5o''^B^p Pya 3130^ And a written account my prosecutor !

© avyypa<t>r]v he rjv eTxov KaTa tivos = '^'l K"N ? 313 1301 = 50?.

V. 36. I would wear it as a badge of honour ; I would glory in it as
evidence of my innocence. / would bind it : Pr 621 only. (The V'^^
may be cogn. c 13X bind, Talm., cf iTJ^X, Ipy bind, Arab, tie fast, Syr

bend, and Ip in ll? bend, bow, *GAD -*NGAD =*NAD ? Cf. Sum.
GAR, GUR, to bend, bow; KUR, KES, to bind) Cf also Pr 78Dt 68f-

a crown: Sing, c 2 codd. and ©®93 pro SO? plur. Cf 199. upon my
brows : Ut. upon me (iby pro 50? ib : as Pr 621). ® (in continuation of

V. 35, St. iii) (Spots dv Trepi^eptevos aTe<j>avov dveyivtoaKOV, (And the

writing which I had against any one) on shoulders putting round {as) a
crown I used to read. This app. omits 13XE'X / would bear it, adding
13XlpX1 and I would read it at the end (a gloss ? cf Dt 1 7^8.19¦ or mis
reading of 1331pX, V. 37 ad fin.?).

V. 37. Driver explained the verse : ' I would also declare to my Judge
every action of my life, and present (marg. RV) the indictment fearlessly
before

Him.' All his actions, however, are supposed to be already
recorded in the ' indictment

'
; and it is difficult to believe that the

repeated Suffix '3— can refer first to the Judge and then to the document.

Its use in both stichi of v. 36 to indicate the document makes the same

reference here most natural in both stichi. The tale (i.e. sum; or account,

JU713; of the verb chap. 15") of my doings {steps = proceedings) I

would declare (or avoif!, proclaim) it
,—Like a prince (29") or As t»

a prince (cf 93) would I present it! Since st. ii halts metr., we may
perhaps see in 103 the vestige of ibo3 (26*) Like the words of a prince or
noble (and therefore a true statement and above suspicion) I would bring

it on or forward ! (cf Is 4121), We may even suggest 13XlpX /
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read it aloud (Je 368-13.21) p,.o gjj i33-)pf{; or, retaining the latter. As the
gift ofa prince (3il3 flO 103 12" 2 1 28Pr 1 96) would I receive (? 13b3pX ) it I
He is sure that a Divine account of his actions could contain nothing
against him. If only God would give him a written statement of what
He well knows, Eyob would exhibit it to all the world as irrefragable

proof of his innocence. Cf 93 Per singulos gradus meos pronuntiabo
ilium, Et quasi principi (=li333) offeram eum. © koi et pij pij^as av-r^v

dTreStoKa, Ov^cv XaySojv Trapa xpeu^t^eTov = IB'3 'Spi l33E't<1 ilflB xb-QX]
' 'SPSpS^'xb And I would have rent and given it back. Accepting naught
from a debtor !
Verses 38-40 are evidently out of place. They belong somewhere in

the previous series of hypothetical paragraphs (vv. 5-34). They may

have originaUy foUowed v. 8 or v. 34.
' Most of the paragraphs in this

chapter begin with If; so that a scribe might easily have omitted one
accidentally, and afterwards, discovering his mistake, have added it at

the end of the
chapter'

(Driver), to which vv. 35-37 form a natural

conclusion.

V. 38. cry out : as wrongfully appropriated by fraud or violence : cf.

242 Dt 19" I K 21 Is 58.
V. 39. its produce without payment : lit. its strength (13 Gn 4") or virtue,

goodness, without silver (Is 551); i.e. without payment for the rent of the

land, or as wages to the labourers : cf Je 22" Ma 33.
© -t- pdvos = '"^^b (v. 1 7); a gloss which violates the metre.

sniffed at : I. e. despised, made of no account : cf Ma i" : cared nothing
whether he lived or starved: cf Pr 12". Others : (the life of its owner)
T caused (him) to breathe out, which would

require I'llSl (c Suff.). Cf
Je 159. © iKXa^iiv eXvVryo-a (cf 33 iKXd^oi); but G^ iK^aXd)V = 'FIDin

(Je 29I8) seems the better reading.

its owner > its owners (Ex 2129 22" Is i3); Plur. of Dignity. Cf ©
KVpiOV T^S y^s.

V. 40. the brier : 2 K 149. © Kvihrj, a nettle; ©® dKav^a, thorn, thorn-bush;
©5 dKavos, kind of thistle. 93 tribulus : cf Vergfi's Lappaeque tribulique.

^ noisome weeds : IB-Xa stinking thing. Coll. Cf D'E-XS labruscae, wild

grapes. Is 52-*. © jga'Tos, bramble-bush or wild raspberry ; 93 spina.

The words of Eyob are ended. Prob. not part of the
original text, but

a colophon added by a scribe or editor, as is commonly the case in

manuscripts. © Kai e'TravVaTo 'loiyS pripxiaiv, as an integral part of the

text, 321 (cf ©3i«). CfPs722o. Possibly © is right in connecting the

words with the introduction to the Elihu-section : 113E"1 . , , 101 .

Chapters 32-37. The Episode of Elihu. It is now generally recog

nized that the figure of Elihu was unknown to the original poet. See

the Introduction. When, however, the text has been cleared of some of

the manifold and glaring corruptions which disfigure i
t, a Christian
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reader at all events will hardly fail to admit that these chapters have
great and substantial merits of their own and were well worthy of
preservation, at least as an appendix to the matchless original.

Chapter 32.

V. I. these three men: i.e. Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar, neither of
whom, according to the existing recension of the text, has said a word
since chap. 25. In the interval editors would appear to have forgotten
their existence. See the remarks on 263*- 27"*- 28. ©01 Tpeis c^iXoi
avToi; = vyi 'bs' (cf 2"). Not a various reading, but explanatory.
because he was righteous in his own eyes ; and they had failed to convince

him. © rjv ydp 'Iu);8 StVatos cvavTtov avTtuv (so © ; Dli3iy3 pro 50?WyS) ;

implying that Eyob's arguments had convinced them of his innocence,
which can hardly be the author's meaning : cf. 42''''' and v. 3.

V. 2. Cf. these fuller details of Elihu's parentage and tribal connexions
with the little told of Eyob's three friends, 2". G adds t^s Avo-etriSos
X<ipas, of the land of Ug : i'. An obvious gloss. Buz was the brother-
tribe of U5, to which Eyob belonged (Gn 2221). (Copt. cwAithc is
a mere curiosity pro © Bov^eiVj/s.)
V. 3. but let Elohim appear unrighteous : adopting the traditional

correction of the Scribes (Tiqqun Sdpherim) Dflbxi pro 50? 31iX. 50? must
mean : Because theyfound no answer (to Eyob's arguments), and (because)
they treated Eyob as guilty—or and (so) condemned Eyob: cf 9^3 102 158.
But by their failure to refute Eyob's arguments, they seemed to leave
the Divine justice unvindicated. ® because they were not able to answer

in opposition {dvTiOeTa, things opposed) to Eyob, and they made him to be

ungodly {koX eOevTO avrov eivoi
dae^tj-

SO ©BK*A='C but ©«c,cA*@H marg,

evatPri, godly ; implying ipilVl pro lyiB'lil).

V. 4. SO? D11313 31iX"nX 131 waited for Eyob with words can hardly
be right. 131 is usu. to wait, abs., or to waitfor c p (321 Is 8"), and is
nowhere else found c Accus. Pers. We therefore read ''X'lX D1313
(Gn 173 50"). This is confirmed by st. u. Elihu waited, because he did

not venture to speak before his seniors had finished what they had to say.

© 'EXiovs hi virepeivev hovvai d-KOKpiaiv (tu) *Io)/3 smooths Over the difficulty

by a loose paraphrase (cf v. 5 152 33B 35* for govvat dwoKp), which does
not help.

V. 6. After the usual form of heading the words of Elihu follow in the

same metre as the original poem.

in years : lit. in days (© tu xP°^V' ^o again v. 7 Gn 26'-'3 a], ; but v. 4
^pepais; cf I Sa i3). all of you: D3p3 inserted metr. grat.; cf 27".
aged: 12" 1513 298 (QiE'iE'i pec. to Job ; but cf C'E'^ or ? E'E'; 2 C 36".
The '/b'B'i is perhaps akin to -/b'E'P dry, withered: cf Aram. E'lCp
elder), therefore': f3"by and yi knowledge or opinion (vv. to, 17; 37")
= nyi (10' 132 152) occur only in the Elihu-section of Job (yi, 'yi, D'yi,
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nowhere else), was I fearful : inblT (dTr.) = Aram, bll to fear (of
which blT might be the older sound : cf the Zengirli inscrr.j. In Aram.
(Tg. see Levy HWB) bit is to run ox flow, of liquids, and to crawl, glide,
of reptiles (cf % P'nj worm 13I8). Hence others would render inblT here
/ held back, comparing Arab. J»j to withdraw, retire to a distance, to hang
back, lag behind (see Lane). The Primary Root of blT in these various
senses may be Sum. 6aL, to run, flow (= bl), quick motion (like that of
a lizard or a snake when startled) being the primitive idea. © iJoTj'xao-a
= 'nbin (i4*)j but © nbni Ifared. With St. ii cf. 13" 15" (SO? D3J;i8<
not D31X is prob. right) 36^^.

V. 7. Lit. I said. Days, Sec Cf 93 Sperabam enim quod aetas pro-
lixior loqueretur. © awkwardly inserts a Neg. in both members, and
points 1VT they know pro IVWl' they teach in st. ii. Metre demands
D'3B'-311 instead of D'3E' 311.
V. 8

. But: or Still : f3X (Ps 312s Is 49*) not elsewhere in Job. Lit. But
indeed the (or a) spirit is (not there is a spirit) in man.

Moreover, a || to Shaddai i
s wanted, prob. bx ; cf 33*. informeth :

or maketh intelligent. We should have expected 'I3'3n (Is 40") > 50?
D3.'3n (here only), as B'iSX even in Coll. sense takes Sing. Predicates- and
Pronouns of reference (7'-" 92 al. 332* 3623). © app. '3'31 (cf.

©*<*
-H o-e,

©A-t-pe = <j— ).

V. 9. seniors: O'Sl; cf Gn 252' (31 the elder op'p, to 1'ys the younger,
V. 6). The f<b is emphatic, and therefore stressed separately. © 01
TToXvxpoviot, 9

3 longaevi (= 0'3i). Perhaps D'pj '31 (htc tant.); cf ©,
which implies Dipj 31, and phrases like 13 31.

V. 10. 50?
lypB*

hearken thou ! Sing, cannot be right, as he is address

ing the Three. Read therefore 'VD^ ^ ©93© : Therefore I say, ' Hearken
ye to
met' And I too, Sec. 111X1. (Exc. 1 post 1.)

V. II. A tristich, and certainly corrupt on other accounts. St. ii
D3in3131-iy looks like dittogr. of f313nx D3'iy(l) v. 1 2=" ; and fibo (st. iii)

is the natural parallel to 'il31 (st. i), while fifx (st. ii) may conceal the vb.
required by metre and sense in st. iu, possibly fJKX (or Pf ) / weighed or
pondered, which is followed by ISl Ec I29 as here by '11. We might
also read fnxx I gave ear (so 5 codd. ©93®) unto (ly Nu 23"; cf
ly fjnni v. 12 381* ? leg. b

y= b
x in all, as Ps 39") your reasonings, and

make the stichus the first of v. 12 (also a tristich), thus turning it into a

quatrain. But the plur. of 13131 is not found again in Job, and is strange

in this sense, while v. 1 2^ is metr. short. Both may be rejected as accre

tions to the genuine text, which may have run thus:

Lo, I waited for your words,—

I pondered {or gave ear) while ye sought what to say:
And behold, Eyob had none to confute him,
To rebut his speeches,—among you !

!310 B b
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V. 13. Lit. Lest (cf 3618 Is 36^8) ye say,
' We have found

Wisdom!'

(Pr 3I8), i.e. We have discovered that it is folly to argue with him; he is

too clever or subtle a reasoner for us. Or perhaps,
' We have come upon

(unexpected) Wisdom !
'
in Eyob ; a wisdom which only God can over

come (st. iii ; Driver), i-out liim : or drive him off:
1323 Ps i* (5)13). One

cod. has 133111 thrust him out or away (x'i,'^^). For St. ii ® has only Kvpi'u

irpoaeipevoi = 13p31 bx3 (cf Dt 138) or p313 ; but 9
3 Deus proiecit eum,

non homo = SO?.
V. 14. 'Job has not yet tried conclusions with me ' (Dr) ; and I have
something fresh to say. © / will not speak against (him) (mere) words ;

app. reading VPX 'il'ij',?, which is perhaps to be preferred, as a better || to

St. ii. But cf 333. (® But to a man permit to speak such words looks like

a guess at the reading of a defaced text.) X exc. p. X, unde 1'bx (sic

2 codd.) mut. in ibx.

V. 15. Prob. a gloss. St. i liy 13y xb they have not answered again
= v. 1 6*'; and '131 Ipiiyi They have removed words from themselves (cf 9°)
seems rather strange. (Cf also piy Qal Intr. 14I8 18*.) © i-KoXaiaaav

= 50? (cf 21' ply grow old). Of course we might take Hi. here as
Intrans. (Gn 128): Words have departed from them; but cf. 9

3 Abstu-

leruntque a se eloquia. In any case, the 3rd Pers. of the verbs suspends

the direct address to the Friends and implies the beginning of a sofiloquy
or sotto voce address to himself

V. 16. St. ii leg. xbl pro SO? xb- (I exc. p. 1.) So many codd.

r*. 17. 50? 13yx app. the (non-existent?) Hi. Point
13yK Qal, ut v. 20.

Cf 152 for 13y c Accus. rei. Instead of 50?'s isolated ipbl my share
(93 partem meam) leg. ilpb (with) my learning, which seems a better
parallel to lyi. Yet cf pbl Pr 721. Does 50? mean: I also will let my
persuasiveness answer ? St. ii = v. 10''. Instead of this verse ©vTroXajSwv
ktX. = IDXl Xllibx fy'1 And Elihu answered and said (!).
To cancel v. 10 and transpose vv. 15-17 to follow v. 9, as has been
proposed, does not eliminate the difficulty of the 3rd Pers., v. 15, unless,

contrary to the context, we suppose v. 9 to have a particular > a general

reference.

V. 18. In St. i Qert et Codd. circa 20 'IN.bo rectfe. But the stichus is

metr. short ('3 is metr. a Proclitic). Perhaps 1?1X /will Speak has fallen
out before '3; cf © IldXiv XaXiyo-w' -KX-rjprii ydp ei/jLi prjfjidTiov. Others
would read '33X / (emphatic) pro SO? '? For.
in 77iy bosom : fit. ofmy belly. For the belly (!^?) as the seat of the
mind or intellectual faculties, cf Pr 22" ch. is'"* Ps 409 ('yo). Grotesque
as this may seem to us, we must remember that antiquity knew absolutely

nothing about the physiology of man. If even an Aristotle could regard
the brain as a cold mass intended to act as a counterpoise to the excessive

heat of the heart, we eai! hardly be astonished at the crudeness of Hebrew
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notions on the same subject. It is interesting to find that similar ideas
have always prevailed among the Chinese, with whom Bj; tu, the belly, is
also the temper or mind ; cf the phrases tu-li ming-pai, ' to under
stand', 'be

intelligent'
{belly-in clear-bright), ta tu-tzu-li yiu hioh-wen,

' He is a man of learning
' (lit. he in the belly has learning).

constraineth ; or urgeth : Ju 14" 1 6i3 (piXl). ©^ avyKaiei = li^l or
pvll. (© dXe'Ket, ? piTl injureth : Aram.)
V. 19. Cf Mk 222ff. Leg. "fl pro 50? 131 metr. gratia (cf 8i9f- al.), et
yp3n pro 50? '31 (cf I583al.). The word f" yain, yein, wine, is interesting
as a culture-term, and as being apparently of the same origin as folvo<s,
vinum, vinea, and other ' Aryan

'
terms. It was natural that, as in other

instances, with the plant its primitive name should spread over the

whole world. The initial w (= m) appears in Ethiop. aJJ^I; wain, vine,
vineyard, wine, Ax. ^J^ wain, black grapes,

Assyr. inu (2 R 25. 38 : Sum.

MU-TIN = GESH-TIN). The same word may be recognized in the
Sum. MUN, an intoxicating liquor or fruit-syrup {tdbtu; likaru

la KASH), and in the Chinese p^ wSn, yiin, un, fermented liquor,
wine, spirit made from fruit. © But my belly is as a skin boiling over
with new wine (yXevKovs tj.uiv), fastened (= not opened); a paraphrase
of SO?. In St. ii .») read QiE'll smiths pro OiE'll iiew, and understood
ni3X skins as skin (leather) bellows (i

) Sia-Kep (pvarjTrjp xaXKews eppijyws).

V. 20. Lit. / will speak, that there may be relief or respite to me :

I Sa 1623 tant. Cf. the noun Ex 8". The primary root of Il'l is RAG,
which we see also in 3"11 broad, wide, open (cf Ps 42), from which it has

sprung by Internal Triliteralization : cf Eth. ChiD rah-awa, open, as well
as the Ar. _j. be wide, with weakened Gutt. RAG becomes RAB in
331 (cf Assyr. rap-dlu, widen, broaden, multiply). It is perhaps ultimately
identical with Sum. RA(G), LAG, walk, go, the idea being freedom of
movement, room to go.

w. 21. SO? Lit. Let me not lift up a man's face ! See 138-1°. And to no
man (-t-b3) will I be indulgent: or And no 77ian will I address endearingly,
133X (v. 22). The word is only found besides in Is 443 45-', where it is

usually explained to betitle ox give a title of honour. But the clue to the

meaning of this rare Heb. verb seems to be given by the Assyr. kunnu

(Pael), 'to treat tenderly', 'to be indulgent to', 'to spare', 'cherish', or

the like (Sum. GEME-DUGA ^ ^-t^^f tfJI^written woman +

mouth ; also i.t~^ ZUR kunnu, id., written young one). Thus Is 443d
might mean And shall use

'Israel'
as a pet-name or title of affection (but

point
133^ Pass, shall be endearingly called 'Israel'), and Is 45' / did

lovingly address thee (^33X = Assyr. ukannika), or cherish thee. 9
3 Et

Deum homini non aequabo, reading ID^X-xb DIXP bw (cf Is 40^8 468),
which is possibly right. But © dXXd p-^v ovhe /Sporov ov p-g evTpaKu), Iwill

B b a
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not pay regard or respect to a mortal (= 133X ?).—50?'s bx should prob. be
bs ; or if we retain bx we must add bs.
V. 2 2. For I know not showing favour : reading D'33 IXE'(b) after®
(^avpdo-at rrpoawwa: cf 13" 2 2*) instead of 50? 133X, which is hardly
grammatical (repeated from v. 21''). ©2: seem to imply lispp Infin.

carry me off: i3XB'i : perhaps a play on the different meanings of XE'3
with reference to the preceding nxE'b (cf Gn 4013-19). But ® §<

^^^

Kal ipe o^Tes eSovTai suggests something very different, viz. xb'DXl

E'y i3b3Xi .And if not, may the moth devour met (? E'y for 'E'y = i3E'y) : cf
Is 50' 518.
Chapter 33.

V. I. St. i has four stresses in 50?. The introd. oblXI seems superfluous.
See ii3 12' 1713.
V. 2. palate : or mouth : cf 12" 20". ("ji, Syr. '<|31, Ar. elli, may be
from -fin bend, curve, cf 131, Li.a., c Afform. 3, and thus mean ' curve
like', the arched roof of the mouth, -fin is weakened from GAN,
GAM, Sum., bend, bow.)
V. 3. 50? lit. The uprightness of my heart (are?) my words; And the
knowledge ofmy lips pitre^ly ?) they have spoken. The verse is metr. faulty
and grammat. improb. Instead of 50? 1^ we might perhaps point IE*)
Juss. of llE' (378) : Let my heart release words of knowledge (leg. lyV'ipx
Pr 192' pro 50? lyil. '1?^) ; or else read lE'J 7nusdh. Others may prefer
the aTT. tyil is astir with words of knowledge (Ps 45'^). All these con
jectures, however, leave the stichus with four stresses. Read perhaps
lyi 'IDX i3?3"J'_' There are in my heart words ofknowledge; or lOX '3b'E"
IVl Indeed my heart speaketh knowledge.
St. ii

. My lips shall speak (Pf Fut. Cert.) what is purified of error or
falsehood. Cf. Zp 39 and perhaps Ps 2" (13).

V. 4. This verse, which some would reject as a variant of v. 6 or 328,
might better follow v. 6 ; while v. 5 seems a natural sequel to v. 3.

did give (or giveth) me life. © 77 hihdaKovad pe = '3.1,llil (cf 328) pro
50? '3.>11.

V. 5. St. i is metr. short. Add f'bp : see 35*. (© +-Kpbi TavTa = bxP

from V. 6» ? cf Ju 5^9.) So ©.
Marshal them: 13iy, which impfies fibo as the Obj. (32"; cf 13"

23*). © vTrdpeivov = noy. ©93© connect 133b with 'i{ini ; but cf 23«.
V. d

. 'I am in the proportion of thee (TS3) as regards God, i. e. I stand
towards God even as thou dost' (OL), does not seem very probable. It

is certainly an odd way of saying 'I am a man like thyself. It is not
easy to parallel such a use of 'S3. Read perhaps 1103 like thee (cf @),

et post P»?"S<b pro 50? bxp : Lo, I, like thee, am but human (lit. am not El,
am no god or a non-god, Dt 3221 al.). 93 Ecce, et me sicut et te fecit

Deus (perhaps b
x bys 1103 ; cf Is 459). © paiaphr. From clay had
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thou been prepared (StiJpTtcrai hic tant.), thou as also I ; From the same
{clay ©A) we have been

prepared {hirjpTiapeOa).

St. ii
. From clay was 1 7iipt off, I also, is now generally recognized as

a clear allusion to the Babylonian myth which relates how the goddess

Aruru (who according to one of the Creation-legends was Merodach's
partner in the creation of man)

' washed her hands, clay nipt off, threw
on the waste, (and made) Engidu, created a

warrior' (NE I. ii. 34 sq.).
The tit 1 iqtarif

(pop'
D10) of that passage throws welcome light on lolO

'IVip here.
V. 7. A reference to Eyob's own words, 98* 1321 232. my palm : 133 =
^r)xiip pov (confirmed by 1321, cf 232) pro 50?i33X dTr. [The Syr.XBSX

is care, necessity, and the verb to be careful, anxious, urgent; meanings

unsuitable here, as affording no parallel to 1IDIX and not agreeing so

weU as 133 (= 111) with the verb 1331 (sic leg. pro '31): 232. Ps32<.]

Z 1310 my burden ; © my anxietyfor thee ; both imply 50?. 9
3 eloquentia

mea = 13 ^X surely my mouth (cf. Ex 4") = 50? divided !

z. 8
.

a sound of words : SD?©'^2. But
©^^a^-o-qv-

so <S^ the sound of
thy words. The latter agrees better with st. i thou hast said. Leg. "yh^i
pro fibo. (In St. i IXt this may have fallen out after ^^? ; cf v. 12. Its
restoration would improve the rhythm.)

V. 9. Leg. 'b^l pro SO? 'PS (1 exc. post 1). So 9
5 et absque delicto.

clean : leg. 13 parallel to ^
1 as in 1 1* = © dpepwTos in both locc. In

11-8923 dpep-KTos = Dl blameless, of which SO? ID might be a misreading;
but II' seems decisive for 13. As to sjl, the Mass. note Xliyt 'l pre
scribes writing it with a small 1

,

as though some doubt attached to the

letter, or as if it had been supplied by conjecture. The Syr. *<DDD is

soap, soaping, shampooing ; but there is really no evidence for the aTr. HD
clean in Heb. usage, and the word is almost certainly corrupt. / have
no guilt : so 50?, but 9

3 et non est iniquitas in me (U pro 50? 9) is probably
right.

V. 10. pretexts; lit. occasions, '\.e. grounds ofquarrel, reading li3Xin
(Ju i4<; cf. the vb. Hithp. 2 K 5') pro 50? Ivm'i'S^ frustrations {cf. Nu 148*).

© niXB'ri (pie'pi/fiv 39', cf 3629) shoutings. —Cf lo"-" and for st. ii see
132*1'. In y\yg.foe we may recognize an allusive play on the name SVX.
z'. II. A virtual quotation of \-3f^'°. Point OE'I (Oi^J); 50? OE'J after
13". Perhaps b

y

should be inserted before b3; cf 14^3. [The suggested
S'll But He pro fl Lo ad init. (encfitic) spoils the metre.]
V. 12. 50? ^3yx nplS'xb nxrfl Lo, (in) this thou art not right (or hast
not spoken the truth : Arab, use ?) ; / will answer thee : For (or That)
Eloah is greater (?
) than man. Cf RV and R V marg. The first stichus

is disjointed and unnatural, whichever way we take it
, and the use of
1311 in St. ii ig unique. ® Ilais yap Xe'yets Aixatds etp,t, Kai OVK i-KaK-i)Koev
pov; Atiivios ydp eo-Ttv i-irdvui jBpOTwv = (9^" 343) 'RipiS

ipXl
(T'l) ^''?<
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iE'is.xp fiiby ob'yp 13
|
(v. 13)

isyr^t'i. Cf ig'' nsyx xbi iipys, which
suggests ilpyv pro ilpis here. But this anticipates the next verse. Cf
also 302». Nothing can be made of ©'s st. ii. Did © think of \'W piiy
(Dan 79) and suppose 13")^ = Oip^ 31 ? The conjecture

D'byO hiddh
(428)

pro 50? 1311, on the ground of © (aiuvios = obiyo), is very improbable.
Perhaps the anomalous 13ii is a distortion of 2'1'lI, and we may read
B'13X-0y llbx 31111 Will Eloah contend with a mortal? Eyob had often
desired that God would meet him fairly, and argue out his case with
him ; neither overawing him with His Majesty, nor confounding him
with His Terrors. Cf 98U-21 102 13819 238-'; 402-3. But another possi
bility is llbx-Oy E'13X 31111 133X ilplV 10X1 nix How couldd thou
say,
' I (emph.) am righteous ' P Should a mortal contend with Eloah ?

(133X pro n3yx.)
V. 13. Lit. Why toward (= against) Him hast thou contended (or made
complaint). For that all thy (leg. c 93 11131 pro 50? V—) words He would not
answer ? (= That He would not answer any of thy protests or appeals?).
For bx 311 cf. Je 2-'>-^'-121. (We might also read i^N with Him, Is 459.)
93 Adversus eum contendis, | Quod non ad omnia verba responderit tibi.

(SO? 11131 his words refers to E'13X, v. 12''.) The root 311 strive, quarrel,
contend (esp. at law), is prob. cogn. with 311, and the orig. idea may be

that of clamour, nois}- contention (cf, the Syr. use). Both may be Internal

Triliteralizations of the same primitive root (cf perhaps Sum. RI, blow,
rage, of the wind = RIG, RIB ? ; or R-B = L-B in Assyr. labdbu, 'rage').
© Xe'yets

8e'
(=10X11. explanatory add.) Aid -riys 8tK?js p.ov ovk i-KaK-i^Koev

pov (sic ©B, om. XAC rectb) Trdv
pi5pa= 13V' xb 131 b33 (i33)'li3'l VllB

(misreading of SO?).
V. 14. God, on the contrary, does speak to man (i) in dreams,
vv. 15-18, and (2) in the visitations of sickness, vv. 19-28.
1311E" xb cannot mean 'though man regardeth it

not' (RV). The
Subj. of the vb. must be bx as in st. i : so the Verss. But the vb. itself

is corrupt. Read perhaps ISE*^ he changes it (i.e. what He says):

For at one time (or once) El speaketh.
And at a second He changeth it not. (Cf Ps 8933-33.)

11X3 scil. oys; OilE'3 scil. OioyS. The purpose and purport of the

Divine word is always the same. Or we may read IJIB*) xb he repeats noi,
i.e. does it not again, or speaks not a second time: cf zg'^'^itCt' :

For, once for all, El speaketh.
And doth it not again.

Cf 93 : Semel loquitur Deus, et secundo id ipsum non repetit. ®
eipip XP he addeth not (cf 93 2922 3936b _ gjj ^qb). Considering, however,
that 0lbl3 In a dream immediately follows, defining the mode or method
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of God's speaking (ct. also v. 19 31X303), it will prob. be best to trans
late the verse thus :

For in (or with) one thing speaketh El,
And in two (or a second) He changeth not.

Cf. Ma 38. The other possible emendation 133^ xb (Nu 2320 Am 18)
He doth not reverse it (viz. His intention) certainly accounts more easily
for 50?'s 1311E" xb He seeth it not.
V. 15. Cf. 4". 'Elihu' accepts Eliphaz's source of Divine intimations.
Leg. fliri3 (-F3) c 6 codd. ©93©. 50? wrongly turns the distich into
a tristich by interpolating 4i8t> {Wlien sound sleep falleth on meii).

slumbers: Pr 6*-i» Ps 132* t. (Instead of finia © ev p.eXeTri = f1i313 in
meditation, Ps 1913 La 3*2; a respectable variant.)
V. 16. bareth or uncovereth men's ear: © men's intelligence or inward
perception (votiv). Cf Assyr. uznu, uzunu, ear, attention, intelligence.
For the Heb. phrase see 36" i Sa 9" 202.
St. ii. SO?Dili D1DD31, which is metr. defective, is supposed to mean
.And OH their discipline setteth seal. But 3 DIPI is to seal with (e.g. a ring).

The other would be Ip Oil (9' and the corrupt 37' q. v.). © ev eiSeo-tv

<^0(8ov Toiowois avTovs i^e<i>6Pr,aev = DPli; (DipiX) OiX-;(i)0 1X1031 And
with an appearance of terrors affrighteth them. © And in their rebellion
humbleth them. (© DiXlD 1X1031 fort, dittogr.) This, however, is not
quite satisfactory. Dl(i)3' OilP.X 10031 And with Elohim's monition He

warneth them is perhaps preferable : cf 5" 13'° 3613 Pr 311-12. Or read :

Dill D'lPX 1X1031 And with divine apparition alarmeth them.
z/. 17. 50? IB'yo DIX I'Dlb is quite impossible, unless we point n'B'yo

from doing. The most natural emendation is lltPyop y>-f;« his doing{s).

might easily have fallen out between the two o's, and 1 before the

following 1
. So © iin3yo/ro»? his works; cf 9
3 Ut avertat hominem

ab his quaefacit. But © has the niore definite aTro dSiKias = i^biyp 1 1 "
15'' (cf 3432 dSiKiav = biy, 3633 dSiKias = SO? iby) or possibly fixp/rm
wickedness (ef dhiKias 36"). Pf'S'Q from oppression is less likely. This
noun does not occur elsewhere in Job, although we have the verb

PW%
= dSiKetv once (lo'; 402= is corrupt).
St. u must continue the statement of God's purpose. But to ' hide
pride from [a] man

'

(RV) is altogether improb. 9
3 ' to free (or deliver)

him from
pride'

(et liberet eum de superbia) is much more natural

(though not as a translation of SO?). Even if nia pride (2 229je 13"

Dan48<),an apparent Aramaism , be right—and parallelism requires some
kind of sin— it is still difficult to guess what vb. has been supplanted by
1031. ® TO S
e o-upta OVTOV dTro TTTtopiaTos ippvaaTO = llDi 1 SD

11^1?" And

his body (perhaps li?.! cf Ne g'^)from disaster {^i^^) to ransom (llS 520623

pvop.ai) or to rescue (lV3i Ps 144" Aram.). © And the body of the man
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He covereth. As 13? turn out or away is the parallel to
I'Dl in Zp 3",

it may perhaps be so here also. (Cf. Gn
2i^^^'Le\i,^ clear out or up,

empty a house. Is 57" clear the way of obstacles.)
V. 18. He holdeth back: the verb seems to be co-ordinate with

ibj'

V. 16 > with 103' V. 17. Perhaps we should read ^B'lb To hold back;

cf. I'Dlb V. 1 7. But © i^elaaTO he = lE'l'(l).

into She'ol : 5>J? lbE'3 (but 36" nbE'3) by a missile is extremely improb.

The usual parallel to niB' the Pit is blXB* Hades (cf 17"-" Ps i6i» 49");
and the idea that 'E'3 13y might mean rush upon missiles [and perish]

(OL 10 1 9 col. 2) is wholly incredible. Elihu may be thought laboured
and longwinded and deficient in originality ; but his defects are mostly

to be ascribed to corruptions of his text rather than to ignorance of

Hebrew and the rules of Hebrew verse. For 13y to pass away, vanish
cf 3013 3420. @ om. vb. And his life from X313X = Abaddon, syn. of
She'ol, 263 al.

w. 19. A second mode of Divine warning. Cf 5"-i8. 50? 13111 (Hoph.
here only) can hardly be right. © TrdXtv Se ijXeyfev avTov ejrl (G^ iv

rect^) piaXaKia ^tt? koittjs = (v. 15)
33BJp-bj? 3iX3p3 «l'3i>1 (cf 1313 2 2«)

or perhaps, prefixing ix or, il'sil IN (cf 2 Sa 7") or '131 D?in ^N (abs.) Or
He chideth (or correcteth). 58 Increpat quoque per dolorem in lectulo.

St. n. strife: S'l. Some codd. ©©2:93 3il multitude: see 4" (= a//
his bones). 311 (aTr.) pini7ig

through disease (cf. Le 26") may be sug
gested. The strife (or pining ?) of his bones is perpetual would be a
good description of rheumatic pains. But |1N (= fliN 12") seems
doubtful A verb was to be expected : cf 93 Et omnia ossa eius marce-
scere facit ; % And the multitude ofhis bones are benumbed {ivdpKy\ae-v).

Did © think of Syr. X (f3n) to be or become numb, rigid} And all his
bones He stiffeneth (?? fl') would not be incongruous with st. i.
V. 20. his soul: fit. his life (1111 v. 18) = his appetite (3889), for which

we have the syn. his soul (IB'33) in st. ii
.

loatheth : 50? '131 110111 app. So that his life makes nauseous to him

bread (Oil c dupl. accus.). We must read either ipill (an archaism
like nbrx Dt 32'3) or foni) maketh stinking orfoul ; an Aramaism (cf Z

38" Dill soiled, of a garment; Syr. ««» to be greasy, dirty, rank or
stinking; ysow) stinking. Sec. Arab. laj stink, of flesh, '^

-^ fat, lij

stench. Sec.)} © And allfood of corn he cannot receive; where ^piarbv is

perhaps an error for /SpStpov (Jipopov), stink: cf 6"'. o-itov = OIJ as in

6' 30*. Possibly, however, © represents Olb hllD'bs Oltl. Cf. Ps 107".

dainty fare : 11X1 bstjD food of desire. © fipSiaiv eKtOvprjaei, pointing

11X1 bsXD.V- i T-:-

z". 21. 50? corrupt in both stichi. Neither His flesh is consumed away,

' With this root cf. Sumerian SIM, Chinese sing, scent, smelt.
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that it cannot be seen (iXl = seeing), nor His flesh is. Sec, without
(healthy ? 1) appearance ('l = appearance i Sa 1 612), as OL takes it, is at
all prob. 1N1D (or the word it conceals) should rather express the cause

of the wasting (e.g. lyno from famine or want of food, cf the last verse
and Gn 41'", or '^\ya from sickness Ps 41'' see note on 6' and cf Le 26",
or as others suggest HID or fltlD_/9-(?OT leanness or emaciation. Is 10" 17*

Ps io6'3?). But the stichus may be a reminiscence of Pr5"'', and we

may read IIXE*! instead of 1XID His fleshly tissue wasteth (I exc. p. 1 ;

VV = **•/). Cf also Ps 7323 '33bl ^"0 lbs.
The 1X1 xb of St. ii looks fike a variant or marg. gloss on 'XIO, as if

it meant (so that) they were not seen. But the Pu. of 1X1 is unique (why
not the usual Ni. 1X13 ?). The Ketib IBS' bareness (?), a bare height, is

dub. in Nu 238 and occurs nowhere else (plur. 0"SB' Is 41I8-I- seven times).

The Qeri 'SB' should mean are broken or cruslud {% f^BB' : cf Ps 5I>°-");
but this does not suit here. The bones may also be spoken of as dried

up (EZ3711 IB'3' cf Pr 1722) or watered (cf 2i2<Pr38). We therefore
suggest WS'I pro 1SB1 and either 'K^'Nb? (= 'll'xb?, cf Ps 2 3= 11X3 = nil?)
without moisture or Hir'^bl (1' 1.")! ? H") ?) and are not watered pro 1X1 xb .

See also note on '13 37". ibs and E'3' are || Is 15*. 9
3 Tabescet caro

eius (om. ixio) et ossa, quae tecta fuerant, nudabuntur (= Qeri : and
bared are his bones which were not seen). © Until his flesh have rotted

(3iPip pro 'Xip ?) I And he show his bones empty (!).
V. 22. Verses 20, 22 look fike an expansion of Ps 107I8, St. fi is

meU-. short and, moreover, D'lDDi the slayers (supposed to mean Angels

of Death) is a strange parallel to llE'l the Pit of Hades (v. 1 8), for which

6 gives eis OdvaTov while rendering O'lDob ev aS}7= blXE'(3) in She'ol (the

usual 11 to niB' Ps 1 61° al.). Read either D'no(l) n'3b to the House of
the Dead (cf 17"

30^8)
or D'lO Dlpob to the Place of the Dead (cf note

on 34''3; Ec32°). © niob to Death (cf 2822 38"). (The references

Ex 1223 2 Sa 24"3 Ps 78^9 all relate to the coming or sending of Destroyers

to men ; here, on the contrary, the man's life ' draws nigh

' and comes

to the verge of the grave.)
V. 23. beside hi7n : or over him : or perhaps on his behalf: lit. upon him

(I'by). an Angd: or Messenger (the proper meaning of the word: the

-/ixb is internally triliteralized from lb which we see in lb"l to go,
perhaps weakened in ib"B' se7id, i.e. cause to go: cf Sum. LAG go,
Caus. lead, bring, drive, RA-G ? aldku). A prophetic or priestly
messenger might be intended (cf Is 42" Ma 2'). The KvP Intei-preter

(Gn4223) or Envoy, Ambassador (2C3231; cf. 2 K
20" D'lDD letters,

? D'l3b scribes), is a person quaUfied to explain the terms of one language

in those of another, and so to serve as a medium of communication

between people of alien speech. Here, as in Is 43", il may signify the

priest (Ma 2') or prophet who conveys a Divine
message and explains
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the Divine meaning of events . . . not necessarily an 'Angel'. [The
primary sense was perhaps simply speaker. The Canaanite w'lfh may
be akin to tyb Ps 114^ and even to fl'E'b the tongue, as the organ of
speech: cf Sum. LI, cry aloud, sing, I-LU, id., wail (so the Assyr.
turgumannu, ' dragoman ', interpreter, from ragdmu, cry out, lament. Sec);

LI-LIZ (= LIZ-LIZ), also read LI-LESH, guitar-playing (= Ch. //).]
one out of{-= among) a thousand. The phrase implies the rarity of the
interpreter's gifts. Hardly one man in a thousand could play the part.
Cf Ec 728 inxvo tjbxo IIX DIX One man in a thousand have I found;
Ct 51° i^??")? bl31 gazed at a77iong a myriad. (Not 07ie of the thousand;
implying that there were many capable of such a service. Spiritual gifts

are rare. Ec 1. c. suggests the rendering One Interpreter among a thousand,
in spite of the Accents, lix would be superfluous, if it were not
emphatic.) 93 thinks of an Angel of Intercession, and joins pbo with
ixbo , to the detriment of the metre : Si fuerit pro eo angelus loquens,
unus de millibus. © If there be a thousand death-bringing Angels, not one
ofthem shall wound him. Ifhe have purposed in his heart to retur7i to the
Lord (2223 Ma 3'), A7id announce to a man his own blame. And show his
folly (ttvoiav = njlX Pr 22^3 ; but ©«" dvop,iav = fIX, fiy, yE'3, lyE'l?):
a notable expansion of the verse, app. reading stt. i, ii

,

somewhat thus :

5lbx-i3D IIX (y)S(S)i-xb

|

OinOO D3xbp (Vby) E"-DX. The Bavav^^poi
= Diipo obviously belongs to v. 22 ad fin. (ubi 93 mortiferis). ©'s next
line is app. a gloss (bx'bx 31E'X i3b3 ipx'i-DX or the like), while the next

corresponds to 50?'s st. fii r\f\ Qixb liSlb. For '3lb © (avayyeiXg h
e
)

T321 And he declare (or explain) to the man ; and instead of the dubious
llE'l his uprightness (IE" semper sine Suff. Pr 142 leg. IE*') © Tr}v eavTov
pep.ij/iv (v. 10 39' tant.) suggests iyE'3 his transgression (v. 9

348-8' ^a g].

Mi 38). The stichus seems, indeed, to be a reminiscence of Mi 38 (T3nb
iyE'3 3pyib To declare tofacob his transgression); an impression confirmed

by the addition in © ttjv he dvoiav (dvopiav ?) avTov Sei^, which recaUs the

closing stichus of Mi I.e. (llXDl bxiE'ibl And to Israel his sin), and
suitably converts 50?'s tristich into a quatrain. A line like 13J1) ilVE'l)
And to make knoivn to him his sin may have fallen out between IIE" and
133111 , owing to the resemblance of letters.
V. 24. Unmetrical and corrupt. By inserting the Subj. IP.K between

the two verbs in st. i, and restoring lE'SS (Ex 30" Pr 138) or iB'BSp
(Nu353iPr 21I8) after 1S3, as necessary to sense as well as to metre
(exc. ante E'SDl), we get a passable tristich :

And Eloah be gracious to him and say,
'Redeem him from desce7iding to the Pit ;

I have found a ransom for his life 1 '

redeem him : 1113 pro 50? Iiyis (some codd. Iiyis which is no ira-
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provement). Cf v. 28 and Ho 13" Out of the hand of She'ol will I redeem
them; From Death will I ransom them. Cf also Is 35" 43' Je 31" ;
Ps 498-I8 and chaps. 523 628, Since it is always God who delivers from
Death (to whom can ll'lS Redeem thou him refer?), we should prob.
restore IHISX /will redeem him. (It is possible that © t^v Se dvotav avTov
heita is not an addition but represents another reading of IOX'1 1331'1 ,
e.g. wblX 1311'1 or

ipK' ispil.)
® dv6e$eTai tov p,-^ Treo-eiv eis Odvarov = (v. 22) niB* I'llO '113^.
Instead of 133 'IXVD © gives a complete distich : dvaveuo-et Se avTov to
aS>pa (SoTrep dXoK^^v eTrt Toixov \ Ta Se oo-tS avrov ipKX-qaei pveXov ^

l'i33 lips ilB'3 E'li!
ib(p

v%^>l)
xbpi 1'ibsyi

Cf Ez 1312-15 and for the second line 91* 1922 2i2<. Possibly 11XE' E'nii
in the first fine is a perversion of lOXM 13311, and lp3—VlDVy of ilxVO
133; but the whole distich looks like an alternative or doublet of v. 25.
It seems probable that 50?'s third stichus ([iE'33] 133 1IXVO) is a marg.
gloss: cf V. 28.
V. 25. The aTr. Quadrilit. B'SOT, an anomalous form which can hardly
be right, may have grown out of an exaggerated 1 mistaken for 1 (as in
some other instances), the original word being E'SDl, or may be due to

dittogr. of the preceding l, in which case the word might have been the
Pf B'SD. © A7id he will soften (or make plump : diraXvvei : cf 2 K 2 2'3
^1 = ijTraXvvft;) his flesh like an infant's (reading 15133 pro 15?3p) | And

will restore him when become a man among men (reading ^lE'^ pro ^'t^') ;
which is mainly a paraphrase of 50?. The Syr. word ^<'?^Sip lean flesh

suggests no suitable sense for E'SDl {His flesh is become thinner than that

ofchildhood: but children are normally plump and fat). The Aram. E'iBD

to be fat (cf 2: Is 6i» 'o = fOE'l) favours B'SD or B'SD) : of Ps 1 19'" B'SD
03? 3J13. (Cf. also Assyr. akala tapldku, ' with food I am waxed fat',
tupul alnan, ' fatness of wheat ', as an offering, cf Dt 32".)
Does the verse continue the Divine utterance (cf 93 Consumpta est
caro eius a suppliciis ; , Revertatur ad dies adolescentiae suae I Z B'ipilX

His flesh is weakened . . . Let him return, Sec) ; or does it express its
immediate consequence ? In the one case, we must render : Let hisflesh
wax fatter. Sec (or His flesh shall wax. Sec. ; cf © Let his flesh be
changed like as it was in his childhood); in the other, His flesh waxeth
(or will wax) fatter, Sec, He returneth (or will return : SO? DiE'i. Let him
return would require SE'J, not SiE*' as Kittel suggests), cfec.

V. 26. An "liyj.1 pro SO? 1|?V.V cf vbb. seqq. with joy : r\)yr\r\ joyful

shouting : 821. So ©'-^Q e'v dXaXayptol. An accompaniment of psalmody in
public worship (Pss 27* 338 al.). seeth His Face : i. e. visits the Sanctuary
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for worship : cf. Gn 331" (joined with l^TJ as here) Ps
42' Is i" (pointing

niX")b). © app. misread X31I pro Xll and 11113 or 11113 pro iyill3
(cf 821 2 222).
St. iii may be an addition. It perhaps means : And he restoreth to the
man his wellbeing (cf Pr 8I8) > his righteousness : cf.

^2^'>^- Instead of

3E'i1 we might perhaps read obE*! (® aTroSwo-et, cf 222^34"; yet cf also
3912): He recompenseth to the man his righteousness (i.e. his penitence
regarded as such): but hardly ISDl or IB'3'1 (!).
V. 27. 'The restored sinner is here represented as giving pubfic ex
pression to his gratitude in a short psalm of confession and thanksgiving '

(Driver). He singeth unto (Pr 2520) men : pointing 'W\ {} Ityj or lE'J) pro
50? IE''; he looketh {= HB-^) 93 Respicid homines. ©2 think of IB*^ straight.
(TE* to sing may be compared with Sum. SIR, SUR, za7ndru.) ®'s para
phrase eiTa TOTe d-KopepxfieTai dvdpwKOS avros eavrol Xe'ytov may indicate

the same root lE'i (reading perhaps C')E'3X I'by lE'i) or, pointing IB'^

lE'^ = IpJ to correct, admonish : cf © v. 23<=t^v eavTov p,e'p,i/rtv, SO? f^P\.
I sinned : inXDl. © oia o-vveTe'Xovv ; = iliE'yiD . © continues : kox ovk
diia ryraaev pe w ^piapTov = :'b lIB'-xb 'l'.iyi lE'Xl. Cf Il6. 5D?'s
12*1 (© l5J»xi) looks like dittogr. of IE" ad init. vers., and iliyi 'E'l is a
dub. phrase, for which we might substitute il'iyi '3111 and my way
I made crooked, after Je 321 La 3'. St. ii 'b lIB'-xb He was not like (or
equal: Is 4023 Pr 26*) /d »i(; cannot be right. It offends both metre and
sense. Read perhaps 'b 'h^^ OPE'^xbl And He requited not my work to me
(cf 34" 36»), or 'P IB-y-xb 'liiysi (Ps 10313) And acc. to r/iy sins He did
not unto me. If P IIB* could mean to do equal things to, deal equally or in
like manner with a person, the reading '? lIB'-xb I'b.XI might be adopted
as involving the least change in the traditional text. (HE' lie flat, be level,
equal, may be cogn. c 113 lie down, since primitive N may become S both
in Sumerian and Semitic.)
V. 28. Cf V. 18. 50? He i-edeei/ied my soul from passing into the Pit
overweights st. i. Read nnE'-'sp (v. 18) and om. 135)0. © (rSo-ov

= rilS ut 50? V. 24. So ©2. my soul ... my life: so rightly Kettb ©@;
his soul. Sec, Qeri 293.

V. 29. Twice, yea thrice: i. e. two or three times, more than once. Lit.
two beats, three (beats : subaud. D'OyS). © ^hovs rpels, three ways : cf.
V. 14. © pointed 'B* O'pyB {three footsteps) instead of 'E' O^pys (the Dual)
V. 30. God's purpose in warning the sinner by dreams or sickness.
Cf. 93 Ut revocet animas eorum a corruptione, et illuminet luce viven-
tium. (©

dXX'
V. Kat ipvaaTo ktX., © ^B10 Ptcp. But X ut S0?9S rectb).

St. ii is dub. The Niph. Infin. liN.b (d,r. = lixib) would seem to require
a following ib to give it a personal reference (cf 2 Sa 282 ; Ps 76' is
corrupt). Read either ilXl^ (= ilxinb Hi. Inf) to Id him look (on the
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light of fife), cf v. 28''; or '11 liX is (TXlb =) I'xb to Id shine on him
the light. Sec. (cf Ps iig"^ for the Construction). © = ."Jl liX3 'lllb
(fvo 17 (;<07/ pou ev <^(0Tt alv-f) avrov); wrongly making vv. 29, 30, the close
of the penitent's psalm. Cf. Is 38" inr xil 'l 11. It has been
suggested that we should read Di'll flXS in the land of the living
>'in 11X3 on the light of life. For the former phrase see 28" Is 38"
(53*) Ps

27" n69 al. The other does not seem to be found elsewhere
except in Ps 56" and Joh 8^K Light and Life, however, are connected
together in 313.20 Ps 36", and Qiiil nx suits the present context better
(unless we choose to substitute '11 nx To show him the way of life :
cf. Ps 16"). © may be right with its N'll N1113 xmDb='ll 11X3 lixib
To behold the light of life. We need not resent an original phrase in
Elihu, even if it should clash with a theory.

Verses 31-33, which have somewhat the effect of an anticlimax here,
might well be transposed to precede 34", where the change to the
2nd Pers. Sing, seems to require some such introduction.

V. 31. ©'s Kat iyu> ei/tt XaXi;o-a>, which ©A corrects with iva XaX., is a slip
due to mechanical word-for-word translation.

V. 32. Lit. If there be words. The be (E*.'.) is emphatic, as always : If
you really have anything to say in reply.

V. 33. teach: Pi. of fjbx learn Pr 2 2'i3: 153 3511 (all). Aram. = Heb.
lob. The Bilit. Root is LAP, LAB, which we see in Assyr. labi!,
'surround', e.g. with walls, Perm. Idbi, Idpi, Pi. lubbii, 'enclose', 'bind',
uldpu, ' bond ', ' league ', lapdtu, lupputu, ' handle ', touch ', with the hand

(cf also note on 6"), cognate with LAM in lamd, 'surround ', lib, obx
' bind ', OX? ' tribe ', ' people ', Assyr. Umu — kimtu, ' family ', cf Ar. lif
la'ama, ' bind up

'
a wound or rupture. Sum. LIM, ' a thousand ', as a

number of things bound together, cf Heb. 1JK ' thousand ', ' a family ',
Sum. LAB, ' mighty ', Aram. D'.PN ' be strong ', well-knit or bound

together, and (since L and D interchange) with Sum. DAB, lamd,
' surround ', ' seize ', ' grasp ', ' hold ', sandqu, tamdhu, DIB, ¦* take ',
'grasp', 'catch', 'bind', gabdtu, ahdzu, tamdhu, kamd. Sec, DUB,
'surround', lamd, sahdru, DIM, 'to bind', 'fasten', sandqu {Id sanqu,
'
unbound ', i.e. rebellious, unsubmissive), ' a rope ', riksu. The character

JFi] LU, DIB, the Determinative of oxen and sheep, orig. a picture
of a fold or enclosure with a rod or crook inside it

, suggests the idea of

enclosed (i.e. stalled or folded) animals, as opposed to wild ones roaming

at large. The primary meaning of alpu, 1?tf

' ox ', may have been the

bound {^.e. tamed and submissive to the yoke); cf ^'PX tame and gentle:

that of I^N to learn. Pi. to teach, may have been to seize, grasp, take in

ideas, and to cause to seize. Sec, respectively (cf. Assyr. al}dzu, ithuzu.
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' to learn ', Shaph. suhitzu, ' to teach ', and 1|PP leai-ning, teaching, from
npy to take).
.Chapter 34. The heading And Elihu answered and said, repeated
chap. 351, seems perfectly irrelevant in

both'
instances, as none of his

hearers has made any reply to what he has said hitherto. The formula
of 361 And Elihu added and said (i.e. said further) would be more
suitable ; but both may be due to some later editor who thought it

desirable to break up Elihu's lengthy address into sections, with formal
headings like those of the original poem.

V. 2. Elihu appeals to the wise in general, not to the three Friends of

Eyob, who (in his opinion) had so signally fallen short of Wisdom
(cf vv. 10, 34 : see also 35*).
V. 3. Quotation of 12" (from marg. ?). tasteth food: so ©93®. SD?

tasteth to eat (bsxb) has prob. grown out of box IP
'D' tasteth for itself

food: see 12". ©93© naturally omit the Dat. Conunodi. (This is more
probable than that they read bsxp, since Dyo does not occur c ? of

Direct Obj.)

V. 5. A reference to Eyob's words 92<'-2i 272.
V. 6. St. i has only two metr. stresses, and iDSE'D looks like dittogr. of

V. 5 ad fin. The line cannot mean Notwithstanding my right I am
accounted a liar (RV; pointing MX?); 3138< is / He, 628 Pr 143. SO? is
tolerant of no meaning but Against my right I lie (or Interrog. shall I
lie ? cf. AV). We might read 3131 ipSE' ipy Against me my fudge lieth ;
i. e. by treating him as guilty when he was innocent (cf 9^8-31^.

poi- 'y

cf © ei/'evo-aTo ; for 'PJ? see©; for 'p3'B' 23'. Possible also seems 1J3*?
cruel: see 3021 ^ut the former suggestion yields a better parallel to

St. ii Deadly is my wound, withoutfault (of mine). Perhaps 313' '3X30 'bsi
Against me my pain lieth : cf. 33" Je 3013 (TfSXSD E'ISX). His sufferings

falsely suggested that he must have been a great sinner.

St. ii
. B'UX sore, incurable, is a natural epithet of wounds and pain

(Je 151? al.); but SO? 'SI my arrow can hardly be a fig. equivalent of my
wound, and if we read iSl His arrow (cf. 6'') the epithet becomes
suspicious. Read therefore 'Sip (Is 3026) or 'yS3 (9" Gn 428) ; cf the
verb \v!a 5" 2612.

V. 7. St. i is metr. short and begins with unusual abruptness. Restore

DPX] But (cf 331); of which 11x1 (v. 8) may perhaps be a distortion.
Howbeit, what 7na7i is like Eyob? Or read '3 XW'p Who then is a man.
Sec. (4' 1319 al.). In st. ii lE'X Relat. may have fallen out before HE"
drinketh in; but 15131' (ofwhich the stichus is obviously an echo) suggestsllir B''X One that drinketh (i.e. revelleth in) 3yb (stammering, jabbering,
of a foreign tongue ; then mockery ; and in the sphere of religion blas
phemy : akin to lyb and fib Ps ii).
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V. 8. St. i is metr. too long. Omit the strange llK which is found
nowhere else as a Verb. Fin. (Ptcp. only, in sense of traveller) and may
perhaps have originated in dittogr. of the following word (see also note

on V. 7^), and read '"l^rlOp' And is for joining with. Sec. (for the Constr.
see OL s.v. f 7- h), or else understand the two Infinn. in the ordinary
sense of purpose : To ally himself with . . . And to walk with ... Cf 22^3
Ps i^ for the thought. (© oSov pointing IIX, and prefixing ovx "/-"tpriov
ovSe do-eySjjo-as, a mistaken gloss.)

V. 9. gaineth nothing: t3Di xb 158222358. Or profiteth not, is of no
use. © For say not that ' There will be no visitation (10" Nu 162') ofa

man!'. When (there will be) a visitation to him from (the) Lord. Due
perhaps in part to deliberate alteration. But © may have pointed f?©'

or even read Ip.S^ in a similar sense : cf. the T. A. use of the vb. sakdnii,
'see about', 'attend to', 'look after' (=1153), e.g. liskin larru ana
mdtilu, ' let the king look after his country ! ', and of (amelu) sukinu,
'overseer' (= IpiS),

'superintendent'
(syn. rdbigu). The ultimate Root

may be Sum. KIN = Bab. lite'u, ' look for ', ' seek ', ' attend to ', ' care
for ', from le'u = lyB*.

St. ii is metr. short. Moreover the sense of 50? is unsatisfactory. Read
'X ioy liSl3 When Elohim is well-pleased with him, pro SO? 'X'Oy 111S13 ;
thus restoring both metre and sense. For the Constr. c£».Ps 50I8.

V. 10. A tristich. By inserting I3irxi Qi031 ye wise give ear! after f3b
(cf V..2) we turn st. i into a suitable distich, making a quatrain of the
verse, men of mind (lit. heart) : recurs v. 34 only, to deal wickedly :
leg. yE'lip (Ps io63Ne983Dan li^") > S^^ip (Qal Infin. is not found).

St. ii is cleariy mutilated. Read p"};^ ll.yp nB'bl ; cf © Tapd^ai to StKatov :
88'' Tapdiei TO SiK. = piV liyi and V. 1 2 Tapa'fei KpiViv = DSEiO liyi .
Z'. II. For according to a man's work: leg. 'N by33 1? (3 exc. post 13).
causeth to befall him ; cf Nu 3228. (© read 11X31 pro 'X3)' and pointed
laXSD^: And in a man's path He findeth him. A good sense, but not so
close a parallel.)

V. 12. For the strong asseverative D30X"«1X see 19' (© vai Si;) Gn 18".

dealeth not wickedly : 3J'B'li"'<b : see note on v. i o. We need not substi

tute VB'l' for this well-attested late use of Hiph. © And thinkest thou the

Lord will do absurd things (droTra = fl.K 4' 1 1" 36" NI?* 35") = TW^^
S'?*!! bx prob. (030X misread liOX om. xb).
V. 13. Who made the Earth His charge? or made Him responsible for
the care of the Earth, made Him its lips or Overseer ? For by IpS in
this sense cf 3623 Nu 4" and Aram, usage. (Leg. flXl or simply pX
pro 50? 12flN > I'SlX = 1S1X his earth; cf, however, 37" Pr S'l.) © os
i-Koirjaev rrjv y^v as add. to v. 12. To bring St. ii (SO? lit. And who set the

world all of it?) into parallelism with st. i read "by
IDE' pro SO? D'E' : And
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who set Him over the whole world? Cf Gn 473 Ex i" Ps 10521 (iOB').
© suggests (? IXPpi) 13"P31 b31 ib'Sfipi A7id who made the world and all
therein (and the fullness thereof? Ps

5012)/'
iy ovpavov = flX 22 38'"-2<-s3

42»b3nPr823.

God is no Delegate or Viceroy. As Creator, He is supreme over all
and accountable to none.

Verses 14, 15 are an expansion of Ps 1042'!": : OlSSJ'bxi fiyu) Dill efpri
:f131E'i
Tf Thou gather in their spirit, they expire, \ .hid unto their dust

they return.

V. 14. The best that can be made of 50? is : IfHe were to set His heart
upon (=give sole attention or confine His regard to) Himself,—His
spirit and His breath to Himself gather in . . . Apart from the strange

idea (unique in the OT) of God's fixing His attention upon Himself,
which is no || to the second stichus, st. ii itself at once arouses suspicion

by its metrical redundance (four stresses). Read SiB'J (c 5 codd.
Or^ and

© X3SP) pro SO? D'^J, and om. isb (added after 3'E" had become D'E").
This yields the satisfactory distich :

1111 vbx 3iE'i-DX

: 5)0X1 llbx IIDB'31

If He cause His spirit to relum to Him, \ A nd gather in His breath to
Himself. Cf Ps 10429-80. The verse constitutes the Protasis to the
Apodosis which follows in v. 15. Cf also 121".
V. 15. In St. ii by should rather be bx (Gn 319): cf. © ets -y^v. © adds
the gloss o^ev Kat i-KXdaOrj : cf '108-9 Gn 2'-8-i9.
It is futile for a mortal to question the justice of his Maker. However
it may te with inferior potentates, the supreme Judge, the absolute Lord
of all living, must be supposed supei ior to every form of injustice. Cf
Rom. 9"-2i.

V. i6. SO? 11313-0x1 RV marg. Only understand! (cf Gn 23") is dub.
Hebrew. Read 113i3 (plene): And if thou hast understanding (for the
form cf Dan 92): cf 1133 Ps 1392: or perhaps add ^P after IJiS (which
would justify the accentuation). © ei Se pr; (!

)

vov^er^ (cf 38'8); 9
3 S
i

babes ergo intellectum.

z'. 17. 50? E'nii DSE'O X31E' ejXl would be extraordinary Heb. for
Shall even one that hateth right govern ? (RV). For -/E'Sl see the note
on 28". It occurs but once in Job, and that in the ordinary sense (5").
Read SIE^ll D3E'0-X31E'b bxi Accounted thou El the foe of right P cf 13"
3313 and ©A OVK olei.. In st. ii the Asyndeton 1133 pilV is improb. Read
Pli justice (II to OSE'D, St. i ; 29" 3,52 368) and cf 8'. This gives us: Or
condemnest thou the fustice of the Mighty One P (I'S? Abs. of God ;

so 'here only : cf 363). (© dvopd = 03E'0"xb ; Ka? tov dXXvvra row
TTovr/povs = D'yE'l lUE'OI ; aitiviov = li33 aged 1513 cf Dan 79.) (93 sanari
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potest = E'Sl) ; st. ii Et quomodo tu eum
qui'
iustus est, in tantum con-

demnas ? = 50? ; taking I133 as Adv. = greatly)
V. 18. Point ipNl (c cod. i ©93®), referring to bx v. 17. God proves
His Justice by administering His rebukes to high and low alike, without
fear or favour (vv. 18, 19). For worthless see note on 243 (byibs pro
ib'bs). St. ii in 50? has only two stresses. Read perhaps 13113b (Di)yB'l
(D')oy: cf Nu 21^8 Ps 4713 (or keep "bx and read ibo'bx in st. i).
Possibly 5?En is a gloss on byibs which has displaced (by) t13 TfSiE'l {Who
poureth contempt upon nobles : cf 1 221). Or, assuming that lE'X ad init.
V. 19 may be a disguise of some other word belonging to the end of this
verse, we might read px '3il3b D'yE'l or (17") xipi Di3il3b '1: 93 qui
vocat duces impios. Cf Is 32=.
V. 19. St. i seems overloaded : om. lE'X Who (see last note), showeth
no partiality : 138-103221. preferreth to : \\t. regardeth before. . . i3sbl33.
Pi. so here only (cf 2129). Perhaps 1'31 Hi. (six times in Job, e.g. v. 25);
cf Dt i" DSB'DS D'33 llOl xb Ye shall not recognize faces (show par
tiality) in judgement. (The Semitic ^13*3 I. attend to, regard, know, may
perhaps be compared with Sum. (l*"^T KUR paqddu, and -v^l3"3

II.'

with Sum. A7 KUR aM, lanii, nakru,- nakdru, nukkuru. Sec, 'other',
' another ', ' different ', ' strange ', ' foreign ', ' enemy ', ' to be or become
other ',

' to change ', ' alter ', Sec. The primitive Root is trifiteralized by
the Pronom. Preform. 3 = Sum. NA, NI, is, ille, iste.) Instead of SiB*

noble or generous (Is 3 2 3) it seems natural to read I'^'V rich, on account of
the parallel bl poor (Ex 30^3 Pr 10^3). St. iii, which © app. omits, is

probably a gloss, though apt enough in sense ; unless perhaps a line has

fallen out before it
.

(©'s version of the two preceding stichi appears to
be more or less conflate : Who was not abashed at an honoured one's face
= 1333 '3ap ISl xb lE'X cf Dt 2838 jg i29, j N'or knows to give honour to
great ones, so that their faces be admired -= D'^'ljl '33 li31P yT"xbl cf Dti"
Je 53 2K io3 [dSpoi = Dibl3 but 299

dSpot' = Diiy] ! Dli3Q IXbb cf 13" 228.
Possibly St. ii was originally something like : Dipi? '33 lisr^^bl or SJlJ'Nbl

: Dibl? 133b or even ! Di33 1X1^*3 Ip^'xbl 228 Is 38 9" 13".)
V. 20. Another tristich. St. i SO? fit. (In) a moment (Ps 6" Is 479) they
die and (at) midnight (Ps 11932 Ex 11" 'bl '13T). The second Adv.
phrase is dub. Read perhaps ISSI'1 pro 50? 'b IIVII (2121). St. ii '^^^}\
Pu. here only. A people are convulsed (OL) or The people (i.e. of these
potentates) are shaken is not prob. in the context, which relates to God's

overthrow of the Mighty. (E'y3 is prop, and nearly always used of
physical convulsions. Cf Ps 188 Je 2513 dub. cf 46''-8 sim.). And why
not 113yi1 oy E'yS'? Read IISV'I E'roy 15^13 (̂923) or B'y3

'3' They expire

like the moth, and pass away. Cf 4" 2718PS 3912IS513 (f3"1D3). St. iii
SO? lit. And they remove the mighty one not with hand. 1'3?< here only in

2210 C C
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Job ; the plur. Qilisx occurs in 2422a (a similar statement). Read either
Qilisx 1101 And He removeth the mighty ones, Sec. ; or Oil'SX 11101 And
the mighty ones depart. Sec, c i cod. : cf ©. The former seems preferable
on account of v. 21 ; cf 1220-2* ; but the stichus is prob. an addition based
on La 43<:d Dan 28* 823 (without hand; i.e. without human, or by super

natural agency), ©'s version of this verse does not so much indicate

a difference of reading as a guess at the meaning of a more or less
injured text identical with that of SO?. Kevd Se avrois d-Ko^r^aeTai to KeKpa-

ye'vai Kai he2a0ai dv8pos(©C avToTs) = OyiB'l lob 011V IDli P'<-\ {pn = y31;
1011 = 11D1 ; lob 011V = 'bib 11V1 ; OyiB'l = oy 1B'[y]l[3i]). The second
stichus is ixp-qaavTO ydp Trapavopwus, iKKXivop.evtov dSwaTiov = 111011 llSVl
O13IISX. Here isy is understood in the sense of transgressing; and
'I13X is misread '311SX as in 2422. Cf also 24' {They turn the needy out of
the way) which seems to have influenced ©'s interpretation here. Further,

© may have taken lis xb in the sense of ' without strength ', as an epithet
of D1313X, and so omitted it as already implied in dSwaTovs.
V. 21. Cf 31*.
V. 22. Cf Ps 139"'- Am 98. It is impossible to escape the notice of
the AUseeing (or, as we say, the Omniscient), and so to evade His Justice.
© gives a free paraphrase of both verses.
w. 23. SO? lit. For not upon a man setteth He (scil. His heart or mind)
still (or again), \ To go {=¦ That he should go) unto El in the judgement.
God has no need to investigate fike an earthly judge : He knows (cf 11").
But the Heb. is doubtful, and the two stichi have a look of incoherence.
Read either 15? a time (cf. Ec 83-3 + t33B'Ol) or

lyiO a set time (Ex 93; see
Bateson-Wright) instead of 50? liy stilL (? IJ^'Db;.) Cf g^t. Point
perhaps ^Plb to bring him.

St. n. Cf^. 22*b. Perhaps bx'lX pro SO? bx'bx ; cf. Ps 1432. There
may be an allusion to Eyob's desire to argue his case with God (1318(1.

23'"-
3i85ff.) as in a court of justice. Cf 982. God knows without inquiry

whether a man is guilty or not, and smites at once when He pleases

(v. 24). © 6 ydp Kvpios TrdvTos (©^ rd Trdvra) e<^opa (282*) = bx ban '3
O'SD (due to omission and transposition of letters).
V. 24. He breaketh : yi; (Je 1512 Ps 22). Aiamaism = fH' (fij ?) : see
note on 20I3. © 6 KaTaXapySdvwv = 5?!' (cf ©>'®L Je 1 512). without
trial : lit. without (leg. xbs pro 50? xb) search or investigation. For Ip.D'NP
beyond search see 3623 and cf 5' 913 88 1 1' Pr 258-27. For the sense of st. i
cf perhaps 11". With st. ii cf 8" i823(?) 2i8S3?. Instead of this verse
© repeats 59, except that it has b KaTaXap.pdvuiv here in place of tov
K-oiovvTa peyctXa there. Did it understand 'li33 as equivalent to llblJ
and 'lix to llxb33 ? 93 Conteret multos et innumerabiles : cf 3i'3 Is 16"
and chap. 3623.

P. 25. 50? f3? 7'/^^rf^^-^ seems inconsequent here. © om. 93 Novit fw'w-
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We might read 131, making li?: more emphatic {He well noteth, Sec);
or f3S But indeed {12^); or N11"i3 For HE {em^^h) noteth. Sec fsb (or
fS'bS? vid. V. 27) may belong to v. 26. their doings: Dinsyo': an
Aramaism (Dan 48^1) ; here only in OT. Heb. Elsewhere Elihu uses the
ordinary words rif^^ (v. 19, 33"? 377) and byb (v. 1 1 369-24 3^12). ^nd it
is possible that this verse as far as ib^b merely preserves variants to
verses 20, 21, as some think, and that the closing vb. 1X3T1 should begin
verse 26 (so @ but not ©). It is perhaps an improvement of SO? to read
03311 And He overthrows them {g^\) pro ^Dll. are crushed ep\. Cf 4"
69 192 2 29 for other forms of the verb.
». 26. 50? lit. Under the wicked He slappdh them in{to) the place of seers ;
which is neither sense nor metre. Read

D'yE'l 111 pl,

: 01X31 Dipp3 oijsp

Therefore He shattereth (Is 98) the wicked; \ He hath smitten (?
) them into

the place of the Dead (^.e. She'ol). Therefore; viz. for the reason assigned
in the next verses. (For fsb or f3"by see verses 25, 27.) The verse
might perhaps be better restored as follows :

bix^
OiyE'l iir

:d'X3i Dippa osioi

He makes the wicked go down to She'ol (cf. 21I8) | And casts them down
(Pr 288 ejllD) into the Place of the Dead. © ea^eaev he dae/3eh looks as if

1X311 was read 1X331 (cf © 308) or isyii (183-3) and ill omitted. St. fi

opdTOt S
e (eyevovTO ©A) cvavrtov avrov (v. tZv ixOpStv) suggests that ©

pointed D;xi or read 'N") (33"), while representing QipDS DpSD either by
lOli?, before him (Aram.) or by (Di)Dp 133b before enemies. © renders the

verse: And they shall be humbled under the wrong of their deeds in the
fearful place (reading XliO pro QiXl).

V. 27. Because : f3"by(''lE'X ; usu. compared with fS'byiS (Gn i83 al.).
But lE'X alone might mean because (© on), and fS'by, as we have seen,
may not belong here. (93 ingeniously : Qui quasi de industria = SO?.)
Some would delete this verse as a gloss ; which is probable (see
next note).

V. 28. If verse 27 is genuine, this one states either the consequence or
(ironically) the purpose (cf 93) of the oppressive behaviour of the wicked,
as though they were bent on their own ruin. But it seems more natural that
the Subj. of both stichi should be the same, viz. God ; in which case the
verse expresses the Divine purpose in the destruction of the oppressors

(v. 26): To bring in to Himself {vbtt c 2 codd. 9
3 ad eum) the outcry. Sec,

And to hear the call for help {r\0 Ps 18' pro SO?
ripp2.

^{ ^go) ofo/i,e

oppressed. Cf Gn 413 1921.

C c a
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7'. 29. SO? Dpt^: (OpE'^? cf 1?^D-) may mean show quietness = keep quiet
(37"); or we may point

tS'pE'i
be quiet, inactive (Is 18^), which comes to

the same thing. Instead of SO? yE'l! condemn (verses r2, 17), which is
incongruous with the previous verb, we propose (13)E'VT ^(ihe Him spring
up (39™) or

12liyi
rouse Him (412 = 10 cf 83). For the general sense of the

verse cf Is 51° Ps 44"*^- Awake ! why steepest Thou, Lord P . . . Why
hided Thou Thy Face? (Also 13^* Ps 308 7833 Is 543 al.); 192' / shall see
Him ; 35". Men ' see

' God in His active intervention to help and save.
It is only by forced interpretation that anything can be made of st. iii

as an integral portion of this verse (cf RV). Perhaps it really belongs
to verse 30, which is metr. and otherwise defective. We might read :

11; iisx lij-byox

:Dy-pE'y eiji iibpi

If against a nation His Wrath be kindled.
And He make king a profane one (8i3), an oppressor of the people :

such a one e.g. as Antiochus Epiphanes. For by fjX 111 see 19" Zc 108;

usually c 3
, 322-8 ^2'. Or read ib'll) pro 11' and 'H.boil pro iboo, con

cluding with Drppp (Pi. dTT.cf Is 2312PU.): And should He be wroth
against nation or man. Sec. (The repeated DIX is certainly dubious ; and

131 occurs nowhere else as epithet of DIX : cf 3613. SO? may mean : That

a profane man, one of the snares of the people, reign 7iot; but the phrase is

unique and improb. 93 propter peccata populi = app. Oy 'E'pyo or
Dy lIB'ipyp. © dTTo Svo-KoXi'as XaoD = Dr'E'ipp cf Dt 92' or OriiB'piD.)

It is possible that st. ui of v. 29 is spurious. In that case v. 30 might
perhaps be restored as follows :

S|31 OIX Tjbpp

:oy-by iby lE'pp

Who maketh a profane fellow king, j Who maketh hard his yoke on the
people (i K 12''). Cf 9

3 Qui regnare facit hominem hypocritam propter
peccata populi = © /Jao-iXevcov dv6p<j}-Kov VKOKpiTr]v ktX.

z^. 31. so? .^(or When or For) unto El hath he said P is evidently due
to wrong division of the letters. Read (? ipX') ipx l^X-bx 1

? If (When)
unto Eloah he (i.e. the tyrant; or //

, i.e. the oppressed nation) saith:
cf 713 1928. In St. ii pro 50? ilXE'3 I have borne read 'b"XE'3 Forgive met
(cf Ps 1012 Ho 18 Is 29). We can hardly understand my punishment
('3iy Gn 4I8), since his punishment has not been mentioned. And to
supply the missing third stress add liy again after billX (see note, v. 32):/will deal wrongfully no more (This seems better than pointing 'lNif3
Ni. / have lifted myself up, in the unusual sense / have been haughty or
overbearing : cf Pr 30"), We might perhaps point 'lNt?3 / was beguiled
(Is 19I'). With bsix cf. Assyr. habdlu, 'injure', 'ruin', 'destroy'; e.g.
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Sargon Cyl. 50 : Kima zikir lumia, la ana nagdr kitti il milari, lutelur Id
li'i, Id habdl enli, imbiiinni ildni rabdti. Sec

' In accordance with the
import of my name (qs larru kenu, ' righteous king '), which the mighty
gods called me, that I might keep righteousness and justice, deal justly

b
y the powerless, and not wrong the Sec. (He goes on to say that

he paid the full value for a site which he required.) ©® on Trpos tov
lo-^vpov o Xe'ytov ("^P**!) EiXijt^a, ovk ivexypdaio (I. b31 Dt 248-1') = 50?, but
misconstrued. 9

5 Quia ergo ego locutus sum ad Deum, te quoque non
prohibebo = bsiX'xb niX-D3 illOX bx'bx

(>3X)
O (taking bsi in sense

of binding}). For bsi see further note 171 Ne i'.
V. 32. 50? Apart from (that which) / see, do Thou (emph.) teach 77ie !

But the use of iiybs apart from, besides, is unique (not elsewhere c verb :

hence © dvev ep.avTov = ''"IV: ^) ' ^^^ ^^ word may well be dittogr. of
I'y (liy)

bs"
(v. 31 ad fin.). Restore XDIX'OX If I err, or ilNOl-QX IfI have erred; cf 93 Si erravi, tu doce me. Or we might substitute 11X1

the way (Pss 25* 27") pro irix : The Way do Thou teach me I Then (st. ii)

And 2/'(0X1 : e.\c. 1 p. 1) / have done wrong, &c. 9
3 si iniquitatem locutus

sum; perhaps reading 'IPP pro 50? ilbys.

V. 33. A strangely incoherent tristich, with metr. short third fine.
The cumbrous st. i perhaps preserves the remains of a complete distich,

which may have run somewhat thus :

1'bx oWi ^pypi
:ipxD n.E' ipio 13

Is il by thy thinking ifw.from thee) that Eloah should requite. That Ihou

despised the chastening of Shaddai? Cf. 5". Instead of
Tflipi (Oyp

2 Sa 328) read perhaps IPVP?! Is itaccording lo thy taste (judgement ; 1 220)
that. Sec, or foyDOl.

The meaning may perhaps be : Would you deny a locus paenitentiae to

the wicked ruler ? Does your notion of Divine Justice involve his instant

destruction, even if he repent and promise amendment? (Cf. 33'^"''8.)
The reference may be to the repentant nation rather than to the
oppressive monarch; in which case we must render v. 31^ When unio El

it (i. e. the nation) hath said.
V. 34. SO? lit. Men of heart will say to me. And the wise man who listens

to me. It makes a better couplet to read 131JX1 pro IIDX1 and yOE'i pro
yOB'. This improves the parallelism, and yields a distich which is more

in the manner of Elihu.
V. 36. St. i is overweighted in SO? (four stresses). ;i3i 'SX may have
grown out of flSX by dittogr. the first two letters : Iwill test Eyob unto
the end. © Ov pt^v Se dXXd p.d6e, 'Ico/?, | p.r} S(Ds eVi

dvTairoKpiaiv mairep 01

d(/>poves = fIN 'E'3X3 SB"! bx 1V3 ly

|

3i»X f'Sl >3X, 9
3 gives the

literal meaning of 5D?'s st. i : Pater mi, probetur lob usque ad finem ; but
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for St. ii it gives ne desinas ab homine iniquitatis = B'liXD 131^1 PX
ns<(pts!).

V. 37. A tristich, and otherwise corrupt. St. i For he adds to his sin
(i.e. the sin which had caused his calamities) rebellion (in exclaiming
against the Divine Judge) may pass muster all right; but st. ii SO? pl3D' 131313
Between us he claps (scil. his hands ? cf 272' La 213) can hardly be regarded
as satisfactory. Inserting 0i33 hands as necessary to sense and metre,

we get the tolerable stichus Among us he claps his ha7ids (in scorn) ;
viz. against God, as appears from st. iii A7id multiplies his words against

El (leg. 1311 pro SO?Sll and bx'by pro SO? bxb). Perhaps the superfiuous
131313 is a disguise of ilB'b(y) Against Shaddai (parallel to El). St. i may
be rejected, except the introductory i3. Others reject st. ii

.

© That we

add not upon our sin ; \ But transgression upon us will be reckoned (l3iby
pro 131313 and ISO) pro pISOi), speaking many words before the Lord.

9
3 Quia addit super peccata sua blasphemiam (=50? st. i) inter nos

interim constringatur (= Aram, p?^ I31313) ; et tunc ad iudicium provocet
sermonibus suis Deum (= bx"Dy inoxs Sll).
Chapter 35. For the heading see note on 341. Pro 50? Ilibx read, of
course, xilibx as elsewhere.
V. 2. Right: or just (DSE'P): 34''. The parallel in st. ii is P'lV >
50?'P1V.

This dost thou reckon as right,—
Think (or Call) 'njust with (or before: cf 4" 92 25*) El,—

Leg. bx-oy plV pro 50? bxD 'plV. This: viz. That thou sayed, Sec.
(v. 3). Is that demand consonant with ideal right and truth ?

© paraphrases: Why didst thou think this in (3 pro b}) judgement P

Who art thou that thou saidd, ' T am just before the Lord' P (bx"DJ( 'IplJT

2cp IvavTi Kvpi'ov ut hic ; cf 92 Trapd Kvptu). ©^ om. v. 3 ; ©«c.aAC add
hic ^ epeis Tl TToiT^o-w dpapTtov ; = ilXDlD bySX'lD lOXl'OX (a mutilated
form of V. 3 ; both v. 2^ and v. 3 are starred in Hexapl.) : cf 9

3 vel quid

tibi proderit, si ego peccavero = 'IXDl'DX b'yiDI .

V. 3. Continues the rhetorical question of v. 2. For the verbs see 15'

222 349. In St. i leg. lb pro 50? ^b, and perhaps 101 pro 10 as in 21"

(a virtual parallel), st. ii
. The usual rendering of SO? is What shall Igain

more than from my sin (i. e. more than if I had sinned) ; but the natural

meaning of the Heb. surely is : What advantage shall I gain from my sin?
Read therefore O'XOIO more than sinners pro 50? 'IXDIO (and insert '?S

metr. grat. ?). Eyob had more than once argued that God makes no

difference in His treatment of just and unjust (9^^* al.).

V. 4. Lit. /, / will return thee words (i. e. arguments). In st. u add
lE'bE' three p. IX c © metr. grat. et sens. (The v.l. ^yil, though gramm.
correct, is too short metr.). Cf 2" 32'.
V. 5. Cf ii'-9 2212 Is 4028 gg9. xhc Idea here seems to be that God is
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too high above man and, therefore, too remote from him, to be affected

by his conduct. (Or can it be meant that the majestic march of Heaven
goes on day by day, unaffected by anything that happens here below ?

Cf verses 6, 7.)
St. ii

.

the Skies: Ci'pn'a^. So 3628 3718-21. Clouds} ¦^8^''. Often a mere
syn. of QIDE': Dt 33™ Ps 6883. The Sing. PW fine dust (on a balance:

Is 40'3t) recalls Na
18 Iib31 pSX f3yi, and suggests an original connexion

with the Sumerian ^~*|y SAGAR, epru,

' soil ', ' dust '. The verb occurs
14" (= terunt: cf Aram, to beat small, pound ox pulverize).

far above thee : lit. which are higher than thou. There seem to be four
stresses here. Perhaps '3 has fallen out after O , and foo been added :

cf 9
3 et contemplare aethera quod altior te sit : © ws vi^Xd dTro o-ov :

And see the Skies, how high from thee!

V. 6
.

© o»^ = ib to Him in both stichi (so 2 codd.), which may be
right, as 3 lE'y does not seem to be used in the general sense of affecting
another by one's behaviour, and st. i = st. ii

.

(© om. in both stichi.)
Cf V. 8. With verses 6

,
7 cf 228-* (Eliphaz). Verses 8
,
9 were starred

in Hexapl.

V. 8
. Man can do good or harm only to his fellows, not to the Most

High. (It does not seem to be meant that right or wrong conduct

benefits or injures the doer himself)
V. 9. oppressors : pointing DipiB'y c i cod. and 3

;
(t'pibo) 9

3 (calumnia-

torum). 50? D'plE'y oppression ; an abstr. like O'Dlpy : Am 39 Ec 4'. Some

codd. have O'PE-y defect. (? D'Pfy cf 108 3480 Ec 4'-) Pro SO?
ipiyti leg.

fort. ipVr or ^PVX (cf v. 12): La
38 W^). P5?l? "t Wc

the mighty : perhaps Dns? (cf 34^^) ; but SO? OiSl seems defensible in

the same sense : cf Is 53". 9
3 tyrannorum. © -koXXwv = SO?. Z princes

(Xi33in ; cf Sing. 3420 = lUX ; perhaps errors for X13SISI or X133111 et

Sing.). Keeping D'plE'y, we might read lOi pro Di3i : see 3813.
V. 10. If the verse is in its proper place, 'lO? and liE'y must be read

c @. The anomalous form 'Ejy (Paus. pro 'B-V = 'E'y) need not detain

us. It requires no grammatical subtieties to account for it
, if the final 13—

was dropped inadvertently before the following fl(l)3. Cf 'iE'y 32*2. (For

I'X cf 1528.)
vv. 9-1 3 seem to assert that the cries of the

oppressed are merely

instinctive, like those of a wounded animal. Not being inspired by faith,

they make no appeal to God. This, however, does not agree with 3423.

V. 10. Cf 3618. Where (2128) is Eloah my {our) Maker? A mode of

invoking Divine aid which was probably as ancient as i
t seems to us

pecufiar: see 2 K 2" and cf Dt 328' Je 23-8 Ps 42*-". Leg. fort, 'ibx
13yB" (cf Is 1713 al.) > 13'B'y llbx (at cf Is 51"). St. i
i is usually taken

to mean, ' Who enables those whom He has delivered to utter songs of

thanksgiving in the night; cf Ps (Driver). If this is right, it con-
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firms 13yE" in st. i. The ' night
' might be metaph. for the night of

sorrow; times of affliction and calamity. But the phrase is unique and

far from perspicuous, frt (sine 13b or ib ; cf v. 7, 363) would naturally

mean. Who putteth (Ps 40*), setteth, or appointeth, acc. to context ; while

the constr. S fl3 is used of giving or exchanging one thing /)r (= inn)
another, which may even suggest ibbis pro ibibs ( V^^hogiveth songs for

wailing: cf Is 158 618). © o KaTaTa'o-o-wv ^vXaxds vvKTepwd'i ¦= fl3

lbib(s) lllDE'(x) (cf 712
208 Ps 90* 773), Who ordereth (the) night-watches

or setteth watches in the night. The ' night
' (lit. or fig.) is not indefi

nitely long, but limited by periods marked off by the Divine Will. See

also Ex 12*2 Dt 1 61 Is 218-11. As astrological ref seems not impossible

(cf. V. 5 ; and v. 1 1 Who teacheth us, viz. by observation of the nightly
heavens?). In that case, perhaps IIIDT should be 111TD (3882). Oris
the reference to ' the music of the spheres ' ? Cf 38'.
V. \\. An apparent aOusion to Eyob's words i2''-8; cf also 2 8'-8-2i.
The beasts and birds know what they see ; knowledge of the Unseen is

restricted to man (cf 2828). ijsbo = 133bxo (Aram. 153 3333 Pr 2 223t).
The form corresponds to Syr. A^>lx> = (,aiil)Lso) fr. >°iS!I. © o hiopltfuv

pe = i3b^i'l30 (^Vho separateth me from the four-footed things, &c. ; om.
verb in st. ii).

V. 12. There (in the case imagined; picturing an instance: cf Pss 143

36"). Leg. fort. Dl They (emph.); i.e. the wronged. They cry, and He

answereth not. Cf Mi 3^ OIIX 13yi xbl 111i"bx Ipyr TX ; where the reason is
added ad fin. vs. Dl'bbyo lyil 1E'X3. And since a parenthesis in st. i is
improb., O'yi f1X3 i3S0 (st. ii) should perhaps be emended into |1N3 i3DD
Diyi (? P13) Because of their overweening (or great) wickedness. The word
Diyi <5a(/OTf«(Je 1521 Pr 4" 158) occurs here only in Job (cf Sing. 2i33). For
lyi wickedness see 20" 228; and for 'yi 1330 Je 448 Ho lo". pm pride
seems hardly a suitable term for the violence which provokes cries for help

(cf Ps 123^); and elsewhere in Job (37* 38" 4oi3t) the word has the
good sense of majesty or loftiness. We should rather have expected

a word like DOl violence, or fib oppression (36"Ps42i3 cf Is 1923''), if

St. ii expressed the reason for the outcry of the wronged. There may,

however, very probably be a reference to Eyob's complaint, 19': Lo,

I cry . . . and am not answered (Ni. cf also 1 12 Pr 2 1 ") and 3023. In that
case, we may read

13yi pro SO?
13.y'

: There they cry, unanswered, \ Because

of the insolence of wicked ones. (This may lessen the objection raised
above, without anticipating the reason of their cries not being heard which

is given in the next verse.)
V. 13. Cf. Hab 1I8. Since XIE* is masc, read 1311E'i pro 50? 1311B'i

ad fin. vs. ; unless we prefer to substitute OiyiE' their cry for help pro
XW emptiness (i. e. a cry void of religious content or significance ; a vain

or ineffectual plaint). © renders yoB' by iSeiv as in Is 3019 ; and instead
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of St. ii (which seems metr. short) it gives : For the Almighty Himself is a
beholder of those who perform the lawless things {tuiv awTeXovvTuiv Ta

dvopa-

cf 348-22 Je 613 Pr ii9); app. a paraphr. of XI llE'l (dvdpojv = XW
11"). Read perhaps 'llE"-xb Xll 'CI And Shaddai, HE will not notice it.
© adds Kat (A os) o-coo-et pe = '?!^'?"1 And will save me (2229), which may be
a var. of 1311E" (which perhaps should reallv be read 13y'E" : see next note).
But a line like (PIp?* ?fl.N 1 1") lOlD Siw'pi'xb 'lE'i And Shaddai hearkens nd
to deceit {^i'^) would be a belter and more metrical parallel. Cf Ps 66".
z;. 14. SO? lit. Yea, when thou sayest thou seest Him not, \ The cause is

before Him and thou shouldst wait for Him ; or perhaps rather : Much less
(will He give heed) wiien thou sayest thou canst not see Him; \ The cause is
before Him and thou art waiting for Him (i.e. to give judgement: cf
igis-ji). Neither sense is satisfactory, and the Heb. is open to question ;
e.g. WllE'l xb after (l)l3l1B" xb, v. 13, apart from the repetition, ought

either to be 'E'l xb '3 or else the direct 1311E'X xb / see Him not. The
Subj. of 'E'l xb can hardly be the same as that of lOXl. (Cf. 93 Etiam cum
dixeris : Non considerat (='t;'i xb).) Eyob, however, had said the con

trary (1923 131E'X). Read, perhaps, i311E'i xb He will {doth) not regard

me, or i3yiB'i xb He will not save me (cf ®). (© seems to have read
131SB'i xb in V. 13 and 1313E'l xb thou wilt not praise Him here.) The
line might then be rendered: Yea, though thou sayest {thinkest}). He will
not save me ; or Dost thou really say. Sec. (cf Gn 31).
St. fi lb bbllll 1133b fil is app. an echo of Ps..,7'' lb bbllini 'ib Oil
Be stillfor lahvah and wait patiently for Him. (ol Defect, might easily
have been misread 311). Cf also Hab 223 Zp i'. (bbll Polal. 39' peperit,
Polal 15' Pass., cf 263 Hithpol. writhe in pain I523.) Perhaps it should
be: ib"bbilll1 Vjsb O'ln (Even if thou think. He regardeth me not. Thou
shouldst be dumb before Him, and wait for Hii/i).
© KpWrjTL he evavTtov avTOv, ei Svvao-ai alveaai avTOV ws eo-Ttv = 1i33P fill

(?
)

lb bblll (cf ©) llSE'b bsil-OX . I
t looks as if St. i were omitted

(owing to homoeoteleuton ?); or possibly the two stichi of the verse were
transposed. © And even if thou hast said thou will not praise Him, judge
(plead) before Him and supplicate Him (= lb bbsill).
V. 15. The pointing is anomalous, and the verse otherwise corrupt.

Moreover the phrase 13X IpS is contrary to usage. It should at least
be 13XS IpS He visited or punished with His anger (cf. 31" Ps 8988). We

may perhaps restore i3X3 lp'3"|iX"i3 liyi And now, because He is not
visiting with His anger ; cf © Kat vvv oti ovk ecrTiv i-inaKeKTopevo'; bpyrjv

avTov (i
.

e. fort, punishing Eyob's anger ??—an leg. opyrj ?). The stichus,
however, seems overweighted ; and it is possible that 13X is a gloss :

And now, because he is not visiting (or attending, giving heed: cf 718 31"), i

A'or marketh (or noticeth or carelhfor) rebellion 7nuch (leg. VE'SS or
5ft5'33

a rebel); Eyob, he idly openeth his mouth. Sec {v. 16). For the constr. 3 5?1J
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cf. 37i6f. Je 2824 Bm-
(5 seems to have read yE'3 (sine s): Kat ovk lyva

TrapoTTTtopd Tt acjiohpa (an -TrapaTTTwpaTi CaS. Dat. ?). irapa-KTUipa = yE'3

369. (Verses 15, 16 are starred in Hexapl.). For St. u we may perhaps

suggest li«0 5?E'33 yii-xbl Nor hurleth He the rebd greatly : cf Zp. i"
(constr. Je 2529 i C 1622).
V. 16. multiplieth: 133: an Aramaism : cf Syr. and Old Aram. (S. A.
Cook, Glossary, Z^*)

3681 (^f. also 1'33 much ¦^1''% © /Sapvvei = li33i.
For V. 15 another conjecture may be offered, viz.

IpS l?X"i3 liyi
(cf 718 31") And now, because Eloah hath visited, IXD iE'33

lyinbl And
within him his soul is sore shaken (cf Is 15''); Eyob idly. Sec. (v. 16).
Eyob's flood of futile talk is the mere delirium of his intense affliction.
(St. ii might also be ixp yE'SS yil'ibi And hath hurt HIM sore for
transgression : Je 31'° 3 because of)
Chapter 36. v. 2. waitfor : 113 an Aramaism d-K. (In Heb. surround
Ps 22".) a little: i.e. a littie waiting, or a little while. So here only.

Cf. Is 28i3-i3t (a little amount or quantity). St. fi
,

as 50? has it
,

can

only mean : For Eloah still hath words (i. e. arguments), nbxb is

perhaps a scribal error for Xllvxb : For Elihu still hath somewhat to

say : cf ® en ydp e'v epoi iaTw Xe'fts : 9
3 adhuc enim habeo quod pro

Deo loquar.

V. 3. from afar: plliob 39^' 2 Sa 7", cf also 2 K 1923. Does Elihu
perhaps mean / will lift my cognisance (or thought) to Him that is far
away; or Iwill bring forward my knowledge for the Distant One (i.e.
God ; cf St. ii)? Cf Ps 1392 pillD lyib 1133 (where some codd. 'Vib).
A closer parallel ; cf however, 9

3 Repetam scientiam meam a principio.

My Maker: ibys so here only (= lE'y cf. 359). © epyois pov=^

'bvab (pts.).

V. 4. © connects D3DX, dXi^^eias with V. 3, omitting introd. O and

continuing with Kat ovk dhiKa pjypiaTa = DvD lpE'"xbl ; thus making st. i

part of V. ¦^, in total disregard of the metrical structure.
indeed: D3DX 3412 (i9<-3). Here perhaps Di3px ; For faithful, notfalse,
are my words. © gives only dSiKws o-vvieis = yil lpE'"xb (cf. Ex 361)
for St. ii (dittogr.). SO? ^oy liyi O'Ol ; upon which Driver remarks,
'Elihu means himself But cf 37", where the phrase (?liyi) Diyi D'Dl
denotes God, the Perfect in all kinds of knowledge. Should we read

here noy pro ^Dy ( The Perfect in Knowledge is with me) ? Elihu seems
to claim inspiration, 328-18. Cf also i Sa 28t 111^ liyi bs. If One that

is perfect in knowledge be the meaning (RV), we should expect B'lN
liyi '1; otherwise the natural meaning of the phrase will be 'The
Perfect in Knowledge', which even Elihu would hardly claim to be.
The two stichi, in any case, do not hang well together ; and perhaps we
should read 1110X (or ipxi) pro DIDI : {And) I {will) declare knowledge
with thee : cf Ez 13' Ps 40'! for IDX.
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V. 5. 11332 is prob. dittogr. of 1133'. 50? lit. Lo, El {is) mighty and
despisdh not (sine Obj.); Mighty {in) strength of heart. Tins leaves
something to be desired in the way of perspicuity and relevance to
context. St. n is metr. defective. We would read DDi (jg jgT)^ or point
D?<?' (73 ? Ps 588), pro 50? DXD^ ; and in st. ii (which seems to be an echo
of 9*) S3P 0311 13

fipx Strong in power and wise of heart. Cf also
Is 4023-28. (5 yiyviaaKe h\ (©'^ yivuloTKo) Se eyuj) on 6 Kvpios ov p^ aTro-

-KOLT^arjTai tov aKaKOv = 82" (Dl OXp^"Xp PX"fl) 6 ydp Kvpios ov prj
d-KO-KOvqa-qTai tov aKaKOv. This suggests DXp^~XP O'pi bX"fl for St. i
here; but this obviously does not cohere with what follows in SO?.
(St. ii and vv. 6-ii were wanting in the original text of ©.) © Lo,
ihe mighty God despisdh not him who is pure as milk (sblS 1113 pro

sb 13 T33!).
V. 6. St. i insert E'33 (Gn ig", cf EZ1319) or DIX (27") metr. grat.
the right: 272343. Leg. fort. 'W (And giveth justice to the opp) on
account of fli (cf Zp 3=). The usual phrase is tiSE-D lE'y: see Dt 10I8
I K 839 Is io2al. We incline to read fiT pro fli (cf Je2ii2): And the
cause of the oppressed He judgeth.
V. 7. A tristich. The rendering of RV implies DSiE'i pro SO? 'B*'!,
and is merely a desperate expedient. Cf. 93 Non auferet a iusto oculos

suos et reges in solio collocat in perpetuum, et illi eriguntur. Possibly
St. i should be read He withdraweth (v. 27, cf. 15^-8) not justice from the

humble (Wyp p-\;i pro 50? I'J'V P'^^Sp), and the line be regarded as a var. or
gloss to V. 6'' (unless its fellow stichus be lost). Then 1X1 may conceal a

verb, viz. IX'1 or Xll Hi. {d-K. cf Is 21" Vll Imp.) or XSl : He bringeth
kings to the throne, \ And seateth them in splendour, and they wax

proud or

behave haughtily: Zp 3" Is 3". (For the supposed Hi. form of llX, cf
nx?. Qal Is 4123.)
lV3b, nsMallyfor ever, may here have the meaning in splendour or glory

(i C 2911, cf I Sa 1529 La 3"?) ; acc. to the Aram, use of the Root (cf
Syr.

o.I» bright, W.I1 shine out, flame upwards, be brilliant, and 1? dazzling,

glowing, IIV canduit. La 4'; Sum. ZAG, a value of the Fire-character,
ZA, bright, shining, ZAL, id.).
V. 8. The consequence of their sinful pride. Leg. fUDXi pro SO? OniOX ;

or, as the metre halts, and omox looks genuine (it is not likely to have

been substituted for a finite verb), and as some verb fin. seems needed to

complete the sense as well as the metre, insert
ispi
after it (Is 45" ubi

leg. fort. DipiS isbi nniX et om. Iisyi dittogr., cf also Is 499 611 Ps 146'):
And if bound they walk in fetters ; like prisoners of war, e.g. Manasseh,
2 C 33" (ubi leg. DibsiS pro OilllS); to the story of whose captivity,

repentance, and restoration vv. 8-1 1 allude, though not exclusively (cf

2 C 363-19 Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin ; 2 K 2421213: Zedekiah 21^253-').
isbi exc. ante flisbv
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caught (or taken) in the cords (or snares:
i8i" Ps I'i.') of distress (or

oppression : '35)) : cf 2 C 3311 (?)0'bsi3 IB'30-IX lisb'l. Ps.
io7"-h (niQX

bnsi i3y).
V. 9. With the whole passage, vv. 7-15, cf 33""'° 34""'^-

they dealt arrogantly : or were overbearing, played ihe tyrant : I1331i

(1523 of impious defiance of God. Is 42" of God as displaying puissance—

'
playing the hero

' (G. H. Box)—against His foes).
V. 10. and He open their ear: so v. i.i^'' 33". © dXXd tov hiKaiov

eto-aKovo-erai = IB'jb i31X bvi (or OSE'pb or DilE'ipb ?) ; misunderstanding

the phrase fix nb3( I Sa9'3al.). And bid them return: 'E'113 lOXl. ©Kai
eiTrev on iKLaTpa<j>-^aovTai, And said that they will return ; the usual

meaning of 13 IDX. 13 does not denote purpose {= ut c Subjunct.), cf

93 et loquetur ut revertantur, but simply introduces the Object-clause

(like on followed by the Indie): And say that they should return ; cf lE'X
Ne 1319.
V. II. St. i is metr. short. Leg. fort. I313yil vby lyOE'i'DX If they
hearken unto him (2 K 20" by = PX) and serve Him.
they complete their days : they are not untimely cut off (Ps 55'^*), but

bring their lives to a full end, dying in a good old age. The stichus is

an echo of 2ii8a ; see the note there. (70 codd. ibsi ut Is 65^2 ubi leg.

ibsi ut hic). Stt. ii
,

in make a distich which might have been modefied

on Ps 7888; ,-ibl33 D113E'1 |

Ol'Di bsia bsi ; but st. in, which is metr.
short, is superfluous here : cf 2ii3a. (Dni3E' d-K.; OiOiy33 Ps 16^ = in the
pleasant places. Cf 11oy3 pleasures Ps 16".)
V. 12. Om. iyOE'1 dittogr. (v. 11). into She'ol: blXE'S pro SO? ibE'S
3318b (ubi © ev TToXepwi)) : cf © )Ji=)i^ = 1113X3. Fomsy, see 3013 3429.
(rush upon weapons [and perish] OL is improb. Jo 28 is no parallel.

ibE*! there may perhaps mean the outer wall of the city ; cf. Assyr.

lalM, salhu : ' And behind the wall they alight (or drop), and are not
stopped thereby': leg. fort. 1ixyi-xbl.)

© quite differently : But impious ones He saveth not, because of their

not willing lo know the Lord, \ And because, though warned, they were

disobedient (dvTjKooi ^o-av = lyOE'i xb Pr 131b) = X^? 5?'E'1'-xb
DiyE'll

bx lyib (2i"f- 1X311) 13X1 I iibra lyOB'i-xbl (cf. Je 7^3). ©'s st. ii looks
like a var. rendering of st. i.

z;. 1 3. 50? sb 1331 the godless in heart is a dubious phrase (elsewhere

only in the corrupt line Ps 35"=^). The sing. 131 (7 times in Job) is

never qualified by a following genitive. For 01331 plur. abs., see Is33"t.
Read perhaps '131 sbs O'SjH And the impious, in Jieart they lay up
anger (cf Ps 138 Pr 262'); resenting their misfortunes as unjust. An
indirect thrust at Eyob. Oi- : IDiE'^ 31 '311 But the godless are greatly
confounded {21'); 'E'I'xb bxpi And to El they err not. Sec, when He hath
bound them (cf v. 8) : but perhaps we should read DID) chastised them; or
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0'}JfT, chastisdk them, pxo W Or\0«. CC 3313 3613 Dt S^. (Tiie verse was
¦
starred in Hex.)
V. 14. their soul dieth: 101 pro SO? ibn Juss., which seems due to
reminiscence of the phrase 'B'SS Ital let my soul (i.e. me myself) die!
Nu 23" Ju i68» (only). If iy)l3 in childhood or boyhood is right, D'pbys
inyouth wifi naturally follow in the parallel stichus, as in 3323, instead of
SO?'s D'E'lips in cinaedis (i K 142* 1512 22" 2 K 23'), which © pointed
O'E'ljpS (i-Ko dyyeXiav); cf 51. Such a statement was not fikely to be
made of bad kings genenilly. Moreover, st. ii being metr. short, we may
insert i^bll passeth away (923) as Predicate of Di'l : And their life, it
passeth aivay in youth : cf © ij he t,mri avrSiv TiTp(i>aKop.evy] virb dyy. (202^
lisbll = TpiLaai avTov) : Or perhaps i^OrC sickendh (cf 2 K 20^). 93
Worietur in tempestate (cf I lyj growl, roar; = 50?? at fort. iyD3), et
vita eorum inter effeminatos (= SO?;. I 13t '1.0 Tfil = D'E'lips pro SO? 'p3
(a natural guess, based on the idea that the Hierodufi were shortlived).
© X3333 byfamine.

V. 15. The verb fbl' seems almost to demand lyyo > 50? 'ys ; cf. 93
Eripiet de angustia sua pauperem ; Pss 116* 1402. 50? may perhaps mean

by or through (s instrument.) his affliction. Trouble is not punitive but
remedial. The verse begins a new paragraph. St. ii. Cf v. 10. Leg.
UW his ear c 93 aurem eius pro 50? D3fX their ear. © their way = DllX.

© dvff mi eBXo^av daBevrj Kat dSJvaTov •= fVSXI i3y li'lb '3 Because they
oppressed the poor and needy ; a good reason for the statement of the last
verse. But © continues : Kpipia he irpae'wv iK6-^aei = Dii3y DSE'O b3i1 or
fli Di'3y DSE'Dl (v. 6^ repet. ; cf. Es 9" ©), which agrees better with 50?'s
St. i (as emended) than with its own. I

t seems possible that the verse
originally ran : fl'SX flbo bx'1 | 1'3yD '3y fbl' He draweth the poor out of
his misery, \ And snatcheth away (??bxyi cf Ho 13" PS72") the needy
from the oppressor {orfrom oppression).

w. 16. A very corrupt tristich. 50? lit. And also he enticed thee (v. 18)
out of the mouth of straits \ Breadth not narrowness (37" Is 828) under
/ler I And the quiet (17'*?) of thy table {which was 7) full of fatness.
Sticklers for the purity of the Massoretic text may defend this nonsense.
We prefer to do our best to relieve ' Elihu

'

from the discredit of it. The
verse appears to continue the subject of v. 15, viz. the restoration of the
repentant oppressor. We may therefore suggest for st. i : V'Dl ilXI
lS"'3p (2912 obo') And him (the penitent ; as distinguished from the

reprobate, v. 13 f) he bringeth out (Ex 1522 Ps 8o9) or delivereth (623 2912)
from straits. Cf 93 Igitur salvabit te de ore, &c. (ly'B" ?). 1S"'30 could
only mean out of the mouth of the adversary {not straits: cf. Ps 2222) ; and
'30 = fD is common in Job, and might easily be misread 130. 50? fliOl
incitavit te seems to have been copied inadvertently from v. 18 infr.

Then the parallel st. ii might be read: 1'ini (?pi2fO) pXID ib'Sll] And
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the narrowness (371") under him (v. 20,
40" Ps ii9'*8 Ex 1023) becometh

broad, or better: I'lll ilVS ib'SlTI And he maketh broad his footsteps
under him : cf. Ps 42 188' ch 18' Pr 4" 18". St. ui may have grown out

of dittogr. (113 of 'nil St. ii; 'E'l xbo of 'xbo 'E'l v. 17). [©ban* ^^^
'-KpoaeKn/JTraTrjaev prob. scribal error for Kat irpoaeTi rjTrd-njaev {(5^'=-^)

— Tt 'niDl eiXI ; d/Svo-o-os = 311 = 50? 311 ; Kat KaTejirj = lljl pts. ;
KaTd^vo-is = pSIO qs de pVi effudit (=50?). © om. xb.J His table is
filled with fatness : perhaps due to reminiscence of 2 K 2529''- (Evil-
Merodach's kindness to Jehoiachin).

». 17. 50? lit. And with the judgement of the wicked thou art filled;
fudgement and justice, they lay hold. Dividing the letters differently, and

following © ovx io-Teprjaei — bll'"xb (cf Ps 39= Nu 9"), we submit
bll^xb DO^B'l pl] But the doom of the godless faileth not for st. i; and
for St. ii 013O1' DSE'Dl plV fustice and judgement lay hold of them. (Cf
© ovx yfTTeprjaei he d-Ko SiKaiwv

Kptpa = the entire verse I) The Pron.
Suff. D" is possibly concealed under 13 v. 18, where that Conj. is not

wanted. V. 17 thus becomes a natural sequel to v. 16.

». 18. Corrupt. Some would render : Because thexe is passion, (heviare)
lest it incite thee to mockery. Driver : For beware lest wrath (i.e. resent
ment at God's dealings with thee) allure thee into mockery. But the note

of Eyob's language is hardly 'mockery'. As to 13 For see on v. 17^.
Beware (cf v. 21) may be recognized in lOl See I ('l^H); an Aramaism
mispointed 101 wrath in 50?. (For f3, see also 3213 Is 361*). The Subj.

of the verb "ll'O' is prob. concealed under the dubious pSE'S, for which
we may substitute HE* (parallel to 133 Pr 683 j cf st. fi). St. fi gives a
clue to the right reading of st. i (cf also v. 19b and ©). We thus get

the distich :

See that a bribe seduce thee not,

Nor abounding graft incline thee!

In this and the following verses Elihu hints, under cover of precepts

couched in proverbial form, that Eyob may have been guilty of certain
sins common at the time among the rich and powerful.

V. 19. On St. i Driver truly remarks: 'Throughout this line RV. and

RVm. are both extremely questionable. The Hebrew text must be

corrupt; but no convincing emendation has hitherto been

Now in 622 nb means wealth ; and in 28i''-i9 "^ly is used of comparing one
valuable thing with another (cf Is 40I8 Ps 403 89'). And since 1X3,
pointed 1S3

(222^) may be a syn. of pii gold (see note on 2 22<f-), and
yiE' may denote safety, welfare, we may recognize in these words the two

terms necessary to a comparison, and suppose that the question originally
ran : Shall thy welfare be valued in gold? (lV3"bx fyiE' liyi or liyn
IVS ^yE'1"bx). St. ii certainly lends itself to and almost demands this
view of the sense ; whether we understand the aTr. 1VOXO vires as denoting
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the resources or rich supplies of wealth, or prefer to substitute some other
word for it

, e.g. lilSX treasures or 'P.ISSD hoards (Ob 6). Leaving st. ii

as it stands in 50?, we might also read st. i : iJtix lyE'^b Tfiyil (but
perhaps ' Elihu ' wrote ivixb lyiB').

It is evident that vv. 18-19 are closely connected in sense. © But
wrath (IDII) upon impious ones will b

e
\ On account of impiety of gifts

(= US' Pr 683) which they used to receive upon injustices. Let not the
mind wilfully turn thee (pi; ae iKKXwdTta = 10'"bx v. 18 ad fin) from a
prayer (yiE') ofpowerless ones in straits (ev dvdyKT? ovto)v = 5D?1S3) | And
all (accus.) who strengthen (pointing 'SBND) might =50?. A paraphrase
of a misunderstood and partially corrupted text.
V. 20. St i is metr. short. Tt lit. Pant not for (53 72) the night \ That

peoples may go up under them (where they stand ?). This is obviously
corrupt. Driver : 'Challenge not the Divine judgement

("night"
being

named as a time of disaster, xxxiv. 20, 25), which may prove to be of

a kind in which whole peoples perish. Job had often desired to meet
God in judgement (e.g. xiii. 22, xxiii. 3-7).' But Eyob had never
expressed a wish for a catastrophic ' judgement ' or ' Day of the Lord '.

What he craved was a personal interview with his Judge, that he might

vindicate his cause face to face with his Divine Adversary. Elihu may
be supposed to be indirectly accusing Eyob of another fault, viz. tippling ;

which is associated with taking bribes in Is 522-28 a,s, possibly, here. Cf
l'-3-i8. © p.ri i^eXKvar]^ r^" vvKTa = 'b'bl il'E'Ori-bx (Gn 3728 Ps 3613)
Draw not out or Prolong not (Is 1322) the night seems to give the clue;

and perhaps we may venture to insert f)*3 with wine, for the sake of

metre and sense : as we might say, ' Drink not far into the But

Pr 2383 suggests the possibility of f'l'by llXl"bx Linger not over the
wine 'ib3 in the night (cf Is 5"). Cf also Ec 28. An fort. leg.
'bl 13E' (nooi) -{miVyb^ Mingle nd strong drink in the night (??).
At 9

3 Ne protrahas noctem. In accordance with this, we propose

Vlll DV llbyb-iy Until Day (= HE' Gn 1913 3223) go up in its place,
instead of SO?'s unintelligible 0111 Dioy llbyb. For llbyb'iy see

I K I 829.
V. 2\. Beware! turn not ... Cf. Ex 1028 ("bxi Ju 13''). © pr) Trpdfjjs

= bysi-bx pro SO? -bx JSl-bx : fort, recte. St. ii leg. 'PS 11133 thou
wad tried with affliction (Aram, use ; 113 = flS) ; see Is 48" I'lllS

: '3'y 1133 I have tested thee in the furnace of affliction, irby on account
of this, viz. fix: cf 3433. (An leg. 13133 et hic: cf Gn 42'3?). So ©

For because of this thou wast tried with poverty. (93 Hanc enim
coepisti

sequi post miseriam ; mistaken paraphr. of SO?.)
V. 22. Begins a new paragraph, doeth loftily : 3'3E" = © KparaioJo-et,
cf Ps 1393. Better perhaps 33B'3 Ptcp., cf 93 excelsus ; Is 2" 333. And

who : 101 pro 50? '0 (l exc. post I). a teacher : I'llO cf Is 3023. © hvvdaT-t]%
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= Aram. XIO (haud recte). Cf v. lo 33"^- 35". God teaches by
affliction. , (93 paraphr. Et nullus ei similis in legislatoribus ; understand

ing 1110 as a teacher of the Torah.) XIO, however, gives a closer
parallel to st. i.

V. 23. Cf. 34"*. God chooses His own course and methods of pro

cedure, in absolute independence of afi His creatures.

who shall say ; i. e. having given Him a charge, and found Him un

faithful to it. Leg. lox' 'O pro 50? lOX 'O (cf 93 and RV who can say).
© TIS

Se'
eVnv 6 iTa^wv aiTOv rd epya ; 93 Quis poterit scrutari vias eius ?

Ipli(32i2, cf La339) proip3i(.?); epya = XWr\^ paths 132', 1311 wa^/j 3421.
But lp3 was perhaps understood by ©95 in the sense of visiting lo test or

try (cf 7^331"); and no difference of reading seems to be implied. In
ordinary use, 1311 vby IpS 10 would mean Who hath (ever) punished Him
for His way? (cf Am 32 Ho 4"); which would agree very well with 50?
St. ii (but cf 34^3); And who, i. e. what human judge, hath ever said in
giving judgement, 'Thou hast done

wrong'
P The Almighty is superior

to all jurisdictions ; - none can question His justice, or call Him to

account for His doings. (© st. fi = byS IDX ipi A7id who saith, ' He
hath

done,'
Sec.)

V. 24. magnify: or praise: Hi. X3E' (8" 1223 f). Aramaism peculiar

to Job.

So only here. 93 Memento quod ignores (? i^&Ti = iWT\ forgettest} or
yil'Xb V. 26) opus eius. © iivqaOrjTL OTt peydXa eo-Tiv avTOv rd epya
('ys Xi^'E* cf V. 26 3723) may be right. St..ii SO? DiE'3X HIE' lE'X, 93 de
quo cecinerunt viri. But II.IB' Pol. of TE' is so used nowhere else (Zp 2"

Impf sine Obj. Ptcp. singer, i C 618 al.) ; and © ^pfav = '1?' (Ju 922

Is 321), i. e. HE* in the unpointed text. And as HE* have ruled gives no
satisfactory sense, while HE* to see is a favourite word in Job, we may
perhaps point HE* have seen. The idea that God's creative power is

visible in His works is emphasized in the next couplet (cf Ro i'"). If
we go a step further and read lE^xp pro SO? 1^^, we seem to recover

a stronger distich than that of SO? :

Remember that great is His work
Beyond what mortals have seen.

For the construction, cf Jos 10" Ju i633 Ec 322. For DiE'3X 37". (It is
perhaps worthy of note that, as HE', ITl, DISI, occur together in vv. 24,
25, here, so do -W, in, 1X1, in 1923-2T.) As regards 50?, it may be
remarked that, while appeals to men and other creatures to sing to the

Lord are common in OT poetry, the statement that men in general do
sing of God's work would be unique in the sacred literature of the

Hebrews. (Otherwise, one might be inclined to read Dip lE'SX the men

of old pro 50? DiB'3X, and to think of the famous Babylonian Epic of
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Creation with which the Jews must have become acquainted during the
Exile, if not long before.)
V. 25. Vv. 25-8 def in ©. All mankind: insert '?.3? cf Ps 33".
St. ii read 13D'3' 'X1 And a mortal may behold it (i.e. God's work)yar
away (and therefore imperfectly: 26"): 3929 Gn 22*. Cf. 93 Omnes
homines vident eum (i. e. God) ; unusquisqift intuetur procul. The verse,
however, does not affirm universal intuition or recognition of the existence
of God (a question not raised in the book). © curiously : irds dv^ptoTros
eiSev ev eavTu (= IS ITl) ; of inward consciousness of God ; or perhaps
rather, of seeing in his own being a ' work

'
of God : oo-ot TiTp<i)aK6p.evoi

eto-iv jSpoTot, app. pointing Ei^X first as E'UX and then as E'i3X (conflate
rend); but more prob. © represents !1i?10 (t3'S') B'13X-b3 (cf Pr 12I8).
V. 26. Is this verse a variant of v. 22? It might, no doubt, begin
a new paragraph or strophe ; but st. n (' the number of His years ', cf.
Ps 10223-28) seems hardly relevant to what follows. We might perhaps

read VE'yO his works pro I13E' his years.

beyond knowledge : yi3"XP1, fit. and we know not. Point perhaps 5?li
(= yiiJ): unknowable, i.e. not fully known, cf 262^ Ps 772". xbl' om. 1
(ditt.). So 93. Or read xbs without.
vv. 27-33. Rain and clouds as instances of the work (or works) of
God (v. 24). Nothing was then known of the real genesis of these
physical phenomena (cC 2 823 f- 3

828-34 ff. Ecii3 i K 18"''- Is 53 Je 10I8
PS135'' Gn 13f- 711). In deafing with these corrupt and difficult verses
we must not, therefore, read into the text any of the more exact id.eas of
modern science, such as are represented by such 1. 1. as Evaporation,

Rarefaction, Condensation. To the Hebrew mind, every shower that
fell was a fresh miracle ; every thunderstorm, nay, every single raindrop,

was the immediate handiwork of God.

V. 27. St. i. The verb yi3 (a younger by-form of yi3 cutoff} cf. Aram.
use of Vr\i shave) means to cut offfrom so as to lessen or diminish (Ex 58

Ec 3"; see notes on v. 7 i5*-8) > either to
' draw up

'
or to ' draw down ':

For He maketh small the drops ofwater (AV). St. ii further explains : And
bindeth up the rain in His mist ; or And squeezdh, compresseth, the rain
into His mist (Gn 28 nx). Cf 268 Who bindeth up (I'lS ; so Pr 30^) water
in His clouds ; which suggests the reading 12fl (or ISI ?). So ©. But the
word ^''^] fetters and the Aram, ppl to bind {only in Ptcp. Pass, pipl bound ;

cf also the NH use) suggest the possibility of pTil. Z f'sbr = ip2|; : see
293 for this equivalence. ^ renders the whole verse : Because He with-

holdeth (5)301) /^^
drops (or streams : 'SI'P v. 'Slip) ofwater ; They trickle

the rain to (?
) His clouds. <S IfHe count (NP.D3 = Z ySD' ?) the pillars of

Heaven (= Q10E' niDy !), And bind up (»olj = IV1 vid. supr.) the drops of
rain b

y

itself {= iisb ; misreading of 50? Iixb). 9
3 Qui aufert (= 50?)
stillas pluviae (cf 5'9), Et effundit (= p'^fjl : cf. 29^) imbres ad instar
2210 D d
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gurgitum (= SO? ?). © dpiOp-ryrai he avrta o-Tayo'ves veTOV = 'DD3 1P"130;]
D'D (cf. I Sa 24I dpidp.r]aov = "59) : SO © (cf. Z y3D') ; Kat i-KixvGrjo-ovTai

'veTiS eis ve<^e'Xr7v = 1"l«b lOD ipf'l (Le 2ii3). The proposed reading
D;p D'3D3 (He wi'hdraweth drops from the sea) suggests the formation

of clouds by the process of evaporation; but this hardly agrees with

St. ii, and cf 14I1. In Gn 23 the 1« 'used to go up from (out of?) the

earth ' (not the sea), ' and water all the face of the ground '. (Can this

baffling word be a transcription of the Sumerian ID, river ? © Tr»;y7;

there, but ve4>eXr] here.) And in i K 18" it is
' a little cloud' that the

servant sees 'going up from the
sea'
(O'O iby . . . 130p 3y), not 'drops

of water ', which soon overspreads the sky, and is followed by a down

pour of rain (cf v. 28). Instead of Vii] (Pi. here only) we
might perhaps

read iJXi colligit (Pr 6*) ; and for il^b either ilK3 or ilN33 (Ps 569) or iSX?
in His water-skin (32" plur.), cf 1 Pss 33' 7813.
V. 28. Wherewith the skies flow

down,—
{Wherewith) they drop, Sec See

Dt 322 for both verbs. Cf also Pr 3™ Is 458. on the ground : T\i:i-M^-h))

pro SO? DlX-iby on man: surely, an obvious correction; cf Dt 322.

© Which the heavens send down in the season (= inys Dt 1 1") | And the
clouds drop upon men, and they rejoice greatly. Instead of the dubious

31 ad fin. vers, we might read O'Sy clouds (including the superfluous six

= 01—ad init. v. 29 ?), or perhaps OiSUl in showers (=31 + f)X + OX?);
cf Ju 5* Dt 322 Ps 728. The original distich may have been either

Wherewith the skies drizzle in its season,

And the clouds drop on the ground

(or. They drop on the ground in showers).

It is hard to account for 93. Qui (imbres) de nubibus fluunt, st. i, raises
no difficulty ; but whence came st. ii. Quae (nubes) pradexunt cuncta
desuper ? pradexunt looks like an error for praetegunt (or praetexerunt)
= ISiyi qs overcloud, becloud (cf. fjiiy, bsiy); and cuncta desuper may
perhaps paraphrase D1X"S1 i.by (cf. Pr 208) or 101X"b3 iby ; cf. © iaKiaaev
he ve<j}ri (= ? ISiyi ; cf Assyr. erpu, erpitu, urpatu, cloud) i-Ki dpv9rJT(o
ySpoTw, and clouds shadowed over untold (8') man = 01X"31 'by D'Sy ISIVI.
©'s St. i pvrjaovTai. TraXaialp.aTa, Ancient things will flow (cf Wordsworth's

' the most ancient heavens ') depends on misreading
QiplE' as DipilS?

antiqua (so again 3718-21).

© has here an interesting addition, consisting of two distichs, which in

Hebrew might have run somewhat as follows:

i3ppb D'E* ly

: 0X31 oipp lyii
fsb Q&<-tib ixrbs-by
:^y3 ?i3b ^sii-xbi
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For DIpD cf. 38" and for DVSl Je 508. For OB'l cf Is 52" Je 2" (fort.
isb Opi Jos 2"). For isb TfSli Ex 14= (an ^oyo IJfV?). ^i33 Aram.
within thee. (Pro isb " leg. fort, ^b3 Aram, thy heart, mind. Cf Sum.
BAL, speak = think}). The two couplets are probably a marginal
citation ; or they may belong to a different text of Elihu.
V. 29 begins a new paragraph. (Verse 31 should perhaps precede

it. The rains make the ground productive, Le 26* Dt 11" Is 5*
55"
al.)

Who : 'P (or 'pi But who ? so ©) pro 50? (f'3') DX ?!« Also if {he
understand). ' Yea, can any understand

'
(RV) is not a translation of 50?.

(See note, v. 28.) spreadings: iB'130 = © dTreKTao-eis (hic tant.); cf
V. 30 eKTever= E'13 and eKTeiviov = 103, syn. 26' Ps 1048; Ez 27' 'n"En3p

thy spread of sail. One cod. lE'bsO (37" ubi leg. iB'lSD ut hic). The
wonder was the rapid spread of a small cloud over the whole sky
(cf lKl8"f-). St. fi 1130 niXE*! is metr. short. © laoTryra aKr]vr,'S
avrov (?liE'ri cf 3022 Ketib). © gives the verse thus: And who under
standeth? And He spread the clouds from the multitude ofHis pavilion{s);
Z St. ii l'.bbD l'33y 13311 the mass (or pack) of His clouds. His shelters,
{screens}). ISS'l = fIDl noise, noisy crowd, mob, mass, bulk, quantity
(cf Je 5i'3 PS658 Job3i8* 2C1123 3110). In 26" it represents Oyi

thunder (see note ad loc), which might suit here : il3D [Oyi] liXE'ljl The

i!n\i.ndex-crashes of His covert ('E'l 39'' Is 222). But the thunder comes
in, with a special introduction, later on (37'*'^-). Here therefore it seems

better (cf the || stichus) to insert f3y > Oyi, and either to point liXB'l (?
)

upliftings, risings (cf the word O'y'B'3 rising mists Ps 135' Je 10" 5113)
or to read lixbo (cf Ju 2088-^3, sing, of smoke) : The rising of the cloud-
masses His covert: cf. Ps 18" 10539 110015 f3^ E'lS. 3

3 om. iiXE'l ; Si
voluerit extendere nubes | quasi tentorium suum = D'Sy BTSP 13Xi"DX

:113D.

V. 30. SO? lit. Lo, He hath spread over Him (or it, i.e. the cloud) His
light, I And Ihe roots of the sea He hath covered; instead of which we
propose: 1iN"'.by (Sy) 'E'lfi-fl | 1D3

fjys E'DEh Lo, He spreadeth the

cloudmasses over the light, | And the sun with clouds He covereth: cf
Ez 32' 1303X f3y3 B'DB';-Ps 147*. 5

8 is merely an incorrect paraphrase

of SO? (continuing the construction from v. 29). Instead of 111X His light
©B

^ uS^
(ungrammat. error; leg. r^hw c ©«<:-» = ilX His mid v. 27?

6*
TO Toiov = 111' I C 108): 3

;

X1D1D the rain. @ Lo, He spreadeth above

them (i.e. the clouds) His light (= 50?).
V. 31. See note ad. v. 29. nourisheth: or feedeth : fH' Aram, (cf Je 58

Ho. Ptcp.) pro 50? T'X judgeth { || grat.). Driver explained f'T as follows :

'The storm is the agent both of judgement, and, by fertilizing the earth,
of beneficence.' But, so far, we have had to do with the rise and spread

of clouds ; we have not yet come to the storm. Besides, if f'T were

D d a
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right, St. ii ought to run : He giveth and withholdeth food. The
parallefism demands a different expression.

in abundance: T33pb. So the word is gen. understood (=2'lb OL);
but the expression is very strange in such a sense. Elihu has already
used 1'33^ he makes many or multiplies (35"); and according to this, and
the ordinarj' use of b 113 , SO? lUSob bsx fl' should mean He givethfood
to the multiplier (or to him who showeth greatness). Read rather : bsx fli
lEiS'bsb He giveth food to all flesh (Ps 1 3623), which also suits the parallel

stichus better. (© lusob cf Is 61" ©. S et dat escas multis mortalibus
= O'lSsb ? So © lU^mi^ to many)
w. 32. 50? lit. Over the two palms Light hath covered (by 103 is to cover
over, 2 123 al.) | And He hath laid charge on her (!

) against an intervener (or

assailant). This, of course, is unintelligible, lix is masc. always (Je 1313

is corrupt); some codd. vby recth. But liX IDS prob. means He covereth
the Light (95 ahscondit lucem). The poet is still describing cloud-effects.
Then O'SS'by must be a distortion of some word denoting the means or
instrument; e.g. Dis(')"iy3 (Is 58") with clouds, or bsiys with cloudmurk,
or O'syS with clouds (Ps 1478 O'Sys D'OE* 10301; Ez 32'). In st- ii we
might read vby IV'1 and besiegdh it

,

shutteth it in yi33D3 (so some codd.
pro '03) like an assdilant; or possibly B'lSDS as with a sheet: v. 29
(cf Ez 27' Is 298). This is not entirely satisfactory, though we do speak

of clouds
'sailing'

over the sky ; but it involves less change, and seems
to agree better with the context, than lixl obB' flS'by | y3Sp3 liybpl.
On palm He poiseth the lightning | And slingdh i

t forth at the mark
(723 I Sa 2529). The idea of weighing light or lightning on the palm
(or in the

'bought'
of a sling, i Sa 2529) is at once unique and im

probable. The lightning is fig. God's ' arrow
'
(Ps 181= Dt 32"''- Hab 3"),

'sword' or
'spear'

(Dt 32" Na 38 Hab 3"), but never His
'sling'

or
'stone' (ybp"i3SX 41™). He 'slings people, but not 'a/' -them

(i Sa I.e., Je 10I8); not even at Eyob whom He attacks in so many various
ways, and whom He makes the target of His

'arrows' (cf 6* 9" 72" 1612"^-

2o24f.). For the light and lightning, see also 373-ii-i5 3819.24.35_ Perhaps

St. ii orig. ran: yiSllO vby IVl And chargeth it ml lo shine forth {if^):
cf Is 53 I10DID 11VX 0isyi-by. © = 1S-iy33i1 Oliby XXl. 3

:

Because

of hand-xa^ine He withholdeth the rain (tx i.e. IX pro lix ut v. 30); And
chargeth it to descend because of one praying (= SO? ; cf Is 53^^ 5̂9" :

9
3 et praecipit ei ut rursus adveniat). Driver's comment on this verse

forcibly illustrates the impossibility of extracting any probable sense from
the traditional Hebrew text. Assuming the translation He covereth His
hands with the light ; And giveth it a charge against the mark (?), he
explains as follows: 'Jehovah is represented poetically as plunging his
hands into the flood of light about him, for the purpose of taking
lightning-flashes out of it.' Compare this grotesque notion with the
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language describing lahvah's mode of action with lightning in other
passages cited above.

V. 33. The noise thereof telleth concerning him.
The cattle also concerning him that cometh up (!).

This is perhaps the best that can be made of 50? ; and so Driver takes il,

with the comment, 'The thunder (line i), by its sound, and the cattle
(line 2), by their presentiments of a coming storm, alike announce that

Jehovah is approaching in the thunder-cloud. But in line 2 many

moderns (changing only some of the vowel-points) prefer to render. As

one that is jealous with anger against unrighteousness! The thunder,

however, is not mentioned in the verse (unless we read loyi pro SO? lyi);
and even if T). could mean noise (which is dub.), to attribute noise to light

is certainly strange. It reminds one of ' making a noise like a turnip '.

In ordinary Heb. lyi vby 1131 means His friend (@©2:93) tells upon him

(i Sa2 7ii Es 62), as we still say in cofioquial English; and so Z^ under
stands it : He who telleth a slander (lit. a third tongue, cf Gn 1I8 ZX)
against hisfriend, fealousy and wrath upon him will go up = '.?y (? T3D)

1'3'

; ibiy I'by 1x1 lX3p lyi ; a bit of gnomic wisdom, quite irrelevant to the
context, which appears to have suggested the pointing iPl.yby ^IX (X)13pO

mentioned by Driver. But how strange is «ix in the connexion, whether as

Conj. or as Subst. {anger) I Cf © He declares to his friends his posses
sion, I And also to the unjud = ^''bsTb^ ^^\ ''nipp IVrby I'J.'. This,
though conflicting with the context, shows at least a truer apprehension

of Hebrew idiom than RV. Possibly we may recognize an Aramaism in

' T3' (133 draw, draw out, spread, e.g. a tent, Je 63 43^2^^ ^nd read IVIJ
curtain pro i5ri : He draweth over it (the light) a curtain. St. ii is very
difiicult ; leg. fort, ibiyby blX Oipo The place of the tent of the storm
(see Z 413; Aram.,NH): cf Is542(-Miyni); Psi8'2. (Or ibiyby iSX fi'Sl

The veil of the face of the storm : cf Hab 3* : or even ibiyby SIX
Oipo The

lurking-place of the storm.)
So far the poet would seem to have been describing the darkening of

the skies, overcast with clouds that shut in the light, before the coming

of a storm. He passes on, with hardly a pause, 3 7 ^"3, to speak in awe

struck tones of the most terrifying of all displays of the Might and

Majesty of God—the thunder which is His actual Voice, and the lightning
which He wields at will.
Chapter 37. v. i. At this too: Tt Ixrb'flX ('rby-flX?). But why
f|X? Nothing alarming has been spoken of hitherto. Perhaps ^X

(cf Le ii2i ii-nx nx But this). Since, however, there is no real

break between this verse and 3688, we might perhaps read livbs(3)
With terror (21898 Is 21^): With terror my heart trembldh (i Sa 283);
viz. at the thunder and lightning: cf Ex 191". St. ii is metr. short:
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add 'Sips within me (Ps 553 al.). The word fell out owing to homoeo

teleuton c isb ad fin. st. i. For 113 leap or spring up, see Le 1121 Dr.

(© dTreppvrj = bs'l ? cf Ps l'.)
V. 2. St. i is metrically too long. Leg. VP^ c © (©^'^-^a^.-j^^) @
pro 50? plur et om. yiDE' (dittogr.). to the rumble of His voice: © ev

opy^ Bvp.ov Kvpiov = bx T313 pro 50? ibp t.3i3 ; of 3" 0vp.bv opy^s = 131.
50? is

,

of course, correct ; the thunder is the Voice of lahvah : Ex 1 91"

Ps 29. mutter: 131 (Ez 21°) any low, deep sound; cf. the verb 131 used
of the growling of a lion and the moaning of a dove or a mourner, and

(Hi.) the muttering of wizards : prob. cogn. c lOiJ. (Is 111', as distinct
from 111, ,-|i^ to be derived from a -/l11 = 101, and so 'The Thunderer'?
cf the Bab. Gamar-Idma = Gemariah.) 9

3 bene: Et sonum de ore
illius procedentem. (? 13131.)

V. 3. Cf Ps 193. He letteth it go, lit. looseth it; 111?'^ Aramaism: %

30" Ex 33 CIS 145 A' to liberate (S. A. Cook, Gloss., p. 117), llE', US''
Impf. But read perhaps inipE'| (1213 or i Sa 202"). (© dpyr] avTov con
firms 50? : cf Ezr 52 I'lE* inceperunt. 9

3 considerat = HB'J. © 13113E"

they praise him.) corners: lit. wings =¦ skirts, ends: 38" Is 11".
Unto: b

y = b
x
; an leg. IJ? ? 9
3 super (= b
y
)

terminos terrae. Here

God's ' light ' is the lightning.

V. 4. After it: i.e. the 'flight', which the thunder always follows
(-because, though the flash and the explosion are simultaneous, light

travels far more swiftly than sound).

His Voice : reading ibip c 2 codd. pro 50? b
ip
; cf the || stichus. The

third stichus appears to be a mutilated distich. Read perhaps

D^D
nysB' ssy^-xbi

: ioyi bip •ypK'^-'s "

And He keeps not back the multitude of waters (22" 388*),
When His Voice of Thunder is heard (Ps 77^8.19);

or perhaps ibip Oyi (cf. 26"). SSy to hold back; an Aramaism {Z: cf
Gn 22" NH). It is possible, however, that 3py to heel, i.e. seize b

y the

heel, was used in the sense of holding back (cf Ho 1 2^). In Syr. Pael

is to trace out, investigate : so 5
1
5

here et non investigabitur (pointing

3k!V.''. ^%
V. 5. St. i is metr. redundant, besides being a feeble repetition of v. 4''

(bips oyi') and grammatically dubious, iblps, no doubt, is mere dittogr.;
and oyi' has displaced some similar word, e.g. '3VT (= '35?'1^*) showeth
us (cf Ps 88"), or bysi doeth (33^9)^ or l3Xli maketh us see (Mi 7" Ps 78").
nixb33 bys (='S3 lE'y everywhere else, 59 Ps 136*); because lE'y follows
in St. ii, with which cf 59 428. The verse evidently begins a new para
graph or strophe, dealing with other wonders of the natural world as the
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immediate work of God. (©c adds here the two verses which follow v. 28
in ©BA. Vid. supr.)
we know not how : fit. and we know not (89 3623a 428). © and is not
known (pointing Vii pro V13.): cf. Pss 762 7720.
V. 6. The 13 For is explicative (cf. 362'-3i). gjj j'l.x Xll Fall to earth !
(supposed Arabism ; cf ^sy^ to fall) seems very unlikely. Perhaps
P^^'iIIIlI Water the earth! (cf Is 551°). St. ii presents a clear example of
dittography in (ll)lOO DE'31 100 DE'31 ; and iry ad fin., as an epithet of
*'lDO, is difficult. A verb seems wanting ; a need which might be satis
fied by reading HVl l^?' ^^5?' ^"'^ ^° '^' downpour and the shower. Be
strong! or f5ll IBD DE-jbl And to tlie torrent-rain. Prevail thou I (cf ipp
OB'S Zc iQi and for DB'3 i K i8«''-). (Ez 3822 suggests iby TDDi OE*;!
And downpour he raineth upon her ; I. e. upon the earth.) An objection

to St. i as it stands in 50? (as also to the emendation suggested above) is
that it has four stresses, and so is metr. redundant. f'lXXIl may be
a disguise of a single word (x ditt.), e.g. "l-f>?il Be stored up I (cf 3822
3bE' 111VX Is 23I8 isx Ni.). And ity ad fin. may represent (cio)E'-l-l
(belonging to v. 7) :

For to the snow He saith. Be amassed I
And to the torrent-rain. Overflow I

{po\ is rain in body, bulk, or mass, qs ' solid rain
'
; i. e. the heavy con

tinuous torrential rains of the rainy season in tropical and subtropical

countries. Cf Aram. XDE'13 the body (Syr. DIE'S embodied, material, solid),
Ar. Ila. the body, a body, a solid, and by rhotacism ija. , D15 body, self, bone

as solid ; Oil rainstorm. But Dl? cut off — D13, 013, &c.)
V. 7. Heavy snows and rains 'seal

up'
(cf 24") mankind, i.e. keep

them under cover, and stop all out-of-door work. Wild beasts find

shelter and hibernate in their dens (v. 8). Pro 50? "I!! leg.
lys (9'

;
33"

is corrupt : see note there). In st. ii om. bs (dittogr. fr. st. i) and read
D'E'JX (v. 24, 362*)

pro 50? 'E'SX (» exc. ante O): cf 93 ut noverint singuli

opera sua. The meaning seems to be, as Driver put it : that they may
' recognize His hand in their enforced inactivity '. (© That every man

might know -niv eavTov daOeveiav, his own weakness ; the little he can do ;

a paraphrase? ^ And He maketh known to the world His works) If
I Dll, which usually means to seal with (instrum.), could also bear the
sense to sd a seal upon (like the Aram, equivalent 3 OE'I), we might

transpose 11 and IB'yo, with this resulting distich :

01111 DIX iB'yos

:iii E'i3x-b3 lyib

On man's work He setteth a seal \ That every mortal may know His Hand.

Cf Ps 1092'.
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V. 8. into a lair : SlXDS pro SO?3lX-iO| ? see
38<» Pss io8-9 10422 (where

man's labour is mentioned in the next verse). © v-ko o-Kein^v (= blN

2i28). i-Kl KOLTrj's = '3iyo ; sic 38^ Je 1021.

V. 9. The insertion of fO'l the South after ¦>'1.n(Ll), on the ground of 99

(where see note), violates the metre with a fourth stress. The ' (store-)
chamber of the stormwind' is the magazine (cf Ps 135') in which God
holds it in reserve, as He holds the snow and hail in other ' treasuries '

(3822f-). © iK Tap.ei(,iv = O'lll (Pr 72' 24^ Ps 10583). Leg. fort. I'lrr'JO
Out of the Storehouse. (Tapieiov, late form of Tapietov.) Cf the classical'
myth of the Cave of Aeolus and the Winds. It was not then known
that the winds are caused by variations of atmospheric temperature.
1310 prob. turbo, cyclone ; cf 93 tempestas. © oSvVat ; prob. a scribal
error for 01 Si'vai (ut alii), the whirlwinds. Cf Z NVit the stormwind;
© X1'313 a sudden storm of wind, snow, or sand.
The metr. defect of st. ii may be suppfied by inserting 11X1 cometh
(cf V. 22) as jl to X31 St. i. But what is D'ltOD? The expression can
only mean from the scatterers ; improb. supposed to be an epithet of the
winds, as scattering the clouds and bringing cold. Read D'lipp out of the
garners (Ps 144") or storehouses; a suitable || to (D')ni (so Driver).
© Andfrom downpour (xiBnt); a guess. Z OilTO 111301 And from the
wi7idow of the mezdrim (Heb. word repeated, because not understood).
© aTro he dKpu\Tr)pLii>v,from the ends or extremities (i.e. of earth or sky ?); or
from the peaks or summits (aKpoiv riuv ope'cov) = Dill"i30 ? 93 Et a3 Arduro
frigus ; which perhaps implies dpKTojwv or dpKTovpov in © pro aKpiarripim/.

V. 10. Cf 3829''- Is ^o? Point '{tV^isyielded, produced, pro 50? fli Impers.
The breath of El is the icy blast of the north (Ecclus 432°). Four
stresses : ? "iliPl^ itfreezes (cf NH). St. ii. And the breadth of the water is
in constraint (OL; cf RV); 'I.e. narrowed, contracted,— the edges of the
stream being

frozen' (Dr): qs -/pIS (32I8; 3613b? yid. annot.). But
surely the wonder is not the gradual narrowing of the stream or pool,
which at first would hardly be noticed; but the whole breadth of it

becoming solid, as molten metal does when it cools (cf pSIO v. 18 fpV
3888 vid. ad 1 1 13 2 2 13 4 1 1313). An leg. c cod. i pV1D3 like a casting
(i K 78')? If the meaning were And the breadth of waters is narrowed,
would not psv (or 'o 'lb IS'l) be the natural way of expressing it? Cf

9
5 Et rursum latlsslmae funduntur aquae (-v^pX'); Z XIISIXS ?« pouring

out or casting : cf 282 41I6. © very strangely : oiaKt'^et (adnot. 8tao-xi^« |

Xtupt^ei-
a|7r aXXryXwv B^ n-s- '"f.) he to vScop m edv /SovXTjTat, This Seems

to imply (? PB'13 ? iS313) i3S13 0^0 (v.
121=

!) bsi^ ; thus at least favouring

'3 > 3 with the last word.

V. II. St. i is supposed to mean Also He ladeth the thick cloud with
moisture (RV); but the d-K. '1 (= '11 from 111 drink one's fill) is dubious,
and the moisture of the clouds is no longer the poet's topic (see v. 6 ¦^t'"^-).
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© (eKXeKTov = ">? pure Ct 613) and 93 frumentum (=13 corn Am 5"), in
fact, treat S in 1IS as Rad. Hence we may conjecture US hail, which is
associated with lightning

('Fire' of God, Ex92sf-)j snow and stormwind,
Ps 1488, and is a frequent accompaniment of thunderstorms (perhaps ©
misread 113 as 113 = eKXeKTov Is 492), and would naturally not be
omitted here (cf Ps 1 813) ; or else plS lightning — a closer || to St. fi

. The
vb. moi, also aTT., can hardly be regarded as certain. 9

3 Et nubes
spargunt (Ps 147") lumen suum app. read lI3i pro fflOi ; in harmony
with psi, St. ii. We might do worse than adopt this : The heavy cloud
scattereth Hail (or the Flash),

[

The thundercloud streweth His {its }) Light.

(© KaTa-rXao-o-ei, plasters over or besmears = llDi (Is 3821) pro 50? lilDi ;

but the var. ©«<:.aA KaTa-n-Xiyo-o-ei, terrifies = lysi 7^8 1^21 suits iKXeKTov, the
Chosen or Pure One, better.) Elsewhere in OT the -v/llD only occurs
in the Subst. lib a burden Is i" Dt i" : cf the NH (Tg Talm) use of the
verb. The proposed Arabism niO' proiecit (abiecit) is improb. (plS fjX

sy 110' Also the clouds hurl lightning). The clouds pour down rain ;

but the Heb. poets do not conceive them as hurling the lightning

(cf Ps i8i3 29' 7718 144B). Possibly we should read I'lS: or lit3^ (the
latter Aram., Assyr., TA, Ar.): Also the flash putteth the clouds to flight \

His light scattereth the cloudmass. In any case, we must point fjy in st. ii

pro SO? f3y c 15 codd. ©932. From moment to moment the whole sky i
s

lighted up, and the clouds appear to have vanished.

V. 12. The verse contains two distichs. RV treats it as a tristich;
metr. overweighting st. i (and also st. ii ?). But W11 (which prob. refers

to the lightning > to the cloud ; cf. 13S11D1 Gn 32^) demands a verb or

Ptcp. as its Predicate, e. g. SSiop (so © or SSiO^), of which the aTr. liSpD

(supposed to be used Adv. in the sense of all around, in all directions)
might be an easy corruption. Adding D'OE' as Obj. of the verb (cf.

Pss 263 59'), we get the stichus And it (emph.) goeth about the heavens.

(Otherwise, SS1DD might be regarded as a gloss on ^S^1D turning

round and round, of the appearance of zigzag lightning; and so

St. i would be: And it turneth about at His steerage, Pr i3 plur.

Qeri hic rectfe.) Then the purpose of these quickdarting motions

of the lightning is expressed in the words (st. iii or ii ?) : That i
t (not

they : the belongs to b
s
: cf Le 52* 1 13*) may do whatever He com

mandeth (leg. 11?^ iK'K'bsp bj>sb). St. iv (iii ?), defining the place, i
s

perhaps not indispensable to the sense : Upon the face of tiie world of
His earth. The phrase I'iflK bsi (so point c ©) is from Pr 881 (ipiE'D

1151X bsiS) ; a passage of which we have had earlier echoes in Job. I
t

is found nowhere else in OT, bsi being gen. used as a poet. syn. of

fix and always anarthrous (Ps 24'). The word is prob. a Canaanite
loan from Assyrio-Bab. tabalu, the land, dry land, syn. nabalu, id., as

opp. to the sea and other waters. (The Aram. Z and © is from OT
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Heb.) The primitive meaning is perhaps that which bears, is firm, terra
firma (as we say '.The ice wiU bear'): cf Sum. MAL (= BAL?)
= GAL, kdnu, ' be fixed ' or ' firm ', nald, ' to carry

'
: cf also bs'D bear

a burden ; bs"' bear, bring. (Possibly the meaning is land as rising
above the water, surmounting it : cf Sum. BAL, to scale walls and moun
tains, TA-BAL, surmount, overstep. Sec). 93 paraphrases the verse :

Quae (i. e. nubes) lustrant per circuitum, quocunque eas voluntas
guber-

nantis duxerit, ad omne quod praeceperit illis super faciem orbis terrarum.
© Kat avTos KVKXiupaTa hiaaTpe^ei | ev ^eey8ovXa6(i)6(KVy8cpv»;o-isPr l3lii''al.)
eis epya avTuiv' | TravTa oo-a dv i-KiTeiX-qrai avrots, | [TavTa ovvTeraKTai

avrov, veis. dupl. J eTri rrj's yrj^ (= 50i). © is much nearer the mark:
And it (His light) circlelh and turneth about {"[Sir^nm 11310) / lo do Ihe
purposes all that He commandeth them, on the face of Ihe world of His
earth.

V. 13. Both stichi are metr. short. In the first we might read fjX or
13X for DX'i (cf Is io3 13X DSE') and f'lyb for IXlxb (Is 219 pxi pyb) :
Whether for a Rod of Wrath, to awe. The 1 belongs to DX seq. For
DSE' see also 934219. (Instead of f'lyb leg. fort. HS'l^ : Whether for a
Rod of Wrath He cause it to run : cf Ps 147^*.) In st. ii there can be
little doubt that we must read inxvi' pro 50? IIXS01. The line may then
be completed either thus : IINSI1 101 llE'yb'DXI Or to do mercy He send
itforth : or 'SV 10X1 IDlb'DXI Or for mercy and faithfulness He send it
forth. Possibly, however, the whole verse should be read :

f'lyby fix oSE-b-ox
:iixvi' ivixb loib-Dxi

Whether for a Rod of Wrath upon the Tyrant, \ Or for mercy to His land.
He send it forth. God's lightnings deal out both judgement and mercy:

cf. Jos 1013-11 Ps 18" 1443 Is3o8»''- But the verse may very well be a
marginal intrusion ; inasmuch as the whole passage, 3622-37", dwells

rather on the wonder and mystery of the works of God than on His use
of them for moral ends. 93 took DSE* in the sense of tribe : © idv eis
¦Kaiheiav qs DSE' = castigatio ; © OSS' = sceptre = sceptriferi ; Z app.
ejOE' rain-flood, 3823, pro OSS', -with the following extraordinary version

or rather perversion : Whether the rain of vengeance in the seas and
wildernesses, or the heavy rain for the trees of the mountains and valleys^),
or Ihe gentle rain ofmercy for the fields offruit and vineyards. He supply
him (= IIXXD' ; cf Nu ii22al.).
V. 14. Begins a new strophe or apostrophe. Cf 331-81 352, &c. Whether
we connect it with the first or the second stichus (50?), loy gives one
stress too many for the metre. It is probably an insertion by some
one who remembered locc. like i Sa 92' 12'. The sense is complete

without it
.
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V. 15. The verse is suspicious on several grounds; st. i being metr.

overloaded, and yiSIl being app. Trans, in st. ii
, although it is Intrans.

everywhere else (cf 3* 108 Pss 50' 80^^al.). Knowest Ihou (i.e. Under-

standest thou? cf 37''9), when Eloah attends to (pW sc. sb i* Is 412")
them? cannot be regarded as a satisfactory sense. Z Knowest thou

when God imposeth a decree upon them ? (cf RV), And 7nade shine
the clouds of His rain? But there is no clear reference for Dliby
in the preceding context ; and we may well be uncertain as to

the relation of this to the following, which also begins with

yiin and mentions the clouds. Is either, in whole or in part,

a dupl. or var. of the other? OL, citing Je 382^ for the Constr.,
renders : Dost thou know about God's enjoining upon them P and so

V. 16: Dost thou know concerning the balancings of clouds ? But we
cannot avoid asking 'Enjoining

what?'
and 'Upon cf 34"^.

(And what is the connexion of thought with v. 1 7 ?) © hardly helps us

with We know (©^ Thou knowest) that God set (= made) His works \ By

making Light out of Darkness (a ref to Gn 12-8) = vb^S b
x

O'B'-i? yi3

fjyp lix yi3io. 93 Numquid scis quando praeceperit Deus pluviis (cf.

5
! supr.), ut ostenderent lucem nubium eius? (= 15JISIII plur. Trans).

© Vll XI Behold, thou knowest pro yill alioq. = 50?.

It seems possible that vv. 15, 16, should be transposed :

Knowest thou the spreadings (iB'lSD pr 50? lE'bsO ut 3629) of cloud

(om. by),— The doings (leg. nbySO Ps 469 pro 50?11xb3D voc. nil. 6 codd.

nixb33) of the perfectly Wise (leg. liyi 36^ i Sa 2^)*,— When He setteth (om.yilli
ut dittogr.) His tent (iblX pro 50? llbx) upon them, And the light

ofHis thundercloud shineth forth P Cf 3629-30 Ps 1812.18. [The variation
of the phrase sy iB'lSD 3629 which meets us here, sy lE'bsO, supposed to

be a mode of writing 'y lobsD, is not prob., whether we take it to mean

weighings out or Imellings of the clouds. The point is their spreading

over the heavens : cf. i K i8«''- ©'s StciKpto-tv ve^Hw may =;,Sy iB'lSD
(cf Le 2412).] We may also suggest a bolder reconstruction

of the two

verses, viz. :

Qisy iyisp ynp\r\_
liyi Dipi fibxii

(ib'yp) iB'isb sy 011^3

:i33y lix ysiii

Dost thou teach (32') Him that
spreadeth the clouds.

And instruct the Perfectly Wise,

When He maketh the cloudmass His cloak (cf 389),

And the light of His cloud shineth out?

(Or read for the third line : bsiy ll'b.X B'isb? When God clotheth Himself

with cloudgloom : 22" Ps 972 Is 59".)

*

50? D'yi is found nowhere else, and D'Vl '1 is an ugly jingle.
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©V. 1 61' ^fai'o-ta hi ¦KTmp.aTa 7rovT?p£v = D'yi (? ibsD) TX OiXlDI; cf
923 2 2i» 1 812 3i29 Pr 2913 (but also Job 16" 2o3). This appears altogether
improbable.

V. 17. Apparently a sarcasm. Thou whose garments are (unbearably)

hot, When the earth is still (Is 572° ch. 3422) from the South ; i. e.
' in the

sultry stillness preceding a sirocco
' (Dr). How can you pretend to be

His equal or mentor, Who at will wraps the fiery stormcloud about Him ?

(Cf Ps 1042.) Perhaps we should read ^-im
from'

the heat (Is 48 253 al.)
pro Dilip/row the South (i. e. on the south ; fcf. Gn 28). 93 seems more
natural than 50? : Nonne vestimenta tua calida sunt. Cum perflata fuerit

terra Austro ? = (fort.) O'Ol '33 xbl | Dill flXS StS'lS Are nd thy
garments warm \ When He maketh the Southwind blow over the land?

Ps 1478 Is 40'. © Thy clothes grow warm; And wilt thou remove
(rg. ? piiyil cf 93 3 2 13 pro SO? DpE'lS) the land from the south P And wilt
thou extend with Him, Sec. (v. 18). Oli'l (mostly in Ezekiel) is probably of
Babylonian origin. In Babylonia the south was the region of clouds and
storms. For the Rt. we may perhaps compare Sum. DA-RI, ' to blow
hard
'
{zdqu), from RI, id. ; qs DARIAM, the ' stormy ' or ' blustering

'

region.

V. 18. Leg. Sf'plll. The verb ypl is to beat out metal (Pi. Nu 17*),
and so to spread out, e.g. the earth (Is 423 442* Qal Ptcp.); whence
V'pl the firmament or solid arch of the visible heavens (Gn i3 al.),

upholding the waters of the celestial ocean. The prim. Rt. is seen in
pl (ppl) thin, qs beaten out; cf Sum. RAG, strike, thresh (and perhaps
RA, RA-G, walk, str. tread, tramp, stamp ?), cogn. c DAG, DA, out
spread, broad, pl thin, pp'^ pound, beat small, and X31, ^3^, 11, &c.
Like Him (lit. with Him : 923 4013) didst (or canst, couldst) thou beat out
the Sky (v. 21, 353 3628 388'), Hard (Ez 38) as a cast-bronze mirror? The
idea seems to be : How canst thou match thy wisdom with God, unless

indeed thou wast His partner in Creation? cf. 98 ir» -^^ passim. An
leg. Dp|111 pro D'ptl ? sive Dpllll ? cf © Wilt thou spread out (or make
firm : >»wOj Qal) with Him the Firmament (Uv^js^ = yiplb), To support

(it) together ? 93, freely but with elegance : Tu forsitan cum eo fabricatus
es coelos. Qui solidissimi quasi acre fusi sunt, mirror : 'K'^ (utt.) =
IXip Ez 388 (also aTT.). For psio poured out, molten, cast, see v. 10.
Ancient mirrors were of burnished metal, usually bronze (copper).

I possess Etruscan and old Chinese specimens.
V. 19. Teach -as: so SO?. Some codd. and ©©SJt Teach me. What

we shall (or should) say lo Him (or ofHim Ps 38 ; but cf 233). The
words are apparently ironical. St. ii : cf. 13I8 23* 32" 333 for y\3 to
arrange a case, or words. But IE'1 '3SD (23") because of (the) darkness,
i. e. of ignorance (Driver) is hardly what we should expect from
Elihu. © Kot ¦Kavadip.eda (©'''^ Trovo-opte^a) TroXXa Xe'yovTes. Perhaps
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r(lffm Dipp (^^5|b])
^fiyi And from marshalling words Id us refrain. At

2S nos quippe involvimur tenebris. © And we will not hide (lJ?ip3 ;
perhaps rg. pi5(? flee, Aram., or scribal error pro ni03 ; cf Z)
from the darkness.

V. 20. SO? 13011 is very dubious (RV Shall it be told him that I
would speak?). Read rather oySM (or cjX lb llM) Will He be annoyed or
angry? or lyOM will He storm, be enraged? (cf 38^); and metr. grat.
either 'PX at me (2 C 1613) or PX El. In st. ii we might transpose the
verbs and read 1DX"'3 E'lX ybs)"DX Will He swallow up a man for mere
speech ? (13 «

maj-
be dittogr. But

ybsi tJ'iX lOX-'S'OX Or because a man
hath said, ivill he be swallowed up ? would also satisfy both metre
and sense. Cf 93 etiamsi locutus fuerit homo, devorabitur; © And
if the man speak, he will be swallowed up.) © app. = '? is'oi ISOn
:yb3i< E^'XI Ibyx 13 (or :vb3X 105; E'ix-13). Note the conflate equivalent

of iSDin, and 'b pro ib. Om. 131X"'3.

vv. 21-22 appear to herald the Theophany (ch. 38), which is the

dramatic climax of the poem. At all events, we are reminded of the

thrilling anapaestics with which Aeschylus closes the great lyrical drama

of Prometheus Bound :

Kal p.r]V epyio kovk Iti p,v6<f
x6uiv aeadXevTai ktX.

is not seen : leg. fort. XI' pro 50? IS*") (= 'IX'1 ? cf. © ov;^ bparbv to i^tus,
and 4i25 lE'yi). dim : 1'13 aTr. is compared with Syr. »oo»3 dusky, dim,

pale, of colour; jlo>oo»:^ dimness, faint light; )jo>i dawn, twilight;
jioots ]»oiQj lux subobscura ; |Lioo»A Uix a faint cloud; ]t*o»^ dim,
uncertain. See also Levy, s. v. N'l'lS cloudy. © TTjXavye's, far-shining,
© ;IoJ bright ; cf USE*, X111SE', in Tgg. Jer. and the Syr. equivalent
forms. St. in, which is extra-metr. as such, may begin the next distich :

But the- wind hath passed over and cleared them (© toaTrep to
avToi) eTTt ve0aiv : perhaps another interpr. of st. ii : eTrt ve<f>u>v= D'plE'S :
cf 35' 38" ; but cf 38' 401 ve<^. = liyo ; an leg. DilOl liyo 1111
But the stormy wind cleareth them, cf Ez i'), And out of the North a
Brightness cometh (v. 22 ; leg. "lit Ez 82 Dan 128 pro 50? SIJ et 'SOI ad init.
© aTro poppa ve<j>r) xP^<ravyovvTa = ? SIT Sy or Sit = SIS : © om.
vb.). The clue to the gen. sense seems to be given by the description

of the Theophany, Ez i^ : And I saw and, behold, a wind of storm came
from the North, (and ©) a great cloud (therein ©) with brightness around
it and selfcatching {} leg. ISlblD selflicking) flre (cf. E'X flE'b Is 5^* and
I K i838). For the North and the Mountain of the Gods, see 26' Is 1413
and cf Ps 488 Ez 83".
Then follows in SO? : 111 X113 llbx'by Upon (or Beside) Eloah awful
is (the) Glory; (v. 23) Shaddai, we have not found Him. (© 22'', 23 =
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Ijyrsb 'piS DD'E* 113b llE' 13X!fD xbl ! 'lE'O 1111 111 X113 Ol'by). We
may perhaps substitute the more coherent distich : IXD Xli3 IPiypy His
tempest

{-^d^^) is exceeding awful ; ! IS XS03"X? I'lB'] But Shaddai is not
to be found therein (cf i K i9iif-). Yet 111 liW 'N"by seems possible,
cf Ps 763-8; gic. ut so?. The word HI splendour, majesty, which appears
rather isolated in Semitic (not akin to Ar. jU repent, speak or go or
behave gently : see Lane), is perhaps akin to Sum. -^J UD ; a primitive

Asiatic word for the Sun, light, bright (Tibetan od; cf. also Sum. GUD,

bright, shine). Slight changes in the remainder of v. 23 give the distich
: 13y;-xb P'lS 311

I
OSB''pi Ib m^l He showeth great Might andfustice.

And the cause of the righteous He humbldh {}perverteth or wresteth:
1)5)1

3327 or
liyi La 39) nd. For X3E' cf 36(22)24. if ajj xia'E' (3623) were right,

we should expect X13B' Xll : He is great in power (?13S 3622?) and justice.
V. 24 adds the concluding remark that it is because God combines irre
sistible power with inflexible justice that man pays Him worship and
service, instead of disregarding Him altogether, as despair might induce
him to do. Cf Ps 130*. © points HWl^ (cf "^ISl! i K 8"): Wherefore
men will fear Him (which seems less apt in the context), and continues
with And the wise in heart also will fear Him ifH^^. pro SO? i^?"]') ; which
is quite improb. 93 suggests IXli'XPI (et non audebunt contemplari) : cf.
Ps 1 1' Mt 58. But it is doubtful whether sb '031 Ihe wise of heart
(Ex 288t) can mean wise in their oivn conceit (= 01i3iys DiD31 Is 521, cf.
Pr 3' Sing.). God Himself is Ssb 031 (9*) ; cf. sb 031 Pr 108. In spite

of 93 (omnes qui sibi videntur sapientes), the sense must be either God

regards not human wisdom —He bafl3es and confounds it (cf 512-" 1 2i8-i'-2o-2<

I Cor i23 319), or Ihe wise fail to apprehend God by their Wisdom (11f<l'"''bl) :
they do not see Him (23^, cf 428).
Chapter 38. v. i. And lahvah answered Eyob out of the storm (or

whirlwind) : cf 2 K 2111 : app. the storm whose rise is described 37"'^'
© But after Elihu had ceased from speaking (r^s Xe'fews- 362 Xe'^is
= Dipp : cf also 299), the Lord said to Eyob through a whirlwind and
clouds (cf add. eK tov ve'<^ovs 40' and Ex 24'" Mk 9'). XaiXai/f = llVD
(=lyp Je 2532; 1S10 21I8); 93 turbo, de turbine.
V. 2. If isy advice, counsel, purpose, plan, wisdom, meant 'God's plan,
or method, of governing the world, which Job had

"darkened"
or

obscured, by rashly declaring it to be arbitrary and
unjust'

(Dr), we

should have expected iivy My plan. The meaning seems rather to be:
Ignorance, however eloquent, is not filuminating—contributes nothing
towards a wise conclusion. The problem is only made more obscure by
talk which is not founded on full knowledge of all the pertinent facts.

© 6 KpvKT^av p.e jiovX-qv (oibyo pro ^E'lO ut 42'): baud recte. 93 Quis est

iste involvens sententias sermonibus i77iperitis} is nearer to the true sense.

© St. ii avvexiav he p-rjp.aTa iv Kaphia, ipe he oierat KpvKTeiv ; (= •^.?? P'"
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'bs and ^'E'np (!
) pro TI'tyiD

?) = fort.
Oibyi 13001 sbs fibo TE'IO (at cf

34" et yap ySovXoiTe avvexetv =^ isb IvX QiE'i'DX).
V. 3. like a mighty man: pointing 1333 c cod. Ken"' ©1 pro 50?© 9

3

1333. Many codd. and ©93 ibxE'X sine 1
. But the stichus is metr. short

already; and the 1 (= 1
) may be a relic of 13X or i33X / (emphatic):
/ riiyselfwill question thee. Sec But perhaps i3yilll 11X1 fbxE'X / will

ask thee, and do thou (emph.) inform Me ! (cf © av he p.01 dK0Kpi6r)Ti)
—an ironical demand—would be better.
V. 4. Where wast would express the sense more clearly. The verb is

emphatic, not the pronoun. Ifthou knowest insight means If the ultimate
truth of things is open to thy. vision; if thou canst penetrate the mysteries
of being. The phrase 131S yii occurs Pr 4I Is 2921 (Dr). [The Assyr.
use of idd = yii suggests that the primary meanirig of this verb was

to see. Cf the Sumerian ID£, 'eye' (= IGI); which may be akin to
DAG, DI or DE, bright, shine : cf also 'Dl, judgement.']
V. 5. her measurements. il''i!P9

("*
"^^?) «'r. looks like an error pro

nno (dittogr. O post o). since thou must (or shouldesi) know; ironically
spoken. Or if thou know (Im^f.): Pr 30^.
V. 6

.

bases : or plinths, pedestals, on which rest the pillars supporting
the earth (93 Ps 75* 1043). ©B xpiKot (= KipKoi); but ©^ o-tvXoi.

9
3 bases. The word fl.S< (Ct 513) is perhaps akin to the Assyr. adannu

(also adinnu), a syn. of dannu, ' strong ', ' firm

'
; fllX lord may be simply

'mighty one'. planted: lit. suhken. Pr 823. © Tr€Tr?;yao-iv.

V. 7. The language of this verse recalls the time when (as in Baby

lonia) the stars,

' the Host of Heaven ', were regarded as divine beings,
'Sons of Elohim' or

'Angels'
(cf 25^ Dt 419 328 ©l Am 525 Is 4023?).

ff
i gives the doctrinal paraphrase When the stars came into being, all my

angelspraised Me with loud voice (om. IpS). © read X13 He created pro

flS when shrilled or cheered. The stars of Morning occur nowhere else.
For the Morning Star see Rev 228 (cf Is 1412). The phrase ips iS313
may perhaps be compared with 13E'3 iS313 its {morning-)tivilight stars,
3' (cf 7')-
V.8. And who shut the Sea in. If SO? 'HPJI is right, it must be regarded as
immediately consecutive to IT v. 6, while v. 7 will be parenthetic. But
why not read c 93 ^p ip (Quis conclusit ostiis mare)} For the verb
cf Ii3 323. © l^paia. h

e OdXaaaav irvXao; = ^DX1 (or ^E'X1 cf Ho 28 and
©). © And shut (j^)o) the doors of the sea. As Qilbl recurs v. 10, we
should perhaps read : bllS with the sand (cf Je 522) or bil3 with a
rampart pro 50? OilblS (the Qi— might be dittogr. of Qi seq.); or even
bl333 (?llb333) with a boundary Je 522 Ps 1049. Cf the Syr. phrase
xbl3 fili30 XD01 Ihe seas confined b
y the sand.

St. fi
.

burst forth : 113 4028 (Trans. Mi 4'") ; cogn. c 13-3 thrust (cf the
labiafized yi3, y3"3, expressing various kinds of eruption). After I1133
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another 1 has fallen out : leg. OllDl. Lit. When he burst forth, andfrom
Ihe womb began to issue. © oTe ip.aip.aaaev (Ep. = epaipa), when it was

eager. Sec. (The add. p.rjTpb'; avr^s = i^N spoils the metr.)
V. g. fjy and bsiy occur together some six times. ^E*! Dt 4" might
perhaps be added here st. ii metr. grat. ('ll bsiy IE'11 And mirk of
clouds his swathingband). But possibly bllX (Qal ? Hi. ? Pi. ? cf Ez 16')
or B'SIX (cf Ez 3021) has fallen out before the aTr. Ilbll {And cloud
I bound on as his sw.). © iaKapydvwaa, pointing 11P11 or Ilbll ; cf
93 et caligine illud quasi pannis infantiae obvolverem. (© He made the
clouds his clothing. Sec, ut 50?.)
V. 10. 50? ISE'XI And 1 broke finds no support in the Versions, and is
intrinsically improb. © e6ep.r}v he (avrij opta) suggests IlE'xl (cf 14" lien
pl lb), which we adopt. 93 Circumdedi illud terminis meis ; © And he
made for him a statute ; Z And I cut (lipOSi) i.e. determined yor him my
decree. Leg. pi c ®© pro 50? ipl (1 dittogr. seq. 1). Cf. also Je 522
Ex 2381. Otherwise we might read Ipl his boundary (Pr 829). The
idea that SO? may mean And I made its boundary a line of broken rocks
and cliffs (see Dr) is more ingenious than probable.

With St. ii cf what is told of Merodach in the Bab. Epic of Crea
tion, Tab. IV : He drew a bolt, a watch he set ; Not to let her waters
forth them he charged (ildud parku maggaru ulagbit

\ mela Id lugd

liindti iimldir). This refers to the waters above the firmament, the celestial
ocean.

z;. II. Each member of this distich has four stresses in SO?. We may
perhaps regard ipxi as extra-metrical, like the introductory heading v. i ;
or we might omit it

, inasmuch as the following words may be taken as

defining the nature of the limit or expressing the decree (pl). This seems
better than to omit either X131 or eiiOl'xbl, weakening the force of the
line. For the latter, © isyi'xbl (cf 9" 143 Je 522). St. ii is corrupt.
The best that can be made of 50? is And here shall one set it (the pi) in

(or against) Ihe swell of thy waves : which is forced and unlikely. ©

dXX'

ev aeavT-rj awTpijUjaeTal. aov ra Kvp.aTa I'P 'ISB'^ 1331 (which may imply
the mispointing of a v.l. 1331 = 1331 and here: cf Gn3i3'). Cf 93

et hic confringes tumentes fluctus tuos. © And here thou shalt stay
(jls!;£l), &c. It will be noticed that © omits f1X3, which possibly
originated in dittogr. of ^1b3 ; or ^31X3 and ^1b3 may have been var. read
ings of the ancient text. Either 131X3 ISE*; 131 (And here shall thy swell
be broken!), or T^'^ "^E*' 131 {And here shall thy waves break !)

,

would
yield an adequate sense and rhythm. Cf the phrase Qi nSE'O Ps 42' 93'.
(Possibly we might read ISE'I pro 3 llE'l : thou shalt still thy waves. Cf.
Ps 658 8913. The suggested T^l fiXjl ISE'i nb31 is metr. redundant.)
V. 12. SO? lit. From thy days hast Ihou commanded the Dawn? Even

if this could mean Ever since thy life began hast thou. Sec, the question
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would be irrelevant ; for what of the time before Eyob's birth ? © ^ iA
aov oTJVTeraxa <^e'yyos Trpuivov; Was it in thy time that I ordered (or
arranged), Sec = iJI 'I'l? T^)3.n ; cf v. 4, 14'. 93 Numquid pod ortum
tuum praecepisti diluculo = 50?. We propose Ipsb I'lX 1XX1D1 Didst
ihou appoint his going forth (rise or starting-point) to the Dawn ? Cf
Psi9'659. In St. fi leg. c 95 niyil (cf Kettb for the verb). Qert
divides the letters wrongly (llE'l lyi^). inB* should be anarthrous, like
the parallel IpS. The Pi. of yii here only (unless it should be read
in Ps 104" also). Perhaps we should read (n)liyi'! And didst thou
appoint (?'inB'P) the Dawn his place? So also Ps 104": The sun He
appointed his (place of) going down

(?iyi c dupl. Accus.): cf 2 Sa 20=
Je47'-

J). 13. 50? lit. That it (the Dawn) might seize on the wings (corners or
ends or skirts) of the Earth \ And the godless be shaken out of her. Some
see a reference to 24I8-", and suppose the meaning to be that light

exposes and disperses evil-doers. But a reference to ' the godless ' is
quite out of place in this poetical description of natural phenomena.

Nothing of the kind occurs in the previous (vv. 4-1 1) or following context

(vv. 14-41 ; chap. 39 : for v. 15 see note); and the y suspensum (0'%1)
indicates conjectural restoration of a lost letter, which might perhaps be
3 (tys^^ flames, flashes of light ; cf 5''). Shaken out does not seem very
suitable as a description of the fires of dawn flashing up from the far ends
of earth. Perhaps 'iVjl (14^^ Je 2582): And that flames might awake out

of her (or I'VI] or
T.'yi : And that it might stir up flames. Sec: cf. Ps 579) ;

or possibly IJJS'I (">5?sbl) And that it might kindle, Sec The fires of
dawn seem to spring up out of the ground at the horizon. © cKTiva^ai =

1J)3P. (1300 TfB'l ly?! And shake Darkness out of her may also be

suggested.)

V. 14. She (the Earth) changeth (or is transfigured) like the clay of the
seal (Dill ; ? Dill sealed) : cf Driver's comment :

' As the clay takes

shape under the seal, so the earth, formless in the darkness, receives
shape and form in the

light.'
In a sense, the light may be said to

create anew the world which disappears in darkness. Cf Gn i^-'. We
are reminded of the miracle by which Merodach, the Bab. God of the

Morning Light, convinced his peers of his claim to supremacy :

They placed between them a single garment,—
Unto Merodach, their first-born, spake they :
'
Thy destiny. Lord, be before the gods I
Speak destruction and creation; let them be done!

Open thy mouth, be tfie garment destroyed!

Speak it again, be the garment

2210 E e
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He spake with his mouth, the garment was destroyed ;
He spake it again, and the garment was created anew.

When the gods, his fathers, had seen the issue of his mouth.
They rejoiced, cried in homage, 'Merodach is

King!'

(Creation Tab. IV, 19-28.)

The test was, of course, the power of creating and destroying by a

mere word. Gn 18 Ps 338.
St. ii is metr. short, since i03 is proclitic (cf 6" 1 49 al.). Moreover,

the sense is obscure. OL And they (terrestrial things) stand forth (in
the light) like a garment. But the def Subj. is lacking (RV supplies all
things); and how can in the light (HXS) be omitted? and what can

standing forth as a garment mean? Driver explains (continuing the

sentence quoted above)
' and the things upon it stand out each in its

proper colour and relief, like a garment in folds ' ; but there is nothing
in the Heb. to suggest the phrases we have ventured to italicize.

Others think that the earth is compared to a carpet embroidered with

many-coloured designs (reading SJSSII or SJSDSlI and she is dyed; cf

Ju 533 Je 129 and Aram, use of the verb); but E'lS? is not a carpet. 93 et

stabit sicut vestimentum = E'lsb 1D3 SSill^. Adopting this form of the

verb, and restoring 11X3 after it
,

we get the tolerable sense and rhythm :

And standeth in the light as (in) a garment: cf Ps 1042: or, pointing
B'wb, like one apparelled. (Ps 65" might suggest E'lsb-iOS IIX I'Dyil.
And she donnelh light as a garment) Further, in view of the Aram. (Syr.)
use of -/iSX, we might possibly read : E'isb"i0| liX ISOSll. ^«<f adorneth

herself with
light as a garment.

© very differently : ^ av Xaj3ii>v yrjv
(©*-¦ y^s) TrrjXbv eTrXao-ag ^ujov | Kai

XaXryTov avTo(v) eOov eTrt y^s ; cf. I©9 KrjXov pe eTrXaaas. Xa/Sav yrjv (y^s)
may be due to flXl . . . tlX v. 13; but cf Gn 2'. tttjXo'v = loi as
usually (or Dip Is 4125 both); ^Sov = njl (li>l) = sjjj oill. The language

is evidently influenced by Gn 2'-8-i9 ©. Perhaps © read or guessed at a

text something fike this : iji ipip nis;i
jfixs 'bbpp o'E'ii

Lastly, we may observe that it would yield a closer parallel to st. i, if we
might read E'Sl (Is 5723) pro E'(l)sb, making the line B'Dll

Oip-iD3 IXJII
And taketh shape like clay and mire.
V. 15. The distich is perfect, but seems out of place, and may be an

intrusion. It is certainly improb. that their light can mean darkness,
even ironically (Dr). 2413-" does not justify this interpretation. Cf 18'.
For St. ii, see Ps 371'. (© makes the verse interrog., reading . . . 5)3011.
IS?*! Qipi '|1 Didd thou take from the wicked the light \ And the arm
of the haughty ones didst thou break ?)
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V. 16. springs : so ff
i Trqyriv : cf 93 profunda maris ; so ©. The rare

'333 (see 28" © pdOr), Pr 82* Tcts Tn;yas, 50? 11333) may be cogn. c Assyr.

labdku (Sum. J^ DUR labdku and ratbu) ; cf tabdku,

' pour out ' and
Syr. ^ rise, spring up, and J)33 well up, flow. Sec. The ' fountains of
the great Deep

' (Gn 7" Pr 823) which supply the terrestrial seas from the
abyss of ' the waters under the earth' (Ex 20^ Ps 242 al.) appear to be
intended.

the bottom :

ipl
search, and that which demands it ; something hidden

or mysterious and beyond human investigation. © (e'v) t^veo-iv (so

'xvos 11''); but 93 et in novissimis abyssi deambulasti ? (= in the extremest
parts). (For the possible etymology see note on 1 1'.)
V. 17. Gates ofDeath: cf Ps 9" 107I8. As elsewhere, DID is here a syn.
of blXE*, and denotes the place of the Dead, which was believed to lie
below the subterranean waters of Ocean (263). There is something wrong
with St. ii

.

50? lit. And the gates (nyB* rep.) of Gloom (niobx 1021 Land
of Gloom) seest thou? We might read, after 1021, iixi liobs flXI And
the Land of Darkness hast thou seen P or we might suppose that the
repeated nyB* has supplanted ilbl doors (v. 10). The phrase Doors of
Darkness sounds well enough in English ; but we should have expected
biXE' > liobv, which is hardly used in this concrete way as a name or
syn. of She'ol elsewhere (cf © aSov = biXE'). © seems to incorporate

duplicate pointings in both stichi. dvoiyovTai he aoi (l>6/3io TrvXai ^avdiTOV I

TrvXiupot h
e aSov tSovTes ae e-KTrj^av ; = 'lyBl. | IID
nyE'
•)W{3) ^b lb331

• P'*!?! 'i\^ bix?* Interesting as this may be from the point of view of
mythology, it is hardly probable, as such a ref to the ' Porters of Hades

'

would be quite isolated in the entire OT. (iiyE* lyB* may be mere
dittography.)

In the Bab. legend of the Descent of Ishtar, when the goddess arrives
at the 'Gate of the Land of No-return ', she demands admittance of the
Porter, who passes her through seven successive gates, at each of which
she has to surrender some part of her ornaments and clothing, until at
last she is quite naked (cf 121).
V. 18. Hast thou considered (SO? '3^1 ; an leg. 'Ill ?) : or discerned, or
ascertained, 26". 1? should prob. be P5? (311 PS3713) or bx Is 14" (cf
Nu 23I8 iiy). In V. i6 also ly may have displaced the more usual bx

(cf v. 22). breadth : SO? '311 aTr. (The Sing. 311 3613 is prob. corrupt :

see note there.) The breadth of the earth both ways (from N. to S
.

and

E. to W.) may be intended ; but why not read
pNl SHI the breadth of

the earth (Gn 13") instead of SO? px '311 ? Cf. 93 Numquid considerasti
latitudinem terrae ? © vevov^eVijo-ai to evpo% t^s ovpavov ;

how great it is : reading 103 = © -Koarj tis e'o-Ttv pro SO? 1P3 all of it

(i
.

e. the earth). Cf Zc 23 1311 103 liNiP to see how great is its
breadth.

E e 2
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V. 21. This ironical remark seems to have been displaced in SO?.

Following V. 18, it completes the quatrain. Cf v. 4, 15'.
V. 19. SO? can hardly mean Where is the way to the dwelling of light?

as RV (= liN-fSE'P 111 ipx). The 1 of 1111 might be dittogr. of
the preceding 1. But the way (to where) light dwelleth (cf i K 1312
2 K 38) is not exactly parallel to the place of darkness. 1111 Ifix is
prob. due to v. 24, which begins so. We may either read }*1X pro 1111
after © {koIo. he yfj aiXi^eTai to ^ws ;), Where is the land where Light

dwelleth ? or more simply IIX fSE'i IfiX Where dwdleth Light? Light
and its negation are regarded as separate entities, each having its own
proper abode, from which it issues in its turn to cover the earth.

V. 20. Might be understood ironically : For Ihou takest (i. e. condudest)
it unto its bourn (or territory : fines), | And discernest the paths to its
house. For bx Ipb of taking to a place, see Nu 232'. Cf. 93. There is
no reason to alter either verb. The rendering of RV : That thou shouldst
take it

. Sec, is also possible : cf 9
3 Ut ducas unumquodque ad terminos

suos, I et intelligas semitas domus eius. (© el dydyois pe = '3li51 i3 pro
sjJl ISli?! 13 is not prob.)
V. 22. Snow and Hail, again, like Light and Darkness, are regarded as
independent substances (not as forms of water), amassed in unknown

' storehouses ', whence God brings them forth for His purposes.

sawest thou: or didst or canst thou see? IKll as in v. 17. But ©

eopaKas, 9
3 aspexisti suggest 'in^T • (In st. i © ctti = b
y pro SO? bx.)

w. 23. I reserved for the time of stress : cf 2133. So 9
3 Quae praeparavi

in tempus hostis {= 111. IS). An leg. l^S ut Ps 3789 al. © ixOpwv Dns.

By God's ordinance the elements play a part in the drama of human
struggle and conflict: cf Jos 10" Ju 52o''- Is 2821 3033 Ps i8i8ff- 77"ff-

Ex 1421. (Was the original rhythm IIS lyb 'Ip'E'lE' ?) © dTroKetrai (ffi*

pl.)
Se'
o-oi eis • . . , And hast thou them laid up for . . .? A mistaken

paraphrase.

V. 24. Cf v. 19. 50? = either Where is the way (to where) the light
(= lightning, 373-") divideth itself? or Where is the wiy (along which)
Ihe light. Sec (= 9

3 Per quam viam spargitur lux etc.). 9
3 seems to

transpose the verbs of the two stichi, as it continues with dividilur aestus
super terram ? But © woOev he iKKopeveTai -Kaxvrj (®'A <^is) = "^.^l? '?

?

l'3|i I'Pl} Whence cometh the hoarfrost? cf 22 41" v. 29 for the equated
words. This looks like a variant of v. 29 ; but st. ii ^ Stao-KeSdwuTat
voTOS (= D'lp Ex 1013 1421) £i'5 rrjv v-K ovpavov; = 50?. (If -Kdxvrj =
lioip here, as in Ps 11983, it would be strange that © should use it

again (v. 29) to represent the totally different 1S3.) The idea of the
east wind (152) being scattei-ed over the earth cannot be regarded as
appropriate or natural. The winds may scatter things, tut are not
themselves scattered. The verb ps Hi. is used 37" 40", app. in relation
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to lightnings or thunderbolts (cf also Ps 18"). We might therefore read
D'PIS pro SO? O'lp and fSl (or KS'-1E*»<) pro }*??; : And {Which) scattereth
lightnings upon the earth. It seems possible, however, that both in v. 19
and here 1111 has displaced 111', in the rare poet, sense of marching on
oxforth (cf Nu 24" Ju 521). In that case, we might read

lix 111' 1TD-1X
: px-iby oipis p3o

Whence marcheth forth the lightning \ Scattering flashes over the earth?
(pbl' and fSB'i V. 19 being regarded as conjectural supplements after the
corruption of the previous word).
V. 25. The words seem to imply a material conduit (ibyi Is 78),
conveying the water of the torrential rains (the 'downpour') from the
celestial ocean above the Firmament.

IpE'
overflow, flood, Na i*, is

correctly paraphrased vehementissimo imbri by 93 and verui Xd/3p<i), violent

rain by ©. bolts : reading '.Iflb plur. (cf Zc loi) pro SO? t'flb. © (bhbv
he) KvhoipMv {And a way) of uproars (Epic word ; aTr. in ©). But cf
2 823 •>(same Heb. St.).
V. 27. the desert waste : see 308. St. ii 50? lit. And to make sprout the
outgrowth (or growing-place) of herbage. Instead of *<S"o outgoing it is
better to read IJSp out of the dryness, i.e. the parched land or arid desert :
see 308. Perhaps rather Spv (? IXpS) the thirsty: Is 448. In that case,
render: And to make the thirsty ground sprout grass (dupl. Accus. ut
Ps 1478).

V. 28. The 'rain' here may perhaps mean the gentle showers falling in
drops (cf St. fi), as distinct from the torrential downpour of v. 25. The
ideas of paternity and generation, so strange to us in such a connexion,

would not appear so to the ancient world. (In Sumerian \\ A, 'water',
is also ' seed ', ' to beget ', ' father ', &c.) According to the transparent

myth. Heaven is the hu.sband of Earth.
© 93 Who is the fatfier of rain P in closer agreement with the parallel

stichus. the drops of dew : so Z «bp 'O'Dl (cf Ct 52) ; 93 stillas roris ;

ff
i

^(oXovs hpoaov, lumps of dew (cf Ecclus 22") ; © simply Jt>.^jCLJ the
drops (of rain ?). '.b3X S.k. may be etym. akin to bi^V round, b'Sy ring, Sec.

('/b3-|-X,y, Preform. Cf.bbi roll)
V. 29. For lip ice see 6i3'37i9. Prim, -/ip; cf llij, I'p cold. But
the original meaning may be smoothness, cleanness, brightness, whiteness,
rather than coldness ; cf llij make bald = ibj shave — sb? ; 111 (Intern.
'^ril) b

e white; Sum. J^J ^J KAR-KAR, ^a/?'//,?r.
who bare it: or who begat it. If a mother were intended (cf. st. i),

inbi would be more natural than llbv But libll was begat in the last
verse (where 9

3 Quis genuit, as here ; cf also ©).
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V. 30. stiffen : reading IXSpli, of which SO? IXSlli are hidden might
perhaps be a mishearing in dictation; cf Ex 158 llOll IXSp The Deeps
congealed or became solid; chap. iqI" Hi. didst curdle me like cheese; flKSp
ice, Zc 143. SO? admits of the rendering As with stone the waters are
hidden ; but are covered or shut in would be more natural, and 1X311'

is not a good parallel to lisi)!', st. ii, which recurs, 4i9(avi7)^ of the
sticking together or closeness of the crocodile's scales, and may be
regarded as an Arabism : cf. jX.1 become matted together, of hair; stick or

cleave lo, of dirt; Conj. 5 j^Ju (= isbll) it clave together, one part to
another ; he became thick and compact in flesh (Lane). It is evident from
4i9 that lib may be used as a syn. of pSl cleave or slick to (cf also
4113(28)). Others would transpose the two verbs of the verse; but 'The
surface of the Deep is hidden ' does not seem a likely statement. Cf 93

In similitudinem lapidis aquae durantur, Et superficies abyssi constringi-

tur. © Like stones the waters become hard (fiB'plD; perhaps reading
Iptlli pro 1X3111).
If we do transpose the verbs, we might perhaps read llSlli for
lisbl'; getting the sense

As with stone the waters are bespread (or confined).
And the face of the Deep is hidden.

Cf 131 bespread, P 713, or Arab, shut in, confine.

©'s version is altogether off the fines both of the Heb. and of
probability. It seems to have read

11'. 0^0 wbs'i

: ibs'ip nil 1331

Cf Is 44* pe'ov vhwp ; Is 2921 dSiKois ; chap. 1 123.
In St. ii perhaps rather (lil!) T'J"^"''? ^J?i '?.D1 (eT»;^ev: cf. Na i«).
Thus © r) KaTafiaivei loawep vhoyp peov ; | TrpdcrtDTrov he ao-e/Sovs tis

h-rj^ev ; (so ©**-^ but ®^ iKTr)$ev) Seems lo imply SO? as read in a partially

defaced text.

V. 3r. For the constellations named in this verse, see notes on 99. It

is natural to read lllsyo bonds (cf the verb 3186 Pr 621) instead of 5D?
1131yO delights (aTr.); cf © avv^Ka^ (biS'E'll ?) 8e Seo-pov IlXeiaSos. Z

xriOi3 11.1^ -liDpil Dost thou bind on the chains ofKimah ? (What are
these 'chains'? Are they the links that bound the Seven Sisters together

in a single group or cluster, or perhaps fastened them to their place in

the Firmament ?) But 9
3 Numquid conjungere valebis micantes stellas

Pleiadas ? suggests a different pointing of 50? (lisi'yo ?)
,

as if the word
'
were derived from lyo quiver, tremble, and so twinkle, or sparkle. © Dost

thou shut (the door) in the face of Kimah?
St. ii. the fetters : Tt liSl^'O ^,r. supposed lo mean the cables with

which the rebel giant is dragged across the sky. But the phrase 113 1D1D
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(12I8) and the question US ip lily nilDbl (396) suggest the reading
lil'?^D = lilD'D bonds or shackles. © Kat ^paypbv (= ISlbp ; Is 58)
'fipitovos -^voi^as ; differs from SO? in vocalization only. 93 gyrum Arcturi,
the ring (or course) of Arcturus; cf © Or the path (buE') of Ihe Giant hast
thou seen? Z And the cords which draw Orion (5<bDi3 cf DiPDS Gn 6'')
wilt thou loose ?

V. 32. liljp, © Ma^ovpaie (ni"^!^), Usually identified with libip 2 K 233
(® Tois pa^ovpiaO ; 93 duodecim signis), is probably a corrupted form of-

the name of some single star or constellation, rather than that of the
Zodiac, or the Babylonian Stations {manzazu, manzaltu, mazaltu) of
the Great Gods (3 R 59, 35a; Creation Tab. V al.). The parallelism
requires this ; and it is supported by the Sing. Suff. of liyS in his season.
So 93 Numquid producis Luciferum in tempore suo ; © iJ^ii^sL (xib3y)
the Wain ; but I tcbv? ilOE' (cf 99 v. 38) = llbto. What the original
term was can no longer be determined with certainty. It may well have
been partially assimilated to Mazzaloth by some scribe or editor who

took their identity for granted. S. Jerome seems to have connected the

word 11110 or (inito ?) with llj shine, Ar. Jjij id., of the heavenly bodies,
perhaps ,^1.0 mazhfir, shining; cf syjl the planet Venus. In Is 14" he
has Lucifer for PPil The Shining One. Conjecture in such a case appears

almost hopeless ; but if we are to think of a single star, we may perhaps
suppose a pIltD = Arab. jKj.; mizraq, a lance. The Babylonians knew

of a Lance-star, kakkab melre. Sum. MUL KAK-SIDI ; an expression

which is also equated with lukddu and tartahu, spear ox javelin. Cf. a

passage in the Hunting-inscription of Assurna9irpal, i R 28, col. i, 13-15.
which reads : Ina fimat kuggi halpe sflripi, ina flmat nipih MUL KAK-
SIDI sa kima gre ic^'adrx, ' In the days of cold, frost, snow, in the days of

the (heliacal) rising of the Lance-star, which glowed like (burnished)
copper'. The appearance of this star in the morning twilight was thus

associated with the winter season. It has been identified with Antares;

the principal star in Scorpio. However that may be (the Chinese call

j3 Bootes ^ -^ T'ien-mau, Heaven's Lance), it is perhaps possible that
111TD has grown out of (t)i"IDp (Masro), which in Hebrew might repre

sent the Assyr. Malrd (cf Idpiru = isiD, lakan = fjp, ligaru — 1310,

and T. A. zdkin, an attempt to reproduce in cuneiform the Canaanite
pronun. of f3iD = sdkin). St. ii ap. 01^ And the Bear with her children,

wilt thou lead them ? The Arabs call the four great stars of this con

stellation ^J^ Na'sh, the Bier, and the three stars of the tail ^J.^
lubj

the Daughters of the Bier, i. e. the mourners following it. Hence 'Gesenius

proposed to read B'y both here and in 99, as an apocopated form of E'^3

= |ji« ; which is certainly an attractive conjecture, though it would seem
to require 11133 > 1'3S (as to ^J^>t>f see Lane). Z And the

Clucking-hen
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(i.e. the Pleiads; NM), which others suppose to mean Ursa Minor) with

her brood wilt thou lead? (It is at least a coincidence, if nothing more,
that ki, ' the fowl ', is the animal associated with Mao, the Pleiads, in

Chinese astronomy.) © Or dost thou stand before (or preside over})
'tydthd (= E"y pointed B'jy or E'ly ; cf Si*X Arab.

'Ayyiib). © evidently

read 'i33_/a« pro 50? 'i3S. Amid all the uncertainties of the text, we may
perhaps hazard the conjecture

iiys tiDi x'sii
:oi3ri i3s-by (i)iiE'yi

Canst thou bring forth Tammuz in his season.
And comfort Ishtar for her son? (cf Je 31^3).

The reference would be to the return of spring, and the revival of vege

tation from the death of winter. In Babylonian myth Ishtar was (among
other things) Venus, the Evening Star (cf. 93 Vesperum); and it seems

possible that Tammuz (DUMU-ZI, Du'dzu, Ddzu, also Tamdzu), her
spouse and son, may have had some legendary connexion with the

Morning Star (93 Luciferum), although none such has yet been estab

lished. (Tammuz and his fellow-god NIN-GISH-ZI or GISH-ZIDA
stand ' in the gate of Anu ', the god of Heaven, in the legend of Adapa.)
However that may be, Ursa Major is out of the question, since, as Burney
has pointed out, the four stars or constellations appear to be introduced

as betokening changes of weather by their rising and setting (the whole

context, vv. 22-38, relates to such changes); whereas Ursa Major never

sets, but is always visible in the northern sky, and could not therefore be
supposed to have any meteorological significance. (If, as Burney thinks,
EB s. V. Stars, E"y is the Pleiads and ID13 Canis Major, the Great Dog
which lies at the feet of Orion the Hunter southward, perhaps 1013 = 13iS,
with interchange of n, m, such as we find elsewhere, and 130 may be com

pared with the Aryan base KWAN, Gk. kvv-, Lat. can-, Chinese ^ k'iien,
F. k'eing, hound, Irish and Gaelic cu, dog, Welsh ci, Chinese ^^ kou,

J. ku, dog. The last is the sixteenth of the 28 Chinese Zodiacal signs
= a, /?

,
y Aries. Cf also Sum. UR-KU, kalbu, dog.)

V. 33. For the laws of Heaven see Je 3323 (cf 318s). Perhaps liyjil
(cf V. 12): Didst thou appoint the Heavens laws? (or impose decrees on
the Heavens?). So Ps 10419 might be read 1X1SD ly E'OE' The sun He
appointed its setting-place. We get much the same sense if we point the
verb as Pi. ^yi^l : Didst thou make the Heavens to know laws P (so also
Ps I.e.). But © Knowest thou rpoTras ovpavov the turnings (i.e. the

solstices) or changes (of weather) of heaven? a doubtful interpretation.

9
3 Numquid nosli ordinem cadi? © Knowest thou the law (vo'pos) of the
heavens? 9

3 continues : Et pones rationem eius in terra? (= IDSE'D pro
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50? IIDE'D); but © quite differently ^ to, ovpavov bpo6vp.ahbv yevopeva;

= pxs (? 1E'y3E') OiB'yo 111 DX ; omitting DiE'i (e^ov may have faUen
out of ©). The adv. lli = bpoOvpahov ten times in Job (llli = 5^0^.
three times also). Possibly © read or guessed VE'yO his works pro

IIDE'D, which is an obscure utt. Z Canst thou set libwbsi mOB' (acc. to
ChWB sein kreisendes Himmelsgew'olbe) upon the earth ? but pxS makes
any such reference improbable ; otherwise we might compare the Assyr.

phrase Utir lame (also litirtu lamdmi), meaning the starry firmament
('The writing of Heaven'?) in astrological sense. IDE*©, which OL
renders rule, authority (' of the heavens over the earth ' ; but ? the Suff.),
in form corresponding exactiy to the Assyr. maltaru, ' a writing ',

' inscrip

tion', can hardly be correct, unless it be supposed to mean (written)
decree (leg. IIDE'D ?). We propose IDSE'D thy statute, ordinance, parallel

to nipl : Or dost (didst, canst) thou lay thine ordinance on Earth P (cf. ©).
V. 34. whelm (lit. cover) thee: so ©93S^; but © v-KaKovaeTal aov

=¦

^)^P. © appears to have read lbip(S) syb Xipil |
13yi OID fiDE'l; cf

V. 25 (eiDB' = vctw Xd^pm). For QiO SIDE' see Ps 328. This may indicate
a real variant. St. ii 50? repeats 2 2" verbatim.
V. 35. St. ii 93 Et revertentia dicent tibi, Adsumus. The added word
seems to make the sense clearer. Has DIE'I fallen out before 110X1 ?
This would agree better with the verbs of st. i. The lightnings would

naturally say, 'Here we are!' i.e. ready to do thy bidding, either when

they came at call (which would imply 1X131 , . , Xlpll in st. i), or after
they had fulfilled one task and returned ready for another. But perhaps

the metre is against this (cf. 233 37"); and logical precision need not be
pressed in poetry.

V. 36. RV Who hath put wisdom in the inward parts ? Or who hath
given understanding to the mind? But, as Driver remarks, a reference to

the intelligence of man [in general] is not favoured by the context. I
f

we could be sure that liip meant kidneys (so Z t'v3 and Jewish interpr.),
we might read '131 [lb]lE' iD Who hath sd thee wisdom. Sec. ; or simply
add the Suff. to the word and read liliip3 in thy reins, as Gesenius
virtually did when he rendered the stichus thus : quis renibus luis indidit

hanc sapientiam ? sc. qua omnia ilia cognita et perspecta babes. 1 gives
the same rendering in the equally difl5cu!t Ps 518 (the only place where

the word recurs). The kidneys (ivbs) are associated with the mind
Je 122 Pr 710 16' al.; and in Chinese sin fuh shen ch'ang, 'heart and
belly, kidneys and bowels

' = the whole mind. Antiquity knew nothing
of the real functions of the heart and reins ; and the brain is not men

tioned in OT at all. In st. ii we might perhaps read bs'E'.b (= bsp?)

to afod instead of SO? llSE'b (cf ©^ pepiwpapevo)); cf Ec i" llbs'B'. The
verse would thus be a sarcasm: cf v. 21. As, however, the context is

concerned with the clouds and connected phenomena, it has been
sup-
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posed that HID may mean dark or heaven-covering clouds and ISE* cloud-
appearances or shapes (Aram. XSD see, look out); and that the idea of the

verse is that the clouds, by their motions and varying shapes, evince

intelligence! Those who can may accept this view. It is not much
more probable than the identification of ISB' with NH 'ISE* gallus
($2 St. ii : Or who gave to the cock-ofthe-wild understanding to praise his

Lord? a;i is more sensible with xsbb to the heart). In all probability,
both 111D3 and llSE'b are corrupt. The curious translation in © (tis Se

eSuKev yvvai^iv vffydapaTos ao<l>iav rj iroiKiXTiKrjv i-KiaT-qprjv ; Who gave to

women spinning-craft or broidering skill?) app. reads HID women who
spin (see Ex 35^3 f.) for 50? mo, and perhaps bs'E' skill (cf. ©^

p.epu>pa-

ptevo) = the same letters pointed differently : vid. supr.) for ISE'. © Who

put wisdom in concealment (Xip33; ? XipsS; cf Ps Si*).'' Or who gave

for7n (N]]n) to the understanding (= lllDS ut SO? ; 13isb ISE')/'
V. 37. Who counteth (mustereth ?) Ihe clouds b

y wisdom ? Cf Ps 147* ;

OiSSIsb . . . 1310 ; Is 4023. The idea seems to be that of mustering them

skilfully like a flock. Perhaps, however, we should read DIS^ = 'E'lQ^
spreaddh out (cf 3629 37"). 9

3 Quis enarrabit caelorum rationem (= 50?,
om. IDSIS). © = SD?; perhaps pointing ISp^. waterskins iff^}?): or

jars, pitchers, tilteth {p-'''?PT): or poureth out; a possible Arabism {CSi^
pour out, both Trans, and Intr.). So here only in OT. The ¦vSSE' is

etym. cause to bend, bow, or incline, make bending. Sec ; being derived from

the Causative or Factitive E' and SS = Sp, 33, bend, bow, Sec. Possibly,
li3^i ip D^DE' ipsjl And the streams of heaven (Is 44*) who poureth out?
(cf. Ps 2213). © oipavov h

\

ets y^v eVXivev; = (?
) Si3E'i ID "00 bsibl.

9
3 Et concentum caeli quis dormire faciei? = SO? (but taking ibs3 in the

sense of harps or lutes, and thinking of ' the Harmony of the Spheres ').

© Who numbered the clouds in his wisdom P And the pillars of heaven who
setup/ (Perhaps 1101 pro 50? ib33 and Sii'i pro 3i3E'i.) P Who shall
count the Seven Heavens by wisdom ; And the measures (Uv'?; but Ms
11lbi3 curtains) ofthe heavens who shall lay out (or sd up ; 'IE'!) = SO?.

Z"- Who

shall count the stars of the heavens b
y wisdom ; And the clouds which are

likened to the waterskins of the heave7is, who shall lay out .-'(S'S^! f
P ; ut SO?).

Neither 3
; suggests any difference of reading. ib33 cannot mean meteor

(cf Assyr. 7iablu, 'fire'), if only because of v. 38. It seems possible

that V. 36 is a variant of v. 37, or vice versa (repetition of 1031, vv.
36"
37% with II 1313 in

36'' but not in 37^). Verse 36 may once

have read :

10313 nisy is'B'i 10

: 13D1 'IDE' ib33 ID IX

Who telleth tiie clouds by wisdom.

Or counteth up the waterskins of heaven ?
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V. 38. Lit. in the pouring (liPSS Infin. of pV pour, cast, as in Ex 38" ;
used Inlrans. as in i K 2285) of the soil into the casting; i.e. into solid
lumps, (pss to swell is improb. here.) psi and pv occur together again,
41", in a similar sense. This determines the meaning here.
In St. ii, which is metr. short, llj together may have fallen out at the
end, or perhaps P'3'5 Adv. Infin. before IpSl' (419). For 0031 clods see
21 38. 9

3 Quando fundebatur pulvis in terra looks as if 93 read fixs
instead of psiob ; cf © Ke-xyTai he (©^ -yop) ILa-Kep yr) {=¦ flXS) Kovta.
So also © Who poured the dust upon the earth (xyiX by)? But Z

When the dust was founded for a foundation (XDXl'E'b DX1E''X ; cf v. 4)
= 91?. In St. ii 58 (Et glebae compingebantur) agrees with 50?. So also

Z And the clods (^nB^'ilJ 2188) clave together. © And the cliffs (NS'pf )

who fashioned? The text of© is uncertain and prob. corrupt: KeKoXXrjKa
(ffi*
-Kev) h

e (®* yap) avTov Sia-Kep XWw kv/Sov (©-^ kv/8ov Xt'^ois). Did ©

read D'33X 331X31 And like a cairn of stones (cf i Sa 2019) and point
ipsT ?

V. 39. satisfy : lit. fill the life (= soul 33"-™ pg 1438; and so appetite,
desire; cf. iE'33 23"). © i/^vxas. 9

3 animam. Cf Pr 683 (5^23 vh^i).
The more usual phrase is fOS xbo /// the belly (2023). Z XllOJlSy^o,/ =
'I'™. © SpaKovTojv = 0'313 (20") or 01313! (712) pro OiliSS b

y confusion
of letters.

V. 40. in their lairs or haunts: D113y03 (50? -f Suff.): 378b Ps 10422.
The addition of the Suff. improves both metre and sense. So © ev

KotTttts avTtov. © gives for the whole verse : Who multiplied the animals

in the wild? (reading I'l ISIOS Xi3E'i iD pro '3iy0S llE'l ^^^ vvith liR
repeated by inadvertence from v. 39'').

The Heb. fiVO^ 13yp dwelling-place has nothing to do with Arab. ^Jlc
help. Cf perhaps Sum. EN, E, E§, house, or UN (from GUN), dwelling
(lubtu). 9

5 in antris = liivps in the caves (dens of wild beasts, Is 32").
St. ii 93 Et in specubus insidiantur (parallel to in antris) ; a paraphrase.

@ om.; Z ut Tt. © ev vXais, in brushwood = Tt 1303 prob., which

should perhaps be D3p3 in their covert or thicket: cf Je 4' id. 2588 Ps io9

768. The verse resembles 378. The conjecture ^3133 seems needless.

SO?SlX-iob looks strange ; cf SlX-ips 378, and see the note there. Leg.

either "^Wt to lie in wait, or SlXDS in ambush (= © eveSpevovTes).

». 41. A tristich; but st. ifi may be marginal. Would the young
'wander'

{^ faint) from the nest i
f left unfed? We should perhaps

read: ibsx ibsD lys^ They scream for lack offood. But the objection
to a tristich remains, unless we suppose that a line has been lost ; e. g.

«11D vbx X131 101 And who bringeth him the prey ? as st. ii
.

cry to El: cf. Ps 1479''. © Trpos Kvpiov = 111' bx. © TrXavtopevot

Ta o-iTa ^i/TovvTes = bsX E'psb \iT\\ : Ps 104" chap. 39^9 (toi ana = bsx).

They wander to seekfor food may be right.
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Chapter 39.— The division is quite arbitrary, and far from happy.

The same general subject is continued— the marvels of the animal worid
as ordered by God not man.

V. I. St. i appears to be metr. overweighted, unless we point nib"iy,

so as to secure but three stresses for the line. Even then,
ybo'ibyi (here

only: cf Ps 104") is questionable as representing a
single stress; cf.

e. g. 1 3*. Further, the recurrence of mb ly lyT in v. 2^ is suspicious.
We might perhaps read ybo 'byb liy'l Didst thou fix the time for the
chamois? (cf i Sa 2o3). The phrase lib ly (cf Ec 3^) would then be a
marginal gloss. 1?X1 rutting- time (Je 22*) is not a prob. substitute for it

.

St. ii add 1 And ((S® hk) or DX Or (93 vel).

V. 2. Instead of st. ii (93 Et scisti tempus partus earum ?) ©

gives :

oiSrvas he avTwv (v. 3b) IXvo-as (v. ^); = DlBPl fl'.bsil And their pangs

dost thou loosen P

V. 3. They bow ; sc. in travail : i Sa 4". They liberate : 13Db3n
(2ii»; cf obo IS3413) pro SO? 13lbs3 they cleave or split (1618). So 9

5

pariunt (cf. 211" vacca peperit). St. n fit. Their pains (Ho 13") they
send forth; i.e. their young, the cause of their pains— a quite possible

metonymy, though apparently not found elsewhere. Others would

transpose finb'—fl'bsi (50? 01— ; 1 1 codd. Kenn fl— ) ; but this involves
an unfikely change of Subj. in st. i (They bow ; their pains pierce them
through). © tl&as avT^v iiairoaTeXe'os = 'ibE'l Ol'bsi = 50?. 9

3 et

rugitus emiltunt (app. taking 'b31 in sense of cries of pain). Instead of

St. i, © gives us i^eOpe^a<; he avTwv ra TraiSia efo) (A avev) <l)6l3ov ; = ^Vp]
lisp finbi or something similar. Illegible text ? But in © the whole
verse appears thus: And when they bow and bring forth. Possibly il3
fruit or 133 sons has fallen out before Olibsi, as st. ii is metr. short: The
fruit (or sons) of their sorrows (cf Gn 3518) they let forth. But a more
satisfactory suggestion will be found in the next note.

V. 4. Sl. i has four stresses. It seems prob. that lobli (leg. '"2?01)
belongs lo v. 3'', which would then run: Their pains they cast forth, and

are well; i.e. after delivery they recover health (Is 38") at once; an
appropriate reference to the ease with which such animals bring forth

their young. The verb obl (cf Syr. «i..^..>» strong, well), like the n. 13

(Aram. *513) the open country, i
s an Aramaism. Pro lobl' © dKopp-rj^ovaiv,

' break away '; cf 9
3 separanlur = ^IIS^ ? but ©

vpS'
are weaned (Their

sons grow up and are weaned ; for the verse). iOP : 9
3 ad eas is prob.

right (cf © avTots) > Dat. Ethic. The adult offspring forsake their

mothers for good. Pro 133 © iv yev(v)^piaTt = '133 ; 9
3 (pergunt) ad

pascuum = (? IS'lS) ISIOS (llsyi).

V. 6
.

the sally waste : reading IH.PD p.8< the land of soilness (Je 1 73, cf

Ps 1078*) metri gratia. 50? om.
px. © dXp.vpiha, soilness (Diod.) and

salt soil (Theophr.). 9
3 in terra salsuginis.
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V. 8. he rangeth : pointing l^lj pro 50? d-K. 1W^ . The verb (Nu 1 32-13 ai.)
means to search or explore ; and is perhaps cogn. c HE' to see, look at.

ff
i KaTaaKe\j/eTai ; 9
3 circumspicit ; Z b'.bx explores (so Nu 1 32). @ In

the multitude (of mts. is his pasture); mispointing 11^ abundance. 9
3

monies pascuae suae = liyiD '11.
V. 9. The wild ox {Bos Urus), D'l, or DXl (Nu 2322 al.), is the rimu or
remu of the Assyrian inscrr. The name is perhaps triliteralized from the

Sumerian RU(M), to thrust or knock down {nakdpu), written tt^T*.
(/ throw down -f >^\ i5«//), specially used of butting animals. Assur
banipal says : Belit undkip nakirea ina qarndtela galrdte, ' Beltis knocked

down my foes with her mighty horns

'

(Abp 9''8). Cf also *-TT<T RI

(RIM .?), to cast down {ramd), and ^^ RIM, enemy {dbu). © ptovoKcpius ;

9
3 rhinoceros; but ©X NOn^

xjon (= SO?). The Arabs give the name
to the Antilope Leucoryx ; but the context shows that no antelope can

be intended here (cf. also Is i' Pr 14*). In st. ii read '.by pro "by
metr. gr.

V. 10. St. i has four stresses, and is otherwise questionable. It cannot
m^an RV ; and if it could. Canst thou bind the wild-ox with his band in
thefurrow? (so Z

) is poor sense. The '

binding'
or harnessing would be

done before the ' furrowing

'

or ploughing began. The repetition of D'l

is obviously superfluous (© om.). © 8i;o-eis he iv Xpdai tyiybv avTov =
iby "13y3 lE'pil Wilt thou bind on with cords his yoke? (^vyds =

b
j?

24 times. But cf. Is 5I8 ; Ps 28 lo'lisy = tov t,vybv avrwv ; also
Ecclus 333^) 9

3 Numquid alligabis rhinocerota ad arandum loro tuo ?

(ad arandum = paraphr. of oblS in the furrow ?). © Dost thou bind

the yoke upon the neck (f<blp nape) of the wild-ox P This lends some
colour to the suggestion I'sy ipsys lE'pil Wilt thou bind on his neck
the cord? (assuming an Aramaism PJV = NpJIN, and transposing obl
and 'ipoy St. ii). For st. ii © gives -i) eXKvo-et aov avXaKas ev TreSio) ; =
l'IB'3 liobip I'lB'^'DX Or will he drag thy furrows (3188 Ps 65") in the

field? © Or dost thou plow ('<5'JD 131 drive the yoke or plow) in the
rugged place ? But 9

3 aut confringet glebas vallium post te ? = SO?.

.5 implies SOI in both stichi. (For NHob? or NlDi.ba = Dipoy cf v. 21
xDibss = poys.)
Evidently the text is uncertain. We may perhaps offer the conjectural

emendation :

'^'i ''035?3
13'5?'pni

:f|iDix ipbn iiB'pxi

Cand thou bind him with the cords of thy yoke?

Or will he harrow the furrows of thy land?

Cf 4o29b Is 28" (llDlX nB"l). 'Will he harrow the valleys (cf • Ps 65")
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behind thee ?
'
is unlikely ; unless the meaning be

' behind thy back ', i. e.

when left to himself (cf v. ii).
V. \\. 93 Numquid fiduciam habebis in magna fortitudine eius =
il3 313 10311 Wilt thou trust in the greatness of his strength? yields
a better rhythm ; but © © :! support SO? (13 and 13 both enclitic). Thy
labour : I. e. thy fieldwork, or possibly thy produce (cf v. 12).
V. \2. Q SiE'i seems preferable to K SIB'J he will return or conie home,
when his work is done. Cf ©931. (© Dost thou trust him to purge
thy floor, \ And gather in thy seed? app. reading

^DXi lyitl 1313 llf).)
St. ii SO? is too brief for sense and metre. It may be supposed that,
owing to similarity of letters, 131 corn has fafien out before 1313. This
would give us And gather in the corn of thy threshing-floor. Or we might
read : ^IDXi ¦^¦^p_ njlhl And into the thr. gather thy corn (cf Mi 412). 9] et
aieam tuam congreget ? = SO?. So ©.
V. 13. The context (vv. 14-18) shows that the ostrich, with its apparent

lack of parental instinct, its proverbial stupidity, and its marvellous running
powers, is intended ; but no ingenuity can extract any reasonable sense

from this verse as it stands in SO?. RV is simply childish. The DX which
introduces st. ii indicates a double question, such as we have in vv. 9, jo;
If, 12. We propose

obyii i3yi iS3(i)
: ivy noi 31x1 ox(i)

foyest thou in the ostrich, | Or lovest her that lacketh counsel? 13yi 13

is the usual name of the ostrich (3029 plur. I3yil 13 Dt 1413); but Di3yi

(La 48 Q only) is not prob. here, if only because of the fem. Sing, in
vv. i4ff. We might perhaps read lloby3 hast ihou refoiced? pro SO?
lobys, but Ni. occurs nowhere else, while Hithp. is found Pr 718 in a
sense that suits the parallel line. With ixy 1101 cf sb 101 Pr7'al.
(fem. of 101 here only).

© -KTepvi TepTrop.eviov (©'^'^-'^^-f veeXao-a, i.e. 10by3 translit.), eav avXXdp-rj
daihd Kal veaad = 1V31 lliOl 1111 OX ! {avXXap.^. = 111 as oft ; the
other words translit.). Tep-Kop.evu>v = Di33l (pts.) : Zc 2". Did © read
1ISX (Syr. bring forth) for 113X ? SB Penna struthionis simifis est pennis

herodii (the heron) et accipitris (v. 26) = llSX'Dy lbB'p3
?Di3yi tl33

: rJJ ^T°D (see La 48, 93 sicut struthio = Di3yi3 Q). Cf Z The wing
of the cock of the wild which lauds and praises (cf. Z 3888), is it the
pinion of Ihe stork (or heron) and the hawk(heyy : and its plumes)? = SO??
© I'nSE' '333 = 01331 5)33 ; understanding Q1331 of shouting or singing
praise to God (cf Ps5i2al.): cf Z. It renders: The kenfai-sabbahin
magnifies (or rouses) herself and soars (!), and comes and nests (!). About

ostriches the poet was evidently better informed than his translator.
V. 14. leaveth her eggs to the earth: cf v. ii^ Ps i6i° blXE'b. 93 in
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terra ; but © eis yrpr = 50?. layeth them : DliJl pro SO? DDll = © QdXy^ei,
© XODID, 93 calefacies. But 3; 11311 collect or heap up ; sc. her eggs :

Is 34". Did Z read lOll heapeth (NH Aram.)? Cf Heb. iDl a heap.
And heapeth them on the dust makes good sense ; but the point is that the
ostrich takes no care at all for her progeny, but leaves ihem to chance.

(SB When she forsaketh her eggs on the ground, tu forsitan in pulvere

calefacies ea, wilt thou perchance warm them in the dust P is ingenious,
but hardly correct.)
V. 15. press it: or squeeze and so crush il: ill Ju 688 jg i6_ //. j_g_
one or other of the eggs. Or the fem. Sing, may be Coll. © aKopiriel
= I'l]!? (pts.) ; but 93 (rectb) conculcd ea.

V. 16. The verb masc. cannot be right, with verbs and SuflSxes fem.

preceding and following. We must either point H'B'pil Infin. Abs., or
c 2 codd. Kenn read I'E'pl she deals hardly with . . . her young : QiJS

is used of eggs and young birds Dt 2 23f- ib xbb (making them) into none

of hers (OL) or according to not hers. But it is simpler to read xbs
(Ob 16) : cf 93 Duralur ad filios suos quasi non sint sui. © waTe pr\
eavTiTv (? eav-rj) = SO? lb xbb. Z She warms {broods ; X311E') over the sons
that are not hers (i^bil XPl) ; © She has multiplied the sons that are not
hers (ut Z) ; app. reading lXi3E'l pro llE'pi (error of dictation ?). ©3!©
favour in'B'pl > I'B'pri. In view of Is 63" 133b llE'pi (the sole
recurrence of the verb), I'P.byP 13? lliE'pl She has hardened her heart
to her {unhatched : cf 313) young seems possible.

St. ii lit. Fruitless {For emptiness or naught) is her labour without fear

(i
.

e. apprehension of possible mischances and provision against them).
But a verb lyv would be more natural (cf Is 6523 Le 2623, also Is 49'):

S
B Frustra laboravit ; © eis Kevbv iKoiriaaev dvev ^d/3ov. SO? can hardly

mean : ' Though her labour, in laying and sitting on the eggs, be in

vain, she is unconcerned about it
'

(Driver) = llSl'bs iy3i pnb- The
point is that she is careless about the safety of her eggs (v. 14) ; she
lacks foresight lo provide against danger (v. 1 7). We may suggest p'lb

• 0131? lyy /n -uain hath she laboured to have young, insl Denom.
from rvistf.young bird {^vX cf. \Af); cf Ar. Jj.^i 2. to hatch: or IISIS

L

at laying } or even llSP (Arabism).
V. 17. It is hardly necessary to remark that popular ideas about the
ostrich are based upon imperfect observation. The habits of this bird
are peculiar, but neglect of its young is far from being one of them.
Three or four hens deposit their eggs in the same nest or hole in the
soil ; and the male shares with them in the duty of brooding. A number
of eggs are dropped about outside the nest, which are afterwards broken
lo feed the young when hatched. This may explain v. 14. (See Encyc.

Brit., s. V. Ostrich. ) made herforget : lE'i . The expression is rather
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strange. We should rather have expected has withheld from her. 93

Privavit enim eam Deus sapientia; © oti KaTeaidm-rjaev avTrj 6 6eos

o-o<^iav (=^11? Ne8i8); © again X13'E'1 has multiplied; but Z
as SO?.

V. 18. What time in the race she flieth ; or When she flieth along in the

race : reading liSXl vn»3 lyS pro SO?xnoi 011D3 lyS. The cojjiparison

of the aTT. X1IDI with Ar. IsJ' is altogether improb. (see Lane Suppl.
p. 3019 : 'The wind tamri-ssahdba draws forth the clouds'). On the
other hand, the Denom. 13X Hi. to wing, i. e. work or ply the wings

occurs, V. 26, of the flight of the hawk, and might be used here of the

swift ' flying ', i. e. running, of the ostrich (cf 2: ND'D = fcno 9^3). Cf
also 3; 5' 208 (DID = ejiy). That the poet did not think of the ostrich as
' soaring on high '-(as 3; seems to do) is evident from st. i

i.

DnoS in Ihe height, whether of the air or of high ground, suits neither the

bird nor its hunters. It is on the plains of the desert, not among the
mountains, that the running powers of the ostrich are seen at their best.

Read therefore fiips and cf Ec 9". © e'v vi/^ei vi/^too-et = Dill D11D3 ; cf @

xbpl lix omi XOllOS In the height she raises herself like a palm-tree
(1013 ; a double rendering). 9

3 in altum alas erigit ; perhaps lo suggest

the flapping of the bird's wings as it flies along the ground.

vv. 13-18 are starred in Hexapl. and are said to have been wanting in

the original text of©; but there seems no sufficient reason for rejecting

a section which is quite in character with the others, and as lively and

striking as any in the chapter.

V. 19. strength or prowess (11133). Terror: 1»'N (v. 20) pro 50? nop
aTT., usually identified with oyi thunder (26" 39^3). (g <^oy8ov = ID'X
(98* 416 al). © NJ)! armour (a guess?) ; but 3

; X3p11 might {— lOSiy? a
good parallel to 11133). Leg. fort. Oil haughtiness (Is 2") vel lOil (Mi 28).
The tossing of a horse's neck might inspire fear; but oyi or loyi
thunder, however appealing lo the imagination and however poetical it

may sound, is really inappropriate here, for the simple reason that a

horse's neck or mane emits no sound, whereas the -/Dyi and its derivv.
always denote some kind of sound (cf. 93 aut circumdabis coUo eius

hinnilum ? i. e. ' neighing

'

or ' whinnying '). The same objection lies
against rendering loyi (Dyi) vibration, which is supposed to be equivalent
to quivering mane (OL). In this sense E'y! would suit better than Dyi ;

but the mane is a feature of lions as well as horses, and does not seem

lo be either distinctive or poetical enough without further qualification.

V. 20. St. i is metr. short. Perhaps fix or IDIX has fallen out
before (or after) 131X3 : Dost thou make him shake the earth like the

locust? Cf Jo 2*13, -where the locusts are compared to horses, and earth
and air tremble and quake at their onset. Or, since

'running'

is re

peatedly ascribed to the locusts (Jo 2<-'-9), lahvah's 'army', we might
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read 131X3 J'lXS lisnil Dod thou 7nake him run on the earth like the
locusts? 93 Numquid suscitabis eum quasi locustas ? (l3liyi ?). © Trepie'-
^TjKas he avTu (cf.v. \g^) TravoTrXiav; (=lSibl ISOyll ? cf 2 Sa 22» Is6li3)
bears little resemblance to SO?. St. ii is almost certainly corrupt. Lil.
The glory (or majesty) of his snorting is a terror. So 93 gloria narium
eius terror (pointing 1113 = 1'lil3 nares eius 41 12 pro SO? ill? air.) ; cf ^l
The splendour of the chain of his nostrils is a terror. The analogy of the
context, however, requires a second question : cf © Or dost thou terrify
him with terror? (© is dubious). We suggest ibyi 1113 IJlill Dost
thou teach him his snort of thunder P (loyi v. 1 9!= trs. Je 8i3 chap. 1 2''-8
Is 28'). (© Sdfav 8e aTr]QeuiV avTov =•} i'll lili : Aram, m = aTrjOo's.
Is ToXpr; ©"^ T6Xp,rj an error for roXp.a : A nd the glory of his breast dost
ihou dare?)
V. 2\. St. i 50? is metr. too long with four stresses. Leg. 1133, and
transpose poys to st. ii (cf ©). He paweth: leg. lisii /oi/// c ©93©
pro 50? plur. The distich thus becomes :

il33 E'i'E'l liQi:
rpB'rnxipb xr ppys

He paweth and exulteth in his strength ; \ He goeth forth into the valley
to face arms. Cf Ju 5" Ho 1= Is 6ii» al. 's B'lE'. For pE'3 202* Ps 1408.
6 Digging in the plain he prances, | And goes forth into the plain in
strength. © appears to repeat poys ; but ets TreSiov may represent

another expression, e.g. bl33, which we actually find in © {He paweth

in the vale and exulteth in the wady j And goeth forth to the encounter in
arms). © connects pE'3 IXlpb with the next verse.
Z). 22. He laugheth atfear (^0?), and is not terrifled (scared, dismayed),
besides being something of an anticlimax, does not suit the parallel

stichus. If we read ipi pro lis we get a good parallel : He laugheth
at th spear. Sec After pB'3 arms or battle, v. 21, the mention of
particular weapons is natural ; and this is continued in v. 23. © has

(twovtSv /Joo-iXeZ (but ©«c.aA ^iXf,) prob. = piE'i pE'3 IXlpb. Possibly

ff
i substituted E'.3'3 ruler or lord (Is 3" 60" Zc 10*) for pE'3. Three codd.

have 113 pitfall instead of 113 ; which might perhaps be understood of
pits dug in the battlefield to hamper cavalry. So © X5{D13 ///. If this
be right. Hi might be from 113 > 111 (21") : He laugheth at the pitfall
and descendeth not (into it). Some think that © /Sao-tXet = 113b (the
word being mistaken for 112 constr. niS pasha) ; which does not seem
very probable. © om. nii"xbl (a good paronomasia with nisb).

V. 23. rattleth: 50? n3in d-K. The more usual form pn (-/pi) has
been proposed; but •v/l3l may be defended on the analogy of 131, 331,

nsp, p.p, and the Aram. NJl, I?") to think. Moreover, the suggested

2210 F f
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division of the letters ISE'XI pi (pro SO? ISE'X 1311) is improbable,
because ISE'X the quiver (Is 228 only; elsewhere c Suff.) is not found

c Artie, and E?fl the other instruments of war mentioned in the context

are anarthrous. © avT&i yavpid to^ov Kal pAxaipa = lE'P 1311 lipy
; 3111. ©'s Heb. text may have been corrupt here ; but © prob. failed

to understand Sib and [ITS (the latter also in 41^^). The verb yavpiav

(= {5>iB»V. 21) occurred
3" (01 rjyavpiwvTO CTTI $i<}>eaiv = !1ob 11311 01331),

where © evidently misread Dip pro Di3'3. This favours the reading
''^J.l'i' here. Z has XJJip t'Sll the sharp sword for SiP flame = flashing
blade or head (cf Ju 322 i Sa 17'). For ISE'X I has X3it Ihe weapon;
but ©93 XpliDp pharetra rightly. 93 (st. ii) vibrabit hasta et clypeus is

interesting, as suggesting a verb pro Sip, which indeed one would have
expected.

V. 24. In his eagerness : or rage : 1313 : cf © Kai opyj}. 50? t311 E'yiS;

but one or the other of the two nouns must be a gloss, as this gives a line
with four stresses. 9

3 Fervens et fremens sorbet terram = 50? (so @!t).
he diggdh into the ground: i.e. makes holes by pawing it in his impatience

to charge. The verb X031, AV RV he swalloweth (cf Gn 24" Hi. /f/
drink), is usually compared with Aram. yp3, Xoa to sip or suck in (3; v. 30
= lybybi); cf 9

3 sorbet: and this is understood of galloping swiftly
(cf © xyiX b

y oil he runneth over the ground). But the charge does not
begin before the trumpet gives the signal ; and Z xyiXS X1D13 lisy he
makes a pit in the ground appears to refer the verb to Aram. XIOIJ, NH
XD13 pit or hole. We might even read }'03i he digs (Aram. J^PJ) pro NO .

Sl. ii 50? can hardly be right. A verb is desiderated after 13 pDXi (cf
v. 12, 913). And if we read bip3 pro SO? bip "i?, the sentence wifi naturally
mean And he trusts not in the sound of the trumpet (cf 4I8 1515.22.31 2422

292*). The sense might perhaps be : He does not ' believe in ' the sound of
the trumpet; i. e. he is so impatient to be off, that he thinks the signal will

never be given. 1 = 50?. ^ And he is not afraid of the sound of the horn.

(5 And he will not believe until the trumpet have signalled. But He does
not stand still at the sound of Ilu trumpet would suit the context better;
and perhaps the Hi. (or Ni. ?) of |OX may bear this sense here, though it

is not so used elsewhere. Cf Ex 1 7". In any case, biXDE'i xbl I'Dn xbl
1S1E' bips And he turns not to the right nor to the left. Sec, is non-metrical
and pure prose.

V. 25. The repetition of 131B' is suspicious, and the phrase 'E' ns
(supposed to mean As often as the trumpet soundeth = 3?'PE'l ilD?) is

anomalous. 2
: XlBiB* nE)ip3 With enough of the trumpet =^ SO?; but @

(lox) xbps At the sound {he saith), omitting isiE* . This may suggest
the reading ibipS At the sound of it; cf © o-dXTrtyyos he ar)pawovar)'i
(Xc'yei evye.). But when trumpet signalldh. Sec. We might read ypE'"iD3 Ai
Ihe sound (Ps 1503

||

lyill), or perhaps Wf '^P or VP^^ ''ip As often as
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he heareth it; but the required sense seems rather to be The moment he
hears it.

The verse, as it has reached us, is a tristich ; and, as the zeugma he
scents the battle, the thunder . . . and the shouting seems rather too bold,
sense as well as metre may justify the assumption that a line has fallen

out after sl. ii (unless st. i be somehow a variant of v. 24b, which seems
possible); e.g. D'l'sa bijSp ll.'.'xb He is not daunted by the cry (cf Is 31^)
of the warriors, or '33 Pip 13ril^"XP The cry ofwarriors daunts him not. In
St. ii

i

293 = SO? ; but © gives And makes the princes tremble (yno) with his
neighing = lyillS D'lB' E'yi'1, while © has the strange equivalent o-vv
aXpart Kai_Kpavyr^ {From afar he gets scent ofwar) with a bound and a

cry = 1^1111 E'yTDy pro 50? lyilTW D'l'B' Oyi.

V. 26. ply his wings : "iSXi make wing, wing it
,

wing his way, or simply

fl
y (cf V. 18'' note) > soar (cjiy 11331, cf v. 27, 5', but also Is 4081).

© ItrrryKev tcpaf. Doth the hawk exist? = © )_» )oo( {hath the hawk come
into being P); both prob. reading xiSi (or X133) is the hawk created? pro
50?13X1 (why not TSXi.'). .4«tf j/r^a^/: B'lSil or 'E'lBI pro 50?B'1S^ The
bird flies south at the coming of winter. (After avaTrerao-as ras TrTe'pvyas

© adds the gloss (Ikivtjtos, motionless ; which may imply for laTrjKev the

more usual meaning stands still or j/o/ij (loyi pro ISXi); i.e. the bird
hangs motionless in the air, looking southward.)
V. 27. St. ii ^31 appears to be corrupt; and this is borne out by ©,
which makes a single tristich of this and the following verse :

IE'3 1(1)331 iis-by-Dx
pbiii fSB'i i3p-by ijxi
:niVDi ybo jB'-by

At thy command doth the eagle (or griffon-vulture 9''3) mount up (sc. S)iy ? 5')
And ihe vulture {yv-^ = IIX 28') on her nest alight and lodge \ On the
point {e^oxg = JE* tooth here only; cf i Sa 14*) of the crag and fastness
(ffi ttTroKpv^S hiding-place ? but ©'* bxypitp.aTo'i)? Thus © om. oni and

yboi, besides reading 11x1 pro 50? 1SI. @ Upon the word of thy mouth is

the eagle lifted up (? 011113 = i^S?! = © v\\iovTai) \ When he raiseth his

nest (13 pro iSl) to the crag \ And alighteth and
lodgeth on the tooth

of the crag? (Thus another tristich; but 293 not so.) The objec

tion lo ©'s -yvi/f v. 27'' is that the following verses refer to a single bird

which, fike the IB'3 aeTos of st. i, is of the masc. gender. Perhaps,

therefore, we should emend v. 27^ by reading ibl instead of 131 : And for
thee sd high his nest? (cf Je 49'*'') ; or else 113131 And at thy word. Sec.

It may be noted thai 50? st. ii is metr. defective, having only two stresses,

besides being grammatically dubious. Then we supply "by before ybo

'

V. 28 ; and ybo^ need not be regarded as dittogr., since it emphasizes

F f a
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the idea of inaccessible rocks (cf 93). The proposal to make a distich

of the two verses by reading

i3p oni 113-by-ox

riiivoi ybo-|B'-by |3biii

At thy command doth he set high his nest.
And lodge him on tooth of crag and fastness ?

makes the whole section (verses 26-30) refer to ihe hawk (K?.)
only. But

V. 30'' is characteristic of eagles and vultures (IE'3) rather than the hawks

(cf 9^3 Pr 3o"-i9 Mt 24^8). Moreover, st. ii in the suggested form is

metrically overweighted.

V. 29. searcheth: 131, lit. diggdh (v. 21, 321 Gn 2180 Jos 28). see far
away : or to a distance ; to what isfar off: cf. v. 25, 282* 368 : > behold it
(i.e. the food) afar off. So ©; but <&^from afar (KoppwOev, de longe)
his eyes look out (aKOKevovaiv, prospiciunt).

V. 30. 93 Pulli eius lambent sanguinem (om. 1 ad inil. recte : dittogr.);
© fc«:^ lap or lick up; Z !yD3 sip or suck in (cf v. 24);

©'^ eo-Topt-

o-pevoi. Hence it is proposed to read iv|'yb) (-/yib or yyb) pro 50? lybv) aTr.
But lapping, licking, and sucking are not bird-actions. We might read
lybsi swallow or gorge {20^^ al.); or IP^J (cf ©: Ob 16 is dub.) or lybyb',

in the sense of drinking. {f^ = LAG = Sumerian -^1^? NAG
drink, give drink, Assyr. latu, laqu) © (f>vpovTai iv aipari, are mixed (or

wetted, defied) with blood {= lE-S^^ acc. to © 78).

St. ii SO? Xll DE' D'bbl lE'XSl And where the slain are, there is he is terse
and vivid, but not a close parallel to st. i. The letters sufficiently resemble
lySE" Oibbl lE'Sl And are glutted with the flesh of the slain (cf Ez 39""™).

Possibly ISXE'i are fain for : cf. 53 72.
Chapter 40. v. i. lahvah : © -f- o 6eds = DMbx (Gn 2* al.); app. com

bining a suggested substitute with the original reading. The, verse is

starred in Hex. Cod. i (Kenn. 431) om. The Versions make verses 1-5
the conclusion of chap. 39 ; which is certainly more suitable (cf

403-'

c 38<-8).

V. 2. The pointing of 50? seems questionable. If the meaning of st. i
be Will the caviller (or faultfi7ider OL) still contend wiih Shaddai? (Dr),

why the Infin. Abs. (sil), so used nowhere else in the book, instead of
the usual Impf (31111)? And why is liy still (or some equivalent word)
omitted ? Moreover, the aTr. HD^ reprover is very dubious. © M^

Kpi<rii'

pera 'iKavov iKKXivel ; = HOJ 'lE'"Dy 311. This might mean Shall strife

with Shaddai end P ("ilO Am 6'). Cf also 93 Numquid qui contendit cum
Deo (= ^"5 Is 459) tam facile conquiescit ? {= HOJ turns aside, gives up).

Z appears to have read 101^ 'lB'"Dy 311 Will he who contendeth with
Shaddai be admonislied P This is rather attractive; esp. if we read for
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St. ii n3y.'. llbx I'SIDI And is he who chideth Eloah answered? © Afany
are the counsels of God (= liD ilE'-Oy 31) \ And he who reprovdh God
giveth answer

{=^^0^
nbx liSIOI). St. ii SO? is lit. The reprover of Eloah

should answer it (viz. the argument of chaps. 38-39). 3:93 should answer
Him. But it yields a belter parallel to treat st. ii also as Interrogative
(cf © eXeyx<ov he Oeov d-KOKpidijaeTai avnjv ;). The original form of the
verse may have been

IDV IlE'-Oy 311
:i3yi llbx 11S1D1

Is the disputer with Shaddai corrected | And the critic of Eloah answered?
(For oy sn see 9= 13^9 238 ; and for I3yi Ni. 112 19'.) The meaning will
be: Are you now satisfied, or do you require further proof of the folly of
arguing against the Supreme ?

V. 4. / am little : or light, slight, insignificant, ofsmall weight or account.
The fbp may be recognized in bp'E", '^wA*,, rt'J'rt: lift up, weigh (make
hang), Assyr. laqdlu. The primary Root is probably the Sum. *-T<T'^

_
GAL to lift {nalu). ' Light ' = easy to lift.

ff
i

Tl Iti eyo) Kpivopai, vov^eTOvpevos Kat iXeyxyv Kvpiov aKovtov TOiavTa
ov^ev (Xv; (='l'bp [13 yOE' | llli n^ain^ ^Di1 | si 'Sliy lob); app. prefixing

a valiant rendering of v. 2 lo ilbp Jl. For the equations cf 13" Pr 9'.
V. 5. Once . . . And twice : Ps 6212 cf ch. 33". repeat it: ll'E'X pro

Ti IJ.ys answer. The vb. IJE* X3n Assyr. land, do (or say) twice, repeat,

is of the same origin as D'SE* two, and is also cogn. c 0X1 twin (Intern.

Trilit. from TAM- TAN=SHAN); cf. the Sum. TAM, TAN, DAM,
brother, companion, spouse, and TAB (= TAM), companion, twin, to
double, repeat; and the Chinese shwan, shan, san, to bear twins, shwang,

two, a pair, and the old Egyptian sen, two, sen, brother, companion.

Some would transpose verses 4-5 to precede 422; and cancelling v. 6
(=381) and V. 7 (=383), they would transfer verses 8-14 lo follow

immediately on v. 2. Considering the manifold uncertainties of the text,

we prefer the traditional arrangement.

V. 6
.

out of the stormwind: leg. I'l^pi-ip ut 38'. © ck tov ve'i^ovs
= Syi-IP (3881 al PS1048) or fJVri'? (38'al.). Cf 381. ^

{ out of the
clouds. For cloud and whirlwind combined in Theophany see Ez i' and
cf Na 1 8.

V. 7. like a man : so 50? 1S33, © wo-Trep avr/p, 9
3 sicut vir ; but Z ^"13? ^'O

= ^3?3 like a mighty man or champion, and so @.

St. ii should perhaps be '?rii" "^^l ^bx^N. So also 42*. (Or 'E'X
nyn 'llll pwill ask, and teach thou me wisdom. Cf Is 289 40".) Cf ©

av h
e poL diroKpivai

V. 8
.

51?<nGn i8i3 ch. 34". © M>; = bx ; but cf 15* 1X1' 131 IIX'^IX
where also SjXl Interrog. should prob. be read ; cf ©). For 131 annul,
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make void, frustrate, cf also 5" Is 142'. Eyob had afi along affirmed his

own innocence, and maintained that God was dealing with him unjustly

(cf esp. 272-3). On current theories he could not logically do otherwise.

(© softens '3y'E'll dost thou 77iake me wicked, i.e. condemn me as guilty of

injustice, 92° 102 153 al., into thinkest thou that I have dealt at random or
perversely —aXXios—with thee?)
V. 9. Had Ihou ; reading DX Num? pro SO? DXI Or had thou . . . , as the

second member of a Disjunctive Question (Utrum —An); cf 34". 93 Et

si habes... implies SO?; so also I I'S*!. But © lb I'X Had thou?
arm : yill as five times in Job. yill? once (31^^'); cf Aram. Vll?.
V. 10. grandeur: 133 loftiness. © SvVapiv = 1TIS3 (12134-): so @.

95 in sublime erigere = 133 Imperat. (pts.).

zi. II. 'Scatter the outbursts (or overflows) of thine is strange.

If lightnings be intended (OL), 13X 'piS or 1S«3 OipH would be more
natural. For I'Dl see 37" 382* Ps i8i3. © Pour out (llE'x) the fury of
thy wrath suggests lisip (Ho 51" Is 4223 La 4",ch. 12=1 al.) = J^Sl misread

backwards (?). But 93 Disperge superbos in furore tuo \ Et respiciens

omnem arrogantem humilia gives a belter parallel. © is peculiar : dTrd-

o-TeiXov he dyye'Xovs opy^ = 13X3 DOxbo ibE' (Ju 981 et saepius) : cf

Ps 78" 'i3i msy ISX till OS ibE'l | oiyi isxbo iibB'o. St. ii ttSv
(©A TrdvTa rectius) he ippLarqv TaKeivcoaov = SO? sine 1X1 el

I'' et Suff.

Verbi = biSE"! 1X3 bsi which some have adopted. But llbiSE'l improves

the rhythm and gives a more lively sense : And eveiy proud one— bring him

low! Did © read Dnsx {= dyyeXwv, Ps 7823) or DiTS (Pr 25")
pro

msy in St. i? For the former, cf 24223420. Scatter the mighty (or
haughty ; ? DiSll Ps 403) in thine anger would be a fair parallel

(cf 95).
V. 12. 50? repeats 1X3 bs 1X1 (v. \\°), a^

i2'» looks like a mere

variant of 11''. The poet may have intended to lay emphasis on the

overthrow of the proud. Both stichi are good metre as they stand.

But © omits 12^, and © WepTj^avov he a^eaov = ? l(y)ll Dll ; cf 3813I'
and Is 212 Oil IXrbs = v/Spiarrjv {— 1X3 w 1 1^) Kal vTrep^^avov. Instead
of Iiyi331 humble him Z gives I'msni and sliatter him ! but 93 et confunde
eos. Sl. ii SO? 'Hli^l citt. Since a -v^lll is unknown in Semitic, we must

either point 1111 (Aram. 'H?'^ ; but no Aph.), or read HSII or X311. and

crush (down) (for N31 see
419 69 192 al.). The Ar. dJJ* = ^Ja pull down

buildings seems apocryphal (see Lane Suppl.). where they stand : or in

their place: see 34" 362" Ex 1629 al. Cf 93 et contere impios in loco
no; © And throw down Ihe sinners in their place (jyXOVk'i); Z And
pulverize the guilty in their places (til'llKS). © (haud recte) arj\jrov he

do-e/Seis Trapa^prip.a = DXia D'yE'l pDll (cf Zc 14").
V. 13. Cf Is 2i« hide thyself in Ihe dud! Also Gn 35* Ex 2" {hide =
bury). It is difficult to believe that jIDDS can be correct ad fin. (cf D3DD
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ad init.). The context suggests that ' She'ol, the dark and hidden abode
of the dead

' (Dr), is meant. Cf 93 Et facies eorum demerge in foveam ;
^And their faces imprison in the dud! (U-Jiya jcok-). I Their faces
XyOIDS E'lS!! =: 50? ? © TO, Se -KpoatnTra avTuv dTipia^ epTrXr/aov = (La 313)
fiP^I VWp

Dl'iSI or (Ps 83") libiP X.bp D1'331. Cf also ioi3. We might
read T\)p?^2 (?X31) XSril D1'331 And their faces hide thou in darkness
(or blXE'S in She'ol or plSX3 i„ Abaddon 263 al.) ; or, keeping E'isi, And
their faces bind about (= enwrap, shroud) with darkness (? lOsys Piobys).
See Ez 1610 for the constr. NE 127 kullat lenildi iliira ana iitii, 'All
mankind had returned to clay

'
may perhaps suggest ti'ps XSl conceal

in clay.

V. 14. St. i llix '3X"D31 is metr. defective (two stresses only). Leg.
'3X-D3 tX-'3 For then (emphat.) I also. Sec. Cf iii3 1320 2223.
St. ii

. Cf Ps 44*'' Is 59"'=. The irony of this and the preceding verses
appears somewhat irrelevant. Eyob has never made any such claims.
That God does, in fact, always destroy the wicked (cf vv. 11-13) had
been the steady contention of the Friends. Eyob had argued from his
own case thai, when He pleases. He destroys good and bad alike,
without difference or discrimination. The description of the hippo

potamus and the crocodile (4013-418^)
might very naturally follow

immediately upon that of the other creatures, ch. 39 ; in which case
401-" would be an editorial interpolation.

V. 15. the riverhorse = Gk. hippopotamus ; the most prob. meaning of
the Heb. liD13 qs ' the monster-beast ' or ' the super-cow

' (Plur. Intens.
of non? bead or cattle). Ps 7322t (with which cf ch. 7" [131). The
word has been referred to a supposed Egyptian pehemaut, compounded

of p the+'ih ox-\-m-w water ; but no such compound has yet been found

in the Eg. monuments. 9
3©Q( Behemoth, ut NPr. © Orjpia Plur. et

iadiovaiv in St. ii (50? recte bsxi Sing.) ; so Z NJl'V?, at seq. bl3'.'.. Sl. i

is non-metrical and prosaic : ' Lo, now. Behemoth which I made along
with
thee'

(93 Ecce Behemoth quem feci tecum), i.e. thy fellow creature.

ff
i

dXXa hi
]

'ihov h
rj Oripia Trapa croi {beside thee) om. 'liE'y lE'X recle. But

corruption has gone further than the addition of this gloss. The monster

would hardly be ' beside
'
the poet at the time of writing (Trapa o-oi =

beside thee] or apud te, or coram te). The word lOy (prob. due to

reminiscence of Ps 7322 loy iini IIDIS) may be a disguise of some other
word descriptive of 11013 ; e. g. 13p (cf Ps 683i 13p m the beast of the reeds
= the crocodile). We might then restore IJi?

npiS the brute of the reeds ;

no bad name for the hippopotamus. Or we might suppose lIlE'y lE'X
loy to be a gloss on an original ''Wp my work. Possibly, however, the

altered word was iby coming up (scil. from the water ; cf Gn 41'' Je 49") ;

nbiJ liOlS X3-131 Lo, now, the riverhorse cometh up! presenting a

picture of the huge animal climbing up from the river-bed to graze on
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the banks : cf st. ii Grass, like the oxen, he eateth (Is 1 1'^*). The hippo

potamus, we are told, stiU abounds in many of the river-courses of

Africa ; and its food is chiefly rank grasses and aquatic plants. It can

walk quite rapidly under water along the bottom of rivers; and climb up

steep banks and precipitous ravines with ease (EB. s.v. Hippopotamus).

V. 16. in the thews 'TlfS (^tt.); but © op^aXov = 93 in umbilico ;
so 3; lionsi 1133. (© QI give only and his strength in his side{s) for the
whole verse.) Cf Ez 16* 11^ thy navel-string ; Ct

7' lllB' © optjlaXos

aov. The context suggests the meaning sinews, muscles, or thews for

this ttTT. The -/llB' seems to denote hardness, firmness, strength ; but
the original idea may have been that of binding, being bound, as in the

case of other words denoting strength ; cf IIE'IB' Assyr. larlarratu,
' chain ' (Sum. SHER, to bind).

V. 17. © eaTr]aev ovpdv ois KVTrapto-o-ov, He set Up a tail as a cypress;

93 Stringit {he draws tight) caudam suam quasi cedrum ; but $ H?? he

bends ; © ^Ipt he sets up or erects. Sec. The meaning of the aTr. }'3D! is

far from clear. OL he bendeth down {extenddh down stiffly) his tail like

a cedar (comparing Ar. (jiii- he lowered a thing : e.g. a bird its wings).
But why like a cedar ? The cedar is a tall (Am 2^) straight tree, with

widespreading branches ; a frequent symbol of majesty and strength. It

seems a ridiculous exaggeration to compare the short thick tail of the

hippopotamus, with its few tufts of hair at the end, to such a stately tree.

Such a comparison suggests a mythically gigantic creature rather than

an animal actually existing in ancient or modern times ; but there is

nothing mythical in. the rest of the section, nor any touch incongruous

with a poetical description of the hippopotamus. Lane, however,

registers another meaning of jjiii*, viz. he remained, stayed, or abode in
a place. Regarding j'Sli as an Arabism in this sense, we may render :
His tail is as rigid (firm or inflexible) as a cedar. An Intrans. > a Trans.
verb is required by parallelism ; and the simile ceases to appear inapt, in

view of the short, round, stiff-looking tail of the animal (see the engravings

in Smith's BD).
St. ii. The 7ituscles or sinews (1'? 10" Gn 3288 ; cf Sum. GID, long,

extend) of his thighs are interlaced or woven together, close-knit (leg.
^I'E* 1'llS pro 50?

131'B'^ 1113; Qr Vlls). 9
3 nervi testiculorum eius

perplexi sunt ; cf Z The veins of his testicles are intertwined (^J?O^J
'131 'liT^S"] see

a;o Le 2 i2o |nn3 = lE'X) ; but such a fact would hardly be
open to observation of the living animal. We must therefore accept the

equation of the aTr. 113 with the Ar. j^j thigh. © renders : And erected

are the sinews of his loins'' {^oiol^'aJS^ )l^' according to PS )»-oa
means testiculus ; femora; venae iugulares !). For SIS' = Aram. HD, see
La I" Hithp. liE* Pi. Je 223 is of the same origin. The prim. Rt. is seen
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in 31^ weave. © Ta he vevpa avrov
(©* -f wo-Trep axoivia) avp-TrevXeKTai

= (DiPSlS)
I3IE' li'il?! And his sinews are intertwined like ropes.

V. 18. tubes: or pipes : 'pi3X : see 61' 1221 41'.
lengths ofwrought iron. As the hollow bones containing the marrow
are poet, called ' bronze (or ' brazen ') pipes ', so the solid ones (ribs,

Sec) are beaten
lengths of iron (?PtlS PIDDO; cf Ar. JjJj*-« iron beaten into

along shape; i.e. forged into bars: see Lane): another Arabism. 50?

btlS biDDS like a beaten length ofiron ; but why the Particle ofComparison

(ffi om. ; cf St. i), and why not Plur. '.PODS (ut ipi3X st. i) ? If we might
read some word denoting rods, e.g. liOD or even libpp instead of bipp,

we should be rid of this isolated Arabism. 1iD13 his bones (Pr 1722; Aram.

013 = Heb. ovy) may perhaps mean here his limbs, I. e. his legs. © His
ribs or sides {irXevpai = Viybs Gn 221) are brazen ribs \ And his backbone

cast-iron {aihr\po'i -xyTo^ = PI")? pSto cf 3888 i K 7"). pXIO or pSIO seems
at least preferable to b'DD (hardness and rigidity being the idea > flexi-

bifity). 9
3 Cartilago illius quasi laminae ferreae. His gristle is
,

as it were,

iron plates. But Z His limbs (llSX) are strong as tanks'^ (niVS) of brass \

His bones are as a load (f'jbpp TJil) or bars (f^jboD) of
iron* cf i Sa 173

S boD = 50? )11i3 lance. X3bDp (Regia xnibtSO) connects 50? b'DD with

¦/bD3 (cf boj burden Pr 278) improbably. © His bones are strong as
brass and as iron simply evades the difficulties of the verse.

V. 19. prime fruit : the first product ofEl^ creative activity (Dr). For
'sn I'E'Xl see Pr 822 and cf Gn 49'. Instead of b

x
'311 leg. fort. 'Il'l

my Way metr. grat. (st. i has four stresses); cf 41* (ist Pers.) and 26"

note. © iaTiv dpxv TrXdo-ptaTOS (al. bhiov) Kvpiov ; 9
3 Ipse est prin-

cipium viarum Dei (= SO?) ; iS He is the head ofall the creatures of God;

3
; = 50?. ©© paraphrase Oil (or perhaps read NiS Gn 51).

St. ii is more difiicult, and certainly corrupt. SO? iS"]! E'.r i'B'yi Ld
Him who made him (but lE'yi = iE'y is a solecism) bring nearHis sword!

is obvious nonsense.i 4125(33) ni-ipsP VB'yi has suggested the correction

1(1)131 'E'P? lE'yi He who was made master of hisfellow{creature)s. The
hippopotamus might perhaps be regarded as lord (E'P driver 3I8) of the

amphibia, hardly of the land-animals ; but what then of the

' leviathan ',

which is also an amphibious creature, and so far one of his onsi? 9
3 Qui

fecit eum applicabit (? E^?:)
gladium eius = 50? ; but Z I=l's;p

Sip' I'lSyi

He who made him. Id His sword come nigh ! (B'r ?) ; © (God) Who made

him, that he might make war ()oto S.^,} = i310 ^^2). © is more

helpful : -Ke-KOvqpevov ivKaTairai^eaOai vtto tuiv dyye'Xoiv avrov (4I^3b) :=

' The rendering ' He who made him that he might apply his
sivord' (i. c. his sharp

teeth or tusks which shear off the grass as neatly as u scythe) is little better. As

a version of the Hebrew, it is dubious if not impossible, not to mention its grotesque

incongruity with st. i.
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? 13lb phbb (? il'B'y) I'E'yi Made for a jed -to His Great Ones (i. e. the
Angels ? or perhaps liSlb to His Compa7iions, in the same unusual sense).
Ps 10426 iS-pl'E'b nxi ni iilb The leviathan whom Thou didst fashion to
sport with may very well have been in the poet's mind. (The comp. vb.

eyKaraTrai'^eo-^at only here and 4123; the simple form Trat'Cetv = PIS'

V. 29 and eleven times al.; cf ep-Trai^eiv =
pns Gn 39"-".) Possibly he

wrote is plE'b '1?'V'^ "^hom I made to sport withal ; or if SO? is right in
St. i, 13 plE'b Il'B'y He made him to sport withal The melre would be

improved by reading : IS-pl'E'b Il'B'y 4>% \ iSll I'E'Xl Xll He was the
firslfruits ofHis Way ; \ Eloah made him to play with. Cf v. 9 ; Pr 822.
V. 20. SO? lit. For bfll (supposed = biSi produce 2028 Ju 6«) the moun
tains bear for him (cf Ps 72=) | And all the living creatures of the field
port or play (v. 29, Zc 83) there: 'without fear',

explains Driver, 'because

the monster lives only upon grass '. But this last fact has already been

stated, V. \^; and 'the mountains' are not the usual feeding-grounds
of the hippopotamus, nor the playground of 'the beasts of the field'.

The two stichi hang loosely together, without any real parallelism of

ideas. It seems possible that the aTr. bl3 = Assyr. bulu, beasts, four-

footed animals, wild and tame ; e. g. but geri umam geri . . . uleli,
' The

cattie of the field (and) the wild beasts of the field ... I put aboard
'

(NE xi. 86). Then oni biS will be a good parallel to llE'l m in st. u ;
and if we point IXE*; (or read IXIE'^ cf Gn 2 421 -f- IP), we get the excefient
sense The cattle of the hills gaze at him (in wonder), which is naturally
followed by And all the beasts of the field are astounded (OB'l 17*; Tt \pX\^
perhaps from v. 191=; or ODIlE'l Is 633 59"). The land-animals are
amazed at the sight of the monster coming up out of the water and

grazing on the banks of the river.
© iKeXBwv he iir bpo% dKp6Top.ov = E'iobl(l) ll"bx X133 ; cf 2022 28"

Dt 813 iK Tre'rpas dKpoT6p.ov = 'Pll USD | i-Koirjaev xappov^v Terpd-Koaiv iv
Tw Taprdpw = ISE'I BlXE'S I'l^bs. The word TdpTapoi occurs nowhere
else in either OT or NT (cf raprapwaas 2 Pe 2<). Is the text of ©
sound, or is there a trace of mythology here ? (For x'>-Ppo''V — '^0'??'

see 2o3 TeTpaTr. = iJl Nu 358). Z = 50? (bl3 = bb_y = Pis;) ; 93 Huic
monies herbas (blS^ pro bis; 13 ?) ferunt | omnes bestiae

agri ludent ibi

(=50? om. 1 ad init.). © And the multitude (Sill pro blS^'s) ofmountains bear
(sc. fruit? ^-.^^fljfc) him \ And every beast of the field under his
shadow lies down (lS3E'i-l-bv 111 from v. 21).

V. 21. DvXV thorny lotus-trees (Zizyphus lotus) occurs
again in the

next verse. © vtto TravToSaTro. hevhpa Koip,dTai. Cf. V. 22, p,eydXa 8cv8pa

(another guess at the meaning of OibxX ?). Leg. fort. iblSO the deep

(water) pro Dibxx ; cf 4128 Zc 10" (of Nile) Ps 693-13 (of a swamp), and
IVS (8") marsh or swamp ad fin. vs. Possible also seems ISX (923) or

X03

the papyrus (8"); cf © Trapa TrciTrvpov, st.ii, and the Egyptian hunting-scene
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(Wilkinson, ni. 71). But the former is preferable. 93 Sub umbra dormit
(= bx vel fort. ibjfD ?) ; X

1331 Xjbbo nil! Under the shadows he lieth.
(An objection to joining DB* v. 20 with v. 2 1 is that it would overload the
stichus metrically.)

St. ii © Trapa TraTrvpov Kat KdtXapov Kat /Sovropov. In 8" ^ovropos =
IIX reeds or rushes (Gn 412). It perhaps denotes the flowering rush
{Butomus). In Gn 492 © gives ox^t?, bank 6f a river ; and il might wefi
be that the Heb. word is akin to IX which is common in Assyr. in the
sense of side or bank or shore {ah Puratti ; ahi tdmtim), as well as in that
of brother (qs side-one). Ilapa suggests that © read llOS as Aram. IDDS
Beside. KdXapos = 13p (Assyr. qani2. Sum. GIN, Gl) as elsewhere (six
teen limes), cf Is 19° KaXdp.ov Kal rrairvpov = ^IDI 13^ {ibid.'' Kal to a^t to
xXuipov = and the green UK ; 50? corrupt). 95 in secreto calami et in

locis humentibus = 50?. Z NplS (= H?. J'^^) interpr. 1S3.
II. 22. 50? is again dubious. Lit. Tiie lotus-trees screen him, his shade ;
but Db(b)SS instr. with their shade would have been more normal (cf.

La3"Ps9i<). Perhaps we should read bblV for ibbv, in the sense of
when lying down or resting (cf. Assyr. galdlu) or being .submerged or

immersed in the water (cf Ex 15") : The lote-trees screen him lying down ;
which agrees with st. ii. 9

3 Protegunt umbrae (= Dips 130^) umbram
eius ; but © orKtd^ovTat 8e e'v (©* om. ev) avT<3 Se'vSpa

p.eydXa = IP^SDl.

? DPX3 Oipj?? (see note on v. 21). We should have expected aKidt,ovaiv he

eK avT(3 ktX. (An leg. aKidtpvTa he iaTiv avTco ktX. ?) But the sequel

ovv pahdp.voK Kal kXSvcs ctypov—better a-yvov ©«<:.aA_ shows that © really
meant And great trees with branches, a7id boughs of the willow—the vitex
agnus castus— are overshadowed b

y him ; supposing the monster to be of

a fabulous height and size. Cf Le 23*° ayvov kXciSovs (= KXwvas) eK
Xeipdppov = bl3 iSiy willows or poplars of the wddy. For pdhap.vo's

{= bpohapvoi) vid. 813 14' 1532. © may therefore imply something like

is-ibbs (Oibx) Dibxs issp]

:bi3 isiyi

And the thickets of lote-trees (or terebinths) are shadowed (Ne 13") b
y him \

And ihe poplars of the wddy. © Shadows (cf SB) encircle him \

And

willows of the wddy encircle him (o»i2 ^^'jp b'^)-
V. 23. fl If; 12" 238. Instead of ij? P'^^ oppress (io3) we might
perhaps read

p??'
overflow (Jo 22^413) ; cf © eav yevrjTai TrXi7pp,vpa, If a

flood arise. Neither p'B'J run, scil. upon him (surely iS must be
expressed

Is 33< Jo 2% nor Vpf) sink (Am
93 of the fall of the Nile)^ i

s prob.

(Would the fall of the Nile alarm the animal?) Cf © Jiou »U- \f V
the river leap up or rise. Z Kiq? Dibo' XI = 50? ; 9
3 Ecce absorbebit

fluvium, Lo, he will swaUow down a river (pbj ? yibi ?).

' The River

'

(IJJJ) is prob. the Nile, as in Is 1 9'. St. i
i is metr. too long (four stresses).
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ni!, © o'lopSctvTjs (sic 93©), may easily be a marginal gloss on llj. The
correct gloss would have been li<^ (Is 19') or IK^D the Nile. The

hippo

potamus was unknown in the Jordan valley. For 1'? break or burstforth,

see 388. © here KpoaKpovaei, will strike against i^f. or 15^ ?) ; 93 influat

(cf Z l'?3 floweth).
V. 24. St. i is metr. short (only two stresses), and is obviously incom

plete as regards the sense. SO? 13ipi 1i3iy3 lit. With his eyes he will take
him. RV (= A"V marg.) is, as Driver says, contrary to Heb. idiom. It

is likely that X11"i0 (an emphatic Who ?) has fallen out after the similar

letters IIIS (v. 23 end), and that V3iy3 is a corruption of Di|X3 (cf note
on 53 Pr 2 23) or ni3SS (Am 42) f^sh-hooks or barbs (-/pV is prob. cogn. C

|3E' sharpen, lE* tooth) ; or
Dipxs with a gin (but see note on 18'; liifoS

with a hunting-net ? 1 98) : cf OiE'plOS(l) St. ii
.

© In his eye will he
receive him (it) ?= 50?. 9

3 In oculis eius quasi hamo capiet eum (= SO?-l-

explanatory addition). © % read I'JJP pro 50? 1i3'y3 : © In his clouds
will he take him \ And in his net {otL^^a^) will he be held or caught

{JLItiS) ? 5
1 In a cloud wilt thou take him \ And in a net wilt thou hold

him ? Z inil3 31p3i XibpllS Wiih snares will he pierce through his nose ?

= 50? c ISX recte pro ejx ad fin. 9
3 Et in sudibus [stakes) perforabit nares

eius. St. ii is suspicious, if only because of 1SXS and Sipl in v. 26. ©QI
suggest

(2i») ''3^3p(n)^
QiE-piOSI or l3Dip(ri)i (302' Ps i83 lE'piO i31Dlp

110) ; and the verse may perhaps be restored thus :

13ipi
D13V3 XII-1D

:i3Dipi
10 DiB'plDSI

Who with fish-hooks can take him, \ Andwith snares (or baits) who confront
him P (or receive him P). It is

,

however, possible that the verse is a marg.

variant or even comment on v. 26, and refers to the capture of the

crocodile : In his eyes he pierceth him (? 13Spi ; or if we keep 50? 'ipi he
taketh him ; cf Pr 623) ; With bails he pierceth his nose. Cf. Hdt. ii

. 70

eTreav vCyrov vos SeXedoT; Trept dyKiarpov ktX. After swallowing the bait,

the reptile is dragged ashore by the rope attached to it. Attracted b
y

the cries of a sucking-pig on the shore, the crocodile meets the floating
bait (within which a hook is concealed) as he swims towards the bank.

When he is dragged to land, the hunter smears his eyes with mud, and

he is then easily dispatched. The marginal note might conceivably refer

to this procedure, ralher than to spearing in the eye (cf 93) :

Through

his eyes he takes him. Sec. (= 50? c ISX pro f)X ad fin.). At the present

day the Nubians harpoon the hippopotamus, securing the rope round a

'

tree ; or catch the poor creature in covered pitfalls, or b
y means of a sort

of booby-trap.
Vjiys cannot mean in his own sight (cf Pr i") = though he be on the
watch (EB). It must be instrumental, like the parallel DiE'plDS. Nor is
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1i3B'3 a suitable substitute (I31pi 1i3E'3 Xll iD Who will take him by the
teeth ?) ; for the Heb. supposed would rather mean Who will capture him
with (instr.) his (i.e. the captor's) teeth? (cf Pr 623), and the idea of seizing
the animal, whether hippopotamus or crocodile, by his teeth (l3riXi i8»),
in order to cope with or capture him, is not likely to have occurred to
the poet or to any sane writer.

V. 25. Chap. 41 begins here in AV. For fllb 'Leviathan', here certainly
the crocodile of the Nile (described side by side with the hippopotamus,
as in Hdt. ii

. 68-71), see 38. The word is possibly an old dual of lib
wreath, circlet—I'l'lb = fllP—meaning Double-coils, Coil upon Coil, and
would thus suggest an animal of the serpent kind, and might easily gather

mythical associations; cf Ps 74" (10423 the 'Sea-serpent', probably a

huge decapod or cuttlefish) Is 2 71.
Canst thou draw up : leg. T'J'Oll (SO? -h ji Pari. Interrog.) c Cod.
Kenn. 157. Certainly not 1^ from v. 24 ad fin. For the verb cf.
Gn 3728. 9

3 An exlrahere poteris Leviathan hamo

|

et fune ligabis

linguam eius ? © afets he hpdKovTa iv dyKiaTpw ktX. © Wilt thou take

the Dragon (jjilir pi (in 121 Is 2 71) with a net P A hpdKiav is a big
snake, either real or fabulous (one with three heads springing from a

single neck is described //. xi. 39 f ). St. ii And with a cord canst thou
sink (pull or press down OL RV) his tongue / So SO? lit. The cord, of
course, is attached to the hook. This is not satisfactory. The ancients
supposed that the crocodile had no tongue ; that organ in these reptiles

being attached all round to the bottom of the mouth (EB., s.v. Crocodile).

The teeth and sawlike tail are their most formidable weapons. We might

perhaps read 1'|B'"py I'B'pri DP311 And canst thou bind cords on his teeth ?

(v. 29 Gn 2888). Others would justify yipE*! by reference to the Samaritan

use of the Rt. (V?*** bind) ; but this does not seem prob., as the verb is
not isolated in Heb. (cf e.g. Ez 32"). Iip5(l would be possible in the
same sense (Gn 22'). © -KepiO-qaeis (®* heap.-qaeis) he <^op/8eav Trept piva

avrov (= iSX from v. 24 fin.). Cf Pr 78 Dl^iJ = -KepWov avTov's (©'*
o-v'vSijo-ov). © With a cord wilt thou take him (#.-{1 as in st. i) b

y his

tongue? (perhaps reading '^B'l) ; Z And with a cord canst thou bore
through (nipl) his tongue ;* 9

3 Et fune ligabis linguam eius ?

V. 26. a rushen rope or line ; lit. a rush, as Is 583 (where © KpUo's,

a ring or nose- ring, as here). 9
3 Numquid pones circulum in naribus

eius? © Dost thou put a bridle in his mouth? (o»ioaas )l»a,^);
perhaps due to reminiscence of Is 37''. Z Canst thou put a hook

(xbp31X = oyKtvos, uncinus) in his nose ? ©'s ring in his nostril would

seem^ to be for the purpose of leading him about, or perhaps rather for

ornament; cf © st. ii And with an armlet wilt thou pierce his lip?

{ij/eXiio h
e TpvK-qaevi to xetXos avTov; = 9
3 Aut armilla perforabis maxillam

eius? but ©9 xaA.""?, with a bridle; cf Is 37^'). Possibly © may have
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been thinking of the Egyptian custom of adorning the tame crocodiles kept

in the temples of Thebes and lake Moeris with eardrops (dpT^p,aTa) and

anklets {dptj^iheai) : see Hdt. ii
.

69. But the Greek of vv. 25 f has been
influenced by reminiscence of 2 K 1928 (Is 37^3) : Kat 6-qaio to, dymaTpd
pov iv TOIS p.vKTrjpaiv aov Kal xo-Xivbv iv Tot's xetXeo-iv aov : and the passage

refers to the diflSculty or impossibility of capturing the crocodile by the

ordinary methods of the fisherman, owing lo its gigantic strength,

formidable weapons and armour, and fiercely untamable nature. The

question of various readings of the Heb. text, therefore, hardly arises in

this instance. (© 8?;o-ets is a corruption of ^T;o-eis ; Di" bramble 2 K 1 43

should prob. be 11 hook or ring, Is37^3j so eight codd. Kenn. il as 50?:
Xlb'ps with a thorn ; © ch>a^ii in his leap or springing : cf w— d- spirited ?)

The sense seems lo be : Can you catch a crocodile with hook and line,

as you would catch a fish ? (V. 24 might very well follow here, if we
might restore it somewhat thus :

11 13ipi QiOySl

: 13X3 pVll DiB'plDSI

Canst thou take him alive in a trap, | And with bird-snares (Am 33) catch

him b
y the snout?)

w. 27. Lit. as 9
3 : Numquid multiplicabit ad te preces, aut loquetur

tibi mollia : cf Pr 151. When caught, will he beg for mercy or release, in
mild conciliEttory speech ?

V. 28. Will he make (lit. cut) a covenant or contract with thee? 9
3

Numquid feriet tecum pactum ? Will he agree to conditions of perpetual

service ? Wilt thou lake him : © 93 prefix And ; making the connexion

with St. i clearer. 3
;

Wilt Ihou sell him for a working slave for ever?
But the sense of the verse seems rather to be : Will he agree to perpetual

service, on condition that you spare his life ?

V. 29. a pet sparrow. IISV, like Assyr. igguru, is simply a bird of any
sort. Roman ladies appear to have made pels of sparrows (cf the wefi-

known elegy of Catullus on the death of Lesbia's sparrow. Passer deliciae
meae puellae, Quicum ludere. Sec, Carm. II, and the use of Passer, passer-
culus, as terms of endearment in Plautus) ; and several varieties of the

bird are common in Palestine. The English name is referred by Skeat

to the Teutonic base SPARWA, to flutter; so that, in spile of the
resemblance of sound, it can hardly be related lo the Heb. gippdr, Assyr.

> o >

iggdru (= igpiiru with Regressive Assimilation ; cf Arab. ,^^a.c), which
appears to mean whistler (cf Assyr. gapdru, ' whistle ', ' pipe ', ' twitter ',

' mutter ', &c.; Ar.^«-o to whistle, of a bird).
St. ii is metr. short (two stresses). © rj 8i;o-ets avrov waKep aTpov6iov

TraiSi'o) ; supplies the desiderated parallel comparison : Sxr-Kep aTpovdiov =
'"¦JJ^riSS like an ostrich (cf. 3023 arpovOZv, Is 34I8 aTpovOiuiv). In Pr 26''
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nSS3 is followed by 11113 like the swallow (© wo-Trep . . . aTpovOoi), and
lil"! is parallel to IISS in Ps 84' also (where © has Tpvyoiv, turtledove) ;
perhaps, therefore, it may be read here. The context implies some
captive wild bird ; 13113 like a dove, therefore, seems less suitable, as these
birds are too tame to need any

'
binding

'
to prevent their escape. (®'s

word here iraiStov = 'iy3b is due to misunderstanding a scribal abbrevia

tion.) orpov^tov = 11SV elsewhere in © (seven limes; e.g. Ps 84^ =
838 ©). © And wilt thou keep him for the days of thy youth ? misreading
^inilW iDib 1310E'11 (pts.). 1135)3 like a crane (Is 38" Je 8') seems also
possible.

V. 30. partners : i. e. in fishing (cf. Lk 5'-i» p.eToxoi, koivwvoi). Di131
socii; so pointed here only. 93 amici = Dnsi. © JaL'ii, partakers,
associates, partners. © e^vj; (by inadvertence from st. ii ; or did © read
O'-i^: foreigners ?). Z seems to have read OiOSl wise men pro Dnsi.
bargain about : vby llSi (62^) ; or make trade of him. C Accus. buy
(Dt 26). With -/-IS cf 13-0 sell, and Sum. GAR, do, put, give, put
down (cf mgs. of fl3); MUN-GAR, NIG-GAR, goods, property, treasure
(makkdrii). 93 concident eum : cut him up (= lllSi) ; © ivaiTovvTai, make
a meal of; dK. (lis III. give afeast; cf. 2 K 628 and Assyr. iskunu kereta,
'
they made a feast '). So also Z. © assemble over him (Hi?^ or vliP^ pro

1131. Error due to dictation ?).
St. fi

.

share or divide him; the Subj. being the partners. Cf Ex 2183.
Bui © p.epLTevovTai {d-K.^ p.epi^0VTai) h

e avrov ^oiviKtov e^vr; {ACyevr/) ; and

9
3 divident ilium negotialores ? perhaps implying XiVfolk pro SO? ps between.

133 pro ps would yield a similar sense : Shall sons of Canaanites (= Ca-

naanites) divide him? i.e. share him out (cf Ex 2385). A closer parallel

lo St. i. © And ivill they divide him among many ? (app. rg. 1'?!'33 Aram.
multitudes pro 50? Oi3y33 Canaanites or traders, Pr3i2i). The question

of the verse seems to be : When caught, is the monster cut up and
distributed for sale like a big fish ? (presumably for human food :

crocodiles, though extremely unpalatable to Europeans, are eaten by
the people of the Upper Nile ; and the flesh of the native species is sold

in the markets of Siam).

V. 31. spikes: or barbs: niS.E' d-K. cf. (IB"), D'S'E' thorns \\ DrSS NU3336;

Assyr. sikkatu, 'plug', 'peg', or likkalu, 'point', ' peak ', of a mountain ;

thorn-hedge (cf Is 53) ; Ar. eU pierce through. The Versions misunder
stood the word : 93 Numquid implebis sagenas pelle eius ? (rg liss'ty nets,

188, pro liSE'S); © Wilt thou flll his skin with flesh? (lE'S); Z Canst
thou fill his skin with bowers? (! SlbboOS = liSD booths = 50? nis'E').

© Trav S
e

ttXidtov avveXObv ov prj iveyKutaiv (ivpaav piav ovpas avTov
(®* more grammat. iveyK-g); a marvellous version, app. rg. li'3'E' (Is 213

ttXoiW) pro ni3E'. Possibly is3] his tail was a

marg. var. of iliy
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his skin (suggested by his head in st. ii), so that jivpaav plav ovpdi avroD

is conflate. © may thus represent (133T) my IVSE'-bs xboil ; ttov he
TrXojTov avveXOov being merely a periphrasis of the plur., and the whole
paraphrastic. (Since -^veyKe = XiSl as a rule, © may indicate 'fSSni
my IVSE'-bs Could all ships bring his skin P)
St. ii. 93 Et gurgustium piscium capite illius ? where piscatorum (the
hut of flshermeri) would seem more natural. The notion of hut is due
to connecting bsPS spear (fr. bbv I. quiver, whizz) with bbx III. shadow
(cf Gn 198 bs). So Z And his head with the screen {^y^i\) of fishes, cf
2 V. 22. © with the shadow of fire (J»aj scrib. error pro ).jcu). © Kat
ev TrXotois dXie,»v Ke<fyaXr]v avTov = lE'Xl (pro 50? TlfV^ f̂ishes) Di3|l bsbsSI ;
taking bsPS to mean a fishing-smack (cf Is i8i Ovat y^s TrXoitov TrT€pvyes =
D1S33 bvbv J'lx ll).
». 32. so? lit. Set thy hand upon him; \ Remember the battle ; add not !
The meaning seems to be Try it once, and you will never do it again.
(Leg. OiB'l-DX?) 93 nee ultra addas loqui, 'and say no more!'; wrongly

supposing iSlb to be the suppressed Infin. But st. ii seems somewhat
disjointed, and 131 maybe the Infin. (= IStb cf. Gn 8" al.) : Thou wilt
think of a battle no more (xb pro bx). © i-KiOrjaei should be eTri^Tjo-ets
(©«AaC). Perhaps 13|1 (cf ©"21). After TroXepov (= lOlbo) © adds the
explanatory gloss tov yivo'pevov ev o-wptart avToij (i. e. the

' battle
'
which

the assailant experienced in his own person) ; while ©'^c-aAC add to this

Kai pjjKeTt yiveaOw = 5)011 PXI.
Chapter 41. Continues the same subject.

V. I. Corrupt. St. i is metr. short, fl being always a proclitic (8"-23
13I al.). 50? lit. Lo, his hope hath proven false (Pr 308); cf 2423 Hi. The
word ioi'b of his assailant (cf. Ps 351), or iS Onpiofhiin that fights against

him, may have fallen out after the preceding IDlbo (4082) : The hope of
his assailant proveth vain ! (lOlb iblll pro 50? Ilblll).
© ovhe eTriTois XeyopeVois Te^avpaKas ; = St. ii (rg. bOl OnOX-pX 031).
©ACvid.«c.a prefix OVK {ovx) ^opaKa^ avTov ; which does not help much as

a substitute for st. i (= lini xbl pro 50? Ilbll [l). 93 Ecce spes eius
fruslrabilur eum, Lo, his hope will disappoint him (= l33T3i Pi. or Hi.?).
St. ii SO?boi VXlO-bx 031 Even at his appearance will he be thrown I (RV
inserts a ' not

'
; but see Heb.). The 1 is dittogr. from the previous

word, and must be omitted. 1'Kip his visible form or appearance

(Gn 4121) —- 11X10. The crocodile is such a terrible-looking creature

that his would-be assailant is ' knocked down ', as we say, at the very
sight of him. 93 Et videntibus cundis praecipitabitur (= boj VXl PSSIj
cf. Is 813) ; 5
j3 pro SO? b
x

ut saep. © ovSe Se'SotKas ort ryToipaxno.1 pot

(©'^
o-oi) ; = V. 2^. © renders the verse : Lo, loosed is thy foot \ And

also God will bear his bitterness (= b'D' ilD bx 03] | -^yp. bill |n
= corruption of SO?).
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V. 2. St. i. RV None is so fierce that he dare stir him up makes good
sense, but is hardly warranted by the Heb., is a bad parallel to st. ii, and
ignores the fact that the stichus is metr. short (two stresses), and that

lt3X (30^1) prob. refers to the beast rather than to the man. The line
may be restored thus 131iyi iD ITSN Xll He isfell; who shall arouse him ?

(sin pro xb and id pro 13, as is almost demanded by the following 1DI ;

131'yi Ketib pro Qeri I31iyi). Then naturally follows st. ii : Ii3sb Xll 1DI
Syii And who (emph.) before him can stand? (li3sb pro i3sb, c 27 codd.
et I'^^ss.), The proposed 131^ NP He remembers not (4082'') leaves st. i

metr. short, and is otherwise not much better than the fanciful IJ "^^bo

A hostile Angel (pro 1T3X xb). © ovhe hehoiKai on -IjTOLpaaTai poi; =

lb Tiy '3 (?11S1 ?Xl'n) 113' xb (cf. 325 928 ; nym 1528) ; corrupt reading
of SO?. In St. ii TIS yap eo-Tiv 6 e'p.oi dvTto-Tcis ; = 50?. 9

3 Non quasi crudelis
suscitabo eum = isTyx ItSXS xb pro 50? 131iyi '3 1T3X xb ; Quis enim

resistere potest vultui meo ? = 50?. Z He is not cruel because he rouses
him I And who (emph.) before him shall take his stand? © He will

not go far when he is roused | And who is tiiere that shall stand
before me

V. 3. St. i is again too short. SO? cannot mean Who hath first given

unto me (??), that I should repay him ? (RV). By reading iO'lp Xll-'D
DbE'l Who hath ever faced him and remained whole ? (or IS^^P) Xll-'D

obE"! Who can face him and remain whole?), we restore the balance of

the metre, and get rid of the dubious Hi. (cf. Am 9'3), as well as of the

awkward reference to God (cf v. 2''). See 9' 30". © ^ tis dvTio-Ti;o-eTat

pot Koii iT-opeve'i (= DbB;)) 'IID-ip^ '01; cf 9^ 2221 ©). St. ii SO? lil.

Under all the heavens to me he {belongs) does not cohere with what
precedes. © as 50? ; but 3

; attempts better sense with Is not all under
the heavens mine? and 9

3 with Omnia quae sub caelo sunt, mea sunt

(both trs. b
s nil). © et Trao-a fj ovpavov e'pti; iaTiv, If all the

earth is mine (connecting this as Protasis with v. 4 !). For ^ ovp. =

n? see 2234I8 3818-2* 42133 =b3ri 3418;
=D^pB' 111 Dt 25132920.

Instead of N'i"'b, however, IH^'^^b not one (14^'') or perhaps X11-xb

(but cf. Je 5"), or IJl'^^b, he exists not, there is none such.

V. 4. In 50? St. i has only two stresses, while st. ii has four. The

metrical balance may be restored by transferring 131 to st. i. Then,

instead of the dubious 1'IS his parts, i.e. members (see note on 1818),

read no his dress, garb, esp. military array : see i Sa4" 1738 (where JinE'
also occurs as here, v. 5). VIS due to reminiscence of

ii3 QilO 1^3

1E«lli. VID 131 E"llX"xb / will not be silent about his array agrees
with what follows in v. 5 (IB'isb his warrior's

apparel or cloak ; cf. 2 Sa 208

Is 63>-2). St. ii should be iSiy b'11 ini1S3(1) {And) his
might and the

strength ofhis outfit (or accoutrements). Both niisa (3913) and
b^l (Ps 33")

!2I0 G g
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are used of physical strength ; and the vox nihili I'n may be exchanged

for the latter with some assurance. For iSlJ? we might substitute i'"]^
his attire, if it were not sufficientiy justified by D'lJS Tjiy an outfit or
suit of clothes, Jui7i». Cf. liy || E'sb 40i». © ov auorrqaopai (= 50?
E'mx-xb) hi avTov (= ilj? ?pro SO? VlS); Ktti Xoyov Svvapecos iXe-^aei tov
lo-ov avTov= i3lV |1' lilISS 1311 And with a word ofpower he willfavour
his equdl (dupl. accus. ut Ju 2122: lo-ov: cf 28"-" 133iy' = lawQ-ifreTai
¦avTrj) = text of SO? slightly altered. 93 Non parcam ei (?1'by E''^lX-^<b

?^''J!3) et verbis
potentibus (linsa 1311) et ad deprecandum compositis

(T]1iy ! lilbl). (S And I will not keep silence on (o jsk>jw) his strength \
And on Ihe sinews of his might. Z takes VJS as idle talk {11') or lying
(I'SIS"]?), and renders isij? pn] by I'lbj!! Nniysi and the entreaty that is
upon him ; app. an allusion to the fabled ' crocodile tears

' (pl connected
with [31 as in ©93).

7'. 5. Lit. Who hath stripped off or removed (153 Is 228
472 of removing

a covering or veil) the face of his coat (i.e. his skin,
30I8).'' exposed the

skin by stripping off the armour of scales which covers it. Read prob.

nl'2^
(' om. post ') ; so © tis dTroKaXvi/'«t ktX. 93 Quis revelabit faciem

indumenti eius ? But the idea required by the context (st. ii) i
s rather

that of penetrating or piercing through the hard surface ; and Is 363 (X31
lSp31 1S3S // will go into his hand and pierce it) suggests the reading SpJ
pro IP? : cf. v. 26. (bb^ fr. ¦v^b33 seen in bsp, Ar. J.»i^ a toothed sickle is

also conceivable : Who can gash the surface of his coat ?) In st. ii we
must read iJ'lp his body-armour or coat ofmail c © 6<apaKoi avrov (so
Je 46*; = fi'lK* I Sa 173-88 IJlE' Is 59". See also v. 18 infr.) pro SO? iJDi
his halter or bridle. Il is absurd to suppose that 'his double bridle' (RV)
can mean his two rows of teeth. l3no is a suitable paraUel to lE'ub
(i Sa 1 788 Is 63I-2). The obvious answer to the question of RV Who shall
come within (?

) his double bridle P is
. Anyone who chooses —at his own

risk, go into means penetrate, as in Is 366. The expression his double

mail might perhaps denote his scales and hide together (Dr) ; but more

probably the meaning is that his armour is twice as strong as any coat of

mail, and quite impenetrable (as we might speak of a sevenfold shield).

9
3 Et in medium oi'is eius quis intrabit ? (perhaps reading 3PS or Slj^S

pro bsSS, and supposing that )01 might mean the place of the bridle, i. e.

the mouth : cf. !X). © recte ets he -ktv^iv OmpaKOs avrov tis av elaeXOoi ;

IB And when the net falleth. Sec (b'B33 pro bsSS ; IIVO., lE'i, or some
other syn. pro 1301). 3

! as 50? {Into the doubling of his halter, i.e. the
place where it doubles, who durst enter ?—Levy CHWB s. v. XiSOllS =
(jiopPeia compares x^Xivoi', bits, and also the corners of a horse's mouth
where the bit rests).

v. 6. his mouth : reading VS 15S0 2312 al. or H'S 31 35" 4028 pro 50? 1'J?
hisface. So ©. Cf the parallel his teeth. can open : Impf. US' pro
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SO? nns. So © Tt's dvoi'fet, 93 Quis aperiet ; but 3; as 50?. (© wrongly
divides these vss. : Who openeth tiie circle of his teeth, the terror that is in
the valley = X'3S ID'X or X13 noVS* pro 50? 11X33 : IDIX.)
v.l. 'Crocodiles', we are. told, exhibit 'a partial dermal skeleton,
developed in the leathery integument, consisting of numerous square

bony plates, keeled in the centre, and forming a complete dorsal shield
'

(EBr S.V.). This confirms the conjecture li? his back (i K 14') or li.3/(f.
(Pr ioi8ls 506) pro 50? 11*<3 pride. (13 dorsum does not occur elsewhere

in Job : see note on 303.) His back is furrowed with shields ; a pictur
esque description of its appearance. Lit. His back is gullies (or water
courses, channels) of (i.e. formed by) shields (i.e. shield-shaped plates).
For piax see notes on 6^3 1321 ^qi* and cf. Is 8' Ez 68. The grooves
between the rows of bony plates running along the animal's back are
compared to the gullies between mountains.

The use of the word ipiSX , however, seems questionable ; and a verb
would conduce to perspicuity, e.g. ISipi (i' 193 and i K 72*): His back
shields encompass (or enclose); possibly, perhaps, in view of Ex 1422 158^
Di33Db

XSpi
113 His back is hardened (lo^') into shields. In any case, it

is the 'shields ', not the hollows between their rows, that are important to

the armature of the crocodile. St. ii is also diflScult. USD Sing, must
refer to 113, not to Di33D 'X Plur. (OL, RV). SO? l? Dlil 1130 {Shut is
a narrow seal I) is really meaningless. It certainly cannot mean closely
joined

(?
) as with tight seal or (pointing IS Dlil) with seal offlint. We

may perhaps read 12f nOilS 1130 They (the shields) shut it in as (ivith)
wall offlint.

'Seal' (9'
14") is not likely, for a seal could be broken.

Verses 8
,
9 describe how closely the

' shields ' are set.

® ra eyKaTa avrov cto-TrtSes X"-^'^^'-"-'- I <rvv8eo-pos avrov ioairep apipiTr)^

XiBos. 1
3 treated as an Aramaism (13, ^\^ middle, the inside, viscera or

' inwards'); cf Ps 5112 ev TOts eyKciTOts pov = iSlpS. But 2I'''' to, eyKaTa

avroi)=1'J'Oy (I). aoTTiSes x^XKetai, cf 40I8 TrXevpai xaXKetat = nE'13 'P'SX (!).

@ (for the verse) His mouth is fastened and bound and sealed. 9
3 Corpus

illius quasi scuta fusilia, |

compacium squamis se prementibus (iljl? pro

SO? 11X3 ; '3D pS1D(3) might account for quad scuta fusilia, cf i K 732 ( ss)

ad fin., and for doTri'Ses xa-^Keiat also, if we might suppose xaXKeiai to be

a scribal error for xuvevrat': thus pviO pro SO? 'pisx). In st. ii 93 perhaps

read IS DlilS 1130 enclosed with tight (l?) seal (qs Coll. = the plates or

'shields'); or IS 13ips '0 shut in with an enclosing plate (cf Ez 48

Ct8'), IS as Ptcp. of US (Ps 1393). Z st.i: KJT??' ""W-'-
i^\b Pp'll. Var. 'liS'bp xn'SS ni311'.3 !]'l Like the swell ofponds (or rivers)
are its scales = 1'|?D D''|P'S^« 11X33 (cf 50?); st. 2 (v. I'NS) i:s Dlil3 inx
shut in with a close seal. © o-v'v8eo-p.os

(©^ Kat o-vvSeo-poi, ©^^'^avvh. he)

ovToi) = 'lapO) pointed iiaOl ? S>a-Kep apipiTrj? Xi'^os = l'»?'"^03 like

adamant (?
) pro 50? IS 01113 . tpipi'i Diosc. or apvpis Hesych. is said to

G g 3
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be Corundum or emery powder. The phrase is only found here.

(Schol. acfipayli aTev-rj ^= Tt.)
V. 8. Lit. One to one they approach (Constr. Is 653); i.e. the 'shields'

are set close, side by side. space: or interval: pointing 111 (Gn 32")
pro 50? nil wind or air. -(This and the last verses were wanting in ©
originally.)

V. 9. This verse is an evident var. of v. 8. Cod. Kenn. 34 omits it
,

and it is starred in ©h. clinging: lit. as 3888 they are joined. They
hold together : see note on 3883'>.

V. 10. his snorting: lit. sneezing. Point ilE^'Oy Sing, c ©9SS > Plur.
50?. The word happens to be aTr. in OT, but the Root E'Dy to sneeze
occurs in Ar., Aram., Eth., as well as NH. It is doubtiess an onomato
poeia. The allusion of the stichus may be to the flash of the spray shot

up in the sunlight from the reptile's nostrils (cf. vv. 11 sqq.). It is

curious to note that the Ar. (jjsc to sneeze means also to dawn, and
jjjlkaJI is the daybreak. For Pli see 31*3 Is 1313, © And his orbs
{eyes JfcCijLi) are filled with light | And his eyes (»»adA*J»L) are as

the rays of dawn (]i^*. w>aV^) ; cf. Sum. ZALAG shine, firelight,
and ).^i^) id.). A better parallel; but how did © read VlE'ioy ? jWiX

'1 1i3iy the pupil of his eyes } The crocodile's red eyes

' are said lo
appear gleaming through the water before the head comes to the surface '

(Driver).

V. II. fiames: DniDP lit. torches. 'Perha^is flashes ; cf. Ex 20" Na 28.
(The -v^isb may be cogn. c 033 Assyr. nabdtu, to shine.) © Xap,Tra8es

Ka(op,evoi, burning torches. © perhaps chose XapiTras (12 times) to repre

sent lisb because of the likeness of sound. sparks : '^iT? (air.) from

-/I'S = Ar. :>^ emit flre (of firestick); akin lo -s/lp in I'lp be kindled,
lip bore, kindle, _jj strike flre, and lp"J, 1|P^, j5j be kindled, burn.
escape or slip out: loboii (192" only). Whether we retain SO? (and a

verb of motion suits the |1 isbli), or read lOlbli (aTr. Hithp.; cf. v. 13)
after © (cf. 93 Sicut taedae ignis accensae), which is less prob. (as is also

the treatment of the 3 in illio as Caph Compar. ap. ©93), © Kat 8tap-
ptTTTovvTcii (Is 62i°t) iaxapai Trvpos lends some support to SO? (Siapp.
= iboii or ItSIJO! d-K. }} ; cf 16"). iaxapa, hearth, brazier, flrewood, altar,
which represents some eight other Hebrew words in ©, may wefi equal

'Ill's here. © has a double rendering : And there go forth out of his
mouth torches | Like coals of flre, and like sparks of flre which are
flaming.

V. \2. like a boiling pot: 11S3 1113: jit. like a pot blown (under);
i.e. with, breath or bellows (ISO Je 623); cf 11S3 TO id. Je i" and ilS
11S3 a blown furnace or ci-iicible Ecclus 43*. There is a difficulty about
the last word in the verse. 50?

"i^Pi^] and rush{es)
4023 gives no good
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sense, at first sight. Possibly, however, the rushes are the fuel which,
when blown into a flame, cause the pot to boil and steam. Perhaps

I1D3X3 (cf Zc 123). St. ii ap. © f4^-»:»? U»fl» )l'ie! 'f
I'
like the flame

round a pot which is heated; 93 sicut oUae succensae atque ferventis ;
X KS'I IS^"!; I'M Xlil !1'1 like a boiling pot which makes ajd

{
Wassei--

slrahl. Levy). Perhaps an Arabism «3N | the fire burned flercely,flamed

or blazed)
might be suggested pro fiO^X : Like (or ^.r of) a pot blown and

blazed under, or blown under and heated, ff
i

(KaTrvos) Kapivov Kaiope'vijs

Trvpt dv^pciKiov = D'P13 E'XS iy'3 113 ; reading 113 pro 1113 (which is

suspiciously like 'llliS codd. nns v. n), and perhaps anticipating the
QiblJofv. 13.

V. 13. his breath: 1B'S3; not his fury (OL); cf vv. 10-12. 9
> recte:

Halitus eius prunas ardere facit. There can be little doubt that E'S3,
Assyr. napiltu, orig. meant breath. (Cf the analogy of Dl"" breath, wind,
spirit, and Dn scent or smell, sir. what is inbreathed or inhaled = E'S3

Is 3^3= Assyr. niplu, smell, odour : giru itegin nipil lammu, ' A serpent
smell the scent of the herb ', NE xi. 304. The vb. napdlu is to breathe,
blow, and also to expand, broaden ; breathing expands the chest : cf littu
kima imbari inappus elilu, ' Sleep like a (sudden) blast bloweth over him

'

(NE xi. 2io). The prim. Root may be Sum. ^^{< PESH, napdlu,
rapdsu. Cf also fiB'3 to blow) ff

i
1
7

i/fvx^ avrov dv6paKe<s (Olbl exc. ante
anbl). St. ii = V. 1 1 St. i. The verse may be a variant of that. ' No
smoke without fire ', says the proverb. The comparison of the monster's
hot breath, steaming from nose or mouth in the sunlight, lo smoke and

sparks, is intelligible ; and
travellers'

tales may have made him a fire-

breathing animal. The poet probably depended on report for his
description of the crocodile.

V. 14. 'The vertebrae of the neck bear upon each other by means of
rib-like processes, the neck being thus deprived to a great extent of its

mobility; hence the difficulty experienced by crocodiles in
turning'

(EBr s. V.) St. i : so ©9S©2:. For
pbi abides see 172 19^ Is i".

St. iix: boundeth Panic: 13X1 fVV. Both words d-K. The former
might be an Aramaism (yil Z Pr 232* exult; Syr. .o> leap or dance for
joy). So © Ikiiw? joU exsultat timor, and Z N}'iSi<l p'T? = 50?. But

® Tpexet =
pi'
runneth may be right for the verb. Instead of the noun

'"'??1 (= P^?^ Dt 2833) faintness, faintheartedness, © gives dTrwXeta

= piSX 2682822; which, though adopted by some, does not suit here,

since it means the Place of Perdition (syn. She'ol). Besides, dTrcoXeia
= TN 2i8» 30" 318 Pr i26 al., and many other Heb. words: see, e.g.,
II 20 205.28. (5'A has eVXtptta, extreme hunger; 9
3 egestas, want: both
prob. representing nsxi. Perhaps I'lpl tre77ibling (4") may be sug
gested ; but no change is really necessary. Cf Hab 3'. The reference
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to the neck seems rather strange ; and a line fike Ty
p' liySS In his steps

(= Behind him; cf Dan 11") marcheth Fierceness (or ?' aTr. Quaking,

Panic}) would improve the parallelism.

». 15. 50? HE'S 'bso the fallings or hanging parts of his flesh is very
doubtful (bso Am 83t). The crocodile has no visible loose flesh. We

may perhaps read 'e'S 'bs3 the folds (or, according lo the Eth. use of the

Root, the parts ; but cf v. 5) of his flesh. The verb ipSl should be
pointed as Pu. IpS'l (cf v. 9 3888), since the Qal is not used abs. in

Job (see 1923 291° 31'). Cf 93 Membra carnium eius cohaerentia sibi;
© adpKei he awpaTO^ avrovi KeKoXXrjVTai (= Pu.); Z i'P'1??^!'? i^'lDS

'IpE'

The lumps (?
)

of his flesh stick together (cf. Syr. j«.^^ carcase, trunk) ;

but © Goodly (^-In*,) is his flesh and fat (= nsi ?) ; a guess at a

defaced text. St. ii. // (i.e. his flesh) is firm (lit. cast 282) upon him,

it cannot be shaken ; as it might, if it hung loose. © KaTaxeei merely

mistakes PISJ as Impf instead of Ptcp. But 9
3 Millet contra eum

fulmina appears lo read pisi or pilS^ (Ps 144*) pio piSJ, and lOD^ PSI
{d ad locum alium non ferentiir ; a paraphr.) pro Dio)-P3. The word
plJli (repeated twice in v. 16) certainly seems dubious; and ©^, stars

the whole stichus. Z yiTl xbl 'iby IDW = 50?. © :yiliCm.>S)0 and

he is supported (connecting 010' b
s

with v. 14: o»a^ ¦•^W Jlo And his
heart quakes not).

V. 16. Instead of the repeated pISJ (3" ; unique in the book), we seem
lo require here other words expressive of hardness and solidity, e. g. ptl

or lE'P. Thus we might restore

tSX-lDS lE'P isb

:i'nii ibsD (?pTi') pm

His heart is solid as a stone

|

And liarder than the nether millstone : cf
Ez 2* 3'-3 Je53. Perhaps pis' should be kept in st. i ; or '^'^'^ f̂irm, solid, be
read as an Aramaism (cf. Syr. \l-^-,j>. la*3 solid rock). © -Keirrjyev, is solid

(= SS3 Ex 158; or XSp ibid.); in st. ii eo-rijKev, it stands firm (= 3S' ? cf
Gn 433 2 Sa 152* SO? Ip'Sl): both prob. represent 50? (pISJ). © did not

understand ibs millstone (Ju
988)

. v-hich it renders dKp.wv, an anvil The
phrase dKp.mv dvj;XaTos, a stubbo7-n (unmalleable) anvil occurs only here.

9
3 Cor eius indurabilur (fV''' cf i ii3 stabifis ; 2213 3 7 18
) tanquam lapis

|

Et stringetur quasi mallealoris incus (pSI' from pIS I. cf 37'3 and Aul.
Gell. mare gelu stringi et consistere ; and llO or IFiip pro n'RIll).

2 = SO?. © St. ii •. )>J«iJot ^(' »!JLv3o And firm as flint (= E"obn-lDS?
pro n'nil lbs3).
V. 17. Read (with many codd.) iiXE'D pro SO? HE'D, and point either
ilX|'0 At his uprising (=93 cum sublatus fuerit), or rather perhaps
Al his majesty (cf 13" 3128); or ilX.tS'D At his storming (30" Pr 3^3) or
onset. <BZ from fear of him (cf 2 3123). In view, however, of La 3"
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•\2Wn\ nx^l (codd. ©95 b) and st. ii 'ISB'D, we may prefer to point
instSto At his noise or uproar. The noise will be that of his rush or
breaking through the reeds, since the crocodile utters no cry (though

the poel may have imagined or heard that he does): cf IE* '33 Nu 24"
= liXE* '33 Je 48*3. We may then restore in the parallel stichus, which
in 50? is metr. short (two beats only), D'lSX ilSE*)? pro 50? D'lS^D. We
thus get a fairly satisfactory verse :

At his noise heroes are afraid.
At his crashing the brave take to flight.

This involves littie or no change in st. i ; and, as regards st. u, D'lSX
exc. p. 113E' owing to similarity of letters. For D'bx (so 93 angeli; cf
Pss 291 89' Is 9' Ez 31" 3221 al.) some codd. have D'b'X (Ex 1513 Ez 1713).
<SiZ ^;a»or, X'S'pn the mighty. In st. ii © seems to have read D'llE'D the
strong (Aram.) pro O'lSB'D and llli pro IXOinV Miss or lose themselves
= are bewildered, lose their heads, is questionable, in view of the mg. of
NOI Hithp. in the only other occurrences (Nu 8211912 al.), viz. topurify one

self {see 93). The Eth. use l-IT/t: aufugit (Gn i63-8) may give the true
sense here (Burney), though that meaning is isolated in OT. Z xnsi-|tp
i^'"'vS P"'^ ; app. reading DXOl' he finds Ihem guilty. © renders the
verse very strangely : aTpacjievTos he avTov ^d,8os $rjpioK TeTpd-Koaiv (4013)
im y^s dXXopivoii = :' npl'B'D isy3 I ijlb 1130 iSB's (due to misreading
of similar letters). But possibly dXXop-e'vots is an error for dXiopie'vots

= SO?1X0111 (so also in Eth.).

V. 18. Leg. llVK'n-DX pro 50? 11.3'V'P (ungrammat.) c ©93; or simply
in3'E'l c Z, in the same sense (so cod. Kenn. 180). The rare ibs 7iot

should prob. be bs as in v. 15. Should the sword reach him, it standeth
not; gets no hold ; fails to penetrate his hide and glances off.

In St. ii VBD a dart is very doubtful ; and the same may be said of
ii;")?' javelin (?). Both are dv. Xeyo'pi. A verb is wanted > the three
nouns. Note also the Asyndeton. Cf © (text incert.) and © The spears

ofcaptains he beareth ; XB*^ pro yoo and
Dn'B' pro inE' ! (cf. ©«<:-aC So'p„

iKTjppevov = 1X(5'3 1131 : Ov p.i) iroirjatoaiv = "VE'yO ; so that ©'s text
here is conflate.) 9G has only Neque hasta 7ieque thorax (© OwpaKa,

©A^wpa^). Z also seems lo have thought of X'<J'3, for it has Xli?™
P33X xboDl xybpl the spear and the sling that lifteth stones, and the

cuirass (KJjiB'l). We might perhaps read li'lE^p yDPl ni31 The spear

starteth off from his mail (cf Nu 1181 yD3); or rraf
fyo I131 The

spear-head breaks off from the shaft, or ISE; I13I
lOD The staff of the

spear is broken.

V. 19. Perhaps spil > |ispi (3 dittogr.); © ^'Xov aaOpov, 93 lignum

putridum. (Neither word occurs elsewhere.)
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V. 20. The rhythm is inconsistent. There would appear to be only
two beats in st. i, but four in st. ii

.

YU arrow may have fallen out before

JS in St. i ; and in st. ii we should perhaps read '?.S for 13SX (cf. Zc 913).

5
8 vir Sagittarius probably = 50? ; but © ov p,-^ Tp<!>a-rj avTov Toiov xdXKeiov

= IE'113 lE'P 13sbin-xb : see 202^'' ©. © He fleeth not from the bow.
Z *<nE'p'] Xlil? = 50?. St. ii © ^yrp-ai pev ireTpo^oXov xoprov (cf v. 19")

= ybp 'sx SE'li E'pb. © thought a ballista was intended. Cf Wisd. 522
eK TrerpoySoXov. ©3: bolh read 13l?'13 are accounted (cf. ©) pro 50? 13313

are turned; but cf v. 21=". 9
3 rightiy as 50? : In siipulam versi sunt ei

lapides fundae.

». 21. © u)s KaXdprj = Tl E'pS. {KaXdp.r] = E'p Ex 15' and in five
other places; never = I3p, which is KaXapios 40I8 and twelve times al.)
SO? ISE'i: should be ib'SE'TO in agreement with the Sing. Subj. (cf
©* eXoyiaOr] avTw). llin || jili3 must be some kind of missile, e.g. dart
or javelin > a club (RV). It may be a Hebraized form of the tartahu of
Assyrian historical texts, which probably means a sort of light spear or
javelin (certainly a missile weapon : see Lehmann Samallumukin, p. 67,

1
. 22). Possibly, however, inin is a corruption of 101 spear, incorrectly

written 1D11 plen^. © a^tvpa (x'=-* a<j)vpav X"=-' â<f>vpai), i.e. atjtvpa, hammer,
mallet (Ju 421 n3pD Is 41' B'iDs); cf 93 Quasi siipulam aestimabit mal-

leum ; Z Xi;i3 clubs (but the Syr. )4jjJ is axe). © transposes the two

stichi, and seems to read Dill the deep pro inil : He laughs at the spear
(Ulli) I And the Deep is counted to him as the dry land.
E'y! shaking (© o-eto-pov ut Am i'); cf. 392^. 9

3 Et deridebit vibrantem
hastam. © -Kvpjiopov (sc. oio-tov or ySe'Xeos) a fire-bearing shaft or bolt

(= 50? piis); cf Ar. \\S emisit ignem, and nnis v. 11. Z NHOIl E'i3i
noise of ihe spear.

V. 22. Lil. Under him {axe) the shai-pest ofpotslierds ; app. meaning die
scales of his belly, which leave an impression on the mud where he lies.
(1111 = 11 sharp here only.) This agrees with st. fi : He spreads (17")
a threshing-sledge (Am i3) upon the mire. The implement intended is still
used in Syria ; ' a board, about 7 fl. long b

y
3 ft. broad, set underneath

crosswise wiih sharp pieces of hard stone or basalt, which, being drawn
round the threshing-floor by a yoke of oxen, sheUs out the grain, and
cuts up the straw into chaff

'

(Driver). © ij o-Tpwpiv^ avrov, his bed{if^)

is a paraphr. of I'lll that which is under him, and implies no different
reading ; and the same may be said of o^eXiaKoi ofets, sharp spits (or

obelisks ; cf 95) = E'^l '1111 : 9
3 Sub ipso erunt radii soils. Both

identify 'E'li with Dll the sun (9'). ©'A ofvvT^pes sharpeners, ©® o-t8T;pto
iron tools pro o/3eXi'o-Koi are other unhappy guesses at the meaning of 'll.

Z NSDl I'l pilll PI'IS 'lllin Under him are stones which are sharp as
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:a potsherd = 50?. (© om.) In st. ii 93 gives Et secernet sibi auru7n quasi

latum. And he will set apart for himself gold as it were mire ; app. reading
lis; pro 13")^ and taking '\p\-\r\ as © xpi'o'os (Pi" 8i"-i9), though the word
does not occur elsewhere in Job. © is even more marvellous : Tras 8e
^vo-os OaXdaarji v-k airrbv wa-Kep -Kr]Xb'sdp.v6r]To^, And all the gold of the
sea is under him like untold clay ! = 31 DiD 103 Di pil bs lilllI (cf. 27"
36^ dpvd.). DJ of the sea is evidently from the next line. Z XSll T^^'

(piD) |XD iby X313D He spreads (?
) the pure gold upon the mire. (The

emendation Bni mil nil He hath broken the sharp weapons of the smith
seems superfluous after vv. 26-29. The simile of the verse is surely apt

and pictorial enough to satisfy us.)
V. 23. maketh boil: Hi. Cf 302' Pu. biS, the Root of ibiS, iblSD,
deep water, the deep, is perhaps to be compared with bbs Assyr. galdlu,

sink, be submerged (iblSD -= place of sinking}). The Nile may be meant
bolh b

y this word iblSD and by 01 the sea (Is 193 Na 38). In st. ii

SO?Di'e'J he makes is prob. right ; cf Gn 1 3" for the Constr. The suggested
D'B'i he wastes is certainly no improvement, as it spoils the parallelism.

Both stichi refer to the trail of froth and foam which marks the monster's

movement through the water. llplD3 like an ointment-pan ; viz. when it

bubbles and throws up white scum in boiling down the oil and spices to

be compounded. © ^yip-ai (SE'li)
gv
^^ OdXaaaav wa-Kep e$dX{e)nrTpov

(as an unguent-box); 58 paraphr. Et pond (:= Di'E'^) quasi cum unguenta

bulliunt (93 adds D' mare to sl. i agst. metr. and sense). Z ^'i 'I.E"^ XD2
NPS'ip The sea lie makes like a pan =50?. © om. Possibly we should

read nibiSS like a cauldron (|
| to I'D? : cf Mi 33).

V. 24. Further description of the appearance of the water as 'the long
reptile swims through it. There seems no reason for changing a word

in St. i, except that we might add the 3rd Pers. Suff. to Si-n3 a path and

read ^Sin3 his path or track ; the 1 having perhaps fallen out before the

following '. Behind him shineth his track (or. Behind him he maketh his

path shine; TXi may be either Trans, or Intrans.): i.e. he leaves a track
of glistening spray behind him. Cf 9

3 Post eum lucebit semita = 50? ;

Z sb'SB' lir 11113. To read lix^ the Nile pro TX' is to substitute
prose for poetry.

St. ii: The Deep might be reckoned white-haired; a beautiful simile for

the ' hoary foam

' of the troubled water. Point Styi'. pro 50? SE'l! (v. 21 ;

Is 29"), © Ji.»ooiL o>^ .->¦-.• \St=al ,**{o And as dry land the Deep is

reckoned to him ; reading iB'S'b pro SO? iS'E'b : i. e. he is equally al home in

the water or on the land : a good sense, but not a good parallel to sl. i.

9
3 aestimabit abyssum quasi senescentem =50?. So 2 XOIll SIE'I'

xnn'B'b. © (om. St. 1
) app. gives a double version of sl. ii : And (he

regards) the Tartarus (lowest depth ?) of the abyss as a
captive {wawep

aixpaXioTov = rnfS pro 50? IS'B'S ; cf Is 522); He reckoned the abyss as
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a walk (eis TreptTraTov, cf Ez 42*11). In view of this we might perhaps
hazard the conjectural verse :

13113 11X1 piax

: ibisE'b Dili SE'li

T^e bed of the Nile is his pathway ; \ He regardeth the Deep as a road:
cf. Ps 7723. But SD? suits the context better, and is far more poetical.

[The '/siE', i_jL„ Assyr. Idbu, was originally a colour-term, denoting
bright, white, whitish, grey, esp. of the hair; cf 3 R 65, 7*": If his head
be full ofgrey hairs, Sec. (SAG . 'DV-su libdti mail), said of a newborn
child (Omen-text). The analysis may perhaps be the Factitive 'E

', V)
-f- SX bi-ight, while. Sec, which we see in SSX Assyr. abdbu, ebbu : cf also
perhaps S3E', labdbu, 'blaze', ^^^f flame i83,]

V. 25. earth : lay as 1923. his like or likeness : PE'O aTr. © opotov avrw;

9
3 potestas quae comparetur ei. © hardly suggests ibE'tp (KB). Perhaps

we should point ibB'O (Is 523 Je 3021): There is not on earth one that
ruldh him = his master. © And his power on the dust walketh (reading
liK wrongly for 50? f'S and app. t]blD for ibB'O). Z n'P.oblB' his ruler

(cf Mi 51); cf St. i.

St. ii is very dubious. 50? seems lo mean He who was madefor or into
(Ju 82') a lack-fear or fearlessness (lly^ar Gn 92); but both metre and
parafielism are defective. 5

0 ut 50? : qui factus est ut nullum timerel.

Z {whom He made that he might not be broken, scil. with fear : cf i Sa 17")
= paraphr. of 50?. © ¦Ke-Koirjp.evov ivKaTa-Kac^eaOai wo tS>v dyyeXiav pov
= © 40"''; see the notes there. The angels are introduced because it

seemed irreverent to speak of the Creator as ' sporting

'

with His creature.
The anomalous ^B'yi (it should at least be ''B'y! Ex 3" 382*) cannot
be accepted; and 1*1 bysb pro SO? 11 'bsb, (why not nilbsb? cf note
26^°), is hardly convincing. He who was made a lord of beasts is a
phrase without parallel in the OT, and coheres but awkwardly with
St. i. © seems to have read 'bsilE'b (nE-yi) I'E'yi Who hath made
for the Pit of Destruction every high one that he seeth ; connecting the
words with v. 26=> (cf Is 38"), and perhaps omitting 11. Upon the

whole we incline to prefer • IS-pl'E'b Il'B'y IpX (There is nothing like him
on earth ;) Eloah made him to play wiih. The poet is utterly at a loss to
account for the existence of such a strange outlandish creature, and can

only suppose it to be a kind of freak or sport of the Creative Power.

V. 26. 50? lit. Evei-y high one he seeth = 9
3 Omne sublime videt

= 2 'l?'7.; «\)D13 b
s

n: (cf. © supr. cit.) = © Trav ^rjXbv bpa. But this is

manifestly an unsuitable sense, not to mention the suspicious "ns and

the metrical shortness of the stichus. We might accept the corrections

inx and 8<1'^ (cf Ec 1 23) : Him every high (or haughty) one feareth. But
perhaps we should read 1^3^ D"11 rl33-b3-py Above all that is high and lofty
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he is exalted; or J'lXS on tlie earth may have fallen out after 133, or even
the emphatic Adv. Infin. 1N3 (He is supremely exalted ; cf Ex 1 51).
The phrase J'lE' '33 recurs from 288t; see the note there. Levy
CHWB cites from Sifri a saying about Rome : '131 1X3101 IVllE'D IT nisbo
This kingdom was proud and haughty. Sec. The Prim. Root may perhaps

be recognized in Sum. ]}(^ }} GA-ZA, GAZ, bear, lift, e.g. SAG-GUL
GAZA, mukil rel limutti, ' lifting a head of enmity ', i. e. hostile ; said of
the Seven Evil Spirits. The Ar. to rise (of a star) may be a loan
word. Or, since Heb. YUW , in the only other place where it occurs,

denotes beasts of prey, such as the lion, we might compare GAZ, GAS,
to smash, break in pieces, kill {=GAZ ; cf SA-GAZ, robber, bandit). The
V is

,

as usuaj. Factitive.

It should be noticed that st. ii has four stresses, while st. i has only
two. Possibly the verse is an interpolation. The statement that an
amphibious and ungainly reptile fike the crocodile is monarch of all the
wild beasts seems very improbable (cf Pr 308° Dan 4'ff-i' Pr 1912 20* Ju 14"

2 Sa i28). If
,

however, we make the slight change of bx for 50? "n^ in
St. i(as elsewhere), and read "jbo'l pro "jbo Xll, st. ii, we arrive at a verse
which is metrically correct and forms a passable conclusion to the whole :

El seeth every high one (cf 282^)/ | And is sovereign over all the sons of
pride (including the crocodile). 9

3 super universes filios superbiae.

@ And he (the crocodile) hath become king over every creeping thing

(U-» ^ 'VL) suggests n?* pro I'D?*; cf Gn 120.21 Le 10". Cf also

Z And he is king over all sons of flshes ('"111? '?.3; cf. Gn i28); and

© avTos 8
e fiaaiXevi wdvTtov Toiv ev Tots vSao-tv, But ©* /ipopmhovs,

stinking thing = J'pE' (Le i ii»-").
Chapter 42. Realizing his own ignorance and impotence, in view of
the inexhaustible wonders of the natural world, Eyob now makes humble

submission to the absolute Lord of All.
V. 2. Clearly we must read 'lyi^ c © oTSa, 9

3 Scio, 1 n'yi^, © )j'
^ r».;:,

Qert and numerous codd. pro Ketib lyiv Eyob confesses God's
omnipotence : Scio quia omnia poles ; so ©. In st. ii leg. lOlXD

C © d8waTer he aoi ovOev > SO?9331 ^IP device or purpose {2\'").
The former suits

the^
parafielism better. In any case, 50? iVSi (Gn ii3)

should be IVSl. Nothing is cut off or shut offfrom Thee; i.e. unattain
able b

y Thee. (IXS looks like a labialized form of IVp.) If the mean
ing were No thought (or purpose) is hidden (cf Je 338) or withheld from
Thee we should expect loTD"b3 : cf 93 (et nulla te latef cogitatio) and Z.
V. 3. The non-metrical interpolation lyi'ibs Ivy Dibyo lt-iO (remi
niscence of 382 with Oibyo pro T'J'no and om. Oibos ante ibs ; cf ©©)
must, of course, be rejected, as making the verse an incoherent tristich

and interrupting the connexion of thought : That being so (Thou being

what Thou hast now shown Thyself to be in Knowledge and Power), in
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my ignorance I have spoken too boldly on things beyond my grasp. Cf.
Pr 30" Ps 1311. © Therefore hast Thou shown me what I have not
understood \ And I have not known what things were too great for me.
© TIS 8c dvayyeXei pot a ovk -rjheiv \

peydXa Kal 6avp.aaTd d ovk rfKiOTdprfv ;

Possibly the verse should be restored as follows :

psx-xb 'b-n3i pb

: yix"xb 'jdo iixb33

Therefore thou hast shown me what I discerned not,
Wonders beyond me that I knew not.

V. 4. Another interpolation. St. ii (metr. short) occurred 388i> 40'.

For St. i see 3381. It is perfectly irrelevant, and greatly weakens the
effect of the emphatic statement which follows (v. 5), if ' Job repeats, in
line I, the substance, and in line 2 the actual words, of God's challenge

to him in xxxviii. 3, prior to confessing (v. 5) his inability to meet it
,

and

retracting (v. 6
) his former presumptuous utterances

' (Driver). If the
verse were genuine, il would naturally be taken to mean a demand for

further discussion ; but such a demand would absolutely contradict the
spirit of the context (vv. 2, 5, 6).
V. 5. By mere hearsay: I.TX ypE'b according to ear-hearing: cf Isii'

1'31X ypE'DP. The verse obviously contrasts mere hearing about God

with personal vision, viz. the Theophany of 38* in which Eyob recog
nizes the fulfilment of his confident hope that he would one day

' see God ', Who would ' stand up on the earth
'
and openly vindicate His

servant's innocence (1923-27).

mine own eye hath seen Thee : ^nxi '3iy : cf 192' ixi i3iyi.
V. 6

. The effect upon Eyob of the vision of God. SO? cannot mean

either AV or RV. The text is evidently corrupt, and st. ii is metrically
short. DXpX cannot mean / abhor myself, nor yet / reject {it), viz. what

I have spoken (Driver ; cf RV marg. loathe my words). An Object is

certainly required if 0X0 here is to reject (5" 823 921 19I8 301 3113 al.); and

b
v D13 usually means to repent of some action (Am 78-8 Je 83), and can

hardly express repent (sitting) on dust, &c. Cf Jon 33 iSX'by SB"1 ;

Lk 10I8. We have, however, already had an instance of another DXD
(Aram.), meaning to run, flow, melt away (73 Ps 588 Ni. ; cf Tg. Ps 38*

ID'XD). We might therefore point DXDX / dissolve ; cf © 810 itfiavXiaa
(= DXDX 3 1 18

) e'pavTov Kat iTdKrjv, Wherefore I slighted myselfand melted
— a conflate rendering. Then, with the further change illl in my stead
orplace (cf 362° 4012 notes ; Hab 313), or possibly ^1111 under Thee (Mi i*)
pro 110131 , we have a good line :

Thei-efore' I begin to melt on the spot.
According to ancient belief, the sight of God must cause instant dissolu

tion (Gn 1618 Ex 33 I K 1913 Is 63 also Gn 328" Ju 1322 al.). Even the
mountains 'melted at the Presence of God' (Mi i* Ps 97^-3, cf Is 64'):
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much more might flesh and blood, the unstable substance of poor

humanity, be expected to do so.

©'s form of St. ii is yiyr]p.ai he iyu> ep,avTov -fljv Kai o-Tro8ov. This
might represent '131 ISyb in3E'n31 And take myselffor dust, Sec. {rjyeopai
= 3E'l five times in Job, 132* 19" 331341" 35''?); or perhaps 'll?"!! or

il?1^1 And I become like Is 14" (which would account for © pIlB'XI
= DlXI or 'n^ll and am still). But if our restoration of st. i is right, we
may suppose that st. ii was originally a reminiscence of 3o'3 : bE'onxi
(or bx 'nbE«31 Is 14") 13X1 lays And I {am) become like dust and ashes ;
a natural result of dissolution. (© Therefore I will he still | And shall
be raised lo life—alolY—on the dust, Sec Z Therefore I despised—
n'DXP— my riches | And was comforted for my sons who are dust and

ashes!) The idea that Eyob needed repentance for his presumptuous

language, and that he expressly admits it in this final utterance, finds
explicit statement in 93 : Idcirco ipse me reprehendo \ et ago poenitentiam

in favilla et cinere. That idea is
,

however, wanting in ©©2; while, as
we have seen, the text of 50? is questionable on grounds both of grammar

and metre. That the hero of the poem, for whose moral excellence
lahvah Himself vouches in the Prologue (i* 28), and whose language

about God, which so greatly shocked the three Friends, actually receives

the stamp of lahvah's approbation in the very next verse (v. 7), should
here fall into an agony of penitence, is extremely improbable. It would,

in fact, stultify the main argument of the book, which hinges on the
assumption of Eyob's perfect integrity and piety.

The Prose Epilogue.

lahvah declares Eyob to have been right in his contentions as against

the Friends, and bids them seek his intercession on their own behalf, lest

punishment befall them (vv. 7-9). Eyob is restored to twice his former

prosperity, and dies in a good old age (vv. 10-17).

V. 7. lahvah : © 6 Kvpios. 9
3 om. bis. The prose-narrative relating

the happy conclusion of the trial of Eyob naturally reverts to the Divine

Name used in the Prologue.

these words: © prefixes all {-Kdvra = bs), which may well be right.

Instead of Mine anger is hot against thee and against thy two friends

© gives ^papres ov Kai oi ^I'Xoi o-ov = yy-\ i3B'1 IIX 1X01. Cf l^^ 2̂i».
(A remarkable substitution; perhaps preserving a real v.l.) of Me:
SD?'bx = iby; cf Je 2718. For bx used in different senses in the same

verse, cf i Sa 3". But © eviimov p.ov, 9
3 coram me (so ©5t) = '??? :

cf. I K322b^Ju 11". The variant makes fittle or no difference to the
general sense. Eyob had spoken quite honestly of God's dealings with

man ; the three Friends, in their anxiety to maintain the doctrine that all

calamities are penal visitations, had ignored notorious facts of human
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experience. (The omission of all reference to Elihu would seem to
indicate that he played no part in the original drama : see Introd)
1313? what is fixed, certain, right or correct ; a syn. of IDX ; Ps 5i3t.
© dXrjOei; 5J5 rectum; © \l^<:u[o justice. Cf J? right, true, Gn 42"
Nu 27' al. (The Sem. Jis kdnu ^^(S .a5 be fixed, established, and so to

be, is probably identical in origin with Sum. ^^] GIN or GEN, kdnu,
kunnu, 'stand firm", 'establish', kettu, 'right', 'truth', 'justice'; also
aldku ' to walk ', as involving the upright position. The primitive form
of the character is a human foot, which naturally symbolizes either stand

ing fast or motion.)
V. 8. seven bullocks and seven rams : Nu 231-23EZ 4528. Eyob was to
act as priest: cf. Gn i2'-8 222-18. If lahvah was originally a designation
of Sin, the moon-god, and identical with El-sheba', the god Seven, under
which title he may be supposed lo have been worshipped at

Be'er-sheba'

(see 'Burney fudges, pp. 43 f 249-53 ff-)i ^s '"^^Y see a reason for the
number of the sacrificial victims required by traditional use for His
burnt-offering. Such ideas were, however, remote from our author's

mind and age. To him sun, moon, and stars are alike subordinate to
lahvah (see 9'~3 253 3126) j sacred numbers were probably a matter of

ritual tradition about the original significance of which he felt no

curiosity ; and he appears to use the various Divine Names transmitted

from the past as mere poetical variants of each other. But as in the
Prologue he traces the misfortunes of his hero to the initiative of lahvah,
so he ascribes to Him (the God of prophetic revelation) the personal

intervention which satisfies Eyob (38'; cf Gn 221-"-"), and his subse
quent restoration to health and wealth.

for his intercession I will accept: lit. for his face Iwill lift up (Gn 19"
I Sa 2583). Pro 50? I13S-DX 13 leg. I13S-IX 13 (at © oti et pr) ktX. = 50?).
that I may not wreak destruction upon you: reading nbl3 (Le 26") or
llibs (Is 17"; plur. five limes in Job, 18" al.) pro SO? rh^^ folly {2'"'),
which seems too strong a term for the inconsideraleness of anger.

© paraphr. For, save on his account, I would have destroyed you ; but
93 ut non vobis impuletur stultitia = ibs3 Dsb SE'li ilbsb. Z that I may
not do toyou ^i^p a shameful act (Dt 2221). © that Iputyou not to shame
()l^.n~» yOSjA-V./ JJ»). Regarded as a mere yafora tfi? /lar/^r or popular

phrase, SO? may be right : that T may do you no fool-mischief play no

fool's trick with you, do you no foul wrong, by dealing with you like a

bs3. (Orcf Psi82'b.)
The closing sentence of the verse is repeated, perhaps accidentally,
from V. 7. © varies it thus: for ye spoke hot against my servant Eyob
a true thing; 93 has ad me = 'pX instead of coram me this time.
V. 9. and Zophar: IS'S] c codd. mult, and ©93® (exc. 1 post ').

1 isis.
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V, 10. The Trans, use of SIB' in the phrase USE' SIB* to turn the

captivity of a nation or individual (Ps i2 6'-<) and fig. to restore their

. fortunes or prosperity (cf also Is 528 Ez i638 Ho 6" Am 9" Na 2') seems
an inexplicable divergence from the ordinary intrans. use of the verb.

We should have expected Hi. (cf the Aram. Aph.). It may be an
isolated survival of the vaguer or more comprehensive use of the Root in

the primitive stage of the language. (The bilit. -v^SE' is possibly identical

with Sum. TAB double, repeat, add, Sec Cf the use of SIS' to denote the
repetition of an action, and the Syr. ool again. To do a thing again
may be to reverse it

. But perhaps we should rather compare Sum. DUB
go round, surround; SUB bend, a bow; SUB turn, turn round {lapdtu)
= SEB id}) Q niSip, K n'SE' captivity. Coll. a body of captives, or
prisoners-of-war, from ISE* (Aram. '<SE', Ar. LIT) to take captive men or
cattle as booty of war, may be compared with Sum. DAB, DIB, kamil,
'to take prisoner', gabdtu 'to seize', 'take', &c. (-/SE' = tab, dab).
his friends : SO? Iljn. ut i Sa 3026. An 11'J?1. ? The uncontracted form
here only in Job ; 328 has Vyi. In 12* 16^* 'Ij^l is Sing, as in Gn 118

et saep. al.

increased all that was Eyob's to double. Read prob. 'b^ pro 50? "nt<

(cf Ez 23") = b
y (Dt i"). His possessions were doubled, but not

the number of his children (cf i2-8).

V. II. His brothers, ox kinsmen, members of his tribe, and his acquaint
ance are mentioned 61* 19", but his sisters nowhere else; cf. i* 17".

feasted: fit. eat bread: Lk 1413. condoled . . . and comforted: 2".

an ingd; scil. of silver? The 1B''E'P Gn 33" Jos 2482t (cf Gn 2313) was
prob. a definite weight of unstamped metal, used as money. © dpvttSd

filav, one ewe-lamb = 9
3 ovem unam, Z K"!! XBlll one lamb, © \*aj |m«.

The Midrash Gen. Rab. 79 gives a triple explanation of nO'E'p 1X0 ;
viz. ounces, lambs (o'xbo) and shekels (D'ybo). In Gn

31*1 © Se'Ka dpvdaiv

= D'3D liE'y. Was the translator thinking of 0'3D manehs or minas, or
was he merely misled by the assonance of the two words ? In the case
before us, a shekel seems too little, and a maneh (50 or 60 shekels)
would hardly be too much for a congratulatory present. Perhaps ID'E'p

was an old Canaanite equivalent of the Bab. and Aram. 130 ; and, like

130, the word might etymologically denote a definite or specific portion of

metal (cf. Ar. iJS divide up or distribute property, apportion a tax, &c.).
Or should we rather compare Aram. NO'E'p (D'B'P) D'B'pyw/, right, true,

and Ar. Ja«j , ,1a— j just and a balance for weighing ?

S expands the verse thus : Now all his brothers and his sisters heard

* 31E' has lost the initial sound in Ar. t_>l return. If the primary notion was bent,
rounded, we might comp. 31X skin-bottle, as a round thing, and PjSX surround, and

JSIX a/,4e«/(AP = AB); also 33, 313, etc.
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all that had befallen him, and they came to him, and all who had known
himfrom the first : and having eaten and drunk at his house

(jrop'
avT&)

they comforted him, and marvelled at all that the Lord had brought upon
him ; and each gave him one ewe-lamb and a tetradrachm ofgold and silver
{kox TeTpdhpaxpov ;^vo-oiJ Kat doTjpiov: but ©^lAC* i^puo-ovv dar/nov, i.e. a

tetr. of gold uncoined). The substitution for IIX 31? Dt3 B''XW«(/ each
an ear-ring (Gn 35*) ofgold is curious. Is it a trace of a second inter
pretation of ID'E'p? DM, which is also nose-ring, an ornament worn

by women (Gn 2422-80 « ig 321^ as well as pigs (Pr 11"), may perhaps
mean simply ornament (cf Assjr. nazdmu^ in ulazzimM, ' I adorned it ',
Muss-Am. p. 660, col. 2); but is more prob. to be connected whh the
primitive Root Dlf shine in Assyr. zimu, Aram. 1') splendour, sheen,
e.g. zim kakkabi, and as plant-names zim hurdgi, zim kaspi, qs 'Gold-

bright', ' Sfiverbright '. The Syr. »> tie a tree, |i>ft v>) the tie of a vine,
suggests, however a different origin for Ot3, viz. the Sum. DIM (= ZIM)
bind, tie, which is done by putting one thing round another; hence
perhaps D.^. is simply a ring, whether for the ears or the nose. 93 rectb:

et inaurem auream unam.

V. 12. The numbers specified are in each case exactly twice as many
as those named (2') for the palmy days before calamity fell upon him
(cf Is6i'Zc9i2); a fact which indicates that we are not dealing with
plain history but edifying parable. © adds voptdSes = ^'^'^ grazing or at
feed (cf I C 2728) to ni3inx she-asses.
V. 13. v-'1^^1 And there came to him = and he got; i. e. in the course
of time. The number of his new family was the same as thai of the old
which had perished. See notes on 12. (His wife and his servants are
not mentioned.) It is improb. that the form

njysB* is a blend of lySE'

(dual of VSE* = 2x7 or 14) and
lySE*

; for IVSE* is a vox nihili, some
codd. and all Versions have nySE*, and the inserted 3 is an inadvertent
anticipation of the 3 of the next word (D'3S). If the number of the sons
was doubled, why not also that of the daughters ?
V. 14. The name of the eldest daughter lO'OJ (perhaps noioi) may be
compared with Aram. S<DOi Z Gn i3 (© )<AsAr/) Day as opp. to Night
(= Assyr. immu in immu u mdla, ' day and night '). It thus indicates the
father's sense of having emerged from the darkness of adversity into the
light of restored prosperity. [The Ar. LiliJ wood-pigeon (K^m. ap.
Frei. ; not in Lane) is in any case less appropriate.] So © 'Rpepav,

93 Diem (and ©51); Z NDiD' = Tl.
The second name, iP'Sij", © Kao-i'av, 93 Cassiam, is the Cassia-tree, or

wild Cinnamon (Laurus Cassia, L.), the bark of which is aromatic, and

also its powdered bark which is used as a spice or aromatic (Ps 45't)-

Cf our own ' Myrtle ', ' Rose ', ' "V^iolet ', &c., as female names. The
third name, ^ISl p.p Qeren-happilh, ' The Horn of Antimony '= 93 Cornu
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stibii, refers lo the practice of darkening the eyebrows and eyelashes with
powdered antimony, as Oriental women still do, to make the eyes appear

more brilliant by contrast. Cf 2 K 983 Je 433. ©'s 'ApiaX^ei'as Kepas,
'Amaltheia's Horn', is more curious than illuminating. The Greek
phrase was used proverbially in the sense of ' horn of plenty

'

(Anacr. 8 al); and ©, not recognizing the word ^1S, and misreading
'aiaqfor^ISi, may have supposed that the name was Horn overtur7ied;
scil. in order to pour out the contents, as in the case of the fabled goat

or nymph that suckled Zeus, according to the well-known Greek legend.

It is doubtful scholarship and mere indulgence of unbridled fancy lo
interpret the three names as ' Lengthener of Days ', ' Shortener of the
Thread of Life ', and ' Horn of Plenty

' (' an astral-mythological allusion ;
Amaltheia is a constellation'); and to suppose that they ' contain a play
upon the Oriental prototype of the three Greek Fates ' (Jeremias,
OTLAE, II. 253 ET.).—These names were evidently intended to
suggest that Eyob's daughters were beauties of the first rank (cf v. 1 5).

v. 15. Leg. 1NSD3 c 2 codd. and ©©93 pro SO? NSD3.

in all the land : or earth, as © ev Tg ovpavov, 93 in universa terra.

5»?Dlb, Dinx, DI1IX, neglecting the gender of the Pron. Suff. Several
codd. correct, reading Jib, &c.
an estate among their brothers : cf Nu 2 'j*-''.

r. 16. after this: i.e. after giving his daughters their portions; or
more prob. after all the events of his restoration. Cf. 93 post haec. Bui
® pera t^v irXijyiJv, after the stroke (irXT^y^. air. in Job = 130 or y33.).
a hundred and forty years : i.e. twice the period of the usual term of
life (Ps 9013); so that in this respect also he was doubly compensated for

all his sufferings, and might be considered to have attained to a truly
patriarchal age. (Cf. Gn 1123-32. If Eyob was about 65 at the time
when his troubles began, he reached the same age as Terah, viz. 205.)
© Now Eyob lived after the Stroke an hundred (and) seventy years, and

all the years he lived (were) two hundred (and) forty (and
eight : ©«c.aAC).

According to this, he was 70 or 78 at the time of the catastrophe.

and saw : K Ni?1 recle ; Q nxil. four generations : but as only
three generations are mentioned, including himself, we must either take

Wa '33 in the wider sense of his
sons'
descendants or posterity, or

suppose that Dli33"nxi and their sons has fallen out of the text. This
last statement was not in the original LXX.
V. 17. sated with life: lit. satisfied with days (Gn aS^'P).

© adds : But it is written that he will rise again with those whom the
Lord raiseth. Is this a reference to \g'^^-, or to some Midrash ? © adds
further : He is explained out of the Syriac book as divelling in lite Ausitic
i210 H h
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land on the borders of Idumaea and Arabia. Formerly he had the name of
fobab (see Gn 363st). And taking an Arabian wife, he begets a son named
Ennon ; but he himself was of a father Zerah, a son of the Sons of Esau,
and a mother Bozrah (Gn 3688), so that he was fifthfrom Abraham. And
these are the kings that reigned in Edom, which country he also ruled: first
Balak the son of Bear, and the name of his city was Dennaba, and after
Balak fobab who is called fob ; and after him, Hiisham who was a Duke
from Ihe Temanite country ; and after him, Hadad Ihe son of Barad
(Heb. Bedad) who smote Midian in the plain ofMoab, tlie name ofwhose
city was Geththaim (Heb. I'W).

Now the Friends who came to him ijjuere) Eliphaz of the Sons of Esau
(Gn 3613), Baldad the Tyrant (or Prince Pr 816 Hab i'") of the Sauchaeans,
Sophar the king of the Minaeans (S-*^ + Teman son of Eliphaz Duke of
Idumaea. He is explained out of the Syriac book as dwelling in the Ausitic
land on the borders of the Euphrates. Formerly he had the name offobab.
And his father was Zareth from the sunrising). Zdpe or Zcipe^ = 11.1,
which means sunrise. These attempts lo fix the place of Eyob in history
obviously depend upon the fanciful identification of the patriarch with
Jobab (Gn 36 I.e.); but it is hardly necessary to state that the resemblance
of the two names is merely one of sound, and that no etymological rela
tion is traceable between them. See Introd.



APPENDIX.-ALTERNATIVE VERSION OF
CHAP. 3.

Chapter 3.— i Afterwards Eyob opened his month and
cursed his day.

I And Eyob anstvercd and said:

3 Perish the day I was born.
And the Night that said, 'A man is conceived!'

\\JJiat Day become Darkness !^
Eloah above heed it not.
And no Radiance shine upon it !

5 Darkness and Deathshade befoul it !

Clouds settle upon it!
[Benightings {?) of Day affright it !
6 That Night—utter gloom seize it!'\
Be it not one among the Days of the Year—

Into the tale of the Months let it come ilot !

7 That Night become stone-barren !

No joyous birth-shout enter it !

8 Ban it they who curse the Day (?
)—

Adept in rousing the Dragon !

9 Darkened be its twilight Stars !

[Let it wait for the Light and there be no7ie !\

Let it not look on the Eyelids of Dawn !

10 Because it shut not my womb-doors.
And hid not sorrow from mine eyes.

II Why began I not to die from the womb—
From the belly came not forth to expire?
12Wherefore did knees receive me.
And breasts when I began to suck?

1
3 For now I had lain down, and were still—

I had slept ; then rest were mine !

1
4 With Kings and Councillors of State,
Who rebuilded ruins for their

pleasure.^

' Or buitded themselves memorials (cf. Eg. Ijrp, stela).

II h a
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15 Or.with Princes who had much gold,—

Who filled their houses with silver ;
16 Or like a buried abortion I should be,—
Like babes which never saw Light.

17 [There the wicked cease from troubling;

And there the weary rest.]^
18 Together the prisoners repose;

They hear not the taskmaster's voice :

19
High and low are there;

And the slave is free from his lord.

20 Why is Light given to the suffering.
And Life to the bitter in soul —

2.', To the man whose way is hidden.
And Eloah hath ' hedged him about '—

21 Who wait for Death in vain.
And dig for it as buried treasure ;

22 Who rejoice to see She'ol,—
Are glad when they find the Grave ?

24 [For before my bread my sighing cometh.
And T ponr out my groans like -zvater.]

25 If I dread a thing, it cometh upon me.
And what I fear befalleth me :

26 I have neither ease nor quiet,—
No rest, and Wrath cometh.

Note.—Perhaps the last three quatrains should rather be read
as follows :

20 Why is Light given to the sufferer.
And Life to them that are sorrowful,
i\ Who wail for Death, and there is none.
And who dig for it fike buried treasure^

2,', To the man whOSe way is hidden.
And Eloah hath ' hedged him about ',

22 Who rejoiceth when he seeth She'ol,—
Is glad when he findeth the Grave?

25 For a dread I had, and it reached me.
And what I feared came upon me :

26 I was neither secure nor quiet ;
I rested not, and yet came Trouble.
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INDEX RERUM

'Amaltheia's Horn', p. 465.
Angels, 140 f ; ''The Host of Heaven', 145; Invocation of, 145;

' Sons of God ', loi f, 140 ; Messengers of Gods, 33 note, cf 181 ;
evil, 123, cf. Ps 78"; demons (Babylonian), ubiquity of, 103, losf

Antiochus Epiphanes, possible reference lo, 388.
Apocalyptic or Eschalological element wanting in Job, 233, 399.
Babylonian cosmogony, allusions to :
Man made from clay by the goddess Aruru, 142, 373; created before
the beasts, rivers, mountains, vegetation, &c., 239.
Division of Primeval Waters, 166; a boundary fixed for the Sea, 416,
and paths for the Heavenly Bodies, 181.
Primeval War betvi'een the Powers of Light and Darkness, 318;
'Helpers of Rahab' (Tidmat), 184; Rahab or Tiamat subdued,
323 f-
Light, as daily creating the work! anew, 417 f
The North and the Mountain of the Gods, 321, 413.
Belly as the seat of intelligence, 370 f.

, and the kidneys associated with
mind, 425.

Bene Kede77i, 98.

Chaldeans, 108.
Confusion of D and CJ* in old script, 305.
Creation of Man, 142, 194.
'Day of lahvah', no reference in Job, 309, 399.
Earth as the Great Mother, no.
Father as family priest, 99.
'Fire of God', 108.
Horus, an Egyptian sun-god, 181.
Laws of Hammurabi quoted, 362.
Mythical conceptions of physical phenomena (Snow, Light, Darkness, &c.),
420; Father of Rain and Dew, 421; Constellations, 422 f.

Necromancy, 137.
Numbers seven and three, 97.
Oath, formula of the sacred, 326.

' Pifiars of Heaven ', 323.
Play on the name Eyob, 373.
Prayer in healing sick (Bab.), 319.
Rebufiding ruins brings a curse, 245.
Sabeans, 107.

Satan, The, 102-104 ; cf 123 f. (Evil Spirits).
Shaving the head a sign of mourning, 109.
She'ol, conceptions of, 198; its locality, 321; the dead ignorant of
events on earth, 236; pains of decay (?), 237; porter of She'ol,
419.
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SUMERIAN WITH SEMITIC GLOSSES

A mu, me, ba7iii, water, beget, 131,
421.

AG (AGA, AGU) agd, crown,
299.

ANSHU imeru, ass, 216.

EDIN geru, edinu, -plain, wilderness,
desert, 142.

EL ellu, bright, pure (cf UL nabdtu,
glitter), 212.
ELALU zammeru, singer, lallardte,
outcries, wailing (cf. ILU) ;
ELLU id., 195.
ER dimtu, bikitu, baku, tears, weep
ing, to weep, 131.
EME lildnu, tongue, speech; EME-
KUKU dkil qargi, slanderer
(Sum. tongue + eat), 274.
EME-SIG qargu, calumny, slander
(Sum. tongue -I- base), 220.
EN enu, priest, bi'lu, lord, larru,
king.

EN, ENE, ittu, time, 176.
ENEM amdtu, word (see INIM),
358.

EN-ZUNA (? ZU-ENNA) Sin, the
Moon-god, 123.
ESIR sulu, sdqu, lulil, road, street,
232.

ID, I, ndru, river, canal, 402.
ID, ITU, ITI, arhu, moon, month,
319-

IDE, inu, eriu, eye (also IGI))
415-

ILU niibii, -wailing, 195, 378.
IM, EN, Idru, wind, storm, 289.
IM, IN, ulluhu, land, dye, stain,
taint, 241.

IM-BAL nabbaltu, tornado, 289.
IM-GAL Idtu, miM, south, south-
wind, 123.

IJM-GUL imhullu, hurricane, 123.

IM-SUB ke malli, meltm%-pot (from
IM titu, clay), 160.
INIM amdtu, word, 358.

UD, U, dmu, urru, day, {ilu)
Samal, the Sun, 414.
U, UA, lammu, vegetation, plants,
greens, ritu, pasture, 7/idkalu,
food, 131.
UG (GUG? MUG?) mitu, dead,
millu, death, 197.

UG = GUG = RUG, 169.
^

UG 7-u'lu, rutu, spittle, UG-RIA
rusu, ruhu, bewitching {spittle +
letflow), 157.
UG, UGU, general name for various
kinds of insects, grubs, and other
vermin (kalmatu, mdnu, sdsu,

parlu'u, &c.); UG-TUR (DUR),
tultu, worm, maggot, dkilu, moth-

grub, 319.
UL ullu, ulgu, joy, 158.
UR kalbu, labbu, nelu, dog, lion,
135-

UR-KU kalbu, dog, 424.
URIG urqiiu, greens, 247.
UZU liru, flesh, 302.
UZU UR-US, (}iru) tertum la liri,
omen from inspection of the
flesh, 302.
USAN, USA, littum, sleep, 294.
USHUM-GAL usumgallu (' Great
Worm'), balmu, a serpent (mythi

cal?), 123.

BAD pitu, open, 146, 152.
BAD nisd, far, depart, 209.
BAL nabalkutu, pilaqqu, break
through, axe, 183, 196, 360.
BAL eberu, get over, 410.
BAL tabdku, pour out, 156.
BAL dabdbu, tamii,-6peak, say, 229.
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BA-LAG balaggu, harp, 349.
BIL qald, lardpu, BI-BI lahdnu,
burn, 114.

BUL ndlu, quake, 290.
BAR alidtu, side, 183.
BAR, BA, pardsu, zdzu, pitd, millu,
split, divide, open, half, 183.

BAR namdru, ndru, lamlu, shine,
light, sun; cf PAR wawzn/, bright,
190.
BUR bdru, hurru, luplu, pit, hole,
bottom, 184.

PA .... E sdpii, shine forth, 192.
PAG esirum la igguri, auceps, cavea
avium? 298.

PAR namru, bright, shining, 190.
PESH, PI, napdlu, rapdlu, breathe,
blow, expand, erd, become preg
nant, 245, 453.

GAB irtu, breast, 296.
GABA-TIMU ' hill of life '.

?, 348.
GABI-RI ladd, mountain, 348.
GAB-RI mahdru, to 'breast', con
front, 232.

GAB bi'lu. bisu, stinking, foul, bad,
171, 190, 241.
GIB, GIG, margu, murgu, ikkibu,
sick, sickness, pain, 237.
GU lasd, apdlu, qibu, speak, 241.
GU BUR, huburu, abyss ?, 184.
GUG samlu, sparkling? (cf GUB
(I't^l 337-
GUN kisddu, neck, 167.
GAD kitu, clothing stuff of some
kind, 245.

GtiT)qdlul, hand, 248.
GAD ellu, ebbu, 7iamru, bright,
pure, 231.
GID ardku, be long, 296.
GAL nald, laqdlu, lift, 155.
GAL gardru, flow, run, 357, 369.
GAL zdzu, split, halve, 1 83.
GUL abdtu, ubbutu, perish, destroy,
208.

r

GUL limnu, bad, hostile, 290;

^

zdru, hate, 273.

GUL lulputu, destroy, 208.
GUL hiddlu, rejoicing, 195.

GAM, GAN, kamdsu, kandlu, qa-

dddu, bend, bow, 177.
GEME, GEM, sinnillu, amiu, ar-
dalii, woman, maid ; GEME-
DUG kunnd, greet (or treat)
tenderly, 371. (Cf GEN, G6,
amIu)
GEN, GE, lerru, hiii, gihru, little,
weak, 301.

GUM, GUM, Iiamdlu, haldlu, grind,
pound, 247.
GIN galmu, dark, 146.
GIN, Gl, qand, reed, 146.
GIN ladu, mountain?, 182.
GAR lakdnu, lardqu, make, put,
give (cf. MUN-GAR makkuru,
goods), 447.
GAR uhhuzu, eseru, abbuttu, Idnu
(= INGAR), enclose, bind, fetter,

^ wall, 202. J

GAR, GISH-GAR, egerii, ugurtu,
enclose, bounds, 202.

GiR birqu, lightning, 232.
GI-RIM ellu, samlu, clear, pure, a

gem (cf RIN ellti), 337.
GISH ildtu, fire, 232.
GISH, GESH, igi, tree GESH-
TIN inu, karanu, vine, wine
(' Tree of Life '), 371.
GUSH-KIN hurdgu, gold, 337.

'Kh.pilm,pu, appu, mouth, face, 220.
KA-GAL {pit pi), 'Open-mouth',
123.

KASH lasmu, fiery, impatient ?,

146.

KESH riksu, bond, 226.
KA-ZAL taliltu, pleasure (' ace-
bright ')

,

231.
KA-SHU-MAR, KA-SHU-GAL,
appa labdnu, to cast down the
face (in prayer), 229.
KIN lite'd, seek, look for, attend to,
383-

KU(N), KUKKU, KU-KU, tdbu,
dalpu, good, sweet; KU matqu,
mead or metheglin : cf GIN
tdbu, 273.

KU, KUE, akdlu, to eat, 131.
KU-BABBAR, kaspu, garpu, silver,
337-
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KAR, kdru, wall, 202.
KAR-KAR nabdtula time, shine of
day, 421.
KUR ladu, mountain, 239 ; KUR-
GAL ladu rabd (title of a god),
291.

KUR, KURUM (i. e. KURU),
paqddu, look after, entrust, &.C.,
385-

KUR nakiu, enemy, 385.

DA(G), DA ; cf DA-GAL raplu,
broad, 412.
DAB, lamd, sahdru, surround =
DUB, 381.
DIB ahdzu, kamd, gabdtu, tamdhu,
seize, catch, take, 463.

DAG ebbu, ellu, namru, bright,
shining ; cf DI, DE, nabdtu,
niimmuru, glitter, brighten, Lc,
415-
'DhGnaparkii, give way, cease, 161.
DAL naprulu, fly away, 222.
DIM sandqu, bind, fasten; 7-iksu,
bond, rope, 323.
DIM kima, like, 337.
DUMU, DAMU, mdru, child, son
(also daughter, mdrtu), 424.
DI denu, judgement, 415.
DIM-MER, DI-MER, DIN-GIR,
DI-GIR, ilu, ittu, god, goddess,
144.

DUN patdnu, eat, swallow, 147.
DA-RI zdqu, blow hard, 412.
DAR-LUGAL tarlugallu, Aram.
tarnegold, cock, 123.
DUR labdku, ratbu, to flow?,
watered, moist, fresh, 4r9.

TA ina, kima, in, with, like = DA
idu, ittu, side, 160, 410.
TAM talimu, brother; TAN ha-
wiru, spouse ; TAB tappu, com
panion (cf DAM miitu, allatu,
spouse), 437.

LAL, LA, enlu, weak, maid, to
minish, 250.
LAB Idtuqu, vast, huge, immense,
381.

LAG = NAG (^saqd, latu, irrigate,
drink), swallow, eat.?, 343.

I LAG niii-u, namdru, light, shine
(cf LAG in ZA-LAG), 181,
189. Cf RA (RAG ?) illu, ebbu,
namru, bright, pure.

LI in LI-DU, zamdru, sing, 378.
LI-LIZ lilisu, guitar-playing (Chi
nese li), 378.
LI lamnu, oil, fat (Ch. ni, li, fat),
341-

LI-NUN himitu, butler, 341,
LIJ amilu, man; Ltl KING A

mdr lipri, messenger, 123. (Cf
NU amelu, zikaru ; Ch. nu, lu

,

slave.)

LUG paldhu, be afraid, 181.

RAG, RA, rahdgu, to flood, wash,
341 (cf LAG, LUG misil, to
wash, str. make bright or pure).

RAG, RA, rapdsu, to strike, thresh,
412. (Cf LAG masddu, to smite.)
RI, (RIG), zdqu, to blow hard;
ziqqu, blast, 138, 374.

RIG in U-RIG, green (Ch. luk,
Jap. ryoku, green), 169.
RU (5a«??, build, make, 142 (= DU).
RUZ (RAZ) in SHU-RUZ, ka
bdbu, labdbu, lamii, burn, sparkle,
shine, 231.

MAL = BAL = GAL, nabdlu, la
bdnu, throw down, 229.
MUL kakkabu, star; nabdtu, na
mdru, shine, 212, 423.
MULU BABBAR MoXo/So/iap,

184.

MIM, NIG (ning), NIN, mamma,
mimma, mumma, any one, any
thing, 205.
MUN likaru la KASH, tdbtu,
must, 37 I.
MU-TIN (= GESH-TIN) inu,
vine, wine, 371.
MUN-GAR makkuru, goods, 447.
MU(N)-SUB limetan, lildtum, even
ing, 125.
MASH maid, tu'dmu, twin, 181
(= MAN maid).
MASH ellu, ebbu, bright, pure;
dlipu, purifying priest, exorcist
(also malmalu).
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MUSH giru, serpent (cf. Jap. mushi,
worms, ma-mushi, viper), 125.
MEZ, edlu, ME, MU, (MISH,
MESH, MUSH) zikaru, male,
man, 199.

NA, NU, rabdgu, lie down, uldlu,
galdlu, &c., 146.

NAG = SHAG 195. NAG laid,
to drink, 131.

NAM-LUGAL, amelulu, mankind,
142. (With LtJGAL cf Arab.
rag'ol, man.)
NIG, LIG, kalbatu, bitch ; neltu,
lioness, 135.

NU, LA, Id, not, 131.
NUil, LU.M, unnubu, ullubu, to
grow luxuriantly, to plant, 287.
NUMUN, NU, zeru, seed, 142,
287.

NUN rabd, great; rubd, prince,
287.

ZAG flame ? cf ZA in ZA-LAG
ndrum la ildti {=^ X3br), 150.
ZA-BAR ebbu, ellu, namru, bright,
gleaming; siparru, copper, 362.
ZEB tdbu, good, beautiful, 362 (cf
DUG and ZAG tdbu).
ZIB, (ZIG), limtan, twilight, even
ing (cf SUB in MU-SUB), 125.
ZAG tametu, address to a god,
238.

ZUR kunnu, treat tenderly, 371.
ZUR ikribe, prayers, 349.

SHAB baqdmu, hardgu, lardmu,
split, &c., 136; baru la liri, in
spect flesh of victims, 283.
SHIB (in I-SHIB ilibbu, diviner,
sorcerer) divination, 356.
SHAG, SHA, damdqu, dummuqu.

to be bright, pure ; to purify
metals, 190, 194, 337.
SHUB lapdtu, to bend, bow, turn
round (also SEB), 463.
(SHAD,) SAD, SATI, bdmdtu,
mountains (cf salum = ladu ;
Assyr. loanword), 212.
SHID atmd, speech, 239.
SH.\-KAN imeru, ass, 216.
SHEN ebbu, ellu, bright, pure, 194.
SHER rakdsu, i-iksu, qagdru, bind,
bond.
ZHY-lllardru, splendour; SIR, Sl,
ndru, namdru, light, to shine,
173-

SHUG, SHUKU, kurummatu, sus
tenance, bread, 131.

SHU-RIN liniiru, clay oven, fire-
pot, 356.

SI^B (GEN-TA-) limmalil, limlessi,
let him be purified ! 160.
SAG mdmilu, charm (cf ZAG
tametu), 238.

SAG-DU qaqqddu, head, 458.
SA-GAR epru, dust, earth, 235.
SIG damdqu, dummuqu, giirrupu,
to be bright, pure, to purify, smelt
or refine metals, 194, 337 (cf
SHAG).
SIG arqu, green, yellow, 337.
SIG lipdlu, lupdtu, fleece, woollen
stuff, 177.
SIL, SUL, sdqu, suld, road or
street, 232. (Cf SIR in ESIR.)
SIR, SUR, zamdru, sing; gai-dhu,
shriek, scream, 355.
SIR BALAGGA zamdr balaggi,
harp-music, 349.
SIR leru, depart (cf SUD and
E-SIR), 232.
SIM in IR-SIM, armannu, erelii,
smell, fragrance, 376.
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